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Established during World War II to advise the President on the 
stl'ail!f' ...... teci ..... ·c direction of the armed forces of the United States, the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff (JCS) continued in existence after the war and, as military advisers 
and planners, have played a significant role in the development of natioDal 
policy. Knowledge of Jes reJations with the P.resident, the National Security 
Council, and the Secretary of Defense in the years since World War II is 
essential to an understanding of their current work. An account of their 
activities in peacetime and during times of crises provides, moreover, an 
important series of chapters in the military history of the United States. For 
these reasons, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed that an official history be 
written for the record. Its value for instructional purposes, for the 
orientation of officers newly assigned to the JCS organization, and 88 a 
source of information for staff studies will be readily recognized. 

The series, The Joint CIdefs ofStaJ! and Nationol Policy, beats the 
activities of the Jes since the dose of World War U. Because of the nature 
of the activities of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 88 weD 88 the sensitivity of the 
~ the volumes of the series are prepared initially in classified form. 

Volume XlI descrIbes JCS activities during the period 1917-1980 that 
cover President Jimmy Carter's administration. Dr. Steven L. Rearden, 
workiDg under eont:ract 10 the Joint History Office, wmtethe volume. WhRe 
the book is entirely his work, Dr. Rearden did oonsult a draft chapter that 
had been written earlier by Dr. Walter s. Poole. Ms. Penny Norman 
prepared the manuscript for publication as a classified document. The 
volume is an official publication of the Joint Chiefs of Staff but, inasmuch as 
the text has not been considered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, it must be 
construed as descriptive only and does not constitute the official position of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff on any subject. 

Washington, DC 
December 2002 

DAVID A. ARMSTRONG 
Director for Joint History 
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Continuing the history of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and national policy, this 
volume treats the years 1917 through 1980, rougbly the same period as Jimmy 
Ca.rter"s PftlSideney. Still recoverhlg from the trauma and setbacks ofVietDan'l, the 
JCS remained preoccupied with a wide range of cold. war-related defense and 
security issues. Broadly speakiJJg, two themes emerge. The first has to do with the 
deepening US iuvolvement in Soutltwat Asia and the Middle Bast. a region 
exeeedingly distant and remote, but increasingly imporbmt to the United States 
and its ames because of its vast oil resoUICes and strategic locale. 'Jbe collapae of 
theSbah oflran's ~ in 1979. followed later that year by the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan, underscorecl the volatility of that part of the world aDd pu.t inteDse 
pressure on the Joint ChIefs to find ef.feetive means ofprojeeting US military 
power into the region in times of crisis. 

The second theme eoneems the 1'epel'CUSSiollS brought about by this eba.nse 
in strategic priorities. Most significant of all was the impact it had on President 
Carter's plans for improving relations with the Soviet Union, reduciDg defeDse 
expenditures, and reaIlocatingresoun:es to strengthen the defense of Europe. 
Although the Joint Chiefs never doubted the President's good intentions. they 
found them somewhat uareeJistie and impractical owing to the unsettled 
intemational situation and the oompetiDs demands on US mUitary assets. At the 
same time, having lost the nuclear supremacy they had enjoyed m the 19508 and. 
19608, theJoint Chiefs became increasing1y receptive to strategic arms control 
agreemer.dB with the Soviet Union to help stabilize the strategic nuclear balance. 
But even thouah the Jom ChtefsgeneraDy supported such ac.cords, they also felt 
that, in view of the ongoing moder.nizatioD of the Soviet strategic arsenal, the 
United States had no choice hotm earlY out a lons-neglected modernization of its 
own. 'lbe result WIS.often medon between the White House and the Pentagon over 
how to meet this cha1lenge. 

A volume of this scale and scope muld not have been produced without a 
lot ofhelp. I am particularly indebted to my ftiends and professional colleagues in 
the Joint History Oftiee-lDma S. Jaffe. Ronald H. Cole. Wayne M. Dzwonchyk, 
Hans S. Paw1isch, and Fl'an1t N. Schubert-for taldng the time to provide their 
comments and criticisms at various stages of the book. To Sadie Smith, I am 
especially indebted for an manner of assistmee. Jeffrey Marrs ably helped out by 
assembling material for the appendices. PeJ.my Norman had the onerous tasko! 
preparing the manuserIpt forpub1icationand came through, as always. with flying 
eolors. The errors and flaws that remain are on me. I am also deeply grateful to 
Walter S. Poole. my friend of many years. who urged me to take on this project and 
whose unrivaled. knowJedge of the JCS was perhaps my mostvita1:resource. LutlY. 
I need to thank Brigadier General DavidA. Armstrong, USA (Iet)~ the Director for 
Joint History, who gave me the opportunity to write this volume. 

Steven L Rearden 
Washington, DC 
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NATIONAL SECURITY ORGANIZATION 

(0) As 1917 began .. the Joint Chiefs of Staff awaited with some uncer
~ the arrival of a new President, Jimmy Carter, and a new Secretary of 
Defense, Harold Brown. Although the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) fully ex
pected the Carter administration to make changes in national security pol
icy ~ military strategy, they-like everyone else-could only guess at how 
ex:te~ the changes might be. Defense and foreign affairs had played less 
than pivotal roles in the 1976 election campaign, but on those issues he had 
addressed, Carter had shown a range of preferences. He supported 
streD8thening the North.Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), thought pro
gress on arms control imperative, and believed in the continuing contain
ment of the Soriet Union within the context of detente. But he had-reserva
tions about new weaPODS systems like the B-1 bomber and MX missile, 
favored the withdrawal of US ground troops from Korea, and considered 
military spending much too high. Like many Americans, OUter was leery of 
new oommitments overseas and pledged to avoid international quagmires 
as in Vietnam. Above all, he wanted to give more time, attention, and re
SOl.1lC:eS to doDiestie problems.l 

(U) Unlike his immediate predecessors in the Oval Office, Carter did 
not neeessariIy regard UB-Soviet relations as his uppermost foreign policy 
concern. Rather .. be considered the country's growing dependence on for
eign energy supplies, the protection of human rights, and the improvement 
of relations between the developed and developing worlds equally if not 
more important. Nor was be overly alarmed, as some in the Nixon-Paid 
administration had come to be, over the threat to d6tente posed by the So
viet Union's ominous buildup in strategic and theater nuclear weapons, ae
oompanied by significaDt improvements in Warsaw .Pact conventional 
forces OD the Central Front in Europe. Instead of responding to these and 
other threats with increased militaly power. Carter proposed to rely more 
aD diplomacy and moral suasion to achieve American security objectives 
abroad Although he did not dismiss the need for armed force in support of 
foreign policy, the new President thought it bad been overused in the past 
Henceforth, as he stated in his inaugural address, the United States would 
"maintain strength so sufficient that it need not be proven in combat-a 
quiet strength based not merely on the size of an arsenal but on the nobility 
ofideas."2 

1 Carter laid 'out his views in his pre-eampaign primer, Why Not the Best? (Nasb~e: 
BroadmaD, Press, 19'15>. Also see Gaddia Smith. MOl'tIlity, RBason, and. Power: Amertcan 
Diplomacy in the Carter Years (NY: Hm and Wang, 1986); and .8mton 1. Ic:aufmaD. 7he 
.Presitlent:u 0/ JamB!II Earl Ozrter, Jr. (Lawrence. ICan.: Untwmsity Press ofICaDsas.199s)· 

2 "lJUlUllll'8l Address of .President Jimmy CUter.· 20 Jan 77, in Public Papers oj the PreBi~ 
dentJJojtlae UnitsdStates: Jinuny Carter, 19?7CWashington. DC: GPO, 1971),3. 

1 
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~U) ~m an outward appearances, Carter was better prepared to 
deal with mDitary matters than any President since Dwight D. Eisenhower. 
A 1946 graduate of the US Naval .Academy, Carter had served seven years as 
~ nuclear su~ of'fieer before re1:UrDiDg to Georgia to manage the fam
ily pe&llUt busmess. But unlike other Presidents (Harry S. Truman and John 
F. Kennedy, for example) who had talked freely of their military aperi .. 
~ces, ~er ~layed his military background and declined to surround 
himseJf with semce buddies." In fact, few on Carter's staff had seen mlli
tary service, and there were some that bad been active in the anti-war 
movement of the 1960&. -rhe change in atmosphere was striIdn&" reea1Ied 
one veteran diplomat "Three-pieee suits bad been replaeed by slacks and 
sweaters. Haircuts were two or three inches longer than before. And it ap
peared that the average age of the White House 81a1f bad dropped about 
twenty years. "S 

(U) In these cirewnstanees, JCS advice was' apt to count for less in 
high-level circles than it had in yeus past. Throughout World War II and on 
into the confrontations of the early cold war, the JCS had been in the fore
front of high-level pJanniog and polieymaldng, their views routinely sought 
and respected at the White Honse and on Capitol HiD. However, the Bay of 
Pigs episode in the early 196os, followed by VIetnam, had dealt harsh blows 
to the JCS image and credibility. Gradually and with difficulty, the Joint 
Chiefs bad begun to recover some of their lost prestige and imJuence by the 
mid"1970S. The advent of the Carter administration seemed to dampen 
prospects that this trend would continue. 

(U) As trying for the Joint Chiefs as the, carter years would pmve to 
be in some respects, the JCS would still find themselves, more often than 
not, at or near the center of decision. Carter's downplaying of military 
power and emphasis on nonviolent solutions notwitbs1:andin it was clear 
that the cold war was far from over and that, even with the respite of de
tente, the United States had no choice but to maintain a credible defense 
posture. In~ in certain respects, detente forced the United States to 
think more seriously and more imaginatively about its military needs than 
at any time ~ World War n. For these reasons, JCS ad:Yiee remained an 
accepted fixture of the policy process, heeded more on some oceasions than 
on others during the Carter years, but rarely overlooked or wholly ignored. 

JCS Composition duriDcthe Carter Years 
(U) Throughout Carter's pxesideucy, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ~ 

mained one of the most stable institutions within the national security 
. community. The only 1eg;is1ative change affecting the JCS as a corporate 
body was slaw signed on 20 October 1918 grantiDg the Olmmandant of the 
Marine Corps (CMC) coequal status with the Service Chiefs, thereby recog
nizing in statute what had become commonplace in practice. As career pm-

3 WiDiam J. Jorden, Panama Odyssey (Austin: UJriversity otTens Press, 1984).343· 
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fessionals, occupying ~ry positions with staggered terms, the JCS 
themselves were not automatically subject to replacement when Carter took 
office. Technically, to he sure, the JCS served at the pleasure of the Presi. 
dent, with the advice and ooosent of the Senate. But as a practical matter 
there ~ little danger that the President would demand their resigDatio~ 
~ appoint a who!e new set of military advisers. Only once before, in 1949, 
m the case of Admiral Louis Denfeld, had the President Been fit to remove a 
JCS member before his term was up. 1he Chiefs thus provided the Pentagon 
and the President with a measure ofhigb-level oontinuity that few other de
partments or agencies enjoyed. carter would, in years to come, he able to 
make his own JCS appointments, but for the time being he and SecretaIy of 
Defense Brown had perforce to work with the military advisers they inher
ited.. 

CU) Fortunately, as Carter later recaDed in his memoirs, he and the 
individual members of the JCS got along wen together, even when they dis
agreed over policy. Personalities were not a serious problem.4 Doubtless the 
most prominent and publicly wellwknown JCS member at the outset of 
Carter's presidency was the Chairman, General George S. Brown, USAF-DO 
relation to the new Secretary of Defense. A bomber pilot in Europe during 
World War II, Brown also had sened as Director of OperatiODS, Fifth .Air 
Force, in the Far Bast toward the end of the Korean War. Thereafter, in the 
1950S and on into the 1960s, his career became an almost steady succession 
of high-pmfile staff assigomeDts with the Secretary of Defense and the 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. From 1968 to 1910 he commanded the Sev
enth Air Force in Southeast.Asia but returned to the United States to be
come Air Force Chief of Staff in 1913. By the time President Richard M. 
Nixon named him to head the JCS in 1914, Brown probably had more joint
level experience than any other Chairman up to that time. Likable, easy lew 
ing, and respected by his peers, he routinely urged his JCS colleagues to 
keep an open mind OD problems and believed in maintaining close liaison 
with the Director, Joint Staft', and the various heads of the Joint S1aff direc
torates.S 

(U) As Chairman, Brown enoountered some of his most serious diffi· 
culties in the area of public relations. In October 1914, he made impro~ptu 
remarks that led to a public rebuke by President Gera1d R. Ford. Duri11g a 
question-and-answer session fonowing a speech he bad delivered at the 

'Jimmy carter, Keeping Faith (Toronto: Bantam Boo .. 1982), 222-

Ii Biopaphiea1 data on Bl'OWIl from Edgar F. Pmyear. Jr., George S. Brown: Genercil. US 
Ai,. Foree-Destinedp Stars (Novato, Ca1if.: Presidio, 1983); aDd Ronald H. 0lIe, at. aI., 
11ae ~ oj the Joint aJif!jr oj Stqff (Was1dngton, DC: Joint mstDry OffIce, 
OCJCS, 19951. 105-09, hereafter cited as Cole, et. aJ.. JCS 0KdrmDnBhip. On BlOwn's re1a
tions with the Joint Std, see Walter s. Poole, History oj the Joint ads" o/8tqff, vol. XI. 
11ae Joint Chiefs oj Stqff and National Policy. 1973-1976. 8, (WashmgtoD, DC: Iftstorical 
Office, Joint 8ecNtariatt Joint Staft Feb. 1993},5-6, he!eafter cited as Poole. JCS and Na
tional. Pol.iey, .1973'-.1916. 
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Duke University Law School, Brown referred to the pcl\\'el of Jews and their 
money in the United States, suggestinJ that Israel exercised undue infIu
~ee over lIS foreign poJicy. When a public uproar ensued, Brown apolo-
gized for his remarks. Yet, in an interview pubJished two years laa be 
made similar comments as wen as intemperate statements about Brliam 
and Iran. 8 

..,These episodes led some members of the incoming Carter ad
ministration to doubt Brown's fitness to stay on as Chainnan. But with 
Brown a quarter of the way into his second and (by law) final two-year term, 
Carter was content to let the matter ride. '1 Moreover, as soon became ahun .. 
dandy clear, the Chahman's policy differences with the new administration 
over sensitive issues like strategic llI1QS contl'Ol and the Panama Canal 
Treaty, were DOt such as to cause any major political headaches or embar .. 
rassment for the White House.8 The most serious source of discord was 
Brown's decision in the summer of 1977 to turn over copies of top secret 
back-channel messages between the JCS and US commanders in Korea to 
the House Armed Services Committee. these messages \'Yere hlghly critical 
of the administration's decision to withdraw US ground forces from the Ko
rean peninsula. Compared with communications through regular channels, 
these back-cbannel cables painted a worrisome, even alarming view of the 
administration's withdrawal policy. That the Cbairman should bave dis
closed such information, despite approval from the Secretary of Defense, 
drew blistering criticism from the NatiOnal Seeudty Council (NSC) Staffs 
senior Far Eastern expert, Michael Armacost, who cbataeterized it as -an 
outrageous procedure. "9 But despite the furor this episode produeed, it was 
clear that Brown had not acted with malicious intent and that he wanted to 
preserve a constructive and cooperative re1ationsbip with the new admini
stration. 

(U) By early 1978, Brown, for health reasons, was ~ mo:r~ and 
more of his respons1"bUities over to his assistaDts and stand-Ins. Strieken 
with cancer, he retired from active duty on 20 JUDe 19'18, ten days before 
the expiration of his second term as Chairman. Iaa than six months later, 
on 5 December 1978 he died. 

6 Cole. et. aL.J~ C1toinno.nship, lCY1. 

'I See Pu:r,ear, Bmwn: Desti:n.edfor Stms. 256. 

8 For Brown's role in the Panama Canal Tleaty, see below. Chapter VI; for SALT, see Chap
ter IX. 

9 "SUmmary of Backtbannel Messages on Korean Ground withdrawals, February~ 
1971.· undated, S. end06Ul'e to Itt. H. Brown to Samuel S. SI:rat.ton, 3 Nov 71, U, Staff VI

fices: Lipshutz File. box 3. Korean BIlek Channel Messages tider. Cartel' Library; memo, 
Armacost to BJZUiDaki, 29 Jun TI, S, National Security Adviser Colleetiou, CoullUy File, 
box 43, ROJ( 1-4/71folde.r, 01rter Library . 
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. (U) Brown's successor as JCS Chairman was the serving Air Force 
~ef <>! Staff, General David C. Jones. AlthOUBh not unprecedented, it was 
~ rare to see ofticers from the same service succeed one another 
m the Chairmanship. Mom DOtably-Jones was the only Chairman who 
Jacted a service academy or universi1;y degree. Born and raised in the Dak0-
tas, he dropped out of conege in 1942 to become an aviation cadet in the 
Army Air Corps. By wars end he bad decided to make the military his ca
reer. The opportunity to fly combat missions in World War n eluded him, 
but during the Koman War he logged mom than three hundred hours on 
bombing assignments against North Korea. Assigned to the Strategic Air 
~mmand (SAC) in 1954, he became an air operations planner and later an 
8lde to General Curtis LeMay, the SAC Commander. During the 19608 and 
~ly l~OS he occupied a variety of Air Force operational and command p0-
sitions In Europe and Southeast Asia, and in 1914 President Nixon named 
him to be Air FOla! Chief of Staff.10 

flPPresident Carter's decision toe1evate Jones to the JCS Chairman
ship was not without oontroversy. Not cmly did Jones have little experience 
in the joint pJanning arena but also there were those on Capitol HnI and in 
the military that felt he was overly suscepb'b]e to civilian iDfIuence.ll A ease 
in point was Jones' aequiescence, as Air Force Chief of Staff in 1917, to 
President Carter's canceDation of the B-1 bomber, a plane that Jones had 
once strongly supported. Proponents of the B-1, felt that Jones had caved in 
too easily to the cancellation order. They argued that he should have fought 
harder to keep the plane as a necessary part of the strategic triad and in or
der to avoid conceding any UDilateraJ advantage to the Soviet Union's new 
BacJd:im bomber. Responding to his critics, Jones quietly floated a proposal 
with the White House. Suggesting use of the B-l's engines in a modified FB
ll1H, a combination that Jones termed an excellent "equalizer" for the 
Baek6:re, not as an operational program but as something to be held in re
serve should the strategic situation merit full production.12 However, Presi
dent Carter turned the proposal down, apparently preferring to develop the 
Stealth bomber instead. Looking back:, Jones was satisfied that he had done 
as much as he could. "There were those who said 1 should have faDen on my 
sword," he recalled of his role in the B-1 caneel1ation. But he doubted 
whether doing so would have served any useful purpose. "Carter had cam-
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16 Cole, et. at, J~ Oaainnanship. 113-18; Current BiOgraphy. 1982. 184-87· 

11 See Bruee Palmer, Jr., The JrS-Year War: America!s Militartl Role in V"Zltnam (LaiDg
ton, ICy. UDiveJ:sity Press of Kentucky. 1984). 132. 

12 Memo, Odom to BueziDski. 28 Jan ?8. S, William Odom eoUeedon. box 50. PresideDfs 
Military Visits folder, Carter Library. 
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paigned on canceDation of the B-1," he emphasized.tlWho am I to sit in 
Judgment?"13 

(U) All the same, Jones' appointment seemed to some critics consi&
tent with an emerging pattern by the Carter administration of naming com
petent yet compliant officers to sit on the Joint anefs of Staff. When Carter 
nominated Jones to the &mate, he also sent the names of two other new 
JCS members: General Lew.ADen, Jr., to become the Air Porce Chief of 
Staff; and Admiral Thomas B. Hayward to st:ICU*i the popular and re
spected Admiral James L Honoway III as Chief of Naval OperatiODS. Allen 
was at heart a scientist, with a Ph.D. in physics, while Hayward's back
ground was in naval aviation and program analysis. Both were able and 
dedicated offi.eers. But they were hardly known outside their respective ser
vices and came from career backgrounds that prepared them more as tech· 
nieal than as poJitico..miJitary advisers to the President, the Secreta1y of De
fense, and the National Security Council. Bernard Weinraub of the New 
York 1'fmes wrote that the net effect was "an awareness within the defense 
hierarchy that the influence of the Joint Chiefs is on the decline. "l4 A year 
later, Carter made two further appointments: General Edward C. Meyer, 
who succeeded General Bernard W. Rogers as Army Chief of Staff; and Gen
eral Robert H. Barrow, replacing GenerallDuis H. Wilson as Commandant 
of the Marine Corps. 

(U) In fairness, those who served on the Joint ChieJS of Staff during 
the Carter years exercised their duties with the utmost seriousness but felt 
constrained an too often by fortBJ beyond their oontrol and by a Jack of 
popular support. Anti-military sentiment in Congress and the public at large 
remained strong, so that even when the Chiefs took exception to the Presi
dent's policies, they knew they were doiDg so from a weakened position. Of
ten they would fume in private but then back away from a confrontation 
when they finally met with the President.II Moreover, building a consensus 
within the JCS remained as difficult as ever. Inter-service rivalry and com~ 
petition continued to be facts of life, especially where budgetary allocations 
were ~med, and led frequently to 1owest-common-denominator com
promises that cast doubt on the usefulness of JCS l'eCOJDlDendations. David 
Jones commonly referred to such advice as the "pabulum'" that would come 
up from beIOW.I6 But despite obvious flaws in the JCS system, there was as 

13 Gem David C. Jones, USAF (Ret), former CJC'3. inter¥ie'twed by Drs. Steven L Rearden 
and Walter S. Poole, .. Feb 98, transcript. JHO; Mark Peny. Four Stars (Bolton: Hough-
ton, MiBJin, 1989), 268-69. 

1" Bernard Weinraub, "Joint Chiefs l..osiDgSway Ullder carter: NYllmes, 6 Jul 78: All. 

15 Jones interview, .. Feb 98. 

16 Jones' views quoted in James Seblesinget, "'Tbe Oftice of the SeereIa!y of DefeDse," in 
Robert J. Art, Vinc:eDt Davis, and Samuel P. Huntington (ede.), Reorganiz:ing America~ 
lJefense: Leadership in W01' and Peace (Washington.. DC: Pergamon-BrasseYs, 1985), 2S'/. 
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~ little ~ppo~ or interest in Congress for making wholesale reforms. 
G~en the Impediments under which the JCS at this time operated, these 
Chiefs were probably no better or no worse than any of their predecessors at 
resolving critical issues. 

Liaiscm with the White House and the NBC 

(U) During Carter's presidency, as before, the principal point of regu
lar contact between the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the President was through 
t!-e National Security Council and its supporting staff. Created by the Na
tional Security Act of 1947, the same Jaw that bad given the Joint Chiefs 
statutoI)' standing, the NSC exercised broad responsibility for coordinating 
and overseeing interdepartmental deh"berations and high-level decisions. 
However, under Carter it was clear from the beginning that the NBC would 
enjoy oonsiderably less power and prestige than it bad exercised during the 
Nixon-Ford years. While campaigning for the presidency Carter had at
tacked Ford for allowing his Secretary of State (and former National Secu
rity Adviser) HeD1)' A. lGssinger to pursue his own secret agenda through 
1tLone Ranger" diplomacy; he vowed that, if elected, he would exercise 
closer personal supervision over foreign atfairs.11 

(U) Worldng out the detai1s of a new NBC system fell to Carter's .As
sistant for National Security Affairs, Zbigniew Brzezinski, and his deputy, 
David L. Aaron. Together, they came up with a plan (PI>-2) that dismanded 
the elaborate committee structure devised by IGssinger, in favor of simpler 
arrangements that vested magor advisory funetioDS into two cabinet-level 
bodies. These bodies were the Special Coordination Committee (SCC), 
chaired by Brzezinski, which had expliclt responsibility for inte1Iigenee 
oversight (including covert operations), arms control evaluation, and crisis 
management; and the Policy Review Committee (PR.C), normally headed by 
the Secretary of State, wbich had jurisdiction over everything else. To pro
vide support, NSC Interdepartmental Groups (lGs) and/or NSC Ad Hoc 
Groups (ARGs) would be available as needed.18 The full NBC, With the 
President presiding, would meet as necessary (some thirty-five meetings, 
less than one a month, actually took place), and new designations took ef
fect for NSC documents: National Security Study Memoranda (NSSM) be
came PresIdential Review Memoranda (PRM), and National Security Deci
sion Memoranda (NSDM) became Presidential Directives (PD).19 

1'1 Betty Glad, Jimfflll OIrter: In Search of the Great White House (NY: W. W. Norton, 
1980),3:1,5. 

18 PD-2. -NSC System: 20 Jan lrnT. C. JCS 2488141, 001 (20 Jan 77). 

19 PD-I, "Establishment of Presidential Review aDd Directive Series/N8C." 20 Jan 1m. C. 
JCS 2488/40. 001 (20 Jan 77)j Zbig1dew BrzeziDski, POUHJ1' and Principle: Memoirs of the 
National &curity Adviser, 19.".,.ll}81 (NY: Farrar. Straus. GIrcmx. 1983). 58-61. 
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cU) ~ug the weea immediately foDow:ing the inauguration, the 
NSC Staff JSSued fifteen PRMs mandating in-depth policy reexaminations 
across a wide range of topics. The short suspense times of most of the stud
ies, together with the complexity of the issues addressed, severely taxed the 
capacity of the Joint Staff and the Military Services to respond to PDf is
sues with the requisite thorouglmess. A case in point was the handling of 
PRM-s, dealin, with the Cyprus-Aepan dispute. It J:eaChed the Joint Staff 
in late January 1971 under conditions that allowed less than two working 
days for l8ency Inputs and only seventeen hours for the Department of .De
fense to coordinate its response to the NBC. JaJ action officers encountered 
similarly ti,gbt deadlines in dealin, with policy reviews on Panama (PRM-I), 
Cuba (in the context of PRM-17), Korea (PlUf-13), and the Philippines base 
negotiations (PRM-14).BO Brzezinski was reportedly -mcensed" that the 
"usefulness and effectiveness Of PRC and sec meetings ... [had] been seri
ously hampered" by the late circulation of papers to be discussed at the 
m.eetinp. But he readily acknowledged that he had no one to blame but 
himself and his NBC Staff and promised to do better by pJedcing to live par
ticipants at least two fall days to prepare for a scheduled DJ.eetinc.21 

(U) All the same, problems persisted in establishing satisfactory JC8-
NSC coordination. While time constraints eased somewhat, JaJ planners 
and action officers encount.ered new procedures that they felt worked 
against them in obtaining a fair bearing for their views. Most troublesome 
of aD were NBC procedures that effectively stit1ed dissent by making little 
allowance for the airing or circulation of opposing analyses and 
recommendations prior to formal PRC/sec discossioDs. Instead of 
Preseutinc the committees with the range of opinions expressed at the 
worldnc level, the NBC Staff tended to table position papers making it 
appear that there was already a consensus. Nor were participating agencies 
able to obtain authoritative guidance on the results of PRC/sec 
deliberations requiring foUow-on action. On 3 May 19" the Joint adem 
aired their complaints at a meeting with the SecretaIy of Defense but were 
1lIlSl1CeeSSful in persuading him to send Brzezinski a frlend1y, albeit firm, 
memorandum stating their position.22 

(U) Meanwhile, on 10 June 19" President Carter withdrew NSAM 
ss, the 1961 directive issued by President John F. Kennedy in the wake of 
the Bay of Pigs episode, encouraging the Joint Chiefs to present their corpo-
rate views "direct and unfiltered" to the President. Although apparently not 

20 J--Sllitport to JCS on Procedures for Review of PRMs. 14 Apr 71. U. JCS 2488/47-3, 001 

(09 Ma1'71). 

21 MF'R by COL Fred B. Raines, USA, 24 Mar 71. U, J-s NBC CoDeetion, Access. No. 2J8.86.. 
0014. box 10, PRe folder, hereafter cited as J-5 NBC CoDeetioD; memo, BrzeZins1d to Mon--
dale, et. al., 21 Mar 71. U, JCS 2488/47-1,001 (09 Mar 71). . 

21 J-5 Point Paper 61-77, 2 May 71. Uj and dmftmemos to SecDefandAsst. to the Plesident 
for Naticmal Security Affain, U, enclosures to JCS 8488/47-3, 001 (09 Mar 71). 
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~expected, the withdrawal of NSAM 55 further underscored the frustra
~ ~ JCS. continued to encounter in establishing satisfactory policy c0-
ordination WIth the Carter White House. The reasons later given by the 
President for abolishing the diJ:ective were that .chaDged circumstances" 
and ~jfied "organizational arrangements" rendered it no longer ap
propriate. Subsequently, though, in September 1m, the White House is
sued a ~eement directive, employing language simDar to the 0Jisinal, 
but droppmg a paragraph on JCS re8pODSlDilities for cold war operations. 
Also, the new directive incorporated two subtle yet significant refinements. 
One giving the Chairman or Acting Chairman somewhat greater latitude to 
represent JCS views in the absence of his eoDeagues; the other requiring the 
JCS to inform the Secretary of DefeDse before presenting their -direct and 
unfiltered,. advice to the President.23 

(U) The full extent and impact of the various changes in JC8-NBC
White House relations that accompanied the advent of the Carter admiDi .. 
Stration were most explicitly indicated in JCS Policy Memorandum 158, re
vised and reissued in July 1978. This summarized the functions and activi
ties of the PRC, the sec, and their supporting subgroups; pJ.'eSCribed the 
JCS repreisentamn at each level of deb"beratioD; articulated the policy for 
presenting JCS views; and descrfbed the procedures to be followed for co
ordination of papers, filing dissents and appeals, and distrJDUting docu
ments.24 The overall appearance was that of a smoothly functioning ma
chine, with few remind81'S of the problems that had plagued it during the 
Carter administration's early days. However, such was not the case. In fact, 
as far as the JCS were conc.mned, frustrations continued to abound. Though 
formal complaints would become Jess frequent, the feeling persisted, almost 
down to the day Carter left offiCI!, that JCS representatiws at the working 
level ndived less than fair treatment from the NSC Staff and that the Joint 
Chiefs themselves still had a hard time making their views heard.25 

(U) A mitigating factor in this situation was the usually favorable 
rapport that existed between the Joint Chiefs and the Presidenfs National 
Security Adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski, who emerged as one of the Chiefs' 
strongest and most dependable allies within the new administration. The 
SOD of a refugee Polish diplomat, '"Zbi( (as he was known familiarly) had 
been a professor of government at Columbia University when he met ~ 
in the early 19708 and began advising him OD foreign affairs. As President, 
Carter initially embraced a "team approach" to foreign policymakiDg that 
relied in the first instana! OD a triumvirate made up of Brzezinski, Secretary 

211 Memo, Carter to CJCS, 22 Sep 71, -B.eJati0Dl of JCS to the Presideut," S, JCS lDfo.MeDlO 
60-77. For NSAM 5& see FDl'tIign Relations of the United States, 196J-1963 (W88hmgtot:l, 
DC: GPO,1gg6), VIlI, 109-10. 

It JeB Policy Memo tS8. 12 Jut 78, "Partieipadon by the JaJ in NBC Affairs," U. JCS 
2488/5.001 (06 Ju1']8). 

211 See for example CSAFM 163-78 to JCS, 29 Dee 78. U, JCS 2488/55, 001 (29 Dec 78). 
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of DefeDSe Brown, and Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vanoe. However, Carter 
soon came to c;tou:bt Vance's effectiveness as a foreign policy spokesman, 
and began BssJ&D.IDI this and other key functions to Bzzezinski.28 "'The 
president frequently said," Brzezinski later explained, "that he simply did 
Dot get enough integrated thinking and Cl'8Iltive iDftiative from the Depart
m~t of State. And as a COII88qIleIlOO, quite early on he started 1:UI'DiDg to the 
National Security Council and to me for that role. "2'l 

. (Ol Though not the powerful behind-tbe-seenes policy mauager that 
Kissinger had been, Brzezinski enjoyed a close rapport with the President 
that considerably enhanced his stature and increased 1Ds authority over for
eign policy. As one of Carter's biographers descnbed it: "Brzezinski and 
Carter got along famously. The Eastern European aDd the soutbem Ameri ... 
can, workaholics both, were Washington outsiders, impatient with the 
ceremonial side of govemiDg and blessed with a stunning ability to absorb 
and retain mounds of raw foreign poBcy data. " Occasional differences aside, 
they worked easily together and established a friendship that lasted past 
Carter's presidency.28 

(0) As time went on, Brzezinski and the State Department found 
themselves increasingly at odds over major issues. BrzeziDski, as a rule, was 
more skeptical of deteDte, more cautious on arms control, and put more 
faith in raw militm:y power than Vance and his State Department col
leagues. According to Vance, their chief diverpuce was over BrzezinI]Q's 
tendency to see US&>viet :relations in terms of an overarching "geopo1itiea1 
strng1e," whereas Vance sought cooperation and aecommodatkm.29 Vance 
was no pacifist, but having served as Deputy Secretary of Defense in the 
mid"lg60s. during the VIetnam buildup, he felt he knew the limits of roUi
tary power. As Secretary of State in the Carter administration, Vance rou
tinely resisted. increases in mi1it8ly strength, the procurement of new weap
ODS systems he deemed destabilizing to the strategic balance (e.g., the MX 
missUe), or ventures abroad entailing military aid or direct military action. 

26 Carter, KMping Faith, 53-54. 

'II 8J:zezinsJd quoted in Michael R. Beschloss and ADen WeinsI'eiD, -r.be Best NatiODal secu
rity System: A Co1MilaaI:ion with Zbipiew 1h'IeIinski." waslRngWn Quarter41 5 (Winter 
1982):72· 

28 Douglas Bri.akley, The Uqfinished Presideney: Jimmy Carter~ Journey Begond the 
White HoUle (NY: Viting, 1998).93. See also, Bany Rubin, Secrets qfState: The State lJe.. 
partment aJld the Struggle 0V(fI' US Foreign Policy (NY: Onom UDi"versity PJesa, 1985), 
112-202; Joseph G. Bock, and DuDcau L Clarke. "'J.'be NatioDBl Security Assistant and the 
White House Staff: National Security Policy Ileci.sioDmak:i and Domestic Political Con
sideratioDS, 194'1"1984." Presidsntlal StudiBs Quarterly 16 (1986): 267-69; I. M. Destler. 
Leslie H. Gelb, and AnthoD)' Lake, Our OWn Worst Enemy: The Unmaking of American 
Foreign .Poliey (rev. «I.; NY: ToucIIsIr.me, 1985). 216-25· 

29 Cyrus Vance. Hard Oroiees: Critical Yedrs in America' Foreign Policy {NY: Simon and 
Schuster, 19831. 26-28. 
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Eventually, it was the President's declsion,partly on Brzezinski's advice, to 
use military power rather than diplomacy to resolve the Iran hostage situa
tion that precipitated Vance's resipation in Aprill9BO.so _As BlZeZinsld's differences with State mounted, he began. casting 
about for aBies to provide bureaucratic support. Inevitably he gravitated 
toward the Joint Chiefs of Staff, whose views on defense and'security issues 
more closely'resembled JUs own, and whose help he recognized he would 
need on certain key issues. In an effort to strengthen his credU»Jity with the 
Chiefs, Brzezinsld brought in Fritz Ermarth, an expert on the Soviet mBi
tary, and Major General Jasper A. Welch, USAF, a nuclear weapons speciaJ· 
ist. They joined defense analyst VICtor A. Utgoff' and Colonel William E. 
Odom, USA, Bnezinskfs military 8BSistant, on the NBC's military cluster. 
Brzezinski assumed, for example, that the Senate was unlikely to appJ.'O\le a 
new strategic arms control agreement (SALT U) that lacked a vigorous JCS 
endorsement; and toward this end he made -. sustained effort" to line up 
JCS backiDg.81 In so doing, Brzezinsld initiated various back-channel con
tacts-luncheons and so forth-between senior members of the NBC Staff 
and the JeS, to help firm up their relationship. Brzezinski knew that these 
meetinp violated Secretary of Defense Brown's guidelines on contacts and 
that they irritated him intensely. But he persisted anyway in the belief that 
Browu's policy on outside contacts was unduly restrietive.32 

(D) Despite the encouragement the JCS must have received from 
these contacts, the actual ctividends appear to have been mixed. .As General 
Jones later nx:a1led., he weloomed opportunities to build -coalitions" in sup
port of JCS positions, hinting that Brzezinski's overtures were part of this 
process. as But the major stumbllDg block, as always during the Carter years, 
was the President's aversion to military power. Carter, while be highly val
ued Brzezioskfs advice and ideas, was closer phfiosophicaDy to Vance's 
views on the limited role that military force should play in foreign poJicy.34 
Although Carter gradually felt compelled to modify his position, adopting 
policies with respect to NATO and the Persian Gulf for example that gave 

31 BJ2UiI:Iski, Power- and Principle. 168, 4s6-s7. 

at ZbIgniew BrzezIIlski. APNSA, iIltervlewed by Alfred Go1dberI and Maurice :Matloff. 6 Oet 
86. Pt. I, p. 11, OS» Oral HiItory Collection; Memo, Bnelinsld to Brown, 1 Mar '17. U, 
Samuel HuntlDston CollectIon, box a..l0 (6 of 6), NBC General folder, Carter Library. On 
the pattern of infonnIl.JCS-NSC eontacts, .. Memo. Bw.eaiDski to Carter. [4 Aug 71],1'8, 
WDliaJJJ Odom Co1lectioD, box 38, PrestdeDtiaI Memos Mise. fOlder. Carter Library. 

33 Jones interview. 4 Feb 98. 

3-' See Brinkley, Uriflnished Pre8idenCY. 92-93. 
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additiooal weight to mi1it:ary factors, he did so with the greatest reluctanee. 
And despite mounting evidence of an across-the-board Soviet military 
buildup, he resisted increases in military spending throughout his presi
dency and once told an NSC meetingtbat he found the demands for defense 
~di~ .oom~ing -a bottomless pit. "36 In these circumstances, the 
Jomt Chiefs mvanably found it tough going to put their views across, no 
matter how many friends and allies they had at the White House. 

IDside the Peu.tapn 
(0) Inside the Pentagon, the arriwJ of the Carter administration 

made little immediate difference in how the Joint Chiefs discharged their 
respoDSibiJities.88 Even so, the DeW Secretary of Defense, Harold BlOwn, left 
no doubt that changes 'WeI'e on the way. Having served in the Defense De
partment in the 19608 as Secretary of the Air Force and as Director of De
fense Research and Engineering (DD.Ri:E), Brown was aequainted with JCS 
p~ many of which he believed to be sorely in need of reform. The 
resulting changes fell into two categories: (1) those dealing with the Plan
ning, Programming, and Budpting System (PPBS), including JCS involve
ment in the analysis of force requirements, program development, and the 
allocation of resources; and (2) those oonceming the management and c0-
ordination of politico-military affairs within the Department of Defense. 

(0) During his four yeB1'S as Secretary of Defense, Brown involved 
himself in pradically an areas of departmental activity, but as a scientist 
(like General Lew ADen, he held a Ph.D. in physics) he was more comfort
able and effective dealjng with teclmical problems than with policy mat
ters.H A frequent criticism was that he concentrated too much on individual 
issues and not enough on broad themes. Early in his career he acquired a 
reputation for being impatient and brosque with military otBcas wlio- dis
agreed with him; but by the time he became Secretary of Defense, his atti
tude had meUowed.38 'He preferred working with the JCS as much as possi
ble through the Chairman, and schedules permitting, he and the Chairman 
would meet every day at n:oo AM to review current business. KeepiDg face.. 
to-face meetinp with the other Chiefs to a minimum, Brown preferred 
communicating with them through written memoranda or would pen his 
responses directly to papers he received. General Jones,wbo had known 

85 Carter, ICeeping Faith, 588. 

ll6 See Poole, JCS and Nat.fonal Policy, J973-J976. S, 15-24. for their methods of operation 
duringtbe Nixon·Pord administratiou. 

81 Por a usefid biopaphiealsket.cll of Brown, see Roger R. TrIIsk and Alfred Goldber& 71te 
Department of Defense, J947-.2997: ()rpt:m:imtiqn and lMliler's (Wuhington, DC: Histori~ 
c:al Offic:e, Office of the Secrebu:y ofDe1'ense, 1997), 96-99· 

sa Riebal'd A. Stubbing. with Richard A. Mendel. 71te Defense Game (NY: Harper and Row, 
1986),338-40· 
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Brown since the early 19608, found him ~ona11y well informed and 
thoroughly professional. While acknowledging that they had their ups and 
downs, JoDeS felt that overall they achieved "8 very close relationship.-39 

(0) By far the most ambitious reforms affeetiDg the JCS that Brown 
introduced were those stemming from his decision to update the PPBS 
process. Brown believed that he and the President should be more closely 
involved early on in shaping the budget and that the Joint Chiefs should 
provide greater analytieal support in arriving at decisions on force leve1s 
and the allocation of resources among the Services. The cornerstone of 
Brown's fiscal reform package was his ·Consolidated Guidance," which in 
tnm Deee&Sitated significant changes in the Joint Strategic PUuming System 
(JSPS). Unveiled early in 1918. the Secret.ary's ConsoJidated Guidance re
plaad the old Defense Guidan~ and several other directives, and provided 
the JCS and the Military Services with a more comprehensive picture of the 
administration's policy, program, and fiscal criteria at the outset of each 
budget cycle.4O 

(U) As part of these re!ol'lJlS, the JCS launched a lIU\1or overhaul of 
the JSps, the most far-reaching revision of their planning practices since 
the 19508. Short-range planning. contained in the biennial Joint Strateaic 
Capabnities Plan (JSCP), assigniDg taalcs and allocating forces to the unified 
and specified commands, remained the same. However, mid-rang~ plan
niDg and other JCS inputs to the PPBS underwent extensive revision. At the 
Secret.ary's request, the Joint Chiefs would provide annually a new seven
year projection of force requirements, lmown as the Joint Strategic plan
ning Document (JSPD), and a Joint Program .Assessment Memorandum 
(JPAM) ooDtaining a risk assessment based on the composite of the Ser
vices· budaet submissioua.41 Acting on the advice of outside consultants, 
Secretary Brown also created. a Defense Resources Board (DRB) to assist in 
sa:eening Service requests, and D8Dled the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
an ex oJIido member.,u These reforms dearly enhanced the utility of the 
Joint Stra:tegic P'Janning System and greatly increased JCS viSlDility and in
fluence in the budget process, especiaDy for the Chairman. However, it ~e
mained to be seen, as one skeptic put it, whether the Joint Chiefs would J1ft 

39 Jones interview, 4 Feb 98. 
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44l Memo. Brown to Secretaries Military Depta and. C1CS. 26 Oct 71. U, JCS 2522/7, 555 (29 
Sep77)· 

.1 "Description of Documents Intended as Inputs to the PPBS." undated, U. Appendix to 
JCSM"94-?8 to SeeDef, 10 Apr 78, U, JCS 252211-2, 555 (29 Sep '17). 

4J Memo, Brown to CJCS, 7 Apt 79. UJ rucs Files (Jones), 550 Budget. 
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up to their new responsibilities and exercise "8 credible institutional role" in 
resources aDocation.43 

(U) JeB partidpation in poJitico-miDtary sfliUrs, including Jiaison 
between the PeDtqon and other agencies received extensive attention as 
well. ~~ugh less rigid thaD some olhis p~$, Secretary of Defense 
Brown lDSJsted that an contaets outside the Defense Department be coordi
nated through the 0fIic:l! of the SeeJetary of Defense (OSD). The procedures 
B~ initially prescribed were not much different from those put down by 
pl'eYlous Secretaries. These reflected newly issued White House guidelines 
specifying that, In matters ofhigh.level national security, the President pre
ferred dealiug diJectIy with the SeeJetary or his deputy, making no mention 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff or the Chairman. However, as the Director, Joint 
Staff, hastened to point out, such procedures wete DOt always praetieal. In
deed, there were numerous areas "basic to.the support of the President, '" in
cluding intelligence, communications, and custody of the nuclear launeh 
eodes, where the Joint Staff had to maintain routine contacts with the White 
House and would continue to do so unless otherwise directed." 

(U) Although Secretaty Brown recognized the need for exceptions to 
his policy on contacts, it was increasiDg1y clear that he found existing ar· 
rangements for interagency Jiaison and poJitioo-military coordination 
within the Pentagon unsatisfactory. Under the system he inherited, either 
the Joint Chiefs would send the Secretary s formal memorandum of their 
corporate views or, as was increasingly the case, the Director, Joint Staff, 
and the appropriate.Assistant Secretary of Defense would give the Secretary 
(or his deputy) and the JCS audrman an agreed ta11dng paper to be used at 
NBC discussions.4i Believing that the Department of Defense should "func
tion as a unit in support of the President,· the Secretary proposed to take 
this process one step further by developing "a single coordtnated .Defense 
positionJ" a recommendation in which General Brown, the JCS Chairman at 
the time, reportedly coneurred. 46 Plans delineating the debdls were slow to 
emerge, but the feeling among several of the Secretary's advisers was that 
responsibility should rest with the Assistant Secretary for International8e
curity Affairs (!SA), and that there should be "s firm commitment to inte-

43 Donald B. lUce, Defense Resource Management Study: Final Report (WasbiDgton. DC: 
GPO. 1919). 21. 

" Memo. Brown to ClCS, 5 Feb 77, U; memo, Carter to BJOWD, 2. Feb 71, U; and ])JSM. 
402-77 to M"Uitary Assistant to the SecDeI, 28 Feb 17. V, all OIl JCS "GIeeDi" DderofiJm. 
reel71-L 

41 PooJe,JC9tmdNational.R>licy,l97:r.l976, S, 13. 

- Memo, BrOwn to BrzeziDsJd. 21 daD 77. u. J·s HSC Collection. bo1: 10, PRe file. 
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grate Joint Staff or JCS views into a single OSD/JCS respou.se," with due 
allowance fur conflicting views should the need arise.4'1 

(U) While there is DO clear evidence that any of the Service ChiefS 
strenuously objected to the changes the Secretary was contemplating, it was 
apparent that none coDsidered it realistic or practicable to aim for a wholly 
synthesized OSJ)..JCS perspective in each and every iDstaDce. As descn*bed 
in JCS Policy Memorandum. l58, development of a coordinated OSl).JCS 
position should be a desired and eatIy goal but not a prerequJsite for taking 
action on a particular plOblem requiring interagency de1iberations. 'I'hus, a 
joint talldng paper reflecting a coordinated OSJ).JCS position should con
tinue to be the preferred basis fur representing the Defeuse position in the 
N$C and other high-level committees involving the Chairman and the Sec
retary. But that need not always be the case if time or circumstances should 
not permit. Nor should the absence of a coordinated position inhibit JCS 
participation at the various working levels, even if as a result the JCS and 
OSD representatives wound up presenting wholly different views that might 
need to be reconciled later.48 

(U) An alternative approach, usually more filvored by OSD of6ciaIs 
than by the JC8, was to combine OSD and JSC representation into a single 
individual. 'l'hougb obviously not suitable in an instances, it seemed to See
retary of Defense BlOwn an ideal solution for provictiDg repmseDtation to 
international conferences and negotiations that might bot warrant the di
velSion of resources to support two participants. A case in point was his 
proposal in 1978 to merge OSD and JCS representation to the Law of the 
Sea negotiations, using a retired officer to represent both organizations.49 

Brown's model was the work done by Ueutenant Genera] Welborn ("Tomi 
Dolvin, USA (.Ret), who had served as the OSD-JCS representative to the 
Panama Canal Treaty negotiations. so But this had been a special case; on aD 
other oDgOing negotiations the JCS bad separate representation. Citing the 
possibility of "divergent viewpoints- and the need for "an advocate .. of JCS 
views, the Joint Staff recommended apinst creating another exception. 
However, the Acting Director, Joint Staff, Major General John A. Wickham, 
Jr., USA, disagreed, on the grounds that the money-saving features of a sin
gle representative in this instance amply justified the risk. 51 In reviewing 

47 Memo, Davis and 8lcx:ombe to Brown aDd Duncan, 26 JaD 71. U. CJCS JiUes (Brown). 
NBC Memo File 1971. 

48 JCS Policy Memo ISS. 12 Jul78. pp. &-7. 10. 

e BmwD's proposal took the form of a handwritten note on a letter he received from Bltiot 
L lUchard.soD, head of the US delegation to the Law of the Sea negotiatloDs. dated 2 Jun 
78, copy in CJCS Files (Blown), 546 LOS. 

60 See Chapter VI. 
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new terms of reference for a single representative, Secretary Brown noted 
approvingly that he found this 8J'J.'8Dgement to be "a good idea,'" and hoped 
that "analogous situations'" would permit additional such appointments in 
the future.52 Even so, there were no further exceptions for the duration of 
Carter's presidency. 

• (U) Meanwhile, in October 1917 Congress approved legislation creat· 
Ing the post of Under Secretary of Defense for PoHey,53 Included under the 
office·s charter were authority and responsibilitY for overseeing politico
miliWy affairs, interagency representation and ooordinatioD, intelligence, 
space policy, nuclear weapons policy, civil defense, and other national secu
rity matters that Jikewise concemed the Joint Chiefs of Staff.54 Even so, the 
immediate impact on OSD-JCS relations was negligible owing to the diffi
culties Secretary Brown experienced in finding a suitable ineumbent.56 Pi
ua1ly, in October 1979 he named Robert W. Komer, a former senior intelli
gence analyst and ambassador to Turkey, who had been serving in 080 IS a 
special adviser on NATO affairs. Known for his vigorous style and foreefuJ 
leadership that had earned him the nickname "Blowtorch,'" Komer was al
ready a mmWar figure to the Joint Staff because of his work on NATO. 
Quickly settling into his new job, he made a point of establishing close 
working relations· with the Chainnan and senior officers in the Joint Staff 
directorates, often peppering them with daily memoranda, requests, and 
suggestions that cou1d sometimes sorely test their patience. Komer assumed 
that a large part of his job was to expedite the development of military strat
egy and politico-military planning. Looking back. be estimated that he spent 
half or more of his time with the Chiem working on the plans and prepara
tions for the Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force, perhaps the most suooes&
fuJ defense initiatiw to come out of Carter's presidency.56 

51 J-sM-1132-78 toAsst to CJCS, 13 Jul78. U, enclosiDg JS Tasking. "Appointment of a Sin
gle DOD R.epresenta~ for LOS.N,· 12 July 18. U; memo. Wiekbam to AIIIst to CJCS. 13 
July 18. u. aD in ClCS Files (Jones). 546 LOS. 

52 Brown's eomJbents appended to 0I-l58-18 to BeeDe!. 1 Dec 78, FOUO, CJCS FOes 
(Jones), 546 LOS. 

53 See Alb C. Cole, et. al. (eels.), 7Jre Depo.rtm.ent o/lJefimse: lJocfIments on Esttlblish
ment and Organizat1.on. J9#'1978 (W1IJhingtoD, DC: Historical Offke. Offke of the Secre
tary ofDefeDse, 19?8),259-60. 

" OOD Directive No. 5111.1. 21 Oct 1978. ·Under Secretary of Defense for Policy,· OSD His-
torieal Files. . 

65 See Steven 1.. Rearden, "The Seentazy of Defease and Foreign Afiairs, 1941-1989."' MS, 
HJstorieaI Oftiee. Office of the Secretary ofDefeDSe, December 1995. (ll. VII. 

&e Memo. Komer for USD(P), 'Z] Jan 81, U, USDP Mise. files, Papers of Robert Komer, from 
notebook in OSD Historian's collection; Robert W. Komer, interviewed by AIfI:ed Goklberg, 
Roser R. Trask, and Stuart I. Rochester, 25 Mar 1981. transcript. pp. 45-47. OSD Oral His
tory CoDection. 
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Gl'O'Win& Preuun for JCS 0Ipnizati0nal Reform 
(U) While the Carter years witnessed no fundamental changes in JeB 

organization or operations, other than to make the Commandant of the Ma-
. riDe CDrps a full participatJng member, they did contribute to JayiDg the ba

sis for what would become the reforms contained in the Goldwater-Nichols 
Defense Reorganization.Act of 1986. President Carter pJaced great pe1'8Onal 
emphasis on providing effective and efficient government, and it was with 
this end. in mind that he set in motion numerous studies and investigations 
to improve public administration. The Defense Department, as the largest, 
most costly, and reputedly one of the least efficient of the Executive de
partments at the time, beeame a primary target for structural and opera
tional reform. Although Carter applauded and eucourapd the PPBS 
chauges and other administrative reforms introduced by Secretary of De
fense Brown, he regarded them as only the first step toward a basic overhaul 
of Defense Department operations, including those of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff,57 

(U) Carter's effor18 were not without precedent. Since World War n 
almost every administration had conducted its own inquiries into improving 
the management of the defense establishment, building on the legislation 
passed in 1947 that had unified the armed services. Invariably, these inquir
ies had uncovered disappointment and discontent with the performance of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Even the Chiefs themselves concurred that they 
operated within a less .. than-perfect system. Yet, despite broad agreement 
that the JCS could be improved, there was no emerging consensus on how 
to make the organimtion run better,fiB 

(U) At the iDsistenre of the White House, SecrebD:y of Defense Brown 
in November 1977 commissioned three (later expanded to five) reviews of 
separate aspects of the defense organization.1I9 Included was a study of the 
national military command structure by a group headed by Richard c. 
Steadman, a former Deputy Assistant Secretary of DefeDse" Filed in July 
1978, the Steadman group's fiDal report acoorded extensive treatment to 
JCS organization and functions. While Steadman and his associates rec
ommended no change in the JCS role in the national command structure, 
they did find what they considered serious flaws in JCS staffing procedures 
and the JCS paper system. It was, the group believed, "difficult for the Joint 
Staff to prodlD persuasively argued joint papers which transcend Service 
positions and difficult for the JCS to arrive at joint decisions in many im-

17 Memo, Carter to.Brown. 20 Sep TI, U, JCS 1977/392-
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G8 For aD overview of this process see Trask and Goldherc, Defense Organimtian and Uad
ers.37-40. 

Ii9 OASJ)(PA) ne'WB releue DO. 529-77.11 Not'1'J. cited in JCS 1'117/4OfrS. 
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portant areas."60 To remedy the situation, the Steadman group recom
mended revised ~ that would make the Joint Staff alone responsi .. 
ble for.authorship of JCS papers, present -comprebeosive analysis of alter
natives whenever appropriate, encouraging expression of dHfering views," 
and supply the Joint Staff with high-level guidance at the onset of the te
view of a given issue. Additionally, the group urged the .Military Services to 
make their most talented and qualified officers available for assignment to 
the Joint Staff.61 

(U) The Steadman group was especially critical of the JCS role in te
source allocation and force planning and argued for changes that would 
contribute further toward improving the PPBS. Indeed, as the Steadman 
group saw it, the ChietS' dual role as JCS members and as heads of their 
Military Services created inherent tensions that prevented them from giving 
wholly objective and useful advice in these important areas. Since the 
Chairman, Joint ChiefS of Staff, was the only military officer with DO current 
or prospective service responsibilities, the group believed that he was in a 
unique position to provide national military advice. Accordingly, it recom
mended that the Chairman be charged with supplying the Secretary with 
advice on program, budget, and force structure issues, alJowlng him aug
mented staff support in the studies, analysis, and gaming area, as appropri
ate. Further, in order to enhance command management, the group rec
ommended that the ~ of Defense name the Chairman as his agent to 
supervise the oommanders of the unified and specified commands. 62 

(U) The Steadman group believed that if the changes it proposed 
were fully and faithfully implemented, much of the dissatisfaction with the 
JCS system. would disappear. However, if this proved not to be the case, 
then solutions of "a more fundamental nature" might be in order. Most 
radical of all was the group's proposal of a body of National Military Advis
ers (NMA), who would be totaDy separate from Service connections. The 
NMA would include a senior officer from each Service, one of whom would 
be chairman, and would serve the Secretmy of Defense, the President, and 
the NSC in much the same capacity as the current Joint ChiefS of Staff. The 
National Mi1itm:y Advisers would be responsible for joint planning, opera
tions, and advice but would have DO Service assignments. In these circum .. 
stances, the Steadman group assumed, conflicting Service responsibilities 
would be less inhibiting.sa 

80 "Report to the Secretary of Defense on the National Mi1iIary Command St:mcture CThe 
Steadman Report)," July 19'18. reprinted in US Congre8s, House, Committee OD.Amled 
Services, Hearings: Reorganisation Proposalsjor the Joint alie/s of Staff, 91:2 (Washing
ton, DC: GPO, 1982),912. 

61 Ibid., 919-20. 

62 Ibid., 924. 
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(U) That the ap~ of the Steadman report happened to coin
cide, with the appointment of three new JCS members, including a new 
~, seemed to.suggest the looming possibility of a wholesale reor
ganIzatiOn of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. But as the report gained wider circu
lation over the summer of 1978, it became obvious that the Carter admini
stration had no immediate plans for restructuring the JCS. Nor was it bKely 
to put any forward untO it oould approach Congress with agreed recom
mendations, probably in Carter's second term. 

(U) Notably absent was any groundswen of support within the mili
tary for JCS reform.. At his first press conference as Chairman, General 
Jones downplayed the Steadman report's probable impact, indicating that 
he cou1d see as yet no emerging consensus for what should be done. "We 
have a long ways to go," he said, "before we can really figure out how to 
merge all of these cont'jcting views in the joint arena and come up with rec
ommendations on some of these difficult issues."64 Privately, Jones told 
Secretary of Defense Brown that while he saw "a number of things" that 
would improve JCS performance, he fuJly anticipated that the changes, jf 
any, would be minor. "1 firmly believe ..• " be said, "that the fundamental 
organizational structure is sound."65 Commtmting as a corporate body, the 
Joint Chiefs col1CUl'l'ed that the Steadman report contained many "innova
tive, positiw suggestions. II But they likewise cautioned that efforts at im
plementation should be "evolutionary in Datm:e."~ 

(U) .Acting on their own initiative, the Joint Chiefs did in fact carry 
out various internal reforms recommended by the Steadman group to im
prove Joint Staff procedures and to enhance both their own and the Chair
man's roJe in resource alloeation and planning. But, by and large, the 
movement for JCS reorganization in the Carter years sputtered to a baIt be
fOM it barely got started. Although the problems may haw appeared obvi~ 
ODS, the solutions that would not upset the delicate balance that governed 
JCS deliberations were less so. The movement for JCS reform was indeed 
beginning to take shape, but it would be some time yet before it gathered 
sufficient momentum to produce more than superficial changes. 

"TraDscript of News Conference by aen David c. Jones, CJCS, 125 Jul,s, pp. 2~S, National 
Security Adviser CoDectioD., Ageney File, box 10, JCS 31TN2/78 folder, carter Library. 

65 04-'19-18 to SecDef, 1 Sep 18, Uf JCS Im/409-5. 

66 JCSM-2C}O-18 to SecDef, 1 Sep 78. U, JCS 1,",/409-5. 
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THE PERSIAN GULF AND THE RAPID DEPLOYMENT 
FORCE 

(U) Not since the early da'ys of NATO had the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
faced a set of regional security problems as complex and chaBeDging as in 
the Persian Gulf and Southwest Asia. In the wake of the Yom Kippur War 
and the crippling Arab oil embargo of 1973-1974, it was increasingly clear 
that the United States had a growing stake in preserving peace and stability 
throughOut the Middle East and that US security interests there, including 
pn!SelV8tion of the westem aUies' acn!SS to Persian Gulf aD reserves, would 
command close attention for some years to come. Further east, political and 
socia] unrest in Iran, Pakistan, and Afghanistan threatened a power vacuum 
along the southem periphery of the Soviet Union, which the Soviets ap
peared poised to fill. Although the United States was not nearly as depend
ent on Gulf oil as were the nations ofWestem Europe and Japan, the recur
ri:aJg fear in Washington was over the disastrous ripple effects that a 
renewed cutoff of aD supplies could have. One way or another, the conse
quences would impinge on the United States. 

Oil Problems: ChaJlenae aod. RespoDse 
(U) Reflecting on the energy crisis of the early 19708, Jimmy Carter 

said in his memoirs that he fully empathized with Americans who "deeply 
resented that the greatest nation on earth was being jerked around by a few 
desert states."1 Bearing in mind the country's vuJnerablDty to future disrup
tions of oil supplies, Carter singled out the development of a comprehensive 
energy program as one of his administration's top priorities. In a nation
wide address on 18 April 1971, be termed his energy policy the moral 
equivalent of war, except that the purpose would be a uniting of efforts to 
build rather than to destroy. In furtherance of this objective, the President 
listed ten guiding principles, generally stressing the need for fuel CODSel'V&
tion, the development of alternative sources of power, and improved use of 
existing resources. Military sanctions to protect and preserve Western and 
Japanese aaleSS to Middle East oil supplies were not among the President·' 
list of measures, but neither did be exclude such actions should the need 
arise.2 

(U) In tact, JCS planning for oil-related contingencies in the Middle 
East-Persian Gulf had been ongoing since the first oil embargo of 1973-

1 Carter, Keeping Faith. 92. 

2 "The Energy Problem: Address to the Natiou," 18 Apr 71, Public Papers: Cartel', JWJ. 
656-662. 
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1974.3 By the Carter administration in-place forces for such purposes in
~uded the US Sixth Fleet and US Middle East Foree (MIDEASTFOR). The 
Sixth Fleet consisted of two aircraft carriers, approximately fourteen surface 
combatants, four attack submarines, five ampm"ious ships with a Marine 
amphibious unit (approximately 1,800 strength) embarked, and logistic 
support ships. The Middle East Force, operating in the Arabian Sea-Pel'Sian 
Gulf area, normally consisted of a flagship and two sarfaee combatants. 
Three times a year, a Pacific Command (pACOM) task force of approxi
mately four surface combatants with logistic support ships deployed to the 
Indian Ocean for a period of approximately fifty days. Occasionally, an air
craft carrier would aeeompany the surface task group depJoyments.4 

_Though plans for further strengthening of US capabilities in the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf took shape slowly, they reflected a steadily 
growing appreciation among the Joint Chiefs of Staff for the strategic im
portance of countries in and around the Gulf. Two countries in that reF0n
Iran and Saudi Arabia-fell into what the JCS ccmsidered the "vital ~ 
category because of their strategic location and extensive oil reserves. Basic 
policy guidance the anefs rearived derived from a White House-mandated 
review of overall national security policy (PRM"10), initiated near the outset 
of the Carter administration under the joint supervision of the President's 
National Security Adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski, and Seeretaty of Defense 
Harold Brown.5 Such reviews had become almost a ritual since the 19508, as 
each incoming administration endeavored to correct what it viewed to be 
the failures and shol'tcomiDgs of its predecessor. and in so doing to aftb its 
own stamp to national securi1;y policy. In this case, however, the resulting 
presidential guidance (P])"18), approved. on 24 August 1m, was less sig
nificant for charting new horizons than for papering OYer differences be
tween Brzezinski and his State DepartmeDt rivals. Middle East-Persian Gulf 
poliey was a case in point. While State wanted to downplay the role of US 
military power there, Brzezinski favored more concrete initiatives backed by 
what P])..18 described as a "force of light divisions with strategic mobility"
i.e., a rapid deployment force-that could respond quickly to sudden emer
gencies.' 

_Even though the idea of a rapid deployment force received fo~ 
sanction in PD-18, its creation, as one of its Jater arehItects characterized It, 

3 On the background of JCS pJanuiDg, see Poole, JaJ and National Policy, J973-J976. S, 
359-407. 

4 JCSM-454-7'1 to SecDef. :l:l Dec 77. TS, Jes 1887/836-1, 898 (1 Nov 7'11-

5 For a detailed tree.tmentoftbe PRM-l0 projeet. see below, Chapter X. 

6 PD-l~ ·us National 8t:tategy,- 24 Aug 7'1, TS. mo NSC Co1lecl:iou. Also see ZbIpiew 
BneziDSki. Power and Principle: Memoirs oj the National &eurit.y Aduiser. 1977'*1981 
(NY: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 19831177. 455-50; and Robert P. Haffil, Jr., The Half War: 
Planning US Rapid Deployment Forces to Meet a Limited Contingtmey. 1900-1983 (Boul
der. Colo.: Westview Press, 1984), 50-52· 
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languished "on the back burner· the next two years for budgetary reasons 
and because of higher priority security needs assigned to NATO Europe.? 
Moreover, until the 1919 Islamic revolution swept the Shah of Iran from 
power, US policy toward Southwest Asia rested heavily on buDding up Iran 
as the regional policeman, thereby relieving the UDited States of coDSider
able responsibility. An ardent advocate of arms control, President Carter 
aJso hoped to negotiate a formal agreement with the Soviet Union that 
wou.ld, in effect, demilitarize the Indian Ocean. He therefore approached 
military commitments toward that part of the world with a good deal of cau
tion and, in September 1977, directed Secretary of Defense Brown to "moni
tor closely- the pace of new US construction on the British-owned island of 
Diego Garcla.8 The Joint Chiefs viewed such unilateral restraint as counter
productive, and in January 1978 they reiterated warnings of possible ad
verse colJSf!qUenees, citing stepped up Soviet activity in Ethiopia and South 
Yemen. Shortly thereafter US-Soviet talks on demilitarizing the Indian 
Ocean went into indefinite recess, and from this point on White House en
thusiasm for the poticy began to fade.9 

tit Whether a larger US military presence in the Persian Gulf·lndian 
Ocean region would better serve US interests there became the subject of 
recurring hIgh.level discussions for the next several years. 1broughout this 
period, JCS planDing followed a cautious yet predictable course, which ac
knowledged the possibility of deeper military involvement but with due re
gard for the President's known preference to rely in the first instance on p0-
litical and diplomatic solutions. Seizing the initiative, the Joint Chiefs in 
mid-January 1978 directed the Studies, ADalysis, and ~ Agency 
(SAGA) to provide an assessment of US capabilities to meet contingencies in 
the Middle East-Persian Gulf. As this study was being organir.ed, Secretary 
of Defense Brown on 1, March requested an in-depth review of US strategy 
to counter Soviet inroads and to safeguard the availability of oil from the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf, with terms of reference to be submitted by 
the end of May.lo The Operations Deputies (OPSDEPS), meeting on 19 May 
19'78, urged giving the SecretaJis request first priority and suggested fu.r~ 
ther that it would provide the Joint Chiefs of Staff with an ideal opportunity, 

7 P. X. Kelley, "Rapid Deployment: A Vital Trump,- Parameters 11 (Mareb 19(41): 51. 

S Memo, BrzeziDs'ki to Vance. Brown, and Warnke, 20 Sep 71. S. JCS 2482/360-6. 982/750 
(fY1 Apr 7/); US Ccqress, Seute, Committee OD Armed Serviees. Bearing.: Department of 
De,lrm$e .Authorization for Appropriations for Fiscal Year J9&. '}6:2 (Wash DC: GPO. 
1980), Pt. 1.443-44-

9 JCSM--24-7B to SecDef. 30 Jan 78, S/GDS, RG 330. IDdian Ocean 092 (ao Jan 78). Ac
cess. No. 330-81-0202; President's diary, 1 Feb 7/. in Carter, Ke.eping Faith. 21'Jj J-3 to 
JCS, JCS 18&!/8~-1. S/GDS 898/~8 (25 Jan 78). Riehard N. Haass. "Arms Coatrol 80ft 
Sea: The UDited States and the Soviet Union in the Indian Ocean, 197}-78," Joumol 
Strat.egic Studies 10 (JUDe 1987): 231-47. summarizes the baclrground and dewlopment of 
US policy in the Iudian Ocean. 

10 Memo. SeeDefto CJcs. 17 Mar 78, C/GDS, 2121/248. 898/452 (11 Mar 78). 
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if not to influence US policy directly, then at .Ieut to air their views. The 
Chiefs agreed and notified the Secretary that they were treating his request 
as one of their top concerns. 11 

.. Over the course of the ensuing review, the Joint Chiefs and the 
Secretary's office, represented by the Deputy Under Secretary for Policy, 
Admiral Daniel J. Murphy, USN (Ret), collaborated closely in establishiD,g 
an OSD..Joint Staff steering group to oversee the exercise and to establish 
terms of reference.12 An ad hoc lW>rking group, chaired by J-5~ with a De
fense Intelligence Agency (DIA) representative and representatives from 
each Service, developed the ftnal study that went to the Joint cmeti\V3 Ini
tially, the Chiefs intended to address military contingencies with emphasis 
on Soviet strategy, steps the United States and its allies should take to attain 
their objectives, and ways to encourage the countries of the area to counter 
Soviet initiatives.'" After reviewing the Chiefs* terms of reference. Murphy 
urged them to delve more deeply into Soviet perspectives-whether the Bo
viets had genuine interests in the Persian Gulf or were merely looking for 
some pretext for intervention; whether the Soviets truly appreciated the 
West's stake in the Gulf; .and what factors might inln"bit or induce Soviet ac
tioos. Murpbyalso suaested that the Chiefs look closely sttbe future of S0-
viet political influence in the area, whether the Soviets had designs on Per
sian Gulf oil for their OWD use, bow arms transfers might affeet regional 
stability, and current and projected Soviet access to base facilities.1S JCS 
planners agreed informally that the concerns Murphy raised did indeed 
merit attention. But for the purposes of the projected study, they saw no 
need for changing the terms of reference as previouslyagreed.J6 

~ Although not intended for immediate decision-making purposes, 
inputs to both the SAGA study and the strategic review found their way into 
policy channe1s sooner than the Joint Chiefs anticipated. This occurred in 
connection with a Special Coordination Committee (Sec) study, initiated at 
the President's request in August 1977, of US wJnerabiJities to future dis
ruptions in the world petroleum supply .11 As part of their participation in 

11 Rpt, J-5 to Jes, Jes 2121/24B-4. 30 May 78. S, 898/452 (I' Mar 78); JCSlll-I94-78 to 
SeeDef. 1 Jun 78. s. ibid. 

12 DJSM 1024-70 to DUSD(P). 2S Jun 78. c. JCS 2121/24&-7,8981452 (17 Mar 78). 

13 DJSM 1064-78 to LTG Anderson, et. sl., 30 Jun 78. C, 898/452 (17 Mar 78). 

14 "Terms of B.efeJeDce for a Review of OS Strategy Related to the Middle Bast and the Pel'
sian Gulf,- S, appendix to JC8M-I94-78 to SeeDef. 1 Jun?8. S, Jes 1121/248-4.898/452 
(17 Mar 78). 

1$ Memo. Murphy to CJCS, 30 Jun 78. S, JCS 2121/248-8, 1 Ju178. 898/452 (17 Mar 78). 

16 See l\IFR. by LTC C. S. Nobles, 11 Ju178. UJ 898/452 (17 Mar 78). 

17 Memo, Brzezinski to SecState, et. al., 19 Aug 77, C/GDS, enclosing "Petroleum Supply 
Vulnerability Assessment: Terms ofR.eferenee: Jes 1141/224, c, 452 (19 Aug 77)· 
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this iDquhy, the Joint Chiefs assumed the task of preparing two brief sup
port studies-one addressing the capability of current US military forces to 
deal with oil-related contingencies in the Persian Gulf, especially threats 
posed by Soviet or CUban fon:es operating from South Yemen; and a sepa
rate report on operational capabilities and the mDitary benefits of a perma
nent US air base and naval base in the Middle East-Persian Gulf area.18 The 
first study, briefed to the sec in June 1978, outlined deployment times, 
composition, and other particulars of various sized force packages which 
might be sent to the region, while the second stressed the long distances in
volved in moving from one area in the Middle Bast to another and the diffi
culty of trying to support operations in one region from a base 10eated in 
another. Drawing on these findings. a small interagency workiDa group then 
set abou.t developing a broader politico-military assessment of the issues.19 

_111e full JCS strategic review received the Joint QUefs' final ap
proval on 6 September 1978 and went to Secretary of Defense Brown the 
next day. Earlier, the Chiefs had provided an advance draft copy to the As
sistmt Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs, in anticipa
tion that it might be needed at the Egyptian-Israeli peace negotiations at the 
Camp David Summit. Only sligbtly revised, the fiDal report reflected a high 
degree of consensus among the JCS. Indeed,t the only form.al1y proposed 
changes came from the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), Admiral 1110mas 
B. Hayward, who tbou&ht the study would benefit from several minor ad
justments in Ianguage.20 Uke earlier policy analyses of the Middle Bast and 
Persian Gulf, this one saw no single or quick solution to what was likely to 
be an ongoing contest between the west and the Soviet Union, and between 
rival indigenous influences, the Arab-Israeli conflict most notably. Favoring 
a ·collaborative effort" to offset Soviet influence, the report urged the main
tenance of a balance of power. with more active US participation than in the 
past. Th.e "essential objectives- of such a strategy should be: (1) a Middle 
East peace settlement, one of the points the CNO thought deserved greater 
emphasis; (2) nMtaJization oftbe Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) al
liance, including a more active pJanning and leadership role for the Unitec! 
States; and (3) a firm public commitment to the security of Iran and Saudi 
Arabia. In pursuit of these objectives, the Joint Chiefs of smff endorsed an 
increase in the current levels of western military sales to the region, the de-

i velopment of a base infrastructure, expanded relationships with the Saudi 
: and Iranian armed forces, and eventually a greater US military presence 
'\ throughout the Persian Gulf and nearby areas. While the strategy review 

reoognized that the use of US troops might be required on occasion to pro-
I vide stability or to support local forces, it discouraged US military involve· 

18 CM-l879-78 for Distribution, 12 Apr 78, S/GDS; sec Apnda Paper on the Petroleum 
Supp)yvulnerahllity Assessment for MeetiDg 6 Jun 78. S/GDS,452 (19.Aug 17). 

19 S1ll1lIIUlry of Conclusions, sec J.ftg on Petroleum Supply VulnerabDity AsSesSment. 6 Jun 
18, SIGDS, 452 (9 Aug 11). 

ao CNOM 66-78 to JC8, 29 Aug 78. S/GDS, 898/452 (11 Mar 18). 
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ment in the absence of direct Soviet intervention. If combat did become un
avoidable, however, it should be directed in such a manner as to ensure a 
quick, deeisivevietory.21 _As the 1978 strategic review confirmed, the Joint Chiefs favored a 
more assertive US military role throughout the Middle East-Persian Gulf 
regi?n. The growth in Soviet power them, both directly and indireetly. and 
the mereasiDg dependence of the United States and its aUies on Gulf on, in
vited .Bast .. West competition and heightened the risks of a confrontation. 
Yet, as potentially worrisome as the Middle East situation might be, there 
was DO sense of dire emergency surrounding the report, DO timetable for 
taking action, and no detailed estimate of the cost of forces that might be 
required. Aware that capabilities were limited, the Chiefs hesitated to en
dorse large-sea1e US intervention as a practical alt8mative. Nor was there 
any incentive for ~em to do so as long as President Carter preferred politi
cal and diplomatic measures, rather than the threat of miHtary coercion, as 
the bedroek of US policy in the Gulf. 

Enlarainathe US PreaeDee 
(U) At the same time as the Joint Chiefs were putting the finishing 

touches on their strategic nMew of the Middle East, events in and around 
the Persian Gulf were moving rapidly toward. a climax that would leave the 
United States DO choice but to rethink its poHcy in that area. Outwardly, 
President Carter ex:htoited confidence that the two pro-US bastions in the 
region-Iran and Saudi Arabia-would continue to shoulder responsibilities 
in ways that would obviate any need for a larger US presence. But in the face 
of steadily worsening political conditions in Iran, this polley was beginning 
to eramble. Sooner or later, it appeared, the united States would have to en
tertain other options, including some or all of those involving military re
sponses as suggested by the Joint Chiefs in their strategic review. What no 
one counted on and few anticipated was that Iran's internal tunnoil would 
take the direction it did, leading to the eoDapse of the Shah's government in 
January 1979, and leaving in its wake a power vacuum with repercussions 
across the entire Middle East and Southwest.Asia. 

.. For the Joint Chiefs, the gat:heri:ng crisis in Iran had two direct 
consequences. One was to heighten awareness of the need for more up-to
date plans for Middle East-Persian Gulf contingencies in recognition that 
us military involvement there, either ,to help evacuate Westerners from 
Iran or to protect access to Persian Gulf oil, might prove unavoidable. A 
fluid situation, it needed constant moDitor:ing. While the strategic review 
had outlined the broad problems that.Amerlcan planners were likely to face, 
much remained to be done in sorting out the details of how, when, and 

21 -RsYiew of US Strategy Related to the Mlddle .Bust aDd the Persian Gulf," S/XGDS. ap
pendix to JCSM-282-78 to SeeDef, 7 Sep 78. S/XGDS, JCS 2121/24&-9, 898/452 (11 Mar 
78)· ' 
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where ~i1:mr action might be used most e:ffectively to protect US interests. 
Accordingly, m late September 1978, the Joint Staff and the Office of the As
sistant Secretmy of Defense for International Security Affairs launched a 
collaborative effort to examine various scenarios inviting US militaty re
sponses in circumstances short of direct overt Soviet combat involvement. 
~ ~e pfO.ie:ct ~red momentum it came to embrace an aSD study on 
limited contingenCleS tbat was part of the response to PD-18-aD of which 
eventually fed into the planning for what became the Rapid Deployment 
Joint Task Force.22 

_The other and more immediate consequence of the Iranian rev0-
lution was to stimulate preparations for the pre-positioning of US forces in 
the event of an emergency, starting with plans for the augmentation of US 
naval forces in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean. Although such proposaJs had 
come up before, they had received scant attention outside the Pentagon un
til the deteriorating situation in Iran and signs of growing Soviet interest 
forced a reassessment of US options. Until then, us confidence in the Pab
lavi regime in Tehran had been virtually unconditional and bad effectively 
inhibited military planners from taking precautionary measures. Realizing 
that the Shah's time was l'UDlling out, National Security Adviser Brzezinski 

r
' requested the Defense Department in early December 1978 to initiate con

tingency plans for the deployment of US forces in southern Iran. The "are of 
crisis,IO as Brzezinski termed it, starting in the Hom of Africa, seemed to be 

I moving eastward, and was now about to encompass the Persian Gulf.23 
... Admiral Hayward quickly emerged as the leading proponent on 

1 the JCS of a more vigorous policy in support of US interests in the Persian 
Gulf. Twiee-in December 1978 and again in January 1979-Hayward peti
tioned his JCS colleagues to join with him in urging a more assertive p0s
ture in the region. As a start, he recommended that a carrier batt1e group be 
moved from the Pacific into the Indian Ocean. Though the CNO said the re
deployment would initially be temporary, lasting thirty to forty-five days, he 
indicated also that the Navy was prepared to extend the battle group's stay 
indefinitely. The effect would be a major step toward the creation of a fifth 
fleet, a move the Navy had been urging publiely and privately ever since the 
British announced their withdrawal east of Suez in 196& However, as ongo
ing analyses indicated, a fifth fleet eould be assembled only by drawing on 
ships from the other existing fleets, and would be exceedingly expensive to 
maintain and provision until the United States had atD!SS to better base fa
cilities iu the region.24 

lIa Memo. ASD(ISA) to DJS, 1«) Sep 78. S/GDS, JCS 2525; memo, Russell Murray to Seeys 
&In Depts, et. al., 2C) Jun 79. S. JCS 252613, both in 898/520 (1«) Sep 18). 

!IS Brzez:iDski, Power and Principle, 183-90. 3'12. 

t4 CNOM 112-18 to JCS, 19 Dec 78, S/GOS. JCS 1714/239. 8981378 (19 Dec 18); (!NOM 
U6-78 to JCS. 21 Dec 78, S/GDS. JCS 1714/240. ibid.; and CHOM 8-'19 to JCS. 31 Jan 19, S. 
JCS 1887/846. 31 Jan 79. 8C)8 (a1 Jan 79). Also see Norman Stone, "An Indian Ocean 
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• (U) Following the Pahlavi regime's col1apse in early January 1979, 
~~ naval depJ~euts became ouly ODe of several options under COD
~deration at th~ White House and in the Pentagon to bolster the US posi
~on. Meeting with ~ Brown on 9 January, as the crisis was unfbld
mg in Tehran, the JOInt Chiefs agreed to take 8 fresh look at possible US 
military initiatives in the lower Persian Gulf, induding the assignment of a 
defens~ attache to Oman and basing alternatives there and in Saudi Arabia. 
The Chiefs also referred the Secretary to the strategic review they had done 
the previous faD and urged him. to submit it to the NBC. While the current 
Iranian situation would obviously complicate the achievement of US objec
tives as set forth in that paper, the Joint Chiefs believed that its basic 
thrust-the need for a coordinated US strategy and the proposed politico
military initiatives in support of that strategy-remained valid and would 
provide much needed guidance in addressing future problems throughout 
the region.2S 

_OUt of this meeting came a hastily pn!p8l'ed update of US plans 
and capabilities for protecting the Gulf oil fields, assembled by the Chair
man, Joint Chiefs of Staff, General David Jones, USAF, in collaboration with 
Admiral Murphy's office in OSD, and forwarded to the White House on 23 
January.26 In an accompanying memorandum, Jones dismissed the h"keli-

II hood of an unprovoked Soviet attack as "remote,· and confirmed that US 
planuing revolved around a concept of operations to protect Saudi Arabia's 
oil facilities and the Persian GuIf-8trait of Hormuz against all threats short 
of overt Soviet intemmtion. Jones added that planning had reached the 
point of identifying most of the US units readily available for duty in the 
Gulf-many of the same units, incidentally, that would later make up the 
core of the Rapid Deployment Force. The next step, he said, would be 'for the 
Joint Staff and the US Commander in Chief, :Europe (USCINCEUR), to COD
vert this concept into operational plans for timely execution should the need 
arise. It ~ all things considered, a measured and straight forward assess
ment, not as reassuring as it might have been, but not cause for alarm that 
the United States might find itself unprepared.27 

(U) This view would change, but not immediately and only in incre
ments which, in retrospect, marked a steady progression toward the mflita-

Fleet-'l11e Case and the eost." ProcetIdings of the USNavai Institute (July 1981): 54-Sh L. 
Edgar PriDa, ""1.'be Fifth Fleet: A Permanent US IudiaD Ocean Force?'" Sea Power 22 (Apr 
1919): 26--31; and Thomas H. MOOlW and Alvin J. Cott:re1t "A Permanent US Naval.Prea~ 
euee in the India Ocean, '" in Alvin J. Cottrell, et. aI. (eds.), Sea Pot.uer and Strategy 1ft the 
Indian. Ocean. (Beverly BiDs, calif.: Sage PubJicatiODS, 1981), 117-34-

IS CM-182..,., to SecDef, 11 Jan 79. SIGDS, 898/320 (11 Jan ']9). 

16 "The Middle Bast/persian Gulf: Updating National PoBey," Study prepared by OJCS ~ 
~ction with ODUSD(P). 18 Jan '79. S; Memo, Brown to Carter. 23 Jan 79. TS, both In 

898/320 (11 Jan 79). 

r, Unnumbered CM to SecDef, 23 Jan '79. TS, 898/320 (11 Jan 79)· 
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rif:ation of U8 policy in the Gulf. Yet, at the time, it was far from clear that 
this would be the outcome. The dispatch of a mi1itaJy attache to Oman, the 
exploration of basing opticDS in the lower Gulf, od the development of eon
~ency plans did indeed point to a more substantive U8 military presence 
1». the ~. But these measures did not, in and of themselves, represent a 
dramatic departure from past policy. Nor, with the exception of the Navy, 
was there much apparent enthnsiasm among the Joint Chiefs for rushing 
into the exercise of a larger US mi1ibuy role in the Gulf. The White House 
had as yet given no sign that it was prepared to extend additional budgetary 
support, and until that support materia1ized. the Joint Chiefs tended to hold 
back from new commitments. 

fit All the same. the ripple effects of the Iran crisis were ~njng to 
elicit predictable signs of ooneern throughout official Washington. At the 
White House, differences between the President and the State Department 
over the handling of the Iran situation suggested a dawning disillusionment 
on Carter's part with political and diplomatic initiatives, and a growing in~ 
terest in exploring more assertive mllitaly measures.a8 Indicative of the shift 

I in the Presidents thinldng was his approval in early January 1979 of Opera
tion PRIZED EAGLE, sending sixteen F-15 fighters and three hundred sup
port personnel on a well-publicized week-long visit to Saudi Ambia. Al

I though the planes flew unarmed. they lWlre simDar to those the United 
States had recently agreed to sell to Saudi Arabia, giving rise to press specu
lation that the visit constituted both a show of force and a demoostration 
exercise to acquaint the Saudis with the pJanes.29 In fact, the Saudis them
selves bad requested the visit more than a year earlier as a deterrent to a 
possible Israeli preemptive attack. At that time, because of the poIitieal &en ... 
sitivities involved, JCS planners had shown little enthusiasm for the Saudi 
invitation, even though it would have provided valuable experience. But 
against the backdrop of the developing Iran crisis, they found it easier and 
more convenient to aceept.so 

.. The F-15 mission was only the first of several suell instances. In 
1ate January, Carter decided to send Secretary of Defense Brown to the 
Middle Hast for fact-finding purposes and to reassure the Saudis and other 
Arab states friendly toward the. West of continued US support. As be was 
preparing to leave, Brown asked the Joint Chiefs to expedite their study of 
US military options in the Gulf and to consider bolstering the capabilities of 
the Navy's MIDEASTFOR with a "modest" tactical air capability. Brown also 
said that he would not object to an augmentation of the US naval presence 
in the Indio Ocean with a small carrier and "two to three more escorts," 

28 See carter. Keeping Faith. 449-50. 

1I9 NY7tmes, 11 Jan 19.Al.A4. On the F-15 sale to Saudi Arabia, see Chapter IV. 

30 J-sM 2536-71 to CJCS via DJS, 16 Dee 77, TSjXGDS. ('JCS Files (Brown), 820 Saudi 
Mama; 3-5 ):1P 2-?9 for acs for JCS Meeting. 16 Jan 79. TS/GDB. C.JCS Piles (Jones) 820 
Saudi Arabia. 
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and that the ChiefS ought to consider designating this augmented group as a 
fifth numbered fleet. .After a hurried review, the Director, Joint Staff, Lieu
tenant General John A. Wickham, USA, assured the Secretary that, pending 
a final JCS decision, his proposals seemed both "feasible and attractive. "31 

(U) Upon his returIl, Brown left no doubt that, in his view, the Ira
nian revolution had had an unsettling impact throughout the region, requir
ins bolder and more fomeful responses from the United States. Protectins 
the flow of Gulf on, he insisted publicly, was now more than ever -clearly 
part of our vital interest."32 The Joint Chiefs, relying on information of their 
own, arrived at much the same conclusion. "An expanded US miJitary pres
ence in the Red Sea, Persian Gulf, and Indian Ocean, .. they advised, "may 
serve to bring a measure of stability to this volatile, strategiea1]y important 
area while acting to reassure friendly natiODS concerned over reamt events 
in Iran." Toward this end the Chiefs recommended alternatiDg deployments 
of several force elements-singly or in eombiDation-into the Indian Ocean 
area to demonstrate US resolve, support US and allied interests, respond to 
a variety of contiDgencles, and be capable of forming the nucleus of a larger 
force. Operational initiatives might include alternating one or more carrier 
battle groups with SlII'fBce combatant task groups; deployment of a Marine 
air-ground task force with Harrier "jump jets" aboard amphibious shippins 
in conjunction with already deployed surface combatants; formation of a 
fifth numbered fleet if such a fleet were to operate on a long-term basis; de
ployment of a Marine taetical air squadron to land bases in the Indian 
Ocean area on a periodic basis; and periodic deployment of an Air Force tac
tieal fighter squadron, accompanied by E-aAAWACS [airborne wamiDg and 
control system], to the Arabian Peninsula and Hom of Africa. 33 

(U) On 1 March Secretary Brown met with Vance and Brzezinsld to 
discuss the Joint auers' proposals. The upshot was to refer the entire mat
ter to the PRe for further stuciy.34 As part of this process, Brown asked the = m. a tieah 8JIII1yais wIIh speeiIic opemIioDaI initiatives aad 1eCOIIIIIl ..... 

. oDS, including a close look at upgrading US facilities on the Indian 
Ocean island of Diego Garcia, and plans for rotation flights of fighter air
craft into and out of various pro-US Middle East countries.35 But before any 
further deliberations could take place, events on the southern rim of the 
Arabian Peninsula effectively preempted what might otherwise have been a 
lengthy debate. 

Sl Memo, SecDef for CJCS, 6 Feb 19. Sf JCS 2294/1fY/, 6 Feb 79, 898 (31 Jan 19); WBM-
282~79 to SecDef, 20 Feb 79.8, ibid. 

a- NY7tmes. 26 Feb 79: Ala. 

33 JCSM-60-19 to SecDef. 28 Feb 79. S/GOS. JCS 2294/107-2, 898 Csl Jan 79)· 

34 Memo, SeeDeftOCJCS.l Mar 79. S/GD8,JCS 2SZ7/2. 898 (01 Mar 19). 

3S Memo, DJS to DJ-s, 1 Mar 19. S/GOS, JCB 2294/10'7-2, 898 (31 Jan 19). 
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(U) The events in questiOD concemed reports of escalating border 
clashes between forces of the Soviet-backed government of South Yemen, 
and the nominally (though not always) pro-Westem government of North 
Yemen. later, as more accurate intelligence becmne available, critics would 
accuse the Carter administration of having over-reacted to what was essen
tially a limited incursion in an ongoing struggle between rival regimes with 
grudges to settle.36 Yet at the time, it appeared that more might be at stake. 
Alarmed that the fighting oould spread and rock the stability of Saudi Ara
bia, thereby threatening the United States with the posslble loss of yet an
other ally in the region, Brzezinski pemuaded President Carter to do without 
the custollUU'y procedural review of options and to take action immediately. 
In what most observers interpreted as a signal of American resolve directed 
as much against Moscow as to reassure the Saudis, Carter summarily Of

dered the carrier USB Constellation into the Indian Ocean, deployed two Air 
Force AWACS pJanes to Saudi Arabia to help monitor the Yemen border 
war, and waived the normal thirty-ciay waiting period for congNSSional con
sideratioD in order to expedite an emergency airlift of mDitaIy supplies to 
North Yemen. In addition, he offered to resume US '-15 visits to Saudi Ara
bia, thereby allowing the Saudis to re-depley some of their planes to assist 
North Yemen. However, the Saudis, not wanting to appear overly dependent 
on the West, declined the offer.a? 

(U) Also in March 1979, Turkey and Pakistan followed Iran in with .. 
drawing from the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO), thus effectively 
ending the alliance and, with it, any lingering hopes the Joint Chiefs m.iIht 
have bad of revitalizing this once important pillar of US cold war policy in 
the Middle East.ss Although the fuJI significance of these developments is 
arguable (Carter, for example, made no mention of either the collapse of 
CBNTO or the flare-up in the Yemens in his memoirs), it seems clear that, 
from this point on, US responses in the Gulf would be geared increasinlly to 
meetiDg Soviet-orchestrated dangers, not just the local politieal, economic, 
and social problems that had worried the Carter administration initia1ly. 
One result would be a diminution of State Department intlnence and a cor
responding increase in the visibility of Pentagon views, especially those of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in shaping US policy. 

36 See, for eumple, Gary S"lCk,.-rhe Evolution of us Strate&YToward the Indian Oeean and 
Persian Gulf Regions,· in Alvin Z. Rubinstein (ed.), The Great Game: RirJalrg in the Per
sian GuU and SoUt'll Asia (NY: Praeger, 1983), 70-71; Christopher Van Hollen, "North 
Yemen: A IlaDgerous Pentagonal Game," Washington Quarterly 5 (Swmner 1982): 131-42; 
and Raymond L ~ Dfflmte and ~ Soviet-American Relations from 
Nixon to Reagan (Washiagton, DC: BrooldDgs, 1994, rev. ed.). 719'-26· 

37 Brzezinski, Power and Principle, 441. Also see RiehaJd Burt. "US Plans to Send Advisers 
to Yemen,· NY7mtes, 13 Mar 79: A-11. 

38 NYTimes, 11 Mar 79: 4; and 1 Apr 79: 16. CEN'lO offieiaJly ceased to exist as of 15 May 
1979. See memo. CoS, CENTO, to multi-addressees. 2 May 79. U, CJCS Files (Jones), 804 
CENTO (1 Jul78-2s May 79). 
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(U) By the spriug of 1979 the United States had a coDection of bilat
eral relationships and military assets variously committed to the security of 
the Persian Gulf and Southwest Asia, but DO agreed strategy or force struc
ture on which to pin fu.ture policy and plans. Thus far the US response had 
been piecemeal, involving limited deployments of· sea and air power for 
show-of-force and deterrence purposes, but no commitment of resources to 
any large-scale projection of military power into the region. Although the 
policy review under way in the sec and PR.C would help to c1ari(y the US 
position, much would still remain to be done to translate the emerging 
"strategic framework" into concrete initiatives. 

_ By far the most significant outcome of this review was the deci
sion to press ahead with a rapid deployment force, a matter that had been 
held more or less in abeyance sin~ the adoption of P0-18 nearly two ye8rs 
earlier. In an apparent attempt to breathe new life into the i_ the Joint 
Chiefs, in their Middle Bast strategic review of September 1978, had rec
ommended the development of "the capability to project a multidivisional 
force from CONUS [continental United States] supported by air and naval 
forces." However, the Chiefs also had advised that such a force should have 
the capacity to operate lm:gely au its own and that it should be able to sus
tain itself without depende~ oil NATO for stocks or reinforcements.S9 Not 
only did this impose two very large and difficult requirements under the 
administration's coDStrained budgetary policies but also it represented a 
significant departure from previous assumptions governing the sizing of US 
forces-an independent capability to fight in the Middle Bast without im
pairing the defense of western Europe. The emerging concept under study 
by the Joint Staff was that of a surge deployment force, or a "unDateral 
corps" as Army planners called it, that could rush combat troops to bolster 
pre-positioned forces involved in DOD·NATO contingencies.40 How large 
such a force should be, how it might be u.sed, and how it was to fit into other 
aspects of US policy were some of the issues thrashed out over the smnmer 
of 1979 both in the PRC and in parallel discussions between Sec.tetaIy of De
fense Brown and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

flit According to Brzezinski, the C1'IlCial meetings were those held by 
the PRC in June 1979, with the Secretary of Defense serving as chairman. In 
general, while Brzezinski and Brown advocated a stronger military posture 
for dealing with Gulf-related security problems, the State Department
represented by Vance and Deputy Secretary Warren M. Cllriatopher-urged 
cautioD.41 The Defense view, incorporating JCS inputs, ~ the need 

39 "Review of US Strategy ReIa:IBd to the .Middle East and the Persian Gulf,. Sep 1978, p. s8, 
S/XGDS, in JCSM-282-78 to SecDef, 7 Sep 18. JCS 2121/24&-9. 8981452 (11 Mar 78). 

40 JC8M-16S-79 to SeeDet 10 May '19, SIGnS, JCS 2294/109.898 (1 May '19); ·US St:rate&v 
and Defense Policy for the Middle Bast and Persian Gulf: Briefing by LTC C. s. Nob1es," 24 
May '19. S.1bid. 
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for a growing us mfiitary presence in the Gulf region for as long as the 
United States and i1s allies required access to Middle Eastern oil. Still to be 
decided were the scale and scope of US involvement. Since the United States 
could not maintain a level of military power in the region sufficient to cope 
with all foreseeable contingencies, Defense recommended that priority be 
given to the development of sw:ge deployment forces that could be inserted 
as the Deed arose.42 

• State, on the other hand, doubted whether a quick reaction force 
effectively addressed the problem. As State saw it, the major aim should be 
to promote confidence among the pro-Western states of the region that the 
United States would continue to take an interest in their weJfaJ:e and secu
rity. For this purpose, State favored more emphasis on low-profile but pre
sumably reassuring measures such as stepped-up naval deployments, mili
tary assistance, and the like. (fA surge deployment force, " State argued, 

••. given its lower visl'bility fover the horizon' does not evi
dence the level of commitment inherent in a permanent pres
ence. Nervous friends in the Middle Bast may continue to 
doubt that we would (or could) respond in strength. Similarly, 
the Soviets and other poteDtial foes might be tempted to exer
cise less caution knowing we must bring in forces from outside 
the area. Both routine and crisis deployments are costly and in 
a genuine crisis the time factor could be troublesome.43 

(U) State's objections were in due course taken into account. But for 
the time being it was the creation of what would become the Rapid Deploy
ment Foree that held the Pentagon's attention. On 21 June, the outgoing 
Army Chief of Staff, General R.ogeJ:s, revealed publicly the uistence of Army 
studies to develop a ·Unilateral Corps" for quick reaction purposes. Rogers 
indicated that the Army's preparations were still in the initial planning 
stages, but that such a fol'ee might comprise up to 100,000 nOD-NA1O
dedicated troops.44 Only three days later, in a nationally televised interview, 
Secretary of Defense Brown confirmed that, in line with the contingency 
planning Rogers had mentioned, the Defense Department would improve 
its air- and sea-lift capabilities, in order to move special units to distant 
places on short noDee.45 Such forces, Brown later told an audience in San 

41 Brzez:iDsld. Power and Principle, 447. 

42 Paper prepated in OASD(ISA), "Military PmseDoe in the Middle East/Persian Gul~" [11 
Juu 19], S. enclosure to memo, Staff Seq NSC (Dodson) to vp. et. .1., 18 Jun 79, S, 
898/532 (J5Jun 19). 

43 State Dept Discussion Paper for 20 Jun 79 PRe Mtg. p. 13, S. 898/532 (15 Jun 79). 

44 Washington Post. 22 Jon 79: A2. 
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Francisco, constituted "rapid deployment forces" (the term preferred by the 
White House) and were distinct from those dedicated to NATO.46 

(U) On 26 June SecJ:etary Brown notified the Joint Chiefs that the 
PR~ had in principle endorsed the creation of a surge deployment force, 
subject to the recognition that there were a number of regional constraints 
on rapid increases of US mfiitary power in the Gulf. Those he mentioned 
specifically were availability of mobile assets, adequacy of basins facilities, 
and assurance of over-flight rights. Anticipating ·political consultations 
with countries in the region" to start ironing out these problems, the Secre
tary asked the Chiefs to step up their planning for a surge deployment force, 
looking at the location and availability of staging bases, the suitability of re
gional faei1ities, ind:oding Diego Garcia, to handle smge operations, the 
presence of interoperable support and logistics systems, the desirabDity of 
pre-positioning various levels of supplies, measures to improve air defenses 
and mine countermeasures, and whetever relevant, cost estimates of the 
foregoing. The Secretary also asked the Chiefs to develop a countIy .. by
country assessment of each regional state's potential oontributions to US 
surge capabilities, and he further requested that they append a detailed de
scription of possible "periodic demonstrationsD of US surge capabilities. 
This last request Brown explained, had a two-fold purpose: to promote 
much needed experience and, in an apparent effort to allay State Depart
ment objections, to provide -a visible display of US resolve," Brown added 
that he would like the entire study on his desk by the middle of AUgust.41 

_Meanwhile, during July the Secretary of Defense sent the White 
House two separate updates on the progress being made for coping with 
Middle East/Persian Gulf contingencies. In his first report, dated 11 July, 
Brown ezplained that the consensus of interagency meetings thus far -was 
that the US should strengthen its defense ties with the moderate Pemian 
Gulf states, continue to assist them in improving their seJf-defense capabili
ties, improve US military surge alpabilities, and moderately increase [the] 
peacetime us mi1itary presenfl! in the region." In support of these initia
tives, Brown offered "an illustrative deployment schedule» developed by the 
Joint Chiefs and it. Jist of measures to upgrade US air- and sea-lift capabili
ties, improve :f.aclBties on Diego Garcia, and preposition supplies and 
equipment. However, he cautioned that plans remained fluid and urged that 
public announcement of whatever the United States did in the Gulf should 
~ handled in a low key manner.» AIn particular," he add.ed, "we should 

45 "Harold. Brown Interview on ABC-'IV ...... public Statements 0/ Hal'Dld Brown, Secl'ela71J 
of Defense, 19?9 (Wasbington DC: Historieal Offiee. Oftiee of the Secretary of Det'euse, 
B.d.), V, 1931-32. 

46 Remarks Prepared for Delivery by SecDef Brown to the CommonMlll1tb Oub, San Fran
cisco, Calif .. 30 July 1979. ibid., 2378-79. 

47 Memo, SecDefto CJC8, 36 J1m 79. S/GDS, JCS 2525/2, 898/4fl:t (36 Jun 19)· 
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avoid a declaratory policy and other actions which lock us into a particular 
deployment pattem."48 

.. In contraSt to the upbeat mood ofhis fimt report, Bl'OWD's second, 
dated 31 July, was guarded and defensive. Brown knew that Carter and 
Brzezinski bad hoped to see faster progress on creation of a rapid deploy
ment foree, and that they were concerned that, beyond earmarking and pro
grammin~ not much had been done.49 Responding to White House inquir
ies, Brown insisted that capabilities for rapid intervention did in fact exist, 
should the need arise. It was only that no orgaujmd force, as such, had yet 
materialized. More than anything else, he cited the shortage of funds to 
support specific programs and competing demands for IeSOUrces as the ma
jor inhibitors. But as far as carter was concerned. these excuses begged the 
issue. "I don't see," be wrote back to Brown. -rhat any progress has actually 
been made. "so 

• Despite the Presidenrs obvious impa1:ieJD, .Brown felt he was 
moving as fast as he eould. His immediate goal was an agreed State-Defense 
statement of policy, which finally materialized in mid-August, summarizing 
the recent deh"berations in the PRC to avoid any po8SJ"ble misunderstand
ings. The strategy implicit in the paper envisioned a growing naval presence 
in the Persian Gulf/Indian Ocean reaion, augmented from time to time by 
tactical air deployments (building on the recent experience of sending the F .. 
lSS and AWACs to Saudi Arabia) and occasional amphibious exercises • 
.Missing from the paper was any mention of acquiring permanent military 
installations, conducting large-scale ground exercises, or creating a rapid 
deployment force-matters that were better bandled separately as Deeds 
dictated. The joint statement was, rather, a fairly matter-of·fact recitation of 
measures under consideration and those yet to be taken, with emphasis on 
the political and diplomatic hurdles. How far the United States would go 
nu1itarlly in implementing this policy, however, remained to be seen.51 

Toward. Creation of a Rapid Deployment Foree 
(U) Although the policy adopted in August 1919 clearly e.avisiODed a 

more robust US militaIy presence in the Gulf region, it was by and large a 
policy of limited involvement. This aceorded with State Department prefer
ences and was further confirmed by exchanges and dJscussions between the 
Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs since the beginning of the year. 

48 Memo, SecDefto Pl:esident, 11 Jul19. S, 898/'g,l (~Aug19). 

49 Memo, BrzeziDski to Carter. 31 Jul79, SIGDS, William Odom Collect:ioD, Rapid Reactioll 

Forces 3/T! folder. Carter Library. 

50 MargInal DOte, Il.d., 011 Memo, Brown to Brzezinski, 31 Jul 79t S/XGDS. William Odom 
Collection, Rapid .Reaction Forces 3/71 folder, Cuter Library. 

51 Memo, Vance aDd Brown to Carter. 17 AUS 79. S. 898/312 (24 A'U819)' 
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The aim at this stage was not so much outright protection of the Gulf region 
an~ Southwest Asia, as it was to reassure US friends and allies there that the 
United Sta~~ would stand behind them against a spIDover of the tensions 
and turInoi1 m Iran. In other words, US policy was to deter rather tban to 
defend, with mnitary plans and preparations framed according)y . 

.. The most refined plans by the summer of 1979 were those devel
oped by the US European CoJDmand (EUCOM) in coI1aboration with a small 
planning CA!ll in the Joint Staff, made up of specially cleared officers from J-
3 and J .. s. Immediately following the Shah of Iran's ouster, discussions be
tween the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs revealed heightened 
OODcem for the security of the Saudi Arabian oil fields, but little in the way 
of operations plans for intervention shOuld the need arise. Accordingly, in 
late January 19;'9, the Joint Chiefs sent two Joint Staff action officers to 
Europe to meet with the USCINCEUR, General Alexander M. Hai& Jr., and I his planners, and to initiate the drafting of what became Operational PJan 

I (OPLAN) 4230. After undergoing several revisions, all under the dose scru
, tiny of the JCS Chairman, OPIAN 4230 was largely finished by June 1979. 

It then went to the Secretary of Defense, who added several minor changes 
before briefing the President in early August.52 

.. Though never formally approved by the Joint Chiefs, OPLAN 
4230 was important for several reasons. First, it was the earliest operations 
pJan devised under JCS supery:ision, and as such it helped to set the tone for 
later plans in terms of mission statement, assumptions, and conditions for 
execution. The "basic pJan" envisioned a twenty day preparation period to 
insert a force of up to seven thousand troops, consisting of an airbome bri
gade task force, two tactical fighter squadrons, an E-sA element, and 
MIDEASTFOR. In addition, at the request of the JCS Chairman, OPLAN 
4230 contained a "quick reaction- plan to put about one thousand troops 
(mostly from airborne units) ashore in seventy-two hours or less. Under 
both scenarios, USClNCEUR would act only upon invitation of the Saudi 
Government and when directed by the National Command Authority (NCA) 
through the JCS. Objectives would be limited to "a show of force to protect 
Saudi on facilities and other selected governmental and mDitary facDiUes 
against threa1B short of overt Soviet intervention.-53 

(U) Second, despite the limited scale of the initial us involvement 
under the proposed OPLAN, it quickly became obvious to the Service p~
ners involved in the project that this was a mission of immense politlOO
militaly importance. capable of yielding considerable rewards. Indeed, the 

52 MFR by Maj BrIJcI& M. FreeJnan, USAF. 1-& 31 Jan 19. TS; MFR by LTC C. S. Nobles. J-5. 
1 Feb 79. TS; J-sM 9SO"79 to DIS, 30 Apr 79. S; MFll by COL W. I. Harris, J..3, 3 May 1'!' 
'1'8; TaDdDa Paper for BecDel in Di8cus8ioDs with the President, 7 Aug 19. 1'8, all m 
898/320 (11 Jan 19). 

S:J Memo, Maj Gen E. A. Chavanie, USAF, Dir 1"'5 Hq EUCOM. to Dir J-5. JCS, 14 May 79. 
TS; "Fact Sheet," undated, '1'8. enclosure to CM (\:IDD\11Dbe1ed) to SeeDef, 13 Jun 79. '1'8. all 
in 898/320 (11 J019). 
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Service that took the lead in such an enterprise would have much to gain 
and p~bJy could lay claim to large additional resources. In other words, 
!he drafting of OPLAN 4230 effectively set the stage for what would become 
m the weeks and months that foUowed an increasingly intense atmosphere 
of inter-service rivalry, particularly between the Army and the Marine Corps 
officers who spearheaded the work at EUCOM. The final product reflected 
the competing capabiJft:ies of both Services and left no doubt that they 
~d vie with one another for major roles in future Persian Gulf opera
tions. 

(U) Finally and perhaps most immediately significant, the OPLAN 
4230 exercise prompted the Secretary of Defense in June 1919 to request a 
review of command and control arrangemen1B for the Persian Gulf, a proc
ess that, however inadvertently, further accentuated the growing sense of 

. inter...serviee competition.54 Under the amended Unified Command Plan 
(UCP), responsibility for the land areas of North Africa and the Middle Bast 
fell to USCINCE~ while the adjacent waters, including the entire Indian 
Ocean, were under the Commander in Chief, Pacific {CINCPAC).5S The Per
sian Gulf. lying between the two, was for all inten1B and purposes a divided 
responsibDity, mr away from EUCOM's and PACOM's normal duties and 
ema«JiDgly taxing on the assets of both. As the planning for OPLAN 4230 
progressed, the Chairman and others in the JCS realized that the only prac
tical solution might have to be the creation of a joint bISk force or even a 

" new joint command and that, either way, because of the mission's high po-

f 
Iitical profile, it would be "the force except Europe & Korea.--

(0) With so much thus potentially at stake, it was little wonder that 
the best the Joint Chiefs could come up with was a "spUt- recommendation I when in late August 1919 they responded to the Stuetary's inquiJ:y on 

1 

command and control arrangements. The month before, Rogers had suc
ceeded Haig as USCINCEUR, and there was growing speculation that 

! Rogers would press for appointment of a senior Army officer, probably a 
lieutenant general~ to take charge of Persian Gulf operations.57 A majority of 
the JCS, made up of the Chairman and the Army and Air Force chiefs, was 
ready to oblige and advised the Secretary to tum over further planning re

\ sponsibilities for the Middle East and Sub-Saharan Africa to the CONUS
I, 

M Memo, SecDefto cres, et. at. 22 Jon 79, C/GDS. JCS 1887/847.370 (29 Aug 79). 

55 Ronald H. Cole, et. aI., n. History of the Unijied Command Plan. J946-J993 (Washins
ton, DC: Joint History 0ftIee. OCJCS. 1995l. 48. Hereafter cited as Cole, et. aI., History of 
the ucp, J94&-J99S. 

~ Handwrit:teD notes JabeJed "Mtg w/CJCS and MG Dyke: 14 Aug ('19]. with emphasis in 
original, U, 898/320 (n Jan '19). 

m See James B • .Agnew. "'Unilateral Corps': Is the US Turning a New Strategie Comer?" 
Army 29 (Spe 1979)= 30-33; and Max:\wJl Orme Johuson, The Military as an Instrument of 
US Policy in Southwest Asia: The Rapid Deployment Joint Task FoJ'QI, 1979-J_ (Boul
der, Colo.: Westview Press, 1983), 62-63. 
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~l~ess Comm~ (REDCOM), tr~itionaJl~ an Army command, 
n~ ~ ~rity assistance and operatioDS .dunllg other than major 
COntingeDCIeS lD the hands of USCINCEUR. However, the Chief of Naval 
Operations and the Commalldant of the .Marine Corps argued that this divi
sion of labor between EUCOM and RIIDCOM would prove awkward. and 
impractical. As an alternative arrangement that would help preserve the op
tion of a strong Navy-Marine Corps voice in Gulf planning, they proposed a 
<:ONUS-based jojnt task force headqua.rtered "probably" under the diIec
non of REDCOM, but with independent planning authority and c:tireet ae
eess to the Joint Chiefs of8t;aff.58 

(D) Secretauy Brown decided in October to accept the Navy-Marble 
Corps proposal of a joint task force based in the United States, but he left it 
up to the JCS to work out whether it should be part of REDCOM or another 
command. In any case, it should be a joint effort. The Secretary added that, 
whatever the Chiefs decided, he wanted the .Rapid Deployment Foree (RD.F), 
as the White House wanted it called, in place and functioning by 1 March 
1980, and a detailed plan of impiementatioD, mduding the nomiDation of a 
commander J by 10 December 1919.59 Brown further cautioned the Chiefs to 
moderate their expectatiODS for the RDF and to CODCeDtrate on organizina it 
around "smaD, highly efl'ective force elements" drawn largely from existing 
units. Toward this end, he urged the an_ to 100k closely at "whether the 
Marines should have a larger ro)e in such planning." Creation of the RDF 
was not to be an invitation to lobby fOr a restNcturing or augmentation of 
the existing force structure to justify inareased milital'Y spending. Instead, 
as 8eel'etaly BlOWD viewed it, the RDF was to be an extension of American 
power relying chiefly upon a "reconfiguration of the assets at band.60 

.. Despite the secretary's admonitions, the size, oompositioD, and 
mission of the RDF had already become major sources offrietion among the 
JCS. The Navy and the Marine Corps objected to the implicit requirement 
that all Services assign forces to the RDFt while the Army deemed it inap
propriate to tailor t'ott2s to the size envisioned for likely RDF employment 
rather than identify the larger pool from which RDF elements were to be 

~I 
drawn.61 By way of compromise, the Joint Chiefs notified the Secretary on 

1 15 November 1979 that it was not their intention to commit specific forces 
or units to the RDF but to designate those foroes that -will COJl8titute a 

J source from which a specific contingency forte can be tailored to meet ~ 
. quirements for particu1ar contingencies.» Non-NATO forces ~tly av~r 

able for rapid deployment purposes included two and one-third Army tiM-

58 JCSM-2700-19 to SecDef, 29 Aug 19. S/GDS, JCS 188'7/849. 370 (29 Aug 79); Cole, et. at, 
lJistory qfthB l1CP. J946-l993, 6". 
S!) Memo, SeeDef to CJCs, 22 om 19, BIGOS, JCS 18811849"'1, 370 (29 Aug 19)· 

flO Memo. SecDefmJCB, 10 NOV19. BIGDS, JCS 21471628, 374 (10 Nov 19). 

61 Revised IIr:ie:fiDg Sheet for CJCS on. a report m be oonsidered at JCS meetiD& 7 Nov 79. 
S/Gns,374 (26 Oct 79). 
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Bi?ns (one liFt division, one mechanized, and one heavy brigade, along 
with appropriate support units); one Marine Ampm"biolJ8 Force; four US Air 
Forc:e tactical fighter wings and two tactical airJift wings; and three Navy 
carner battle groups with appropriate support. However, since other com
~ also exercised drawing rights on these forces, shortages could occur 
m an actual emergency. Warning against over commitments, the Chiem rec
ommended to Secretary Brown that he give "urgent attention" in his next 
statement of Consolidated Guidance to sorting out competing requirements 
and bringing budgetary support up to sufflcient levels for the expected non
NATO contingencles.6:z Subsequently, at 8 special briefing for David Aaron, 
the President's deputy national security adviser, J-S planners estimated that 
it would take "at least 5 years to have in-hand [sic] all the programs needed 
to break the RDF logistic logjam."6:J 

(0) Of more immediate concem was the creation of a command 
structure to begin the pJanning process that Secretary of Defense Brown and 
President Carter were so eager to see materialize. As a first step, the Chiefs 
recommended co-locating the Rapid Deployment Force alongside RBDCOM 
headquarters at MacDi1l Air Force Base near Tampa, F1orida. The Rapid 
Deployment Joint Task Foree (R.DJTF) would have a "moderately sized" 
headquarters staff and 8 small liaison office in Washington.64 In furtherance 
of this decision the Commandant of the Marine Corps, General Robert H. 
Barrow, thought that his Service should be designated as "the primary 
force" in rapid deployment pJanning, 8 view rejected by the JCS chairman, 
General Jones, who insisted that all four Services participate, thereby mak .. 
ing it a demonstrably joint operation.6S Still, in view of General Barrows 
protest, the Joint Chiefs dropped plans to appoint an Army 0-9 to com· 
mand the RDJTF and informed the Secretary on 20 December that they 
supported 8 Marine Corps officer, Major General PauJ X. ICe1ley, for the p0-
sition, which carried with it promotion to a third star. KeDey's deputy was. to 
be an Air Force officer, Major General Robert C. Taylor. Even so, .Army m
terest in the RDJTF remained keen and would figure prominently in devel
oping requirements for overseas bases and other facilities in ways that 
would promote Army participation in rapid deployment operations. 

6e JCSM.318-79 to SeeDef, 15 Nov 19. B/GDS, JC8 2147/627. 374 (26 Oct 79). Emphasis 
added. 

63 Memo, Aaron to BrzeziDski. 21 Dec 79. B, WiBiam Odom collection, Rapid Reaction 
FOICe8 3/77 folder, Carter Library. 

64 SM-718-79 to Service Chiefs, et. aI., 29 Nov '79, S,370 (Si9 Aug 79)· 

65 Draft memo pJepIU'ed in J-s, [21 Dee 191. S, 374 (10 Nov 19). Instead of a formal memo, 
Jones made his views known orally to the CMC. See accompanying OJCS Summary Sheet. 2 

JaD 80, same file. 
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The Carter Doetrine antiAetivation olthe RDn'F 
(U) With the seizure of the US embassy in Tehran on .. November 

1979 and the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan the month fonow
ing, US policy in the Persian Gulf changed gears ODa! again. Both events 
produced a sharp escalation of tensions and posed serious cballenges to the 
United States. But, of the two, it was the Soviet move against.Afghanistan in 
late December 1979 that mild: alarmed US officials. Indeed, as President 
Carter descr.ibed it in a nationwide address, ,. A Soviet:-oecupied Afghanistan 
threatens both Iran and Pakistan and is a steppiDgstone to possible control 
over much of the world's oil supplies."66 Many of the responses that fol
lowed had, of morse, been set in motion earlier. But with Afghanistan pro
viding the catalyst, they came to fruition sooner rather than later and helped 
expedite the transformation of the Rapid Deployment Force from a drawing 
board concept into more of a full-fledged military reality. 

(U) At the heart of this transformation was the Carter Doctrine) an-
nounced by the President in his State of the Union Message of 23 January 

\\ 1980. In effect, Carter confirmed publicly what subordinates had been say
i ing privately to one another and in off .. the-reoord talks with reporters for 

I some time: that the United States had major interests at stake in the Persian 
Gulf and that it was steadily building up its strength in the region to protect 
those interests. Under the po1iey he an:nouneed, President Carter served no-
tice that the United States would not aDow the Gulf to fall into hostile 
hands, that it would pursue a "cooperative seeurity framework" in the area, 
and that it would back up these initiatives with requisite military force.67 .As 

! evidence of his resolve, the President pointed to the bnpending creation of ! the Rapid Deployment Force, which he said would "range in size from a few 
I ships or air squadrons to formations as large as 100,000 men." Among the 
! specific iDitiatives being taken to support the RDF, the President mentioned 
I the development and production of a new fleet of large cargo aircraft with 

intercontinental range, and the design and procurement of a force of pre
positioned ships to carry heavy equipment and supplies for three Marine 
Corps brigades.68 

• With announcement of the Carter Doctrine, the JCS promptlyac
celerated their preparations for possible military intervention in South~ 
Asia. But while the Joint Chiefs reach1y accorded this region (the Persian 
Gulf especially) closer attention in line with the President's policy, indi~
uaJ members found themselves increasingly uneasy over the long-term im
plications. General Meyer, the Army chief, saw the United States rushing 
into new commitments with little or no idea of where they would lead or 
what they might entail "It is now evident: he told his JCS colleagues, "'that 

66 "Soviet Iovasion of Afabanist:an: Address tD the Nation, If 4 Jan 80. PuliIic 1'ape1's: Carter. 
1.980-1.981. (Washington. DC: GPO, 1«)81), I, 22. 

67 "State of the Union Address," 23 Jan 1980, ibid., 194-99-

68 "State of the UDion: ADDwil Message to the CoD~" 21 Jan 1980, ibid., 166 • .., 
••• £ 
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OSD is attempting to fill this void without the benefit of militarily sound op
erat:!onal concepts for the development, deployment, and employment of a 
Rapid Deployment Force. " In an effort to shed light on this situation, Meyer 
urged the JCS to initiate "a military analysis of the requirements for a RDF, 
to include appropriate and balanced mix of forces, adequate fast strategic 
~ploym~nt capa~iJit;y2 and adequate support for the range of missions an
tiCIpated. The Jomt Chiefs took General Meyers su.ggestion under advise
ment, but deferred any immediate action.69 

., All the same, the Joint Chiefs remained apprehensive lest a lack 
of transportation and competing demands elsewhere should curtail their 
ability to meet the Carter Doctrine's goals. Despite the President's promise 
of additional reso~, the actual budget strategy adopted at the White 
House was to push hard for more performance from existing assets while 
providing as little extra money as posm'ble.70 A ease in point was the admini
stration's handling of the Near-Term Pre-Positioning Ships (NTPS) pr0-
gram, a lease arrangement proposed by Secretary of DefeDse Brown using 
commerclal sources to create a seven-ship supply flotilla operating more or 
Jess eontinUOU8ly in the Indian Ocean. Although the Joint Chiefs favored the 
program, they were skeptical whether such measures by themselves would 
provide sufficient logistical support. In addition to pre-positioning supplies 
and equipment, as the United Slates bad done in Europe, they favored aug
menting air- and sea-lift capabilities as well, even though the result would 
mean higher eosts,n Standing firm, President Carter in February approved 
the leasing of the necessary new NTPS cargo carriers but, in so doing, ex
pressed obvious concem that even the cost of this could get out ofhand.72 

• Rather than dwell on plans and expectations, General Jones ad
vised the Secretary of Defense that the United States might have to contem
plate emergency action to deal with what he described as "a pattern of 
gradually increasing combat readiness" on the part of Soviet forces. Sug
gesting that the situation was deteriorating nme rapidly than first thought, 
Jones worried that the Soviets might misjudge US resolve and take a chance 
on a '"ebeap· victory" somewhere in Southwest Asia. Acting on his own ini
tiative, he tasked the J-3 Directorate with investigating whether the United 
States could insert a battalion-sized force anywhere in the wo~ld within 
twenty-four hours and to detennine the steps needed to achieve that capa-

69 CSAM 1-80, 14 Jan 80, C/GDS. JCS 2l47/629, 374 (14 Jan 80). 

10 See for example memo, Odom to Brzezinski. z8 Oct 80, C, WiBiam Odom Collection, 
Rapid Reaction Foft!e!J 4/10/80 fOlder, carter Libmy. 

71 JCSM .. 38--80 to SecDef, 31 Jan 80, S/GDS, JCS 1454/160, 447 C3 Jan 80); Smmnary of 
Conclusions, sec M1:& 14 Jan 80, "US Strategy for South West Asia a:nd Persian Gu1£" 
S/KGDS, NatioDal Seeurity Adviser CoDectioD, SI:a1f 0f6ees File, sec Mtg No. 250 1Older, 
Carter Library . 

.,. Memo, Brzezinski to Carter. 15 Feb 1980, S, WUliam Odom Collection, Rapid R.eaetion 
Forces SI71 mlder. Cartel' Ubrary. Carter's views appended in the margins of this file copy . 
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bili1y. Meanwhile, he urged the Secretary to move quickly on activating the 
RDJTF and to give serious thought to holding early military exercises in 
South~ Asia and the Middle East in order to test US deployment and 
mobiliZation concepts. Jones also thought that the White House should con
sider legislation to increase the Reserve call-up authority from 50,000 to 
100,000, and a supplemental budget request to cover operation ami main
tenance (O&M) support for the RDF. He noted furtberthat he had discussed 
these recommendations iDforma11y with his JCS colleagues, who agreed that 
they merited ·priority attention."'1a 

.. A major milestone was the activation on 1 March 1980 of the 
Headquarters, Rapid Deployment Joint Task Foree (HQ, RDJTF), at 
MacDiD AFB, Florida. Although technically a separate subordinate element 
of USREDCOM, the RDJTF reported directly to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.74 
Normally, joint1ask forces did not enjoy such aceess to the JCS, but because 
of the RDJ'I'Fs high political profile, Secretary of Defense Brown insisted 
that it have a smaIl Washington liaison office (fifteen to twenty people) for 
·polltico--military interface- with the JCS, the Joint Staff, and OSD.75 

iii The RDJTF commenced business with a JC8-approved charter to 
plan, train, exercise, and be prepared to deploy designated forces "anywhere 
in the world."'76 Its first commander, Lieutenant General P. X. Kelley, 
USMC, publicly described the new organization as "an exceptiona1ly 11mble 
force" that would eventuaDy pull together "the capabiHties of all four ser
vices into one harmonized fighting machine with a permanent command 
and control headquarters."" However, like all new ventures, the RDJTF ex
perienced its own share of start-up problems: few of its 253 authorized per
sonnel were actually in plaoo; its headquarters buildins was still UDder con
struction; guidance from the Joint chiefs, USClNCRED, and the Secretary 
of Defense needed sorting out; and the new force commander, Kelley, re
mained in Washington for consultations.?8 

411) A further complication arose from the decision by General Jones, 
acting on his own initiative, to narrow the RDJTFs tenDs of ~erence from 
worldwide contingencies, to planning for operations solely m Southwest 

7S CM-52o-80 to SecDef, 12 Feb 80, S, 374 (12 Feb 80); DJSM 639-80. '" Mar 80, U, CJCS 
Files (Jones), 049 RDJTP. 

74 Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force Command History, J980. S, p. 1-4 and p. IV-as· 
Hereafter cited as JUlJT1I Command Histol'Jl. J98o. 

75 Memo, BlOwn toJon.es, 26 Jan 80, S, Tab L. RDJ'l'f' Fact Book.JHO CoJlection. 

?6 JCSM.3?-80 to SeeDef, 4 Feb 80, S/GDS, enclosing "Terms of ReCerenee fur the ltD.ffF,
S/GDS, JCS 2141/63:H, 036 (26Jan 80). 

T! A Discussion of the Rapid Deployment: Foree with Ueutenant General P. X. Kelley (Wash
ington. DC: American EnterpriseIDStitute. 1980).3-4· 

78 RDJTFCommandHistory, 1980,1-4. S. 
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Asia.79 Knowing that this arnmgement reflected the preferences of the Sec
retary of Defense, the NSC Staff, and President Carter. the other JCS mem
bers raised DO objection. However, the CMC, General Barrow, wanted to go 
further and suggested changes in command ammgements as well. Barrow 
believed that the R.D.JT.Fs "continued subordiDation" to USCINCRED would 

} 

only obfuscate its political and military mission, and that • more practical 
8J'1'8DgeJDeDt would be to reconstitute the RDJTF as ". separate and distinct 
planning element" under the JCS. Although Barrow's pmposal may have 
made. sense, it would probably have delayed what others-Army planners, 
especially-saw as the increasingly inevitable outcome: the recoDStitution of 
the RDJTF as • totally separate unified command Secretary Brown deemed i changes of this kind premature, and on ... August 1980 be offtcia1Jy approved 

f? the new terms of reference narrowing the RDJTFs planning functions to 
Southwest Asia, wiu1e asking the ChiefS to keep the matter of Middle East 
command relationships under periodic review.So 

Aequiring Bases and Support Faelliti. 
(U) In addition to command and control problems, the lack of suit

able and available bases within practicable operating clistana! of the Persian 
Gulf posed serious complications for JCS and RDJTF planners. Such bases 
as could sustain .1arge-seale military operations were controned by nations 
either hostile to the United States or, at least, unwilling to &Dow their use by 
US forces. Indeed, because of the close relationship between Israel and the 
United States, few Arab states were wjJ]ing to entertain the presence of US 
troops on their territory. Yet once the decision was made that US power 
would be projected into the area If D~, US offida1s had no choice but 
to begin seeking bases and base rights near the Gulf. 

M ReaetiDg initially to the hostage crisis, .President Carter in late 
November 1979 directed the Seetetary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs to 
review the availability and reliability of access to foreign transit and operat
ing bases needed to support US mUitary actions in "the greater Mi;ddle 
East."81 Anticipating such a teqUest, the Joint Chiefs replied quicklY'Wlth a 
ready list of requirements to meet transit and other logistical problems in 
the event of a Persian Gulf emergency. Minor difficu1t:jes of this sort bad 
come up in January 1919, when the Spanish Government, ostensibly a close 
US friend, bad denied USAF F-I58 stopover privileges on their way!O Saudi 
Arabia.82 To head off similar problems in the future the Joint Chiefs rec-

79 Ltr, Jones to USCINCRED, 7 Peb So. S/GDS, 0S6 (26 Jan 80) and CJCS Files (Jones), 
049RWTF. 

80 JCSM.aos-80 to SeeDer, 25 Jul80,s/GDS, JCS l259/898; Memo, SeeDefto CJC8, .. Aug 
So, S/GDS, JCS 1259/898-1. both in 036 (26 Jan 80), 

S1 Memo, Bnminski to SecState, et. aI., 29 Nov 79. S, 402 (4 Dec 79) HB. 

Ba NYTrrnes, 13 Jan 79. 
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omm~ naming a 1Ugh-level Presidential envoy," charged with gaining 
PE:l'DlIS8IOn to use bases and airspace to support militaty deployments to the 
Middle Bast. The oount1i.es they identified as "most crucial" In this regard 
were Portugal, Morocco, Egypt, Turkey, and the United. Kingc:lQm, which 
~ed the Indian Ocean island of Diego Garcia. Although optimistic that 
diplomacy would resolve the situation, the ChiefS noted that "leverage" in 
the form of military assistance, arms sales, and other inducements, might be 
needed as well. Sa 

• The Chiefs' assessment proved essentiallycorreet, as bome out by 
the findings of two State-Defense survey missiOllB dispatched in late 1979-
early 1980 to sound out the governments of Saudi Arabia, Oman, Somalia, 
and Kenya on the acquisition of base rights on their territories. Indicative of 
the high priority the Joint Chiefs attaebed to these discussions was the in .. 
elusion of the Director, J"5, Lieutenant General R.f.chard L Lawson, USAF, 
as the JCS representative. The most difficult negotiations proved to be those 
with the Somalis who, as the US team found, had "aD exaggemt:ed sense of 
what it was possible to gain from us. "'84 EventuallYt except for the Sa~ 
who reaffirmed their standing poliey against foreign bases on their tenitory, 
all :intticated a readiness to cooperate in exehan,ge for US military assistance 
and other considerations. Other possible sites were Fmf, which in Febru
ary 1979 bad oft'e:r:ed the use of the remote expeditiomuy camp at Ras Banas 
(Berenice) on the Red Sea; and Diego Garcia, where the US Navy had had a 
small communications base since the 19608. However. the State Depart
ment, feeling that the time was not yet ripe, urged that military involvement 
on Egyptian soil be avoided.85 

tit Military planners were not nearly so cautious. In examining the 
available options, General Meyer, the Army dUef, doubted the usefulness of 
bases in Oman~ Somalia, and Kenya to "reduce strategic mobility require
ments" for Army elements of the RDJTF or to support the swift commit
ment of "substantial ground forces." He pointed out that E&,l'ptiaD bases, on 
the other hand, oould provide a greater "war-fighting capability" since they 
were virtuaDy on the direct line of communication (LOC) from CONUS to 
Southwest Asia; and be recommended that the JCS soJidt support from the 
Secretaries of State and Defense to acquire facilities in F.&YPt "as a matter of 
urgency." Under Secretary of DefeDse Komer, after eamining the problem 
himseJf. concurred with Genera] Meyer that Egypt offered tbe best pros
pects.86 

8$ JCSM-34O-'19 to BeeDe£, 6 Dee 79. SIGDS, JCS 18811850. 402 (4 Dec 79) HB. 

a. Memo, NBC Staff Secy to vp. et. at, 5 Jun 80. C, v.itb attached Background Paper OD 

Somalia, S.898 <s Mar 80) UB. 

8S 'Memo. McGiffert. ASD(ISA), to CJCS, 11 Apr 80, S/GDS, 86~ (~ Apr SO); Poott;. JCS 
and National Policy, 1973--1976, 3?'3-79. S; and Johnstm. US Policy an Southwest Asia. 11-
~8,U. 
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. .D~ ~Iier State Department opposition to US bases in E&fpt, 
~ilitary coDBlcierations DOW took priority in the framing of U8 policy. Dur
Ing March and Apr1l1980J achauges between the Joint ChiefS and fJecre.. 
blly of Defense Brown confinned the Deed for a rear staging area in Egypt, 
preferably at Ras Banas, and Jed to 8l'J.'BD8ements for an engineer inspection 
team to go there in June to assess the faeilities.87 The Chiefs further recom
mended that the United States seek permission from the British to use the 
entire island of Diego Garcia, since it was the only existing support base in 
the Indian Ocean that could help provide a 10Jistic sm:ge capability for the 
IWJTF. Working closely with the Na;yy, the JCS submitted a military con
struction program totaling $1.231 billion to cover the period FY 1981-
1984.88 Secretary Brown took the Chiefs' recommendatioDS for Diego Garcia 
under advisement, though as a practial matter there was never any doubt 
that they would not be approved. Near the end afthe year, Depu1;y Secretary 
of Defense Graham Claytor gave the go-ahead for the Chiefs' Improvement 
program and .eannarked initial funding drawn from the FY 1981 military 
construction appropriation.89 . 

Train .. and Exercises 
., Another important aspect of the Rapid Deployment Porce to 

which the Joint Chiefs devoted considerable attention was the development 
of a vigorous exercise and training program, organized by the R.DJTF in col
laboration with the recently formed Joint Deployment Ageney (JDA). As di
rected by the Joint Chiefs, it was up to the JIM, a component of RlIDCOM, 
to recommend concepts and procedures that elements of the unified and 
specified commands, including the RDJTF, would the:o test and validate 
through actual exercises. Even though the R.DJTF was still in incubation, 
the Joint Chiefs in October 1979 scheduled two command post exercises 
(CPX) for the spring of 1980 to test JDA deployment procedures "ID the 
preparation of a force pacbge that am react to crisis situatioDS worId~ 
wide.~ 

• Following announcement of the carter ~!n January 19~O, 
the development and coordination of a stepped-up trainmg and ~ 
schedule in the Indian Ocean-Persian Gulf region became a matter of high 
priority, rereiving clase and frequent scrutiDy from the sec and from Presi· 

86 CSAM-17..ao, 6 Mar 80t SIGDS, JCS l887/8s4i and m.emo,1Comer to Brown, 7 Mar 80, 
SIGDB, both in 472 (6 Mar 80). 

I!?' JCSM-ll6-Bo to SecDef, 28 Apr 80, SIGDS, JCS 2513126, 865 (25 Apt 80). 

88 JCSM-l8.4-80 to SecDet 2'1 Jun So. S/GDS, JCS 2294/110-2.975 (9Jao 80). 

Ii9 Memo. DepSeeDefto SeeNav, et. a1.. 22 Dec 80. C. JCS 2294/u.o, 975 (9 Jan 80). 

go JCSM-30S'"19 to SeeDef, 25 Oct '79t S/G~ JCS 2517/139-1, 38s (15 Oct 79). 
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dent Carter himself, who personally reviewed many of the details.91 Exercise 
POSlTlVE LEAP 80, conducted wholly in the United States in three phases 
between April and June 1980, was the first JCS-sponsored CPX with the 
RDJTF. Involving some 10,000 personnel, it simulated the movement and 
opel'fl!lons of a filrce of over 240,000.92 Afterward, hoping to build on the 
expenence thus gained, the Joint Chiefs asked for sec approval of a pm-
~ exercise/deployment schedule for the rest of 1980, extending the ex-
erc~ overseas. These included ground and air exercises in Egypt, Saudi 
ArabJa, Oman, Kenya, Somalia, and maritime exercises in the Red Sea and 
Indian Ocean, with some involving large-scale combined sea control exer-
cises with British, Australian, and possibly New Zealand naval forees. LOca-
tions under consideration for future exercises included the SUdan, Pakistan, 
the United Arab Emirates, and other states in the region.93 OSD 1.4(.)(~) 

., Over the summer of 1980 the sec reviewed and approved a total 
of nineteen separate exercises and practice under the Defense 
Department's CY 1980 Exercise Proposal.94 were two 8mJ,bib1ious 
force in 

maneuvers and the Egyptian air force in 
But larger exercises involving ground and tactical' air units in Egypt, 

(slated for November 1980, and a separate exercise to test oommand and 
Icolnmluni~cations capabilities in Oman in September, hit snags. Oman 
lwatlted the exercise postponed until after its "National Day" celebrations in 
INavemtber" while in the meantime unexpected delays in Congress in passing 
the annual Defense appropriations bill threatened to scuttle plans for the 
maneuvers in Egypt. Only a last minute infusion of funds from the Seere
tary's contingency account kept the project alive.96 

(U) The exercise, BlllOHT STAll 81, to familiarize air and ground 
forces with the terrain and oonditions of desert warfare, took place in the 
desert northwest of Cairo, 18-28 November 1980. The exercise strategy en
tailed delivering a oombat-ready battalion to the persian Gulf within forty .. 

91 See memo, Brzezinski to Vance, et. al., 16 May So, S/XGDS, sub: President's Jlev.iew of 
PO Security Framework Sec. CJCS Files (Jones). NSC Memo Mle (12 Feb 80-20 Nov Bo). 

92 United States Readiness Command History. 1980. p. IV-57. Sj RDJTF eom:mand His
tory,19Bo. p. V-3. S •. 

93 JCSM-l71-80 to SeeDef. 11 Jun Bo. SIGDS, JCS 1887/855. 385 (11 Jun 80). 

94 Memo, .Brzeainski to Vance, et. aI., 23 Aus 80. C/GDS, CJCS Files (Jones), sec Mt,g File 
(1 Jul80-30 Nov 80); DJSM 2040-80 to USD(P).15 Oct 80, SIGDS, 385 (17 Jun 80). 

95 "Political Strategy for Amphibious Exercises in the Indian (kean Area," undated. SIGDS, 
enclosure to JD.emo, Staff Secy NBC to Yr, et. aI., 28 May 80, S/GDS, JCS 2525/8, 8g8 (02 
Jun So) HB; ADOD CY 1980 Exercise/Deployment ProposaJ." undated. SIGDS, enclosure to 
memo, Staff SeC)' NSCto VP, et. aI., 27 Jun 80, S, 898 (03 Mar So) HB. 

96 JCSM-25Q-8o toSecDef.12 Sep 80, S/GDS, JCS 2517/166--1,385 (4 Aug So). 
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eight ~~ of ~e. exec:ute order, followed by a brigade within a week and 
two divisions witbintbhty days. However, the terms of reference governing 
the maneuvers amricted the number of exercise participants to approxi
mately l,400. Even so, it was the most suceessful demonstration thus far of 
United States capability to project a joint task force into Southwest Asia.97 

Policy and PJanu" Further Refiued 
(U) Despite the more assertive postme adopted by the United States 

under the Carter Doctrine, as 1980 progressed, the Joint Chiefs came to feel 
that US policy in Southwest Asia needed more pwposeful strategic direc
tion. A major concern was that most of the actions taken, though. usually c0-
ordinated through the sec in what Brzeziuski liked to think of as a develop
ing -strategic frame-work," were actually ad hoc responses without benefit 
of thorough collective militar.Y judgment or a carefully defined concept for 
force employment. Important though these initiatives may have been, they 
were exceedingly burdensome and would eventually wear down US capabili· 
ties to cope with problems elsewhere. The first to raise these issues, as we 
have seen, was the Army Chief of Staff, who found the commitments made 
under the Carter Doctrine filled with d.isturbiDg implications. By the sum
mer of 1980, his coneagues concurred and, in.August, they advised the Sec
retary of Defense that, on their own initiative, they were undertaking yet 
another review of strategic conc:epts for Southwest Asia, the second such re
view in two years.-

(U) While similar to the 1978 JCS strategic review, the one conducted 
in 1980 had a somewhat different purpose. More of a stocktaking exercise, it 
had its immediate origins in complaints from the Operations Deputies that 
SeeretaIy Brown and Under Secretmy Komer were continually peppering 
the Joint Staff with smaD requests that diverted the time and attention of 
JCS p1an.ners from their regular chores. In recommending a more oompre
hensive approach, the OPSDEPS hoped to forestall further piecemeal OSD 
taskings and in the process buy time for a -quality eff~ that would put US 
policy and strategy in better perspective.99 

., In aceept.ing the OPSDEPS recommendatioDS, the Joint Chiefs 
also hoped to show the Secretary of Defense and the NBC what US fort'BJ 
could-and could not-do in Southwest Asia. For these purposes the JCS 
strategic review provided additional support for a larger sec study, 
launched at Brzezinski's instigation in June 1980, to give further definition 
to the US strategic framework for Southwest Asia.1OO Defense and JCS con-

", RDJTF Clmnnand History.l,so. S. IV-4S-49· 

98 JCSM-lUO-So to SeeDef, 6 Aug So, SIGDS, JCS 2529/S.~:t5 (1 Aug 80). 

99 Memo. J..s to JCS. 30 Jul80. S/GDS, JCS 2529/S. ibid. DeCLASSIFIED IN FULL 
AuthoritY: EO 13526 •• lUd 
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tn~ons to this enterprise were to consist of lID analysis of budgetary re
qwrements for augmenting US capabilities in :30uthwest Asia, and an as
sessment of the prospects for increased coDaborution between US and Saudi 
Arabian forces in the wake of the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq War that au
tuUlD.IOl However, after November 1980, with a new administration waiting 
in the wings, Brzezinski cut short the securit.lr framework study and, in 
January 19fb, issued instead a brief compendium (P1)..63) of agency re
spOnsibilities and accomplishments. 1M 

.. Meanwhile, the security review iDi:iated by the Joint Chiefs 
wound up following an almost equally tortured ~md uncertain path. Though 
originally scheduled for completion by mid-September 1980, it was eon
tinually sidetracked by unforeseen events and ended up being inoorporated 
into planning guidance for the RDJTF. Previously, such guidance as Lieu
tenant General Kelley had received had stressed preparation for relatively 
limited operations involving Don-8oviet enemy 'forces, such as repeUing an 
Iraqi attack on Kuwait, the scenario chosen ill OSD for budget~planning 
purposes,l03 But by early September 1980 the ,Joint Staff began receiving 
fresh intelligence pointing to the possibility that the Sorietsmigbt be plan
ning an invasion of Iran.104 .As a precautionary measure, Seeretary Brown 
told the Joint Chiefs on 18 September that he wanted them to look ahead 
toward alJocating even larger resources to the RDJTF. 'Ibis was something 
of a MVersal of the Secretary's previous positiOll: :which bad been to caution 
restraint in developing the RDJTF"s capabilities; but it was fuJly in line with 
the growing belief in 08D that the Middle East, lind the Persian Gulf in par
ticu1ar, might soon rank alongside Europe in terlDs of American security in
terests. ln addition to the primary foree of three and one-third divisions UD
der non-mobilization conditions, he wanted thEl Joint Chiefs to develop a 
"core RDF' of six and one-third divisions for pc:usibly larger operations-in 
effect, a force capable of meeting a Soviet inVlldon. Brown oonceded that 
these additional deployments would severely strain US war reserve stocks 
and lift capabi1ities and would greatly reduce U~I help to NATO. But he felt 

100 Memo, Brzezinski to SecState, et. aL. 3 JUD 80. s/XGm~ JCS 252S110. 898 (03 Mar 80) 
HB. 

101 Memo. Brzezinski to SecState, et. at. 5 Nov So. S/XGDS. B98 (05 Nov 80) HB. 

101 PJ).63. "Persian Gulf Security PraIDev.ork." 15 Jan 8J. S/XGDS, NBC CoDection, Joint 
History Oftice files. 

lOS See Draft Consolidated Gui~ py 198~Hg86, 8 Feb 80, S/RD, Section F. JCS 
2522/69. 555 (08 Feb So) sec.1A, and CJCS Files (Jones), :)50 Coasolidated Guidance. 

104 Untitled Defense Paper. n.d., TB. endOStm! to memo. lSSC Staff Secy (Dodson) to VP et 
al., 4 Sep So. C. sec Mtg File (1 JuJ So-SO Nov So), CJCS Files; (Ol BrzeziDSki, POtU(Ir and 
Principle,451-52• 
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The Persian Qui/and the Rapid Deployment Force 

that "realism dictates that we (and our allies) may have to assume these 
rish."IOS 

.. By coincidence, the 8ecretary's instructions reached the Joint 
Chiefs just as they were preparing to issue initial planning guidance to the 
Commander, Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force (COMRDJTF), which 
went out to Lieutenant General Kelley on 26. September 1980. Although 
more detailed and specific than the 8ecretary's 1Dstructi0DS, the Chiefs' 
planning guidance likewise assumed a growing Soviet threat against Iran. 
US objectives would be to dissuade the invadel'S from pursuing their attack 
or inlieu of that, to halt the advance as far from the Persian Gulf as possible 
and to deny the enemy use of Iranian ports, airfields, and other key facili
ties. Initial JCS estimates were that within the first thirty days the 
COMRDJTF could count on having three carrier battle groups and an air
ground mix ranging from a "manpower-inte:osive" force of two light Army 
divisions or Marine Corps division equivalents, seven tactical fighter squad
rons (TFS), and four tactical airlift squadrons erAS), to a "'me-power
intensive" force and one-third twelve 

and six 

tIJ) Ueutenant General Kel}(:,y briefed the Operations Deputies on his 
progress thus far on 15 October 1980, at which time he aJso reviewed the 
planning guidance he had recently received and suggested several minor 
cbanges.l07 As required under Department of Defense (DOD) policy, the 
planning guidance Kelley received aJso went for review to Under Secretary 
Komer. Although KDmer judged it a "praiseworth~ start, he noted areas 
where he thought improvements were possible as well For example he did 
not feel the guidance took sufficient account of the "vital contnDutions of 
friends and aBies." Such support, he believed, was indispensable to 
COMRDJTF's ability to carry out his mission with "limited forces and lift." 
However, as a fOrmer ambassador to Turkey, Komer cautioned 
to count too that or COIlmt.uti40DS. 

have at least two area before combat started, owing to the 
advance waming that would come from Soviet preparations fOr an attack, so 

0901.4(0} 

HI$ Memo, SecDef for CJC8 et. aI., 18 Sep So, S/XGD8, CJCS Files (JOl1es), S20 Indian 
Ocean. 

106 Cable, JC8 192O/262336Z Sep 80 to COMRDJTF. TS, JC8 2529/6-1, 915/320 (18 Sap 
So), . DECLASSIFIED IN PART 

107 JC8 2529/6-4. 23 Oct SO, TS, 915/320 (18 Sep So). 
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that reinforcements might not tie down as much air- and sea-lift as the JCS 
estimated.108 

• Further refinements in RDJTF planning guidance were yet to 
come. On 26 November 1980 Kelley again briefed the Joint ChiefS, after 
which, on 12 December, they authorized additional fine tuning to take into 
account expected support from pm-western governments in and around the 
Arabian Peninsula.109 In a related developmentt the Joint Chiefs on 15 De
cember approved and forwarded to the Secretary of Defense their latest cur
rent-force strategy review, undertaken the previous summer. As in their ear
lier strategic survey, the Joint ChiefS identified numerous US interests at 
stake--oUespeclally-tbat required "a continuous US mDitary presence- in 

e Indian Oceantpersian Gulf (IO/PO) region. Such forces, the Chiefs ad-
. need not and could not now be sufficient in themselves to provide a 

ble defense against the most demanding threats (i.e., a full-scale Soviet 
VISion), but "they must be sufficient to be pereeived as a guarantee of US 
mmitment and as evidence that US power in the region is reaI~ Whether 
e United States had reached this point, the Joint Chiefs declined to say 

explicitly. Instead, they pointed to the continuing need for strengthening the 
self-help capabilities of key states in the region, acquiring additioDBl base 
and support facilities, and increasing cooperation among the NATO aJlies, 
particularly in providing transit privileges for US forces en route to the 
Middle East. Yet even with improved access and support, the Joint Chiefs 
foresaw serious problems looming. Factoring in requirements both for the 
Persian Gulf and elsewhere, they saw US commitments steadily outdistanc
ing capabilities. "Defense of US interests in Southwest Asia, - they warned 
bluntly, 

requires a mDitary stJucture greater than that currently avail
able. Until adequate capabnities can bedeve1oped, the United 
States must pursoe limited mDitary object:j.vts, considering de
fense priorities and attendant risks worldwide. Political con
siderations limit the support that am be expected from allies 
and regional oountries, and add to the uncertainty in achieving 
objectives. 'l1lere is no strategic panacea to overcome the force 
structure shortfalls or the diplomatic constraints related to 
Southwest Asia. The best current strategy will not change the 
fact that the United States and its aDies face an extremely dan
gerous situation there. no 

108 Memo, Komer for DJS. 21 Oct 80, TS. JCS 2529/6-5, 915/320 (18 Sep 80). 

109 JCS 2529/6-6,11 Dee 80, TS, same file. 

110 JCSM-296-80 to SeeDet 16 Dee So. TS, Jes 2529/12, 915 (19 JUD 80). 
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flit While perhaps more pessimistic than it need have beent the 
Chiefs' estimate of the strategic situation was at sharp variance with the 
adm~tion'~ public version, which stressed the progress being made in 
m~g COmmitments and strengthening capabilities, especially in 1:l'al»r 
formmg the RDJTF into a credible war-fighting force. The Joint Chiefs 
were, in effect, ehallenging these claims and, by so doing, were aligning 
themselves with a growing number of critics who saw the Carter Doctrine as 
a hastily improvised and poorly tho.t out bJueprint.Ul Although the Joint 
Chiefs had considered dropping the current force strategy paper as having 
been overtaken by events, they decided instead that, with a new administra
tion about to take office, they should carry it through to completion, so that 
some overa11 statement of their views might be a matter of record.112 

• Moreover, this latest strategic review provided a reference point 
for the RDJTF Capability Study completed and submitted to the Secretary 
of Defense in January 19~b in compliance with his instructions of the previ
ous September. Slightly more upbeat thaD the strategic review, the capabD
ity study presented a cautiously optimistic picture of meeting the Secretary's 
milestones. The study found that, provided Congress a«.ted favorably on aD 
pending budgetary requests, the maximum RDJTF capability that could be 
achieved by the end of Pisca1 Year (FY) 1982 was a three and two-thirds di
vision force. Larger forces could not be sustained in Southwest Asia due to 
shortages in critical logistic support items (such as water and ammunition), 
combat support and combat service support foroos, and command, control 
and communications CO) equipment. However, deployment of even this 
modest force would substantially raise the risk to NATO and the Far East 
and would sorely test logistic and other support capabUities. us 

(U) In sum, even though the US security stn1d:Ure in the Persian Gulf 
and Southwest Asia showed evidence of improving, much remained to be 
done to reach the point at which the Joint Chiefs would feel confident about 
projecting US milftaJ:y power into the region. One of the most important ac
complishments of the Carter years was the creation of the Rapid Deploy-

I ment Joint Task Force, the forerunner of the United States Central Comlmand (USCENTCOM), established in JanU8l'Y 1983. But with no forces of 

lits own as yet and its mission complicated by inter-service bickering and un
certain lines of command and responsibility, the RDJTF remained in many 
! respects more symbol than reality. Beyond an occasional show-of-force ~
I ercise, some limited pre-positioning of equipment, and modest increases In 
i naval deployments, the US capacity to oope with a military contingency in 
the Pemlan Gulf was only marginally greater at the end of the Carter ad-

If1 See tOr example Amitav Acharya, US Military Strategy in the Gulf (London: RoutJed&e, 
1989),55-56. 

11. See Briefing Sheet for CJCS on: SW Asia, 9 Dee So. SIGDS, 9'15 (19 JunSo). 

113 (8) -JC8 Rapid Deploymeu.t Joint Task Poree Capability Study," JCSM-30S-80 to SecDef, 
6 Jan 81, S/GOS.8g8/S01 (18 Sep So). 
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ministration than at the begitming. Yet, at the same time, perceptions of the 
threat to the region had grown sigDifieantly, from the destabilizing presence 
of Soviet proxies into the looming menace of a full~scale Soviet invasion. 
The Carter Doctrine, recognizing that US interests in the Gulf were greater 
than ever, attempted to address this threat more or less with existing capa
bimes. But with the stakes escalating almost daily, the Joint Chiefs had a 
ready-made argument for an expanded force struet:are. 
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(Ol ~e. creation of the Rapid Deployment FOl'al-the first step to
ward establishing what became CENTCOM-was but one phase in the con
tinning evolution and refinement of US Gulf security policy during the 
Carter years. Unlike Europe or the Pacific, where the United States had a 
well-established presenQ3, the Persian Gulf-Middle East region contained 
few jumpiDg-off points from which to project US military power. US assets, 
such as they were, derived mainly from a series of relationships that had tJe.. 
veloped in this region since World War 11, starting with the creation of the 
Central Treaty Organization in the 19508, and moving on by the early 19'70S 
to the building of what the Nixon-Ford administrations eharacterized as the 
"twin pillars" of security and stability-Iran and Saudi Arabia.1 

(U) Of the two it was Iran. chiet1y because of its geostrategic position, 
which generally attracted the most attention among JCS planners. The 
leader of Iran, Shah Mohammed R.eza Pahlavi, was America's oldest and 
staunchest friend in the Middle East-Persian Gulf region, an implacable foe 
of communism, and one of the few Moslems who would sell oil to Israel. Ac
cordingly, he bad come to command extraordinary respect and defelence in 
Washington. US commitments in arms sales to the Shah during the Nixon
Ford years totaled over $12 billion and included some of the most up-to
date weapons the United States bad to offer.2 The Shah, with ambitions of 
restoring his country's ancient power and glory, saw himself becoming the 
"policeman" of the Persian Gulf, a role the Nixon-Ford administrations bad 
been happy to encourage because it relieved obligations on the United 
States. But by the time junmy Carter entered the White House, the Shah's 
image had become somewhat tarnished owing to his support of the oil car
tel's high energy-pricing policies and alleged human rights abuses by his se
cret police, SAV AK. 

(Ol Over the years the Joint Chiefs had consistently supported meas
ures, including security assist:an.ce, aimed at turning Iran into a m~ 
military power, to help contain Soviet expansionism. But under President 
Carter they saw this policy undergo substantial revision as the United States 
cut back on arms sales to Iran and other Third World countries. Although 
Carter befriended the Shah, be did so more out of a sense of duty than any 
real conviction that the Shah's oontinued presence was integral to protecting 

1 For previous doeumentation on US policy towaId Iran. see Poole. JCS and Nationol Pol
iCY.l913-1916, St 392-402. 

l The Joint Clriffs of Stqff and the v.welopment oj US Policy toward Iran. 1946-1978 
(WasbiDgton, D.C.: Historical DMsloD. Joint Secretariat. Joint Chiefs of Staff, 31 Mar 80), 
1'8, 121, heNafter cited asJCS antIlran Policy. 
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US interests in Central Asia or the Persian Gulf. The result was a policy of 
diminishing American support for the Shah at a time when his regime was 
under mounting domestic pressure to lessen its ties, including military col
laboration. with the West. The outcome was the collapse of the Shah's gov .. 
ernment, and the instaBation of a new regime in Tehra.n, run by Islamic 
fundamentalists.who were bJtterly hostiJe towaJd the United States. 

Reassessing Seeurity Assistance to Iran 
.. The Carter administration's policy on foreign military sales (pO

lS), adopted in May 1m, declared the transfer of conventional arms to be 
"an exceptional fomigo policy implement, to be used ouly in instances 
where it can be clearly demoDStrated that the traDsfers contribute to our na
tional security interests." In applying this policy of restraint, the President 
immediately exempted an NATO countries, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, 
and Israel. Iran, on the other hand, became a prime target for cutbacks. 
Heneefo~ not only was the dollar volume of new commitments to be re
duced but also there were to be no sales or co-production of newly devel
oped advanced we8pous until such systems were operationally deployed 
with US forces. EstabJishing guidelines for the implementation of this policy 
became a responsibiJity of the Secretary of State, who wa9 to ascertain: (1) 
that supplying any new weapons would uniquely strengthen the requester's 
ability to perform military functiODS that were in the interests of the UDited 
States; (2) that less ... dvanced, existing systems with roughly comparable 
capabilities were unavailable; and (S) that providing these weapons would 
not require the pzesence in country of large numbers of American technical 
advisers for long periods of time.S 

(U) On paper, carter's exercise of restraint in his arms dealings with 
Iran appeared a great success. From a total of $S.236 billion in FY 19", 
agreed arms transfers to Iran dropped to $764 million in FY 1978, and fell 
even further, to only $42 million, in FY 1979.4 In practice. however, this p?l .. 
icy was less restrictive than the numbers suggest Although Carter fully lB
tended to take a tough line on arms sales to Iran, he also recognized that 
such a policy had to be applied with great care and ~ ~ diplo.mae:r' 
An abrupt cutoff of arms sales was never, in fad:, a lIVe optiOn, nor was it 
ever seriously oonsidered by those in charge at the Defense Security Assis
tance Agency, the organization that managed the arms aid program.s Like 

3 PO/NSC-la. ·Conventional Arms Transfer Policy," IS May 71. S, JHO Files. 

4 JCS andlran Policy. TS, 122. 

5 See the eom.ments by LM Emest Graws. USA (Ret). the Director of the Defense Seeurity 
ABsistanee Agency dur.ing much of t:biI period in me published interview with Graves ~ 
Frank N. Sebubert, Engineer Memoirs: Lieutenant General ErrttIst Graves (Alexandria, 
Va.: Offic:e of HIstory. us Army Corps of Engineers, [1998]). 193~219 • .According to .Gr~; 
-It turned out that the ceiling never limited anything. ..• You may say that was autithel:iQU 
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Nixon and Ford, Carter appreciated the Shah's COutrjbutions to stabBity in 
the Middle East and Southwest Asia, since without the Shah's Ameriean
backed armed forces, US defense burdens in those regions would have been 
oonsiderably greater. Though not without its flaws, the Shah's government
at least in Westem eyes-was stilI the most enJisbteDed and progressive in 
the region, lavishly praised by President Carter as "an island of stability in 
one of the more troubled areas of the world."o Later, with hindsight to help 
elucidate the causes behind the Shah's collapse, critics would fault us poli
cymakerB for ignoring or overlooking the te1Hale signs of a regime in deep 
trouble-the Shah's insensitivity to his subjects, the domestic antagonisms 
produced by his western modernization programs, and his disregard for the 
revolutionary impact of Islamic fundamentalism.. But until then, the Shah 
seemed a dependable and tmstworthy ally whose contributions to preserv
ing regiooaJ stability were beyond question and deserving of continued sup
port. 

.,These political judgments were teinforeed by the attitude of the 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staf:t Genera) George S. Brown, USAF, who en
couraged the Joint Staff to be responsive to and supportive of Iranian re
quests for help. As a result, JCS planners exhibited a steadily growing 
appreciation of Iran"s military and stra:tegie significance. Indeed, if nothing 
else, geography alone aceorded Iran a high level of attention, and continued 
to do so, even after the Shah's downfall. At the outset of the Carter admini ... 
stration, as in years past, JCS planners continued to regard ban as a major 
part of the Middle East-Persian Gulf security framework. Although they still 
designated Iran a category two oountry rsignifican~ to US interests) in 
January 1978, they moved it moved up to category one ("lritalj the year fol
lowing, thereby placing Iran roughly on a par with Western Europe and Ja
pan. What this ranking suggested was that. were the United States to cut 
back too far on arms sales, the result might well cripple Iran to the pomt ei
ther of forfeiting support of vital US interests in the region, or of causing 
greater than expected burdens to fall on US forces.1 

• Restricting arms sales to Iran thus became a delicate balancing 
aet and doubtless proved harder than Carter originally im;qpned. Upon en
tering the White House two issues-a pending Iranian purchase of new 
fighter aircraft and the sale of. AWACS pJanes-immediately greeted him to 

to the CarI.eF po1icy. It l'I'IIlJly wasn't ber.mse everybody saw that we were t:r.YiuB to save 
C8rterfrom himself. . , • The tmth oftbe matter Is that onee Carter got go1.u& he tJ:antferred 
u many arms &II anybody because he fumJd, like his pft!deeessors, tbat they were an essen
tial toolofpoli:ey.- (lbid., 197). 

, J"nnmyCarter, Keeping Faith (Toronto: Bantam B001ls, 1982), 437. 

'1 Joint Strategic Objectiws plan SUPPOI1:iDc Analyses, 1979"1986. Section 5. Book III. Ut 
Dec 77,8, JCS 11143/506--07.,su (J4 Dec 7]) SIC 8; Joint Strategic PlanniDg Document Sup
porting Analyses, 1980-1987, Section 5, Book m, 18 Oct 78. 8, JCS 2l43/518-04. 511 (06 
NOV7S). 
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test his resolve. UDder agreements reached in the Nixon-Ford years, Iran 
would gradually pbase out its fleet of F-4 figbtel'S and replace them with 
newer planes: 160 F-16 fighters during 1980-198& pIus another 140 F-16s 
and 250 F-18Ls (the land-based version of the Navis F-18A) during 1982-
1986. According to General Brown, the F-18 deal "was alI cooked up" be
tween the Iranians and the p1ane's prime contractor, Northrop, before ei
ther State or Defense heard about it.a Had the JCS been aware, they 
probably would have opposed it, purely on pmetical grounds, since Iran 
would have difficuJty supporting so many a.cIvaIad fighter acquisitions. 
Even though the Imperial Iranian AIr Force (IIAF) pJanned significant up
grades in its personnel, Jogistic, facility construction, and training pJ,'O
grams, JCS pJannel'S still believed that the IIAF wou1d need ·substantial" 
outside contractor support and "some" increase in US military tecbnical as
sistance. In consequence, the IIAF would probably be only "marginally pre
pared" for sustained com~t operations during the next five years, although 
from the mid-I98°s on, its capabilities would increase "substantiaIly." In 
other wordS, in order to achieve the strengthening of the IIAF that the Shah 
bad in mind, the United States might have to become more involved in help
ing Iran, not less, as President Carter had hoped.9 

(U) To give further consideration to the problem of aircraft sales to 
Iran, Secretary of Defense Harold Brown established an ad hoe gmup within 
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (1SA). The Director, J-s, 
Vice Admiral Patrick J. Hannifin, represented the JCS. Looking specifical1y 
at the pending F-t8L request, the group saw several options: provide F-
18La, beginning in 1982 and 1983; offer F .. 18As instead of F-ISLs; make 
available F-16s instead of F-t8s; or disapprove any F-18 sales and offer no 
substitu.tes.1O The Assistant Secretary for !SA, David E. McGiffert main
tained that since replacements for the F-4S would not be needed until the 
mid-l98os, there was DO urgency to reach a decision until 1979-'1980,11 The 
Joint Chiefs, on the other band, urged that the sale proceed as scheduled, 
noting that any delay would adversely effect the modernization of Iran's air 
foree. Admiral James L. Honoway nI, Chief of Naval Operations, was espe
cially eager to see the sale go forwarcL12 Actx>rding to the ad hoc groUplS 

B NSC Meetins. aa Jan 71. TS/XODS, National Security Ad~ CoDectioD. StaffOffiee File, 
box 1. NSC MeetiDs NO.1 folder. Carter L11muy. 

9 Memo, ASD(ISA) to C1CS, 5 Nov 76. ClODS, JCS 1.,.,./221; JCSM-.218-7! to SecDef, 16 
May 71. 8/0DS, JCS 1714/221-1, both in 887/534 (5 Nov 76). 

10 "P-18L Study," 3 May 71, C, eDCloaure to memo, Lynn E. Davis to F-18L Ad Hoc Group. 3 
May 7'1. C. JCS 1714/224.887/460 (03 May71). 

11 Memo, ASD(ISA) (McGitfert) to .ActiDg Dir, J-5t 1 Jun .". S/OOS. JCS 1714/P4-1, 
887/460 (03 May.,,). 

12 MJCS-l?'2-77toASD{JSA). 9Jun.". S/GDS,8f!lJ1460 (03 May.,,). 
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findings, the sale to Iran, among other things, would reduce F-18 flyaway 
costs to the Navy by $300,000 per aircraft (in FY 1975 dollars), and yield a 
total procurement savings of $450 million. In the longer term, spare paris 
and common support savings could increase the overall savings even 
more.13 However, President Carter decided in June 19" not to approve the 
sale of the F-18Ls, using as his justification a technicality that his recent pol
icy decision (PD-13) barred the sale of arms that were not yet operationally 
deployed with US forces. In fact, the Defense Department bad no plans to 
buy any of the land-based versions of the F-18 and Northrop, the plane's 
manufacturer, had designed the F-18L solely for overseas sales.14 

_The AWAOJ deal posed a somewhat different set of problems, but 
was no less important, from the JCS standpoint, than the F-t8 sale. The 
AWA03 were, in effect, a substitute for a highly ambitious project known as 
SKEIC SENTRY, proposed by the Shah in 1974 to provide Iran with a com
prehensive early warning air defense system by placing several dozen·radar 
installations on mountaintops scattered across the country. Later, as a 
money-saving measure and with US encouragement, the Shah scaled back 
the number of ground radm from forty-four to twenty and requested five 
E-a AWACS to make up the difference. In March 1977, as part ofhis effOrt to 
curtail arms transfers, President Carter imposed a "bold" on the saletS but 
lifted the suspension a month later at the suggestion of Seeretary of Defense 
Brown and the dCS Chairman, General Brown. At about the same time, the 
Shah canceled SDX SENTRY and requested four more E-gs, bringing the 
total to nine. The Secretary of Defense and General Brown both supported 
the additional sale, noting in justification that the planes and their support 
would cost only one-fifth as much as the ground radars ($2.6 billion versus 
$10-15 billion) and require 2,500 rather than 62,500 personneLl6 Toward 
the end of May, the President agreed to inerease the sale to a total of seven 
E-as, a compromise that the Joint Chiefs urged the President to reconsider. 
The aBets continued to favor the fun sale of nine AWACS as the Shah had 
teqUeSted, but they noted also that questions concerning etYPtographic de
vices would need to be resolved first.l1 

(U) Meanwhile, Senator John C. Culver (D., Iowa), a longtime critic 
of arms transfers to Iran, and a group of his Senate colleagues asked the 

13 "F-18LStudy: 3 May 71. C, pp. 10-12. 

14 Memo, Brzezinski to Vance aDd Brown, 16 Jon 17. U, JCS 1114/224-2, 887/460 (03 May 
77)· 

15 Memo, BrzeziDslci to Brown, 29 Mar 77. with enclosure, ClODS, JCS 2315/626.499 (29 
Mar 77). 

16 Memo, Brown to Brzezinski, 3 May 17, SIGDS, JCS 1114/225.8871653 (03 May 17)· 

17 Memo. Brzezinslci to Vance and Brown, 19 May 17. SIGDS, JHO Files; JCSM-275-17 to 
SecDef, 27 Juu 71. SIGDS, JCS 1114/225-1, 8871653 (OS May 7/). 
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General Accounting Office (GAO) to hurry up an investigation of the 
AWACS sale. When queried for the GAO report, Director of Central Intelli
gence Admiral StansBe1d Turner cbara.eterked the proposed sale as a seri
oua security risk. Turner believed that the Soviets might induoo the 
defectio~ of an Iranian AWAa:J crew, thereby handing the Soviets Cl'Ilcial 
e1ectroJUCS gear that would allow them to acquire a "ook down" radar capa
bility, Turner's warning notwithstanding, the Defense/JCS position re
mained unchanged, and on 7 July the President notified CongrelS of the 
seven-plane sale ($1.2 billion), only to withdraw the proposal shortly there
after as congressional rejection appeared imminent.18 The Shah took the de
lay as an insult and dashed off an irate message to the President. The Shah's 
anger qufe1dy subsided, however, after President Carter resubmitted the 
proposal in September. "This time," as the President descnDed the outcome, 
"the members of my administration did their homework on Capitol Hill, and 
the sale was not disapproved.1I'19 

ContinuiDa Ccmtroversyover .Arms Sales . 
.. The AWACS sale to Iran notwithstanding, President Carter re

mained determined to ~ the volume of foreign military sales. In mid
October 1977, rei1m'ating his commitment, he told senior aides that if Secre
tary of State Vance did not "hold down" such recommendations, he would 
do so himself.20 All the same, the Shah's hopes remained high, encouraged 
to some extent, it seems, by the Joint Chiefs' more sympathetic and suppor
tive attitude toward arms transfers. When the Chief of Naval Operations, 
Admiral Holloway, visited him in October, the Shah asked about the possi
bility of purchasing weapons. The Shah said he hoped he could convince 
those members of the US Congress who opposed his defense policies that 
Iran was not "a nation of simple sheepherders," and that it needed the most 
sophisticated weapons systems it could buy to defend itse1f. He then in
quired about acquiring six Peny-class (FFG-7) frigates, Tomahawk cruise 
missiles, and F-t8As in lieu of the F-18Ls that the United States bad denied. 
Admiral Holloway replied that the sale of the frigates required an individual 
decision under the Presidenfs arms sales policy. He also mentioned several 
other options besides the F-1SA to modernize lraJis air force and gave his 
opinion that the Tomahawk cruise missile, an anti-sbip weapon which 
would have the Harpoon guidance system and a conventional warhead, 

18 Ltr, SeD. John Culver, et. aI., to Comptroller General of the UDil'ed States, 2., May 71. Uj 
Ltr, J. H. StoJarow, Dep Dir GAO, to SeeDef, 1 Jun 7f, Uj Ur, LTG H. M. Pisb., USAF, Dir, 
DSAA, to CJCS, 16 JUll 7f, U; Memo, Dir, DSAA, to CJCS, 12 Jul 77. S; DJSY-1418-7'7 to 
CJC8, 19 Aua 7'7, S, aU in CJCS Piles (Brown), 820 Jran b Aua 16). See also Chngressional 
QuarterltJ Almanac, XXXIII (1977), 38.,·88. 

19 Carter, Keeping Paith. 435. 

20 Memo, Brzezinski to Brown, 20 Oct 71. ClODS, JCS 23151644.499 (29 Mar 77)· 
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would not encounter any difticulties, even though nuclear versions of the 
same missile might be subject to SALT restrictions. 21 

• The Shah enumetated his arms purchase requirements again, in 
~er detail in mid-November 1977, this time at his first-ever meeting with 
President Cuter at the White House. Over the oomse of several days' dis
cussion, the President related how: he had had to "go to the mat" with Con
gress over the AWACS sale and how he had lobbied personally on Iran's 
behalf. The President said that in the future, Iran's requests would have to 
be more moderate 8Jld predictable. The Shah, emphasizing his country's 
vulnerability, indicated that his primary concern was air defense against 

Shah said that, aceording to intelligence OSD ~.400) 
would have an atomic bomb capabilit;y 

surfaee..to..su missiles, the Sh" em-
PDaiDZed that his country would be wholly dependent on aircraft for reta1ia-

In effect, the Shah wanted to double the size of his' air force. He 
intended to keep the F-4S he already had as a strike force and wanted a total 
of 150 F-l48 and 300 F-16s, which would mean additional purchases of sev
enty F-14S and 140 F-l6s. The President promised to consult with Congress 
and his military advisers on this matter but reminded the Shah of his policy 
to curb arms exports. Above aD, he wanted to avoid another battle with 
Congress like the AWACS case, which the admiDistration had almost lost. 
The two leaders then parted, feeling "profoundly satisfied" with what they 
had accomplished and agreeing to spend New Year's Eve together in Te
hran.22 

tilt Following up on these discussions, the Iranian Government in 
early December 19" submitted a comprehensive list of prospective arms 
purchases and co-production arrangements based-on Iran's force projec
tions for the next ten years. Included on the Iranian list were eleven RF-4Es, 
thirty-one F-4Gs with Wild Weasel SAM mdi8tion suppression equipment, 
70 F-14S, 140 F-l6s, 648 howitzers, and six RH-53D helicopter mine sweep
ers.23 The Joint Chiefs concurred "in principle" with the plan but reminded 
Secretary of Defense Brown that the availability and releasability of the 
equipment had to be addressed on an item-by-item basis at the actual time 
of request. When the Department of State later queried Iran's proposed 
purchase of 648 artillery pieces, the Joint Chiefs characterized the request 

21 MF.R. 9fMeet1ng with Shah by Holloway on 1 Oct ii, 3 Oct 77. S, CJC8 Files (BJ'OWD), 820 
IraD (1 Aug 76). 

22 Memo, Br.mziuki to Vance and Brown, 25 Nov .", TS/XGD8, eoc1osing Memcon of 
President's Mig wltb the Shah, 15 Nov 77. 'I'S/XGDS. and Memcon of PresIdent's MIl With 
Shah, 16 Nov 77, TS/XGDS; Memo, Christopher to Carter. n.d., sub: Your Visit to Teb1'8D, 
all in 91 Dec-l Jan, S, all in alCS Files (Brown), 820 Iran '(1 Aq76); Ca'l:ler, Kaping 
Faith,434-35; Cyrus Vance. Hard C1Ioices (NY: Simon and Scbuster, 1983), 3l9~23· 

:n Ur, Iranian Vice Minisblr of War to US Ambassador, Telmm. 7 Dec 77. C/XGDS, with 
enclOSlU'E!S, JCS 1714/231,887/499 (07 Dee 77). 
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as fuJJy within Iran's ~cal and financial capabnities" and stated that 
Iran could absorb the artillery over a period of "about 10 years" or less if the 
personnel situation improved.24 

(U) 'Ibe Joint Chiefs in July 1978 also endorsed an IraDiaD proposal 
to buy twelve Dutch and west German frigates and, in the interests of inter
operability, to arm them with US weapous systems. Along with mengthen
ing Iran's air and ground forces, the Chiefs believed that it served US 
strategic interests in the region to develop a strong Imperial Iranian Navy 
(lIN) that could help to counter an invasion of Iran's territory and assist in 
assuring the flow of oil. To carry out these missions. the ChiefS envisioned 
Iran eventually acquiring a fOl'C2 of four guided-missile cruisers, nine diesel 
submarines, and twelve frigates. They considered it Cfundamental" for the 
command and control and related communications systems to be compati
ble and filci1itate interoperabntty between Iranian and US ships. Providing 
the requested US weapons and e1ectroDics would &ive the DN "significant" 
advantages in the areas of training, maintenance, logistics support, and op
erational efficiency, and would contribute to a "savings" in manpower 
through the potential interchange of personnel among Dutch, West Ger
man, and USwarships.as 

• Rather than continue dealing piecemeal with Iran's swening array 
of arms requests, the Policy Review Committee on 5 July 1978 attempted to 
devise a compreheusive appmach. By then, the Iranians had pared their ar
tillery requirements to 214 seIf-propeDed 155 mm and eighty-four towed 8-
inch howitzers. Expecting State to recommend against some or an of these 
sales, Secretary of Defense Brown and the new JCS Chairman, General 
David C. Jones, USAF, took the position that the Shah's requests were fully 
in CODSOnaDa! with US military objectives for Iran and in support of US na
tional interests in the Persian Gulf region.-The meeting on 5 July con
curred in this assessment but added certain caveats that future US action on 
Iranian arms purchases should be on a steadUy diminishing seale. WhOe 
there was broad agreement that the United States bad an obligation to pro
vide Iran with the additional military capabiJity it bad .requested (Le., artil
lery pieces, additional '-4 fighters, and weapons suites for Dutch-built 
frigates), the meeting concluded that henceforth Iran should look elsewhere 
to satisfy its arms needs because of US sales ceilings and .. other constraints. " 
The meeting further agreed on the immediate need for consultations with 

24 JCSM-39-78 to SecDef, 3 Feb 78, C/XGDS, JCS 1'114/231;'1; JCSM-193-78 to SecDef, 30 
May 78. S/GDS,JCS 1714/231-3. both in 887/499 (07 Dec 71). 

25 MJCS-lg&-78 to ASD(ISA). 10 Jul78, S/GDS, JCS 1114/234, 887/475 (29 Jun 78). 

2' Memo. Gelb to SauDders, et. al., 29 JlD1 78. S/GDS; Joint TP on ColMntional Arms 
Trausfers to Iran, for SecDef and CJCS for 5 Jul 78 PRC Mt& 5 Jol 78. B/GDS, JCS 
1714/233-2, both in 8871499 (:1!1 Jun 78); Memo, MnGift'ert to Duneau. 28 JlD1 78. S, RG 
330 (Records of the Office of the Secretary of Defense). Iran, Access. No. 330-81-0202, box 
57. Suitland, MD. 
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Congress in fashioning a policy on future arms sales, foDowed by sending a 
team to Iran in the fall to carry out a comprehensive review of the US-Iran 
political-militaJ:y relationship. These discussions would be held at the politi
cal level and would include the development of a three-m--five year anns 
sales plan based on US estimates of availability of ceiling doDars for Iran, as 
well as other US priorities. In preparation for these meetings the PRC di
rected a working group to undertake a comprehensive analysis of the US
Iranian relations and arms sales priorities.21 

• Later in July, ISA asked the Joint Chiers for their analysis of Ira
nian militaJ:y forces and capabilities, the threats faclng them, their ability to 
respond to an attack, and the appropriate force structure for Iran in the 
mid-198os and early 19908. Replying on 5 September 1978, the Joint Chiefs 
drew their eonclusions from a lengthy analysis prepared by tbeJoint Staff 
and the Services, working in oonjunction with US European Command and 
the US Military Assistance Advisory Group in Iran. The Chiefs advised that 
the projected Iranian force structure for 1980-1985 would be able to cope 
with any ooDtingency, except a Soviet attaclc. They did not address subse
quent years, since re1iable data were not readily available and collection 
would have unduly delayed the JCS response. Iranian deficiencies, such as 
inadequate road and railroad systems and an easllyovertaxed airlift capabil
ity, hindered mobility. In their opinion, the "paramount'" Iranian initiative 
needed to develop a traly effective military force was the building of ade
quate repair and maintenance facilities and the establishment of an ef:feetive 
logistical system. For anything other than a "short, low-intensity operation, .. 
Iran would require US or other foreign technical and training assistance. 
The Joint ChietB reoommended that US aid beyond 1980 be ooncentrated on 
rectifying the deficiencies in the oommand and control of the Imnian armed 
forces, air defense of the 7,000 kilometers of borders, antisubmarine war
fare, and surface-to-air suppression capability.28 

.. In contrast to the support shown by the Joint Chiefs for continu
ing aid and assistance to Iran, the State Department remained exceedingly 
skeptical and pressed for curbs whenever the opportunity presented itself. 
In early August 1978, for example, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance chal
lenged the sale of tbirty-one F-4 fighters with advanced electronics and, 
over objections from Secretary of Defense Brown, persuaded the President 
that Iran oould get along with a less sophisticated. plane.29 A month later 

2'7 Summary of ConclusiomJ PRe Mtg on 5Jul78. S/GDS, JCS 1714/233-3. 887/499 (21 Jun 
78). 

28 Memo, Acting ASD(ISA) to Dir, Joint Chief of Staff, 24 Jut '78. S/XGDS, JCS 1714/236; 
MJCS-243-78 toASD(ISA). 5 Sep 78. SjGOS, 887/292 (24 Jut '78). 

2' Memo, Vauce to carter, 3 Aug 78. S; memo, Brown to Olrter. 3 Aug 18. S/GOS; and. 
buclWip memo by Thor HaosoD, 10 AUg 78. indic:atiD8 Presidents decision, all in ItG 330, 
Iran 452. 330-81-0202, box fjl. 
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State queried the sale of an additional seventy F-148 in light of the FY 1980 
Arms Transfer Ceiling.30 Defending the proposed transfer, the Chiefs ex
plained that the US security assistance program for Iran had been tailored 
to support US national interests in the Persian Gulf. As viewed by Iran, the 
~ serious threats were those posed by the Soviet Umon, especially in 
VIeW of the growing Soviet: influence in Mghanfstan, and by Iraq. The Joint 
Chiefs concurred in this view and pointed out that, in the event of a Soviet 
invasion, the abilit;y of the Imperial Iranian Air Foree to deny the Soviets air 
superiority during the fbst critical days of the attack would have sipificaDt 
effect on the capacity of the United States to assist in the defense of Iran and 
ultimately on the credibility of a conventional defense of the region. Accord
ing to an ongoing analysis by the JCS Studies, .Analysis, and Gaming 
Agency, a Soviet advance southward toward Tehran in the wake of simulta
neous air and ground assaults could be stopped only if the United States 
could intervene on the first day with ODe abttaft carrier, nine USAF fighter 
squadrons Within three d8ys, and additional air and ground reinfol'eements 
by twenty .. five days after the initial outbreak of hostilities. Iran would need 
to retain sufficient air power during the first critical days of the Soviet inva
sion to protect the air mutes to its northern borders and its ocean apo
proaches and port faeilities. The key element in a successful air defense of 
Iran was the F-14. Its highly sophisticated weapons system and long-range 
Phoenix missile would be able to Hmitpenetration of lraDian airspace better 
than any other aircraft, thus permitting the Iranians to survive longer and 
continue the fight even after the devastating opeDing strikes. For these rea
sons the Joint Chiefs considered this sale as "prudent and in the best inter
ests of the United States," since any reduction in this number of seventy F-
14S would serve only to degrade a force development plan that was "logical, 
supportable and calculated to provide a visible deterrent to aggression in 
the Persian Gulf region. "31 

Unrave1iDg of the Shah'. J1esIme 
.. Throughout the deliberations over Iran's security assistance re.

quests, seDior US officials, including the Joint Chiefs of Staff', assumed that 
Iran would continue to enjoy stable and forward-looldng leadership under 
the Shah. While challenges to the Shah's authority were known to be OD the 
increase, the perception in Washington was that none was serious enough to 
threaten the regime's survival. The slowness of the President and his advfs... 
ers to recognize the sigos portending the unraveling of the Shah's govern
ment stemmed in large part from their preoccupation with other, more 
pressing foreign policy problems, and &om their limited 1mowIedge of the 

30 Ur, Gelb to MeGi1fert, 6 Sep 78, C/GD8; memo, LTG Ernest Graves, Dir DSAA, to DJS, 
15 Sap 78, ClODS. JCS 17J4/288, 887/460 (15 Sep 78). 

11 MJCS-266-78 to Dirt DSAA, 26 Sep 78, SIGns. JCS 1714/238, 8&7/4fA) (15 Sep 18). 
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true depth of opposition, especiaUy in the religious community, to the Shah. 
From the early 19705 on, the US intelligence community rated information 
on Iran at priority S, indicating the community's belief that such informa
tion was of "moderate importance" to the United States.32 This, coupled 
with dependenm on the Shah's govemment for inte1ligenm about opposi
tion groups and their activities, led to the image in Washington of a regime 
far stronger and more secure, with broader support, than proved to be the 
case.33 After the Iranian militants seized the US embassy and its personnel, 
the fact surfaced that the Central Intelligence Agency did not have a single 
agent in Iran. Belatedly made aware of this situation, President Carter sent 
the Director of Central IDte1ligence a handwritten note on 11 November 
1978, expressing his dissatisfaction "with the quality of our political intel1i
genCeIJ On Iran and demanding prompt improvements. There was, unfortu
nately, almost nothing the CIA at this point could do.34 

.. Thus, from the intelligenm and other reports coming out of Iran, 
it seemed safe to assume that the Shah's government, though battered and 
bruised somewhat, would retain power indefinite1y. According1y, JCS plan
ners and action officers continued working on the completion of the Iranian 
security assistance requests. including those involving long-term obliga
tions, on the assumption that the gathering storm would pass. One of those 
who was extreme1y influential in shaping JCS thinking during this period 
was General Robert E. "Dutch" Huyser, USAF, Deputy Commander in Chief, 
US European Command, whose duties included overseeing the installation 
of the Shah's new military command and control system. In August 1978, 
Huyser briefed the Shah and his miJit8Iy chiefs on Phase I of the project, se
cured the monarch's approval without a single alteration, and obtained JCS 
permission to implement Phase II. That same month, at ISA's request, the 
Joint Staff arranged for the Chiefs, US Military Mission with Iranian Army 
and US Milita:ry Assistance Advisory Group to Ira.n, to initiate a study of 
Iran's air mobility forces and to recommend options for improvement. And 
in September, a five-member US Navy Mine Countermeasures Warfare 
Team visited Iran to find out how the Inmian navy could improve its capa .. 
bRities in this field.as 

Cf:=I)5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(s); 1o\)'l4l."\ 

32 Daniel S. Greesang lV, -Perceptions and LabeJs: Impact on the Inte11igence Requirements 
Process," (Masters Thesis, Joint Military Intelligence CXillege, Aug 1991), TS/Code Word. 
113-19· 

L>l:.A 5v.s'C §5Sl ; I 0 vS.(. ttl '1 
3. ZbigDiew BrzeziDski, P(JfJ.1I!r and Principle (NY: Ferrar. Straus. Ghoux, 1983),367; Stans
field Turner, Secrecy andDemocraey (Boston: Houghton MiftIin,l9Bsl,l13. 
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(It By autumn, however, the signs of a deepening crisis were unmis
takable. According to a Defense Intelligence Agency appraisal that reached 
the Joint Chiefs in late October 1978, it was entirely likely that the Pablavi 
regime would ~er the CUl'l'ent unrest, but not without risk offurtber se
rious turman. Beset with spreading strikes and economic dislocations, the 
Shah had decided to cancel the planned purchase of an additional seventy F .. 
14S and 140 P-16s. Likewise, he had cut back his scheduled construction of 
twenty nuclear power plants to only the four already being built and was re
ported to be reassessing plans for procuring the AWACS planes from the 
United States, six submarines from West Germany, and an undetermined 
number of Chieftain tanks from BritaiD.36 Feeling that the Shah's position 
needed bolstering, the Director, Joint Staff, nudged the Chairman with a 
suggestion, originating in J-S, that the President or some other senior offi
cial make a forthright.expression of support for the Shah. But before Gen
eral Jones could act on this proposal, President Carter and a State 
Department spokesman publicly assured the Shah in separate statements of 
strong US support and urged him to carry on with his reforms.31 

~ .£BrStatem.ents of US ~ral support notwitbstanding, it was increas
ingly clear that the Shah's government was In trouble. Taken more or less ~ 
surprise by the breadth and intensity of opposition to the Shah, US policy
makeJ:s groped frantically to formulate a more concrete and certain re
sponse. Two views dominated the discussion, one represented by National 
Security Adviser BDeZinski, the other by Secretary of State Vance. 1be for
mer favored the Shah using his mlli1my might to smash the opposition and 
retain power, while the latter advocated. an arrangement between the gener
als and religious harcJ..1inem to achieve an orderly transition of power to a 
more democratic form of government. Eventllally, with President Carter's 
approval and Vance's less--than-enthusiastic concurrence, Brzezinski 

of US su'P'pon 

OSD 1.4(~Xi») 
35 Robert E. Huyser, Mission to fihran (NY: Harper and Row, 1986),9-IO; DJSM-J.316-;8 
to CJC8, 28 Aug 78, S, ColCS Files (Jones). 820 Iran (1 JuI ,.s..30 May 19); Memo, Dep 
ASD(ISA) 10 DJS, 24 Aug 78,. ~ JCS 17l41237; JCSM-12D-29 to SecDef, 10 Apr 79" S, 
1714/237-1, 887/442 (24 Aug 78); Carter, Keeping Faith, 438; "Report of the US Navy MiDe 
Countermeasure Warfare Team, II Oct .,s, ~ CJCS Files (JODes), 820 Iran (1 Jul18-30 May 
19). 

36 DJA Study, "Appraisal on the Sitnation in Iran," ca. 2S Oct 78. S, CJCS Files (Jones), 820 
Iran b Jul78-30 May 79). 

37 J-5 Point Paper wr SecDef, 30 Oct 78. C; Buckslip Memo. WICkham to Jones, 1 Nov 78. 
U; Draft: memo, c.JCS to SecDc< ad., C, aD in CJCS Files (Jones), 820 Iran (1 Ju118-so 
May 79)· 
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declared a military government, a move President Carter endomed, albeit 
reluctantly, in the interests of restoring order.sa . 
, ., Despite and anti..gOVernIlo.ent 

demonstrations eBClllatled 

Americans Jiving or had already institutled 
a review.of fM:lCU8tion pJans and were making a Jist of US nationals, vari
ously estimated as numbering between 44,000 and 60,000.40 By 8 Decem
ber the situation had deteriorated to the point that, on advice of the State 
Department, the Joint Chiefs directed the Military Airlift Command (MAC) 
to begin removing American dependents, using C-s and C-141military cargo 
planes. Eventually, by 17 February 1979, when the operation ended, MAC 
and known commercial operators bad flown 9,087 evacuees to safety, with 
an additional 153 evacuated by MIDBASTFOR ships operating in the Per
sian Gu1f.41 

(0) Whether, as Brzezinski later claimed, the evaeu.ation hastened 
the Shah's ,downfall by signaling a lack of confidence in his leadership, 
seems unlikely:42 By the latter part of 1978, probably nothing short of direct 
US militaty intervention could have saved the Shah; and this, of course, was 
never a serious option. 43 At the same time, the United States continued to 
send the Shah vague and rather mixed signals urging him to ~ while ex-

38 Brzezinski, Power and Principle. 363-66; Vance, Hard Chokes. 327-29; Carter, l{eepiRfl 
Faith. 439; "Interview .with the President by Bi1l Moyers." 13 Nov 78. Publk Papers: 
Carter, J978. 2018-19. 
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ercising restraint in cracking down on dissidents and not to rule out the 
possibility of OOncessioDS.44 For the JCS, the top priorities were the success
ful evacuation of Am.erican personnel and their dependents, and the preser
vation of contacts and influence, especlaJly within Iranian milltaJy circles, 
so that any new government would continue its security cooperation with 
the West, with or without the Shah in power. But as events moved quickly, it 
proved exceedinlly difficult for the JCS, as for the President and the NBC, to 
conceptualize and implement a hard and fiIst policy.45 . 

.., The ~nouement began on 27 December, descnDed in one press 
report as "a day of wild lawlessness and shooting in the capital and a strike 
that effectively shut.down the oil industry.·16 That same day, Admiral Tho
mas B. Hayward, C~ef of Naval Operations, informed his JCS coUeagues 
that the Soviet Union's Indian 0ceaD task group was about to be relieved by 
a slightly luger force that included a KRESTA-elass guided missile cruiser. 
"More than ever," he advised, 

it is crucial that any government of Iran continue its security 
C&Operation with the U.s. The U.S. therefore needs to provide 
clear signals that it appreciates the new situation in Iran, re
tains a firm interest in the region, and intends to support its 
friends. 

Accordingly, he :recommended sending a carrier battle group to the Indian 
Ocean "in the immediate future, .. so that it oould reach the Arabian Sea 
sometime after mid...January. On 28 December, with Secretary of Defense 
Brown's approval, the Joint Chiefs ordered CINCPAC to position a carrier 
force near Singapore and to prepare for a possible mission in the Arabian 
Sea.47 However, the State Department, fearing that the Iranian opposition 
would interpret the increased US naval presence as the prelude to American 

44 Vance, Hn Choices, 332~33; BneziDski, Power and Principle, 314~?S. 

45 See especlally CND to Se<:Def, 19 Dee 78. S/GDS; and Summary of Conclusions, MiDi
sec Mt,g on Iran, 8 Dec 78, SjGDS, both iD KG 330-81-0202, box 51. Iran 092. Also see 
MitIs, MiDi-sec 1411 011 Iran. 29 Dec 7B. Sj SUmmary of Conclusions. MiDi-SCC on ban, 6 
Jan 79, Sj Memo, SIocombe and Murray to SecDef, 12 Jan 79, S, an iD llC 330-82-0205, box 
12, Iran file; and Summary of ConclusioDs, sec Mtg on Iran, 11 Peb']9, I, National Security 
Adviser Colleetion, Staff 0f6ees, boa 14, sec Mtg No. 12.9.t'o1der, Carter Ubrary. 

" NY7"imea. 28 Dee 78: 1. 

&7 CNOM 166-']8 to JCS. fJ:! Dec ']8, S, JCS 1714/240; (8) Ms& JCS?68 to ClNCPAC, 28 ~ 
18, 898/378 (19 .Dee 78). nlis movemeDt became poblie OD 29 December, and published In 
the NY7Ymes the foUowiq day. 
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intervention, cautioned against the mission and, eventually, the task force 
returned to base at Subic Bay.48 

(0) Meanwhile, in late December 1918 the Shah finally decided to 
appoint a new prime minister, Shahpur Bakhtiar, a Westem--educated oppo
sition leader, who promptly set about replacing the military regime with a 
civilian government. By now, not only the religious radicals but also Iranian 
moderates were calling for the Shah to step down and leave the country. 
Some Iranian generals continued to urge the Shah to dismiss Bakh1iar and 
crush the opwsmon with massive force, while others hinted at a coup. On 3 
January 1979, with the Shah still agonizing over what to do, Ambassador 
William Sullivan advised Washington that the "moment of truth" had ar
rived. In his opinion, the Shah's departure was now a foregone conclusion, 
and he urged President Carter to make a personal appeal to expedite a 
smooth transfer of power. Otherwise, Su1livan warned, a coup seemed cer
tain in a matter of days.49 

(0) The reaction in Washington produced two major policy decisions. 
One was to defer for the time being any action on the question of the Shah's 
departure, a regrettable course in retrospect perhaps, but one that at the 
time Carter felt compelled to take lest it appear that the United States was 
trying to manipuJate Iranian politics. The other was to name a presidential 
representative to consult directly with Iran's military leaders. Lacking con
fidence in SuDivan's advice and reportage, Carter wanted his own represen
tative in Tehran, someone "strong and competent" who knew the Iranian 
miJitary leaders and who could encourage them to remain in pJace and pre
serve order if or when the Shah decided to leave. For this purpose Carter, 
after consulting with Secretary of Defense Brown, turned to General Robert 
E. Huyser, who was personally well known to the senior Iranian generals 
and admimls.so 

_ Huyser arrived in Tehran on 4 January 1979 and spent the next 
month trying, as he later put it, to "preserve some fonn of the established 
Imnhm govern.mene' in the tace of rising revolutionary fervor and growing 
mob violence.51 His instructions, though intentionally vague and ambigu
ous, essentially encompassed two objectives: to expedite the Shah's depar
ture as soon as possible (he left on 16 January); and to pemuade the Iranian 
military, deemed by President Carter to be '-the key to a &vorable outcome 
to the current situation," to stay in place through the transition to promote 
order and stability.52 While in Tehran Huyser remained in daily contact with 

t. Minutes, Mini-sec on Iran, 29 Dec 78. S. RG 330, Iran. 330-82-D2D5. box 12. 

&9 StifIivan, MiBsion to Inm, 212-13; Vance, Hard Or.oiees. 334-35· 

so Ca1ter. Keeping FGith, 443; Brfezinski, Power and Principle, 3'76--78· 

Sl Huyser, Mission to Tehran, 295-
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both Secretary of Defense Brown and Chairman Jones, providing them with 
the most detailed and up-to-date information they bad yet received on the 
rapidly deteriorating situation. Huyser soon discovered. that the Iranian 
military chiefs had for years looked to the Shah to make their decisions and 
to coordinate planning. As a result, they lacked initiative and were not ac
customed to working together. Nor did they show much support for Bak
htiar's fledgliag regime.53 

.. Returning to Washington, Huyser briefed. the Joint Chiefs, the 
President, and other senior offic.iaIs on 5 February. While at the White 
House he apparently made a passing comment to Brzezinski that it might 
stl'll be possible for the Iranian military to stage a coup and thereby keep the 
radicals from seizing power. Heartened by Huyser's remark, Brzezinski be
gan pressiag, both. for a US show--of-force and for a military takeover 
(known summarily:88 "'Option Cj to avert a government dominated by ei
ther Islamic fundamentalists or communists.54 Upon retlectiOD, however, 
Huyser warned that the Imnian military probably would not attempt a ooup 
without US support. "Not just moral but total materiel support," he said.5S 
Unwilling to embark on open-ended commitments, the sec, meeting on 11 
February ·1919, tabled a proposal to put the 82d Airborne on alert and de
cided not to undertake any ·openly assertive acts" that the lraniatlS might 
interpret as military interference.S6 Shortly thereafter reports reached 
Washington indicating that most of the senior Iranian oftIeers who would 
have led a coup were now either in jail or had been exeeuted. The opportu
nity to intervene, brief though it may have been, had passed, leaving the fate 
of Iran now iD the hands of the Islamic radicals. 

(U) Clearly, the disintegration of the Shah's regime came as a severe 
blow to JCS hopes and expectatioDS for Iran, viewed for years by American 
military planners as the pillar of stability in that part of the world. But de
spite their warnings and expressions of concern, the Joint ChiE had at 
most a marginal impact on high-level deliberations. At no time did they col
lectively go on record proposing an emergency course of action to shore up 
the Shah's regime with additioaal aid or US militaIy intervention, posstDiy 

52 Ms& DepSeeDef Duncan to Haig and Huyser. 0401322ZJan 79. S, B.G 330-82-0205. 1m 
12, Iran file. 

53 Brzezinski,.Power and PrinDiple, 876-78; Huyser, Mission to Te1D-an, 48-49, 54-63:. 206-
08, 224-25; Sick, All FaUDown. 1.48-49. 

S4 BrzeziDski, Power and Princq,le, 38s. 389-93; Huyser, Mission to Tehran, 273-15· 

55 MFa of Conference can with GeneraJs Huyser and Joues by Col WDUam E. Oct.om. USA, 
11 Feb 78, 8. National Security Adviser <:Dnection. Staff Oft'ices File. bal14, sec: Mtg No. 
129foJder. 

5' SumlDllty of QmclusioDs sec Mts 011 Iran, 11 Feb 79. S, National Security hMaerCollec
don. Staff Offices File, box l4. sec Mt& No. 129 folder. 
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because ~ts l\"fU'$ moving so swiftly and possibly also because they knew 
that. President Carter would pay. such suggestions little heed. Among the 
President's Immediate circle of advisers, only Brzezinski advocated adopting 
measures that roughly approximated those that the JCS would have taken. 
The Shah's oo11apse was, all things considered, probably unavoidable by the 
time seuior officials in Washington recognized the signs; but it might have 
bad less painful consequences had the responses from Washington been 
~nger, more timely, and more closely focused, as the Joint Chiefs&.vored, 
In support of those remaining interests who were determined to preserve 
Iran's alignment with the West. 

Baekground and Onset of the Hostage Crisis 

(U) The ooDapse of the Shah's government. was a grievous blow to US 
security interests throughout the Middle Bast-Persian Gulf region. Not ouly 
did it deprive the United States of a long-time, trusted a1ly but it also 
brought to power in Iran a group of Islamic fundamentalists under the spiri
tual leadership of the AyatolJab Ruhollab Kbomeini,who considered the 
United States his arch-enemy. Although the process of ctisengagement bad 
begun earHer, it accelerated quickly once Kbomeini and his followers re
placed the last vestiges of the Shah's regime~ The result was a steady dete
rioration in relations between Washington and Tehran and, ultimately, the 
generation of tensions bordering on a state of war. 

. .. In assessing the poHtical and strategic oonsequen«lS. of the Ira
nian revolution, the Joint Chiefs saw much to worry about, starting with the 
safety and security of two extremely important posts located in northern 
Iran for surveillance of the Soviet missile program. Shortly after the Shah's 
ouster, Iranian milibuy and civilian personnel, angered mer the stoppage Of 
their paychecks, seized the two listening posts and held the US personnel 
hostage. Ambassador Sullivan intervened and, by rushing a plane with the 
payroll to the captured installations, achieved a swift release of the US bos-
tages. of worse 
to 

OSD1A(e) 
(U) More serious than the loss of listening posts were the oppor-

tunities the unrest in Iran afforded for the Soviet Union. Since the early 
t97os, JCS planners had assumed a maOol Iranian contn"bution to the de
fense of the Persian Gulf and Southwest Asia. Now, in the aftermath of the 
upheavals that had overthrown the Shah, the ~w regime took steps to cut 

Cl.f\-llt((c) ... -SS(C} OSD 1.4(e) 
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its ties with the West as quickly as poaible. In short order it canceled some 
$12 billion in contracts the Shah had negotiated and, in late February 1979, 
announced that it was withdrawing from CENTO.58 Looking over the 
wreckage of US policy, JCS planners had no choice but to accept that, for 
the time being, Iran's participation in the strategy of containment was over, 
and that in the ~ the responsibi1ity for d.efending the Gulf and provid
ing stabDity there would faD more heavily on the United States itself.59 

(0) The change of approach toward US security interes1S in and 
around Southwest Asia and the Persian Gu1f was further reflected in the 
closer relationship that developed between Carter and the Joint Chiefs. 
Heretofore in dealing with problems concerning Iran, Carter and the Chiefs 
had not always seen eye to eye. Not only bad the JOS been more sympa
thetic to the Shah's ambitions of turning Iran into a major mDitary power 
but they also had continued to recommend bolstering the Shah's regime 
down to the very end Recognizing their fundamental differences in ap"
proach and in priorities, Carter had kept the Chiefs more or less at arms 
length, seeldng their advice no more than he deemed absolutely necessary. 
But in the wake of the Iranian revolution and his difficulties with the State 
Department, Carter became more open to military courses of action and 
thus bad occasion to consult more regularly with the JCS. 

(U) The growing influence that the Joint Chiefs exerdsed was appar
ent throughout the fun range of contingency p1aJmjng for Southwest Asia 
from early 1919 on. Yet nowhere was it more evident or far .. reaebing than in 
the planning and execution of the abortive mission in Aprl11g80 to rescue 
the American personnel being held hostage in the American embassy in Te
hran. The details of events leading up to the seizure of the embassy on 4 No
vember 1979 have been related elsewhere. Suffice it to say that steadily 
deteriorating relations between Washington and Tehran had followed the 
Shah's ouster, and that it was the Shah's arrival in the United States in late 
October 1979 for medical treatment that precipitated the storming of the 
embassy by Iranian mDitants. Those inside taken hostage numbered be
tween fifty and sixl1 Foreign Service personnel and Marine Corps pards. 
While there had been similar violations of the embassy compound before, 
they had always been brief. This one, however, 'WBS different from the start. 
Not only did Iranian authorities appear helpless to intervene but also those 
who bad taken conttol of the embassy quickly received the active encour
agement and adulation of the Ayato1Jah. The crisis had begun and it would 
be more than a year before a resolution. 

(U) Throughout the ensuing months leading up to the ill-fated rescue 
mission in April 1980, poJicy- and decision-making took place either at for
mal meetings of the NBC or through less formal mechanisms arranged by 

58 Amitav A.chaJ:ya, us Mi1:itary Stmtegy in the Gul/(LoDdon: Routledge, 1989), 38. 

59 See above, Chapter U. 
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the Special Coordination Committee. Usually reduced to as few members as 
.POSSIDl~ in order to maintain confidentiality, the sec would meet two or 
three times a week to share information, plot strategy, and review recom
mendations to the President. The core members of this group were National 
Security Adviser Brzezinski; Secretary of State v~ or his deputy, Warnm 
Christopher; Secretaty of Defense Brown; JCS Chairman Jones and his as
sistant, Lieutenant General John S. Pustay, USAF; Director at Central Intel
ligence Stansfield Turner; and BfteZinsld's mDitmy assistant, Brigadier 
General WilHam E. Odom, USA. At Brzezinski's insisten~ an involved ob
served the tightest operations security (OPSEC), so much so that it became 
practically an obsession and perhaps, as 1ater investigation found, a bin
drance to sound planning. 60 

.. W'rtbin days following the seizure at the US embassy in Tehran, 
the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Jones, set in motion the process 
that would lead to the rescue mission. At an NBC meeting on 6 November, 
he outlined the possibility of a rescue effort using helicopters Jaunched from 
aircraft: carriers in the Persian Gulf and sought permission to proceed with 
preliminary planning. Secretary of Defense Brown thought the chances at 
succ.s very small. But at the White House the idea of a rescue operation 
was beginning to win over supporters. Colonel William Odom, BtzeziDskrs 
military assistant, had recently attended an impressive demonstration by 
the Army's DELTA counter-terrorism unit at Fort Bragg and was full of 
praise and enthusiasm for the DELTA unit and its oommantier, Colonel 
Charles Beckwith. Returning to Washington, Odom had presented Brzezin
ski with a glowing report of the unifs capabilities, thereby planting the idea 
that Beckwith and his team might hold the key to solving the problem by 
leading a rescue.6! But for now, President Carter was loath to endorse any 
course of action that might involve "considerable loss of life on both sides." 
The meeting ended inconclusively, but Jater that same day Brzezinski tele
phoned Brown to say that the President wanted the Joint Chiefs to move 
ahead on a contingency plan for a rescue mission.D2 

.. Two days Jater Jones and his assistant, Lieutenant General 
Pustay, attended an sec meeting to review the situation again. As summa-

60 Bl'IeZiD8'ki, Power mtd Principle. 489; Zbiepiew BrzeziDs'ki, "The Failed ~OD: An 
lDside Aceotmt of the Attempt to Free the Hosta,ges in Iran.'" NY 1Ymes MagGIIlRe. 18 Apr 
82: 29. sec ramds, stiIllarp1y classified, may be fouDd in the NatiODal Security Adviser 
Collection, SIaff Oftiees File, Carter Library. 

61 Memo, Odom to Brzezinski andAamu. 2 Nov '19. S. WiDiam Odom ColJectiou. Rapid lle
actiOD Forces 3/77folder, Carter JJbrary. 

6a Carter. Keeping Faith, 459i Sick, All FaU Down, 2l3"'16. Although !n~Y one of 
Beekwith's stIongest supporters, Odom later changed his mW. After the I1U8SIOn failed, he 
thought that Beckwith bad misled him into believing that the DELTA fort'e had fally prac
ticed every phase of the operation. In fact it had not. Lt. GeD. William T. Odom, USA (Ret), 
interviewed by Drs. Steven 1.. Rearden and WaIter S. Poole, 16 September 1998. 
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rized by. Bnezinsld, the President was weighing several options, including 
reconna1ssance flights using U-2 or SR-71 planes to monitor Iranian air 
bases, deployment of the carrier USS Midway in the Vicinity of the Persian 
Gulf. and issuance of a strong statement on the safety of American citizens, 
asserting the right to act unilaterally under international law should the 
hostages be harmed. There followed a briefing on military ~ntin,gencies 
given by a junior officer from the Joint Staff. The JC8, he said, were still 
studying the rescue option but did not believe it to be viable owing to the 
high risk of failme, even with very good intelligence on the location of the 
hostages and other operational detaiJs. Looking at ways to put pressure on 
Iran, the JCS offered a list of punitive military actions that included bom
bardment of the Abadan Mfinery by aerial gunships, the mining of Iranian 
harbors, and attacks on Iranian airfields. But fearing retaliation against the 
hostages, the meeting refrained from any immediate endorsement of mili
tary acdon.63 

• Meanwhile, with the President having expressed interest in a pos
sible l'e8Cl1e mission, General Jones moved swiftly to actlwte a sma1I ad hoc 
planning ceJl that included two Oater three) us .Army officers &om Fort 
Bragg, who specialized in unconventional warfare. This then became the nu
cleus of a joint task force (JTF) established on 12 November, under the 
command of Major General James E. Vaught, USA, with advisory support 
&om Major General Philip C. Gut, USAF, the former chief of the US Mili
tary Assistance Advisory Group in Iran. From this point on, Joint Staff 
planners ceased. to be directly Involved in the rescue. To preserve utmost 
secrecy the task force did not adopt the organization and planning frame-
work of an existing JCS Contingency Plan. Although housed within the J-3 
Special Operations Division (SOD), it operated entirely outside of the Joint 
Staff and :reported directly to the Chairman. Members of the Joint Chiefs 
also received individual progress reports and on three ocmsiODS were 
briefed as a group in otder to review what the Joint Task FOrtE had accom
plished. 64 Critics, including members of the official inquiry into the abortive 
rescue mission, later felt that by employing ad hoc channels and proeedures, 
the operation denied itself the benefits that might have resulted &om having 
used existing JCS mechauisms a«n!SS to a wider range of operational ad
vice, greater intelligence resources, a mo:re stable working environment, and 
more consistent organizational snpport. Instead, by deciding to bypass ex'" 
isting joint task force procedures and organizational mechanisms, the Joint 

61 Summary of Conclusious sec Mtg on Iran. 8 Nov 79, '!'S. National Security Adviser Co1-
lection, Statf Oftices PIle. sec Mts No. 197 folder. Cartel'Llbrary. 

it "Final Report of the Special OperatioDS Review Group: Report to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Prepared under the Chairmanship of ADM James 1.. Holloway Uf. 23 JullgSo. TS, 9, 26. 
hereafter cited as "Ho11oway Report." 
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Chiefs bad to assume the very exacting and tiJDe-oonsuming burden of es
tablishing new ones.65 

(0) Even though a rescue mission became the chosen course of ac
tion, a general recognition of the risks involved and of the time it would take 
to organize such an effort, caused senior offtcials to wejgh other military 0p
tions first, should diplomacy fail to break the impasse. Responding to re
ports of renewed threats against the hostages, President Carter met with his 
top security advisers, including .Secretary of Defense Brown and GeneaU 
Jones, on 20 November, in Washington, and again, at Camp David, on 23 
November to review his options. At the 20 November meeting, Carter took 
steps to begin putting military pressure on Iran, ordering another aircraft 
carrier into the Indian ()cean..Persian Gulf area to aecompany the USS 
Midway, deploying tankers to sustain US aircraft in case of long-range at
tacks against Iran, and sending heJicoptel'S to Diego Garcia. The next day 
Brzezinsld sent his military aJBista.nt, Brigadier General Odom, to Camp 
David with a sealed envelope contaioiDg a chart outJiniDg additional mDi
tary options and summarizing for the President their scale and likely im
pact.66 

..,While the precise contents of the package Odom delivered are 
unknown, a memorandum from Brzezinsld to Carter a few days later sug .. 
gests the probable drift. BrzeJlnski worried that the United S1a:tes was lock .. 
ing itself into "a Jitiptional approach" to solving the hostage crisis which, if 
it drqged on much longer, could produce "a prolonged malaise." Not only 
was thete the fate of the hostages to consider, Brzez:iDski argued, but also 
the administration had its image to think of in the face of next year's presi .. 
dential election. "If, in the end," he said, "we do get our hostages back 
throuch accommodation, we still nm the risk of jeopardizing our electoral 
chances if the public perceives us as having been intimidated in some fash
ion." While sbl1 hopeful that the "peaceful route" would yield the desired 
results "without too much humiliation," he wged President Carter also to 
consider an increase in military pressure on Iran, as a demonstration of 
American resolve, starting with a blockade of Iranian ports, followed by 
"massive and instant retaliation" should harm come to any of the hostages. 
Brzezinski readily acknowledged that this represented a "higb-risk strategy," 
but he thought it would he1p free the hostages, undermine Khomeini's re
gime, and most importaDt of al1 "be po1iticaJly more appealiDg."67 

65 Paul B. Ryan. The Iranian Rescue MiIsitm: Why It Pallid (AlmapoJis, Md.: NavaIIDSti .. 
tute Press, 1985), 12-13; Bae.zID&ki, Power and Principle, 489; John S. Pustay, "The Prob
lem is Systemic," Armed Porees JoumalIntemlJlional (Feb 1984): 28; -Holloway Report;,
(S).30. 

" 8rzezinald, Jobwer andPrineiple, 483. 

61 Memo, Brzeziosld to Carter, 27 Nov 79. 1'8, National Security Adviser Co11ect:ion, Staff 
0f6ees Pile, box 17, sec Mtg No. 211 folder, Carter Library. 
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. (U) Brzezinski's influence was readily apparent at the Camp David 
meeting on 23 November. Adopting an unusually tough line, Carter to1d his 
advisers that he was leaning in favor of mining Iranian ports should 
IChomeini carry out his threat to try the hostages. He said he judged this the 
best and surest way of putting pressure on the Iranians without exposing US 
forces to undue danger. Although he said he had also considered a naval 
blockade, he had dismissed this option as too risky because it would involve 
possible confrontations with other countries. But he added that should the 
~nians begin harming or executing US hostages, he would respond imme
diately by ordering direct military attacks, starting with assaults on oil re
fineries and "other targets of strategic importance. "68 

(U) Turning again to the question of possible trials, Carter approved 
sending a message through an intermediaIy threateuibg retaliation if trials 
took place. Vance and Vice· President Walter F. Mondale urged restraint 
fearing that the issuance of any threats might jeopardize the prospects mr 
settling the hostage crisis through negotiations. But Carter overruled them 
and the message went out that evening. AcCording to Vance, Carter was un
sure whether the message ever reached Tehran. But according to Gary Sick, 
a member of the NBC Staff at the time, Carter mew within mrty-eight hours 
that the message had arrived and, shortly thereafter, that it bad had the de
sired effeet. Within days, the lrauians ceased ta11dng of trials and treatment 
of the hostages improved. 69 

(U) Meanwhile, with the hostage standoff showing no sign of an early 
resolution, planning for the rescue mission gathel'ed momentum. According 
to General Jones' retrospective account, the Joint Chiefs "went through 
many, many different options." "In the initial stages," he reeaJled, "we did 
not see any option that had a reasonable chance of suca:lSS. "10 But by late 
November 1979 Vaught and Jones agreed that the use of helioopters offered 
the most practical and effective meaDS of conducting the rescue.71 From this 
decision evolved plans for what became the "Eagle CJaW' mission, a compli
cated joint operation. Although General Jones later denied any expl1cit deal
cutting to give each service a share of the action, his assistant, Lieutenant 
General Pustay, remembered things a little differently. According to Puatay, 
there was a feeling -that it would be nice if everyone had a piece of the pie." 

68 Carter. Keeping Faith, 466. 

69 Vance, Hard atoiDeB, 379-80; Sick, All Fall Down. 234·35. 

'70 "News Conference by SecDef Brown and CJCS Jones. " 29 Apr 80, Public Statements of 
Harold Brown, Set:retarrJ of IJefen$e. 1980-19& (Washinp>n: HistDrieal Offiee. Offiee of 
the Seere1my of Defense. n.d.),IV.1446-47. 

'1 "Holloway Report." TS, 10. 
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However, Postay hastened to add that, in his view, this in no way interfered 
with the execution of the mission.72 

(i)tThe plan was that during the first night, the helicopters would Hft 
off from an aircraft carrier in the Arabian Sea and fly some 600 miles non
stop ~o a secret landing strip in the Iranian desert to rendezvous with C-lSOS 
canylng assault troops, fuel, and equipment. After refueling and taking 
aboard the rescue force, they would continue on for close to 300 mUes to 
another secret rendezvous spot near Tehran, offload the assault team, and 
proceed fifteen miles north to a remote mountain hideaway and spend the 
day hidden. TheC-ISO&, meantime, woulddeparrtbe countJ:yunder cover of 
darkness. During the seoond night, the main rescue force would move clan
destinely to Tehran in trucks, assault the embassy compound, immobilize 
the pards, and free the hostages. Concurrently, a smaller rescue force 
would travel in a Volkswagen van, storm the Iranian Foreign Ministry buDd
ing, and free the three hostages held there. Once all the hostages had been 
gathered into a nearby soccer stadium, the helicopters would make a 
pickup. Two C-130 gunships would be circling overhead to provide oovering 
fire., if needed. Meanwhile, about thirty-five miles to the south, in Manzari
yeh, a detachment of Rangers aboard a C-lS0 would land, seize theairfie1d 
there, and hold until the helicopters arrived from Tehran. Once evmyone 
assembled, C-14lS would airlift them out of Iran and the Rangers would de-
part aboard C-13OS.13 CtA ,,'{(c.) + 5'st <.) oat) 1.41i) 

It/III Although planning was continuous and intense from early No... 
vember 1919 on" it was not untO early March 1980, as Jones recalled, that 
he and his JC8 coI1eagues began to feel -a confidence" that the res--
cue mission was coming together trained 
sonnel, and suitable equipment.~ 

remtainjed. to seen was WOetn4eJ: PJ:esJC:lent 
approve operation. Toward the end of an aH-day meeting at Camp David 
on 22 March, Jones presented what Brzezinski descn"bed as the .~ com
prehensive and full briefing on the rescue mission" that the President had 
yet received. Disappointed over the latest fiUlure of diplomacy to free the 

12 John E. Valliere, -Disaster at Desert One: Cata1)'Jt for Cbange,. Parameters 22 (Autumn 
1992):78. 

73 Charlie A. Beckwith and Donald Knox Delta Force (San Die&o: Harcx:mlt Braee Jovano
vich, 198al, 253-56; Carterl Keeping F~ 509-10;. ~ ",aDed Mission,· 30-31; 
Siek,All FallDo~ 285-87; Ryan,IranianRescue .Mission, 1-2. 

11 -News Conference by SeeDef and CJC8,· 2.9 Apr 80, Brown Public Statements.l98t>-8l, 
IV, 1450. C!.t:'A I,l-l(£)..- 3ir(c) 089 . 
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hostages, Carter was mOt'e ready than ever to contemplate military action. 
Bu~ he ~ougbt the plan that Jones presented "still needed more work. It .As 
an mtenm measure, he authorized a reconnoiteriDg mission into the Iranian 
desert, the first step toward establishing the Desert One base cemp for the 
p1anned operation.76 Two days later, at the President's request, Lt Gen 
Postay briefed Hamilton Jordan, Carter's White House chief of staff. .As 
Postay was wrapping up his presentation, Jordan asked him whether the 
~oint Chiefs were recommending that the mission go ahead. "That's not our 
Job," Postay repHed. "The President asked us to come up with a pJan for a 
rescue-and we have. It obviously wiD be his decision if he decides to at
tempt it. "77 

The Deeisiout the Mission, and the Ccmsequenees 

J61) By early Apri11q80 Carter could see that his options for resolving 
the hostage crisis through negotiations were fading quickly in the ~ of re
newed threats from the militants to begin executing the hostages. As he Ie

ca1Ied in his memoirs, be "could DO longer aftbrd tD depend on diplomacy" 
for a solution or to guarantee the hostages' safety.78 Once again, with the 
crisis deepening, Brzezinski weighed in with recommendations for what he 
now descnDed as "limited mil_ JPft88U1'N" in order to "build credibility" 
for "a new program of pressure against Iran." As a first step, he suggested 
mining Iranian harbors, foDawed if necessary by a rescue operation to lJ'ber
ate the hostages. CitiDg the failure of diplomatic efforts to break the im
passe, Brzezinski beHeved that a rescue mission -may be the only realistic 
means of freeing the hostages in the next six montbs." By then, of course, 
the p1.'eSidential election campaign would be almost owr.?9 

,. IncreasingJy, Carter and Brzezinski were of the same mind as far 
as the rescue operation was eoncemed. Having recently leemed of the mill
tan1s' threats against the bostages, Carter called an emerpncy meetiDg of 
the NSC on 7 April to announce that he had decided to break diplomatic re
lations with Iran and to impose eoonomic and poHtical sanctions. All in all, 
he saw "a profound change in the situation" requiring "foreeful action." 
Echoing Brzezinski's sentiments, Carter reminded his advisers that he had 
been leaning for some months toward the mining option. should diplomacy 
fail, but felt the time bad come for more direct action. He added, though, 
that he had "a bad feeling" about a rescue operation, and said it sent *shiv-

76 Carter, Keeping Faith, SOl; Brzezinski, Power andPrin.ciple, 487· 

11 Hamilton Jordan, Crisis: 7hs Last Year of the c:arter Prwideney (NY: Putaam, Ig81l), 
229. 

78 Carter, Keeping Faith, 506. 

79 Memo, Brzezinski to Carter, 6 Apr So. S, Natioual8eeurl1;y Adviser CoDeetion, Staff Of· 
fiee:s File, box 2. NSC II1eetiDs No. 29 folder. Carter Library. Emphasis in original. 
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ers down his spinell because ~ the possibility that the assault force might be 
deteetec! before it could complete its job. Later in the meeting Carter said he 
was against the ~e, primarily because hefalled to see haw it could be ac
complished without bloodshed. Just the same, he saw·.nothiDg else to be 
done. C!:A \.t.{(C)t 3/S(t.) ... OSD 1A(c) 

• Despite the President's misgivings, JCS Chairman Jones offered 
an up~t assessment of planning for the mission. Jones said that his 
denee m a suecessfu) outcome had gone up considerably 

reasons were twato1d: 

new 
mission," which had reconnoitered 

the landing site the desert. Jones then brought the Council up-to-
date on the status of operational planning for the rescue. He said the Jes 
believed the possibility of a "disastrous 0utc01l)e" to be small, primarily be
cause of built-in :t8i1safe points along the way. However" there was a much 
higher probability that the expedition might have to abort without complet
ing the rescue. Jones also mentioned that time was running out for the 
United States to act. Nights were growing shorter and by mid-May rising 
tempetatures would make it difficult for the belieoptelS to fly over. Iran's 
mountainous terrain fuDy loaded with the Delta team. He thus recom
mended a target date of 24 April for the mission to commence and said that 
within the next few days he would need the President's permission to begin 
flying in the planes that would refuel the he1ieopters. 

"Further discussion was ineoncIusivebut revealed a grudging 
sense of acceptanee that the rescue operation might offer the only way of 
solving the hostage problem. In response to a question from Vice President 
Mandala, . Jones rated the chances of detection at fifty-fifty and the likeli
hood of a suecessful withdrawal, shouJd the Delta team be discovered, at 80 
percent. Brzezinsld. believed that the rescue entailed a high degree of risk 
but that it was "politieally more desirable than mining." Secretary of State 
Vance seemed to agree. When asked directly by the President what options 
be saw, Vance "replied that he preferred a rescue over mining, although he 
said there would be substantial loss of life. H While Vance did not say specl1i
eally that he endorsed the rescue, neither did he go on record as opposing ~t. 
Later, he would claim to having been misled and in opposition to the mIS
sion aD along. But aeeoiding to NSC records, it was really Carter who ex
pressed the m~ serious doubts of all.So 

(U) Events now moved quickly, as the Joint Chiem stood poised to 
put the ~p1an into operation. On 11 April the NSC met again for alast 
look at the preparations. General Jones, using a map and pointertoil1~-/ 
trate the logistics involved, confirmed that the operation would commence 

eo Detailed MiDtttes· Of NBC Mtg 'I Apr 80, TS, National Security Adviser CollectiOn,.sb.£r 
Offices File, box 2;NSC Mtg No. 29 folder, Carter Libnuy. 
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on 24, April. Armed with a list of prepared questions, the President found 
~ones s 8IlSWel'S to he "much more satfsfactory" than at their previous meet
mg .. The only ~~g view came from Deputy Seeretary of State Warren 
Christopher, sitting m for Vance, who was on an ill-timed vacation. Christo
pher had sat in on earlier NSC discussions of the rescue mission but had 
taken no active part in the planning. His only comment now was that he 
thought there were still important po1itica1 and economic sanctions to be 
explored. Carter, however, said he· bad already discussed the matter pri
vately with First Lady Rosalynn, Hamilton Jol'dan, VICe President Mandale, 
and Jody Powell, the White House press secretary, and had made up his 
mind. Shutting off further discussion, he annOUDCA!d: "We ought to go ahead 
without delay."81 

{jI)t Having finalJy obtained the green light for the mission, General 
Jones promptly advised ~r Genera) Vaught to make ready for the de
pJoyment of his forces as planned. Vaught, in tum, convened a two-day 
meeting in the Pentagon to review the plan with the mission commanders, 
affirm lines of command and oontrol, evaluate force readiness, review COD
tingencies, and make an overall 8S:J8SSID8Jlt of the prospects for mission 
success. The next day, 16 April, the Joint Chiem again reviewed the plan the 
joint task force had devised. Agreeing that it stood a reasonably good chance 
of succeeding, they approved it for the Jut time. That evening, along with 
Vaught, Gut, and Colonel Charles Beck.with, USA, commander of the as
sault toMeS, they met with the President who likewise gave his final bless
ing. Carter assured them that they had his "oomplete confidence and 
support" and promised "that there would be no interference from the White 
House while the mission was under way," .Acmrding to Beckwith's recoJ1ec~ 
tions of the meeting, the President added that assault troops had carte 
blanche to use whatever force they needed in order to protect American 
lives.Sa 

(D) The tragic story of the mission itself faJ1s outside the soope of this 
study. Despite five and one-half months of intensive trainin& and prepara
tion, it was from the beginning a perilous operation in wbieb much oould-:
and did-go wrong. The disaster in the Iranian desert, resulting in the acCI
dental deaths of eight US servicemen, and the ignominious withdrawal of 
the rest of the rescue party, hundreds of miles away from its objective, were 
both a setback for President Carter's hopes of ending the hostage standoff, 
and a humiliating blow to the power and prestige of the United States: In 
the weeks that followed the disaster, the Joint Chiefs endeavored to pleee 
together what had happened and why, and in so doing to learn more of how 
simiJar fiascoes might be avoided in the future. 

81 Carter. Keeping Foith. 506--01; Vauce, Hmd 0wit:eB, 409; JmeziDsld, Power and Prin
ciple, 492-93. The folder at the Carter Library for this meeting CODtained no mbmtes. 

82 "HoJloway Report," Te. 17; Carter. Keeping Faith. scm Beckwith and box, Delta Foree, 
258· 
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(U) By far the most detailed and thorough eumination of the rescue 
~n ~ that undertaken at the Chiefs' request by the Special Opera
tions Review Gl'DUp (SORG), comprised of five senior officers (three ~ 
two still on active duty) under the chairmanship of Admiral James L. Hol
l~y III, former Chief of Naval Operations. Their task. as spelled out in 
~ terms of reference, was to produce fta professional critique of the Ira· 
man hostap rescue operatfon.~ Instead of dwelling on a chronology or re
eonstruetion of events, the review group focused on selected issues which it 
analyzed sole1y on the basis of whether or not "they might very well have an 
application for SOme future special operation conducted under different eir
cumstan.ces." Their final report, which went to the Chiefs in July 1980. was 
intentionally "higbly critical" in order not to "allow any potential area of 
possible future improvement to go unquestioned. 1lIS3 

(D) From a host of specific findings the review group chew two gen
eral eonclllsioos. The that was that there had been undue emphasis 
throughout the operation, :from the moment plaDDing commenced in No
vember 1979, down to the laUJ1chJng of the mission in Ap.n11980, on ad hoe 
arrangements. "By not utDizing an existing JTF organitation," the panel 0b
served. "the Joint ChiefS of Staffhad to start, literally, from the beginning to 
establish a JTF, find a commander, create an organization, provide a staff, 
develop a piau, select the units. and train the forces before attaining even 
the most rudimentary mission readiDess." Alternatively, the review group 
speeu1ated that an existing joint task force organilation, even with a small 
staff and onlyeadre units assigned, would have provided an organizational 
framework of professional expertise around which a laIpr tailored force oc
ganft;arion could have been built. The important point, the review group 
emphasized., was that the infrastructure would have existed, and that those 
in charge of the operation could have devoted more time to plans, opera
tio~ and taeties, instead of having to wrestle with administration and 
1o&isties.84 

(U) The review group's second major observation followed from the 
first: that many things tbat could have been done in the interests of improv
ing the mission's chances for success were not done because of excessive 
eoneem for opemtions security. Although mindful of the masons why OP~ 
SEC had been such a high priority, Holloway and his eoUeagues found it 
hard to believe that most of the alternatives it suggested could not have 
been incorporated without any adverse impact on ~ and sealrity. In~ 
deed, a "earefu1ly structured" joint task force, operating within the JCS or
ganization, would have inherently provided its own OPSEC environment 
wbDe allowing mr a wider initial disclosure policy that would have greatly 
benefited the entire operation. As one example, the review group cited the 

13 Forwarding statement to the "Holloway Report." 

8'lbld .. 90. 
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exclusion from planning of the director of the National Security Agency. 
"There is," as the review group dryly noted, "no organization any more op
SEC conscious than NSA. -SS 

(U) To these overall conclusions, the review group added its own 
assessment of the operation's chances. Citing the heavy demands on 
personnel and equipment and the complexity of the mission, the review 
group deemed it a "high risk"gambJe all along. In these circumstances, the 
review group concluded that: -rhere was little margin to compensate for 
mistakes or plain bad lucIc. -86 Although most ofms colleagues on the review 
group initially objected to the use of the term "bad luck" in an officlaJ report, 
Holloway felt so strongly about its inclusion that he finally persuaded them 
to leave it in.87 

.. Turning to specl:fic recommendations, the review group offered 
only two: that the Joint Chiefs establish a permanent Countertenorist Joint 
Task Force (CI'nF), with assigned staff and certain assigned forces; and 
that they also create a Special Operations Advisory Panel comprised of high
ranking officers with backgrounds in special operations and joint planning, 
to provide advice and guidance for future such operatious.88 In fact, on 7 
June 1980, wen before the Honoway panel had completed its findings, the 
Joint aBers had recommended to Secretary of Defense Brown the early 
creation of "a permanently established force" to cope with 1'uture terrorist 
incidents. "89 Two months later, the Secretary of Defense approved JC8-
recommended terms of reference for the new CI'JTF. To avoid attracting 
undue attention and to preserve secrecy, the Joint Chiefs approved and dis
tnOOted a cover plan for the assignment of personnel to the new unit. Acti
vated at Fort Bragg, North C8roliua, In October 1980, CfJTF comprised 
dedicated US Army, Navy, and Air FOlQ! units that had been especlaJly 
trained, equipped, and organized to deal with a broad range of terrorist ac
tivities.90 The Joint Chiefs also recommended, and See.retary Browu ap
proved. thefonnation on 1 October 1980 of a Special Operations Advisory 
Panel to review and provide an independent assessment of special opera
tions planning.91 

8S Ibid.. 91. 

86 Ibid .• 87. Emphasis added. 

87 lmormation 08 the panel's intemal deh"beraticms from Trumaa Strobridge's telephone 
eoDVel'l8.ticm with ADM Holloway. 30 Jul86. 

88 "Honoway lteport,- Ta, 92-96. 

89 JCSM 166-&> to SeeDef.7 Juu 80, TB. JCS 1902/110.125 (6 JUD 80). 

90 JCS 1902/111, TSj aDd JCS 1902/111-1. TB, both in 3s8 (13 Nov 80). 
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J1'Q1I and PakisttIn 

(U) These changes in JCS organization and procedures came too late 
to be of further use in helping to resolve the hostage crisis or in laying plans 
for a renewed rescue attempt. Having tried once and failed through military 
action, Carter was not about to risk a second rescue mission. Like President 
John F. Kennedy after the Bay of Pigs fiasco, Carter could not help but be 
somewhat skeptical of relying on JCS advice again. Yet at no time after the 
incident did he specifically fault the Chiefs mr rendering unsound recom
mendations. The hostage crisis was a desperate, almost unprecedented 
situation and as such it seemed to cry out for desperate, unprecedented 
remedies. 

(U) The failure of the rescue mission was, in a veIy real sense. indica
tive of a much larger problem facing US military planners-the dift1eu1ty of 
projecting adequate and effective military power in support of US interests 
throughout the Persian GuJf-Middle East rePm. Having relied for years on 
others-first Britain, then Iran-to provide essential security for this area, 
the United States found itself by the end of the 19708 bearing these burdens 
almost alone. For the Joint Chiefs ofStatf, this meant the diversion of scarce 
resources intended for other purposes and the hasty development of contin
gency plans for a wide variety of new and unfamiliar situations. The Iran 
rescue mission was a case in point: small in scale by comparison with the 
undertakings yet to come, but typical of the extraordinary demands that 
deepening involvement in the Gulf could entail That the operation ended 
without achieviug its objective was a sign, both of the high risks involved in 
this particular venture, and of the complex and cballengiug nature of 
mounting practically any ldnd of military action in this part of the world 

PaIdsbm: IleYivla& tile lteIatiODSlaip 
(U) The loss of Iran, obviously a sharp setback for US policy in and 

around the strategically important Persian Gult appeared an the more stark 
and serious by the absence of any fa11..baek country that could readily take 
Iran's place as a buIwark against Soviet expansion. The most likely eanc:Ji.. 
date to tiD that role was Pakistan, but because of its dubious record on hu
man rights and its apparent determiDStion with French help to acquire an 
atomic capability-the so-called "Islamic bomb" -Pakistan remained some
thing of a pariah in the eyes of the Carter administration. The Joint Chiefs 
likewise harbored misgivings about Pakistan, but they also thought that 
more ought to be done to upgrade Paldstan's antiquated military establish
ment, a position that had little support outside the Pentagon until events in 
Iran and.Afghanistan compelled a reassessment. The ensu.ina turnabout in 
US policy toward Pakistan, modeled generally on the approach recom
mended by the Joint Chiefs, looked to military assistan~ to improve rela-

n 8M 557-80 to 8eeDef, :l Oct 80, SIGDS, 035 (19 Sep So)i JCS 1969/589, SIGDS, 310 (12 
Jan 81). 
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ti!,DS and ~ strengthen defense ties. But it was a cbs. of policy that 
YIelded few nnmediate or concrete dividends. 

(U) Relations between the UDited States and Pakistan had been dete
riorating since the early 197OS, and with the advent of the Carter admini
stration, they showed DO sign of improving soon. Although the JSOP for FY 
1978-1985 projected a gradual restructuring of Pakistan's armed forces 
through US help,92 the Carter administration entered of':fb reaffirming the 
constraints on security .mstanee imposed by the previous administration 
and, going a step further, added new ones of its own. The guidelines govern .. 
ing US arms sales to Paldsta.n, as set forth in 1975 and revalidated in mid-
1977, authorized sales on a cash-only basis, prohibited grant ~ or 
foreign milltaJ.y aid credits, and required all sales to be consistent with the 
US policy of eneouraging normalization and :reconciliation between Paki
stan and India. Taking a personal interest, President Carter himself in 
March 1977 approved a commercial contract worth $55 million to overhaul 
some of Paldstan's tanks; but at the same time he put a -OOld" on the sale of 
new communications equipment and deferred action on sixty-four howit
zers that the government ofPaldstan also wanted to buy.93 

.. W'ltb. military assistance to Pakistan effectively suspended as of 
April 1917, relations between Washington and Islamabad seemed to bottom 
out. The policy of the regime in power at the time, headed by Zulfiqar Ali 
Bhutta, was to play off the United States against the Soviet Union. But with 
Bhutto's overthrow by a coup in July 19" and the installation of a military 
junta headed by Mohammad Zia ai-Hag, Paldstan's fOreign policy began a 
slow tilt back towaId the West, while still maintaining close ties to Commu
nist anna, DO friend of India's, The following year came a series of further 
developments: the decision of the French Government (under US pressure) 
to withdraw its support of Pakistan's uranium enrichment project; a leftist 
coup in Afghanistan in April 1978, resulting in the installation of a hostile 
Marxist regime along Pakistan's northem frontier; growing internal strife in 
Iran; and continuing modernization by India of its armed forces, including 
consummation of a deal to acquire 150"170 highly advaneed .Anglo-French 
Jaguar fighter-bombers. In attempting to assess the impact of these devel
opments, the NSC's Policy Review Committee decided in late July 1978 that 
the time had come to take a fresh look at Pakistan's militaly needs "since 
Pakistan's seDSe of insecurity is a key problem in South Asia today."94 

!12 JCSM-228-76 to SecDef, 23 Jun 76. BIGOS, JCS 2347169-1. 9021499 (20 May 76)· 

93 Memo, Brzezbulki fur SecDef Brown, 29 Mar 77, S.YCS 2S1SI626, 499 (29 Mar TI)· 

9. Joint TalkiDg Paper for SecDef and CJCS for PIC Mtg on 30 Nov 78 • .YCS 2347/73-1, 
S/GDS; Summary of Conclusions of PIC M1:g on South and west Asia. ~ JuI 78. S/GDS, 
enclosure to Memo, BrzeziDsJd to Bmwn. 2 Aug 78t S/GOS, CJCS Piles (Janes), PRe Mt,g 
Pile (t Jun 78 to 31 Dec 78). 
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.. In their strategy review of the Persian Gulf and Southwest Asia, 
forwarded to the Secretary of Defense in September 1978, the Joint Chiefs 

. urged that first priority be given to improving Pakistan's air defenses. The 
Joint Chiefs at this time still hoped to see a revitalized central Trea1¥ 0r
ganization (CENTO), and they looked to Pakistan to contribute to that proc
eS8.95 But owing to Pakistan's apparent determination to move ahead with 
its nuclear program, despite ~e cut--off of French cooperation, the White 
House and State Department opposed assistance extending to high
performance MapoDS systems like the F-16, F-18, or A-7 aircraft, in which 
the Pakistanis had shown an interest. In drawing up a list of offers, State 
and Defense also had to consider Pakistan's ]imited fiDauda1 resources and 
the likelihood that Pakistan. under current legislation, would not qualify for 
foreign milftary sales credits.96 Taking these various matters into aeoount, 
the PRe reoommended, and in December 1978 President Carter approved, 
an offer to resume assistance Hmited initially to the sale of up to seventy-six 
F-SE fighters to repJace Pakistan's aging fleet of F-86s, aDd a helicopter
bome TOW system to bolster Pakistan's tank defenses.97 

fff1 Despite this apparent thaw in relations between Washington and 
Islamabad, a cbill set in once apin when in April 1979 the United States 
suspended an economic and military aid to Palcistan.98 The immediate issue 
was Zia's indifference to pleas from the West to halt the execution of his 
predecessor, Ali Bhutto. But the larger stumbling block continued to be 
Pakistan's unbending determination to acquire an atomic capability and the 
overriding priority set by the White House, citiDg conpessional mandates, 
on curbing Islamabad's nuclear ambitions.99 Indeed, part of the rationale 
for resuming arms assistance in the first place was that it 'WOUld help end 
Pakistan's sense of isolation and insecurity, and thereby persuade Islama
bad to give up its atomic weapons propam. However, the results prior to 
the cutoff in April were far from encouraging. causing a member of General 
Jones's staff to specu)ate that the United States might be pursuiDg a futile 
objective by Jiuking arms aid to a cessation of nuclear research. -I am not 
very sanguine, Of he said in a note to the Chail'lDaD, -.:hat we'l be able to 
come up with any combination of carrots and sticks that will induce Paki-

95 JC8M-282-18 to SecJ)ef, 7 Sep 78, S/GDS, JCS 2121/248-9. Appendix, pp. 41, 44. 
898/452 (11 Mar 18). 

96 Memo, Staff Sec:. NSC to VP et. aI., 28 Nov 78. S, with 2 enclosures, CJCS Files (Jones). 
PRC Mtg Ftle(1 Jun 78 to 3t Dee 78). 

97 Memo, Bnezinsti to Vance, et. aI., 6 Dee 78. s. CJC8 Files (Jones), PRe Mtg File (I JWl 
78 to 31 Dec 18), 

98 US Dept of Sl:ate Bulletin (JUl\e 19'19): 67. 

" Joint Tallcing Paper for SecDef and CJCS for PRC Meetiug oD 28 Mar 79, S/GDS. JCS 
2621123. 902 (7 Mar 79). 
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stan to give up its efforts to have a nuclear capabiJit;y." -Personally speak
ing, » he added, "1 hope we don't waste many carrots. "100 

. _The longer the nuclear impasse dragged on, the more frustrating 
It became to o1ficjals in Washington. Whereas the Joint Chiefs saw uncondi
tional arms assistance as the surest and quickest route to intluenee Paki
stan's behavior, others including Under SecreI:my of Defense Robert Komer 
~ought the United States had been generous enough already. Taking excep
tion with what he described as the "US military's romantic attachment to 
the stalwart Pakistani," Komer advised SecreI:my of Defense Brown that 
probably the ouly way left of dissuading Pakistan from building a bomb was 
through stepped up pressure, including a cessation of further arms aid. 
Rather than court Pakistan, Komer believed the United States should strive 
for closer relations With India. "A cool calculation of our strategic interest in 
the subcontinent, " be argued, "shows that a billion Indians are far more im
portant to our overall interest than 150 million Pab. "101 But to strategic 
analysts in J-5, Kromer's use of population figures entirely missed the point. 
Citing ongoing studies, the Dimctor, J-5, Lieutenant GenerallUchard L. 
Lawson, USAF, was more convinced than ever that active cooperation with 
Pakistan was essential in almost any significant military operation in 
Southwest .Asia. "Now that US-Iranian defense cooperation bas ended," he 
observed, "Paldstan is the most viable candidate for US staging opera-
tiOns."1Cla OSD 1.4(e) ClA ltY.(q+3S(<.) . 

at Before either view could be further vetted and tested came the 
news of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan on Christmas Day 1919 and, 
shortly thereafter, the the un-

to loosen some of restrictions he had insisted upon in the 
past. In early JaDuary 1980 he offered Pakistan an aid package consisting of 
security assurances and assistance valued at $400 million. Not included, 
however, was the high-performance F-16 fighter in which the Pakistanis had 
previously. shown keen interest.103 Barely pausing to study the offer, Zia dis-

100 Memo, Col JobJl J. Wolcott to CJCB, 26 Mar 79, S, CJCS ~ (JOJJeS), PRC Mtg Files (1 
Ja:o 79 to 30 Mar 79). 

1.01. Memo. Komer to Brown, 25 Oct 79. S, CJCS Files (J01leS), 820 PakistaD (:as May 19 to 8 
Oct 80). 

102 Memo, DJ-s to USD(P), 1 Nov '79. SIODS, J*5 Records, 218-86-00:14. box 29. PRC (27 
Dec 79) folder. 

103 Memo, Sloeombe to CJCS, et. aI., 11 JaD 80. S{XGDS. JHO/NSC collection. 
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Iran andPaldstan 

dismissed it as "peanuts," because it did not contain enough high
technolo&V.weaponry.l04 

(U) MeanwhDe, both the State Department and the Joint Staffunder
took separate reevaluations of Pakistan's military needs. Responding first, 
State's Bureau of}lolitie»-M.ilitary Affairs came up with recommendations 
in lam January that immediately drew a strong rebuke from the Chairman's . 
assistant, Lieutenant General John S. Postay. Not only did Postay resent 
what he'coDSidered State's poaching on JCS "turf' but also he thought that 
State'shurriSd response represented an "unduly skeptical" assessment of 
the dangers confronting Pakistan, offset by clearly "inadequate" aid propos
m-if indeed, . as .State suggested, Pakistan faced the imminent threat of a 
Soviet or combined Soviet-Indian attack. Agreeing that Pakistan needed 
help, he recommended that the Joint Staff 100k more closely at what Paki
stan could reasonably absorb and at the effect that· any immediate transfer 
of arms and equipment would have on US defense obligations elsewhere, 
NATO and the Pacific especiaIly.105 

_With the question ofmiHtBIY aid to Pakistan still dangling, Carter 
in early February sent Brzezinski and Depu1;y Secretary of State Christopher 
on a fact-finding mission to Pakistan. At the same time, the Joint Chiefs, 
noting the absence of any contingency pJan for the defense of Pakistan, di
rected CINCPAC to develop one without delay.l06 Though the threat of a 80-
viet invasion seemed now to have receded, Pakistan was fast becoming the 
ha_or a . number of Afghan refugees that included members of 
th ticommunist mujaheddin, thus making it a 10gical tar
get at any time r a Soviet strike. According to pub1ished reports, Zia made 
it known to Brzezinski and Christopher tIuit, as the price for providing sanc
tuary to the Afghan in,surgeDts, he expected the United States to be more 
forthcoming in providing advanced weapons that would dramaticaDy raise ' 
the capabilities of his armed forces.101 However, Brigadier General David R. 
Palmer, USA, the J-5 representative who accompanied Brzezinski and 
Christopher, returned to Washington skeptical of Zia's promises. Palmer 
found the Pakistanis not only undecided "whether or not to work with the 
United States" but also averse to committing themselves to confronting the 

0801.4fe) C:rJ\ f,l{(c)+ sS{t) 

104 NYTimes,18 Jan and 3 Feb 80. 

105 Memo, Pust.ay to DJS, 29 Jan 80, S; Memo, Pustay to Dir. Politico-Militaty Affai:rs, DOS, 
2 Feb 80, S, CJCS Files (Jones), 820 Pakistan. 

106 Mag, JCS to ClNCPAC, 01l4s8Z Feb 80, S, JCS Cable Files. 

107 Brzezinski, Power and Principle. 448 .... 9; s. M. Bur.ke and. Lawrence ZiriD.I. Paldstan:S 
Foreign Policy: An BistorU:alAnalysis (Oxford: Oxford UniverBity Press. 1990), 446• 
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Soviet threat in Afgbanistan if doing so meant lessening the attention they 
could give to problems posed by India.loB 

(U) Palmer's assessment was, as. it turned out, essentially correct. 
While President carter and his senior advisers continued to examine a vari
ety of military aid options to strengthen Pakistan. there was very Httle 
meaningful progress in bringing Washington and Islamabad closer together 
on security arrangements UDti1 the R.eapn administration. The same gener
ally could be said of JCS contingency planning with respect to Pakistan" re
sponsibility for which passed from CINCPAC to the Rapid Deployment Joint 
Task Force under the revised Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan for FY 198L 
But with planning and resolll'mS concentrated on protecting the Persian 
Gulf oil-producing areas, the RDJTF bad few assets to spare for assisting 
Pakistan.109 Not having been solved by the end of Carters presideucy, the 
problem of assuring the security of Pakistan would continue into the next 
administration. 

~ Whi1e it seems clear that the Carter administration's preoccupa
tion with curbing Paldstan's nuclear bomb program exacerbated tenSions 
between Washington and Islamabad, it is less clear whether the JCS ap
proach of being more forthcoming with assistance wou1d have made the 
Paldstanis any more tractable. The Jomt Chiefs wanted a militarily stronger 
Pakistan, but the 'proffered assistance was never enough either to develop 
Pakistan into a formidable military power, as the JCS envisioned, or to 
tempt the Pakistanis into giving up their larger ambition of acquiring a nu
clear capability to offset India's. Indeed, from Pakistan's standpoint, the 
danger posed by India outweighed that posed by any other source, including 
the Soviet Union, and it was on this basis that Pakistan tended to evaluate 
its security needs, including its ties to Communist China. Neither the Ira
nian revolution nor the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan bad quite the same 
impact in Islamabad as they did in Washington. Later, during the Reagan 
administration'E. Pa' became more involved as the funnel for an ever-
growing level 0 . • ce to the Afghan insurgents, it became point-
less for Islamabad to to the pretence of a nonaligned status. Politically 
and militarily, it also made sense for the United Slates then to bolster Paki .. 
stan's armed forces and to .include weapons like the F-16 that the Carter 
administration bad refused to provide. But until then, Pakistan:s preference 
for nonalignment and its preoccupation with India made it a less than invit
ing partner for the United States. 

C-:Cf\ V-{(c).,. 31st!) OSD 1.4(e) 

1011 Memo, Palmer to Oir J-s, 11 Feb 80, S, enclosure to OOSM 308-80 to CJCS, 12 Feb 80, 
U. CJCS Files (Jones), 820 PUisbm. 

10' DJSM 198o-So, 8 Oct So. S, CJCS Files (Jones), 820 Pakistan. Also see Chapter IL 
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ISRAEL AND THE ARAB STATES 

(U) Although overshadowed toward the end of Carter"s presidency by 
the Iranian hostage crisis and threats to Persian Gulf security1 the issue of 
uppermost importance in the Middle East at the outset was unquestionably 
the Arab-Israeli conflict. A nuUor contributing factor to iDStabDity through
out the region, it was a decades-old source of friction in Bast-West relations 
as well. The previous administration, largely through the efforts of Secretary 
of State Henry lGssinger's shuttle diplomacy, had done much to relax ten· 
sions in the aftermath of the 1973 Yom lGppur War, and thereby had set the 
stage for a partial reconcl1iation between Israel and its most potent Arab 
neighbor, Egypt. But by 1977, despite a general disengagement of the war
ring parties, peace in the Middle East seemed as elusive as ever. 

(U) While Carter's goals in the Middle East differed.1ittle from those 
of Presidents Nixon or Ford, his born-again Christian outlook and fascina
tion with the Holy Lands produced a notably greater degree of personal in
terest and involvement In seeking to lessen Arab-Israeli tensions, he hoped 
to project the reassuring image of an honest broker, a friend to both sides, 
pursuing even-handed policies. Abandoning the step--by-step approach that 
Kissinger had pursued, he sought a broadly negotiated compJ'8hensive set
tlement At the same time, he was the first American president sinee World 
War II who did not worry more about the Soviettbreat to the Middle East 
than about problems associated with human rights, the aD-supply situation, 
and the growing magnit:ude of arms sales to Israel and its Arab neighbors. 
As a candidate for the White House, he had condemned what he saw as the 
Ford administration's practice of profligate arms transfers. Once in office, 
he decreed a new policy (PD-13) to curb US arms sa1es worldwide, with spe
cial attention to the Middle East, though in deference to political realities he 
partially exempted Israel from what was to become a dollar-volume ceiling 
on US arms transfers.1 Even so, throughout his presidency, Carter subjected 
Israeli requests to unusually tough scrutiny, much more than they used to 
receive, with results that created rarely seen strains in Israeli·American re
lations. 
~ For the Joint Chiefs, peacemaking in the Middle Bast was 

wise a matter of 

1 PD/NSC-13. "Conventiona1 Arms Transfer Policy, or 13 May 77, SjGDS. JHO NBC Co11ec· 
tion. 
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tinuous. Totaling $4,.5 billion between September 1973 and January 1916, it 
had reached more than double the amount provided by the UDited States 
over the two previous decades. These subsidies~ acoording to Israeli Minister 
of Defense Bzer Weizman, amounted to "some 20 percent" of the Israeli de-
fe.use an estimate in with otberUS assistance, 

the low 

saw was States 
jeopardize its economic and strategic interests in the neighboring 

Persian Gulf region.:4 As it turned out, under Carter the Chiefs would have 
less influence on Middle Bast policy than ever before, and would see less 
done than they be1ieved warranted to restrain Israel's military buildup, de
spite the President's shared concern for the posS11>le consequences. But out 
of the give and take of the peace process would emerge a more ba1anrai US 
policy on arms aid that took more account of promoting closer relations 
with the Arab side, as the JCS had long urged, whlle at the same time pro
viding continuing support for Israel's security. DECLASSIFIED IN PART 

AUIhOfdIt. EO 13528 . ! 

chief. Records' 0tcIIII Dlv. WHI 
RethiuJdngArms Aid to Israel Date: DEC 4·a 

.. Like his predecessors, President Carter recognized that negotiat
ing an end to Arab-Israeli hostilities would not be easy. 'l1le day after his in
auguration he directed the Policy Review Committee to provide policy alter
natives on the immediate short-term issues in the Middle East and the 
broader question of an Arab-Israeli peace settlement. Among the issues he 
singled out for attention were US security assistance to Israel, the continu
ing Arab boycott, the prospects for convening a Geneva conference on Mid~ 
die East peace, options for handling the Palestinian refugee question, and 
the timing of new diplomatic initiatives~4 

. (jItAlthough not directly involved in the Arab-Israeli negotiations, 
the Joint Chiefs did make substantial contributions to the PRC's examina
tion of Israel's security assistance needs. The initial focus was an Israeli ~ 
quest, pending since the fall of 19?6, for $800 mlllioD in weapons and 
equipment that Israel proposed to purchase in FY 1918. Heading the list was 
an Israeli acquisition plan for 250 F"16 fighters-fifty purchased directly 
from the United States, the rest to be co~prDduced in Israel. Other items the 
Israelis hoped to acquire in FY 1918 included 1,000 armored personnel ~ .. 

2 Eze1' WeiJman, 11te Battle/or Peace (Toronto: BaJd:am.Boob, 1981),245. 

) For previous JCS contr.ilmtioDS on the Arab-Israeli conflict, see looJe, JCS and Notional 
Policy,l97:N9?6, S, 307-57. . . 

4 PRM/NSC-s. "Middle East:." 21 Jan 'TI. S/GDS. JCS 1887/832; 24 Jan 7/. 898/532 (21 Jan 
71). . 
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ri~, 48 M-109 self~propelled guns, 75 Forward-Looking Infrared (FUR) 
~ces, 800 Maverick air-t~ground missiles, 1,350 Sidewinder air-to-air 
missiles, 250 CBU 72/b "cluster" bombs, and various other munitions. In 
January 1976, President Ford had imposed a ceiling of $2 biDion on military 
aid and sales to Israel, and the fOllowing October he had approved various 
specific items of equipment, including 126 M-60 tanks and 94 self-propelled 
howitzers. But with the Carter administration about to take office, the Ford 
White House dee1ined to take a position on further sales. 5 

.-under its mandate to review US Middle East policy, the PRC took 
up Israel's FY 1978 procurement pJan in early February 1977, at which time 
the State Department outlined four possible options. 'l1lese ranged from 
$1.5 billion ($1 billion in foreign military saleS (NS) and $500 mUnon in 
supporting assistance), to $2.285 billion ($1.5 billion in FMS and the rest in 
supporting assistance), The first option represented a level approximating 
that in the Ford bud-get, while the last one accorded fu1ly with the Israeli 
request of the previous fall. The Assistant Secretaly of Defense for ISA, 
David E. MeGiffert, and the Director, Joint Staff, Lieutenant General Ray B. 
Sutton, recommended that the Defense Department support the first op
tion.6 However, the other members of the committee, feeling that this was 
too low, endorsed a somewhat higher figure of $1.785 billion ($1.0 billion in 
FMS credits, with half to be forgiven, and $785 miJ]jon in supporting assis
tance). In an effort to accommodate the President's desire for a more bal
anced policy on arms transfers, the PRC also recommended $1.063 billion 
in security assistance for the Arab states.7 

""'While recommending an overall figure for Israel slightly higher 
than the Joint Chiefs deemed advisable, the committee skirted the question 
of what specific items the assistance ought to oover. This was an especially 
critical point in view of upcoming bilateral discussions that President Carter 
intended to hold with Israeli and.Arab leaders and left open the possibility 
that future decisions to grant or withhold sales would be paced to the rate of 
progress in these negotiations-in other words, a carrot-and-stick approach. 
However, the signals coming from the administration at this stage offered 
no clear-cut picture of what to expect. Carter's bias against foreign arms 
sales remained as strong as ever, and there were some items on Israel's cur
rent procurement list he simply could not abide, and summarily vetoed, on 

5 Ltr. Dir, Israe1i MOD .Mission to US to Dir DSAS. 23 Dec 76. S. J-s NBC Aft8irs pjles, PRe 
Mt& 19 Apr Tn PooIe,,JCS and National Policy, .I9?3-J91fS, S, 335-57· 

, NSC Study prepared by Dept of state, "Response to PresideDtia1. Review Memoran~ 
dum/NBC 3: Middle East," undated, SIGDS, JCS 1887/832-1, 8981532 (21 Jan 77); 
ASD(lSA)/DJS TaItiDg Paper for 8ecDef and CJCS for PltC mig on Middle East, 4 Feb 77. 
S, J-5 NBC A6irs pjles, PltC Mt:g, 4 Feb 77-

7 Baekgmund Paper on Middle Eastmr PRe Mig on I, Apr 77. prepared in MEAF Div. J-5. 
15 Apr 77. S. J-5 NSC Aft'airs Files. PltC MIg, 19 Apr 77 folder • .. 
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m?l~ grounds-CBU 72fb cluster bombs, for example, because of the indis
~1~ death and destruction he thought they could inflict on innocent 
CIvilians. Even so, Carter also indicated that he stood ready to honor the 
commitments made by his predecessor, and in March 1977 he gave the final 
go-ahead for the sale of the tanks and howitzeIs that President Ford had ap-
proved. 9 . 

~ ~ By far the most controversial items contained in Israel's FY 1978 
request were the 250 F"16 aircraft, which the Joint Chiefs and the new ad
ministration singled out for special handling. A new high . performance 
fighter, the F-16 would give Israel a substantial edge over its Arab neighbors 
for a decade or more to come and was fast becoming, in Israeli eyes and 
tbQge of its American test of the US commitment to 
Israers secumy. 

089 "'0 U.S.C. S 552(b)( V' . : 
~ In advising the new administration on how to proceed, the JOint .i. 

Chiefs clearly considered the Israeli request premature and excessive. AI .. IO(}.S.(.13~') 
though they aclmowledged that Israel would need jla new generation of air-
crafr' to offset plane retirements and peacetime attrition, they saw no re-
quirement for the F-16 for replacement purposes prior to the early 19808 
and doubted whether Israel could absorb 250 of the planes without doing 
serious hann to its economy and balance of forces. Based on force require-
ment projections in the current JSOP, the Joint Chiefs recommended that 
the sale be cut in half, to 125 planes through 1986, and that co-production 
plans be dropped, both for economic reasons and to lessen the possible loss 
of military secrets through "significant transfers of technology and manu-
facturing teclmiques."11 Upon further review by the Middle East Task 
Group (METG), an OSD committee created in 19'73 to assist in dealing with 
arms request, Secretary of Defense Harold Brown notified the State De-
partment that he conCUITed with the JCS on dropping co-production plans 
but disagreed with them on the size of the sale. Accepting the Task Group's 

8 Brzezinski, Power and Principle. 91. 

9 Memo. Brzezinski to Brown. 29 Mar 77. C/GDS. JCS 2315/626, 499 (29 Mar 77). 

10 "US Documents Accompanying the Sinai AlrDrd," NYflmes, 17 Sep 75= 16. OIl the back
ground and negotiation of the SiDai U agreement, see William B. Quandt., Peo.ce Prot;esB: 
American Diplomacy and the Mab-lsraeli Cortjlict since 1967 (Wash., DC: Brookinp. 
19931. 239-43-

11 JaiM-21-77 to SecDet 2 Feb 77. S/GDS. JCS 2369/68-1, 8891460 (17 Dec 16)· 
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finding that 125 planes was still far too many for Israel's needs, be recom
mended instead that the sale be limited to fifty coJ)ies through 1982, with a 
decision on the sale of any more held in a'beyanc2. l~ 

M By J1Dle 1m, the METG, worldni in collaboration with the Joint 
Staff, had completed. its review of the remaining items on Israel's FY 1978 
p~ment list but had yet to rea!ive any high-level guidance for further 
planuJug and programming purposes. In assessing Israel's military needs, 
the Joint Staff could find little mllitary justification for any Israeli force 
augmentation in the near future, beyond that already in the pipeline, and 
therefore urged that Israel's future requests be handled on a ease-by-case 
basisY GeneraDy speaking, this had been President Carter's approach all 
along and would continue to be the administration's strategy in the months 
ahead, despite growing pressure from Israel and its American friends for the 
United States to be more forthcoming with assistance.14 

(U) An unexpected complication was the change in government in Is
rael fonowing elections in May 19iJ that brought to power the cooservative 
LiJmd bloc led by Menaehem Begin. Since 1948 the United States had dealt 
with a succession of Israeli Labor party governments beaded by such leadel'S 
as David Ben-Gurion and Golda Meir who bad had close ties to the Ameri
can Jewish community. Begin, on the other hand, was relatively unknown in 
Wasbington and represented a bloc given to adopting hard-line positions on 
key issues, including opposition to the return of occupied Arab territory. 
WIth Begin in office it seemed more than likely that the United States could 
expect even stronger Israeli pressure for more weapons and equipment. IS 

(fII Hoping to gain a better appJ.'eciation of Begin's views, President 
Carter invited the new Israeli prime minister to washington soon after the 
election. Assuming that arms aid would come up in their diseussions, the 
PR.C recommended that Israeli requests be divided into three categories: 
those items the United States could approve immediately; those it might 
give Begin during his visit; and those wbich should be:related to progress in 
negotiations. Items in the latter category (subsequendy dubbed "'most con
b.'oversial") included the F-16 fighters that Israel wanted, as well as assis
tance in building 178 Israeli-designed Chariot tanks. The committee also 
agreed that it should go ahead with plans for assistance to the Arab side, 

12 Middle Bast Task Group (METG) Paper, "Review of larael's F-16 R.equest," Apr 1977, 
S/GDS; Memo, MeGHfert to H. Bro'WDt 14 Apr 77. S/GDS: and Ltr. H. Brown to Vance, 20 
Apr 77. all in J-S NBC Colleet:ion.lm 6, PItC M1I12 Jul71 M1ddJe East toJdel, Tab N. 

13 JsM 629-71 to ann METG. 21 Mar 71. S, J-5 NSC Affairs Piles, PItG 141& 19 Apr 71 
folder; Ltr, H. BroWD to Vance, 7 Jon 71. S, same collection, PItO M1:& 10Jon 71 folder. 

u. Carter, Keeping Faith, 288-90-

15 William B. Quaudt, Camp David: Pe{lcemaking and Politics (Washington, DC: Brook
jugs, 1986), 64-67. 
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starting with consultations among key members of Congress on the political 
feasibility of selling F-15 fighters to Saudi Arabia and various items to 
Bgypt.16 

• ~ Begin arrived in Washington on 19 July 1977 for two days of talks 
With President Carter. While security requirements arose from time to time, 
political issues relating to resolution of the Arab-Israeli dispute dominated 
the discussions. This was for aD practical purposes a get-acquainted meeting 
between the two heads of state and, therefore, did not heavily engage the 
military advisers of either side. Afterwardst however, as a gesture of COD

tinuing US support for Israel, President Carter approved a military sales 
package valued at $250 million, bringing the total for the year to $400 mil
lion, a sum well below Israeli expectations. The approved items included 
two hydrofoil patrol boats, eighteen AlI-18 Cobra attack helicopters, sup· 
port for the Charlot tank program, and miscelJaneous ammunition. Stil1 
pending was the most controversial and important part of Israel~s procure
ment program-the 250 F-16 fighters. But in the absence of concessions 
from Israel on a peace settlement, US policy remained firmly fixed on with
holding these weapons indefinitely.17 

MATMONe 
/lilt Following Begin's visit to Washington the United States and Is .. 

rael experienced a period of strained relations. Instead of moving toward a 
peace conference as Carter expected, Israel accelerated Jewish settlement 
on the occupied West Bank. thereby further antagonizing the Arab states 
and dimming the prospects for negotiations. At the same time, Israel re
mained adamant on bolstering its mi1itaJ:y posture, and in early October 
1977 the Joint Chiefs found themselves looking at yet another Israeli request 
for weapons and equipment. This new request, known as MATMON C, es
tablished 10ngNrange requirements for the period 1978-1986 and fonowed 
the pattern on an earlier (1974) Israeli submission designated MATMON 
B.18 The numbers in the new list were somewhat smaBer than those in the 
old, a concession perhaps to manpower constraints as well as to political re
alities in Washington. But apart from this, MAntON C was still an excep-

16 Summa'ry of CoaclusioDS, PIlC mta 10 Jun 77, 1'8, JCS 1887/835, B98 (16 .hm 77); Dis
cussion Paper for PIG Mtg on Middle East on 22 Jun 77. undated, S, enclosure to Memo, 
Dodson to Mondale, et. al., 20 Jun 77, S, CJCS Files (Brown). 820 Middle Bast. 

17 NY 1fmes. 23 Jul 77: I, g. Ar.cording to William B. Quandt, a member of the NBC Staff 
specializiDg in Middle Bast issues and a participant in many of the discussious during Be
gin's visit, Carter personally added the Chariot tank financing to the aid package. See 
Quandt. Camp David, 83. 

18 On the baclrground of MATMON B, see Poole, JCS and National Policg, 1973-1976~ S, 
335-45. 
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tioually formidable procurement package. Projecting an Israeli ground force 
of. twelve armored divisions, fifteen infantry brigades, and ten tenitorial 
bngades, MATMON C would require security assistance and foreign mlli
tary sales credits for an additiona14oo tanks, 3,000 armored personnel car
riers, large quantities of artillery and ammunition, and $200 million worth 
of communications equipment. For its air force, Israel wanted twenty-five 
additional F-l5S, 150 F-l6s (one hundred less than the number requested in 
the fall of 1976). sixty helicopters, and large amounts of air ordinance and 
munitions. Naval requirements included ten additional hydrofoils and one 
hundred Harpoon missDes. Despite the scaled back figures, MATM'ON C's 
heavy emphasis on high technology equipment would boost Israel's need for 
FMS credits by 50 percent, to around $1.5 billion annually in FY 1977 dol
lars.19 

.., The Joint Chiefs carried out their assessment of Israel's latest re
quest against a baclcground of events that would dramatically recast the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. On 9 November 1977, President Anwar Sadat of Egypt 
told to a visiting US congressional delegation that he wanted to go to Israel 
to 1aIk about peace, thus setting the stage for his historic visit of Jerusalem 
later that same month. Although no one could fully predict the CODS&
quences that would t10w from Sadat's initiative, the consensus within the 
administration in Washington was that it marked a major breaktbrougb, 
one that could well affect: Israel's future military needs besides altering the 
nature of the peace p1'<M:lB!.l.20 Bearing this in mind, the Joint Chiefs advised 
Secretary of Defense Brown in late ~ber 1977 that they had serious 
misgivings about the requirements in MATMON C, which they judged to be 
an uneven, if not distorted, picture of Israel's fOrce requirements, listing 
over 280 separate items, none in any order of priority and with DO coherent 
view of Israeli force planning objectives. Whether Israel actually Deeded all 
these weapons was another matter. Although MATMON C made DO attempt 
to intJate Arab mllitary streDgth, it reached different conclusions from those 
arrived at by US inteJ1igence analysts, when considering such factors as 
Arab muntries' shortage of qualified manpower, their lack of suitable bases 
for operational support, and the difficulties they faced in joiDt command 
and coordination. As a result, MATMON C estimates of Arab capabilities 
teDded to be higher than US estimates. Based on their own readins of the 
threats facing Israel, the Chiefs calculated that the weapons and technology 
already approved or in the pipeline would be sufficient to assure Israel's se
curity through 1983. "Decmons to approve or disapprove items requested in 
MATMON c," the JCS concluded, " •.. caD be based primarily on political 

19 Memo, Leslie A. Janka (DASD [IS4J) to METG Prindpals. 12 Oet 11, Sj Jsraeli Defense 
Fol'Q.'iS, GH<t "MATMON C Defense Requiremenm, 1978-1986,· Sep 1977. TB.. JCS 
2369/12. 889/495 (12 Oct 77). 

20 See Vauee, Hard C1Ioiees, 194--95i Quandt, Peace Process, 271. 
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factors. Decisions to disapprove any or all of the items can be made without 
adversely affecting Israel's security through 1983.»21 

., Barely had the Joint Chiefs finished their review of MAntON C" 
when they began to receive other new requests from Israel. These dupli
cated to some extent the list in MAntON C but were limited to selected 
high technology systems that the office of the Under Secretary of Defense 
for Research and BngineerlDg was considering for pDSSID1e cooperative pro
duction purposes with Israel. Included were such items as thermal imaging 
equipment, advanred missiles, precision guided munitions, and airborne 
electronic countermeasures (ECM) equipmentP Reiterating the advice they 
had offered earlier with respect to the F-16, the Joint Chiefs warned that 
making any of these items available under cooperative production arrange
ments inevitably ran the risk of compromising the technology. AppJying the 
same criteria they had used in examining MATMON C, they apin could find 
no militaIy justification for the release of these systems and advised that a 
decisjon to do so would have to be based "primarily on poUtica1 factors. -23 

.The JCS assessment of MATMON C became part of a diseussion 
paper circu1ated for examination in the PRC in late Febl1UUY 1978, in prepa
ration for a visit to Washington, early the following month, by Israeli De
fense Minister Ezer Weizman. Ta1kiug points developed in advance for Sec
retary of Defense Brown and JCS Chairman General David C. Jones, USAF, 
essentially l'IlCIpituJated the JCS position-that Israel had su:fticient forces 
and equipment to meet defense needs through at least 1983 and that deci
sions on whether or not to provide items on the list should be based on po
Utica1 factors. The Defense paper presented five ·conceptual options" for re
sponse to MATMON C, each built swx:essive1y on the previous one. The first 
consisted offollow-on support (spares, consumable items. ammunition, and 
training), routine fnfrastructure equipment, and selected command and 
control systems; the second added selected force modernization items 
(tanks, artillery, armored personnel carriers, and aircraft); the third in
cluded seJected tecbnology provided over time; the fourth approved force 
expansion by release of additional, less sophisticated items, such as addi
tional tanks, armored personnel carriers, and artillery; and the fifth pro
vided for agreements on research and development assistance and produc
tion cooperation to enhance Israeli forces. 24 

11 JcgM-413-17 to SecDef, 29 Dee 17. TB. JaJ 2369/72-1, 889/495 (12 Oct 17). Emphasis 
added. Also see Handwritten postBeript. Memo, ASD(lSA) MeGifferI: to SecDef Brown, ., 
Jan 78, U, RG 330. Israel 09l.3. 

l2 Memo, Janka to OJCS Rep METG. 24 Jan 78. s. JCS 2369/73. 889/495 (24 Jan 78). 

23 JCSM-54--7S1o SecJ)ef, 15 Peb 78, S. JCS 2369/78""2, 8891495 (24 Jan 78). 

2" TP on Middle East Issues for Se.eDef and CJC8. 21 Peb ?8, 1'8. JCS 1887/839. 88IJ/495 
(27Peb78). 
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(It On 27 February 1978, with Secretary of Defense Harold Brown in 
the chair, the PRC took up the question of MATMON C. Representing the 
JCS were General Jones and his assistant, UeuteD8llt General William Y. 
S~ith, USAF. The consensus of the meeting was that, in the upcoming talks 
with Isra~i Defense Minister Weizman, weapons requests should be consid
ered agalDSt the background of poJiticaJ developments in the Middle East 
and US-Israeli relations. On miUtaJ.y grounds alone, the committee saw DO 
~t need for action and noted the consensus of the intelligence commu
nity that Israel would retain a significant margin of military superiority over 
its neighbors through the early 19808 regardless of how the United States 
responded to MATMON C. The committee agreed that it could not accept 
the entire MATMON C Jfst and that it needed a clearer idea of the planned 
force structure and related strategy envisioned in the MATMON C program, 
as weD as a sense of the priorities amoDg requested weapons and materiel. 
Onee such information was in band, the United States would decide on a 
cas&by-case basis, within a limit of $1 bUnon in FMS for FY 1979; but under 
no condition would it commit itself to MATMON C in its entirety or make 
any multiyear pledges.25 

QitThough preoooupied at the time with the Panama canal vote in 
Congress, Secretary of Defense Brown met with Israeli Defense Minister 
WeizmeD on 8 and 10 March 1978 at the Pentagon for what proved to be an 
enlightening, if not wholly productive, exchange of views. The two had fu:st: 
met in the mid-lg60S, when Brown had been US Secretary of the Air Force 
and Weizman had been chief of the Israeli air force (IAF'), But they had not 
seen one another since and, as Weizman described it, the growing chm in 
US-Israeli relations was little offset by what he found to be Brown's excep
tionally reserved demeanor.26 Weizman, in defense of the requirements set 
forth in MATMON C, argued that Sadat's recent initiative and willingness to 
negotiate were a direct result of Israel's superior military power and that 
further progress in the negotiations 'WOUld undoubtedly·hinge on preserw
lion of a strong Israeli defense posture. Brawn offeted DO objection tD this 
analysis, but he urged the Israelis to be flexible and to bear in mind that, in 
all likelihood, progress in the negotiations would obviate the need to some 
extent for more weapons. MATMON C he dismissed as -a wish list" with "a 
lot of margin in it, " a clear indication that it went well beyond what the 
United States was prepared to accept as Israel's legitimate needs. Unde
terred, Weizman adopted a different approach, malcing a strong bid for an 
FMS level of $1.5 billion annually into the mid-lg80s and expressing keen 
interest also in increasing US-Israeli research and development (R&D) co-

lS NBC Discussion Paper: Middle East. UIldated. TS, endosure to Memo, Dodson to MOll
dale, et. al., 24 Feb 78. '1'8, JCS 1887/839; Summary of Conclusions, PRC Mtg on Israeli 
Arms Requests-!tfatmon C, ?:1 Feb7&, '1'8, acs Files (Blown), 820 Israel. 

16 Weizman. Battle for Peace. 233""40. 
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operation. Brown responded that R&D cooperation was a matter for future 
discussion, and that it was the US intention to stick with the $1 billion assis· 
tance level (Plus $7'85 million in supplemental security assistance) through 
FY 1979, with each year thereafter decided separately. Despite further &ive 
and take, Weizman was unsuccessful in eliciting any US oommitments and 
left town on the understanding that only the heads of state could resolve the 
impasse.27 

teJ The next step was another visit to Washington later that same 
month by Prime Minister BegIn, to discuss with President Carter how to reo
invigorate the peace process in the face of continuing Israeli settlement in 
occupied Arab lands and Israel's recent incursion into Lebanon in retalia
tion for Arab terrorist att:acks.28 The issue of Israeli security needs did not 
come up in the formal sessions, but at a private meeting with Carter on the 
evening of 22 March, Begin presented a 1ist of Israel's top priority defense 
requests for FY 1979, drawn from the contents of MATMON C. 29 Anticipat
ing Begin's request, Secretary of Defense Brown revived an assistance pack
age that he and Secretary of State Vance bad assembled during the Weizman 
visit, but which Carter had decided to withhold for politieal reasons. 1'he 
idea was that Begin should not leave Washington empty-handed, despite the 
tensions and in:itations in US-Israeli relations. 1'he items Brown now sug
gested, and which the President grudging1y approved for release, eonformed 
to the JC8-rerommended criteria endorsed in February by the PRe and in
cluded such things as infrared sensing equipment, ammunition, and thirty 
MD-soo attack helicopters. Although significantly less than what the Is
raelis wanted, it was for the time being, pending progress in the peace talks, 
the most they could expect to get. 30 

.Tet Sales to Israel and the Anlbs 
.By the time Begin left Washington in late March 1978, considera

tion of arms assistance to Israel was increasingly overshadowed by the pro
posed sale of bigh-performance jet fighters to Egypt and Saudi Arabia. 
Whlle the Israelis had reduced their F-16 request from 250 to 150 planes, 

27 Memeon of Mtg between Brown and Weizmaq, by LTC Paul A. Forster, 28 Mar 78, S. 8 
Mar 18; Memo, Vance aud Brown to Carter, 10 Mar 78. s. both in KG 330, Israel 091•112, 

Access. NO.3S0-81-Q202. 

28 Carter, Keeping Faith, 310-U. 

2t "Israel's Top Priority Defense Requests." UDCIated, TS, eDdosme to Memo. BrzezInski to 
Brown, 23 Mar 78, 1'8, RG33O, lsael 091.3. Access. No. 330-81-0202-

30 Tab A to Memo, Vance and Brown to Carter, 10 Mar 77. Sj Memo, Brown to Brzezinski, 
20 Mar 78. S. both in KG 330, IsJael 091.112; M~, Duncan to Brzezinski, 13 Apr 78. S, 
RG 330, 091.3. 
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they bad yet to rea!ive a response on how many the United States would 
eventually provide. The decision to hold F-16 sales in abeyance reflected the 
prevailing view in Washington that this was the surest meaDS of putting 
pl'eSSllre on the Israelis to negotiate seriously with the Arab side, although 
thus far it bad bad little visible effect. Nor had withholdiDg aircraft from the 
Israelis done much to lessen the desires of the Arab states for off-selting 
military buildups of their own. On the eontrary, during 197/, Egypt and 
saudi Arabia both bad sought advanced jet fighters from the United States. 
In April of that year, while visiting Washington, President Sadat had ex
pressed interest in acquiring as many as 120 F"5S from the United States. 
Shortly afterwards, the Saudis confirmed that they, too, wanted to buy 
American fighters: fifty (later increased to sixty) F .. ISS to replace their fleet 
of British Lightning fighters, which dated from the 195os. But like the Is
raelis, the :Egyptians and the Saudis received no clear or immediate re
sponse.31 

.., Few in Washington greeted these requests with any enthusiasm, 
although the Joint Chiefs were probably more amenable than most. While 
the Carter administration stood ready to increase arms sales to moderate 
Arab countries like Egypt and Jordan, and to pro-Western conservatives like 
saudi Arabia, it also knew that it was likely to encounter strong opposition 
from Israel and its friends in Congress to any arms transfers involving high 
technology weapons systems like jet fighters. Accordingly, the initial strat
egy recommended by the State Department, and generally foBowed by the 
White House, was to defer any specific commitments on fighters, missiles, 
and other advanced weapom.y, until the administration could generate the 
appropriate political support on Capitol Hnt~2 The Joint Chiefs, though not 
unmindful of these political realities, operated from a somewhat different 
frame of reference. In analyzing the possibility of the Saudi P-15 sale (for 
unexplained reasons the JCS received no specific request for comment on 
the Egyptian P-5 sale), the ChiefS found it consistent with the current JSOP 
and fully justified on the grounds that it would do much to enhance Saudi 
Arabia's air-to-air capability and leadership role among Arab states, without 
materially cbanging the overall military baJanee in the Middle East. Al
though the JCS saw no urgent need for a decision, they noted a1so that 
sooner or later the Saudis would have to replace their obsolescent Ugbt
Dings. Obviously, in the Chiefs' opinion, if the United States wanted to re
tain influence with the Saudis, it would have a better chance of doing so if it, 
rather than someone else, provided the planes. 33 

31 Discu8si0n Paper for PRC Mig on Middle last 22 Jun 77. S, enclosure Memo. Dodson to 
MondaJe. et. aI., 20 Jun '71. S, CJCS FjJes (Brown), 820 Middle East: Appendix to J'CS 
1881/131-1, s. 905/460 (26 May 77); Carter, Keeping Faith, • 

32 See Memo, Atherton and Gelb to SetState, undated, C, J{S 1881/135-2, 905/460 (25 Feb 
77). 
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(U) Sadat's unexpected peace initiative in November 19'17 completely 
recast the arms-supply picture in the Middle East, maml it DnpouibJe to 
put off the Egyptian request for fighters any longer. If the United States 
were to act as the honest broker, it would need to appear as ready to support 
legitimate Arab defense needs as those of Israel Seeking to gain the oonfi
dence of the Arab moderates, President Carter stopped off in Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia, on 3 January 1978, while on his way from India to Europe, and 
promised Saudi King Khalid that he would pemonally involve bimse1f in 
persuading Congress to approve the sale of the F-I58 to Saudi Arabia.34 

Once he returned to Washington Carter decided to include .Egypt in the deal 
as well. The strategy that suggested itself was to combine the sale of ad
vanced jets for Israel, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia into a single package, both in 
the interests of promoting Middle :East negotiations and to secure a more 
favorable response from Congress to the Arab part of the sale.35 

fllrFollowins up on the pa.ckage-deal decision,' the Department of 
State developed a range of sales options, valued at between $3.3 billion and 
$6.5 billion. The low end represented an arbitrary minimum in numbers of 
aircraft (ostensibly, to accord with the US policy of restraint on an:us trans
fers), whUe the maximum llumbers oorresponded to the tota1s requested by 
an three countries.36 At the time the PRC considered these options on 26 
January 1978, the only part of the package specifically endorsed by the JeB 
was an immediate coJllli1itment in lfY 1978 of twenty to thirty aircraft to 
Saudi Arabia. But at the urging of Secretary of State Vance, the PltC de
ferred recommendiq a selection.37 Subsequently, President Carter deter
mined that the distribution of aircraft should be fifteen F-158 (in addition to 
twenty-five already sold) and seventy-five F-I68 for Israel; fifty F-58 for 
Egypt; ~ sixty F-I58 for Saudi Arabia.38 

33 JCSM-206-71 to SecDef, 11 May 71, S, JCS 1881/135-1, fJIJS/ 460 (25 Feb ,.,); JCSM-SDO--
17 to SecDef,18 Jul,.,. S, JCS 1881/137-1, 905/460(26 May,.,). 

34 Hans Sinnend\Jk and Bm RidJardsOD, "The Sale of P-15I to Saudi Al'IIbia: 16 Peb 78. in 
US CoDgl'ell8, SeDate, Committee on Foreign B.e1atioDs. Bearings: Middle East Amr.s &iltJs 
Proposals, 95:2 (WashiDgtou, DC: GPO, 19'18), 239 (beIeafter cited as SCPR. Bearings: 
Middle East Arms Sales); amd Rtebard Burt, "'The Mideast Plaue Sales Package: How US 
Decision Was Reached," NY7Ymes, 28 Feb 78: 2. 

35 Brze.zbIsld, Power and PrineipIe, 248. 

36 State Dept Diseuss10n Paper: Mnagemeut of Arms Tnmsfers, tmdated. s. euc10sure to 
Memo. Dodson to Mondate, et. aL, 23 Jam ']8. C. JCS 2315/65l-3, 156 (9 Jam 78) HB. 

l? TP on Arms T~ Ceiling MataagemeIlt for SecDef and CJCS. 26 .lau 78. S • .les 
23l5/651·4.156 (9 Jau']8) HB. 

38 Vance, BllJ'd Chokes, 205. 
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(U) The task of initially defending this decision fen to Secretary of 
~te Vance, who announced it at a press oonference on 14 February. Stick
JDg to generalities, Vance insisted that the US commitment to Israel re
mained firm, but that Egypt also needed reasonable assurance of its abili1y 
to defend itself in order to continue the negotiations with oonfitience. The 
inelusion of Saudi Arabia in the deal, Vance explained, was of "bnmense im
portance" in promoting a oourse of moderation in the Middle East; hence 
the United States oonsidered the Saudi request to acquire an P"'15 capabDity 
reasonable. The administration believed that the proposed package would 
meet security requirements of the oountries involved, would not alter the 
military balance of the region, and would be "consistent with the overriding 
objective of a just and lasting peace ... 39 

(U) Under the law govemiDg such sales, CongteSS had thirty days to 
veto the administration's proposal, but it needed a vote in both houses to do 
so . .As expected, sharp opposition, both from Prime Minister Begin's gov
ernment and from the pro--lsraeH bloc in Congress, materialized quickly, 
with the SeDate becoming the battleground. Because of the Panama Canal 
treaties and other business, it was not untO late April that the administra
tion presented the contracts to Congress. In defense of the sale, the Acting 
JCS Chairman, General David C. Jones, USAF, ac:oompanied Secretaries 
Vance and Brown when they testified before the Foreign Relations Commit
tee on 3 May 1978. The Joint Chiefs were on record in support of the sale of 
advanced aircraft to Israel and Saudi.Arabia. but they had not formally ad
dressed the issue of selling P"'ss to Egypt. Prior to his appea.rance before the 
committee, General Jones poDed each seniee chief by telephone on the 
morning of 3 May, receiving unanimous support for the sale to Egypt. Later 
that day General JoDeS told the oommittee that the JCS supported the pack
age as in "the best national security interest of the United States.-40 

ftIIIDespite JCS endorsement of the aircraft package, skepticism COD

tinued to run strong among Israel's oongressional supporters. Seeking to 
placate the opposition, Secretary of State Vance on 9 May offered to in~ 
crease the sale of F-l58 to Israel by 1:WeDt¥ planes, briDging the total order to 
sixty (the same number as the administration proposed to sen to Saudi Ara
bia) and to impose restrictions on the Saudi '-158 to make them less effec
tive for air-to-ground combat. 41 The JeB hastily reriewed. the proposed ad
ditional sale to Israel and concluded that it would probably have negligl"ble 
impact on the mllitaly balance. They recalled that in Februaly 1971 they had 

u US Dept of State, Bulletin (March 1918): 31. 

to DJSM 790-18. 10 May 18. s, enclosing -Baclcground Information: Sale of 50 '-5 Aircraft 
to Egypt: undated, s. JCS 2513/20, 8651460 (10 May 78); Jones testimony, 3 May 78. in 
SCPR, Hea:rl.ngs: Middle BastArms Sales, 24-

41 NYTimes, 10 May 18: AI, A1; Brzezinski, Power and Principle, 24') • 
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supported replacement and modernization aircraft requirements for Israel 
in the 1982-1986 period, consisting of a mix ofF';'I6s and F-l5S for a total of 
150 aircraft. Based on these overall numbers, the Chiefs supported the sale 
of the seventy-five F-I6s, and thirty-five additional F-l5S (fifteen in the 
package and twenty additional) for a total of UO, as within the scope of their 
previously stated position. WJth this plain and matter-of-fact anaIyBis, the 
Chiefs neatly sidestepped becoming further embroiled in what had devel
oped into a highly contentious politif21 issue.42 

(U) As it turned out, JCS views played little part in the final debate, 
though they might have had opponents been aware of them. Not only was 
the overall number substantially less than Israel had requested but also it 
was still well below what the Joint Chiefs bad endorsed ear1ier as a reason
able target commensurate with Israel's defense needs. Consequently, the 
administration never released or revealed the JCS analysis and quietly 
dropped the offer of additional F-lSS. Meamvhile, the Foreign Re1ations 
Committee, unable to break a deadlock, took the unusual action of forward .. 
ing the package deal to the Senate floor without a recommendation. There, 
on 15 May, the Senate voted by a comfortable JDaJ.gin (fifty-four to forty .. 
four) to let the transfers proceed.4l1be United States had clearly reached a 
politico-military watershed. Having previously been concerned almost ex
clusively with Israel's security, it was now acquiring obHgations for provid
ing major military support for some ofIsrael'sArab neighbors as well. 

camp David and the EaJrptian-lsnIe1I TNaty 

(U) Following congressional approval in May 1978 of the aircraft 
package deal, discussion of Middle Bast arms transfers retJ.Ilded into the 
background, as high-level attention again tumed to furthering the peace 
process. Carter had bad to expend more effort than he expected getting the 
sale of the jets through Congtess and, in the end, even though he bad won, 
the victory bad strained lJS..Israeli relations. At the same time Egyptian 
President Sadat was growing uneasy over the continuing lack of progress in 
substantive discussions with Israel and was threatening to terminate United 
Nations (UN) peacekeeping arrangements in the Sinai. The upshot was a 
growing sense of concern in Washington lest the negotiations collapse and a 
recognition on President Carter's part that it would probably take some 
dramatic step to keep the peace process alive. 

_The Camp David summit was Jimmy Carters finest moment as 
president. Faced with a stalemate in the negotiatioDs, Carter believed that 
his personal diplomacy could achieve a breakthrough, and in late July 1978 • 

• 2 JCSM-l's-17 to SecDef, 12 May 18, S, JCS 2369/74-1, 8891499 (10 May 18). 

4l Congressional Quarterly Almanac, J9'}8,405-11. 
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Israel and the.A.rab States 

he decided to invite both Sadat and Begin to the presidential retreat at 
Camp David. 44 Although not directly involved in the summit itself, the Joint 
Chiefs helped prepare for it by outlining ideas and suggestions used by Sec
retary of Defense Brown and JCS Chairman Jones at an NBC meeting on 1 
September. The Defense position, b.cluding JCS inputs, eumined the secu
rity situation should Israel agree to withdraw from the occupied west Bank, 
the Sinai, and the Golan Heights, and gave special attention to Israel's con
tinuing concern over terrorism and threat of attack from Egypt and/or 
Syria. The conclusion was that close monitoring of demilitarized zones, 
stepped-up assistance, and other measures oould reduce the risk of both 
dangers. Whether this should include a formal US-Israeli security treaty as 
part of an overall settlement remained to be seen, though as a general rule 
the Defense position was to avoid such obligations. .. u. S. involvement,'" the 
paper recommended.. -should be as limited as possible, and as indirect as 
feasible, consistent with our aim of reaching an agreement and our com
mitment to help assure Israel's security." Rather than direct commitments, 
the Defense position urged increased aid and other assistance, both to 
minimize the risk to the United States and as an inducmnent to an agree
ment For Israel, Defense suggested the aa:e1erated de1iveJ.y of i-I6&, as
sured deJivery of equipment from the MATMON C list in a five-year mod
ernization program., a program. of advanced air defense equipment and 
missiles, access to additional US high technology, support for the Israeli 
arms industry, and additional FMS credits up to $1.5 billion. For Egypt, the 
possibilities included dispatch of a survey team to review Egyptian military 
requirements, provision of armored personnel carriers (subject to congres
sional approval), commercial assistance to maintain the aging Soviet 
equipment in the FcYPtian inventory, and agreement in principle to sen lim
ited quantities of improved HAWK air defense missiles.4s 

, (U) At the 1 September NSC meeting, Secretary of Defense Brown 
stuck closely to the position outlined in the Defense briefing paper. Al
though he stopped short of categorieally rejecting a security treaty with Is· 
rael, be left no doubt that, at the Pentagon, it held Httle military appeal. 
Carter was of a similar view. His chief concern was to obtain a -written 
agreement for peaa! between Egypt and Israel- by, in effect, bartering lands 
occupied by Israel since the 1967 Arab-IsraeH war, for assuran~ of .Egyp
tian nou-be1ligerency. The use of us security guarantees, proDUSeS of 8SS18-

tanee, and other inducements, though not ruled out, played a negligible part 
in Carter's diplomatic strategy. Nor, as beeame clear once the conferen~ got 
down to business, did obtaining these kinds of ooncessioDS bulk large m the 
apparent immediate interests of the Egyptians or the lsraelis.4fi 

U Carter, Keeping Faith, 316--17; Vance, Hard Chokes, 217. 

45 "Outline of Diseussion of Seeurit;y Issues in Corttext of a Peace Settlement," 1 Sep 78. s, 
JCS 1887/843-1. 898/541 (31 Aug 78). 
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I/iiJ As expected, the Camp David summit (s-17 September 19'78) 
produ~ few changes in security arrangements requiring immediate JCS 
attention. Its major aeoomplisbmeots were an agreement in principle to a 
"framework." for an overall Middle East peace settlement, and the outline of 
a treaty between Bgypt and Israel, with numerous details yet to be ironed 
out. 47 Although President Carter did briefly discuss assistance issues with 
Begin and Sadat, he made no commitments to either party and indicated 
that further US assistance would have to await the signing of a treaty. An 
exception was Carter's pledge to assist in the relocation of Israel's two Sinai 
air bases: Eitam, in the northern part of the Sinai, which provided in-depth 
air defense against Egypt; and Btzion, in the south, from which Israeli air
craft patrolled the southern Sinai and Straits of Tiran leading to the port of 
BiJat. Recognizing Israel's dependence on air power, President Carter told 
Prime Minister Begin that the United States would contribute to the con .. 
struction of new bases in the Negev • .After the summit, Secreta1'y of Defense 
Brown reassured Israeli Defense Minister Weizman that President Carter 
was indeed serious about seeking the necessary congressional budgetary 
approval, and that the next step should be to assess the "scope and costs" of 
replacementfaci1ities, as weD as ":related fonus of assistance. "'48 

• To help determine what Israel would need, Secretary of Defense 
Brown authorized an lSA-Jed survey team to begin consultations in the fall 
of 1978. While in Israel, members of the team picked up indications that the 
Israelis were reviewiDg force stru.cture and equipment requirements on the 
basis of withdrawal from the Sinai and planned to submit a list of special as
sistance requirements in "the range" of $.2 billion.49 On 8 December 1978, 
the Israeli ambassador in Washington did in fact present the Department of 
State with a list of "Special Aid Requirements" that covered the cost of a Si
nai withdrawal totaling over $3 bunon, nearly three times the amount t'eC

ommended by the US survey team • .As Secretary Brown explained to Presi
dent Carter. part of the discrepancy arose from Israel's desire to build new 
facilities for five squadrons of planes instead of the current strength of four, 
thus requiring the oonstruction of a third base. Brown recommended con· 
fining any US assistan~ to DO more than the basing of the four squadrons 

" Quandt. Camp David) 211-18; Carter, Keeping Faith, 322. 

47 MOunp David Meeting on the Mfddle East. If 11 Sep 18. Public Papers: Carter,l97B, 1523· 
28. 

411 Ur. Brown to Weizman, 20 Sep 78, U. B.G 330, Israel 323.3, box 57 A«Ms. No. 33O~81-
0202; Weizman, Battle for Peace, 310; Frant N. Schubert. .lJuilding Air Bases in the 
Negev: 71H1 US ArmtI Corps qf BngintlflrS in 181'_ 1979-19&1 (Washin,Rton. DC: Oftice of 
History, o,rps of Eqineers and Center of Military Histnry, 1992),12-13-

49 MFR. on Diacussions on MiIi1ary Requirements with Israeli Delegation, by BG R. D. Law
rence, USA, 12 Oct 78, S, J-5 NSCAffairs files. PRC Mtg. 1 Feb 79 foJder. 
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Israel and thB Arab States 

and leaving to Israel the fun expense of any expansion. In other words, al
though Brown recognized the importance of preserving Israeli cooperation, 
he was not about to write a blank cheek to do SO.50 

""Brown's caution in offering support had the full endorsement of 
JCS planners, who found themselves by early 1m having to cope with an 
alarming array of Middle BaSt contingencies requiring closer co1laboration 
with Arab states.51 Not surprisingly in such circumstaDces, these officers 
gave priority to establishing closer working contacts with Egypt, which 
loomed large as a potential base of operations. Assistauce to Israel, on the 
other hand, they viewed more than ever as a liability, not only because it 
tended to identify the United States with support for Israeli interests but be
cause it threatened to divert resources for other objectives. In discussion 
papers prepared in collaboration with ISA for presentation to the PRe in 
early Pebl'WU.'Y 19'79, J-5 planners concurred that the United States had a 
continuing obligation to provide Israel with arms and other assistance; but 
they urged that US help be limited to the modernization, rather than expan
sion, of Israel's armed forees, and that finaneial aJstance for base reloca
tion, military sales, and other aid not exceed $2 biDion. Looking ahead, they 
anticipated closer defense CODSUltatioDS with Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Jor
dan, and endorsed the need for a "new strategic perspective, • in recognition 
that the recent instability in Iran and Afghanistan bad created a new secu
rity situation in which the moderate Arab states now stood at the center, 
against a background of more active US participation in Middle Eastern af
fairs.52 

tit WhUe it was far from clear as yet what precise impact events in 
Iran and Afshanistan would have on us policy, signs were increasing of a 
realignment of interests, focusing more on the Persian Gulf. Nonetheless, in 
the final round of talks culminating in the Rgyptian-IsraeIi peace treaty of 
March 1979. Israel exerted its still considerable political influence to protect 
and extend its special status. Although the Israelis gave up the idea of a 
third air base in the Negev, they lobbied successfu11y for military assistance 
and fiDancial support well above that recommended by JCS planners. 53 The 
main provisions of the US-Israeli aid agreement accompanying the treaty 
were an American commitment to provide $3 billion to cover Sinai relaca-

50 Memo, 8rown to Carter, 16 Dee 18, S, RG 330. Israel 32,3.3, 'lxIz 57 Aceess. No. 33O-81~ 
0202. Also see Schubert, Building Air Bases in the NegeIJ, 20-36· 

51 See above, Chapters n and III. 

52 "SeeDefTrip to Middle Bast Paper for PllC Discussian, 1 Feb 19:' S, enclosure to Memo. 
Dodson to Mondale, et. aI •• 31 Jan 19. C. CJCS Files "ODeS), PRC Meeting P1le (1 Jan 19-30 
Mar 19); TP on Middle East Trip for SeeDef, PRC Mtll Feb 19. S, JCS 'fI625/~ 898/080 (1 
Feb 19). 

53 See Weizman, Battle joT Peace, 381; and Leon H. Charney. Speeial Counsel (NY: Phi~ 
losophical Library, 1984), 147-54-
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tion ~~; aa:elerated delivery of F-16 aircraft; intelligence and early 
W8l'.DJDg eqUlpment to compensate for loss of the Sinai; the sale of addi
tional tanks, missiles, howitzers, and other military hardware for the "mod
ernization· of Israel's defense forces; and cooperative research and devel
opment and military procurement, something the· Joint Chiefs had long 
resisted. 54 

.. Separately, Secretary Brown offered Egypt an -expanded security 
relationship" resting on $1.5 billion in FMS assistance spread over three 
years. Appended was a White House-appl'Oved inventory of planes, air de
fense equipment, armored personnel carriers, frigates, and other hardware 
the United States was prepared to provide. 55 Though not nearly as extensive 
as the assistance being offered to Israel, it was probably as generous as the 
admiDistmtion dared go without a1arming the IsraeJis or risldng adverse re
actions in Congress, which needed to approve the package. Most of the offer 
was allocated to just three programs; $600 million for the procurement of 
thirty-five F-4 fighters (a late 19S08 vintage plane, as opposed to the more 
technoJogically adwnced F-I6s that Israel was about to receive); $550 mil
lion to fund the deployment of a HAWK air defense system; and $125 mll
lion for 750 armored personnel carriers. For any further modernization of 
its armed forcs, Egypt would have to seek additional credits from the 
United States, or persuade the Arab oil states to resume their subsidies. In 
other words, while Israel was poised to reap a bonanza in aid and military 
hardware from the peace settlement, Egypt stood to gain coDSiderably 
less.56 

f!/!II Although the Joint Chiefs never formally reviewed these agree
ments, planners in the Middle East! Africa (MBAFJ Division of J-S went 
over them closely, concluding that they were "overan, consistent with JCS 
positions." Their only stated concern was that some of the items in the 
Egyptian-Israeli package were the same as in production for other custom .. 
ers, and that any diversion could cause "severe and unwarranted political 
repel'C1l.Eions" with other allies. As a precaution, the J-S officers recom
mended advising J!&vpt, Israel, and Congress that equipment approved as a 
result of the treaty would come from normal production queues and not 
from current stoekplles or other customers' requirements. All the same, J-5 
deemed it imperative that deliveries proceed promptly in order to ride the 

5. Ltr. Brown to Weizman, 19 Mar 19. St RG 330, Israel file, box 12,.Aceess. No. 330-82-
0205. 

S5 Ltr, Brown to Fc,yptian MOD Kamel, 23 Mar 79. S. J-5 NSC Atmirs Piles,. sec Mtg,. 24 
Mar 79 folder. 

56 US Congress, Senate, Committee on l'oreip B.elatioDs, HetUings: Mtddle East PeacI1 
Pac1wge. 96:1 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1979), 2,5; TP on J!'«Yptian Arms for CJCS. PRC 
Meeting, 20 Sep 79, S/GDS; D8AA Table: Current Running Cost Data. undated, U, enclosed 
as Tab 2-E, both in J-5 NSC Files, PRC 20 Sep 19 EgptilnArms folder. 
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"crest of current success" and to demonstrate that the US commitment to 
W8Sas astheonetoIsrael.s7\)I.~ ~.~C \,q{n) 

OSD 1 C!L:Pr tit{ 1)oS ........ ".-I\.-
(U) Thus, from reports like this and other sources, the Joint Chiefs 

had good reason to view the Egyptian·IsraeJj peace settlement with guarded 
optimism. But on the whole the positive aspects seemed to outweigh the 
negative ones. Although it left several exceedingly sensitive issues (chiefly, 
the status of the west Bank, the Golan Heights, and the Palestinians) unre. 
solved, it greatly eased tensions in a part of the world of steadily growing US 
strategic interest. Especially important from the JCS standpoint, it opened 
the way for closer military collaboration with Egypt, and in so doing would 
help to facilitate planning for a more proactive posture in the Persian Gulf. 
But it W8S also an agreement that continued to bind the United States 
closely to Israel's security, if not by formal treaty, then surely by Israel's 
strong claim on American assistance. The, Egyptians, in contrast, faired less 
weD in terms of US military aid, but with the stakes growing in assuring 
Egypt's status as a pro-Western bulwark, that too would soon change. 

Further Assistance to Egpt and Saudi Arabia 
(U) Now that the Egyptian-Israe1i peace settlement was signed, at

tention turned to sboring up its weak spots, starting with what the Joint 
Chiefs considered one of the most obvious-the relative imbalance in mili
tary help the United States had offered the two sides as part of the final 
agreement. Since cutting its remaining ties with the Soviet Union in 1976. 
Egypt needed the West more than ever for arms and supplies. Starting two 

57 TP OD Military Assistance to Egypt and Israel in the Context of the Peace Treaty, fOr Asst. 
to CJCS, prepared in J-5 MEAF Div., 24 Mar 79, S, J-S NSC Files, sec M1'8, 24 Mar 79 
folder. 
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years earlier with US assistance in reopeDing the Suez Canal, Egypt had be
come the recipient of a growing volume of US military aid. Of the assistance 
extended thus far, however, most had taken the form of technical advice or 
one-time package deals, such as the sale in IfJ16-1971 of twenty C-130 
transports, paid for by Saudi Arabia. 59 The F-5 deal, followed shortly by Sec
retary of Defense Brown's approval of a JCS recommendation creating a US 
Office of Military Cooperation (OMC) in Cairo, seemed to suggest: that the 
United States and Egypt were nearing a permanent arrangement on security 
assistance.60 But it was not until the signing of the Em'tian-Israeli peace 
treaty that the United States officially aeIcnowledged the possibility of a 
long-term relationship. Hoping to nail down a commitment, BiYPdan VICe 
President Hosni Mubarak came to Washington in June 1979. Though Muba
rak: went home with Jittle more than tentative assuranees, the signs were 
favorable and in July President Carter approved pJanning for a five..year 
security assistance program, adding that before the summer was over he 
wanted a fUll assessment of Egypt's needs, patterned after the annual re
views conducted for Israel.61 

M-Normally, the Israelis would have put up a strenuous fight to de.
lay or deny US military aid to an Arab neighbor. But with Israel and Egypt 
no longer at war, it was difficult for Israel to raise objections with the same 
degree of vehemence as in the past Even with the danger of renewed COD
tliet with Israel dramatically reduced, Egypt still faced legitimate security 
threats from neighboring Libya and Ethiopia, two countries with close ties 
to the Soviet Union. At the same Umt!t in assessing the opportunities created 
by the Egyptian-Israeli rapprochement, JCS planners seized on the possibil
ity of a new -regional strategic framework" to counter the instability in Iran 
and the growing Soviet Influ.eDce in Afghanistan.62 Though Israel's place in 
this system was unclear, JCS plannm envisioned ~ playing 8 major role 
and addressed Egyptian defense needs aceordi.ngly. 

(U) Though coordinated under the State Department, the ensuing re
view was largely the product of direct coDaboration between the Joint Staff 
(J-S), lSA, and the NSC Staff. Using preliminary calculations gen~ted by 
State and lSA, planners in J-s assumed a level of ~ort of app~ately 
$500 million annually, over and above the $1.5 billion already committed, 
starting in FY 1981 or 1982. This was only half the amount annually allo
cated to Israel, but about as much as the administration deemed politically 

59 J-s Fact Sheet 01'1 On-goiDg USG-GOI Programs. [18 8ep 191 C. J-s NSC Affairs Files, 
PRC 20 Sep 19: EgyptianAmla folder. 

GO JCSM-286-78 to SecDef, 25 Aug 78. U,86s/495 (22Au,g78). 

61 Memo, BrzeziDskito Vaaee. et. al, 19Jul 19. C,JCS 25:1:7/063, 865/495 (19Jul19). 

6:1 See JCSM-163-19 to SeeDet', 10 May 79. S. JCS 2294/109. 8g8 (1 May 19)· 
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viable without risking a confrontation with Congress.63 The principal aim of 
the program, as J-5 envisioned it, should be to shore up Egypt's armed 
forces to meet "any likely military threat'" (i.e., Libya and/or Ethiopia) other 
than a confrontation with Israel, with the initial emphasis on arresting "the 
rapidly eroding combat capability of [.Egypt's) onhand military equipment.» 
~ereafter, JCS planners reoommended modernizing Egypt's air force and 
alI'defense command and converting its motorized army divisions into more 
mobile mechanized units, with corresponding increases in ground and air 
tactiea1lift capability for troop deployments and logistic support. As a rough 
estimate of program goals, J-S suggested an additional 210 M-60 or M-48 
tanks, 950 annored personnel carriers (APes), up to 150 advanced multi
role fighters (either F-l6s or F-l8s), twenty-four MD-SOO attack helicopters, 
twenty C-1S0 transports, twenty CH-47 helicopters, and six fast at
taek/missile boats.64 

• On 20 September 1979 the PRC took up the question of further 
assisbmee to Egypt but could reach no firm conclusions owing chiefly to dif
ferences of opinion over the timing of the program. State and the Arms Con
trol and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) wanted the program delayed until FY 
1982, to stay within the administration's self .. imposed eeiling on foreign 
arms transfers, wlu1e the Joint Chiefs and OSD favored the initiation of 
sales in Py 1981, with deliveries to fonow as soon as posS101e. Any delay, 
they argued, would disrupt M-60 tank production lines (thereby raising the 
possibility that assistance would have to oome out of current stocks
something the seMtB strenuously opposed), and would risk sending the 
wrong signal to the .Egyptians.65 Unable to come up with a definite recom
mendation, the oommittee referred the matter to President Carter, who de
cided, at the suggestion of his national seeurity advisor, Zbigniew Brzezin
ski, to include Egypt under the Py 1981 budget -compared to worldwide 
nation-by-nation priorities.» Under this formula., with most money already 
allocated, the practical effect was to defer any major funding until FY 
1982.66 

til Despite this setback, plans for long-term militaty assistance to 
Egypt went fol'W8l'd, though at a scaled back level from that originally rec
ommended by the Joint Chiefs. In early 1980, .Assistant Secretary of De-

63 Uri Brown aDd VaDce to Carter, 18 Jul79, SIGDS, J-5 NBC Affairs P:Des, PRC 20 Sep 19: 
Egyptian Arms folder. 

64 wes 218-79 to DASD(IBA). 11 Sep 79. S/GDS. J-5 NBC AffiUrs Files, PRC 20 Sep 79= 
E&vptianArms folder. 

" TP on Egyptian ArDIs fOr CJes, PRC Meeting, ao Sep ']9. TS/GDS, CJCS files (Jones), 
PRC Meetiug Pile (l Sep '79-31 Dec 79); Apnda PRC on Egypt, SIGDS, enclosure to Memo. 
Dodson to Vance, It. aI., 20 Sep 79. SIGDS, JCS 2527/95. 865/495 (19 Jul,9). 

" Memo, BrzeziDski to Vance and Brown, 8 Nov 79. S, CJCS FIles (Jones), NBC Memo File 
(2,3 Aua'79-31 Jan 79). 
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fense McGiffert discussed a five...year security assistance plan with the Gov
ernment 'of Egypt that resulted in the programming of the fo1lowing items: 
forty F-16 , aircraft:, 244 M-6o tanks; 130 M-48 tanks (later canceled in favor 
of purchasing more M-60s); 550 armored personnel carriers; assorted tank 
recovery and wrecker-type, vehielesiand $382 million in misee11aneous 
equipment.67 WhIle the detaDs of this program would undetgo almost con
stant change7 the Joint Chiefs now saw it contributing more than eYer to the 
ab~ity of the United States to project additional combat power into the 
MIddle East and to develop an efficient infrastnJcture for support of sw:ge 
atpabilities. Additional goals of the program in the Chief!{ view were to 
maintain the support of the Egyptian armed forces for US regional initia
tives (ie., the recently annountEd Carter Doctrine), to strengthen their loy-

. alty to President Badal, and to provide a solid foundation for Egypts mili· 
tary modernization and transformation into a "credible deterrent to 
potential adversaries." The mention of maintaiDing the military's loyalty to 
Sadat was the first such reference by the Chiefs to the political impact that 
US assistance could have on Egypt's internal situation, and in the light of 
subsequent developments, a somewhat prophetic pronouncement. 68 

(0) While the bui1dup of Egyptian mi1italy strength proceeded rela
tively smoothly, encountering little overt opposition, the same could not be 
said of moves toward bolstering Saudi Arabia. Although the United States 
and the Saudi Government shared many common objectives, tbeywerealso 
deeply divided over one key issue-Israel. Approval by COngress, the sale of 
F-J.5S in the spring of 1918 had significantly improved the overall tone of 
US-Saudi relations. However, it was a short-lived affair. When the Saudis 
refused to endorse the Camp David peace accords, they seriously dimmed 
the prospects of incorporating other Arab countries into the peace process, 
and in so doing alienated many influeutial members of Congress who now 
felt they may have made a mistake in endorsing the sale of the F-:J5S. the re-
sult was an increasingly antagonistic atmosphere on capitol' Hill toward 
military sales to the Saudis at a time when events in Iran, Afghanistan, and 
elsewhere in the vicinity of the Persian Gulf were drawing the Carter ad
minisbation into ever-e1oser collaboration with them. 

,1M, .(8j That the Saudis continued to depend heavily on the United ~es 
for'" their security, not just as a provider of sophisticated arms but m a 
broader sense as the ultimate guarantor of their territorial integrity, was in
creasingly obvious. By 1980, Saudi Arabia's foreign military sales program 
was the largest in the world, with the United States the principal supplier to 
all branches of the Saudi armed forces.,g An important aspect of arms aid 

&1 USBUCOM HistoricalReport, 1980, TB. 310. 

68 JCSM-ll6-80 to SecDef, 28 Apr 80, S, JCS 2513/26, 865 (25 Apr 80). 

69 Mini-PRC Disc:ussi, 
905/499 (a1 Mar 
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on such a scale, from the Saudi standpoint, was that it provided bighly visi. 
ble and concrete evidence of the American commitment. In return, the 
Saudis were inclined to be sympathetic to Americanconcems over energy 
~pHes. Though reluct8nt to host US forces other than on a temporary ba· 
SIS, they sought closer and collaboration in other areas, such as 
training, alr military ties thus 
helped to bridge differences in US-Saudi ' 
relations, but it was a field of contacts in which major constraints and limi
tations abounded. 

(0) For the Joint Chiefs, no issue more fuDy epitomized this dllemma 
than the i-IS enhancement and AWACS controversy that fonowed in the 
wake of congressional action in 1918 approving the sale' of fighters to Egypt, 
Israel, and Saudi Arabia. To get the F-15 deal for Saudi Arabia through the 
Sena~ Secretary of Defense Brown bad had to promise that none of the air
craft iJl\lOlved would be configured for offensive aJr-to-ground operations. 
'I'his helped to placate the pro-Israel bloc, even though the Saudis had never 
requested such capabJ1ities to begin with. Exactly why the Saudis later 
changed their mind is unclear, though according to one informed account, it 
seems to have been a combination of their desire for furtber US reassurance 
and pressure from the assertive head of the Royal. Saudi Air Force (RSAF), 
Fabd ibn Abdullah, who pointedJy insisted that he had never said anything 
about his planes not needing an offensive ground-attack capability. In any 
case, once these conditions became attached in the sale, the Saudis came to 
view them as an unwarranted intrusion on their sovereignty.70 

• Normally, the procedure for obtaining changes in the terms of the 
sale would have been to pursue the matter through diplomaticchanne1s. But 
in September 1919 the Saudi Chief' of Staff, General Othman Al-Homaid, 
took the unusual step of making a direct appeal to JCB Chairman Jones on 
Saudi Arabia's behalf. Arguing that the RSAF had responsIbilities covering 
"vast areas" and that it needed in see the F-159' potential "fuDy exploited," 
Homaid sought what he descnDed as enhancements to these planes' ·defe~
sive capabilities" -MER-200 multiple ejector bomb racks (a type the US .Air 
Force had discontinued procuring), and conformal fuel tanks (CFfs) that 
would extend the range of the Saudi F-l5S.'Ihe Chairman's response, p~ 
pared in J-5 and extensively coordinated with the Secretary's office and 1aA, 
promised to look into the matter but offered Jitt1e encouragement Passing 
over the policy implications of Homaid's request, Jones pointed out that the 
Air. Force had dropped plans in 1975 for procuring anyMER-200 bomb 

OSD1.4( 
70 William B. QUandt, &rudiArabia in the 19806: Foreign Policy, Security. and Oil (Wash
ington, DC: BrookiDgs,1981). 120-21.. 
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racks, preferring at the time to ooncentrate on developing the F-15's poten
tiales an air-to-air fighter. "By the same token,· Jones added, "our Air Foree 
bas not yet determined it has a need for procuring the cOnfonnal pod. -71 

• That Homaid·s note to Jones was probably a trial balloon seems 
clear from the Saudi Government's formal submission in February 1980 of 
an amended Jist of enhaneements to its F-15 program. Undaunted by Jones' 
initial :response, the Saudis probably felt that, withtbe American buDdup in 
the Persian Gulf gathering momentum, 
Was~~(~on~~~-(~,~&I 

GOvierDJll1eDt may 
requelit new was entitled to special treatment. 

In addition to bomb ra~ks and spare fuel tanks, the Saudis sought agree.
ment in principle to acquire AIM-9L missi1es (an improved version of the 
aJr...to-air SideWinder), "boom'" tanker aircraft for aerial refueling, and B-aA 
AWACS for more efficient and effective command and control and aerial 
surveilhmce.72 These items, taken together, became known in Washington 
and Riyadh as the "big five." A year earlier, the United States had deployed 
two AWACS to Saudi Arabia to help monitor the North-8outh Yemeni con
flict, and at the suggestion of US Ambassador John C. West, the Carter ad .. 
ministration now side-stepped the need for an immediate decision on sell
ing this type of plane by advising the Saudi Government that it was 
prepared to resume periodic 4ePloyments to· assist the Saudis in training 
and surveD1ance.73 But as for taking action on the rest of the Saudi request, 
the signals from Washington left the Saudis apparently '\rely displeased. ." 

~ major obstacle was, of course, US election year politics. While 
the Joint Chiefs reminded the Secretary of Defense that they fully Supported 
a policy of bolstering air defenses in the Persian Gulf,. only the Air Force 
member, General Allen, urged expediting action on the sale of F-15 en
hancement equipment. 75 Meeting in Geneva in June 1980 with the Saudi 
defense minister, Prince Sultan, Secretary of Defense Urown confirmed 
what the Saudis feared: that the United States could make no new commit
ments at the present time on F-15 items, and that the nature and timing of 

71 Ltl, Homaid to Jones. Sep ?9. S; Ltr, Jones to Humaid [sic], 25 Ocf79t U. both in CJCS 
Files (Jones), 820 Saudi Arabia. 

11 Saudi requirements summarized from !SA Background Paper. ca. 18 Nov 80. S, CJCS 
Files (Jones), 820 SaudiArabia (F-15 Enha:acements/AWACS). 

73 J-3 Concept Paper on AWACS Deployments, for ACJCS, [9 Apr 80], TS/GDS, CJCS Files, 
820 Saudi Arabia. 

7. lSA Baclrgronnd Paper, ea. 18 Nov 80, S, cited above. 

15 DJSM-l155#80 to USD(P),9 Jun 80. S, 915 (2 Oct 80); c8A.FM 34-80 to JCS. 23 May 80. 
S,JCS 1881/154. 905/499 (23 May 80). 
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any future sales would have to await coDSUltations with Congress.76 But 
with the Joint Chiefs now deeply into planning for the Rapid Deployment 
Force, and with tensiollS between Iran and Iraq puttiDg pressure on Saudi 
Arabia, Brown knew that he would have to be ready to move on the Saudi 
request as soon as it seemed politically feastoJe. Back in Washington, he au
thorized the Middle East Task Group to oversee a thorough review of the re
quested equipment. 77 But when word of the study~" President Carter 
endeavored to fend off criticism by reaffirming that there would be "abs0-
lutely no change" in the Saudi arms sales policy announced to Congress in 
1978. "We will not agree to provide offensive capabDides for the planes that 
might be used against Israel," he told an interviewer in Qetober 1980, "and 
that obviously includes bomb racks •• 78 

_Carter's loss of the 1980 election was, as it turned out, Saudi Ara
bia#s gain, though by then the chill in US-Saudi relations had talcen its ton. 
Irritated especially by what they considered the biased treatment they bad 
~ived during the campaign, the Saudis had summarily canceled embry· 
oDie talks with US military pIanners on contingency planning, naval coop
eration, and the preposition of US equipment for the Rapid Deployment 
Force.79 Eager to reopeD the dialogue, General Jones included a stopover in 
Riyadh fur talks with Prince Sultan during a trip abroad in mid-November 
1980 . .As inducements he presented President Carter-s personally approved 
offer of early delivery, by January 1980, of six F-J.5S, and promised quick re
sults once the Defense Department completed its review of the "big five." 
However, the Multiple Ejector Racks (MERs), he said, posed "special prob
lems" which would probably make it difficult for the United States to supply 
them. Obviously annoyed and convinced that the United States was still 
stalling, Sultan set a dead1ine of two weeb for a response on all requested 
items other than the MERs, which he agreed should be held in abeyance 
pending a review of other options (e.g., providing tbeSaudi Royal Air Force 
with klO aircraft). What would happen if the two weeks passed with no re
ply was unclear, though as Jones interpreted the situation the Saudis were 
at or near the point of reassessing their relationship with the United States. 
-What was accomplished on this mission," he noted afterward, 

76 Meeting summarized in Information Paper on PropoIIed AWACS Sale to Saudi Arabia, 
UDdated., S, CJCS F11es (Jones), 820 Saudi Alabia (F·15 Eobancements/AWACS); aIao see 
1J:r, BlOWn to Prince suIt:an. 5 Nov 80, S. same tile; and Quandt, SaudiArGbia in the 19808, 
121. 

17 Memo, Robert: H. PeDetreau. Cbm, ME'l'G, to USAF Rep. MBTG, 8 Sep 50, S. CJaJ Piles 
(Jones), 820 Saudi Arabia (F-15 EDhanMD1ents/AWACS). 

79 -Interview with the President by Clifford Evaus," 24 Oct So, Public Papers: Carter# 1980, 
2431. 

79 Unsigned memo on Saudi Equipment Requests. DO date. S. CJaJ Files (Jones). 820 Saudi 
Arabia (F-15 Enbaneementa/AWACS). 
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was some diffusing of the MER issue, the buying of some time, 
and some feeling that we were becoming more forthcoming on 
Saudi defense requirements. The proposal for aece1eration [of 
F-15 de1ive.riesJ clearly was of great help in cooJing the situa
tion somewhat, however, we clearly have our work cut out.80 

(U) Though not exceptionally well known for his ski11s as a diplomat, 
Jones' efforts in this instance seem to have paid off handsomely. While dif
fusing tensions with the Saudis, he was also able to oonvey to officla1s in 
Washington something of the sense of urgency and importance the Saudis 
attached to these issues and in so doing helped to pave the way for a partial 
reconciliation. Before leaving office, the carter administration notified the 
Saudis that it was favorably disposed to sell them the fuel tanks, the AIM""9L 
missiles, and AWACS they had requested, and to conduct further studies on 
air refueling requirements and air-to-ground support. But with time run
ning out, it fell to the next administration to complete the deal.81 

.AsIessJnc the a.. .... 1n US Poley 
(U) Despite the oontinuing tilt in US polley toward Israel, the four 

yeal'8 of the Carter administration demonstJ:ated unprecedented American 
flexIoility in dealing with the Afab...Israe1i confliet. That the results were 
generally favorable from the standpoint of the Joint Chiefs was readily evi
dent from their many years of championing 8 more balanced approach in 
the Middle East, with greater emphasis on broadening contacts and collabo
ration with the Arab states. While the shifts in US policy did not always mir
ror JCS prefere .. , they were usually compab"ble with what the Chiefs saw 
as a growing US stake in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and elsewhere in the Arab 
world, and a diminishing respoDSloility for Israel's security. 

(U) In fact, in dealing with the Middle East as in dealing with other 
security problems during the Carter years, JCS influence was always consid
erably less than critics believed it to be. Nor did the anet's' recommenda
tions reflect an intriDSically anti-Israel bias as was sometimes alleged. But in 
assessing US strategic interests in the Middle East, it was almost axiomatic 
that the JCS would give priority to strengthening the military capabilities of 
the pro-Western Arab states, rather than Israel's. These countries formed 

80 Memo, Jones to .BrowD, 13 Nov So, 1'8, CJCS FUes (Jones1820 Saudi Arabia (F'~15 ED
bancemen1s/AWACS). 

81 Memo, Burt, at. al, to Hai& 4 Feb 81, S, CJCS Files (Jones) 820 Saudi Arabia (F-15 
EnMneements/AWACS). Confirmation of the Carter admlniatratlon's intentioDS came in 
the form of a private letter from Secretaty of Defense Brown to Prince Sultan. 26 Nov So. 
However, no copy of this letter appears in JCS files. 
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the backbone of what the JCS saw, by the late 19708, as an emerging anti
Soviet ooaJition, loosely tied topther with us aid and other inducements, 
and increasingly integral to assuring Western access to the oil-rich Persian 
Gwf. With the collapse of the shah of Iran's regime and the growiDg Soviet 
presence in Afghanistan, it became all the more important in JCS calcula
tions to develpp this embryonic strategic framework to its fullest possible 
potential. 

(U) Although President Carter eventually arrived at a similar conclu
sion, he initially approached the problem of Middle East security from a 
wholly different perspective that accorded military and strategic considera
tiODS a lesser priority tban achieving a poJitical settlement between lsrael 
and Egypt. Using arms aid as the carrot and the stick, he hoped to nudge the 
two sides toward an agreement But as the Joint Chiefs repeatedly pointed 
out, Israel was by far the strongest military power in the Middle East and 
was likely to remain so well into the 19808. Hence the lessened risk to Israel 
in JCS calculations of supplemental assistance to Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and 
other pro-Western Arab states-countries which could provide support in 
future contingencies. Whether such a policy would pay dividends further 
down the road remained to be seen. But with the increased compatibility in 
trainin& facilities, and hardware that was bound to result, the problems of 
mobHizing and deploying forces to that part of the world were apt to be sig
nificantly eased. 
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..,.In December 1976, shortly before the Carter administration took 
office, the Joint Chiefs of Stat'flaunched what promised to be their most ex
tensive reassessment in more than a decade of US miJibuy interests in Africa 
south of the Sahara. In the past, exoopt during emergencies like the Zaire 
flare-up in the early 196os, the Joint Chiefs had not paid much attention to 
Africa. As with their treatment of the Asian mainland prior to becoming em
broiled in Vietnam, they had shied away from obliptions in Sub-Saharan 
Africa and had looked to others-the UN, the Organiation of African Unity 
(OAUl, or the former colonial powers-to bear the brunt of responsibility for 
sustaining the status quo. Their reasoning for adopting this approach ap
pears to have been complex, but basically it reflected a higher priority for 
defense needs elseWhere, oombined with a strong aversion to becoming in
volved in the explosive racial polities of Southern Africa.1 Aceoldingly, UD

der the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOP) issued at the end of 197& the 
Joint Chiefs ranked no SUb-Sabaran African countries as vital, significant, 
or important (Categories 1, 2, and S), respectively, in US strategy; and they 
identified only iM-Etbiopia, Nigeria, South Africa, Sudan, and ~as 
being of "interest" (Category 4) to US military strategy. Among the latter 
group, only in the case of South Africa did the JCS consider national force 
levels for their capability to contribute. to the defense of the west and to the 
protection of US air and sea Jines of communication. 2 

(U) One reason why the Joint Chiefs preferred a multDateral ap
proach to African security was that they thought it would help diminish the 
chances of great power rivalry and involvement in Africa's internal affairs.:3 
But by the mid-19'70S it was clear from a growing SoYiet..cuban presence 
(most notably in Angola, Somalia, and Mozambique) that Africa was in
creasingly the scene of intense, often violent, .East-West competition. The 
Joint Chiefs thus fOlllld that they had no choice but to take closer notice of 
Africa and to accept the possibllity of a greater range of eoutingencies that 
might involve the United States. Aeknowledging their responsibility, the 
Joint Chiefs, under the leview initiated in December 1976, pfoposed to look 
at three general issues: (1) the JSOP, to determine whether the strategic 
sensing assigned to selected SUb-Saharan countries should be changed; (2) 

1 For previous documentation on this subjeet, see Poole, JCS and National Polieg, 1973-
19'/6, S, 281-306. 

2 Joint Strate&ie Objectives Plan Supporting ADalyses. Section 2, Book m. VoL u, s. JCS 
2143/470. cited iuJCS 2121/232, S, 821 (2 Dee 76), 

3 See Appendix B, p. 8, to "Assessment of US Military Intelwns in Africa South of the Sa
hara, " S, enclosure to JCS 2121/232. 821 (2 Dec 76). 
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intelligence priorities used in strategic planning; and (3) the Unified Com
mand Plan (UCP) which, as yet, contained DO aMigument of command or 
operational planning responsibility for Africa south of the Sahara.4 

• (U) Not much, in fact, came of this study, other than some modest 
tinkering with inte11igence priorities ad equaDy modest changes in the 
JSOP: the upgrading of four Sub-Sabaran countrieS to Category 3 (impor
tant), and two more to Category 4 (of interest),5 Command responsibilities, 
on the other hand, remained unchanged and would be unassigned until the 
creation of CENTCOM in the 19801. fi AJthough increasingly sensitive to 
problems in ~ the Joint Chiefs found that; with the advent of the Carter 
administration, military options initially played little or no part in the Presi
denfs calculations regarding that part of the world. WhUe parts of Africa 
(e.g., Angola) had been hotbeds of East-West conflict during the Nixon-Ford 
years, Carter resolved to open a new chapter in US-African relations. Going 
beyond the traditional preoa.mpation with containment and ant;j.. 
communism, he viewed US poHcy toward Africa as resting fust and foremost 
on the protection of 'h\unan rights. "I boped and believed, ,. Carter recalled, 
"that the expansion of human rights might be the wave of the futw:e 
throughout the world, and I wated the United States to be on the crest of 
this movement.·7 The essential elements of this policy were a more active 
opposition to the white South African Governmenfs policy of apartheid, 
using sanctions and other non-militaly means to lever change; greater at
tention to the promotion of social and economic development among Afri
can countries; and a more low-key approach to securi1;y problems in order to 
downplay East-West competition. 8 

The Sheba I meIdeDt _Less than two months into office the Carter adm~tion's Af
rica policy, though still not wholly formed, came up against its first test. The 
occasion was an urgent plea received in March 1977 from President Sese 
Seko Mobutu of Zaire for three M-60Al tanks and other militaly equipment 
to help fend off rebels who had invaded Zaire's Shaba province (formerly 
Katanga) from bases in neighboring Angola. Loosely organized as the Front 
for the National Liberation of the Congo (FLNC), the insurgents included 

.. SM-997·76 to 008.13 Dec 76.8. CJCS Piles (Brown), 820 Africa. 

a DJSM 616-78 to Asst. to CJCS, 10 Apr 78, S, CJCS Files (Jones), 820 Africa. 

S See Cole, et. al., Hi8t.ory 0/ the UCP, J946--J998. 65-66, 74·78. 

7 Carter, Keeping Faith, 144. 

S See ADtbony La1re, ".Africa in a Global Perspective, It US Dept of State Bulletin (12 Dec 71). 
842-48. 
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Zairian dissidents who wanted to topple Mobutu, and the remnants of the 
~ngan gendarmes, followers of Moise Tshombe in the 1900s, who bad 
SInce congregated along Zaire's border with Angola. Although the tank re
quest bad been under study in the Pentagon since the previous fall, it had 
been held up, at the Joint Chiefs' insistence, pending a comprehensive man· 
power, training, and ]ogistie survey of Zaire. 9 .AngoJa at the time had a Marx .. 
ist government, aided and supported by Soviet advisers and Cuban combat 
units; and there was some evidence to substantiate Mobutu's claim that Cu
ban mercenaries were aiding and abetting the FLNC rebels.10 Carter, how
ever, was skeptical and refused to be drawn in too far. While approving $15 
million already earmarked in "non-lethal" ~ he turned down Zaire's re
quest for the tanb, leaving Mobutu to look elsewhere (or arms and assis
tance. When the Zairian military proved ineffective, France, Belgium, and 
Morocco organized an expeditionary force that promptly routed the insur
gents. after which Mobutu confessed to having been 1>itter]y disappointed 
by Americars attitude."l1 

_ Mobutu's criticism aside, Carter's exercise of mstraint in what 
became known as the Shaba I incident (a simiJar invasion, known as Shaba 
II, would follow a year later), generally drew high praise for preventing a 
loea1ized conflict from escalating into a major crisis. C1aiming much of the 
credit himself, Secretary of State Vance felt it only prudent "to deal with the 
Shaba invasion as an African-not an East-West-prob!em.,,12 Yet what 
Vance failed to mention was that less than a month before the crisis broke, 
the State Department had asked the Director of Securi1;y Assistance in the 
Pentagon to expedite delivery of the tanks as "8 political necessity" in defer... 
ence to Mobutu's "concerns and expectations." Responding to the Director's 
request for their advice, the Joint Chiefs paid lip service to the possibility 
that political considerations might be "overriding," but they recommended 
against the transfer anyway on the grounds that it would deplete existing 
stocks and set a regrettable precedent for later, and perhaps larger, trans
fers.13 With the Joint Chiefs thus poised to oppose the tank deal, and with 
no ground swell of pubHc or congressional support forthcoming for Zaire 

9 JCSM'"359-76 to SecDef, 14 Oct 76. S/GDS. JCS 2262/173-2, 892/496 (17 Jun 76). Also 
see Poole. JCS and Natianol Polit:y,l97S-1976. S, 291-95-

Jl) 9ta:Dsfield Turner, Secrecy and Democracy: 7Jae CIA in 7Nnsition (Boston: HoughtDn 
Mifflin, 11)85),86. 

11 Peter J. Schraeder, United States Foreign Policy TowardAfrico: Incrementalism, Crisis 
and C1Iange (NY: Cambridge University Press. 1994). 87-88; Herbert Bkwe-Ekwe, Conflict 
and Intervention inAfri.ca: Nigeria,Angola,24i7'e (NY: St. Martin's Pmss. 1990). 115·18. 

1J Vance. Hard C1Ioices, 70-71. 

13 Memo, DJr DSAA to DJS, 24 Feb 77, S; JCSM-74-77 to SecDef, 8 Mar 77, S, JCS 
2262/179-1, 829/456 (24 Feb 77). 
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when the crisis erupted, it was relativeJy easy for Carter and Vance to back 
away. 

. • (ll) 0utward1y, the impression left by Carter's handling of the Shaba I 
~~t ~ that the new administmtion had possibly found the key to con
tam1Ds big-power competition in Africa. But from the Joint Chiefs' stand
point, such was not the ease. On the contrary, although the Chiefs had not 
endorsed Zaire's request for arms, they remained convinced that Soviet in
vol~m~nt and the presence of large numbers of Cuban "proxies" posed a 
continumg threat to peace and stabDity throughout Africa. But with US re
sources limited, they saw no point in pressing for stepped-up military aid or 
other security programs and genera11y deferred to StIIte's lead in relyiDg on 
political, economic, and diplomatic instruments rather than militaIy ones to 
advance US interests and to oounter growing Soviet and Cuban influence. 

Trouble in the Hom of AfrJ.ea: 1he Opdeu CrIsis 

(U) The question of how to deal with specific African problems re
mained one of intermittent high-level concern throughout the rest of 1977 
and on into 1978, with Soviet and Cuba:i1. activity in the Hom of Africa soon 
replacing Zaire as the center of attention. Here, unlike Zaire, the Joint 
Chiefs could readily identify geostrategic interests of crucial importance to 
the United States and its allies, as reflected in the area's proximity to the 
Middle East on fields, the sea on routes, and the Red Sea passage to the 
Mediterranean.14 But as in dealing with Zaire, they found President Carter 
and Secretary of State Vance both averse, as the latter put it, *to threaten or 
bluff in a case where military involvement was not justified.. ,,15 Accordingly, 
the Chiefs hesitated to recommend military courses of action that they knew 
might entail further complications and therefore not receive serious consid
eration. 

(U) The immediate concmn that drew attention to the Horn was the 
steady growth of Soviet and Cuban influence in Ethiopia, a country that had. 
once been among America's oldest and most dependable friends in Africa. 
But since the army mutiny that had overthrown the decrepit government of 
Emperor Haile Selassie in 1974, Ethiopia had graduaDy become a Marxist 
country, dominated by radicals under the leadership of Colonel Haile 
Mariam Mengistu. Seeking closer ties with the Soviet Union, Mengistu in 
December 1976 eoncluded the first of several secret military aid agreements 
with Moscow. By April 1971, with Soviet arms fmcIudiDg tanks) beginning to 
flow in from South Yemen, relations between Washington and Addis Ababa 
were at the breaking point. In rapid succession, Ethiopia terminated its 1953 

14, See PRM-21-Hom of Africa Study. drcuJated 7 Apr .", S/XGDS, JCS 2121/234-1, 

821/532 (17 Mar TI). 

15 Vance. Hard Oaoices, 85. 
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Mutual Defense Assistan~ Agreement with the United Stats; expelled most 
l!S govermn~nt personnel, including those serving with the US Military As
Sistance AdVISOry Group (MAAG) Mission and the United States Informa
tion ~e~; and told the United States to speed up the closing of its com
mumcations base at Kagnew. By way of retaliation, President Carter 
condemned what he found to be human rights abuses by the Ethiopian Gov
ernment and suspended the delivery of $10 million in promised military aid, 
portions of which the Ethiopian Govemment had already paid for.16 

terI'he crisis in US-Ethiopian relations ran pamllel to another set of 
developments in the Horn of Africa: the .reassessment by Somalia of its 
once-close tis with the Soviet Union, and the offer by Somali President 
Mohammed Siad Barre, in the summer of 1977, to switch sides if in ex
change the United States would provide it with military aid Somalia had 
also been a Soviet client state, but the relationship had cooled appreciably as 
the Soviets apparently came to see better prospects in neighboring Ethiopia. 
Experienced professionals in the State Department and on the NBC Staff 
urged caution in dealing with Siad, who had a reputation for being capri
cious and double-dealing.17 But after the defection of Ethiopia, President 
Carter was eager to regain a foothold somewhere in the area. As early as 
March 1977, he, therefore, directed the Policy Review Committee to reexam
ine US policy towmd the Hom of Africa, looking closely at buildiDg better 
ties with Kenya, SUdan, and, if possible, Somalia as well.is 

(U) As Carter quickly discovered, the wooing of Siad Barre was not 
without its pitfalls which threatened to draw the United States more deeply 
into the very same problems in Africa that he so earnestly sought to avoid. 
Despite the administration's policy of curbing overseas arms transfers, 
Carter told the Somali ambassador to Washington in June 1977 that he was 
not averse to considering Soma1ia's needs for "defensive" armaments. The 
Somalis interpreted this as a "forthcoming attitude, It and on 9 July they 
submitted a specific request for arms which the President endorsed "in prin
ciple. It But before the month was out, Carter rescinded his offer amid reports 
that Somalia had invaded the Ogaden and was, in effect, at war with Ethio
pia. Unlike the United States, which imposed an arms embargo on the war· 
ring sidPS, the Soviet Union showed no such restraint. Stepping up its aid, 
Moscow supplied Ethiopia not only with additional arms and equipment but 
also with technicians, military advisers, and elite Cuban combat units. Early 
in Febru81'Y 1978, Ethiopian forces under a Soviet commander launched. 

141 Poole, JCS and National Policy, 1978-1976, S, 295-S03; Jeffrey A. LefelMe,.Arms for the 
Hom: US Security Policy in Ethiopia and Somalia, 1953-1991 (Pittsburgh, Pa.: University 
ofPittsburgb Press, 1991). 152-53;NY7tmes, 28 Apr 77: A3. 

17 Dam A. KOrD, Ethiopia, the United States and the Soviet Union (Carbondale, m: Sout:b~ 
ern Illinois University Press, 1986), 32-3S; Lefebvre,Armsjor theHom, 175-76· 

18 PRM/NSC*2l, "HorD of Africa," 17 Mar 77. S/GDS, JCS 2121/234. 821/532 (17 Mar 77)· 
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!heir counterattack, quickly driving back the Somalis, capt:uring or destroy
mg large amounts of equipment, and raising worries in Washington that 
they might not stop untO they had reached Mogadishu, the Somali capital~ 19 

• ... Throughout the ensuing crisis, JCS Interest remained substan-
tially gteater than the extent of the Chiefs' dired: involvement or inputs 
would indicate. The Chiefs had already made it clear that they considered 
~e Hom of Afriea to be of considerably greater strategic importance than 
did the State Department, and that they felt Soviet moves there should be 
viewed with the gravest ooncern. But owing to the Carter administration's 
preference for political, economic, and diplomatic solutions in Africa, the 
JCS made little effort to develop and promote military solutions. The only 
military phms currently applicable to the Horn of Africa were two JCS con
tingency plans (CONPLt\N). The first, CONPLAN 0100, provided for assis
tance with US mllitary forees, as feasible, for the protection and evacuation 
of US noncombatants and designated aliens in African countries south of 
the Sahara, while the secon<t CONPLAN 0200, was for emergency disaster 
relief. In late Jan1l8ly 1978, extending these pJans a step further, the Chair
man, Joint Chiefs of Staff, General George S. Brown, USAF, provided the 
Secretary of Defense with a general estimate of available air, naval, and 
ground forces from US reserves and forees on duty in Europe and the Pa
cific. Yet even with fairly sizable forces only days or, in some cases, hours 
away, the absence of bases and overBigbt rights in Sub-Saharan Africa se
verely limited what the United States could do.20 

(WfOne means by which the United States oould speedily bring sig
nificant military pressure to bear on the Opden situation was through de
ployment of a naval carrier task force off the Hom, a proposal tloated by the 
Presidenfs National Security Adviser, ,ZI,igniew BDezim1ri, before the sec 
on 26 January 191ft Citing assurances he had received from JCS Chairman 
Brown, Brzezinski believed it would be relatively easy to reinforce the Red 
Sea and Indian Ocean with some of the vessels, including one of two carri
ers, normaUy deployed in the Mediterranean. 21 Unsure whether the current 
crisis was serious enough to merit such acli.on, Secretary of Defense Brown 
pointed out that a surface oombatant task force oonsisting of a cruiser, two 
frigates, and an oiler-all part of a routine augmentation-would arrive in 
the vicinity by the end of February.22 Until then, Brown offered to preposi-

19 Vance, Hard Oroice$, 73l ((om, Bthi.opia, 34-42. 

20 Appendix to Enclosure B, S, JCS 2121/246-1, 821/532 (22 Feb 78); BacJrsrou.ud Paper on 
US Foree Wldeh Can Be Deployed to Bom of Africa, for SecDef. 28 Jan 78. s. CM-I196-78 
to SeeDef, 30 Jan 78, S/GDS, CJCS Files (Brown), 820 Afriea. 

21 Memo. BrzeziQski to H. Brown, 3 Feb 78. S/XGDS, 26 Jan 78. CJes Files (Brown), 820 
Africa. 

22 Memo, H. Brown to Brzezinski. 2 Feb 78. S/XGD8, CJCS FIles (Brawn), 820 Africa. 
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. non fuel and to increase reeoDDBis .. 
sauce accepted, but in so doing indi-
cated that he wanted to retain the OpDoD of possibly stronger measures as 
well. Bowing to Brzezinski's persistence, the see agreed on 10 February to 
keep a carrier task force on standby at Subic Bay -mr convenient deploy
ment to the Hom area jf this becomes desirable.II>:. 

te) Meanwhile, Joint Staff planners began a systematic canvassing of 
other alternatives. Not surprisingly, the Navy, as the sel'Yice with the most 

, experience and assets in the legion, took the lead in offering suggestions. On 
17 February, the Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral James L HoDoway, III, 
presented his JCS colleagues with a plan, organized around five basic op
tions, for further augmenting US naval strength in the Indian Ocean. In ad
dition to the scheduled SUl'face deployments, 'Holloway outlined a buildup 
that would peak at two carrier task t'mces (one from the Mediterranean, the 
other from the Pacific) and a .Marine amphibious force. However, recogniz
ing the strains that such a diversiOD of resources would place on U8 com
mitments elsewhere, NATO especially, Holloway feJt it advisable to restrict 
any immediate augmentation to a single PACOM carrier, holding additional 
deploymeDts in reserve should the situation warrant. 25 The Joint Chiefs, stUl 
awaiting guidance from the White House, took no immediate action on Ad
miral Holloways proposal, but as a precautiOD the Director, Joint Staff, in
structed J-5 planners to continue their review.26 

(O) Matters came to a head at an sec meeting on 21 February, at 
which Acting Chairman General David C. Jones, USAF, represented the JCS. 
Brzezinski, feeling that a showdown was imminent, sought a recommenda
tion to the President to position a US carrier task force off the Hom of Africa 
as a ·confidence building measure, encom:aging countries in the region that 
the U.s. is present, stands with them, will pJ;Otect the flow of arms, and wi!1 
provide protection from the Russians. II> Br.aezinski doubted whether Presl
dent Carter would approve such a: show of force, but he wanted to explore 
the idea anyway and be prepared to act in case the President cbaDged his 
mind. With the backing of the task furce, BrzeziDSkihopedto encourage 
Saudi and Iranian military intervention behind Somalia "to match·the Cu· 
bans." But as both Secretary of Defense Brown and Genera] Jones hastily 
pointed out, the Iranians and the Saudis were DO match for Cuban furees. 

13 Memo H. Brown to Brzezinsld, 4 Feb 78, TS. CJCS Files (Bl'OW'Dl, 820 Africa; J-3 Fact 
,Sh:diiiiiiiiiiiii;1 Feb 78, S. J-5 NBC Co1lectioD,~ 18, NBC 23 Feb 78 SALT/Horn 

of~ OSD 1.4(",)(.t)0) 
24 Summary of ConclusiODS, sec Mtg on Born of Africa, 10 Feb?8, S/XGDS2. Ndional 
Security Adviser Collection, Staff Ofliees File, box 8, sec Mtg No. 56 folder, Carter L11lraIy. 

2S (C) CNOM 14-"78 to Jes.17 Feb 78. dCS 2121/245. 821/378 (17 Feb 78). 

28 (C) DJSM-828-7B to nit J-s, 22 Feb 18, JCS 2121/246. 821/532 (22 Feb ']8). 
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Returning to the use of the task force, Jones obsetved that once it was sent 
in, *:there will be much harder decisions afterward." Brown's main objection 
was th~ precedent such actions might set. If events came to -a bad end" in 
SomalJa,. he argued, the task force would appear a failure, possibly impairing 
the credibility of task force exercises in future crisis situations elsewhere. 
Secretary of State Vance essentially agreed and thought that diplomacy 
should be given more chance to resolve the contlict:':~7 OSD 1.4(b)( ,) ( d) .~ 1 ,'1 ( i) +S tr(c. ~ 

81') While the sec arrived at no conclusion 

on 28 February, ~DaeD.t _ ............. 
gave for the recommended assistance to proceed, despite 
warnings Acting Chairman Jones that it might be too little too late. In 
the view of the Joint Chiefs, Jones said, thhd country or even direct us maw 
terie1 assistance might prolong the conflict but it would not stop the EthiOw . 
pians as long as they had Soviet and Cuban help. All the same, JaDes made 
no atteJ:npt to argue for tougher, more direct action fuvolving the United 
States. The only one to do so, in fact, was Brzezinski. Insisting that the rip
ple effects of an Ethiopian victory would destabilize Saudi Arabia, Iran, and 
even NATO Europe, he reminded the President that the carrier task force . 
option was still.open and that it would offer an opportunity for the United 
States to send a strong message to the Russians and the Cubans. But Carter 
was loath to become more involved and agreed with Vance and Harold 
Brown that the United States would be pu:ttiDg more on the line than the 
situation warranted. Somalia was, after a1I, the initial· aggressor in the 
Ogaden conflict and until recently had been a Soviet client. Given the back
ground of the current situation, Carter seriously doubted whether he could 
mobilize much support at home for an Overt show afforce or US interven
tion on Somalia's behalf. "Congress,· he thought, "'would read with horror: 
The most he would agree to do was to send the task force as far as Diego 
Garcia, and let events take their course from there.29 

.. In this instance, at least, US restraint paid off. In March, the SOw 
viet-backed Ethiopian offensive halted at the Somali border, thus averting a 
complete Somali collapse and .bearing out assurances the Ethiopians had 

lJ7 (U) Minutes, sec Mts, 22 [.21] Feb,.s, SIlb: Hom of Africa, Natiomd Security Adviser 
CoDection, Staff 0f6ees File, box 8, sec Mtg. No. 59 folder. Outer Library. Brzezinski. 
Power and Principle, 182. and Vance. Hard Choices,S?, both include brief summaries of 
this meeting. . 

OSD 1.4( 
29 Minutes, NBC Mtg on Hom of.Afriea, 23 Feb 78. TSjXGDS, National Security Adviser 
Collection, Staff OffiCe File, box I, NBC Mig No.8 :1blder, o.rter Library; PD-3%. "NSC Deci-
sions on Hom of Africa," 24 Feb 78. S/XGDS, JUO NBC eolleetion. 
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given through diplomatic channels that their aims were limited to regaining 
!he territory that Somalia had seized the year before.3D WIth the crisis seem
Ingly ~ntaiJlec!, the J~ saw DO useful purpose being served in further study 
of possible military action and, accordingly, shelved the report that J-5 had 
started to prepare, pendiDg action on a larger, more compNhensive poJicy 
study being organized by the sec.31 All the same, the Opden war bad 
cleax:ly drawn attention to the limited military capabilities the United States 
had m the region and, in the months to come, would generate increased in
terest in both the Joint Staff and 1M for exploring more effective means of. 
projecting US military power. This would include not only the carrier task 
force proposal that Holloway and Brzezioski had raised but also a competing 
measure, recommended by the ClNCSAC, General Richard H. Ellis, USAF, 
to upgrade base facilities on Diego Garcia to handle B-52S and their tanker 
support. 32 Both, as time went on, would become increasillgly attractive op
tiODS for countering the upheavals taking place in Iran, AighaDistan, and the 
Persian Gulf.33 But in the Hom of Africa the US militaty postUre was, as 
events surrounding the Ogaden war bad revealed, precariously weak, and 
would remain so for the next several years, until new requirements growing 
out of the creation of the Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force hastened a 
further reappraisal. 

Asseain,g the Impaet of the So-.Jet-caban PreseDee 
(Ol Despite the decision not to intervene in the Ogaden border war, 

the sudden upsurge in Soviet-cuban power in the Horn of Africa posed a 
eballenge that the United States could not afford to ignore and which would, 
in time, rerAISt US thinking as to security needs throughout sub-Saharan 
Africa. While it was still coDa!ivable, as Vance argued, to view African pl'Ob
lems as unique, the fad: remained that the Soviets and their Cuban allies bad 
established a presence across the continent, and that they exercised consid
erable influence in several key countries, Angola and Ethiopia especially, 
which they might use as stepping stones for extending their influence ~en 
further. Despite an acceptable outcome in the Ogaden war, Carter was m~ 
creasingly worried over the Cuban role in Africa, which he viewed as much 

30 Vance, Hard Cltoices, 8,. 
31 Note to Holders of JCS 2121/246-1, f!1 Mar 78, attachment to J~5 Report JCS on Military 
Assessment of National Security InteIeStS in the Hom of Afrfea, S, JC8 2121/246-1, 8:n/SS2 
(22 Feb,8). 

32 Memo. USClNCSAC (BUis) to CJCS (Brown). IS Feb 78. S, enclosiug Staff Summary 
Sheet, 14 Feb 78. S. CJCS Files (BrowD). 820 Africa; Memo, Slooombeto SecDef, 24,Apr '79t 
S, RG 330, Indian Oeean file, Aecess. No. 330-82-0205-

as See Chapters n and lll. 
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more serious than did Vance and the State Department.34 The result, while 
DOt a total abandonment of the cautious policy that Vance espoused, was 
nonetheless a gradual drift toward a more proactive postwe, more in line 
with what Brzezinsld favored and ultimately more supportive of US interests 
as the JCS conceived them. 

~ The first outward indication that Carter was prepared to take a 
more foreeful approach to African problems came in response to renewed 
attacks by FLNC rebels on Zaire's Shaba province in May 19111. This time the 
rebels entered through Zambia, and within days they controlled the eco
nomically important city of 1Co1wezi. As news of the invasion reached Wash
instan, the sec assembled a State-Defense task force to monitor the situa
tion and to keep the President appr.Wed. Once again, the French and 
BeJgiaDs organized an expeditioDalY force, only this time they had active US 
support. Earlier, on 9 May, at a secret meeting in the Pentagon, US, British, 
and French military planners had agreed in principle, chiefJy with a disrup
tion in oil supplies in mind, to provide trilateral naval coordiDation for the 
protection of shipping around.Afriea. Though this was not the sort of emer
gency that the planners had envisioned at the time of their meeting, it was in 
a very real sense a first test of their williagnesc; and ability, expressed in 
their recent agreement, to work together in an emergency involving Africa.35 
On 18 May 1978 the Joint Chiefs advised USEUCOM that the President had 
approved US airlift assistance to deploy Belgian and French troops and to 
evacuate civDians. Over the oourse of the next several weeks, US C-141S flew 
eighty missions, providing refueling and communications support and airlift 
of cargo. The only Americans directly involved in Zaire were eleven service· 
men who went there, outside the area of oonflict, for air traftic oontrol and 
cargo handling purposes. Taking precautions, the Joint Chiefs placed units 
of the 82d Airborne on alert. But by the end of May, with the needs of the 
expeditionary force having. been met, Carter directed that the airlift be 
wound down as soon as possible, a clear sign that while the President was 
wiDing to accept some degree of increased risk and respODsibility, he was 
still reluctant to become involved too deeply.36 

U See the COJDJDeDt:B. by B.klbard Moose. .Assistant SecletBrJ of State for African Affaira, in 
Sehraeder. United States Foreign Policy toward.Afrlt:a, 94-

86 Agenda, Tn-Lateral MeetiDg DB O:mt:iDgency Protection of Sb1pping AIoUIId Africa. ~ May 
78, S; Draft MOU for Trilateral CDoperatiou. ... [9 May 78], S; Mag, LTG W. Y. Smith to 
Brown and Round. 20 May 78, s. CJCS Files (Blown), 820 Africa. 

88 SUmmary of Conclusions, sec Meeting on Hom of Africa. 15 May.,a, S/aDS, CJCS Files 
(JoDes). NBC Memo File (1 Jan 78-81 Ju1 78); Memo, Brzezinski to Carter, 26 May 78. S, 
National Seeurity Adviser Collection. Staff Offic:es Pile. box 11, sec Mtg No. 80 folder, 
Carter Library; United States European Command 1978 Historical Report (USEUCOM 
TSC '19""03396. 1 JUD 79), TS/FRD. 141-48; memo, David Aaron to SecState and SeeDef, 
22 MaY1S, SIGDS, Jes 2262/180, 829/445 (22 May 78). 
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(0) Despite the limited nature and abrupt curtailment of the Shaba II 

operation, Brzezinski roundly applauded US participation as "an important 
step showing our determination," in effect the show of force (or something 
like it) that he had tried but failed to get during the Opdenwar. 31 Although 
there was no overt evidence of Soviet-CUban involvement in this latest Afri
~ fJare..up, Carter could not help but feel that it was, to some extent, S0-
VIet .. or Cubau-inspired, and that it reflected a pattem of stepped.up com
munist activity in Africa and e1sewhere which, if left unchecked, might 
jeopardize the attainment of higher priority foreign policy objectives, a 
SALT II agreement especially.38 Accordingly, with the Shaba II incident still 
fresh, he asked the PRe to review the impact and S1Btus of Soviet--Cuban 
involvement in Africa and to provide, as an antidote, "a full range of options 
for furthering US interests. -3; 

• The President's action (PRM-S6) canceled what had been plans by 
the sec for an interagency study of US national security interests in the 
Hom of Africa, and redbected attention toward the narrower, but seemingly 
more urgent question of Soviet-Cuban involvement. At the same time, how
ever, by taking responsibility away from the sec, which Brzezinski ran, and 
reassigning it to the PRe, which the State Department normally chaired, 
Carter was in effect handing c0ntr01 of the project to Vance, thereby all but 
guaranteeing that the results would encompass few, if any, punitive meas
ures involving military action. Ind~ despite the President's call for "a fuI1 
range of options: terms of reference issued by the State Department to the 
Joint Chiefs confined their participation to providing military-related analy
sis of "positive as weB as negative measures which would both encourage 
:responsible action on the part of the Soviets and the Cubans and discourage 
or restrain irresponsJDJe meddling. It The only advice of a specifiailly military 
nature that State requested was in connection with support of regional Afri
can defense groups or efforts by individual countries "via direct assisbmee, 
thiId country tlansfers, etc. Jt40 

(U) Though organized and initiated on an urgent basis, the impetus 
behind PRM-S6 dissipated quickly with the restoration of government con
tro) over Zaire's Shaba province, signs of improving us-Ethiopian relations 
following the dispatch in Ju1y 1978 of a new American ambassador, and 
growing problems elsewhere, in and around the Persian Gulf especially. 
What Brzezinski saw as an "arc of crisis" moving eastward, Vance inter-

3'1 BniezinIki, Power and Principle, 209. 

38 See Carter. Keeping Faith, 222-2,3. 
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preted as the suecessful frustration of Boviet...cuban designs in Africa.41 Ei
ther way, Africa was fast beoomiDg an area of receding geostrategie impor
tance and, as such, no longer attracted the close attention it had formerly 
received. The study thus went forward but at a low priority pace and with 
ctiminWbing expectations that the outoome would substantially alter US po]
iey or lead to any significantly increased US commitments in that part of the 
globe. 

M-JCS inputs were necessarily modest, a reflection of both the pre
vailing tendeney to downplay military measures in solving African prob
lems, and the genuine lack of options, as JCS planners saw it, for bringing 
military pressure to bear in any meaningful way that would circumsen1le 
Soviet-Cuban influence. Indeed, so weD ent:renehed had the Soviets and Cu
bans become in cerbdn African countries, that it seemed altogether likely 
their Influence would be felt throughout the continent for years to come. 
The Joint Chiefs estimated that, by 1978, the Soviet and Cuban military 
presence in Africa totaled some 4,000 Soviets in twenf:Y countries and 
35,000 to 38,000 Cubans in twelve, with Angola, Ethiopia, and Mozam
bique bosting the largest contingents. At the same time the Soviet Union 
had mounted an extensive mUitary aid program, valued at $800 million to 
Ethiopia alone within the Jast year, and an additional $soo million scattered 
among its other African clients. In contrast, US security assistance over the 
same period totaled a mere $200 million but would rise to over $1 bDlion in 
FY 1978, with roughly half this amount earmarked tOr the Egyptian F-5 air
craft program. The US military presence in SUb-Saharan Africa numbered 
only sixty-three defense attaches and an additional 114 military personnel. 
~ In these eil.'CUDlStances, the Joint Chiefs saw little that available 

military measures alone could do to dislodge Soviet-CUban influence. But 
combined with diplomatic and eoonomic initiatives, they were reasonably 
confident that programs of stepped-up security assistanee-arms transfers, 
military training, military construction activity, and the Hke-eould help 
reduce African countries! incentive to seek Soviet assistance and eventua1ly 
improve US·A£rican relations. Other options the Chiefs considered were an 
increase in US support for African peacekeeping efforlB; greater encourage
ment of contributions by non-African countries on behalf of African secu
rity; and, should conditions warrant, the introduction and use of US combat 
troops in Africa-an exb:eme course, admittedly, for which President Carter 
had often said publicly the United States had DO plans, but one the Chiefs 
felt should be recognized as a posslDUity nonetheless. Lastly, there were ac-
tiODS outside Africa the United States might take, such as harassing Soviet 
electronie intelligence (BUNT) fligbts and conducting aerial reconnaissance 
over Cuba. However, the Chiefs were dubious whether these measures 

41 Brzezinski, Power and Prineiple, 183-go; Vaoee. Hard Choices, 88. 
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would have much impact on Soviet-Cuban actions in Africa and warned that 
they might backfire by inviting Soviet retaliation in kind.441 

(U) By the time the interagency report on PRM"S6 was ready for 
Carter's review, African issues bad practically faDen off the President's 
agenda. Even so, Carter decided to make the report the focal point of a full
fledged NBC meeting on 6 October 1978, a sign perhaps that, among other 
things, he was tired of the squabbling between Vance and Brzezinski and 
wanted to bring debate firmly to a close. Though described by Vance as a 
"critical meeting," the only decision taken was the President's perfunctOlY 
reaffirmation of the current US policy, encompassing prlm8J.Y reliance on 
economic and po1itical instruments and leaving the exercise of military op
tions open to future deliberations. Discussion, such as it was, seems to have 
been a recapitulation by Vance and Brzezinski of their respective positions. 
When the meeting adjourned, Vance felt vindicated that his view bad pre
vailed. Yet it was, for all practical purposes, as even Vance recognized, a hol
low victolY that offered no real solution to the problem of Soviet-CUban in
volvement in Africa. How the United States would respond, should there be 
a recurrence of episodes like those in Zaire and Ethiopia, remained to be 
seen. 43 DECLASSIFIEO IN FUll. 
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Strengthening 11es in Bast Afriea Oate: DEC 4. 
(U) Despite a well-established Soviet-cuhan. presence in Ethiopia by 

mid-19?'8, analysts in the Pentagon and at the State Department reported no 
significant change in the geostrategic balance in the Hom of Africa over the 
course of the next year..and-a .. balf. Once Ethiopia regained control of the 
Ogaden, the situation seemed to stabi1ize~ with occasional clashes along the 
border, to be sure, but no resumption of heavy fighting. At the same time, 
however, developments in Iran, .Afghanistan, and the Persian Gulf, startiDg 
with the coDapse of the Shah of Iran's regime in January 1979, put steadily 
growing pressure on the United States to reassert its power and influence in 
that part of the world and, in doing so, caused the Carter administration to 
shed some of its inhibitions about becoming militarily involved in Africa. 
Not surprisingly, as contingency planning for the Gulf went forward, the 
Joint Chiefs urged closer cooperation and coDaboration with friendly gov
emments in East Africa, with an eye toward the possibility of acquiring 
bases and access rights there. Invariably, the inducements the Chiefs sug
gested involved one form or another of security assistance-measures that 
met with little favor at either the White House or the State Department. But 

4t "Military Measures to Counter the Soviets and CabaDs in Africa: Annex X to PIlM-S6 
RespoDse. 18 Aug 78. S, Jal 2121/254-4, 82t (4 Oct 78). 

43 Agenda, NBC Meeting on Africa, 6 Oct 78, S/GDS, JCS 2121/2!rl. 821 (4 Oct 78); Vance, 
Hard Choices. 91-92. 
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wi~ the onset of the hostage crisis in November 1979, this opposition began 
togweway. 

~ Prior to the hostage crisis, the most consistent advocacy of an in
creased US military presence in .East Africa came from the Navy which, of all 
the services, had the most well established interests and contacts in the re
gion. Not only was the Navy actively promoting its assets as a deterrent to 
Soviet adventurism in the area, as witDessed by the CNO's carrier task force 
proposal during the Ogaden crisis, but also it hoped to establish a network 
of bases and other faci1ities that would allow it to project its power more 
effectively and efficiently throughout the region in future such crises. With 
the breakdown of arms control ta11rs on the Indian Ocean, the Navy antici
pated a competition with the Soviet Union for the few remaining deep-port 
facilities along the eastern coast of Africa. From the Navy's standpoint, the 
United States needed to aet quickly before the Soviet Union, already wen 
situated with ~ rights in Aden and growing interests in Ethiopia, gained 
additional footholds. A case in point was the former French colony of Dji
bouti, which the Navy worried might faD under Soviet influence or control 
lest the United States provide token aid to assure the Djibouti Government's 
continued western orientation. '.l1:lough iBidaDy cool toward the Navy's sug
gestion, the Joint Chiefs gradually warmed to the idea and, in May 1919, 
they urged Secretary of Defense Brown to support it as wen.44 However, the 
State Department, fearing that a "formal U.S. presence" would jeopardize 
DjIoouti's "neutral position," effectively blocked any immediate action. 45 

M The turning point was the seizure of the US embassy in Tehran in 
early November· 1979, which prompted President Carter to order a State
Defense review of transit and operating privileges needed to support US 
military operations in and around the Persian Gulf. 46 Wlthout waiting for . 
the results, the President on 4 December 1979 concurred in a suggestion 
offered by National Security Adviser Brzezinski that approaches be made 
immediately to Oman, Somalia, and Kenya, with a view toward formalizing 
air and naval access agreements with these oountries. 47 The Joint Chiefs, in 
initially assessing the situation, saw no urgent need for bases in Africa other 
than Morocco and Egypt-countries that formed direct Jinks in the line of 

44 CNOM 32-'18 to JCS, 21 Apr 78, S; DJSM 836-78 to CNO, 16 May 78, S, JCS 2121/251, 
821 (21 Apr 78); CNOM 29-79 to JCS, 17 Apr 19, S; JCSM 195·79 to 8ecDef. 29 May 19. S, 
JCS 2121/258.821/495 (11 Apr 79). 

46 Discussion Paper for PRC Meeting on Middle Bast Security. 20 Jun 79. C, enclosure to 
MeblO, Dodson to Mondale, et. al., 15 Jun 19. C, CJCS Piles (Jones), PRe MeeIiDg File (I 
.hm 79-30 Aug 79). 

46 Memo, Brzezinski to SecState and SecDef, 29 Nov7CJ, C, 402 (4 Dec 79) HI. 

4,'1 Memo, BnezlDBki to Mondale, Vance, and Brown. 5 Dee 79, S, CJCS Files (Jones), 820 
Middle East; Brzezinski. Power and Principle, 446. 
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communications between the United States and the Persian Gulf,'s But 
within weeks, as it became clear from the findings of a State-Defense survey 
team that Somalia and Kenya were both eager to negotiate agreements, the 
Chiefs altered their position and decided that it made sense to obtain access 
agreements there as weD, as long as the opportunity presented itself. 49 

tetOf the eDSUing accords and the role played by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff in their negotiation, mention need be made here of only two-one with 
Somalia, the other with Kenya. (Negotiations for base rights with Djibouti, 
instigated at the insistence of the CNO as an add-on to the orlginallist, were 
still in progress at the time the Carter administration left office.) The agree
ment with Kenya, signed in June 1980, formaJized US access to air and sea 
facilities at Mombassa and to airfields at Naimbi and Nanyuki, in exchange 
for unspecified assistance. Among the oountries of East Africa, Kenya was by 
far the most pro-Westem, one of the few even to allow visiting US warships 
to use its ports for liberty leave. 50 In recognition of the :Kenyan 
Government's cooperation, the Joint Chiefs in recent years had looked fa
vorably on its requests for security assistance, and as recently as 1918, they 
had prevailed over State Department objections in securing an exemption to 
the President's restrictive foreign mi1itaJ:y sales polley (PD-13), to allow 
Kenya to acquhe a fleet of thirty-two helicopters armed with tube-launehed, 
optically-tracked, wire-guided (TOW) missfles.51 Although the US embassy 
in .Kenya thought it should administer the program, a J-5 survey team rec
ommended direct military control, especla1ly if there were any possibility 
that the helicopter request might lead to additional new assistance. Eventu
ally, the American ambassador concur:red and in Janumy 1980, US
CINCEUR established a small Kenya-US military liaison office (KUSLO) in 
Nairobi.52 By this time, Kenya was receiving between $20 and $25 million 
annually in US military assistance, making it one of the largest US recipients 
in Sub-Saharan Africa. Though offieially the question of aid and access to 
bases remained two separate issues, the Kenyans left no doubt that, in mak
ing facilities available, they expected to readve stepped-up American assjs.. 
tance, including F-5 jet figbtelS, armored pezsonne1 carriers (APes), and 
other sophisticated military hardware estimated to total mON than $230 

48 JCSM-34o-79 to SecDef. 6 Dee 79. S, JCS 1887/850,402 (4 Dec 19) HB. 

49 Memo, Vance to BrzeziDsti, 111 Dec 79. S, CJ<B Files (Jones), 820 Indian Ocean. The role 
and function& of the Sl:Ilte-DefeDse survey miBsion are diacussed fnrt:ber in Chapter U. 

50 Amitav AehaJ:ya. VSMilitary 8trutegyin the Gulf(London: lloutledge, 1989),104-

51 JCSM 169-78 to SecDet 18 May 78, S/GDS. JCS f1387/s-2; SUIIl1D8rY of Conclusions, sec 
Mtg on Seeurit.y Assistance to Kenya, 13 Jut ?8. S/GDS, JCS 2387ls-1, both in 839 (4 Mar 
78). 

52 OJSM 1732-78, 30 Oct 78, S, CJCS Files (Jones), 820 Africa; HQ VSEUCOM Historical 
Report 1919. TS, 338-39. 
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million. But in the opinion of the State-Defense negotiating team sent out to 
c:o~plete the ,deal, Kenya's chronic balance of payments problems and the 
liuuted capacity of its armed fares to absorb additional aid, practieaDy fore
closed the possibility of any larger program.53 

. ~ While rapid progress was being made with Kenya, the negotia-
tions With Somalia hit numerous snap, efIectiveJy de1aying conclusion of an 
agreeme!R until late August 1980. US-Somali rdations had waxed and 
waned smce the end of the Ogaden war in March 1978, at which time the 
United States had offered to resume discussion of initiating a military sup
ply reJationship, provided Siad Barre agreed not to use US aid to renew his 
war with Ethiopia. The position taken by the Joint adefs at that time was 
that the United States should keep open as many options as possible by pro
viding Somalia with the defensive aid proffered just before the Ogaden war" 
while avoiding any further obligations that might jeopardize improvements 
in UB-Ethiopian relations or alarm the Kenyans, who were suspicious of l . 
their Somali neighbol'S.54 But after the onset of the hostage crisis, the need 
for bases and access rights took priority. Realizing that his bargaining posi-
tion had improved, Siad escalated his demands for assistarJoo. citing what 
DIA oonsidered highly inflated estimates of the opposing threat from Ethio-
pian forces. S5 In May 1980, the Joint Chiefs endomed a more limited level of 

a]Hll'OXimalteiy $20 miHion annuaUy.5'_ 
to a lesser extent, China that ~ 

ing weapons and funding for its armed tomB, so the proposed 
American contribution was of mo~ symbolic than real value.) After further 
give and take, Siad finally accepted the US offer but, in doing so, avoided 
having to make Ii formal renunciation of his irredentist claims to the 
Ogaden, as the United States had insisted upon in the past 57 oeD 1.4(bXJ) 

(U) Although seemingly important at the time, the 8Ct8IS agreements 
concluded in 1980 with Somalia and Kenya came to oooupy a very limited 
place in JCS plans for surge deployments and other operations in the .Per
sian Gulf. Indeed, early planning done by the RDJTF in the fall and Winter 
of 1980-1981, made no mention of Somalia orlCenya except for training and 

53 Metno, Tarnoff to Brzezinski, 27 Feb 80, S,. CJCS Piles (Jones), sec MeedJ.ls File (14 Feb 
80-19 Mar 80). 

54 BP on Military Supply Re1atioDShip with 8omalia, for CJCS •. 31 Jn1 78, S/GDS,JCS 
2121/255"1,854 (28 Jul78). . 

53 8tate-DeCmase Somalia SUrvey Team Report. Byes 0u1y Supplement. Apr 80,.8,854 (12 
Oct19). 

541 JeBM.-14o-80 to SeeDef, 22 May 80. 8/GOS, JCS 2121/261-2, 854 (12 Oct '79). 

O'! Aehmya. US Military Strotegy in the Gulf, 102-4; ~bvre,Amrsfor theHo~191-219- . 
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exercise purposes. 58 To be sure, the Joint Chiefs never regarded either coun
try as providing a major rear echelon staging area, like las Banas in Egypt. 
Instead, they looked upon Somalia and Kenya more as backup should bases 
in Egypt or the Gulf itself become untenable. Both Somalia and Kenya were 
about the same distance from the Gulf as Diego Garcia, and in Somalia there 
already existed a 1S,soo-foot runway that could accommodate Air Force C-
58 and B-52S. But for political and strategic reasons, the Joint Chiefs chose 
to fwmel investment first into developing and refurbishing faclIities on 
Diego Garcia (a British possession) rather than in East Africa. Congress had 
Httle confidenee in the erratic and unreliable Siad Barre regime, and there 
were some members, including seven of the eight who sat on the House For
eip Affairs Subcommittee on A.frica, who tried to block implementation of 
the arms-for-bases agreement until Siad provided guarantees that he had no 
further designs on the Ogaden.59 Subsequently, in aDowing the deal to pro
ceed, the Hoose Appropriations Committee attached a requirement making 
the sale or transfer of any equipment conditional upon the receipt of "veri
fied assurances- that no Somali forces remained in the Ogaden.60 As it 
turned out, two years would elapse before any US equipment reached Soma
lia, a not unusual delay considering the time lags normaJJy associated with 
the initiation of a new supply program., but a sip nonetheless that streDgth
ening the US position in East Africa was not as high a priority as it might 
once have been. 

Problems in Southem Afriea 
(U) What became by 1979-1980 a deepening preoccupation wft!t 

countering Soviet-cubao involvement in Africa never was, of course, Prest
dent Carter's intention or desire. On the contrary, he entered of!iee ~y 
averse to practically any military involvement in Africa, inducting military 
aid, hoping instead to make US policy there a model for solutions. by ec0-
nomic, political, and diplomatic means. Inpartieu1ar, he wanted. to unprove 
America's standing in the eyes of black Africans by demoDSt:ratiDg that the 
United States "stood for freedom andjustiee for all people," and he inten~ 
to start by putt:ing pressure on the white minority regimes in ~~ Africa 
to accept the principle of majority rule. In practical application, thIS meant 
the. immediate transfer of power to blacks in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe); self
determination for Namibia, virtually a South African colony since 1916; and 

51 See Chapter II. 

59 Washington Post, 30 Aug 80, MS. 

tIO NYTimes, 1 Oct 80, Ag. 
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eventually the dismantling of racial segregation, known as apartheid, as 
practiced in South Africa. 61 

"f!I) Eager to see change in southern.Africa, Carter directed that a re
view ofUB policy (PRM 4) should be one of his administration's earliest and 
highest priorities.62 Out of the ensuing exehange it became clear that State 
and Defense, ineludmg JCS, held dift'eriDl views about the strategic impor
tance of South Africa to the United States. Defense, w1n1e acJmowledging the 
need for eonsisteDcy between US policies and basic American principles, 
noted that the United States should not lose sight of the importance to US 
security of unimpeded access to important minerals in South Africa and un
interrupted use of the sea-Janes around Africa by ships supplying the US 
and its European allies with Middle Eastern oil. By 1971, between sixty and 
seventy ships l'OUDded the Cape of Good Hope daily, a figure that would in
crease if the Suez Canal were to close. Due to critical currents and sea condi
tions in the Cape area, desired sea-lanes were restricted. to approximately 
thirty miles, making sea traftic highly vulnerable to interdiction. 

M State had no quarrel with this analysis but emphasized that US 
relations w.ith other African states and access to their mineral wealth and 
coasts also had to be weighed, as did the adverse Ions-term effect that pro
longed racial strife cxmld have on the avaiJablJity of South AfrIcan minerals 
to the United states. State concurred that it was vital to keep African sea 
Janes open, but believed that if hostile military action were ever taken to 
interdict the route from. Western European waters around the Cape of Good 
Hope to the Persian Gulf (described by State as "a World War n 1;ype of see-
Daria,,), it was unlikely that this would be done in the remote area of South 
African waters. State did not agree, in other words, that the sea laDes around 
South Africa weJ:e of such vital importance. as De.&mse seemed to· suggest, 
that this issue should stand in the way of putting pressure on the South Afri.. 
ean Governmentto change its racial poHcles.63 

.. Carter had no trouble:making up his mind in favor ofStatfis posi .. 
tion, but he deferred a decision on punitive sanetlons and other measures 
pending a fuller interagency review.64 Occasiona1ly mentioned as one possi
bility was the creation of a UN-led peacekeeping force for Rhodesia and 
Namibia, a prospect that drew a tepid response from the Joint Chiefs, espe-
cia1ly if US forces participated, even on a limited seale. BefOre committing to 
such an exercise, the Chiefs advised the admjnisttation to weigh carefully 

61 Carter. Keeping PoitIt.lS0. 144-45. 

62 PRM .... "South Afriea and R.hodedan Negot:ia:t:iou," 21 Jan 7/, S, JCS 2121/233. 821/532 

(21 Jan 7/). 

63 Dept of State Aetioll Memo, 13 Mar 17], S. JCS 212J/2,33"l,. 8t:l/532 (:al Jan 7/). 

64. P0-5, "SoutbernAfrica," 9 Mar 71, S. JHO NBC COllection. 
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the COS!B invo1ved and the potentiaDy adverse impact on US stoclcs should 
the Y!Dted States be called upon to provide equipment and other supplies. 
Additional constraints cited by the Chiefs included the War Powers.Act, 00-
de~ ~hich Congress would need to be consulted; the reaction of US public 
opJDlon at seeing American forces drawn into "a potential racial conflict'" 
and Soviet reactions to substantial US involvement in peacekeeping duties: 
Taking a dim view of peacekeeping missions in general, the Chiefs were 
doubly skeptical of being associated with one in southern Africa. 65 

fIii1f SanctiODS1 however, were different matter. Among the various 
measures tabled for consideration were two of particular interest to the 
Joint Chiefs: a cut-off of cooperation and field 
between the United 

08Dt4( 
(U) The other· area of interest to the Chiefs-nuclear coopemtion

acquired unexpected significance when in early August 1977 the Soviet Un-
ion diselosed to the United States that it had evidence Oster confirmed as 
satellite photos) indicating that South.Africa was building what appeared to 
be a nuclear test site in the Kalahari Desert, near the borders of Namibia 
and Botswana.67 According to published Central Intelligence Ageney (CIA) 
estimates, out of an annual defense budget of $2.3 billion, South Africa was 
aDocating about $100 million a year to its nuclear weapons progl1UD.68 
South Africa's consistent refusal to sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty (NPT) had raised questions before as to its ultimate intentions in the 
nuclear arena; but until the discovery in the Kalahari, there was no concrete 
evidence that it might be on the verge of testing a weapon. Not only was the 
Soviet revelation an embarrassment for US intelligence, which was caught 

6& JCSM~53"17 to SecDef, 28 Dec 71, S,IlDd appendlx thereto. "F'urtber VIews of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff on US Support of Pet.cekeeping in Southern Africa," S, JCS 2121/239"1, 
821/543 (22 Oct 1'7). .. 

M Memo, Dodson to MondaJe. 28 Juu 77. B. JeB 2121/233-2, 821/532 (21 Jan 77); Memo, 
Brzezinski to Vance and Brown, 24 Oct 71. TS, JCS 2121/241, 855/290 (24 Oct 71). 

81 NY'.l'imes, 28AUl71,1, 6; and29AU&71,1,4-

68 Riclmd X. Betts, -A Diplomatic Bomb? South Africa's Nuclear Potential," ~ JosephA. 
Yager (ed.). Nonproliferation and US Foreign Policy (Washington. DC: BrOo'kiDgs, 1980), 
291. 
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una~es, but also it was one more item, albeit a major one, increasing the 
strain on the already fragile relationship between Washin&ton and Pretoria. 

•• (!1>Whether' a demonstration test was impending or not, the Kala
hari mCldent would mark a crucial turning point in US-South African rela
tions: the beginning of the end of what bad been two and a ha1f decades of 
nuclear cooperation. That relationship dated from the early days of the cold 
war, when the United States, needing additional sourees of uranium ore 
supply for its atomic weapons program, bad turned to South Africa, among 
others. Between 1953 and 1971 the United States imported over 43,000 tons 
of non.;enriched uranium, worth $450 million, and reciprocated by provid
ing South Africa with equipment, technical expertise, and enriched uranium 
to start its own nuclear power program. But by. the early 19708, as the 
United States began to seale back on its nuclear stockpDe, the need for 
South African uranium rapidly declined. At the same time, there was grow
ing pressure from anti-apartheid groups for the United States to curtail its 
nuclear cooperation, and with the advent of the Carter admiDistration, cut
backs, or a cessation of assistance altogeth~r, appeared inevitable. The Kala-
hari incident, it seems, merely speeded up this process. 69 OS01.4( b)(c1) 

4a Clearly skeptical of South Africa's intentions, the Carter admini- . 
stration reacted with predictable concern. In an analysis prepa:red for the 
PRC, State and the NBC Staff pointed to the negative consequences a South 
African test could have, both on worldwide nonproliferation efforts under 
the NPT, and on the more immediate problem of achieving a set:t:1ement in 
Southern Rhodesia, where the white minority government, led by Ian Smitb, 
might feel emboldened to hold out against: b1ack that 
it had a armed with nuclear we8llJQ'lllS. 

all, whJle there were strong arguments pressure 
Africa to dismantle its faCility in the ICalahari, State NSC con-

curredthat little 'could be done other than through diplomatic channels, and 
that the whole matter should be handled in a low-key manner that would . 
attract as little attention as possible. The Joint ChieiS took note of this ad:
vice but offered DO separate comments of their own.'1l 

(D) In fact, fears that South Africa's nascent nuclear weapons pr0-
gram would ~ a destabilizing effect on Sub-Saharan.Africa turned out to 

fI9 Ronald W. Waltels. SDu.th4(rka and the Bomb: Responsibility and Deterrence ~. 
ton, Mass.: D.C. Beatb., 11)87).88-90; J. D. L. Moore, South.A,frka and NudeoJ' PnJ.lfJ:!
don (NY: at. Martin's, 1987l. 70"7l. 82-84; James BarberandJobn Barratt, South,qJ'_s 
Foreign Policy (Cambridge: CaDlbrldge Uuiversity I'reIs, 1990), q8-40· 

10 State-NSC Discussion Paper: South African Nuclear Issue. nA, enclosure to Memo, 
Dodson to VP,er. aL, 24 Aug 71, S/XGDS, JCS 2121/233-4. 821/532 (21 Jan 17). 
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be unfounded. Not only did the threat of a nuclear-armed white South Africa 
faU to intimidate its black neighbors but also it lent little if any support or 
encouragement to Ian Smith's breab.way regime in Rhodesia. Unable to 
OYelmme either the internatioDa1 sanctions imposed upon it by the UN or 
the guerrilla war being waged by .African insurgents, Smith's regime gradu-

C L{G J ally ~bled, and in 1980 he handed over power to the black majority. OlD 1A( ~ 
IA It (. of 3'Sl<:J (lltMeanwhile,inanefforttoavoid '-. \ Co) 

White ' 

in early September 1971 nu-
" deliveries until such time as the South African Government pm
vided "&OJid evidence" that it was not building atomic bombs.72 However, 
the administration's official position continued to be that it had no intention 
of severing nuclear ties with South Africa, a position that generaUy accorded 
with the JCS view of sanctions. Although the Chiefs accepted ,the threat of 
sanctions as a diplomatic necessity, they preferred wherever feasible to rely 
on persuasion and negotiations.73 The State Department, on the other hand, 
and in particular the US delegation to the UN,' headed by the President?s 
personal friend, Andrew Young, tended to take a tougher line. But because . 
of the highly competitive nature of the international nuclear supply busi
ness, it was practically impossible for the Carter administration to formulate 
and enforce a wholly effective nuclear em_go.74 

j 
I 

J 

. '1(1») 

CIA-INC') +3~~) 

72 Memo, Brzezinski to SeeSt:ate, 6 Sep.,.,. S/GDS, 2121/238, 855/704 (15 Sep 71). 08D1 .4(C. ) 

73 Talldng Paper on Southem Africa for the SeeDef and ruC8, 6 Oc:t 78, S/GDS, JCS 
212.l/2ff/-l, 821 (4 Oct 78). 

'It See Walters. SouthA.frico. and the Bomb, 95-98• 
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f • SeekingCOnfirmatioD, the White House Office of Science and 
: Teehnoilogy PoHey COllVened a panel of experts headed by 

76 Robert S. Jaster, "Pretoria's Nuclear Diplomacy," in HeleD IGtchen 8l1d J. Coleman 
I<itcben, South.Africa: 7\uelve PeJ'speet.ives on the 7hmsition (Westport, CoaD.: Praepr, 
1994),56. 
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. fYJNo~ Africa, like the south, presented its· own unique problems 
which, In certaln respects, attracted closer JCS attention than· those eJse.. 
where on the OO1lDnent. American regional security interests affected by de
velopments· in North Africa included maintenance of sea lines of communi
cation in the Mediterranean, support for· the Sixth Fleet, protection of 
NATO's southem :flank, and denial to the Soviets of bases and naval repair 
facilities. Although global and domestic political considerations had greatly 
reduced the forward-depJoyed forces that the United States once had had in 
North Africa, it remained a region of important strategic significance and 
would become even more so as the united States, toward the end of the 
Carter administration, found itself increasingly involved in guaranteeing the 
security of the Persian Gulf. 

tI) Apart from Egypt, which was really more a part of the Middle 
East, the North African country of most immediate JCS concern was Mo
rocco. Having maintained generally cordial relations with the United States 
since gainiog independence from France in 1956, Morocco at one time or 
another had played host to an array of US air and IUilval facilities. Though 
most of these were gone or were being phased out by the mid-l970s, largely 
at 'US initiative, the Joint ChiefS believed that the United States had "a con
tinuing important interest" in preserving Morocco's for US mili
tary access and US installations.80 By . 
Morocco still welcomed US 

same assess
mentas the Joint Chiefs about theUDSettling Soviet-Cuban presence in Sub
Saharan Africa, and in 1977 and again in 1978 Hassan had sent troops to 
help repel the rebel invasions of Zaire's Shaba province (see above). At the 
same time,· Morocco was also providing covert military assistance to the 
guerrillas operating against the Marxist government of Angola and had con
tributed forces in an unsuccessful bid to overthrow the Maaist-Leninist 
regime in Benin. 81 .~.. ~/" 

OSD 1.4(4.)(.(1) 

80 JCSM-289-76 to SecDef. 4 Aug 76. SIGns, JCS 2409/:12·1, 8471473 (18 May 76). 

81 "Baclr,ground Paper on PRM 34. North Afriea." p. 5. undated, B/GDSi enclosure to Memo, 
Dodson to MondaIe, et. a)., 18 May 78. S, JCS2121/25O--1. 821/532 (14 Apr.,a); Jobn 
Dainis, Conflict in Northwest Africa: The westem Sahara Dispute (Stanford. ean£: Hoo
ver Instit1ltion Press, 1983), 119-20. 
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(0) DUring most of the Carter years, however, the Joint Chiefs' great
est interest in Morocco revolved around its escalating hostilities with the 
Polisario Front, a West Saharan nationalist movement with Marxist leanings 
that wanted to carve its own state out of territory formerly controlled by 
Spain, but divided between Morocco and Mauritania early in 1976. Armed 
largely with Soviet-made weaPODS provided courtesy of Algeria, the Peli
sarlo launched a steadily growing insurgency· that attracted an increasing 
degree of international attention. Privately, the United States welcomed the 
absorption of the Sahara by Morocco and Maurita:Dia. as the preferred alter
native to the creation of an Arab radical miJli..state under Algerian and lor 
Soviet influence. However, in an effort to avoid being drawn further into the 
conflict, the United State stopped short of publicly endorsing Morocco's 
claims and adopted instead a posture of neutm1ity and support for self .. 
determination.8 

, 
f8} Events that would precipitate changes in US policy began to un- ! 

fold in the summer of 1917, at which time the Joint Chiefs started to receive I 

requests from the Morocean Government for ammunition and weapons 
suited for counterinsurgency operations against the Polisario.Among the 
items on Morocco's shopping list were twenty-four Cobra he1ieopters and an 
equal number of OV-I0 (Bronco) afrera.ft, a lightly armed but highly maneu .. 
verable surveiJlance plane. 83 The United States had had a security assistance 
agreement with Morocco since 1960, and in 1974, at Morocm's request, it 
had undertaken a defense modernization program directed primarily. at 
strengthening Morocco's ground and air capabilities in order to oounter . 
growing Algerian military strength with Soviet-supplied equipment. 84 The 
terms of the 1960 agreement restl'ieb:!d 

and~~ 
one 

ment as applying to operations against the Polisario 
as well since, tecbnicaDy, the Western Sahara lay outBideMoroccoJs interna-
tionally recognized borders.85 11le Joint Chiefs, after examining Morocco's 
request for the OV-I08, found that such planes prObably would be used "to 
thwart insurgent activity but would not adversely affect the regional arms 
balance. OJ For this reason the JCS were inclined to go along with M~cots. 
request, with an initial sale of six planes, clraWn from current stoclcs,fol.;. 

" 
PSD1.4{bX~} 

82 Bacqround on US poliey from JCS 2409/12, S/GDS, 8471-m (18 May 76); and Testj.;. 
mony by Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Nicbo1as ;A.<Ve1~12 Oct 71,.hl US Con- . 
gess, House, Committee on International Relations, »fltlnngs: 71Je· Question of 8e1/-
Determination in Western Sahara, 95: 1 (Wisbington: GPO.:191?')~ 

83 Msg, l5l00lZ Nov 71, C. CJCS Files, 820 (Misc.)':;'Mij~. . .. . 
:,: !;/-:;",~,,»;;! ',:;>, 

84 See Enclosure BtoJCS 2409/12, SIGDS, 847/473(18 May7f)). 

85 Hearings: Self-Determination in Western Sahara,72-:18~' 
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lowed by the rest 88 soon as an in-oountry survey team com~leted its report 
usessing Morooco's support equipment and training needs. 6 

M'With final action on Morocco's latest arms requests still pending, 
President Carter in AprD 1978 asked the State Department to head a PRC 
~ew of US policy in North Africa (pRM 34), looking specifically at rela
tions with Morocco and .Algeria, the Soviet role in North Africa, and pros
pects for settling the contlict in the Westem Sahara.87 Earlier, the State De
partment had informed key members of Congr:ess that it intended to initiate 
the paperwork for the sale of the OV-IOS but had run into strong opposition 
from the House International Relations and Senate Foreign Relations 
Committees over the unresolved question of self-determination for the 
Western Sahara and reports that Morooco was using US-built F-58 against 
the Polisario. Threatened with committee action to curb arms sales to Mo
rocco, the State Department had shelved further action. The result was a 
stalemate between Congress and the administration over further security 
assistance to Morocco, and a widening rift in relations between Rabat and 
Wamnn~~88 . 

~onowing the Shaba II incident of May 1918, the prospects that 
the United States would lift some or all of its strictures on arms sales to Mo
rocco, appeared momentarily to brighten. Momeco's participation in the 
US-backed intervention in Zaire created a more receptive mood in Congress 
toward Us security assistance to Afriean countries and helped persuade the 
administration, as part of its North Africa policy review, to take a second 
look at Rabat's arms requests, now pared to the purchase of just twenty-four 
Cobras.89 The Joint ChiefS received no request to look into the Cobra sale, 
but having earlier endorsed the purchase of the OV-los, they remained. 
sympathetic to Morocco's needs. In JUDe 1918, with the PRC scheduled to 
resume deliberations on North Africa, J-5 recommended to JCS Chairman 
Jones that he offer a compromise, based on proceeding with the sale of ei
ther the Cobras or the OV-I08, or both, in erchange for assurances from Mo
rocco that it would refrain from using US-provided equipment in the west .. 
ern Sahara. State, lSA, and the NBC Staff concurred that the United States 
should be more forthcoming toward Morocco, but they found the issue now 
eompHcated by two new developments: the apparent need, as State and De
fense legal experts saw it, for an amendment to the 1960 bilateral assistance 
agreement the United States bad with Morocoo; and a recent warming trend 

86 MJCS 3-78. 10 Jan 78. C/GDS, JCS 2409/14, 847/499 (15 Nov 77). 

8't PRM.-34. iNortb Africa-l.14 Apl"'}8. S/GDS. JCS 2121/250, 821/532 (14 Apr 78)· 

88 BackgJ:ound Paper OD PRM-34: North Africa, pp. 12-16, S/GOS. JCS 2121/250-1, 821/532 
(14 Apr 78). 

89 Update to PRM-34 Background Paper, undated, S, enclosure to PRC.Agenda, Meeting on 
US Relations with Algeria and Morooco, 8 Jua 78. S, JCS 2l2.l/250--2, 821/532 (14 Apr 78)· 
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in US relations with Algeria, which the State Department worried might be 
jeopardized by stepped-up arms aid to Morocco. 90 

~Taking these various factom into account, the PRC recommended, 
and President Carter approved, a policy that wound up straddling two 
stools, caDing for maintaining close relations with Morocco while strength
ening ties with Algeria. In Morocco's case, however, the inducements were 
few. For Morocco to receive the Cobra belicopters it had requested, it would 
first have to withdraw its US-built F-58 from the western Sahara and agree 
not to use any US-supplied military .pment outside its reoognized bor
ders.91 This was a somewhat more exacting position than the JCS bad rec
ommended and had the predictable effect of further antagonizing the Mo
roccans. But it was fully in line with the emerging State Department view
shared to some extent by lSA and the Joint Chiefs-that Morocco was in
volving itself in an unwinnable war of attrition, and that pressure should be 
brought to bear somehow to make Rabat more amenable to negotiations 
and a compromise settlement. 

M Unable to secure aD it wanted from the United States, Morocco 
turned to France to supply it with arms, including Mirage I fighter-bombers 
to replace its F-sa. Meanwhile, a growing number of at.taeb by the Polisarlo, 
some inside Morocco's borders, sugested. a change in the nature of the war, 
prompting the PRC in March 1979 to establish a special Sahara Working 
Group to monitor the situation. .As participants in this group, the Joint 
Chiefs undertook a further, albeit quiet- examination of Morocco's military 
posture and operations against the Polisario, from which they concluded 
that Morocco would need not just weapons but advisory and training assis
tance as well.92 Toward the end of the following September, with the West
ern Saharan situation oontinuing to deteriorate, and with the JCS increas
ingly involved in planning for what would become the Rapid Deployment 
Force, the PRC embarked upon yet another review of US security assistanoo 
policy to Moroooo. Among the options under oonsideration 'Wel'C an ACDA 
proposal to stand pat on current restrictions; a State Department plant en
dorsed by several leading members of Congress, to aDowa partial relaxation 
of current strictures, but not to the extent of providing MOI'OCm with arms 
primarily designed for counterinsurgency warfare; and a third option, fa
vored by the Joint Chiefs, lSA, and the NSC Staff, to liberalize the US arms 

10 J-s TaWas Paper for CJC8, for PRC MeetiD& 8 JUD 78, on PRM-34 North Africa, S/GDS; 
Memo, ASDOSA) to SeeDef, 6 Jun 78. s. both in JCS 2121/250-3. 821/532 (14 Apr 78). 

91 Summary of ConelusioDs, PRe Meeting on North Africa, 13 JQD 78. S/GDS; Memo, 
Brzezinsti to Vanee, at. aI., 21 Jun 78. SIGDS, JCS 2121/250'4. 821/532 (14 Apr 78). 

Ba Summary of Cone1nsious, PRC Meeting OIl North Africa, ?!I Mar 79, S/XGDS, acs Files 
(Jones), PRe lIiIeeIiq File (1 Jan 79 to 30 Mar 79); DJSM 692-79 to ASD(lSAh 18 Apr 79. 
C/GDS; and DJSM 107l-79 toA8D(lSA).18 Jun 79. S, enclosing -MOl'OCCIUl Militm:y Opera
tions Against the Po1isario," June 1979, C. 821 (26 Mar 79) 1m. 
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supply relationship with Morocco by.providing not only weapo~ like the 
OV-IO, and spare parts and ammunition forpreriously supplied US equip
ment, but also counterinsurgency training, intelligence, and advisory sup
port. Although the Joint Chiefs concurred that it was probably beyond Mo
rocco's capacity to bring about a military solutton, they saw US assistance 
~ening King Hassan's military position and hence his ability and will
mgness to negotiate with the polisario.93 InitiaDy unsuccessful in reaching a 
consensus, the PRC met again in mi.d-October,at which time it. rejected the 
proposal to provide Moroooan forces with counterinsurgency training and 
advisors but adopted practical1y everything else under the third option pack
age.g4 

J.I1 Despite the administration's reversal of policy, US arms aid to 
Morocco in its struggle against the Polisario was slow to materialize during 
the remainder of the Carter administration. Congressional opposition, espe
cially among liberal House Democrats, remained strong, and there were 
continuing misgivings at the State Department that by supplying arms, the 
United States would be encouraging Morocco to bold out against a negoti
ated solution in the Western Sahara.. The Joint Chiefs, on the other hand, 
viewed State's attitude as an impediment to improving UB-Morocam rela
tions at a time when the United States had an increasingly urgent require
ment to acquire facilities for shifting tbrces rapidly into the Middle E',ast ... 
Persian Gulf region. Indeed, as plauing went forward for the Rapid De
ployment Force, the Joint Chiefs specifically identified Morocco as one of 
five countries "most crucial" to the maintenance of en route base support 
and overtlight privileges in projecting US military forees into the Gulf.re
gion.9S Toward this end, the Chiefs believed that security assistance afforded 
the United States ·considerable leverage" in possible negotiations with Mo-
rocco for access there and 

~! until a new adDllimstmtion 
. these views had little noticeable impact on the conduct of US uuu.,;;y. 

OBD 1i4(b)(J) 
93 PRC Discussion Paper, "The western Sahara and DS Arms 'l'ramafer Policy Toward MI)
rot:l!O," [20 Sep 79], S/RDS-s, CJCS Files (Jones),PRC Meeting File (1 Sep 79 to 31 Dec 79); 
Undated and unsigned memo, sub: Possible AcliobS/EquipmemSales for Morocco, S, CJCS 
Files (Jones), NBC Memo File (23.Aug 79-31 Jan 80). 

I" SUmmary of Conclusions, PRe Meeting on North.A.frica, 21 Sep 79, S/XGDS. CJCS Files, 
PRC Meeting File (1 Sep 79-30 Dec 79); PRe Discussion Paper,"The Westem Sahara and 
US.AJ1DS Transfer Polley Toward Morocco,'" [Bevised,1:l Oct 79J, S/RDS-a. enclosure to (C) 
Memo. Dodson to Mondale, et. aI., 15 Oct 79, C, CJCS Files (JaDes), NSC Memo FIle (aa 
Aug 79-31 Jan 8o)j ·Damis, Co1lflic:t in NorthwestAfrica. 123,174· 

N JCSM-34D-79 to SecDef, 6 Dec 79, S/XGDS • .res 18&7/850. 402 (4 Dec 79) HB. The other 
four countries were Po1'tllp1, Egypt, Turkey, and the United i1ngdom. whieb. controlled 
Diego Garcia. For it fuller discussion of.RJ)fl'Fbase requirements, see Chapter II. 
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(U) The slow progress made in changing US policy on assistall(2 to 
Morocco points up the uncertainties and ambiguities that plagued US policy 
toward the whole of Africa throughout the Carter years and which made it 
exceedingly difficult for the Joint Chiefs to develop and act on clear-cut mili
tary priorities. Although they had few concrete interest! in Africa south of 
the Sahara and did not want to become involved in that region's complex: 
and controversial racial politics, the strong Soviet-Cuban presence there left 
the Chiefs no choice but to contemplate expanding the US military role. 
Though the responses they suggested were generally limited, they tended 
more often than not to involve infusions of militaIy assistance or displays of 
miJitary power that ran counter to President Carter's preferences for politi
cal, economic, and diplomatic initiatives. Yet as time went on, even Carter's 
aversion to militaIy solutions weakened as he began to recognize the need 
for US friends and aBies in .Africa in order to support American interests 
elsewhere, the Persian Gulf especially, The result was a shift toward policy 
tactics more outwardly attuned to what the JCS felt should be done, in East 
Africa and Morocco most notably, but with no strong high-level commit-
ment behind them to foDowthrough. . 

96 MJCS 201-80 to Dir. DSAA, 19 Sep 80, S, JCS 2409/16, 847/495 bgSep 80). 
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(UJ In addition to their mounting concern for problems in the Middle 
East and Africa during the Carter years, the Joint Chiefs of Staff found 
the~ .faced with a growing array of security issues closer to home, in 
Latin Amenca and the Caribbean Basin. Broadly spealdng, the JCS viewed 
US ~ty interests there as having four general objectives. The first and 
most lDlportant, underscored by the ominous confrontation of the 1962 Cu
ban missile crisis, was to prevent the introduction of nuclear weapons sys
tems capable of striking the United States. Second was to maintain the 
security of US territory and possessions in or contiguous to the Caribbean 
Basin. Third was to protect against the development of potentially hostiJe 
forces within the region, either indigenously or from external sources. And 
fourth was to protect and preserve vital lines of communication, especially 
those through the Panama Canal. 

~ In strategic terms, Latin America presented a mixed picture. Only 
one country in the tegion-Mexieo-ranked in the "vital interest" category 
that the Joint ChieiS used for strategic sensing purposes. Three eountries
Brazil, Panama, and Venezuela-held "significant" interest; and eleven more 
fell into the "mportant interest" category.) Even SO, the Joint Chiefs ac
corded Latin America significantly greater attention than their paper esti
mates of the region would appear to dictate. Part of the explanation was the 
existence of Fidel Castro's Cuba, and the continuing Soviet presence there, 
which together posed an ever-present danger to US interests and hemi
spheric stabnity. Additionally, there was a long (and sometimes controver
sial) history of US participation in a variety of bilateral and multilateral 
military relationships with Latin America, some dating from the late nine
teenth century, but others of more teamt vintage. In the latter category 
were the creation of the Inter-American Defense Board (lADB) in 1942, the 
World War U lend .. lease program and themllitary assistance and advisory 
system that supetseded it in 1949, and the Organization of American States 
(OAS) for poHtico-military consultation, Through these and other sundry 
contacts, JCS planners had gradually acquired a fairly exteDSive first-hand 
knowledge of that part of the world and, in, doing so, bad also develo~ a 
close rapport with their Latin American counterparts, closer perhaps 'than 
with any other group of foreign officers outside NATO Europe. As, a ~t, 
in assessing US strategic interests, the Joint Chiefs tended to gnre Latin 
America extra consideration. Maintaining a credible US military presence 

1 Joint Strab!gic PlanoiDg DocuInent Supporting ADal)'ses. Ff 81-88, (Section 2, Book lll), 
a, JCS2l43/S18.13 Nov 78. 511 (6 Nov 78). 
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the~ they believed, was integral to preserving not just US security but also 
us self--esteem and prestige.! 

(0) The incoming carter administration adopted a somewhat differ
ent outlook, with initially different priorities. As in Africa and elsewhere in 
the Third World, the new President put protection of human rights and 
economic development above mnitary and security concems. Many of those 
who joined the new administration at the State Department and on the NSC 
Staff tended to be skeptical of US military involvement in Latin America 
and, in policy deliberations, preferred to semen out military participation 
insofar as possible. carter himself spoke a little Spanish and was sincerely 
dedicated to impmving the US image in Latin America. In the words of Na
tional Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, the President "recognized the 
changed realities of North and South America and was willing to work con
structively to build more mature relationships based on mutual respect. "3 

(D) One reason why Cuter felt able to adopt the position that he did 
at the outset was the low prome of security problems in Latin America by 
the mid-191OS. Compared with the decade before, when Latin America bad 
been a hotbed of political turmoD, the situation at the beginning of Carter's 
presidency was one of relative quiescence. Though committed to preserving 
a general framework of security, Carter saw an opportunity for reforms and 
for bettering the us image that other presidents simply bad not enjoyed. 
The Joint Chiefs, mindful to the oontrovel'SiaI reputation the United Sates 
bad in parts of Latin America, were cautiously optimistic in initially endors
ing the President's program. But as time went on, the deteriorating state of 
US-Soviet relations, more aggressive behavior by Castro's Cuba, and an up
surge in leftist insurgency movements, convinced them otherwise. By the 
end of the Carter's presidency, American policy had come practica1ly full 
circle and was more p1'eOCCUpied with security probJems in Latin America 
than at any time since World War II. 

The PaDama Canal Coatroversy 
(D) The first item of business on the new administration's Latin 

America agenda was to settle the disputed status of the Panama Canal. Even 
though formal talks with Panama had been oDgOing for over a decade, de
lays and difficulties of one sort or another bad plagued the negotiati0n;s. 
Prior to Carter's advent, the most recent breakthrough had occurred m 
1974, when Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and Panamanian Foreign 
Minister Juan Antonio Tack had agreed in principle that Panama should 

2 For an overview of US military m'Iat:ioDships in Latin America, see "The Bole of the 1AD8 
in a Changing MUitary System," U, enclosure to IADB-141-7'1 to DJ8, 8 Dec 7'1. U. JCS 
629/164-2, 13 Dec rr. and J. LIoyd.Meebam. The United States and InteJ"-.ArneI'Wan 8Bcu
rity,l8B9-19M (Austin, 1'.1.: UDiversity of Texas Press, 19(1). 

3 Brzezinski, Power and.Principle. 134. 
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receive increased revenues and, at some future date, assume full responsi
bility for the canara operations.' Criti~ including Calitbmia Governor 
.Ronald Reagan, promptly assailed the agreement as a "give-away," and in 
1976 it became a central issue in the Republican presidential primaries. 
Rather than further fuel the debate, the Ford administration suspended ne
gotiations, with the implied understanding that a replacement treaty would 
receive prompt attention once the US elections Were over.' 

...-Although the Joint Chiefs had supported the Kissinger-Tack 
agreement, they did so on condition that the final treaty incorporate a "neu
trality guarantee" safeguarding US access rights once the canal passed from 
US to Panamanian contra]. Additiona11y, the Chie1S preferred a treaty with 
the longest possible duration, the longest possible term for exercising op
tions to extend the canafs capacity, and the longest and broadest expansion 
of US control over operations and defense.6 But with the arrival of the 
Carter administration, they braced themselves for the poSSlDDity that the 
United States would end up making further concessions. According to 
.Bnezinski, Carter wanted to use the mnal negotiations to demonstrate that 
the United States was "commiUed to eliminating the anachronistic 'colonial' 
aspects" of US policy toward Latin America. The longer the United States 
delayed, Carter believed, the greater the chances of violence causing irrepa
rable harm aD around. '1 

...-.rIn addition to the Chiefs' understandable concern for the canaJ's 
security, there were other reasons why they were uneasy over seeing precipi
tate changes in the status quo. Panama, like the majority of Latin American 
countries at the time, was under a militaIy regime, headed by General Omar 
Torrijos, who ruled as an all-powerful executive, backed by the National 
Guard. A self-styled populist, Tonijos actively oourted the Left: with strident 
anti-American rhetoric, . relations with Cuba, and by allowing the 

4 DOS, ~ 2S Feb 74.184-85. 

6 William J. Jorden, Panama Odyssey (Austin: University of Texas Press. 19841. 292-94-
On the bacJrgrouDd and deve10pmeut oftha canal CODtrovemy,.see Poole. JC8 and National 
Policy. 1973-1976. S. 263-79. 

6 Poole, JC8 andNationalPoliCY.1973-19?6. S, 267-68. 

1 Bnezinski, Power and Principle. 136. . 
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had ~me the subject of a US Justice Department imestigation, which 
had YIelded one sealed indictment against Torrijos' brother, Moise&, Pa
nama's ambassador to Spain.1I 

(U) In the past, the preseneeof such a regime might have served as 
ample invitation for the United States to intervene, either overtly or cov- -
ertly, and to replace it with one more amenable to US interests. But by 
Jimmy Carter's time, with Vietnam, Watergate, and the ChUMh committee 
investigations still fresh in many people's memory, such behavior was prae
tically unthinkable. Instead, during his first week in office, Carter ordered a 
full analysis by the Policy Review Committee of the key issues yet to be re
solved with Panama, to be followed by an "immediate, well-organized and 
coordinated effort involving the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Defense and 
State Departments" to eulist congressional support for a new treaty. Al
though publicity efforts of this sort were not UIl(X)mnton, it was rare to see 
the Joint Chiefs singled out for participation. UsuaBy, if the JCS were in .. 
volved at aU, it was in providing expert testimony, not lobbying. But obtain
ing congressional backing for changes In the status quo promised to be an 
emaordinaJ.'y effort. Anticipating that opponents would attack any treaty on 
security grounds, Carter obviously wanted it made clear from the beginning 
that his policy had full JCS endomement, to vouchsafe that it was mUitarily 
sound10 

(U) Although resigned to giving up control Of the canal to Panama, 
the Joint Chiefs cautioned against precipitous action. On 21 January and 
again on 26 January 1971, they reviewed their position in anticipation that 
talks with Panama would soon resume. Immediately after the second meet .. 
iD& the JCS Chairman, General George S. Brown, USAF', met with Secretary 
of Defense Harold -Brown and Lieutenant General Welbom -romJt Dolvin, 
USA (Ret), who served as the OSI).JCS representative to the negotiations. 
Instead of seeking explicit assurances, the Secretary suggested the Chiefs 
consider a broadly worded neutrality guarantee that would mntinue beyond 
the termination of US operation and allow either the United States or Pa· 
nama to protect and defend the canal as either saw fit. The advantage of 
adopting such an approach was that it skirted two extremely sensitive is
sues: whether treating the canal as neutral tenitory diluted Panama's sover
eignty over it; and whether the United States retained the right of unilateral 
intervention. General Brown liked the idea and promptly submitted it to his 
JCS colleagues, asldng that they provide their views prior to a meeting the 
next morning of the PRC. All spressed reservations but endorsed the Secre-

9 Memo, Martinez (DIA) to CJCS, a May 71. C/GDS. CJCS Files (Brown), 8ao Panama. 

10 PRM/NSC 1 on Panama, 21 Jan 71, S/GDS, JCS 1778/248; and Memo, Brzezinski to 
Vance, at. 81., 27 Jan 71. S, JCS 1718/248-2, both in 9ss/533 (21 Jan 71)· 
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tary's formulation as an expedient means of solving the problem.l1 As even
tually incorporated into the treaty as Article lV, the neutrality guarantee 
read as follows: 

The United States of America and the Republic of Panama 
agree to maintain the regime of neutrality established in this 
Treaty, which shall be maintained in order that the Canal shall 
remain permanently neutral. notwithstanding the termination 
of any other treaties entered into by the two Contracting Par-
1ies.12 

_On 27 January the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman briefed 
the PRC. General Brown explained that while his JCS coDeagues would have 
preferred a stronger neutrality guarantee, they had agreed to accept the Sec
retaJ.'y's proposed laDguage because of its flexibilit;y. Under this, he said, 
each country could interpret the treaty its own way, and there would be no 
requirement for residual defense. AeknowIedging that this was admittedly 
an ambiguous statement, Brown still felt that it would meet US require
ments.ll 

(U) Even with the breakthrough that the so-called Brown-Brown 
formula helped to produee, it was not until May 191'1 that US and Panama
nian negotiators reached a tentative settlement. The outcome was a two
part agreement: a replacement treaty that would phase out American opera
tion of the canal by the year 2000 and tum it over to Panama; and a sepa
rate treaty covering neutrality guarantees. The interpretation that President 
Carter chose in his memoirs to apply to the crueia1 Brown-Brown formula 
was that the United States retained the right of defense against external 
threats whne Panama would protect the canal against danger from within.14 

u CM-1261-71 to CNO, et. al., 26 Jan 71. C; Memo, Shear (for CNOl to Clcs, ~ Jan 71, 
C/GDS; and Memo, CSA (Iogers) to CJCS (Brown), 27 JaB 71, S, all in CJCS Piles (Brown). 
820 Panama. According to BuclasJip memo, Conlin to Brown, 27 JaB 71. ibid., the aJAF and 
CYC teplied by telephone. AJso see US Congreu, SeDate. Committee on Foreip Belatio1l8. 
Hearings: Panama Canal Treaties. 95:1 (Washington, DC: GPO. 1m), Pi. 1, 128-29. Here
after cited as SCPR, Hearings; Panama Canal treaties. 

12 "'Treaty Concerning the Permanent Neutrality and Operation of the PaDama Canal," in 
DOS, Bulletin, 17 Oct 77.497. 

18 MFR by LTG WeIbom G. DolYin of PIle Mig on 27 JaB 71. USA (Ret), 31 Jan 71, S/GDS, 
CJCS Piles (Brown), 820 Panama. Also see Jorden, Panama Odyssey. 343-44, 368-69. 

1& Cuter, Keeping Faith. 151. Carter may have been conbing Artiele IV of the neutra1ity 
treaty with .Article IV of the replacement tleIly. Under the latter the United States and Pa
nama committed themseIws to protect and defend the canal until the treaty expired in the 
year 2000. Until then: "Bach Party sball act, in accordance with its constitutional processes. 
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Although the Chiefs said they would have preferred mOle explicit provisions 
for .residual defense matters, they professed to be aatisfied that "legal and 
political arguments could be made to support a unilateral US intervention 
In the event any nation, including Panama, threatened the nondiscrimina
tory operation or security of the canal in time of war or peace." In other 
words, it was the Chiefs' understanding that, under the agreed arrangement, 
the United States still reserved the right to do whatever it felt best to keep 
the canal 0pen.15 

(U) More negotiations followed to iron out details, but by late.August 
1971 the treaties were complete. On 2 September, without elaborating, the 
Joint Chiefs added their concurrence, thus technically certifying that they 
considered the treaties militarily acceptable.18 Opinion polls, however, 
showed that only around 30 percent of the American pubBc approved of the 
treaties, and there quickly emerged a strident and well-funded opposition 
dedicated to thwarting ratification.17 Among the opponents were four for
mer Chiefs of Naval Operations-Robert B. Carney, George W. Anderson, 
Jr., Arleigh A. Burke, and Thomas H. Moorer, General Brown's immediate 
predecessor as JCS Chairman. In a joint letter they urged President Carter 
to reconsider relinquishing control of the canal and to bear in mind that it 
was "indispensable during periods of tension and coDftiet.»18 Finding that 
"military uniforms were of great help" in rebutting such criticism, President 
Carter came to rely heavily on the Joint Chiefs to penuade wavering mem
bel'S of the Senate and key opinion leaders that they should support the 
treaties. Most active of all in this regard was General Brown, who organized 
briefings, wrote lettm's explaining the administration's position, and helped 
to persuade former President Ford and former Secretary of State Kissinger 
to come in favor of ratification. 19 

(D) Brown knew that, despite the public posture adopted by the Joint 
Chiefs, support for the treaties among the militaIy-active and retired 
alike-was less than enthusiastic. The letter from the four retired CNOs was 

to meet the daDger resulting fIOm an armed attack or other acticms wJdcb tbteateD the se
curity of the P8DIlIP8 CaDaI or of ships transitiq ft.- DOS, Bulletin, 11 Oct 77.481· 

15 JCSM-22S-17to Secllef, 20 May 77, SIGDS, JCS 1778/239-1. 933/533 (20 Feb 15l. 

16 JCSM-S6S-77to SecDef, 2 Sep 77. C/GDS. JCS 1778/255-1, 9331sss (15 Apr 17). 

1'1 William L. Furlong and Margaret E. Scranton, The Dynamics o/Foreign~: 
77le President, the Congress. and the Panama Canal Treaties (Boulder, CO: Westview 
Press. 1984), 141-42-

18 Ltr. Carney, et. aL, to carter, 8 JUD 77. CJC5 FOes (BJOwn). 820 Panama. 

19 carter, Keeping Faith, 162; State Dept Briefing Memo for &mat0l'S. 15 July 17. C. CJCS 
Files (BJO'WIl). 820 PaDama.; lJr. Brown to Sen J. Bennett Johnston, 28 July 'fl. CJCS Files 
(Brown), 820 Pauama.; Jorden, Panama Odyssey, 441-42; Vance, Hard C1wices.147· 
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especially bothersome because it left him wondering whether the opposition 
mJght not be stronger and better organized than he bad supposed it to be. 
As a pl'eCautionary measure, he asked the Joint Staff to look into the pl'Ob
able impact and implications of alternative courses of action should the 
treaties fall through.20 Army planners, citing "considerable speculation of 
violence," expressed similar interest in such a study.!1 

~ 12 September 1977, the Joint Staff responded with what was, 
in many respects, a remarkable and lUlexpected reassessment. While earlier 
staff studies, including one supplied to Congress as recently as the spring of 
1916, bad suggested that the United States might need a force of up to 
100,000 tl'Oops to maintain law and order, revised threat estimates gener
ated over the summer of 1977 reduced this figure to approximately 36,000, 
including personnel afloat, owing to what the intelligence community and 
the US Southern Command (US80UTHOOM) saw as the decreased likeli
hood of Cuban and/or other Latin American intervention. WIth its best 
units tied down in Africa, Cuba seemed less likely to intervene directly in 
support of Panama. At the time USSOUTHCOM, headquartered in Panama, 
had a force of about 9,SOO troops. But with reinforcements available from 
the United States, protection of the canal seemed eminently more feasible 
now than under the more dire assumptions used in previous contingency 
planning.22 

(0) The ratification debate was, as many observers expected, a con
tentious and lengthy affair, lasting from September 1917 to April 1978 when 
the Senate finally consented to the two treaties. Since much of the outeOD1e 
hinged on defense and security concems, JCS views played a crucial part in 
shaping attitudes and arguments on both sides of the issue. Proponents of 
the treaties went to considerable lengths to demonstrate that the Joint 
Chiefs not only supported the agreements, but that they weloomed them as 
preserving and enhancing national security.28 Testifying in late September 
19m, General BroWD reaffirmed the ChiefS' support of the treaties, stressing 
that their number one concern was a.ca!SS to the canal, not control or OWD
ership per se. Personally and professionally, he explained, these treaties had 
his full endorsement because of the "favorable impact ratification would 
have on all Latin America and the acceptance of the United States'as living 

20 See B1'OWJl's handwritten note, 9 Jul17, on back of access sheet, Control No. 2351, 6 Jul 
17. CJCS Files (Brown), 820 PauBma. 

21 Memo, Gerrity to 008, 23 Aug 17, POUO, JCS 1778/254 933/533 (15 Apr 17)· 

112 DJSM 14)6.17 to Dep CoS for Operations aDd PJans, USA, 12 8ep 17. S/GDS, lit NIH of 
JCS 1778/254. 933/533 (15 Apr 17); Memo. It OeD W. Y. Smith to JoDeS, 13 Oct 71. U. 
CJCS PIles (Brown), 820 Panama. 

23 J. Michael Hogan, '17Ie Panama Canal in Amerioon POlities (Carbondale. lll.: Southern 
Illinois UDiYersity Press, 1986), 184-85-
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by the moral principles that we espouse in divesting ourselves of this last 
appearance of colonialism in Panama."24 

(0) Opponents countered that the Chiefs were only doing what they 
we:e told to do and t!-t the opposition of other militmy officers, all retired, 
pomted up the treaties' questionable militaIy merits. Admiral Moorer,. in 
~ny before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, characterized US 
pobey as tantamount to "surrender," end cautioned that losiDg control of 
the canal would open the way for further Soviet penetration of Latin Amer
ica. Once us forces were gone, he warned, the Soviets would begin making 
in~ in Panama and gain proxy control of the canal just as they had 
gamed proxy control over Cuba. Moorer also took issue with earlier JCS 
statements that it would take around 100,000 troops to protect the Canal 
Zone should the treaties fail of ratification. Tenning that figure -ridiculous, " 
he asked, rhetorically, under what conditions such forces would be 
needed?25 .Although the Joint Chiefs never completely answered the admi
ral's question, General Brown conceded that that estimate derived from a 
"worst..ease scenario" that might no longer be valid. And under questioning 
from the Senate Armed Services Committee, Lieutenant General Dennis P. 
McAuliffe, USA, Commander in Chief, US Southern Command, acknowl .. 
edged that a force ·something upward of 40,000 troops" would probably 
suffice to meet any foreseeable contingency. However, the Commandant of 
the Marine Corps, General Louis H. Wilson. continued to talk as if the 
100,000 figure was &tiD valid for planning purposes.26 

(0) This was, as it turned out, as much as the administration would 
.reveaJ of contingency plans should the treaties fail. Despite further probing 
by members of Congress, the revised Joint Staff estimates never surfaced, 
though whether they would have made any difference is debatable. While 
military and strategic considerations formed the crux of the Senate debate, 
JCS assessments played a lesser role in deciding the outoome. Indeed, most 
senators eventually voted for the treatiest not because they particularly 
wanted to, but because they viewed them as politicaUy and diplomaticaJ1y 
advisable in order to promote good will in Latin .America and to forestall 
outbreaks of violence in Panama and elsewhere that might ensnare the 
United States in another Vietnam-type conftict. OBly a small Senate minor
ity questioned the Chiefs' assertion that the treaties were militarily sound, 
and of these the administration needed the support of only a handful to 
achieve the required two--thirds majority for ratification. Cntcia1 to the out-

U Brown testimony, 21 Sep 71, SCFIt. Hearings: Panama Canal 7'tvJaDBs, 98:1, Pt. 1, Ie»-

07· 

Z5 MoorertestimoDy. 10 Oct 71, ibid.. Pt. S, fY'/. 28. 

26lbid., Pt. 1, 132; McAulHfe and Wilson testimony, 24 Jan 78. US CoDgmss, SeDate, Com· 
mittee on Armed Services, Hearings: Dfdimn, Maintenance and Operation of tire Panama 
Omat •• , 95:2 (Wash DC: GPO, 19']8),48-49. 
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come was the administration's decision to impose a unilateral "condition" 
demanded by Senator Dennis DeConcini of Arizona which made explicit 
what the Joint Chiefs had privately assumed all along: that once the canal 
passed into Panama's hands, the United States would stD1 have the right of 
using m~ force unilaterally in Panama to keep it open. .Although the 
PanamaDlans were furious over the DeConcini reservation feeliDg that it 
abused their sovereignty, President Carter reluctantly ~ted it as the 
price that had to be paid for Senate approval.2? 

(U) Ratification of the Panama Canal treaties thus eame with mixed 
feeJings an around, not least of all for the Joint Chiefs of 8taf£. Lukewarm 
supporters of the treaties to begin with, they found themselves facing the 
prospect of eventually turning the caDal over to a regime of dubious charac
ter, inclined toward closer ties with Cuba. Whether this would lead to fur
ther Soviet penetration of Latin America remained to be seen. For the time 
being, however, the Chiefs 'Were confident that they could live with these 
treaties and the changed status in US-Panamanian relations that was bound 
to ensue. But as time went on they would see problems emerge to challenge 
this and other key assumptions in the Carter administration's efforts to 
chart a new policy in Latin America. 

Polley Reappraisal: PRM .. 1'1 

(U) With the Panama Canal treaties finally Out of the way, President 
Carter looked ahead to further improvements in US-Latin American rela
tions. As outlined in an April 1971 speech to the OAS, his aim was to pro
mote -constant coopemtion, consultation, and hannony among the nations 
of this hemisphere." Broadly spealdng, the essential elements of this policy 
were three-fold: respect for the sovereign:IJ of other countries; respect ,?r 
human rights; and closer cooperation in encouraging ProgNSS in economIC 
and social areas. Even steps toward normalizing mlations with Cuba were 
on the agenda. Emphasizing what he termed '1mman develoJ!lDeDt, " ~er 
played down security concerns and mentioned only two specifically: hIS m
terest in establishing Latin America as a nuclear-free zone under the Treaty 
ofTlatelolco; and his desire, there as elsewhere, to curb the trade in conven
tional arms.28 

(ll) .Astute observers quic1dy noted that the ideas in the Pr.es~dent's 
OAS speech closely resembled those of a 1915 report by the ~m~on 0'!l 
United 8tJltes..Latin American Relations (the Unowitz CoJDIDJSSlon), a pn
vate, bipartisan group that sought to improve hemispheric relat;ions.29 Seek-

2? Carter, Keeping Faith, 169-13. 

211 "AddftlSS Before the Permanent Council, Organization of American States,· 14 Apr 17, 
Public Papers: Carter. J971. 611-16. 
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~g to transJate the commission's recommendations into concrete initia
tives, the President in Janllaly 1977 bad asked the PRC to undertake a gen
eral review of Latin American policy (PlUrl .. 17), in tandem with its 
reassessment of the Panama Canal situation.so But unlike the quick action 
taken on the Panama Canal issue, the PRM-17 review made slow headway 
partly owing to a lack of urgency, but also because of simmering differen~ 
between the Joint anet's and the State Department over the future of US 
political-military relationships in latin America. 

• • A major stumbling block was what to do about the US military 
advisory group (MILGP) structure, traditionally a key source of us influ
ence among Latin American governments, but also an object of coDSiderable 
controversy and criticism. By the mid·197OS all but four Latin American 
countries (Mexico, Venezuela, Columbia, and Costa Rica) were under some 
fOlDl of militaIy role, and it was almost an article of faith among a fairly 
large number of .American liberals in Congress that US military assistance 
and the presence of US military advisors contnDumd heavily to, and per
haps encouraged, the high number of milftaly coups and military govern
ments. In the late 19608 Congress began imposing piecemeal restrictions on 
US arms transfers and other military assistance to Latin America. In 1976 it 
adopted a more comprehensive approach by passing the Arms Export and 
Control.Act (pt 94'"329), which called for the elimination of grant assistance 
(unless specificaDy authorized by Congress), closer oontro) over the training 
and education of foreign military offic.ers under the US-Spousored Interna
tional Military Training and Education (IMET) program, and a worldwide 
ceiling on the number of US military advisory programs.81 The immediate 
effect within the Latin American region was the disestablishment of the 
MILGPs in Costa Rica, Paraguay, and Uruguay, and personnel reductions in 
most of the mnaining seventeen.32 In keepm, with what it perceived to be 
congressional preferences and those of the incoming Carter administration, 
State proposed a further restructuring of the MILGP system that would, in 
effect, eliminate it altogeth~ within a few years.33 

29 See Commission on Umted States-Latm American Relations. '11te Americas in a Chang
ing World (NY: Quadrangle Books, 1915). DuriDg the CUter admJrriatratioo, the ~ 
sion's staff director, Robert A. Pastor, served 88 the NSC Staffs senior adviaer on Latin 
America. 

ao PRM-11 on Review of US Policy Toward LatinADlerlea. 26 Jan 17. S/GOS, JCS 1976/620, 
984/532 (26 Jan 71). 

at Congressional Quarterly Ahnanac. .l9i'6. 213-33. On the background of events.1eading 
up to this legislation, see William B. Ga1'rett, "Arms Trrmsfers, Congress, and ForeJSD Pol
icy: TheCaBeofLatioAmerica, 19fq-ltp6"'(Ph.D. Diss., Jobns Hopldns Universit;y,l982)· 

32 USSOUf1100M.l976 Hist01'ical Report, S,pp. 8-9,. 
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- A1~ough Defense officia1s, including the Joint Chiefs, recognized 
that changes In the MlLGP system in Latin America were becoming UD
a~oidable, they cautioned against hasty action. US arms sales and grant as
sistance to that part of the world had been declining for a Dumber of years, 
~ by the ~id-197'?S the United States was DO longer the nuQor arms sup
plier to Latin AmerIca. Instead, European and Israeli firms accounted for 
approximately 70 percent of the weapons sold there. 84 With the shrinIcap in 
the US role of arms supplier bad come a reduction in the American miJitaJ:y 
presence-from 769 military advisoty personnel in the region in 1968, to 
fewer than t80 by the mid-twos-and, as many Defense planners also be
lieved, an accompanying loss of influence. Defense Was thus troubled that a 
further withdrawal of the MILGPs would seriously weaken US interests in 
preventing inroads by hostile influences and in mobilizing effective Latin 
American cooperation in defense matters. Citing an -unstable security envi
ronment, .. Defense warned that immediate withdrawal of any more MILGPs 
would be "inopportune" and that it would sigDal to the Latin Americans that 
the United States was 110 longer earnestly concerned for their security.-

(0) On 23 March 1971 the PRe met for what proved to be an incon
clusive discussion of the progress thus far on its PBM-I7 Latin America 
study. Anticipating the outcome, a OOl).JCS talking paper prepared in ad .. 
vance speculated that the study would need considerably more work before 
it could be submitted for presidential consideration, and that one of its 
principal tJaws was a lack of perspective and balance. J8 Expecting further 
revisions, the Chiefs were therefore surprised by President Carter's speech 
to the OAS prior to completion of the PRC study, That the President chose 
to stress the themes that he did-especially those dealing with the protec
tion of human rights and normalization of relations with CUba-seemed all 
the more perple.JiDg to the Chiefs in view of the adverse reactions from 
abroad that had greeted the recent release of a series of State Department 
reports to Congress condemning alleged human rights violations in certain 
Latin American countries traditionally friendly toward the United States. 
Primarily as a ccmsequence of these reports, Brazil in March 1977 had re-
nounced its 25-year old Mutual Defense AssisI:an~ Agreement with the 
United States, while four other countries-Argentina, El Salvador, Guate
mala, and Uruguay-had rejected US security assistance for the upcoming 
year. Commenting publicly on these developments, JCS Chairman Brown 

33 "Review of UDited States PoJicy Towatd LatiD America," ca. 12 Mar 77. lnterageuq Study 
Prepued in :Respome to PlUd-17. Tab 4 (PoIitical..J4Uitary BeJatioDships). p. 5, S, JCS 
1976/620-1, 984/532 (sf) Jam 71)· 

34 See DOD Annual Report FY 1979.250. 

as Inter8pncy Study Prepared in Response to l'RM-17, Tab", S, pp.l,f). 

36 TP cited in J-5ipt to Jcs, "US Security lnterests in Latin America." 21 Apr 71, SIGDS, 
JCS 1976/622, 496 (21 Apr 77). 
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regretted what he saw as the possible "long-term fragmentation and loss of 
hemispheric solidarity." Although Brown believed that human rights had to 
be respected, he said he hoped a way could be found to do so "without losing 
our friends in the process. "37 

. (':1> Most disturbing of all from the JCS standpoint was what the 
~lefs discerned to be the administration's emerging practice of giviDg pri
onty to political and economic problems in Latin America, at the expense of 
US security interests. Not only had the President himself paid little atten
tion to defense-related matters in his OAS speecll but also, in assigning fol
low-up responsibilities, his national seeurity adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski, 
had lugely overlooked them as weB, mentioning only two that he thought 
needed to be further addressed: CODSUltations with Latin America on the 
limitatioD of CODveDtional arms transfers, and support of OAS peacekeeping 
ventures.38 Worried that security problems would CODtinue to be short
changed, the Joint Chiefs in July 1971 felt compeDed to bring the matter to 
the attention of the 8ecretaJ:y of Defense, in hopes that he would discuss it 
with the Secretary of State aDd the President's National Security Adviser at 
one of their regular weekly luncheons. "Many Latin American leaders have 
expressed doubts about the coDtinuing US oommitment to coDective hemi
spheric security," the Chiefs said. 

The deterioration of Latin AmericaD/US security relations was 
reflected in actions by A1'ge~ Brazil, Guatemala, E1 Salva
dor, and Uruguay. The principal actions which oontributed to 
the deteriorating trend include: US efforts to modify the nu
clear technology agreement between Brazil and FRG (Federal 
Republic of Germany]; US sanctions against Chile and Uru
guay [for alleged human rights abuses]; increasingly stringent 
arms transfer and grant traiDiDg poUcies; declining US m!H
tary presence; perceived inconsistency of US policy seeking 
rapprochement with Cuba while criticizing humaD rights per
formance of traditional friends; and a seemin,g lack of US 1111-
derstanding for Latin American concerns over the subversive 
threat present in most Latin AmericaD countries. The com
bined results of these actions have been to weaken bilateral 
and multilateral security arnmgements and erode US cre<hDll
ity with regard to collective security. 

Although the Joint Chiefs readily acknowledged the impo~.of strength
ening economic aDd political relations, they felt that US poliCIeS and pro-

31 NYTlm.ea, 12 Mar 71. p. Al; and 18 Mar 71. p. A7. 

38 Memo, Brzezinski to Vance, et. aL. 23 Apr 71. U, JCS 2482/354-1, 922/731 (nApr 71)· 
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grams should project a "balanced emphasis" with due regard for security 
concerns as weD, especially the preservation of the MILGP system and fa
vorable action on "reasonable requests" for military assistance and arms 
1:raDsfeJ:s. Last, but not least, they gave vent to growiD,g frustrations over the 
~~ and handling of US policy. Implying that many decisions to date 

not, foDowed proper Pl'OC*Iure, they reminded the Secretary that "any 
US policy, program, or action that impacts upon US security inter
ests/collective security should be formally coordinated with the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. "39 

. Cl!l The response from OSD offered little encouragement that the 
Joint ChieD could expect to receive either the cooperation or changes in poJ .. 
icy they believed to be needed. Having studied their complaints, the Acting 
.AMistant Secretary for ISA, Walter S1ocombe, notified the JCS in September 
that he saw no appreciable support for their position, either elsewhere in the 
Executive Brand:t or in Congress. that might justify a re-examination of ear .. 
lier actions. lfMany of the specific approaches advanced in •.. your memo
randum," Slocombe said, -are no longer . feasible in light of recent 
developments." Slocombe insisted that the Chiefs'views bad in fact received 
lfadequate recognition," but in the end prevailing sentiment had been in fa .. 
vor of other ideas. Difficult as it may be. he urged the Chiefs to recognize 
that decisions "did not always come out exactly as DOD would have pre
ferred. "40 Refusing to accept this verdict as final, the Chiefs advised the Sec
retary of Defense in December that they regretted the "'limited success" they 
bad had thus far in _refocusing attention on security issues in Latin Amer
ica," and vowed to forge on, seeking changes in US policy as the opportuni
ties presented themselves. ,41 

(D) Unable to convince the Secretary's office to help them, the Joint 
Chiefs in late March 1978 took matters into their own hands and ordeted 
the Joint Staff to initiate a lfstrategic military appraisal" of Latin America, 
similar to the one being conducted alma:t simultaneously on the Middle 
East-Southwest Asia region (see Chapter II). Because of the highly vislble 
and active Cuban presence in the Horn of Africa around this time, the two 
projects had much in common and tended to attract more than the usual 
degree of outside attention. Upon learning that the JCS were p1auDing ~ ma
jor paper on Latin American, the Assistant Secretary for lSA, David E. 
MeGiffert, proposed the creation of a "joint OSD!JCS task force" to oversee 
the study,. with the Director of the Inter-American Region within 1M serv
ing as the chair."! However, the Joint Chiefs, having beeI1let down in the 

31 JCSM-305-17 to SecDet 20 Jul 11, S/GDS, JCS 1976/622, 496 (27 Apr 71)· 

40 Memo, 8l0c0mbe to DJS, 1 Bep 77, C/GDS, JCS 1916/622-1, 496 (27 Apr 71). 

41 JCSM-401-17.16 Dec 77. C/GDS, JCS 1f!J1'J6/6fl:l.-2, 496 (21 Apr TI). 

42 Memo. McGiffert to DJS. SApr 18. C/GDS, JCS 1976/622-4, 496 (27 Apr 11)· 
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past whenever they had solicited OSD support, eschewed a coDaborative 
effort for the present Instead, they recommended postponing the creation 
of a joint task force pendjng completion of their internal appraisal and using 
that as the foundation for an OSD-JCS reassessment. Once the reassess
ment was finished, the Chiefs added, they hoped the Secretary of Defense 
would then reconsider his position on reopening the PRM-17 study.43 _As it happened, the Joint Staff moved too slowly and events too 
~ for the JCS strategic nillibuy appraisal to figure prominently in any 
unmediate re-review of US policy. While originally scbeduled for comple
tion by the end of May 1978, the Joint Chiefs sought additional views and 
information from the eombatant commanders, a process that effectively 
delayed the coordination of inputs until the end of the summer. Even then, 
it was not until January 1919 that the Chiefs informed the Secretary of De
fense of their findings-an unequivocal need for preserving a secure south
ern flank and a rather generalized set of warnings against allowing farther 
Soviet eneroaehments on the hemisphere." For all the time and effort taken 
in preparing the study, the outcome was decidedly anticlimactic and unex
ceptionable. But with new tl'Oubles brewing in Cuba, Nicaragua, and else
where in the Caribbean Basin, there seemed little point in drawing further 
attention to seeurit:y matters. These problems were becoming plentiful and 
plain enough and would in a very short time so engulf the Carter admini
stration as to leave it no choice but to rethink its views and responses 
throughout the region. 

Cuba: The MiG-18 and the Soviet Bripde Bpisodes 
(lJ-The sense of growing crisis that came to overshadow the Carter 

administration's dealings with Latin America during its last two years in 
office grew, first of aD, from a breakdown of efforts to achieve a mpproehe
ment with communist Cuba. Carter, at the outset of his presidency, wanted 
to reopen a dialogue with the Castro regime as the first step toward restor
ing something approximating normal !'elations between Washington and 
Havana, and toward this end he ordered the cessation of Sll·71 reconnais
sance flights over Cuba as one of several goodwill gestures. Although the 
Joint Chiefs regmtted losing this intelligence, it was not their sole or even 
primary source of information. the loss could be made up in other ways, put 
as a sign of the times it seemed to the Chiefs another indicator the low prior
ity the new administration attached to security mattem in Latin .America.46 

48 JCSM-l68-78 to SecDef, 15 May '}S. C/GDS. J~ If1161622-S. 496 (17 Apr 17). 

44 JCSM""-79 to SecDef, 9 Jan 79. SIXGDS, JCS 1976/622-6, 496 (27 .Apr 17). 

46 Memo, BrzeziDski to SeeState, SecDef, and Del, 4 Mar 17, TS, CJCS Piles (.BroYm). 820 
Cuba; Wayne S. Smith, 77le Closest of Enemies: A Personal and Diplomatic Account of 
u.s.-Cuban Relations Since J957{NY: W.W. NortoD,1981), 101. 
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~ Despite what some coDSidered a promising start, reciproeal ges
tures. from Cuba tailed to live up to American expectations. EspecjalIy dis
appomtedwere the Joint Chiefs, who had hoped to see a lessening of Cuban 
military activity in Africa. Instead, by late 1977, Cuban fo1U!:S there were 
bus!-~ ever i;D support ?f the Marxist government of Ethiopia in i15 war 
against neigbbormg Somalia (see Chapter V). The obvious inference was 
that ~'s interests lay more in assisting Soviet designs in Africa than in 
pursumg better relations with the United States. At the same time, a notice-. 
able increase in Soviet naval traffic around Cuba prompted Secretary of De
fense Brown to solicit JCS views on whether to hold a 1a.rge-scale US naval 
maneuver in the Caribbean. Disavowing any intention of seek:ing to intimi
date Cuba, Brown believed instead that, with appropriate publicit:Y, the ex
ercise could be used to dispel popular perceptions in the United States and 
elsewhere of growing Soviet naval strength beyond Its immediate waters.48 

While the Chiefs doubted whether one exercise would do much to realigD 
world opinion of Soviet seapower, they ooneurred that such a demonstration 
would assert the US naval preeminence in the Caribbean and, by extension, 
help to demonstrate Soviet naval limitations in the area. 41 

*> Though planned for late November or early December 1978, the 
exercise came to be postponed indefinitely in an apparent effort not to exac
erbate tensions arising fmm another issue: the discovery in May 1978 and 
subsequent oonfirmation that the Soviet: Union was supplying Castrcts Cuba 
with MiG-23 fighter-bombers, estimated to number between one and two 
dozen planes. Further analysis revealed that these were D or F models, ei
ther of which could threaten US air defense sites in south Florida, the 
MacDUl SLBM site, the Eastern Test Range, and the Texas Coast. The D 
model (also known as MiG-21) was nudear-dedieated, wbereas the F model 
required modifications to perform nuclear missions. Unable to find any 
separate evidence that the Soviets might be reintroducing nuclear weapons 
into Cuba, the intelligence community backed down form its initial findiDg 
that these were D models and identified them instead as nonnuclear F mod
els. 48 Even so, analysts in J-5 considered the very preseuee of the planes a 
provocative act: doubtless a violation of the precedents set by the 1962 Ken
ned.y-I<hrushchev agreemen15 ending the Cuban missile crisis, . and, ~l'Oba
bly, the 1910 Cienfuegos naval facilities ~, as wen. V:lewed m the 
context of other recent Soviet a.ctions in the region-recurring Soviet naval 
aet:ivity in the Gulf of Mexico and continuing JEAR reconDaissance flights 

46 Memo. Brown to CJC8, 20 JIlD 18. 1S, JCS 2511/91, 385 (20 Jon 78). 

47 JCSM-261-18 to SecDe(. 18 Aug 18, C/GDS, JCS 2511/91-1, 38S (20 Jon 78). 

48 Revised Briefing Sheet for CJCS for JCS Mtg on 29 Sep 18 1'8 Offensive Weapons m Cu~ 
undated, 1S, JCS 2304/292, 925/292 (25 Sep18); Memeonon Soviet ~ W~~ 
Cuba by David Aaron, 25 Oct 18, 1S, National Security .Adviser Collection, Subject J:'~ 
MeDICODS: D Aaron '2/77-12/18 folder Carter Library; and Memeon on Soviet 0ft'eDsive 
Weapons in Cuba by David Aaron, 1 Nov 18, TS, same folder. 
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along the US east coast, with periodic overflights of US Daval units-J~5 
p1anne~ saw the p~ce of MiG-23S in Cuba as part of a continuing Soviet 
C8JDpalgD to put escalating pressure on the United States as near to home as 
pclSSJ.~le: ~ougb ~e Defense Department had :repeatedly drawn attention 
to thIS SItuatiOn, urgmg that something be done by way of ctipJomatie pro-
test, J-5 noted that to date the State Department had not acted. 49 1A( q 

'ffJJ The Joint Chiefs presumably hoped that, this 
PImrocation so obv.iious. 

On
leC- (tlA.. hl{(,).r 3.:)(<) 

case was as 10 
October they met with Secretary of Defense Brown to review the situation 
and to discuss :remedial measures recommended by the Joint Staff. Even 
though the Chiefs doubted whether the intmduction of the MiG-ass into 
Cuba would significantly affect the regional balance of power, they argued 
that the presence of the planes could not go unchallenged: US acquiescence 
might condition the United States to acrept further incremental changes in 
Cuban offensive capabilities and could place the United States in a mo:re 
difficult position in the future. Secretary Brown shared the Chiefs' concerns, 
and on 23 October he brought the matter to President Carter's attention, 
urging also that the State Department initiate appropriate diplomatic action 
to secure early withdrawal of the planes and :removal of the danger. 50 

(U) Though handled thus far in a low-key manner, "leaks" to the 
press soon led to public speculation that the United States and the Soviet 
Union might be veering toward a repetition of their 1962 confrOntation. The 
first pub1ic :reference to the planes in Cuba came in an.Associated Press dis
patch appearing on 31 October in the Washi~gton Post. There followed on 
15 November by a mo:re detailed account, containing a sllmmary of the Sec
retary's 23 October memorandum to the President, by syndicated fX)1um
nists Rowland Evans and Robert Novak.51 The day befo:re the appearance of 
the Evans and Novak expose, Secretary of State Vance had met with Soviet 
Ambassador Aliatoly Dobrynin. But until then, State bad been reluctant to 
pursue the issue, fearing that it would harm the prospect! for an arms COD
trol agreement and other ongoing negotiations. Prodded by the publicity, 
Vance met three more times with Dobrynin, while in Moscow US Ambassa
dor Malcolm Toon held talks with Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko. The 
Soviets did not deny the presence of the planes" but insisted that they were 
part of a routine upgrade of the CUban air force, involving the :replacement 

49 J-5 Report to JCS 0J1 OffePSive Weapons iD Cuba. 2,SSepi8, rev. 28 Sep 78. TS/SCI, JCS 
2304/292 (Green only). 925/292 (25 Sep78). 

54) Draft memo, JCS to SeeD«( enclosure Ato Jcs 2304/292. Rev. 28 Sep 78. S; Memo, 
BeeDe! to President. 23 Oet 78. TS, JCS 23041292<-1; 925/292 (25 Sep 78). 

51 "Soviet Mig 238 Seen in Cuba." WaslrlngtoR Post, 31 Oct. 78: Al6; l.ow1and Evans and 
Robert Novak, ·Cuba's Mig2as," Washington Post. 15 Nov 78: &9. 
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0: obsolete MiG-218 with DlOl'e up-to-date MiG-23S. Accepting thls explana
tion, t~e State Department dropped demands that the aircraft be with
drawn, m exchange for Soviet assurances that there would be no increase in 
the nmnber of planes, and that they would pose no nuclear threat to the 
United States. Though not everythiug in terms of a settlement that the JCS 
had wanted, it did at least address a part of their concern by putting a cap 
on future deployments, On 30 November 1978 President Carter declared at 
a ple$J conference that he saw no violation of the 1962 Kennedy-
Khrushchev agreements, and that he was treating the matter as elosed.62 ClA' l"l (0+ ~.~(() 

8It One promising outcome of the whole affirlr was the prospect that 
the JCS would have better intelligence in the future throoP the resumption 
in November 1978 of SI.-71 reconnaissance tlights over Cuba. Though not 
something the Joint Chiefs had specifically requested, welcomed it 
nonetheless. Throughout 

flights, feeling that it would send a "negative to Cuba at a time when 
the United States was tr,yiDg to improve relations. But ~ including Na
tional Security Adviser Brzezinski, saw nothing to lose and possibly much to 
be gained, and with President Carter's nodding approval, the flights re-
sumed.53 oao 1.4(e) 
~ A year 1ater the Joint Chiefs found themselves involved in yet 

another cOntretemps over Cuba, this time in respouse to intelligence disclo
sures that the Soviets had stationed a combat brigade on the island The 
discovery, or re-disoovery as it proved to be, that the brigade was there came 
not from any new information but from a review of previous intelligence on 
Soviet military . in the aftermath of 

existence 
2,600 to 3.000 men. From the date of the 

conldDCled. that the unit was a tidrly recent addition and, as such, 
____ • ...a..::o._ of the Soviet military presence in Cuba. But for reasons that 

51 Vance, Hard. Owices, 132-33; "PreatdeDfs News Conferenc;e," 30 Nov;8. Public Papers: 
Cartel', .1978. 2100-01. See also Raymond 1.. G~ "American Beaction to &wiet .Ak
cra!t in Cuba, 1962 and 19'}8," PoIJ:tiea1 Sc:iem:e Quarterly 95 (Fall 1980): 421-39; and 
Smith, Closat o/Enemies, 163-6s. 

fi:t Brzezinski, Power and Principle, 346; Ltr~ Newsom to Duncan, 25 Oct 78. S; and U".. 
numbered DJSM on Slt-71 Cuba RecoDnaissanee Iteciuesr, 4 Nov 78, TS, bath in CJCS Files 
(Jones). 820 Cuba.. 
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r~ ~clear,~d never before passed its findings along to others in 
the intelligence community for more thorough vetting and analysis. In fact, 
as further investigation revealed, the unit in question had been in Cuba, in 
one form or another, probably since the 1962 missile crisis, and bad stayed 

WT.L& ..... Uy new C1eJlloyment. 0 

, .. What made the situation more ominous than it initially seemed 
was the apparent change in the brigade's mission. Originally set up as part 
of a joint Soviet-Cuban combat training center, it had since evolved into an 
exclusively Soviet combat .training unit, without Cuban participation. This 
gave it an offensive capability that it apparently never had to begin with. 
Although the intelligence community was unable to determine for certain 
when and howtbe change in traiumg activ.ity took place, it was clear that the 
nature of the Soviet presence was signfficant:ly different from what it bad 
been in the early 19608. Scattered evidence further suggested that there 
might be additional Soviet units training in Cuba, but the intelligen~ cOm
munity dismissed these reports as being less than wholly reliable. 55 

~ Unlike the MiG-23 affair, which had obvious security impHca
tiODS, the existence of the Soviet brigade seemed more an intelligence mat
ter than a military issue and, therefore, did not prompt a formal JCS action. 
Even so, the Chairman's office and planners in J-5 followed the issue closely 
throughout the summer and early fall of 1919, amid "leaks" and congres
sional inquiries which threatened to inflate the matter into a full .. blown cri .. 
sis and delay indefinttely both the implementation of the Panama Canal 
Treaty and the ratification of the SALT II treaty, then pending before the 
Senate (see Chapter 00. From the JCS standpoint, the principal military 
significance of the brigade's presence arose from the possl"bility that it might 
foreshadow the creation of a Soviet power-projeetion eapability in the West
ern Hemisphere and cause some latin Americans to question the ability of 
the United States to control hemispheric events.56 Ideally, JCS planners 
hoped to see a total withdrawal of Soviet foms from Cuba. Failing this, they 

64 BneziDski, Power and Principle, 846; Sta:Dsfield Turner, Searecy and Demoeracy:'1h.e 
CIA in 7mnsition (Boston: Houghton, MiftIin, 1985),229-36. Also see Gloria Duffy, "Crisis 
Mangling and the Cuban Brigade,.. International Security 8 (SUmmer 1983): 67--8r, Ray
mond 1.. Garthoff, Dltente and ~: Jbnerican-Soviet Relotionsjrom Nixon. to 
Reagan (rev. ed.; Wasbbl,gton, DC: Brookings, 19941. 91fH9; and David D. Newsom, 'lhe 
Soviet Brigade in Cuba: .A Study in Po11tical J)jplomaey (Bloomington: Indiana University 
P!ess.198711~29. 

55 Summary of Conclusions, NSC Mtg on Soviet Ground Force Presence in Cuba. 17 Sep 79. 
TS, National Security Adviser CoDection, Staff Offiee File, box .2, NBC Mtg No. 22 folder, 
Carter Library. 

66 JCS Paper, "Importance of the Soviet «Brigade,'· Aug 19'79, Tab E to CJCS Briefing Book. 
TS, J-S NSC Records. PRC 4 Sep '79 folder. 
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recommended that the United States insist upon measures that would re· 
duee the brigade's combat effectiveness (removal of tanks and heavy weap
ODS,. for example), and that Washington step up its efforts, in quid pm quo 
tBshion, to expand poJitioo-mi1ita:ry coDaboration with ChiDa and YupJa
via. But having witnessed the adm.inist:ration's handling of the MiG-23 epi
sode the year before, they exluDited little amfidence that this time around 
the outcome would be any different.lS? 

(U) On 1 October 1979, in a televised speech to the nation reminis
cent of .Kennedys dramatic appeal'SJD! seventeen years earlier during the 
Cuban missile crisis, President Carter laid to rest the mini-crisis of the S0-
viet brigade. As with the MiG-23S, Carter a~pted Soviet assurances that 
the brigade posed no threat to the United S1ites, nor would it in the In .. 
ture.5B But just in case, he issued a Presidential Directive (PD-s2) c81Ung for 
stepped-up State-Defense pIanni. to counter possible Cuban and Soviet 
expcmsionism in the Caribbean and Central America, and set in motion the 
creation of a Caribbean Combined Joint Task Force (CCJTF).- Later, Carter 
acknowledged that his main mason for not maldng more of the Soviet bri
gade _ue was his desire not to impede ratification of the SALT II Treaty.so 
Cuba was thus to remain a thorn in the American side, as it had been for 
some years, but only in the inteteSts of pursuing what Carter considered a 
higher, more immediate objective. 11Ie Joint Chiefs likewise wanted SALT to 
go through., and as a practieal matter they had nothing more concrete to 
suggest in Cuba than diplomatic protests. Yet as the MiG-23 and Soviet bri .. 
gade episodes clearly demonstrated, there was strong and growiq evidence 
to support the JCS contention that the Carter administration needed to pay 
more attention to security Issues in Latin American, and tbat these prob-
lems were just as important as dea1ing with social and economic issues. 

Nicarqua: Downfall of the Somoza Regime 
(U) As worrisome as the situation in Cuba may have been, it was ap

parent by the end of the Soviet brigade episode that the Carter administra
tion would take no direct: action there but would instead eoneentrate on 
peripheral areas-Central America especially-where US--supported re;mes 
faced steadily mounting pressure from Cuban- and Soviet-supported lusur-

5'l TP for SecDef and rucs, PItC Meetmg on Soviet Bripde, 4 Sep 19, TS, J·S NSC lteooJda, 
PRe 4 Sep 19 folder. 

58 • Address to the Nation on Soviet Combat Troops in Cuba and the Strategic: Arms Jimita~ 
tion Treaty." 1 Oet 79. Publie Papers: Carter', J979. 1802--06. 

... PI)..52, "US Policy to Cuba, .. 4 Oct 79. S, ~/502 (22 Feb So); Cole, et. aI .• History of the 
UCP.l946--J99& 70. 

60 See Carter, Keeping Paith. 264. 
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gencies. As a rule, it had been Carters poBey since taking office to avoid uni· 
lateral involvement in the· affairs of Latin Amedean countries. However, 
startiug with the 1978~1919 crisis in N"le8J:8IUII, the United States gradually 
abandoned its posture of neutrality in favor of more direct and assertive 
action. The result was a policy more in line with JCS preferences and rec
ommendations, but as witnessed in Nicaragua, these changes were too little 
and too late to make any real difference there. 

~ Nicamgua was, in fact, one of the 1ast places in Latin America 
where the Joint Chiefs expected. serious trouble. Relatively stable and pros
perous by Latin American standards, Nicaragua was under a right-wing dic
tator, Anastasio Samoa, whose family had ruled: the country with the help 
of the US-trained and US..equipped Guardia NaeiDnal since the 1930S. So
moza himself was a 1946 graduate of West Point and over the yeatS sinm 
then, he had cultivated close persoual and political ties with many influen
tial Americans, especially on capitol Hm. Known more for its corruption 
than its brutality, the Somoza ftWme bad historica1ly tolerated some dissent 
from middle-of .. the-road opponents but tended to crack down hard on left· 
wing groups. With the advent of the carter administration, Samoza became 
increasingly the target of State Department criticism fOr alleged human 
rights abuses. Indeed, soon after takiDg office, as an indication of the direc
tion it intended to p~ the Carter administration canceled export U~ 
censes for the sale of ammunition to Nicaragua, the first step toward 
suspendins new military sales and the Military Assistance Program (MAP) 
later in the year.S1 The Joint Chiefs, on the other band, thought that Nicara
gua needed about $14 million annually in security assistance and coJJtinued 
to regard that OOUDtry as -a reliable aUy," partly in deference to Somoza's 
strong anticommunism and endorsement of US foreign policy, but also be
cause of Nicaragua's pivotal geographic position. Were N"J.e8l'8.gIl8. to:fill to a 
Cuban-style revolution. the Chiefs feared, the rest of Central America would 
be left exceedingly vulnerable to similar takeovers.62 

(U) Though buffeted from time to time in the past by incipient insur
rections, Somoza had alwa)lS managed to pull through, with his power and 
authority more or less intact. But by the mid-tWOS, his luck appeared to be 
nmning out. Not only was he under mounting pressure from Washington to 
improve his regime's human rights recmd, but he was obliged to do so in the 
face of intensifying criticism at home of his government's corruption, and a 

. growing leftist insurgency led by the Sandinista National LtDeration Front 
(FSLN). By September 1918, with his back against the waIl, Somaza author
ized the National Gwud to launch an all-out offensive against the Sand .. 

61 Robert A. Pastor, Condemned to Repetition: The United States and Nicaragua (Pd:nee
tOD.NJ: Princeton University Press, 1987), so-s6. 

til Security AssistaDc:e BegioDal Table: The Americas (FY 14)80), s. p. 1-l4t JCS 2143/506 
(Sec 1, Book 1m; and Annex 0: Nicaragua, to JCS 2143/506 (Section 2. Book lU), S, both in 
511 (12 Dec 78). 
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inistas. The Guard did in fact deal the rebels a severe milit:ary setback, but in 
~ing so it also destroyed many towns and villages and intlicted heavy civil
UUl casualties, alienating considerable segments of the population. Posing as 
a popular defender, the president of Venezuela, with Torl'ijos' cooperation, 
moved planes into position in Panama to bomb Samora's headquarters, but 
backed off from doing so when the United States ordered an alert of F-4S 
and other aircraft based in the region. 63 Nevertheless, to signal US disap
proval of Somora's actions, the Defense Department, at State's request, sus
pended an remaining shipments of foreign military sales and MAP material 
to Nicaragua on 22 September.M 

(D) Henceforth the United States sought to promote a smooth de
mocratic traDsition in Nicaragua, but faced repeated difficulties in finding a 
side it felt comfortable supporting. While the Carter administration had lit
tle use for Somoza, it was equally leery of the FSLN, whose Marxist rhetoric 
and CUban connections seemed certain to place it on a collision course with 
the United States should it ever manage to come to power. The hoped-for 
outcome, crafted at a series of interagency meetiDp duriDg the autumn of 
1978, was that moderate political elements would assert themselves, thereby 
lessening Sandinista influence, and that Somoza would accept a mediated 
settlement with his enemies, thus paving the way for democratic elections. A 
middle-of-the-road approach built almost exclusively on diplomatic initia
tives, it was in certain respects similar to the policy the United States 
adopted around this same time in dealing with the declining popularity of 
the Shah of Iran. And in both cases, the solutions would come up short. 66 

(U) The Joint Chiefs went along with this policy, not because it struck 
them as particularly persuasive and appealing or bent upon success, but 
because, once again, they found themselves practically fi:aIen out of the de
cision-making process. The policy that emerged in Nicaragua was primarily 
the product of debate and dialogue between the State Department and the 
NSC Staff; and while the JCS Chairman, General David C. Jones, USAF, or 
his assistant, Lieutenant General William Y. Smith, USAF, participated in 
all the relevant interagency deliberations, the records in the JCS files con
firm, as Robert Pastor put it, that they played a "secondary role." Pastors 
explanation was that defense planners were too pacifie..oriented to under
stand the nuances and problems of Nicaragua.66 But the real reason appears 

88 OJCS Summary Sheet on Nicaraguan Developments, 25 Sep 78. SIGDS, CJCS Files 
(Jones), 820 Nicaragua. 

.. BP for PI.C M.II on Nicerqua on 13 Nov 78. SIGDS, JCS 2875/8-1. 932 (13 Nov 78). 

6/i See Memo. Tamaff to Br.ze:dnsld, undated. S. enclosure to M.emo, Dodson to SecState, et. 
at, 31 Oct 78. Cj and Summary of Conclusions of PltC Mtg on Nicaragua on 13 Nov 78, 
S/XGDS, both in CJCS Files (Jones), PRe Meeting PIle (l Jon 78-31 Dee ']8); Pastor, Om
dernned to Repetition, ;6-100. 
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to have been the recognition both in the State Department and on the NBC 
Staff that mUitary options were not a viable altemative, and that President 
Carter would do almost anything to avoid US intemmtion.67 

(U) Just the same, the threat of American intervention loomed heav
ily over the ensuing efforts at mediation and was implicit, if not explicit, by 
the inclusion of IJeutenant General Dennis "Phil" McAuliffe, USA, Com
mander in Chief, US Southem Command, in a US delegation that visited 
Managua just before Christmas of 19'1f)' By then, the negotiations bad 
reached a stalemate and patience in Washington was wearing thin. 
McAuliffe's presence, the State Department believed, would "demoostrate 
US determination" to rearh a solution, one way or another.68 Meeting with 
Somoza on 21 December 19'18, McAuliffe was exceptionally blunt. "The rea
son that I'm here," he explained, "is that we perceive that the cooperation 
you have given to the negotiating team is no longer evident .•.. Speaking 
very fnmkIy, Mr. President, it is our view that peace will not come to Nica
ragua until you have removed yourselffrom the presidency and the scene."69 

(U) Despite McAuliffe's warning, Samora grew more obstinate than 
ever, and seemed to feel (in McAuJiffe's opinion) that he was still capable of 
exercising full control over his country.70 Faced with Somoza's continuing 
intransigence, the consensus in Washington was that the United States 
should step up the pressure with additional sanctions in hopes that Somoza 
would see the Jigbt and &pee to a plebiscite.71 Final decisions emerged at a 
PRC meeting on 26 January 19'19, at which General Jones represented the 
Joint Chiefs. Others present included National Security Adviser Brzezinski 
and members of the NSC Staff, Deputy Secretary of State Warren Cbristcr 
pher, Ambassador WilHam Dowdier (the US Mediator to NicaragI.1a), Secfe.. 

68 Pastor, t:'l:mdemned to Repetition, 82. 

fl'I See Lake, Somo.ra Falling, 134-85-

sa DJSM 2032-'18. 20 Dec '18. s. ColCS Files (Joues), 820 Nicaragua. Also see Late, Somoza 
Falling, 163. 

69 Quoted fJ'Om a traDscriptioD al a taped conveuatioD. in AJJ8stuio Somoza, with Jack 
Cox, Nicaraguo lJetraJ.Ied (Boston: Westem Islands PubUshem, 1980), 328-29. Subse
quently, McAuliffe testified hefoJ:e CoDgl'eSS that he hid not meant it to appear that he was 

. askiDg Somoza to resign (as Somoza later elaimed); rather, he was tr:YiD8 to make clear tbat 
Sornoza should accept: the inevitability of a plebisdte that would ~ him from po-wer. 
See McAuliffe's testimony, 7 Jan 79. in US Co~ House, Committee on Merchant MIl
riae aDd. JlIsheries. Subcommittee on Panama CauaI, Hearings: Panama Or.tnrunning, 96:1 
(Washiagton, DC: GPO, 1980),174-

70 See McAulIffe, IDSg no. 1148 to Jones, lCJOl00Z Jul'/9. CJCS Piles (Jones), 820 Nicara
gua. 

n Joint TP for SecDef and CJCS on Nicaragua, 26 Dec 78. S/GDS. JCS 2375/8-2, 932 (13 
Nov 78). 
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tary of Defense Brown, Assistant Secretary of Defame for lSA David McGif
fert, and the Director of Central Intelligence, Admiral Stansfield Tumer . .A1l 
agreed that the situation in N1earagua bad reached a critical turning point 
and that in the short term US options were limited. The preferred solution
mediation-was not working. Not only bad Somoza ret:ently bought bimself 
more time by strengthening the National Guard with arms imported from 
Israet Argentina, and Guatemala but a1so be continued to enjoy strong sup
port among an influential group of legislators on Capitol HilL The meeting 
agreed, bowever, that as the polarization of Nicaraguan politics progressed, 
Somoza would become increasingly isolated and wlnerable to "a radical 
solution." Discussion ruled out most economic sanctions as contrary to 
long-term US interests and concluded by adopting *politically symbolic 
steps· to show US displeasure at Somoza's failure to cooperate, starting with 
the immediate withdrawal of the four-member US MlLGP and tbe paring 
back of other US missions. The aim was to put ctistance between the us 
Government and Somoza, but not to the extent of forfeiting the opportunity 
of influencing him Jater.72 , 

(0) Following President Carters approval of these additional sanc
tions, the State Department on 8 February announced that it was suspend
ing its mediation efforts and would, in effect, let events take their own 
course.73 This action abrogated the 1952 and 1953 Air Force and Army Mis
sion Agreements and officially terminated the Defense DepartmenfS secu
rity assistance program to the Somoza government on 17 March.74 The 
assumption at the time in the OJCS, as eJsewbere in Washington, was that if 
Somoza bad survived this long, he was apt to bold on to power indefinitely, 
but with the distinct possibility that the longer he stayed, the greater would 
be the threat of violence and radicalization accompanying his eventual de
parture. The cballenge DOW was to prepare for as smooth a transition as 
possible, and toward this end Brzezinski in February encoura,ged the State 
Department to begin looldng at various options, in anticipation that a com
prehensive NSC review would follow.?i By early May 1979 State's efforts had 
reached the point that the President requested the PRe to do a formal study 

72 Summary of Conclusions, PRC Mtg on US Policy to Niearagua, 26 Jan 79, S. CJCS Files 
(Jones). PRe Mee1iD8 File (1 Jan '79-30 Mar 19). Pastor. Qmdemned to Repetition, 115-11. 
provides a more detailed account of these deliberations, apparently derived from Pastor's 
own notes oftbe meeting. 

'13 Memo, BrzeziDski to SeeState, et. 81., 1 Feb 79. S, CJCS Files (Jones), PRe MeetiDc Files 
(I Jan 19-3 Mar 19); "US, Rebuffed by Niearagua, WiD Sever Military 11es," NY Times. 9 
Feb 79,A7. 

74 USBOUrHCOM 1979 Historical Report, S,58. 

15 See Pastor. Condemned to Repetition. 134-36. 
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(PRM-46) incorporating "a cohenmt set of policies," not just for Nicaragua 
but fbr the entire Central American region. '16 

'fit In contrast to the Latin American review (PRM"11) it had di
rected two years earlier, the State Department this time made gestures to
ward assimilating miIitmy viewpoints by inviting the US Commander in 
Chic( Southem Command (USCINCSO), LTG McAuJiffe, to attend a Central 
American chiefs of mission meeting, held 11-18 May in San Jose, Costa Rica. 
By then, however, Statffs paper on Central America was in its fourth draft, 
and with a report due at the White House by early June, it seemed highly 
unlikely that there would be any major changes at this late date. The paper's 
basic thesis was that a lack of politica1legitimaey lay at the heart of Central 
America's problems, and that the US posture toward the region should be to 
encourage more open political dialogue, free elections, democratic proc
esses, and improvements in social and economic conditions. In McAuliffe's 
view, the opinions expressed both in the paper itself and by the various 
chiefs of mission were ·shallow." Planners in J-S rendered a similar judg
ment Echoing their earlier complaints, they declared the paper "flawed" for 
ignoring the security problems that governments throughout the region 
faced. "It is unlikely," they argued, 

that meaningful reforms will be implemented when govern
ments are under siege. The challenge is to restore some meas
ure of stability in order to bring about a climate for political 
openness and social/economic development. The United 
States must be involved because Central America matters pr0-

foundly to US security, self-image, and values.7'1 OSD 1.4( c.) 

~,{UJ By the time State's report on PRM-¢ came 
the PRC on 11 June, events in Nicaragua bad precipiitab!d 
there, on with the launching 

CrJ\ \1l{(c).,:3 
76 PRM.46, "Review of US Policies Toward Central America," 4 May '}9, S, J·5 NSC Affairs 
Piles, PRe 11 Jun '}9 CelltralAmerica folder. 

17 Memo, J-s to JCS, 1 Jun 79. S/XGDS, JCS 1976/627,922/530 (01 Jun 79). 
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t,t( .f- 3.ate) OSf) i .4( (.) 
_ By early June, however, it was clear that US intelligence had mis

judged the situation and that the Sandinistas were embarked upon a major. 
offensive, though where it would lead was as yet unclear. Meeting on 11 
June, the PR.C went ahead with its scheduled discassion of State's report on 
PRM-46, but with a growing awareness that long-term policy decisions 
might have to give way to more immediate problems. The Defense represen
tatives ..... Lieutenant General William Y. Smith for the JCS and Deputy Secre
tary of Defense Charles W. Duncan, Jr., for OSD-came armed with talking 
points which, while sharply critical of the State DeparIDient's pOsition, seem 
to have been more intended for pcl9terity than for debatiDg purposes. The 
preferred approach, both in the Joint Staff and in lSA, where these ta1king 
points had originateds was to resume immediate support ofSomoza in order 
to put down the Sandinista insurrection and eliminate the danger of exter
nal intervention, before embarking on further political and social reforms. 
But in deference to ·political realities," the recommended Defense position 
that Smith and Duncan used as their guide, instructed them to accept about 
whatever State and NSC proposed.80 

~ As a resuIt, the meeting broke little new ground and iDstead 
wound up essentially reaffirming existing policy, such as it was. All agreed 
that, even though Somoza was losing support and might not last out his 
term, his ability to defend himself with the National Guard remained viable 
and that this latest offeDsive bytbe Sandinistaswould probably play out to a 

78 OJSM 156&-78. 29 Sep 78, S/GOS, CJCS Piles (Jones), 820 Nicaragua. 

08D 1.4( 
80 TP on Central America for DepSecDef and CJCS, 11 Jun 79. S; PRM-46: US policies to
ward Central Ameriea-State Dept Response, [6 Jun 79], s. both in J-5 NSC Affaim Files, 
PRe 11 Jun 79 Central America folder. 
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stando~. Hoping to keep the conflict from getting worse and possibly 
sp~diD& National Security Adviser Brzezinski offered a three-point plan: 
(l) diplomatic inquiries into the possible creation an inter-American peace 
force to restore order; (2) the issuance of a -clear statement" at the OAB or 
elsewhem supporting self-determination, a negotiated transition of power, 
and free elections as feasible; and (3) public 8IlCi private 'WBl'Dings to the 
arms suppliers of both sides (i.e •• Cuba and Panama, which were running 
arms to the Sandinistas, and Israel and Argentina, which had become So-
moza's biggest providers) to cease and desist. The meeting recognized that 
some of these measure might require forceful action for implementation 
and, therefore, decided that the time bad come for the Defense Department 
to start looking into military contingencies. 81 Although any interwmtion 
would have to be multinational in nature, all present recognized that it 
would be up to the United States to take the lead. As David Aaron, Brzezin
ski's deputy, is said to have quipped: "'The peso [sic] stops here."82 Aaron 
was apparently unaware that N"lC81'8gWl's unit of cmreney was the Cordoba . 

... On 13 June the Joint Chiefs received the formal gcrahead from 
President Carter for the development of mnitary options.sa Bven so, JCS 
planners clearly operated under severe constraints and found themselves 
dealing maiIlly with evaeuation plans as the fisbting in Nieamgua intensi
fied. Anticipating events, they were poised to implement airlift evacuation 
plans for as many as 4,500 US and third eouDtry nationals (me). Since 
commerc.ia1 airlines had discontinued flights into Manapa because of the 
security situation, the State Department requested military help. On 12 June 
the Joint Chiefs tasked USCINCSO to provide the necessaty airlift using his 
six C-130 assets from HowardAPB in the Canal Zone. Later. the Joint Cbiefs 
also authorized the deployment to USSOUTHOO14 of four HH-53 Air Res
cue belicopt:el'S and three AN/WSC-a tactical sateDite terminals. By the time 
the US embusy eJosed down on 19 July~ USSOtTrHCOM had directed a to
tal of nineteen C-130 missions 8l1d had evacuated 1,423 personnel without 
incident. All the same, the operation was not without risk or political com
plieatious. On 9 July, for example, USClNCSO deployed two of the HH-53S, 
one WSC-3, and an eight-man seeurity pollce team to Liberia, Costa Rica, to 
minimize the response time. .After two days the Costa RiC8ll )egisl~ture, 
made up of a majority with pro-Sandinista sympathies, ordered the ~aft 
out of the country in a move aimed at embarrassing bath the Costa Rican 
president and the United States. 84 

&1 SUmmaty of CODeJusiODS, PRe Mtg on 0mtraI Ame_ n Jon 79. S, CJCS PileI (Jcmes), 
PRCMeeI:ing Piles (1 Jan 19-30 Aug 79). 

81 Quoted in P8ISblr, Condsmned to RepetitiDn,13s. 

aa Memo, lbHzktaki to SecState, et. aI., 13 Jon 79. 8, ClCS Mles (Jones). PRe Meet:ins Files 
(1 Jun 79-30 Aug 79); Pastor, Condemned to Rspetitio'll. :136. 
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!All this wln1e, Joint Staff pbmnel'S saw the Nicaraguan National 
. • cing an i~ng1y desperate situation. While diplomat:ic pressure 

did nothing to stem the flow of arms and ammunition from Cuba 
to the dinistas, it led to an almost immediate ceaIIltion of resupply from 
Isme1 0 the Somom regime.86 By mid-to-Jate June the National Guard was 
down a two-week supply of small arms ammunition and bad oompletely 
em. its stockpile of rockets, band grenades, mortar rounds, l"e(Jlll1ess 
rifle ~ and heavy machine gun ammunition. Unable to get ammunition 
for his ~, Solnoza turned to the use of air power, which sharply esealated 
death destruction among cMIiaDs. Responding to inquiries from So~ 
mom" r help, J-5 planners began studyiDg the pros and cons of a clandes
tine surply mission routed through Honduras, with the aim of preserving 
som ing of the National Guard's power to coUDterbaJance the Sandinistas, 
provfd Somoza would agree to step down. Thus, in resuming military aid, 
the Un States would not be propping up Somoza but would iDstead be 
p its options by preventing the Sandinistas from fiJli.ng the ex-
pected r vacuum by themselves.86 Assuming policy approval, J-S plan-
Ile1'8 "mated that supplies could be on their way to Nicaragua "within a 
few ho 1'8.'" But in late June, presumably acting on White House authori
zation, Deputy Secretary of State Christopher advised US embassy officials 
in M to inform Somoza that he should not expect any US help. "We 
are c1 in no position to supply the Guard with equipment,· auistopher 
said, . among other things could lead to further civil war. "88 

U) From this point on, the National Guard steadily disintegrated, 
tnaJQI· lR a Sandinista victory practically inevitable. Although the Joint Staff 
coDtin to survey military options, including blockade actions to shut off 
the flo of Cuban arms, the obvious preference of both the NBC Staff and 
the . Department was to rely on po1itica1 and diplomatic suasion to con
tain tb~ conflict and, if possible. to limit the impact of the expected Sandini
sta 1l'Y. So demoralized, disorganized, and unpopuJar bad Somoza's 

84 J-3 W kiog Paper on OptioDS to Conduet EvaeuatioDl OIl DOIM.lOmbataDtlil from N"JCal'a
p, [19 un 791 S/GDS, J-S NBC Affairs FlIes, sec 19 Jun 79 NbragIla folder, J-S Work-
ing on Nicarapa IvacruatioD. 10 Jul 19. S. J-s NSC Affairs Files. sec 10 Jut 79 
N folder; riSsDUTHaJM 1979 Hislorical Report, S,43--44-

and Cox. Nicaragua .B8traged. 239. 

86 by J-S on CIaD~ Support to National Guud. 19 Jun 19, S, J-S N~ ~irs 
19 Jun 19 Nic:arqua folder; JCS-originated paper on Co¥ert ]leconslitution of 
har, [28 Jun 79]. S. J-5 NSC.Aft'ah:s FiJ.es, sec 28 Jun 19 NicaJ:asua illder. 

Niearapa for SecDef and CJCS mr sec MeetiDg 28 Jun 1919. SIGnS, J-S NSC 
sa: 28 Jun 79 Nicaragua folder. 

I!& ~. msg no. 5686 to us embassy. MaDIIgUIJ. 2712002 Jon 79. S, J-5 NSCAtJ'airs 
Files, Sf 28 Jun 79 N:ica:mgua folder. 
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regime become that probably nothing short of 1arge-scale US intervention 
could have saved it, and even that, in all probability, would have been a 
stop..gap measure. In any event, Sandinista resistance doubtless would have 
~n exceedingly strong. When at last on 17 July 1979 Somoza finally 
ste~ down and fled, he left behind a country in physical ruin and politi
cal disarray, a ripe tuget for communist penetration and a potential launch 
pad for Cuban adventurism e1sewhere in Central America. The Joint Chiefs 
had worried that something like this might happen, but with the admini
stration's attention fixed on achieving a poHt:ical solution, military advice 
and influence had played little part in the development of US policy prior to 
Somoza's overthrow. Henceforth, with military factnrs increasingly more 
prominent in Central American affairs, their views would carry more 
weight. 

Limitiq the CODSequences of the Sandiujsta Victory 

(U) Like the fall of the Shah of Iran, the collapse of the Samoza re
gime in Nicaragua was so sudden and unexpected that it left: the United 
States with no immediate faDbaelc: position. Up until the final month or so 

. prior to Samoza's collapse, the operating assumption among US policymak .. 
ers and JCS planners was that a Sandinista victory was an unlikely po8Sl"bil .. 
ity and that the consequences of the rebels' recent offensive were most apt 
to be seen in growing political pressure on Somoza to make concessions to 
his opponents and open up the political process. But with the sudden shift: 
in power came uncertainties, not only about Nicaragua but about eountries 
elsewhere in Central America as wen. The upshot was a growing sense of 
unease that leftist insurrections, aided and ~ed by the SandiDistas, 
might take place e1sewhere in the region and that, out of them, there would 
be an increase of Cuban and/or the Soviet influence. 

(4i8 Aware that their own efforts to influence policy bad made little 
difference, the Joint Chiefs looked increasingly to Secretary of Defense 
Brown to plead their case. Preoccupied with SALT II and other matters, 
Brown so far had not paid much attention to the situation in Centml Amer
ica. But after the unexpected and well-publicized successes of the Sandinista 
offensive, he became persuaded that the Joint Chiefs had a point and in late 
June aooepted their suggestion that he alert President Carter to the need for 
promoting 8 more stable security environment in Central America. Should 
the Sandinistas pteVail in Nicaragua, Brown said, two probable conse
quences were apt to follow: an upsurge in leftist opposition in El Salvador, 
Guatemala, and Honduras; and a sharp reaction from rightists to protect 
their position. "In sum," the Secretary warned, "8 Sandinista victory will 
strengthen the leftist insurgents and increase the likelihood of Jeft-right 
confrontations in these countries." Lest the right over-react, Brown urged 
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patience and support for the existing regimes and, as necessary, additional 
assistance, including military aid, to encourage stability,89 

..,.This was not of course as strong a reoommendation for security 
measures as JCS planners had hoped to see,to But prior to Somozs*s col· 
lapse it was about as far outside the CU11'ent mainstream of US policy as a 
senior ofticlal dared to go. Even after the SaDdinista victol)', the Cuter ad
ministration remained cautiously hopeful that moderate elements in N'1C8-
ragua would prevail and curb the radicals' instincts for exporting revolution. 
By extension of this policy, the United States wound up adopting a some
what ambivalent appnllCh to the rest of Central America, not wanting to be 
identified with right-wing repMSSion, but not wanting to be seen as showing 
eDCOuragement for leftist guerrilla movements, either. Yet as events would 
demonstrate, the middle-of-the-road was perhaps the most diffieult and 
treacherous of all . 

• The initial US reaction was to play forthne. At an sec meeting on 
20 July, attended by the Chairman's new assistant, Lieutenant General John 
Pustay, all agreed (though the OSD representative, Assistant Secretary 
David McGiffert, expressed rmspecified reservations) that unqualified US 
support of the status quo in Central America was out of the question. Not 
only was it too sharp a departure from the administration's overall foreign
policy objectives but also It was impractical. Most desirable of all would be a 
multilateral solution, with the Latin Americans themselves 1aking the lead. 
Barring this, the meeting agreed that the United States should be prepared 
to move ahead on two fronts. One was to explore the feasIBility of closer ties 
with Nicaragua, to keep It from hemming another CUba, uSng offers ini
tially of humanitarian astdstance (later expanded to include non-lethal mili
tary aid) to establish an inroad; the other, to reassure the neighboring 
"Northern Tier" governments (E1 Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras), 
made nervous by the posSJDDity that the Nicaraguan revolution might 
spread, that the United States would oontinue to support them. Toward this 
end the United States should be prepared to offer "some" economic and 
mnitary aid to bolster the Northem Tier, but make it clear that such assis~ 
tanee was oonditional upon progress by these countries in enacting political 
reforms.S! 

M As part of the ongoing review, the sec asked the Defense De
partment to explore ways the United States could use the mDitary power it 
had on hand in the Caribbean Basin to help promote a more stable envi-

89 Memo. Brown to Carter, 25 Jon 79, S, J-5 N8C Affairs Files. sec 20 Jul19 El Salvador, 
Guatemala, aDd Hondul8S folder. 

90 See the Draft:Memo for the SeeDef and proposed draft memo to SecState, aecompanymg 
MeJDo, J·5toJC9, D.d., 8,mb: CentndAmerlca. JC8 'l.976I6:rJ. _1530 (OlJun 79). 

91 Summary of Condusiolls, sec Meeting on CentralAnlerica, 20 Jul79. S. J-5 NSC Affairs 
Files, PIte a Aug 79 0mtraI.A.merica folder. 
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ronment there. On 1 August 1979, Secretary of Defense Brown submitted an 
inventory of major bases and other facilities, together with a tentative list of 
low-budget air aud naval exercises and surveillance measures the United 
~ might adopt to enhaD.ce its image and operational readiness. Brzezin
s1d concurred that, for the most part, the proposed actions met the criteria 
the sec had in mind, but he also worried that they might not go far enough 
to meet the problem. "In general," he observed. "I am concerned that the 
U.S. military profile in the Caribbean has been permitted to slip to such a 
low level." 92 Unable to get aD that he wanted from the Secretary of Deimse, 
Brzezinski turned to the Jes Chairman's office for help. What Brzezinski 
wanted to known, an aide explained, was how the CUbans were supplying 
arms to the Central American revolutionaries and, in practical terms, 
whether the United States had the resomces readily available to mount "a 
meaningful interdiction effort. "98 

fft) 11la.t such an effort would be aimed mostly at thwarting a com-
munist takeover in El Salvador was never seriously in doubt. Ruled by a 
conservative oligarchy,. EI Salvador had been slow to enact politfcal and 
economic reforms, and by the late 19708 was beginning to pay a heavy price 
in the form of mounting violence and street assassinations by rival rightist 
and leftist forces. On 15 October 1979, amid the deteriorating security situa-
tion, a group of reform-minded junior officers staged a coup~ which toppled 
the government of General Carlos Humberto Romero and installed a mUi-
tary-dvilian junta. But for aD its good intentions, the coalition. made Httle 
dent in solving the country's problems, and in January 1980'Eclvil-
ian junta members walked out, provoking a political crisis tba tysts 
speculated could open the door to a leftist takeover.94 Fearing that e crisis 
would grow to compete with the already heavy demands on US J.'eSO\JlUW in 
Southwest Asia, Brzezinski called for a wbolesale reassessment of US mili-
tary and intelligence needs throughout Central.America.95 The response was 
a fast-paced round of interdepartmental meetinp (sec and mini-seC) 
which, as a stop-gap measure, led to the reprogramming by the State ~ 
partment in :March ,of $5.7 million in foreign military sales (FMS) financing 

forElSalvador.96 l)IJ~ SlJ.~L~(.b))); IOuS'- '1'L~ o.P5 U.S.C. § 652(b)(J'>; 
/()().1t. Y ltt 

92 Memo, Brown to Brzezinski, 1 Aug 79, 8; and MDo. Brzezinski to Blown, 10 AUI 79. So 
both in J-S NSCAfl'aiJa FDes, PI.C4 Bep 19 folder. 

9a'Memo, Aaron to Pustay, 10 Aug 19,1'8, WDliam Odom Papers, box 28, Mise. Memos 
folder, Carter Ll'b~. 

f5 Memo, Bt:zezinski to SeeState, et. &1., 22 Jan 80,8, JCS lW6/634. 922 (22 Jan So) HB. 

118 Mini..scc on El8aivador. MFR by Franklin D. Kramer (OASDjISA). 19 Jan 80. 5, JCS 
2386/6,9117 (19 Jan So) HB; Agenda, sec Meeting on E1 Salvador, 15 Feb 80, 5, CJCS Piles 
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afDespite aD aroused sense of concern, State aDd JCS often differed 
over the particulars of assistance programs to EJ Salvador aDd other Carib
bean Basin countries. As outlined by the Joint Chiefs in early February 
1~80, the U8 effort should encompass both the creation of a Caribbean COD
tingency fund to shorten the response time in meeting urgent: needs, and the 
easiog of legislative restrietions to allow training and materiel support for 
the constabularies of the region.97 As part of this, the Chiefs recommended. 8 

grand aid program of $96.4 million for the entire Can"bbean Basin, includ
ing $2,5.2 milJjon for BJ Salvador and $31 million for Honduras.98 But as the 
deUberations progressed, Joint Staff planners began to seDSe a Jack of coop
eration and "foot-dragging'" by the State Department. A case in point was a 
JC8 proposal to introduce mobile training teams (MTr) into EJ Salvador, to 
assist in managing riot control and other contingencies, 8 measure approved 
on aD emergency basis by the sec in February, but delayed in implementa
tion by State Department: caveats attempting to link it to the inclusion of 
Nicaragua in US-sponsored naval training exel.'Cises for Honduras and El 
Salvador,-

tit Por the remainder of President Carter's term, the Joint Chiefs 
continued to evince serious concern over the deteriorating security condi
tions in C'artraI America, but with modest-to-poor success in generating the 
level of l'eSpOuse, either from the White House or from 08D, they hoped to 
see. One reason was the competing demand for resources to meet expected 
emergencies in Southwest Asia. But partly also it was the President's own 
lingering preference for non-military solutions, as exemplified by his inau
guration in Aprillg80 of a people-to-people program, -Caribbean/Central 
American Action,'" to promote greater understanding and oooperation 
within the region.lOO As a result, policy came to be addressed in what Gen
eral Edward C. Meyer, the Army member of the Joint Chiefs, described as "8 
fragmented, reactive manner," which made contingency planning exeeed-

(Jones), sec MeeI:iDg Pile (1 Oct 79-14 Feb 80); Summa1y of CoDcJ,usioDs, sec Mts OIl US 
Policy to El Salvador, 27 Feb 80, S J-S NBC Affairs Files, sec Summaries 1980 fo1der; us.. 
SOUl'HlXJM 1980 H&torieGl Report, S, 49-

9'f JCSM-35-80 to SecDef, 8 Feb 80, S/XGDS. JCS 2304/2940 925 (24 Jan 80). 

98 "Securily Assistance Packets for Caribbean Basin, " SIGDS, Bnelosure B to JC8 1916/635, 
922/S02 (22 Feb 80). 

89 Remarb by ltCo1 H. C. CueDar, J-s, S. appended to OOSM 419-80.5 Mar 80, S; Memo, 
U Gen Rtthard L la'WlOD. Jlir J-s.. to CJC8. 11 Mar 80, SIGDS, both in CJaJ Files (Jones). 
820 Bl S8lwdor. Beeause of this aDd other delays, El Sa1vadol' received no new MTr assis
tance untll1g8L See the "Audit Trail-HI Salvador" attached to Briefing Sheet 011 Security 
AssistaDee to El Sa1vador for CJCS, 30 Dec 80. SIGDS, 91l7/495 (so Dec 80). 

100 See "Cadbbean/Central American.Action: Remarb at a White House Reception," 9 Apr 
Bo, Public Papers: Carter, 11)8o-19lh, 624-t.c}. 
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ing1y haphazard ad diftieuJt.101 Seeking guidance. the Joint Chiefs in Au
gust 1980 invited the President's National Security Adviser to brief them on 
current US poHcy and objectives in Latin America, but bad to settle for a 
meeting with Ambassador WiDiam Dowdier. Assistant Secretary of State for 
Inter-American Atfairs.l02 

• (U) Genenl Jones concurred with his Army colleague that there ex
!*d an wge~t need for a more systematic approach to US policy. Accord
ingly, he paid close attention to updating assistance opDoDS papers, 
incorporating Joint Staff and USSOUTHCOM viewpoints, should the need 
arise.l0a Late in the year Congress :finally passed a foreign assistance bDl 
adding $5.7 million in FMS credits for El Salvador, as weD as International 
Military Education and Training (IMET) funds and other moneys.l04 But on 

. 5 December 1980, PJ:esident Carter suspended all milibuy and economic aid 
to El Salvador pending the outcome of an investigation into the apparent 
murder of four American women, three of them catholic nuns. by right
wing security forces. Though mindful of the adverse impact that such inci
dents could have, the Jomt Chiefs nonetheless agreed with Secretary of De
fe:nse Brown that an early resumption of security assistance was essential, 
lest the situation deteriorate furtherJ05 With guerrilla activity on the up'" 
surge, President Carter finally accepted the findings of a US investigative 
commission that no senior Salvadorian authorities were implicated in the 
murders, and shortly before leaYing office, he authorized miJitaIy aid to re
sume,lOG A small but important step, it would set the stage for what would 
become in the next administration a larger and even more determined effort 
to thwart leftist movements in Central America. 

(U) Thus, by the end of Carters presidency, US policy in Latin Amer
ica was beginning to approximate something closer to what the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff believed it should be, with more attention and resoUl'CJ!S devoted to 
seeority needs. Whfte P!esident Carter came into office determined to re
duce the us military presence in Latin America, he left with the same num· 
her of MILGPs (17) in operation as at the start, and with a growing portfolio 
of commitments to provide assistance against what seemed a rising tempo 
of leftist insurgencies throughout Qmtral America. The Joint Chiefs warned 

101 CSAM 46-80,5 Sep 80, SIGns, Jes 1976/640, 9:l2 Cs Sep 80). 

10! DJSM 1616-80 to Asst Sec8tate for InteJl.American Affaim, 19 Aug So, U; Note to Action 
Management Div. 3 Sep 80, U, both in 922/502 (22 Feb 80). 

103 MIg. Jones to LTG W. H. N1lttblg.1513l2Z Sep 80, CJCS Piles (Jones), 820 Bl Salvador. 

10& VSSOVT.flCOM 1980 Historical Report, S, pp. 10-11. 

105 JCSM"3-81 to SecDef. 5 Jan 81, S/GDS, Jes 2386/9. f}r//495 (so Dec 80). 

105 NYTbnes. 15 Jan 81, At}. 
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re~ that conditions in Latin America did not warrant any large-seale 
curtailment of us miHtary interest or involvement. But it was only after the 
collapse of the Somoza regime in Nicaragua, accompanied by continuing 
co~ersy over the Soviet presence in Cuba and the growing leftist insur
~ency m m Salvador, that their ad.viee began to receive serious considera
tion. Yet even then, the response from Washington continued to mirror the 
President·s unshakable belief that the answer to Latin America's problems 
rested not on military power but on a broadly based policy combining politi
cal, economic, and social refunns. 

(U) Although the Joint Chiefs applauded the President's commitment 
to improve US-Latin American relations, they also regarded his overall ap
proach to that part of the world as rather naive and short-sighted. While the 
JCS were not the arch-reactionaries that some critics accused them ofbeing, 
it is true that their sympathies lay more with Latin America's conservative 
regimes, like those in Argentina and Chile, than with the 1eft-of-center gov
ernments that were taking root in Panama, Venezuela, Costa Rica, and 
elsewhere. The reason was fairly simple: cooperation and coJlaboration in 
maintaining security arrangements just came easier with conservative gov
ernments, partieuJarly those with close ties to the military. Such thinking 
was especially evident among Joint Staff action officers who handled most 
of the day .. to-day JCS business involving Latin American affairs, and who 
were almost constantly at odds with their State and NSC oounterparts over 
the role of us military power in Latin American policy. Within the JCS or
ganization it was almost an article of faith that the United States had long
and we11-established defense and security interests in Latin America-the 
Panama Canal being the major case in point-and that actions like ceding 
the canal to Panama should not obscure the fundamental need to protect 
those interests. The threat posed by Castro's Cuba remained, for all praetieal 
purposes, the most dangerous and overt in the hemisphere. But it was the 
exercise of Cuban.&viet influence through the use of surrogates and prox
ies, like the Sandinistas, to support and sustain leftist gueniDa movements 
elsewhere, that elicited the Joint Chiefs' most urgent concern. That the US 
response should be more paced to the rising tempo of military develop
ments was certainly not what President Carter wanted to see, but by the 
time he left office it was fast becoming the only effective ahemative to a 
possible succession of leftist takeovers. 

17& 
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(U) During the Carter years developments in the Far :&1st continued 
to playa major part in JCS deDheratioDS but with the clear undeIStandiDg 
~t the goal of US policy was to reduce the US presenee and US responsi
bilities throughout the region. lJke many Americans at the time, President 
Carter saw the Far East: in terms of the recent war in Vtetnam, a disaster he 
pledged not to allow happen again. His means of doing so were three-fold: 
(1) to restructure US oommitments so as to avoid being drawn into a future 
Asian war; (2) to shift US military assets out of .Asia and the Paclfie to 
Europe and the Middle .East, areas he considered strategically more impor
tant; and (s) to encourage more Jocal self-reliance, mutual cooperation, and 
respect for human rights among US friends and allies. While not radicaJly 
different from the policies pursued during the Nixon-Ford years, Carter's 
approach routinely downplayed the risks involved (except when faced with 
overwhelming evidence to the contrary, as turned out to be the case in J(o.. 
rea) and relied more heavily on diplomacy to help shore up apparent weak
nesses in the US defense posture. 

(U) In dealing with the Far East, as in dealing with security problems 
elsewhere, the Joint Chiefs of Staff found themselves often at odds with the 
poDtical direction they received from the White House. Although cutbacks 
in .Asia and the Pacific had been the order of the day since the Vtetnam War 
ended,l the Joint Chiefs believed that the reductioos oontemplated by the 
Carter administration went well beyond advisable limits. While US military 
power in the region was oontJ:actiDg, that of the oommunist states there was 
surging. Not only did the Soviet Union continue to maintain and upgr~e 
large and effective air, ground, and naval forces in the Far East but also it 
retained close and supportive ties to North Korea, a formidable military 
power in its own right. China, despite its professed desire to normalize re~
Dons with the United States, was still a largely unknown quantity, locked m 
a bitter dispute with the regime on Taiwan, a US aDy • 

.,.-rhe most sizable and ominous threat came from the Soviet naval 
presence in the Pacific, which by the mid"l97OS numbered some 112 subma
rines and sixty-four priaclpal surface oombatants, oompared to a US tbree of 
six carriers, thirty-two submarines, and eighty principal sutface combatants. 
In addition, the Soviet Pacific Fleet normally deployed two Yankee nuclear 
ballistic missile submarines in the eastern Pacific and ()(DS(onaIly one Delta 
SSBN as well. Normally, Soviet surface oombatants operated in the area of 
their bases at Vladivostok and Petropavlowk, but increasingly they were 
showing up in the Indian Ocean and the Philippine Sea. The more ~-t1ung 
the threat, the more difficult it became to oontain. Although ooDSldered a 

1 See Poole, JCS and National Policy, 1973-'1976. S.409-13. 
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~geable problem with available resources, PACOM planners were con
Sl~rably 1~ confident of being able to protect essential lines of communi
cation against Soviet interdiction if, in an emergency, substantial PACOM 
forces bad to be rushed to support &1'0.2 . 

(O) Taking these various factors into account, the Joint Chiefs could 
not help but react to talk of US reductions and redeployments in the Pacific 
and Far East as ill timed and ill..eonceived. The differences that resulted be
~n the President and his senior military advisers were not the product of 
mISUnderstandings or miscommunications, but of differing priorities. For 
the Joint Chiefs the fim order of business in the Far Bast was to preserve as 
viable a defense posture as posslDle, while for President Carter, it was to 
adopt and implement new policies reflecting the "lessons" of Vietnam. More 
often than not, this meant breaks with the past and the status quo that left 
the JCS uneasy over the possible consequences. 

Reeopidon of the People's Republic ofChiDa 
(U) Along with the Israetl-Egyptian peace 'accord and the Panama 

Canal treaty, the estabHsbment of full diplomatic relations between the 
United States and the Peoplets Republic of China (PRC) was arguably one of 
the three outstanding foreign policy achievements of J"nnmy Carter's presi
dency. But like the other two, it elicited mixed reactions from the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. Building on the rapprochement achieved during the Nixon
Ford era, Carter came into office intent on completing the process of shift-' 
ing US diplomatic recognition from the government on Taiwan (the Nation
alist led Republic of China [ROC)) to the People's Republic. It was,in fact, 
one of Carter's personal top priorities. As the President's National Security 
Adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski. recalled: "Normalization of relations with 
China was a key strategic goal of the new Adm.inistration. We were con
vinced that a genuinely cooperative relationship between Washington and 
Beijing would greatly enhance the stabllity of the Far Bast ~~ that! more 
generally, it would be to U.s. advantage in the global competitIOn Wl(th th)e 
Soviet Union."s ' JS 1 .. 4. b 

2 CINCPAC 1977Om1mand History, It TS, 88-89· 

3 Brzezinski. Power and Principle, 196. 
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"" By far the larger and more fundamental question that normaliza

tion raised was the impact it would have on the Soviet Union, a recurring 
subject of speculation during early interagency deliberations as the new 
administration endeavored to frame a specific policy. The JCS position, as 
articuJated by the Chairman, General George S, Bl'OWD, USAF, was that the 
United States should treat China and the Soviet Union more or less the 
same, using military contacts where feasible to improve relations with both 
countries. "'Even-handedness' in our relations with the PRe and the USS~ .. 
General Brown believed, "requires similar military contact initiatives in the 
case of China, even though these do not elicit quick responses," While cau
tioning that the outlook for future Us-chiDese was 
not propitious 

" See Joint St:ratttgic Planning Document SupportiJ:ig Analysis for FY 1981 'l.'brougb FY 1988 
(JSPDSAFY 81-88), Sec. 4. Book Ill. Annex B, "TaiwaD," S, JCS 2143/518, 511 (06 Nov 78). 

I> JCSM-334-76 to BeeDe( 21 Sep 76, S, J(S 1966/210-2, 882/372 (s May 76)· 

I Carter. Keeping Faith, 188. 
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• 6fi) In April 1977 President carter formally Policy Re-
VIeW ~mmittee. to coordinate an interagency study US poJicy toward the 
~eople s Republic (PRM-24), organized around: (1) an analysis of broad op
tions toward the People's Republic; (2) an analysis of the ways the United 
States could continue its withdrawal from Taiwan; and C3J an analysis of the 
transfer of defense-related technologies to main1and China.8 The inclusion 
of the last topic seems to have been Brzezinski's idea and reflected his grow
ing interest in finding ways of putting pressure on the Soviet Union foDow
ing Moscows recent rejection of President Quter's "deep cuts" arms control 
proposal (see below, Chapter 9). Policy analysts at State doubted whether a 
tilt toward China would have much effect on Soviet behavior, other than to 
add new strains to Soviet-American relatiOns; but the idea that closer US
Chinese ties might hold significant complications for Soviet military plan
ning was increasingly attractive, both to members of BDezinski's NSC Staff 
and to JCS planners. The upshot was the development of a wide range of 
options, framed within a more or less inconclusive review of US policy, 
which culminated in a spirited debate at a meeting of the PRC on 27 June 
1977.9 

tilt Following usual procedure the Director, Joint Staff., Lieutenant 
General Ray B. Sitton, USAF, and the Assistant Secretary of Defense for In~ 
ternational Security Affairs, David E. McGiffert, piepared a joint talking pa
per for the Chairman and the Secretary of Defense outliniDg recommended 
positions. Among these was a Joint Staff proposal that, before proceeding 
with recognition of the People's Republic, additional analysis be done to de
termine the impact that normalization, in conjunction with the withdrawal 
of US ground forces from Korea and possIble force reductions in the Philip
pines, would have on the strategic ba1ance in East: Asia. The Joint Staff ~ 
favored retaining approximately 550 US military support personnel on Tal
wan, both as a deterrent to the People's Republic and to provide a capability 
for immediate commitment of US forces, until the security of Taiwan could 
be assured by other means. However, !SA recommended against this, feel- . 

. ing that withdrawals should go forward as sCheduled and tbatthe United 

8 PRM-24 re People's Republic. of China. 5 Apr 71. S/GOS, JCS 2118/2"/9. 88s1S32 (7 Apr 
77). 

9 J-5 BS on Joint Talker for CJCS and SecDeffor PRC, 24 Jun 77. S, 883/532 (7 Apr 77). 
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The Far East 

States could just as easily rely on naval power to assist the Nationalist Chi-
nese in the defense of Taiwan, 10 

(0) Meeting on 27 June, the PoHey Review Committee sidestepped a 
lengthy debate on the recognition question by agreeing to recommend to 
President carter that he seek normalization of relations in the "near term," 
but ~y under conditions that would not jeopardize Taiwan's security. The 
CODlDllttee also discussed the question of "security enhancements" between 
the United States and the People's RepubHc through such things as the ex
change of military attacl*, allowing the Chinese to have greater access to 
"dual use" (civilian and military) technologies and equipment, and US ac
quiescence in third-country sales of military equipment to China. According 
to Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, Secretary of Defense Brown and National 
Security Adviser Brzezinski both were convinced that the United States 
oould "persuade Moscow to be more careful in their dealings with us and 
our interests for fear of pusllina us into substantial security cooperation 
with China." Vance, however, did not consider China to be a major military 
or economic power, nor did he see it becoming one anytime soon, even with 
the benefit of the help Brown and Brzezinski were suggestiug.ll 

(U) Talcing these various views under advisement, President Carter 
decided in late July IfJ'77 to proceed with normalization as quickly as possi
ble, and in late August he dispatched Secretary of State Vance to Beijing 
with the apparent aim of conducting a deal.12 The main obstacle, as Carter 
and his advisers realized, was China's insistence on three "matters of princi
ple": termination of the US-Taiwan mutual defense tteaty; acceptance of the 
Beijing government, rather than Taiwan, as the only legitimate government 
of China; and withdrawal of all US mDitary forces from Taiwan. Offering a 
compromise, Carter was willing to jettison the mutual defense treaty but in
sisted on preserving the US right to sell Taiwan military equipment and to 
condutt unofficial eu1tural, economic, and trade relations with Taiwan. The 
Chinese, however, were still wrestling with intemalleadership probleJDS 
and politely declined any compromise, making Vance's visit a "congenial" 
but unproductive experience. President Carter then decided to "put this pro
ject on the bac:k burner" until after Congress finished with the Panama Ca
nal treaty.13 

10 TP for SecDef and CJCS for 27 Jon 71 PRe Mtg on PRM/N8C-24, 22 Jun 71, S. 883/532 

(O?Apr 71)· 

11 Vance, Hard Choices, 78. 

12 Michel Obenberg, "A Dec:ade of Sino-American Relations," Foreign .AJJbirs 61 (FaD 
1982), 18a. Shortly before leaviq office, at an off~t:he-reoord dinner with lneUlbers o! the 
press corps. Carter reporteclJ:y said that the purpose of Vance's trip was tl) establfsh diplo
matic re1anoDS, but that Vance bad failed in his mission. WClShington Post, 18 Oct 82-. Ag. 

13 Carter, Keeping Faith, 190-92; BrzeziDaki, Power cmd Principle, 201002. 
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(.Q During the hiatus in negotiations the Joint ChiefS continued to 
follow developments closely, correctly assuming that their views would be 
needed at a 1ater date. Toward the end of 19'17, to help them formulate their 
position, the new Director, Joint Staft Vice.Admiral Patrick J. Hannffin, 
USN, asked the Defense Intelligence .Agency to provide an "estimate of the 
global reactions" _ould the United States recognize the People·s Republic. 
Confirming what the Jea already suspected, DIA concluded that most Q)un~ 
tries would view US efforts to normalize relations with the PRC either "fa
vorably or with relative indifference,» whDe the Soviet Union would express 
·some. CC?ncern" and Taiwan would "vigorously oppose." In a follow-up 
aualysis, DIA speculated that the Soviets would ·oppose" US efforts at nor
malizing relations with the People's Republic, "to the extent that they per
ceive an implied threat of combined action against Soviet interests." One 
possibility, DIA believed, was that the Soviets could stiffen their armed 
forces in the Far East and bring them to a higher state of readiness, but it 
was far more likely that they would limit their actions to the diplomatic -' \ 
sphere.14 OSD 1.4(e.) ~\\~(t).t 3.l lc; 

('f!!f Meanwhile, the emergence of Vice Premier XJaoping as 
Mao Zedong's successor seemed to clear the way by 
for a renewed with the UWIu:<U 

same 
CbiltleSe matters 

and encouraged Security Adviser Brzezinski to hold regular con
vel'S8.tions with Ambassador Han Xu, the acting chief of China's Liaison Of
fice in Washington. The net effect was a gradual. improvement in us
Chinese relations and, in May 1978, a visit by BlUZinski to Beijing paving 
the way for an agreement on normalization.1S 

(U) By late September 1978, with negotiations on recognition enter
ing their final and most difficult stage, Secretaly of Defense Brown asked 
the Joint Chiefs for a fresh statement of their views on the impact of termi
nating the mutual defense treaty with Taiwan, as the Chinese were demand
ing. The Chiefs' position, es;entiallyunchanged from a year befc?re, 
remained in favor of normalizing relations, providing it could be done ~th
out jeopardizing "the security of the people on Taiwan." At stake, the ChiefS 

u DJSM 1887-71 to Dir DIA, 4 Nov 71. S; Memo, BG James A. WilHams. USA. DepDir DIA, 
to DJ8, 15 Nov 71. S. both in JCS 2118/281. 883 (4 Nov Memo. W'lIliams to DJ8, 16 Dec 
77. S, JCS 2:118/281-1.,883 (4 Nov 77). 1.4( CI:A-lt ltD;) ..... 3> $lc,) 

, 16 OJcsenberg, -Decade of Sino-American Re1atioDS,· 184-85; Brzezinski, Power and Princi
ple, 202-19. 
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believed, was the perceived value of a US alliana! and the strength of US :r&
solve ~ remain a Far Eastern power. For these reasons the JCS urged that 
the United States make every effort to obtain "adequate assurances" from 
the ~ple's Republic respecting Taiwan's security, and at the same time 
that it ~~ "'strong economic and cultural ties" with Taiwan. Assuming 
these conditions could be met, to one degree or another, the Joint Chiefs 
were then ready to certify that "the Mutua) Defense Treaty oould be termi~ 
~ted. "17 This was not as solid an endorsement of the administration's posi. 
tiOn as Seeretary of Defense Brown hoped to hear, and in acknowledging the 
Chiefs' advice, he asked them to bear in mind that Chin~ leaders had con
sistently refused to be bound by any public or explicit commitments toward 
Taiwan. That they might change their policy and agree to do so in the future 
seemed to Brown exceedingly unHkeJ.y.18 

(0) In fact, the Joint Chiefs expected no DUijor concessions from the . 
Mainland Chinese, nor did they get any. What emerged was a joint commu
nique, issued OD is December 1978, disclosing that the United States and 
the People's Republic would establish full diplomatic relations as of 1 Janu~ 
ary 1979 and that henceforth the United States would reoognize the PRC as 
the "'sole legal" government of China., including Taiwan. At the same time, 
the United States announced that it would withdraw an its remaining mili .. 
tary personnel from Taiwan within four months and, at the end of 1979, 
terminate its mutual defense treaty with the island. Anticipating criticism 
that the United States was walking out on a longtime aDy, President Carter 
explained publicly that even though the United States and Taiwan might no 
longer have forma) ties, they -would still maintain commercial, cuItural, and 
"'other relations'" through non-governmental channe1s.I9 This was some
thing of a setback for Chinese efforts to isolate Taiwan, for it clearly implied 
that US trade with the island, including arms transactions, 'WOuld continue. 
However, in deference to Chinese objections, President Carter imposed an 
unannounced. on&-year moratorium on new arms sales to Taiwan.20 

(0) Unresolved dift'erences over Taiwan notwitbstanding, the Carter 
administration pressed ahead with a rapid expansion of commercia], aca
demic, cultural, and other dvllian oontaets with the People's Republic and 
achieved considerable progress in such areas as dvil aviation, port. security 
policy, and exchanges of nonmilitary scientific and teclmological informa
tion, during its last two years in office. At the same time, however, differ-

17 JCSM-335...,s to Secllef, 20 Nov 78. S/XGDS. Jes 2118/288.888/532 (6 Nov ']8). 

18 Memo, Brown to Jones, 2 Dee 78, S/GOS, Jes 2118/288·~ 888/532 (6 Nov 78); copy in 
CJes Files (Jones). 820 China. 

19 OOS Bulletin, Jan 1919t 2&26. 

20 "US Concedes It Promised Peking Not to Sell Taiwan Arms 1.'his Year." NY7imes, 18 Jan 
79,3· 
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ences ~ Brzezinski's NSC and the State Department left the question 
~ ~1itary contacts dangling llll1il Secretary of Defense Brown visited Dei
JJDg m January 1980. At the Secretm.y's request, the JCS Chairman General 
Jones, assembled a list of politico-militaty topics of interest to the Joint 
C~ of Staff for possible discussion. Should the opportunity arise, the 
Chmman urged the SecretaIy to ~ the Chinese on four main· points: 
(1) that the United States would continue to maintain a Strong, credible de
f~ pcmure; (2) that it was interested in exp10rlrig ways in which the 
Umted States and China could coopemte on security issues of mutual con
~; ca) that it wanted to clarify the US and Chinese positions on secUrity 
ISSUeS where they disagreed (e.g., Taiwan); and (4) that US military leaders 
were indeed serious in seeking to lay the foundations which could lead to 
future military relations between the two countries, but without any implied 
commitments.21 OSD 

was more syIIlbo]ic 
degree of harmOllY and common interests than was the case. That 
he arrived in Beijingjust tWo weeks after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, 
thereby suggesting that the United States and China mi8bt be collaborating 
on a common response, was purely a coincidence: the trip had originally 
been planned for the previous autumn. Brown informed the Chinese that 
the United States was prepared to sell them certain types of non-Jethal mili· 
tary support equipment, including dual-use technology that the United 
States would not sell to the Soviet Union. 'Ibis announcement marked a 
fundamental turn away from the "evenhandedness- that had characterized 
US policy for the past decade and would launch the United States on a· 
course toward the establishment of an arms transfer relationship with the 
People's Republic. Summing up what he had accomplished during bis trip, 
Brown felt that -we have taken a significant step in our strategic relation-
ship with the Chinese."23 

~By the summer of 1980 US-Chinese relations had matured to the 
point where General Edward C. Meyer, the Army Chief of Staff, sought the 
support of his JCS coneagues for an interagency study to b.e1p determine Man 
overall policy to cover multifaceted issues that will be generated by ex
panded contacts." At the time, Army and JCS planners were deeply engaged 
in developing the Rapid Deployment Force, which was apt to compete for 
funding and resources previously earmarked for the Pacific. Looldng for 

'1 CM-467-79 to BeeDe( 4 Dec 79, S/GllS, CJCS Piles (JoBes), 820 Chi ••.. C1Jt Itq (ex· ·stf"{c) 

23 Qnoted in Brzezinski, Power and PriTtciple, 424. 
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gu~dan~, Meyer s~ested a study addressing such questions as the role of 
China m US secunty; areas of possIble military cooperation, with an as
~t ~f the gains and risks; and the integration of military with civilian 
initia~es In the development of a comprehensive national plan. Although a 
~ idea .on the face of it, the CODsellSuS among the other Chiefs was that 
the lSSUeS Involved were exceedingly coUlple.x: and sensitive, and that the 
~CS should ~ ~ir own views before engaging in interagency delibera
tions: Accordingly, In August 1980, they asked the Director, Joint Staff, VlCe 
~ Thor Hanson, USN, to initiate, in collaboration with the military 
S8l'VlCS8, a "broad, in-house study to addrPss the full implications of the US
Chinese security relationship." Undertaken as a long-term project, it was 
still unfinished when the Carter administration left otlit2, after which it be
came absorbed. into various Reagan administration initiatives.24 

(U) All the same, it was abundantly clear by the end of the Carter 
years thatnormaJization had vastly improved U8-ChiDese mlations-indeed, 
that it had ended one of the cold war's oldest and most bitter rivalries. 
Moreover, this improvement could not have come at a more opportune 
time, as the United States found itself facing heightened tensions over Iran 
and AfPanistan and growing obliptions in the Persian Gulf. With greater 
assurance of increased stability in East Asia, it now become possible, as 
planDing for the Rapid Deployment FOlW and other contingencies went 
forward, for the JCS to contemplate shifting US military assets to where 
they were needed more, i.e., the Middle East and Persian Gulf region. From 
this perspective, recognition of the People's Republic already promised to 
pay handsome dividends. But it also carried with it certain risks, as the Joint 
Chiefs 'Were weB aware, most notably in the uncertain future of America's 
emtwbile ally, Taiwan. 

Arms Aid to Taiwan 
(U) .As a result of actions taken to normalize reJat:ions with Mainland 

China, the JCS realized that Taiwan would soon be on its own, especially in 
the critically important area of acquiring arms, where over the years US 
mpport had been substantial. During the N"rxon-Ford years, &:sPite the 
avowed aim of impl'OYing ties with the People's Repub1ie, ~ United ~ 
had always found quiet ways ofkeepiug arms and related assiStanCe tlowmg 
to Taiwan.26 But with the advent of the Carter administration it was increas
ingly doubtful whether the United States would continue to be quite so 
flexible owing to President carter's determination to pursue a worldwide 
curb on arms transfers. With less direct help from the United States, Taiwan 

u CSAM 40-80. 21 Ju180, S/GDS, JCS 2118/292; and SM-495 to DdS, %'J Aul80. S/GDS, 
JCS 2118/292-1, 21 Au8 80, both In 883/520 (21 Jul80). 

26 See Poole, JCS and Na.tional Policy. 1973-1976. S,413-20· 
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would inereasing1y have to look elsewhere for arms or do without. As an 
early indication of how he intended to proceed, in March 1977 the President 
approved the use of $3-4.8 million for logistic support of US fuel and equip
ment stockpJ1ed on Taiwan, but placed a "holdJII on an $8 mOlion sale of BeV
enty-two improved Hawk surface-to-air missiles to the ROC armed forces, 
on the grounds that the Taiwan Government already had a sufficient supply 
of such weapons.26 

~) The status of arms aid to Taiwan was matter of special concern to 
CINCPAC, which exercised responsibility over such matteIS through a MUi
tary .Assistance Advisory Group (.HAAG) in Taipei headed by Bripdier Gen
eral L R. Forney, Jr., USA. Like many MAAG chiefs, Forney was sensitive to 
his clients' needs, and in his end-of-tour report, fOrwal'ded to aNCPAC in 
late August 197], he expressed concern over the current arms-aid morato
rium to Taiwan. Not only were the ROC's requests for weapons .going unan
swered but also it was virtually impossible for the MAAG to obtain 
authoritative guidance that it could pass along, owing to an apparent em
bargo on high .. levelliaison between US and ROC officials pending the out
come of normalization talks with the main1and. "I have an uneasy feeling, JII 

Forney sai~ "that there is Me military judgment being applied to the dis
cussionsin Washington on normalization." According to Forney's estimate 
of the situation, Taiwan's capacity to maintain a credible deterrent rested on 
the early acquisition of a broad range of new weapons systems, including F-
161 or other advanced fighters to replace an obsolesceat fleet of F"I048 and 
F-IOOS; "smart bombs" and air-to-surface weapons to cowrter the PRC's 
STYX missile boats and any invasion fleet; improved radar and air defense 
missile capabilities; new ships to replace an qing destroyer fleet; and an 
additional one bundred M-48 tanks. Though not overly optimistic that any 
of these requests would find favor, Forney thought that at the least there 
should be greater frankness with Taiwanese officials 8Ild, in Washington, 
closer attention to "a military input" into decislons.2'7 
~ Following the subnUssion of Forney's report, in Jate September 

1971 CINCPAC urged the Joint Chiefs to approach the Seczetaries of State 
and Defense on reopening the question of security assistance to Taiwan.as 
Shortly thereafter, whether by coincidence or design, the Chief of the :ROC 
General Staff, Admiral Soong Chang-Chlh, took the ~ step ~ sen~ 
JCS Chairman Brown a personal letter appealing for his support m obtain
ing US approval for the sale of F-16 aircraft, Harpoon antiship missiles, and 
Improved Chaparral surface..to-air missiles. These flessen~'" wea~ns, 
Soong sai~ were needed to counter the "severe threats from alr and mane 

2G Memo, Brzezinski 1:0 Brown, 29 Mar 77, S, JC8 2315/626, 499 (29 Mar .,,). 

1'1 ClNCPAC 1971Command History. II, 1'8, 302-306. 

aa Ibid., 306. 
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attacJcs- which could place Nationalist control of the Taiwan Straits "in sen .. 
ous jeoparciy."29 The Chairman's reply, cleared and coordinated with the 
State Department and the NBC ~ was anything but enoouraging. Only in 
the case of the Improved Chaparral missiles did he think that a reexamina
tion might be possible owing to "some recent exceptions" to the US policy of 
restricting arms transfers inoorporating sensitive advanced technology. As 
for the other weapons, Brown said that a decision was still pending. Current 
US policy, he advised, p1aa!d an overall eeiIing on arms sales worldwide, re
stricted the introduction of new technologies into a region, and required a 
delay in the sale of specific items until US forces l'eC.'eived them. But he 
promised to continue to review the R.OC's requests and to notify the Nation
alist government as soon as he had something more to report.80 

.-Although General Brown regretted not being able to offer a more 
positive respoDSe. he and his JCS colleagues realized that, pending the out
come of normalization tallcs with the mainland, it was practically impossible 
to fix a US position on assisting Taiwan. Reoognizing the predicament, the 
NBC, late in 1971, requested a summary of outstanding arms sales cases to 
the Republic of China and designated State and ISA to work up an interim 
policy on transfers. Though not as definitive a review as the Joint Chiefs 
would have liked, they welcomed it nonetheless, since the Republic of China 
had a substantial backlog of requests, many with long lead times for pro
curement.31 

_Adopted in early March 19'78 at an NSC-chaired mid-level inter
agency meeting, the joint State-Defense paper established both general and 
specific criteria for providing arms aid to Taiwan. The premise was that the 
United States would resume sales to the ROC of new military hardware so 
long as it was "essentially defensive in nature" and its provision did not pose 
a serious threat to normalizing relations with Beijing, did not distort the 
military balance in the Taiwan Straits, did not contribute to the ROC's nu
clear, long-range/intermediate missile, or chemical warfare development 
program, and was consistent with the President's overall policy (PD-1S) 011 

arms transfers.82 Tu.ming to specifics, the meeting agreed that, in line with 
these conditions. clearance could begin soon on the sale of howitzers, un
serviceable M .. 48 tallIes for -eanm'balization," mobile radar systems, and a 
low-altitude aircraft detection system. But it deferred aeDon on Taiwan's 
request for more Hawk missiles and recommended that decisions on other 
highly sophisticated weapons (i.e., jet aircraft and Harpoon and Maverick 

• Ur. 8ooogto CJCS,12 Oct 77. S. CJCS Files (Jones). 820 Taiwan. 

30 Ur, Brown to Soong. 13 Dee.". S. CJC8 Piles (J0De8), 820 TaiwaD. 

at See MJCS 83-78 to .ASD(lSA), 6 Feb 78. S/GDS, JCS 1966/219, 882/499 (06 Feb 78). 

3.2 Joint State-Defense Memo on Anna Sales to ROC. [26 Jan 78J. S/GDS, JCS 1966/218. 
882/499 (03 Feb 78) DB. 
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missiles) be given further study, possibly with reference to the Policy R&
view Committee.33 

. (19 Not surprisiugly, these unresolved issues--especially the ques-
tion of aircraft sales-formed the nut of the problem. The Joint Chiefs felt 
that, for the time being, the ROC could do without the Improved Chaparral 
mJssiJes it had on order.u Butthey had no doubt that Taiwan needed a DeW 
all-weather fighter-bomber, and in early January 1978 they so advised Sec
retary of Defense Brown. Citing their most recent (FY 1979-1986) JSOP, the 
Chiefs indicated that they supported a mjd-l'&JJIe force structure for the 
ROC of up to three squadrons of advanced tactical fighters and one squad
ron of improved reconnaissance fighters. Though originally interested in 
acquiring the '-16, the Nationalists in December 1977 had submitted a new 
request, following advice from CINCPAC~ to purchase sixty-eight F-48, a 
high performance fighter but an older type that might DOt be as politiC#illy 
controversiaJ as the '-16. The Joint Chiefs had not previously considered or 
established a position on the sale of P-48, but after examining the ROC re
quest, they concurred with analysts in J-S that, of the US aircraft that could 
reasonably be expeeb!d to be made available to Taiwan, the F-4 appeared 
the best fitted to meet ROC needs.35 

t@f}) Despite JCS endorsement of the F-4, the State Department and 
the White House kept delaying a decision on ROC aircraft needs pending 
the outcome of normalization talb with the mainland and the possibility 
that formal curbs on assistance to Taiwan might be part of the deal. Feeling 
it prudent to look elsewhere for planes, the Republic of China :resumed talks 
it had broken oft' earlier with Israel on acquisition of the !smell-made KPlR 
fighter-interceptor. Purebases of the KFIR would be in lieu of the preferred 
US-buIlt F-4 and would require US approval since the K.FIR used US
designed avionics and the American-made J~79 engine. But even though the 
State Department seemed favorably disposed toward the sale, the National
ists in March decided against it, reportedly on the grounds that they did ~ot 
want to risk a rupture in their relations with Saudi Arabia by dealing with 
181'8e1.36 

(U) Having ruled out the Israeli KPlR, the Taiwanese were now more 
dependent than ever on favorable action from Washington. Anticipating an 
imminent decision from the President, the Joint Chiefs jn July 1978 reaf
firmed their earlier recommendatiou that the F-4 was "best suited· in order 

88 Memo, Dodson to Ta~ 10 Mar 78, So JeB 1966/218-1,882/499 (OS Feb?8) DB. 

34 CINCPAC J978 Command History. D. 1'8. 4OS-Q4; Ltr. Jones to BooD& 24 All& 18, U. 
CJCS Files (Jones), 820 Taiwan. 

8J JCSM-33-18 to SecDef, 30 Jan 78, S/GDS; .1-5 Report to JCS on ROC Request for Sale of 
RjRF-4EAircraft, S/GDS, JCS 1966/211,882/499 (19 Jan 78)· 

S6 CiNCPAC J978 Command History. D. TS, 391"'98. 
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to satisfy the ROC's future requirements.37 Weeb passed, however, with no 
response from the Oval Office. F1naIly, in late .August, wIu1e visiting 
CINCPAC, Admiral Soong let it be known that while his government pI'&-
ferred the F-16, F-18, or F-4 (not necessarily in that order), it was willing to 
entertain the possibility of other planes, so Joug as they were high perform-
ance models.38 As a possible compromise Secretaries Vance and Brown 8lld 
National Security Adviser Bl7ainski tentatiYely settled on offering the Na
tionalists a plane as yet not built designated the F-5G Oater designated the 
F-20), whicb Northrop p1anned to develop for export markets. Although 
distinctly inferior to the F"4 in speed and altitude capabilities (and therefore 
less threatening to the People's RepubHc), the F-5G promised to have ad
vantages in range and maneuverability, as well as c:ost4ectiveness; and 
since the ROC Air Force (ROCAF) already operated an earner model, the F-
5E, it would seem to have little trouble fitting in. Asked by Secretary Brown 
whether the JCS could support the sale, Chairman Jones offered as his per-
sonal opinion a qualified endorsement, providing the F-SO lived up to ex
pectations. As a practical matter, however, General JODeS doubted whether 
the F-sG would be ready soon enough to awid any degradation of the RQ.. 
CAF's capabilities and speculated that a possible solution to this problem 
might be to allow the Taiwanese to acquire additional F-SEs.19 
~CB1 Jones's advice made a lot of sense, and in October 1978 President 
Carter decided to hold the sale of the F-50s in abeyance (whether to pro
duce them or not was still undecided) and to offer instead additional F-sEs, 
together with the Israeli-built KFIR, if the Taiwan Government so desired.40 
Subsequently, in November, the President tried to sweeten the deal by add
ing that the United States would agree to oo-produce up to forty-eight F .. sEs 
and would also seD Taiwan 500 Maverick missiles and 400 Iaser-guided 
bombs. But he speeifiea1ly ruled out selling a more advanced tighter bomber 
like the F-4 or F-16 that the People's Republic might consider threatening 
and advised the Taiwanese DOt to expect an F-5 follow-on any time soon:u 
The aim, as Secretary of State Vance later described it, "was a clear demon
stration to both Taipei and Peking that we meant what we said about sup
plying defensive weapons to Taiwan."42 But it was a decision that pleased 

m DJSM. 1098-78 to ASD(ISA), 10 Jul 78. S/GD8, JCS 1966/225, 882/495 (10 JuJ 78). 

38 ClNCPAC 19'78 <.bmrnand lIistor'y. n.1'8. 398. 

39 J-SM J.402-78 to CJCS. 1 Sep 18. S/GDS; CM 81-78 to SecDef. 2 Sep 78. both in CJCS 
FiIe& (Jones), 820 Tatwau. 

40 Memo, MeGiffert to Seni<:e Secretaries, et. 81., 19 Oct 78, S. JHO, NBC CoDeetio11. 

'1 Memo, SJocombe to Secretaries Military Depts, et. 81 .. 8 Nov 78, S/GDS, JHO NBC Col
lection; DOS Bulletin. Dec 1978. 29· 

C Vance, Hu.rd a.oiDes. U1. 
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neither side, least of all the regime on Taiwan which expressed regret over 
the US decision not to allow the sale of more'· while the 
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Withdrawal &om Taiwan 
(U) Though not wholly unexpected, the announcmKmt that as of 1 

January 1979 the United States would no longer recognize the Republic of 
China dealt the Government on Taiwan (GONT), as it would henanorth be 
known. a hard blow just the same. While President Carter pledged to main
tain existing commercial, cultural, and trade relations with Taiwan through 
non-governmental channels, his decision to terminate the mutual defense 
treaty.and to withdraw all US mJ)itary personnel in four months, meant that 
the island could no longer count on US protection . .As mentioned above, a 
secret addendum to the nonnalization agreement (subsequently "l~" to 
the press) included a one-year momtorium on new US arms sales to Taiwan. 
Items in the pipeline prior to 1 Janwuy 19'79, including equipment, training 
of military students, spare parts, and ·ammunition, would be delivered on 
schedule. But any new requests for security assistance would be held in 
abeyance untillg80. For at least a year, in other words, Taiwan could expect 
no further promises of help from the United States.44 

(0) For the Joint adefs of Staff, the ending of US recognition of Tai
wan posed two sets of interrelated. problems, one immediate, the other more 
long-term. The immediate one involved overseeing the physical withdrawal 
of the US military presence-the closing of facilities, the termination of the 
MAAG and related seeurity organizations, and the relocation of war reserve 
materiel stoekpUed on the island, including what amounted to one-third of 
the Air Force's aviation mel in the Western Pacific. In fact, the US witb
dmwal from Taiwan had been in progress for several yem, following the 
"opening- to the People·s Republic in the early 19708, and since then had led 
to a steady diminution of the US miHtIn'y presence.45 About 1,800 US mili
tary personnel remained at the start of the Carter administration, compared 
with 9,000 five years earlier. Citing US obliptions under the MDT, the 
Joint Chiefs had proposed retaining a residual mission on Taiwan of ap-

4.3 ClNCPAC 1978 CommandHistory, II, TS. 399"'400; Carter, Keeping Faith, 201. 

t4 "Diplomatic RelatioDS Between US and PRe: BemarlIs at a White House Briefing ponow
ing Address to the Nation," 15 Dec,s, Public Papers: Carter, 1978. 2266-68. 

411 See Poole. JaJ and NationalPoIicy. 1973-1976, S.4160-18. 
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proximately SOO uniformed personnel for advisory, administrative, and 
treaty support functions. 46 The Chiefs also bad hoped to postpone as long as 
possible the transfer of the war materiel and petroleum pointing to the 
~ and ~tiona1 burdens that would fall on an ~ overtaxed 10-
gJstical system m the Western Pacific. But under the terms agreed upon in 
1978 for reoognition of the PRC, a speedy withdrawal of all US personnel 
and the completion of new storage facUities in South Korea and elsewhere 
became unavoidable.41 

(U) DespIte the ~ of formal diplomatic ties, the United States 
continued to maintain strong unofficial relations through a non-profit cor
poration chartered by Congress known as the American Institute in Taiwan 
(AIT), run by retired US military and FOreign Service offbm;. whose sole 
purpose was to represent the people of the United States in conducting and 
canying out ~ with the people of Taiwan. Defense coordination, 
pending expiration of the mutual defense treaty in January 1980, fell to a 
Provisional Plans ~ mllocated with and responsible to ClNCPAC in 
Hawaii. 48 As part of what proved aD exceptionally smooth disengagement 
and withdrawal, the Joint Staff oompiled 8 list of politico-military agree
ments the United States bad with Taiwan and mmmmended several for 
continuation after 1979, including search and rescue, security assistance, 
grant aid, property disposal, and pmcedures for flight clearance, special 
mission coordination, and Taiwan Strait patrol. But as a practical matter, 
JCS planners reoognized that it would take time and patience to sort out 
which agreements to keep, and which to terminate.'" 

(U) Related to this was the longer-term and no less complex problem 
of developing a poJiey OD future arms transfeJs to Taiwan once the morato
rium ended in 1980. That sales and assistance would resume seemed likely, 
though at what level remained to be seen. While the Joint Qliefs aclmowl
edged that further aid was essential, they downplayed any immediate need, 
causing themselws some eredibUity problems with Congress. Matters came 
to a head. during committee hearings in February and March 1979 over a 
legislative measure known as the Taiwan Relations Act, to faeilitate with
drawal-of recognition. Among the items the adc6 believed Taiwan eventu
ally would have to have were a new all-weather fighter and an anti-ship 

<16 JCSM-462-?7 to SeeDef, 16 Dec 77, S/GDS, JCS 1966/215-2. 882/372 (10 Nov 71). F~. 
uteS given in JCS papers varied. but usually fell' somewhere between sso and 660 um
formed peraotmel • 

• ? MJC8-20-78, 18 Jan 78, S/GOS, 1St NIH to JCS 1966/213, 981/452 (12 Aug 77); JCSM-
330-1Sto SeeDef. v:] Nov 71. SIGns, JCS 1966/226--1, 882/419 (28 Aug 78)· 

.. ClNCPAC Jm Command History: TtJiwan Wrop-up (Appendix 1), TS, 23-25-

.. J-SM 0822-'1'9 to DASD(ISA), 3O.Apr 79, S/GDS. Memo, Ar1naCOSt to Dir DIA, er. aI •• aa 
Jul19, S/GDS, JCS 1966/234. 882/533 (23 Jul79). 
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missile. However, speaking for himself and his JCS colleagues General 
~ones exp1ained that Taiwan's security posture was such that it ~ e1fec.. 
ttvely deter any attack from the mainland "now aDd for a considerable time 
to come into the future.· "We don't see an acceleration of the threat ., Jones 
said, lI~nd we don't see auy great urgency at this moment to make kistons 
on additional equipment. "50 Congress. though, was skeptical. and in enact
ing l~ti?D (PL 96-8) it incorpo.rated provisions more expHcit than the 
admlDiStration had proposed, assuring Taiwan that it could count on the 
United States to make available "such defense articles and defense services 
in snch quantit;y as may be necessary to enable Taiwan to maintain a suffi
cient self-defense capability." The language was of course subject to inter
pretation,. but the sentiment behind it left DO doubt that CoJJgl'eS! wanted 
arms sales and other assistance to Taiwan to resume as soon as it became 
practicable.51 

(U) Despite the new legislation, the1'e was mounting concern both on 
Taiwan and in Congress as 1979 progressed that the administration might 
decide to extend the arms embargo as a means of cultivating improved rela
tiOllS with mainland China, at a time of deteriorating US relatioDS with the 
Soviet Union.52 Pearing increased isolation, the Taiwan Government in Au
gust 1919 submitted a fresh request for fifteen (later inereased to seventeen) 
uugor weapons systemSt listing an improved aD-weather fighter and air and 
sea defense weapons as its most urgent requiJements; and in. November 
Taiwan sent a high-level delegation to Washington to plead its ease. In ac
cordance with established procedure, ClNCPAC reviewed the GONTs re
quest and submitted recommendations to the Joint Chiefs. Attached was a 
personal endorsement of Taiwan's request from Admiral Maurice F. Weis
ner, Commander in Chief, Pacific, to General Jones.58 However, the State 
Department proved exceedingly cautious in approaching new sales to Tai
wan. State viewed even the smallest issue involving Taiwan as having reper
cussions for US relations with the PRe and, therefore, insisted that Taiwan's 
anns requests be handled iDerementally, with each increment including 
some non-ooutrowrsiaJ items and a mix of systems. State's rationale was 
that such an approach would allow more time for deliberations within the 
US Government, that it would reduce the ovemJJ impact of the program on 

50 Jones testimoDy. 22 Feb 79. US Congress. Senate, Committee on Foqn Relatioas, 
Hearing,: 1biwan. 96:1 (wuhfn&tnn, DC: GPQ.1979).141· 

61 Congressional Quo.rterly Almanac, Jm, 99-U7. 

iii See Gart:boff. Daente and C07f/i'ontation. 109ar.· and Obenberg, "Decade of Sino
American Re1atiODS/' 19o~91. 
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re1ations with the People's Republic, and that it would aDow a better gauge 
of the Chinese reaction to resuming arms sales to Taiwan,54 

(u) 'I'be result, announced in early Januar,y 1980, was a resumption 
of arms sales, but on terms that further fueled Taiwan's anxieties and disap-
pointed ~ supporters in Congress. Only six of the seventeen requested 
m:~ received approval for sale at the time, for a total transaction of $287 
million. Items approved were nearly alI older model weapons that Taiwan 
already had in its arsenal. Notably absent were the more sophisticated sys
tems-a new fighter and advanced missiles-which the Joint Chiefs COD
curred Taiwan would need, sooner or later, to maintain a credible 
conventional deterrent in the 19808. Although the JCS went along with 
State's recommendation to withhold these systems for the time being, ana
lysts in J-5 hastened to point out that lengthy delays in approving many of 
the pencting items could have exceedingly untoward effects, especially on 
Taiwan's air defense posture.H Under pressure from Congress, the State 
Department in June 1980 agreed to allow competing contractors to discuss 
possible sales to Taiwan of the so-called FX advaneed fishter-either North
rop's proposed F-5O (F-20) or the J-79 version of the F-16, an export model 
under development by General Dynamics. But by the tiDJe the Carter ad
ministration left office in January 1981, these discussions bad barely be
gun.56 

(U) Still, even with the holdup on aircraft sales, the Nationalist Chi
nese probably fared better than they might have, owing largely to JCS and 
congressional persistence on Taiwan's behalf. As a mle, the US mllitary en
joyed a mON positive relationship with the Nationalists than did either the 
State Department or the White House during the Carter years, and it was 
partly a result of this that Taiwan avoided the near-total isolation that US 
recognition of the ma.in1and threatened to produce. WbiIe the Joint Chi~ 
never believed in handing Taiwan a blank check, their support of the IS

land's arms requests was as teadily forthcoming and eonsistent as political 
circum.stanc. would allow. As much as the Joint Chiefs may have wel
comed the closer ties that normalization of relations brought with the 
mainland, they were not above hedging their bets by wanting to preserve 
Taiwan's self-defense capabilities to help offset the PRe's growing power 
and influence in Bast Asia. But with the new relationship blossoming be-

" Draft memo, Vance to carter. n.d., S, enclosure to Memo, Armacost to OOS. 5 Dec 79, 
SIGDS, JCS 1966ltrS1,882/495 (5 Dec 79). 

&5 JCSM-349-79 to SecDef, 13 Dee 79. S/GDS. and Enelosure B to SIIIle, JCS 1966/237-1, 

882/495 (05 Dec 79)· 

56 "US to Let Firms Discuss Salea of FX Jet to Taiwan. to WQlhington Post, 13 Jun So. Also 
see Robert L. DowDen, 'The TattBrBd arina Oml: Reality 01' Illusion in United states 
Strategy? (Washington, DC: (l)uncil for Social and Eoonomie Studies. 1«)84), 75-TJ· 
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tween Washington and Beijing, US assistance to the Taiwanese was bound 
to lessen as time went on, no matter how strongly the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
supported their cause. 

lI1 Joint Strategic P1a:m1ing DocomeDt SupportiDg Analysis for Py 1981 Tbrough Py 1988 
(JSPDSA, FY 81-88), See. 4. Book BI. Annex F, -RepDbJic of Korea," S, JCS 2l43/518, 511 
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(0) for the withdrawal rested on three ele-

ments: (I) that Korea's ground forces, bo1stered by a five--yeal" Force 
Improvement Plan (FIP) launched in 1975, would soon be strong enough to 
repel a North Korean ground attack on their own; (2) that an improved in
ternational situation, i.e., detente with the Soviet Union and the l:8p'" 
pmchement with China, afforded the United States an ideal opportunity to 
scale back its inv01vement; and (3) that the United States would still main
tain a clear commitment to South Korea's security under the 1954 mutual 
defense treaty.60 That the pullout of US forces would in the long run save 
sizable sums of money,. free up assets for redeployment to Europe and else
where, and distance the United States from what Carter considered the 
South Korean Governmenfs wobbly human rights record, seem to have 
been additional considerations influencing the President's thinking.81 

I'eeking to make good on bis campaign promise, President Carter 
directed the Policy Review Committee on 26 January 1977 to undertake a 
broad reexamination (PlU4-13) of US policies toward the Korean peninsula, 

, with a report due by 7 March. Among other thiDgBJ Carter asked the com
mittee to identify US interests and objectives, analyze the existing and pro
spective narth-south military balaDce, and examine posslble courses of 
action for dealing with the reduction of US conventional force levels, the 
southward redeployment of the US 2d Infant!'! Tli1ri.A1n'n 

ere<! the backbone of South Korea·s defi!l1SE~}, 
and future levels of milita1:y .assistan~ to Korea. mectivt~y ])IreclUd
ing a status quo option, the President's guidance left tittle for the committee 

60 See President Cal1:er's news eoDfereIKs of 9 Mar 77 and 26 May 77 in Public Papers: 
Ca1'tf1r. 1977.. 343. 1018-19: and DOS. Bureau of Public Mtatrs, Special Report on ,Korea. 
1977.. no. 40 (Jan 1978). Oddly. although a major issue at the outset of his presidenCY. 
Cuter made no mention of withdmwJn,g us troops from !Corea in his memoirs. 

Sf..Ernest W. Lefever. "'Withdrawal from Ko~ A PerplelciDg Decision. If Strategic RBuiew ~ 
Wmter 19'78. 28-35; and the lOIltldtab1e ~ in Frtmklin B. WeiDstein and P'nji 
'({amiy.l (eds.). l7!e Security of K'Drea: u.s. andJapa.nesr Pel~fvef on the 198m (B0ul
der, Colo,: Westview Press. 1980), 6g..106.Vaoce, Hard Chofca, 127-28. and BJ2ezinski. 
Power and Prin~e, 'W], botb mentiDll human rights abuses as a factor shaping the ad
ministration's attitude toward South Korea. 
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to consider other than the composition and timing of troop withdrawals. 
SUbsequent deliberations thus tended to revolve around a rather narrow 
core of issues, with much of the cIiscussion cIeYoted to analyzing and inter
preting intelligence data on the threat posed by the north, aDd how to phase 
the removal of US mroos with the least danger of exposing South Korea to 
a~k~ . 

(_The most serious quarrel that effectively delayed submission of a 
report well past the due date, was between DIA and the Oftiee of Manage
ment and Budget (OMB), over the data the PRC should use in assessing the 
militmy balance on the Korean peniDSUJa. .As a rule, the OMS stayed out of 
intelligence matters such as these, but because of the budgetary impact that 
troop withdrawals from Korea could have on force levels elsewhere, it took 
an unusually keen interest in the matter. Initially, DIA offered an estimate 
of North Korean military capabilities which OMS challenged on several 
grounds: that it was not an authoritative intelligence communi1y product; 
that it failed to include the effects of available US support on the outcome of 
a North Korean attack; and that it gave "an exaggerated impression" of 
North Korea's advantages. To supplied by DIA, 
OMS analysts believed that should take into 
account a recent OSDfol Planning and 
Evaluation (DP&:E), credited the North Koreans with more modest 
C8.PlilDWl1es and ' a mi1itaJ:y 63 

82 PRM/NSC-J3, 26 Jan 77. "Korea," S, JCS 1776/983,892/372 (26 Jan 77); J.Isg 02832, 
Brown to Weisner, 6 Mar.", S, roes:Pftes (Brown). 820 Korea. , 

68 Memo, Shaw (OMB) to WilBam H. GleysteeD. (DOS). 11 Mar 77. S, rocs Files (Brown). 
820 Korea. Exactly whyOMB tooksueh a elose interest in the matter is UDC1ear. though as a 
member of the Cbairmmis staff learned, the om analyst who raised the issue. Hany 
Shaw, had a brother. Flank Shaw, who bad helped draft the study done in DPU See 
RensbawbucblJp memo. 22 Mar 'iI. ibid. 
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. (U)This made it sound.that, if the President persisted in seekiDg a 

complete withdrawal of US ground forces, the JCS would more than likely 
mount a serious challenge. But having made their recommendations they 
quickly fell into line behind the administration's poJiey, nudged along by 
Secretary of Defense Brown, who seemed to want the matter settled as 
quicldy as possible and with as little difficulty. On. 26 Apri11971 he notified 
the Joint Chiefs that, even though the PRC bad yet to come up with an 
agreed plan of action, they should begin thinking ahead by developing de
tailed options for the full withdrawal of US ground troops nom:Korea, start
ing in 1978 and ending no later than 1982; and that they should also develop 
an analysis of ROK military requirements, based on a prioritized Jist of ma-
]OreClUlPJDeutneeds.8? lS 1.4 

67 Memo, BeeDei'to CJCS, 26 Apr 77, S/GDS, C.TCS Files (B1O'wn), 820 Korea. 
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JS 
(U) Although President Carter was weD aware that his poHcy of troop 

withdrawals from Korea was unpopu1ar among his military advisers, he no 
doubt underestimated the fuD extent of their anxiety and probably never 
expected that any would "go public" with their objections. The most wen 
known case was that of Major General John Ie. Sfuglaub, USA, Chief of 8taff 
of the United NationsQ:)mmand (UNe) and U8 Forces, Korea (U8FK), who 
found himself summoned back to Washington in late May 19" to explain 
statements he had made to the Washington Post that the President's with
drawal plan would undermine stabDity on the Korean peninsula and "lead 
to war. "'12 This was not the first instance of a senior officer making such 
comments. Indeed, Singlatib's immediate superior, General John W. Vessey, 
Jr., USA Oster Chairman, Joint Chiefs of StaftJ. had said essentially the 
same thing the month before in a not-for-attribution interview reported by 
United Press International. As a senior member of Vessey's staff at the time 
later recalled, "We all were deeply opposed to Carter's policy as increasing 

'I' PD/N8C-12 on Policy in Korea, 5 May TI, TS, 001 PDjNSC (CY 1m)· 
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'12 John Saar, "U.S. General: Korea Pullout Risks War. It Washington Post, 19 May 71, Al. 
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the risk of war."'18 Singlaub's mistake was twofold: he had aDowed himse1f to 
be interviewed on the record; and he had done so after Carter bad signed off 
on the presidential directive, thereby making the policy official, a faet of 
which Binglaub professed to be ll1l8W&re. From President Carter's stand
point there was no choice other than to relieve SingJaub of his duties and 
reassign him. Nonetheless, the controversy was only ~nning and would 
gain momentum over the summer, spurred on by a congressional investiga-
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73 LTG JoJm H. Cushman, USA (Ret), in OS NavallDstitUte, Proceedings, Apri1199fj, 100. 

74 For Singlaub's side of the story, see John Ie. SinAllaub, 
OIlS Duty (NY: Summit BOob, 1991).881-414-
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17 Memo, G. Brown and Habib to Carter, 28"May 77. 'IS, CJCS Files (Brown), 820 Korea. 

78 Memo, Brown 10 Brzezinsld via SecDef, 9 Juu 77. 1'8, CJCS Files (Brown), 820 Korea; 
Memo, BrzeziD8ki 10 Carter, gJUD TJ, S, Natioual Security Adviser CoDeetioD, Country File, 
box 43, ROle 1-41Tl folder, Carter Library; Memo, Brzezinski to Carter, 13 Jul77. S, same 
collecti.ou, IWK 7-9/77 folder, which also served as the decision memorandum for the 
change in schedule. 
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(U) As suggests, there was mounting concern in Wash-
ington for shoring up deterrence as US forces made ready to withdraw. One 
possible course of action was that suggested by Morton J. Abramowitz, Dep
u\Y Assistant Secretary of Defense for ISA (East Asia and Pacific Affairs), 
who informally approached the Joint Chis for their views on increasing 
the level of permanently assigned US tactical air to South Korea. From a 
purely practical standpoint, the Chiefs doubted whether an increase such as 
Abramowitz proposed was necessary, since emergency procedures for aug
menting tactical air capabilities on the Korean peninsula, demonstrated as 
recently as, 1976, adequately addressed the problem. But for "show of force" 
purposes and as a concrete gesture of US resolve, they welcomed the idea 
and endorsed transferring twelve additional F·4D fightel'S to Kunsan Air 

82 Memo, Vance and Brown to Carter. [13 Jul77], S, JCS 1776/992, 892/495 (13 Jut 77). For 
Army concems over equipment deficiencies, see Appendix B to Euclosure A, Jes 17761985-
3. C. 8921374 (26 Apr .,.,). 

83 JCS.M-a96-77 to SeeDef, 7 Oct 77. S, JCS 2512/49-1; and Memo, Weimer (CINCPAC) to 
Brown (CJCS), 18 Nov 77, S, both in 546 (26 Sep 77). ' 

8. Ltr, McGiff'ert to NewBOlD. 2 A1lI78. S, JCS 2512/49-8; Ltr, Newsom to McGiffert:. 9 Nov 
78, S/GDS; and Memo, Brown to Jones. 6 Feb;9. SIGDS, JCS 2512/49-9. aD in 546 (26 Sep 
77). 
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Base, Korea, bringing to seventy-two the number of tactical aircraft perma-
Korea.85 1 .. 4 ( b) 

OSD 
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(U) The SCM a1so amfirmed the interest of both the United States . 
and South Korea in preserving their military coDaboration through a new 
Combined Forces Command (CFC), to exist alongside the current United 
Nations Command, but with more direct control over operations and pJan-
Ding, and with increased ROK participation to reflect South Korea's 
enlarged role in its own defense. The plan adopted at the SCM was virtually 
a carbon copy of a JCS-proposed command change which the Chiefs had 
long argued was needed to provide alternative arrangements, outside UN 
channels, lest the United Nations fail to act in a future emergency.88 Under 
the agreed guidelines, a US general would serve as the CINe for as long as 
the United States made a "significant contribution" to South Korea's de-
fense, while his deputy and the deputy chief of staff would be ROK officers. 

86 JCSM-283-71.14 Ju171. S/GDS, JCS 1776/989. 892/376 (01 Ju171). 

88 Memo for Dimibntiou by RADM Robert P. Hilton, 1M, 17 Aug 71. "Memoranda of C0n
versation, 10th USjROK Security Ccmsu1tatiw MeetiDg." S/GDS, with at.tacbments, CJCS 
Files (Brown), 820 Korea; CINCPAC1977CommandHistorg, DI, TS,s69-15. 

88 See Poole, JlB andNational Policy, 1973-1976. S,435-39. 
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A permanent Military Committee consisting of the Commander in Chief 
Combined Forces Command (CINCCFC), and the ROK CJCS would be r':
sponsibJe to the National Command Authorities 8lId would coordinate ap
propriate guidance 8lId directives for day .. to-day CPC operatious. The CFC 
staff would have a fifty-fifty mix of US and ROB: peISOJlnel and was to be up 
and operating prior to the withdrawal of the first increment, scheduled for 
late 1978. Numerous details, of oow:se, had to be resolved, but with both 
sides committed to meeting the deadline, further negotiations proceeded in 
business-like fashion, with the CFC finaDy becoming a reality on 7 Novem
berl978·89 

US Troop Withdrawals from Korea Suspended 
(U) While obliged to go along with the President's policy, it was clear 

that the Joint Chiel's of Staff viewed the imminent pullout of US forces from 
Korea with growing apprehension, and that they were therefore inclined to 
give it, at most, their grudging support and oooperation. Coupled with de
velopments elsewhere in the region-the downsizing of the US presence in 
the Philippines (discussed below) and the impending disengagement from 
Taiwan-the withdrawal from Korea raised disturbing questions, admini .. 
strati on assurances notwithstanding, as to whether the United States would 
be in a position to playa crech"ble security role in East Asia. Aceordingly, as 
planning for the first withdrawal increment progressed, the JCS oontinued 
to survey ways of minimizing the impact or, alternatively, of staving off 
withdrawals altogether as long as possible, perhaps indefinitely. 

fIP'In fact, though, JCS a.dvics played a relatively minor part in con
vincing President Carter that he should slow down and eventually suspend 
US troop withdrawals. More direct and influential was the skepticism of 
leading members of Congress, whose concern over security issues, coupled 
with the controversy of an ongoing congressional investigation into Korean 
bribery charges (the so-called "Koreagate" lobbying scandal), threatened to 
delay legislation implementing the military assistance measures promised 
to the South Koreans. By April 1978, the NSC Staff had praetica11y given up 
on obtaining favorable congressional action in the foreseeable future, but 
readily acknowledged that continued JCS support of the withdrawal plan 
was heavily oontingent upon enactment of the aid package. As a fa1l-baek 
position, with the JCS specifiea1ly in mind, the Staff eircu1ated an ~ 
paper weighted in favor of delaying the withdrawal of combat units for SIX 

months or so, while proceeding with the pullout of non-essential support 
personnel. The Chiefs, with minor reservations, conCUl'l.'ed in this approach, 
and on 21 April 1978, President Carter announced a delay in the fil'St incre
ment of withdrawals. While the redeployment of 2,600 non-combat ele-

89 JCSM.205~77. 11 May Tl. S/GDS. JCS 1776/986-1; ClNCPAC 1977 Command Histary, I. 
TS. 59-61; ClNCPAC If),,s Command History, I, 18. 55-61. 
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ments and one combat battalion would proceed as planned by the end of the 
year, Carter said, two other combat battalions also scheduled for withdrawal 
would remain behind, their departure to be rescheduled for some time in 
1979.99 

38 1.tf, (A)li) 
(U) In the Internatioll8l Security 

Assistance .Act: 19'78 (pL 95-384) the transfer of equipment t() 
the South Koreans, as the President bad requested, but with an added provi
sion establishing reporting requirements to Congress prior to any fn1:uIe 
withdrawal of US forces, commencing in 1979.98 though not a serious 
handicap, the reporting requirement was yet one more obstacle thrown in 
the way of the Presidents troop withdrawal plan and, as such, an unwel
come complication to an already troubled and unpopular policy. If, as seems 
possible, President Carter was starting to look around for a way out of the 
dilemma in which he found h~ he did not have far to look or long to 
wait. 

90 NBC Option Paper 011 Korean Troop Withdrawals and EquipmeDt 'l'I:aDsfer LegisJation. 
ea. 12 Apr 78. S: B:xrract from Jobtt Talker, OS» and JCS Poaitlons for 19 Apr 18 Meeting, 
S, both in CJCS Files (Brown), 820 Korea; "'WIthdrawal of US Ground Combat Foxt::es From. 
ROK ... 21 Apr 78. Public Papers: Orrter, 1978. 768. 
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(I 2 lifJ) Leaked to the press, this new intelligence caused a stir in 
Congress which, in tum, Jed to renewed caDs on .President Carter to suspend 
the pullout of US fOrces.95 Adding to the choms, the Joint ChiefS in late 
January 1979 proposed a one-year deferment on the removal of 945 Army 
personnel and equipment of two US Improved Hawk (I-Hawk) air defense 
battalions, scheduled for withdrawal as part of the second increment by 30 
June 1980.96 Carter, realizing that it would now be more dift1cuIt than ever 

96 See "Opposition Growing on Korean Pullout, " NYflme.s, 21 Jan 19115. 
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to carry thrOugh as planned, ordered an immediate interagency review, in 
Pm:t t? test the validity of the new iDtelligence.97 But there was little point in 
~the inevitable, especially at a time when the deteriorating situation 
In Iran argued against inviting trouble elsewhere. On 9 February, acknowl
edging that the situation in Korea had changed, President carter told a news 

.. Although furood to backtrack from his original policy, President 
Carter viewed the current suspension as a temporaIY measure that did not 
apply to previously planned withdrawals. AccordiogIy, in June 1979, Secre-
tary of Defense Brown notified that the United States was going 

SecJretaJrvof earlier) with inactivation of 
would turn. over its 

army. as of intelligence esti-
mates progressed, the Joint Chiefs again cautioned against precipitate with~ 
drawals that . could leave South Korea vulnerable.10l Noting that the 
"increased threat posed by the North" had dramatically raised the "risk of 
war," the JCS also recommended a program of enhanced offset measures, 
including such weapons as F-16 fighters, both to impress upon the North 
Koreans the serioUSD.eSS . of ·US long-range intentions" and to "build ROJ{ 
confidence in the US commitment. "102 

(U) In late June 1979, President Carter visited South Korea amid un
authorized disclosures of supposedly new intelligence (actually, the results 
of the interagency review he had ordered earlier) oonfirming the North.Ko
rean buHdup.loS According to Secretary of State Vance, the source oftbese 

96 JCSM-16-79 to SecDef. 23 Jan 79, SIGns, JCS 2523/34.892/323 (12 Jan 79). 

08D 1.4(4) 

OSO . 
f¥1 Memo. MeGitlilrt to Jones, 1 Feb 79. S/OO8, CJCS FDes. 820 Korea. Section 6.2 (a) 

J;t;e 
SIt. mil (,,(1.,.) 

98 "Interview with the President· 9 Feb 79. Public Papers: Carter, J9'J9, 247-48. 

100 Ltr. Vance to Stemds, 2 Feb 79, JCS 2523/23-3.13 Feb 79; Ur: Brown to Price, 6 JUD 79. 
CJCS Files (Jones), 820 Korea. . . 

101 See JCSM-127-79 to SecDe( 17 Apr 79. S, JCS 2523141, 892 (28 Mar 79). 

102 JCSM-202-79 to BeeDe( 12 Jun 79, SIGDS, JCS 2523/58, 892/520 (s Jun 79)· 
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leaks appeared to be Capitol Hill. "The president, .. Vance recalled, "was not 
happy, feeling that his hand was being forced." Arriving in Seoul, Carter 
found himself subjected to a 45-minute harangue by President Pale, 
amounting to an "assault" on the US policy oftrriop withdrawals. Personally 
affronted, Carter was further taken aback when, in private discussions af
terwards, it became clear that, of his senior advisers, only one-Brzezinski-
continued to him on the troop 'Withdrawals.10« 

103 NY Times, 12 Jan 79, A6. 

10' Vance. Hard Choices, 129. 

Withdrawals from ROK,· 20 Jul19, PubliePapers: Carter, Jm, 1276-76. 
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(U) The decision to suspend the withdrawal of US ground troops 
~m Korea ~lped also to ease what had been a growing strain on relations 
with another unportant US Asian ally, Japan. Although in a sense the Japa
nese had DO choice but to go along with the withdrawal decision when 
President Carter announced it, they did so re1uctantly and were greatly re
lieved when in 1919 the United States chose to reverse course.1M Since 
World War II, the Japanese had tended to eschew defense obligati~ both 
in deference to their American-desjgned coDStitution renouncing war, and 
as part of a self-imposed. policy limiting militaty expenditures to DO more 
than 1 percent of their COUDtly's gross national product (GNP). While not 
unmindful of the Soviet threat nearby, Japanese leaders saw DO urgent need 
to do more on the military-securit front as long as Japan and the United 
States continued to enjoy a close and cordial security relationship, built 
around the US nuclear deterrent, a stable militalY balance on the Korean 
peninsula guaranteed by the US presence, and US control of the seas to pre-
8el'Ye Japan's access to markets and raw materials. The possible withdrawal 
of US forces from Korea thus came as a sharp reminder that American secu
rity guarantees might not be as permanent or as durable as many Japanese 
presumed them to be. 

11) By the mid-1970s, despite its outwardly anti-military posttu-e, Ja
pan bad regained the status of a fairly formidable military power. With an
nual expenditures of nearly 1'1,700 billion ($6.1 billion), Japan's defense 
budset was fourth largest among non-nuclear countries in the world, and 
eighth largest overaD. The Japan Self·Defense Forces (JSDF) comprised an 
army of thirteen active divisions, a navy of sixty tmQaf combatant ships (de
stroyer~type and larger), and an air force of 364 combat pJanes, including 
ninety F-4EJs.108 However, for some years, Japan had been under growing 
pressure from the United. States to oontribute still more. Offering a key con
cession, the Japanese cabinet in October 1976 bad adopted a five..year de
fense pJan calling for, among other things, improvements in logistic, air 
defense, and anti-submarine wa.rfiue (ASW) capabilities, as reoommended 
by the US Joint Chiefs of Staff.l09 

N To the incoming Carter admIDistration in 1971, increasing 
Japan's defense effort even further seemed one way of possibly mitigating 
the effects of planned US withdrawals from East Asia-in effect, substituting 
Japanese for US forces to redress tht! strategic balance. However, it was not 

107 See N1Jrseb, "US Troop Withdrawal from South Kotea," 328-30. 

10$ Figures on Japanese defense capabi1ities aDd budget from The Military Bal4nee, 1917-
7B (Loudon: IISS, 197'1), sg-6o, 82-83· 

109 Poole, JCS and National Policy, 1973-1976, S, 439-42. 
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an idea that held out much appeal to the Joint Chiefs, who were exceedingly 
leery of pushing the Japanese too hard, too fast Advising the Secretary of 
Defense on this point in July 1977, the Chiefs warned that any overt linkage 
by the United States between proposed improvements in Japan's self
defense forces and an expansion of Japan's strategic responsibilities in the 
Pacific, ran the risk of "adverse Japanese reactions," and that the same 
would likely be true should the withdrawal of US ground forces from the 
Westem Pacific confront the Japanese with a "radical change" in their stra
tegic plaDDing assumptions. Bearing Japanese sensitivities in mind, the 
Chiefi cautioned agaiDSt expecting too much and advised instead that fur
ther consultations on upgrading Japan's military capabilities should focus 
on the rather narrow issue of Japan's contn"bution to the Us-Japanese secu~ 
rity relationship "for the direct defense of Japan."110 

at Though never officially incorporated into any statement of US 
policy, the Chiefs· ~ seems nonetheless to have been convinclug. For it 
was by and large the approach adopted for most of the remainder of the 
Carter administration. At the same time, US initiatives also tended to em
phasize the need for closer bllateral cooperation and collaboration, espe
ciaDy at the planning level, something Japanese officials had resisted on a 
regular basis in the past. Despite the existence on paper of a variety of 
mechanisms for politico-military consultation, the most e1fective means of 
doing so were through intermittent discussions between Joint Staff repre-
sentatives and members of the Japan Joint Staff Office (JSO), initiated by 
JCS Chairman Brown in 1915, or at meetings of the Subcommittee for De
fense Cooperation (SDC). Established only in the summer of 19'i6. with the 
Commander, US Fomes, Japan (COMUSJ), serving as US representative, 
the SDC was the outgrowth ofministerial-level decisions a year earlier iden
tifying the need for "studies and eonsultations" to help ooordinate US and 
Japanese efforts "at the time of emergency." However, in deference to 
known Japanese wishes, COMUSJ operated under political guidance in
structing him to avoid such controversial subjects as bilateral contingency 
pJanning and to concentrate instead on DOD-sensitive areas such as mutually 
supporting logistics systems.1ll 

..., Despite initial limitations, the expansion of Us-Japanese military 
planning collaboration seemed graduaDy to acquire its own momentum, as 
senior officials on both sides seemed confident would happen. Meeting in 
Washington in September 1977, Secretary of Defense Brown and Japanese 
Minister of Defense Mihara reviewed the progress made thus far between 
their two countries through the SDC and found it enwuraging. Citing a 
greater commonality of purpose, focreased awareness of defense issues 

110 JCSM-S06-'17to SecDef. 20 JW77, S/GDS, JCS 2180/303-1, 8go (6 Apr 77)· 

III CINCPAC 1977 Command History, III, 1'8, 601-02. 
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among the Japanese public, and a concerted effort on both sides to establish 
better rapport, the defense ministers agreed that the time was ripe to ex
plore engaging in even closer collaborative effods.w Asked for their com
ments and suggestions, the Joint Chiefs recommended a variety of small, 
but important, preparatory steps that should be taken first, such as ensuring 
that US officers received better Japanese language training, expanding 
translation/interpreter facilities, increasing the number of Japanese officers 
attending US service schools, and initiating exchanges between snp and US 
combat units.l13 

<* By the spring of 1978 aU signs seemed to point to an Jmminent 
Japanese decision to undertake formal strategic pJanning with the United 
States. In anticipation, Deputy Secretary of Defense Charles W. Duncan, Jr., 
following a recent trip to Japan, asked the Joint Chiefs in April to take "a 
fresh look" at the Us military organizational structure. in Japan with a view 
toward enhancing "'our capability to engage more actively and directly with 
the key players in defense cooperation." Specifically, Duncan urged shifting 
the Headquarters, US Forces Japan (USFJ) from Yokota to downtown To
kyo, ending the "dual-hatting" of the COMUSJ as the Commander, 5th Air 
Force, and giving more prominence to Navy officers in order to underscore 
the importance of bilateral naval coordination.114 The Joint Chiefs reviewed 
the situation, in conjunction with CINCPAC, but concluded on the advice of 
J-5 that the changes Secretary Duncan proposed would be too costly, dis
ruptive, and impractical. Not onIy were the J-5 analysts dubious whether 
Congress would authorize an additional three-star appointment to fill the 
new bl1let that Duncan proposed but also they believed that giving one Ser
vice or another preferential treatment would undermine the lIeven-handed 
espousal of Service interests." After weighi.ng the pros and cons, the Chiefs 
notified Secretary of Defense Brown that they saw no need for immediate 
changes and were fully satisfied that the ·existing organization provided the 
means for "an effective on security issues" at aD necesw:r leveJs.l15 

112 :Memo, MeG.itfert to Secretaries MilitaJy Depts, et. aL, 25 Oct 'fl, C/GDS, JCS 2l801304, 
&go (25 Oct 77); also see CINCPAC 1971 Command History, ill,1."S. 591· 

118 DJSM 1935-77 to ASDOSA). 14 Nov 71. C/GDS, lit N/H of JCS 2180/304. 8go (2,5 Oct 
71)· 

114 (U) Memo, Duncan to G. Brown. 5 Apr 78, sub: USPJ Organization Structure, JC8 
2180/313.45 (s Apr 78). 

115 (V) JCSM-237-78 to SecDet; 17 Jul78. sub: US Fomes. Japan, Organjzational Structure, 
with J-5 analysis, Enc10suze B, JCS 2180/313-1. 45 (5 Apr 18). 
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116 ClNCPAClm eommandHistory, I, TS, 153-54-

UT Memo. Brown to Jones, 9 Nov 79 S/GDS; CM-476-19 to SeeDe(, 15 Dec 79, S, both in 
CJCS Files (Jones). 8~ Japan. 
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(U) Overall, however, the progress made between the United States 
and Japan on defense matters during the Carter years was quite consider
able and impressive. Not only were the Japanese gradually accepting a 
~ter share of their defense burden but also they were doing so under 
gmdance provided for the first time ever through bilateral combined plan
ning. This alone was a major breakthrough. Although these changes may 
have seemed slow in coming to some, they represented the culmination of 
years of patient effort and determination, a clear demonstration that, where 
the Japanese were concerned, the go-slow approach :recDmmended and 
practiced by the Joint Chiefs was not without its virtues and rewards. 

US Base Rights In the Philippines 
(U) Another Far Eastern issue that weighed heavily in JCS delibera

tions during the Carter yeatS was that of renegotiating US base rights in the 
PhDippines. The two longtime mainstays of the US presence there, home to 
some 13,,700 US mi1itary personnel, were Clark Air Base and the Subic Bay 
naval complex, both of which had provided invaluable logistic support dur
ing the Korean and VIetnam Wars and various contingencies. For strategic 
planning purposes the Joint Chiefs regarded the retention of these bases as 
essential, both for the prQjection of US power into the Western Pacific and 
Indian Oceans, and as concrete evidence that, despite cutbacks and with
drawals e1sewhere, the United States intended to remain a major power in 
Bast Asia. But by the mid-l91OS tensions in US-Philippine relations had 
rahied serious questions as to how long and under what terms the United 
States would continue to have access to these facilities. 

(U) That the United States enjoyed a privileged position in the Pl:dl
ippines there could be no doubt, a fact that vexed even many pro-American 

118 Memo. Brown to Jones, 7 May 80, TS. JCS 2180/431; and CM-612-80 to SecDei. 17 May 
80, SIGDS, JCS 2180/431-1. both in 890/340 (, May 80), 

119 See ClN'CPAC 1980 Command History, I, TS, 128-30. 
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Filipinos. Not only were the US bases rent·free under an agreement sched. 
uled not to expire until 1991 (but which the Ford administration had agreed 
to renegotiate before then) but also US military personnel stationed there 
had what ~OUDted ~ ~oriaJ rights and prM1eps. Even so, the US 
bases supplied the PhiHppmes with employment and foreign exchange that 
helped to support an otherwise struggling economy. Consequently, even 
though many Filipinos wanted to see the military base agreement (MBA) 
changed, few at this time wanted to go so far as to evict the US forees.120 

. ., About the last thing the incoming Carter administration wanted 
m 1977 was a long. drawn-out negotiation of a new MBA with the Philip
pines, such as the previous administration had found itseIfbecoming entaD
~ in before talks broke offin December 1916. With the ChiDa recognition 
ISSue and US troop withdrawals from South Korea more on his mind, Presi
dent Carter entered the White House bopiDg for a prompt and :relatively 
easy resolution of the Philippine bases question as a means of reassuring US 
friends and allies in the region that the United States was there to stay. But 
he also strongly opposed making ooncessions that would further enhance 
what liberals in the United States considered the cormpt and authoritarian 
regime of Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos .. Ostens101y to counter 
growing Muslim and communist insurgencies, Marcos bad solidified his 
hold by declaring martial law in 19'72. However, critics in Manila and the 
United States doubted Marcos' claims that his eouDtlywas in serious danger 
of succumbing to insurgents and suspected instead that his motives were 
more personal and self-serving. In requesting that Seeletary of Defense 
Brown oversee an interagency review of the base-rights question for the 
PRC, President Carter indicated that he was of two opinions. While prefer
ring that the United States keep its bases, he said also that he was not averse 
to examining "alternative courses of action ... including the option of ter
minating the agreement and re1inquishing our bases. IIIZ1 

f!I1 Exactly how this last suggestion was received by the Joint anefs 
is unknown, though in following up on the President's request the DO~
chaired interagency review group made every effort to impress upon him 
the bases' strategic importance and the high cost (over $5 billion) and in
convenience of trying to find alternative facilities elsewhere. All in all, the 
study group, operating under obviously strong JCS influence, made a per
suasive case for retaining the bases and convinced the Policy Review Com .. 
mittee, meeting on 21 April 1977, to recommend to President carter that he 
drop any immediate plans for relocation and focus instead on retaining ae-

JJO For p:rerious doeumentation on JCS involvement in the PbUippfne bases question, see 
Poole, JCS and National Policy, 1973-1916. S. 443-47. Also see William E. Berry, Jr., 118 
Bases in the Philippines: 71ae Evolution of a Special Relationship (Boulder, Cdo.: West
view Press, 1989). an exeeUeut overview of the base negotiatioDs problem. 

WPItM/NSC 14, "Philippine Base Negotiattons," 26 Jan 'TI, S, JCS 1519/207. 903/472 (26 
Jan TI). 
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~ to US faei1ities at Clark and Subic Bay. With General Brown partieipat
J~ for the JC8, ~ PRC felt that what Marcos really wanted was to maxi
:nuze the finanCIal quid pro quo and elicit as strong as possible a 
reaffirmation of the American defense commitment. Operating on these as
sumptions, the committee saw no need for wholesale concessions. As a 
means of pJacating critics in Ccmgress and in the Philippines, however, it 
agreed that some reductions and consolidation of functions at Clark ap
peared warranted. Beyond this, the PR.C also endorsed turning over a larger 
share of base maintenance respcmsibilities to Philippine authorities and dis
cussed, albeit inconclusively~ what might be included in a compensation 
package to address Philippine demands that the United States pay "rent- for 
its bases,122 

(U) Although President Carter readily conCW'J.'eCl in the overall ap
proach recommended by the PRe, it was not until the following September 
that negotiations resumed, Acting on the advice of Admiral Maurice F. 
Weisner, CoJDl'DaDder in Chief Pacific, the Joint Chiefs secured the ap
pointment of Rear Admiral William R.. McClendon, USN{Ret), former 
CINCPAC Director for Plans, as senior military adviser to the talks, replac
ing Rear Admiral D. B. She1ton.128 Meanwhile, in August and again in No
vember, the JCS reaffirmed their opposition to reductions in personnel 
streDgth at Clark and Some Bay and succeeded in gaining Secretary of De
fense Brown·s support for an indefinite delay for all but token curtailments 
of US operations. This action left no doubt that the Jolnt Chiefs hoped to 
p:reserve a military presence as large as possible in the Philippines for some 
time to come. But it was little help in clarifying what concessions the United 
States might offer in order to make US bases more palatable to pbi1ippine 
preferenees.1U 

(U) Toughest of all to resolve was the compensation issue. Despite 
their insistence on keeping the bases, the Joint Chiefs adamantly opposed 
any rental fees, as such, arguing that the Philippines were already ade
quately compensated with US economic and military assistanCE, not to ~enM 
tion the indirect revenues generated by the US presence. ~oreover, ~ 
1951, the Philippines had had a mutual defense treaty ~ .the Unit~ 
States, and it was not generally within the scope of US polICY m such CJl-

122 Interagency B.pt on PRY 14: "PhDippine Base Negotiations," 7 Mar TI. S/~DS, JCS 
1519/207-1, fJ03/472 (26 Jan TI); Minutes ofPRC Mtg on Pbi1ippiD.e Base NegotlatioDS, 21 
Apr 77, TS/GDS, CJCS Files (Brown), 820 Philippines. 

123 DJSM-I466-1'l, 29 Aug 77, Uj and. Memo, McGiffert to BrowIl, 5 Oct TI. U, both in CJCS 
Files (Brown), 820 Philippines; and DJSM-I739-77 to RADM McClendon, 11 Oct 77. U, JCS 
1519/211, 903/472 (26 Jan 77)· 

u. JCSM-348-77 to SecDef. 19 AUg 77. SIGDS, JCS 1519/208-3. 9OS/'KJ2 (2'7 Apr 77); 
JCSM-..p2""" to SecDet. 3 Nov TIt S/GDS, JCS 1519/215-1, 903/472 (4 Oct 77); Memo, 
Btown to Brzeztasti,12 Nov TI, SIGDS, JCS l519/215-2. 903/472 (04 Oct 71)· 
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eumstanees to pay for access to facilities that might be used to defend the 
hast country . .As a concession to the US viewpoint, Marcos at a meeting in 
September with US Assistant Secretary of Stam Richard c. Holbrooke, 
agreed to .drop the request for rent and said he would be wDling to accept 
~, equtpment, and training for his armed forces in Beu of direct compen
sation. Subsequently, Philippine First Lady Imelda Marcos persona1ly con
veyed a letter from her husband to PreDdent Carter indicating more specific 
requirements: improved radar and air defense cownge for the southern 
half of the Philippines; aircraft and naval patrol boats with increased range 
for missions of up to 300 miles (presumably to help support the Philippines' 
claims to the Spratly Islaads, which lay 250 miles to the west); and "a com
mon integrated defense plan" augmenting the current mutual defense 
treaty.125 

~ether the United States would accede to any or all of these 
terms remained to be seen. While the Joint Chiefs agreed that upgrading 
radar and air defense capabilities would, in the long run, enhance the pro
tection of US facilities, they urged caution in entering into any additional 
defense commitments with the Philippines and recommended that should 
the administration decide to pursue the matter, it should seek a clarification 
of objectives through staff-level talks held in conjunction with the MBA ne
gotiations.126 This was, of course, eminently sound and practical advice, but 
as the Chiefs were aware, the key toreacbing a breakthrough in the base ne
gotiations lay increasingly in the scale and scope of military and related as
sistance the United States was prepared to offer. Consequently, it was with 
considerable astonishment that the Joint Chiefs learned in early December 
that the President's upcoming budget submission conmmplated not only 
cuts in foreip military sales to the Philippines but aJso the entire elimina
tion of $18.1 :million in grant MAP assistance. While aclmowl~~ ~ 
such cuts would doubtless win applause among human rights actiViSts In 
Congress, Secretary of Defense Brown cautioned President Carter to bear in 
mind the anticipated reaction in the PbiHppines as weB. "The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and I are concerned, n he said, cthat elimination of an MAP from the FY 
79 budget request for the Philippines could have a serious and perhaps~ .. 
sively negative impact on the present positive atmosphere of the negotia
tions. '"l2'1 Although the President relented and restored the funds, he did so 
on condition that any grant assistance subsequently offered as quid pro quo 
for the bases, be phased out over the life of the agreement128 

l26 Ltr, Mareos to Carter, 2S Sap 71. U, CJCS Files (Brown), 820 PhilippineB. Also see Berry, 
US Bases in the Philippines, 194-95. 

126 JaM-421"'71 to SecDef, S Nov TJ. BIGOS. Jal 1519/218-1,9031499 (oS Oct"). 

111 Memo, Brown to Carter. 11 Dec '17, BIGOS, JCS l519/218, 903/496 (11 Dec 11); also in 
CJaI Files (Brown), 820 Philippines. 
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(U) The PRC, with LieuteIumt General William Y. Smith, USAF, As
sistant to the Chail'DlBDt representing the JCS, met again on 28 February 
~9'1!J to review th~ c:unent status of the base negotiations. By then the PhB· 
lp~lne Def~ Ministry had submitted an extensive military equipment re
qwrements list (MERL), valued at weD over $5 billion, which it apparently 
ho~ to use for bargaining purposes)29 However, the PRC contemplated a 
coDSldembly more modest offer, doled out over five years, of between $380 
and $450 million: $150 million in security supporting (i.e., economic) assis
tance; $30-50 million in grant MAP; and $200-250 million in FMS credits. 
Adopting a tough line indicative of the US position throughout the negotia. 
tions, the committee agreed that the tender of this assistanee should not be 
bindiug or specifically linked to amendment of the military bases agree
ment, but rather that it should be offered. as a target subject to annual re
view and approval by Olngress. In order to clear the way, State and Defense 
would start by briefing key coDgresSionalleaders, after whkb the US am
bassador to the Philippines, David D. Newsom, would conduct further negD
tiations.18O 

(U) From this point on, until conclusion of an qreement late in the 
year, it was largely a matter of give--and-take, as nego1:ia.tors on both sides 
labored to find common ground. A turning point was the visit to Manila in 
May 1918 of Vice President Walter Mondala, who convinced Marcos that 
further negotiations should be oondueted on a military-to-military basis in 
order to address outstanding operational and jurisdictional issues. Under 
the agreed procedure, General Romeo C. Espino, Chief of Staff, Armed 
Forces of the Philippines, represented his government, while ClNCPAC de
signed Rear Admiral McClendon (suceeeded in August 19?8 by Lieutenant 
General LeRoy Manor, USAF, Ret.) and the Commander of the 13th Air 
Force to represent the United States on the military panel. Onee Marcos 
agreed to this approach, progress came relatively quicldy on such controver
sial topics as the delineation of base areas, perimeter security, and the re
spective roles of the US and Philippine Base CommandelS. Even so, it took 
the intercession of US SeDator Daniel Inouye in October to persuade Marcos 
that he should give way on the compensation package. As one of the US le
gal advisers to the talks descn'bed the scene: "The Senator told Marcos the 
facts of life on what oould and could not be approved by the U.S. Congress 
in terms of oompensation. As a result, Marcos backed off from what up untll 

118 TP for SeeDef and. CJCS, 28 Feb 78, S/GDS, JCS 1519/2!1.O-1, 903/472 (22 Feb 78); .... 
sues Paper: The Level and Porm of Base CA»mpeDsa'tfon to the Philippines," pp. 3-4, n..d., 
SIGDS, eDclosure to Memo, Dodson to SecState, et. aL. 22 Feb 78. S/GDS, 28 Feb 78. JCS 
1519/220, ibid.; copy also in CJCS Files (Brown), 820 Pllilippines. 

1. CfN(PAC 1918 Command HismrrJ, n, TS. 454-56. 

130 Summary of CA»nelusions, PRe Mig on PhDippine Bases, 28 Feb 78. S/GDS, JCS 
1519/220-2, 903/472 (22 Feb 78); CJCS Files (Bmwn). 820 Pbiljppines. 
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then had been fairly un.reaUstie demands for compensation: By yeats end, 
a settlement was at handlB1 

(0) TechnicaDy, the agreement reached and signed early in 1979 was 
an amendment to the origiuall947 MBA and, as such, being an executive 
agreement, did not require Senate approval While the amendment pre
served the fiction that the bases operated rent-free, it rested on the clear 
understanding that the US President would make his ~ effort" to obtain 
up to $500 million in assistance for the PhiHppines over the nert five years: 
$so 1Dl1Uon in outright grant aid (MAP); $250 mi11ion in FMS credits; and 
$200 million in seeuri1:y supporting assistance.182 The agreement also rec
ognized PhiJippine sovereipty over Clark and Soble Bay, redefined base 
boundaries (thereby releasing large tracts of unused territory to Philippine 
contro]), and established a dual command system over both bases. Under 
the latter agreement, base security .beeame a joint responsibility. The PbiI~ 
ippine Base Commander exercised responsibility for aD plans, policies, and 
implementing directives, subject to the con~ olms us counterpart in 
all matters affecting US property and personnel. Mllitary operations thus 
remained firmly under us control, but with due regard and respect for PhIl
ippine sovereignty.138 Summing up, the Joint Chiefs believed that the 
amended MBA represented -major concessions" by the United States, but 
they supported it nonetheless and pointed out that it was "a delicately bal .. 
anced and interwoven package" wroth seemed to them to represent "the 
minimum provisions necessary to insure unhampered US military opera
tiODS."184 

(U) Outward appearances not:witbstanding there was little for either 
side to celebrate at the conclusion of the new accord. US offlciaJs, including 
the Joint Chiefs, were generally satisfied with what they had to begin with, 
and it was therefore with some reluctance that they bad entered into nego
tiations at all. That the Philippines &ired as well as they did was maiDlyat
tributable to two factors: the US need to bo1ster its reputation and 
credibility as a Far Eastem power; and the equally strong desire of the Joint 
Chiefs, in furtherance of this objective, to keep as much of a foothold in the 
region as they poSSIbly could. Otherwise, given the Marcos regime's unfa
vorable image in the United States, especially among congressioDaJ h"beraJs, 

131 Rick De Bobes, "The MiIitmy Per8pect:iYe,8 in John W. McDonald, Jr., and Diane B. 
Bendahm8De (.), US IIt.ztIe6 0Uer8eQs; Negotiations with ~ Greece, and the 
Philippines (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press. 1990), 86. Also see Berry, US Bases in thI 
Philippines, 203 .. 17; and CINCPAC 197'8 Command Histo11J, m, 1'8, 612-55, which cover 
the negotiations in greater detail. 

132 Ltr, Carter to Mat'COS, 4 Jan '19. TIAS 9224. lJnited States Treaties and Other Interno
tional.AgNements. 1978-79, vol so. pt. 1. 886. 

133 Beny. US.8a$e$ in the Philippines. 215. 

134 JCSM-S"79 to SecDef. 5 Jan 79. S/GDS. JCS 1519/226. 903/472 (g Jan 79) see. 1. 
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and its declining popularity at home, it was entirely conceivable that Presi
dent ~ might have chosen to abandon the bases altogether. The out
come, taking the form of a temporary settlement, in fact did little more than 
extend the status quo, but at growing cost to the United States that made 
the bases less and Jess attractive. Although .the Joint Chiefs felt that they 
~d live ~ the newly amended agreement, the same could not be said 
with any high degree of certainty the next time around 

Safeguarding US Interests in Micronesia 
~DeUl'l'eJltly with sorting out the future status of US bases in the 

Philippines, the Jamt Chiefs found themselves facing a similar situation 
with respect to Micronesia, a vast expanse in the Central Pacific encompass
ing some 2,100 islands, which the United States had administered as a "stra
tegic trusteeship" of the United Nations in 1947. Since then, these islands, 
known collectively as the Trust Territory of the Pacific Is1ands (TrP1), had 
provided facilities for nuclear weapons testing (Bikini and Eniwetok), ballls
tic missile testing (Kwajalein), intermittent military training, and monitor
ing and SUl'Veillance functions. FoHowing the reversion of Okinawa to Japan 
and the US withdrawal from Ytetnam, the Joint Chiefs eyed bases in Micro
nesia for possible faD-back positions, but largely gave up the idea owing to 
lack of interest on the part of the Services, limited funding for development, 
and emerging autonomy movements among the native islanders. Under 
growing pressure to find an alternative to the trusteeship a.rrangement, the 
United States had pursued negotiations with local representatives off and 
on since the late 19608 but without significant success until the conclusion 
in 1975 of a "eoveDant" establishing a Commonwealth of the Northem 
Mariana Islands, making them administratively separate from the rest of 
the 1TPI and giving the UDited States long-term air and nava11eases to fa
cilities on 'l1nian and Saipm.W 

(U) By the outset of the Carter administration, the future of the ~ 
of Micronesia was still in doubt. In handing on the problem, the outgomg 
Ford admiDistration urged the early resumption of negotiations ~ a~sed 
that a mutually satisfactory solution would likely binge on two lD.8JOf ISSUes: 
overcoming separatist tendencies in the Marshall and Palau Islands, based 
largely on fears that their current and prospective economic a~ges 
would be diluted in a permanent union with the less advantaged Carolinas; 
and Micronesian demands for control over marine resources in an extensive 
economic zone extending 200 mUes off their coasts, including the right to 
eonelude bilateral and multilateral treaties for the exploitation of these re
SOUl'<B-a significant exception to previous US demands that the United 

135 See Poole, JCS and National Policy. 1973-1976. S,451-57. 
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States retain eontrol OWl' Micronesia's foreign and defense affairs.1S6 Bager 
to dispose of the problem, President Carter set a tentative date of 1981 for 
terminatfDg the trusteeship, and in mid-February 1977 he turned the matter 
over to the Policy Review Committee for further study (PRM-19) asking it, 
~ong other things, to pay special attention to analyzing ·U.S. ~ re
qUJl'eDlents in Micronesia, including their relation to U.S. interests in the 
Fast Asia and Pacific region. "137 

(U) Though no longer a high priority on the JCS agenda, Micronesia 
still held important backup potential as long as US forees operated in the 
Western Pacific. The interdepartmental responses to PRM-19 said that, as 
part of the post-trusteeship settlement, US negotiators should seek access to 
ports, harbors, and airfields throughout Micronesia ·on an occasional or 
emergency basis," and insist upon barriers denying potential adversaries a 
foothold in the area. SpecHic facilities the United States might need in
cluded the Kwajalein miaDle range in the Mar&hall Islands, the Palau dls
trict for the use and development of naval fidlities, and the US Coast Guard 
station at Yap.lJ8 Debated and adopted by the PR.C on 28 April, the PRM-19 
report then became the basis for a presidential directive (PD"l1) providing 
broad instructions to the US negotiating team, headed by Ambassador Peter 
Rosenblatt, who enjoyed the additional status of being designated the Presi
dent's "SpeeiaJ Representative. "139 

(U) Rosenblatt soon found that, if he were to strike a deal, either the 
Services would have to pare some of their stated requirements, or the 
United States would have to come up with considerable sums to meet .Mi
cronesian demands for rent and other compensation. Most troublesome was 
the Navy's reluctance to give way on preserving various af.',.(ESS and anchor .. 
age rights, especla11y in the Palau district. But with neither the funds nor 
immediate plans to follow through in developing these facilities, the Navy 
operated from a weak position, making concessions all the more likely.:40 
Finally, in April 1978, Rosenblatt secured a breaktbrouIh in the negotia~ 
tions producing an agreement in principle under which the islanders would 
have full internal self-government, as well as respoDSibility for foreign af~ 
fairs, while the United States would exercise authority and responsibility for 

136 Memo, R.obinson to Scowcroft. 18 Jan 77. C, .JCS 2326/101-56. 998/472 (28 Jan 76). 

13'1 PRMfNSC 19 on Micronesian Status Negotiatious, 15 Peb 77. SIGDS, JCS 2826/123, 
9981532 (15 Peb 77)· 

lsa pac Report on PltM-19, -Micronesian Status Negotia1ions," 7 Apr 77. S, JCS 2326/123-
1,998/532 (J,5 Apr 77). 

m P]).l1, "Micronesian Status Negotiations," S May 77. SIGDS, mo, NBC Collection. 

lAO Memo. SJocombe to Claytor, 30 Nov 77. SIGDS, CJCS Files (Brown). 820 TTPI; Memo, 
Claytor to Sloeombe. 24 Jan 78. S/GDS; and Memo, Slocom.be to DdS. 13 Mar 78, SIGDS, 
both in JCS 2326/125-1,998 (aD Nov78)· 
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fifteen ~ over defense and security matters. Afforded funefol but a cur
sory IeVleW, 0Sl? legal advisers concluded that while perhaps not perfed:, 
the agreement did seem to satisfy basic JCS security criteria-i.e., it pro
vided a m~?f de!1ying entry to hostile powers, and it preserved US access 
t? the KWlValelD missile test range, certain land areas in Palau, and occa
SIOna] or emergency use of areas elsewhere. "So long as these rights are 85-
sured for a reasonable term," the legal review surmised, "the form of the US 
relationship with Micronesia is of secondary importance. "141 

(U) Even with an agreement in principle, numerous details had yet to 
be resolved, raising the possibility that the United States might still end up 
having to pay the islanders heavy rents for any faeilities. Asked by lSA for a 
clarification of their views, the Joint Chiefs in September 1918 advised that 
their security requirements in Micronesia remained unchanged from those 
set forth in the PRM-19 report, but that they opposed paying any more than 
the United States was already offering (about $3 million) for access rights in 
the Palau. Adopt:ins a position similar to that taken: in the Philippine base 
negotiations, the Chiefs argued that a reasonable outcome should be a 
clearly identifiable quid pro quo for the American taxpayer, and that insofar 
as possible this should not include compensating the Micronesians while 
guaranteeing their security. In any case, the Chiefs added, rent or other sub
sidies should not be a charge against the Services' budgets but should in
stead be a "package DOD requirement.-l42 

(U) As the negotiations dragged on, patience in Wasbiugton began to 
wear thin. As one indiration of how the United States might proceed, the 
Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Thomas B. Hayward, suggested in April 
1919 to his JCS colleagues that they undertake "a reappraisal of our near 
and long term security interests and objectives in Micronesia. "143 Although 
it was unclear what Hayward expected such a reappraisal to tum. up, the gist 
of a companion memorandum., complaining of recent budget cuts, suggests 
that what he was really after was a fresh statement of JCS requirements to 
help strengthen the Navy's case for funding of land leases and various 
planned developmental projects across Micronesia.l44 However, a review by 
the Joint Staft in collaooration with CINCPAC, found insufficient grounds 
for expending the time and energy on a reapprajsal such as the CNO pro
posed, and the matter was dropped. Funding likewise ~ ~ aber
ance, and with negotiations on the future of the Trust Terrttones stU} 
continuing, the Navy seemed. to lose interest, as though it would now prefer 

1 .. 1 JT Pa:per for PIC Mfl on Micronesia, 4 Apr 78, SIGDa. JCS 232611ZJ4 1, 998/532 C3 Apr 
78). 

JA2 JCSM-312-?8to SecDef, 29 Sep 78, S/GDS, JCS 2326/125-2, 998 (so NOV71)· 

lQ CNOM .28-79 toJCS, 16.Apr79, ClODS, JCS 2326/130, 998 (16 Apr 19). 

1" CNOM rt-'79 to JCS, 13 Apr 79, U, JCS 2326/l29, 9981472 (2 Feb 78). 
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to wait until it had a fuller picture of what the post-trusteeship era would 
bring.l46 

(U) Thus, in Micronesia, as elsewhere in Asia and the Pacific, the 
Carter years witnessed a steady diminution of the US presence, accompa
nied by the shedding of obHptions and involvemcmt. By and large, the Joint 
Chiefs found President Carters policies in the Far East uncomfortable to 
acapt and diffieuIt to understaDd in view of the large Soviet deployment in 
Northeast Asia, growing Soviet naval capabilities in the western Pacific and 
Indian Oceans, and continuing tensions in East Asia between mainland 
China and Taiwan, and North and South Korea. Funding Hmitations, as the 
Joint Chiefs readDy recognized, made cutbacks to some extent unavoidable. 
But it was also possible, they believed, to go too filr. The principal case in 
point was the President's planned withdrawal of US ground forces from K0-
rea, where eventually pressure from the JCS and others caused a reversal of 
policy. But as a rule it was not easy to convince Carter to alter course. The 
Far East remained a less-than-top priority in the administration's scheme of 
things, and practically nothing the Joint Chiefs of Staff could do was able to 
change that. 

146 DJSH 1516-79 to CNO, 29 Au& 79. U.IA NIH of JCS 2326/130, 99B (16 Apr 19)· Also see 
CINCPAC 1m Command History, 1, TS, 49-52· 
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(U) A high priority throughout the Carter years, reaffirmed repeat
edly by the J!resident and the Joint Chiefs alike, was the securit3 of western 
Europe.. As m years past, us objectives there included the maintenance of 
conventional and nuclear military capabDities necessary for deterrence and 
defeDSe, and the promotion of greater oohesion within the North Atlantic 
Treaty Orpnization (NATO). Believing that us leadership in NATO needed 
strengthenin& the inooming Outer administration set out to reverse what 
the President lUld National Security Adviser Zbigniew BrzeziDski coDSidered 
years of neglect owing to the Vietnam War, the inordinate attention it had 
drawn to the Far Bast, and the debiJitatiDg effeets of the Watergate scanda1s. 
The previous administration had tried to forge closer alliance ties by declar
ing 1916 the -Year of Europe," only to see little acmmplisbed. Carter and 
Brzeziuski hoped to avoid a similar outcome. 1 

(U) While the Joint Chiefs applauded the increased attention that 
NATO seemed likely to nmve, they remained somewhat skeptica1 of Presi
dent Carter's overall approach to NATO and European affairs. While Carter 
wanted to strengthen NATO, mDitarily and politically as well, his approach 
bore the heavy influence of outside analysts and former government offi
cials who believed that NATO's problems were largely its own makins and 
that solutions were readily available through improved management of re
sources. Infusions of large additional sums of money for new or adclitioDal 
forces, in other woms, would not be needed. Through a combination of 
arms ooDtroI measures and a stiffening of conventional capabllit:ies, Carter, 
1~ believed it feasible to reduce NATO's traditional reliance on nu
clear we&pous. Although willing to give the President's approach the be~t 
of the doubt, the Joint Chiefs oouJd not help but fee1 that it was rather nawe 
and bound to lead to disappointments. 

(U) This is not to suggest that President carter and his military advi
sors were as often at ~ on European defense and security issues as ~ 
were, say, on similar problems in Asia and the Pacific. On the contrary! thm 
differences most of the time were matters of emphasis rather than basic pol
icy or strategy. But in keeping with the general pa~ of influence ~ng 
the Carter years, JCS advice played a secondary role In most key deC1SIOUS 
attecting NATO Europe. Where new initiatives were involved, they were apt 
to receive their impetus, not from the JCS, but from the White House. the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, or the State Department. Carter in fact 
came into office with his NATO agenda already largely made up, and in ~
plementing that agenda he found little need for consulting too closely with 
his uniformed advisers. Even later, as the issues changed, becoming more 

1 BrzeziDs1d, Power and Principle, 289 . ..... 
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concerned with nuclear weapons matters than he initially wanted he still 
kept his military advisers at arm's length. ' 

BolsterIDg Conventional Deterrence 

(U) Number one on President Carters Jist for NATO was to bolster 
its nonnuclear capabDities. Since the 1960s NATO's agreed strategy had 
been a. combination forward defense and flexible response through which 
the United States had hoped to encourage greater emphasis on conventional 
options rather than early recourse of nuclear weapons, as NATO doctrine 
had dictated, in the 1950S,· But because of lukewarm· support among the 
European allies, competing demands on US resources from the war in Viet
nam, the energy crisis, rising costs, and other factors, progress toward creat
ing a more viable conventional posture had been slow to materialize, the 
results disappointing to its supporters and proponents. By the mid-1970S, 
despite several well-publicized efforts directed toward embellishing NATO's 
non-nuclear capabilities, its conventional force levels showed only modest 
overall change. Improvements in such key areas as readiness, firepower, and 

. reinforcement capabilities likewise lagged.2 

"In contrast, Soviet and Warsaw Pact conventional forces in 
Europe bad grown steadl1y in size and 
cant1y in quality since the ID1C("lQ,bOS 

some of the most dramatic im)rmrem4!IitiI 
mobility, which gave Soviet/Warsaw Pact units the capability launching 
an unreinforced attack with forces already deployed in Eastern Europe. 
While there was no indication that the Soviets were planniDl a surprise at
tack, the evidence suggested that they were posturing their furces fur a 
Blitzkrieg-style offensive once bostilities began.a For two decades or more 
us defense planners, realizing that NATO forces in place might not be suffi
cient to stop a strong Soviet invasion, had counted on the so-ea1led "'swing 
strategy," involving the redeployment of significant naval and air capabili
ties from the Pacific to NATO areas in order to provide timely reinforce
ments. However, such movements could take weeks to complete, by which 
time the outcome of a war in Europe could well have been decided. 

(U) This change in the strategic environment did not go unnoticed by 
the Joint Chiefs or by others in the west. One result was a prolifemtion of 

I For developments prior to 1977. see Poole, JCS and National Policy, J973-1976, 209-21. 
See also John S. Duffield, Power Rules: T1ae Evolution o/NATO's Ctmwntional Force Pos
ture (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press. 1995), 194-.212; and lUebard LJCUI!er. 
Commitment to Purpose: How All.iant!e Par17Iership Won the Cold War (Santa Momca, 
Calif.: lAND Corp., 1993), 261-310 • 

.9 "Analysis of Foree Developments and Trends and Objecdves," TSjFRD, Annex B to 
PRM/NSC-6 FoUow-On, enelosw:e to Memo, Hornblow to Mondale, et. at, 7 Mar 71. 1'5. 
JCS 248.2/33,..5, 157 (:u Jan 17). . ..... 
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Western Europe and llUtlV 

studi~ and .analyses examining what NATO needed in terms of ready forces 
and ~ediat~ available reinfo1U!lDents to redress the apparent imbal
ance m capabilities. Among the more prominent of these analyses were a 
1976 US Army study of oonveutional war-fighting capabilities in Central 
Europe (the Hollingsworth report); a SHAPE review of NATO's readiness, 
rationaJization, and reinforcement options conducted at the instigation of 
the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR), General Alexander M. 
Haig, Jr. USA; and a much-publicized congressional report c0sp011SOl'ed by 
Senators Sam Nmm and Dewey Bartlett, composed in 1976 but not released 
untJ.1 early 1977.4 

(U) The studies destined to have the most impact on the incoming 
Carter administration were a series done by the RAND Corporation between 
19'73 and 1976. RAND's analysts found that, while NATO's manpower and 
resource inputs were roughly comparable to those of the Warsaw Pact, its 
return on investment left it relatively weaker and more w1nerable. Though 
higher manpower costs accounted for part of the disparity, the RAND stud
ies also found that parochial national ccmsiderations tended to override 001-
lective defense needs in determining budget allocations; that balanced 
national, rather than NATO, forces were the order of the day; and that 
NATO's fourteen separate national force structures (including France but 
not Iceland, which had no military establishment) each had its own admin
istrative overhead, weaponry, arsenals, R&D programs, and training base, 
entailing wasteful overlap and duplication. The net result was that NAW 
was failing to allocate defense resources judiciously in support of flm"ble 
response objectives, i.e., adequate oonventional forces,li 

..., Soon after taking office, Secretary of Defense Brown named one 
of the leading contributors to these RAND studies, former ambassador to 
Turkey Robert W. Komer, as his personal oonsultant Oater, -adviser" with 
the equivalent rank of assistant secretary) for NATO affairs. An intelligence 
analyst during his early career, Komer boasted a solid reputation as an ex
pert on Middle Eastern and Asian affairs. By the mid-196os be had left the 
CentraJlntelligence Agency for a job with the NBC, helping to design the ru
ral pacification program in Vietnam. But with the ending of US involvem~ 
in Southeast Asia, he bad turned his attention to European matters. During 
the 1976 election be bad advised the Carter campaign on NATO. As Komer's 
first assignment under the new administration, Brown asked him to assist 
-in formulating a broad NATO action program and the program's imple-

" Foreign Policy ReIearcb IDStitute (FPlU), 'l1Ie Three Per Cent SoluIion and the ~ of 
HAm (Pblladelphia! Foreign Policy Research IDStitute, 1981), 3-11i Alexander M. Haug, Jr., 
Inner arcles: How America C1aanged the World-A Memoi.,. (NY: Time Warner, 1992), 
525-26. 

Ii Robert W. Komer, "The Origins and Objectives," NAro Review 26 (June 1918): 9-12; Duf
field, Power Rules, 213-14. 
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mentation."s About the same time, in early February 1977, President Carter 
requested a oomprehensive reevaluation of European issues (pRM-9), in
cluding "a general examination of NATO's basic military posture and overall 
force structure and current strategy and tactics. "7 Though initially separate, 
these studies gradually blended almost into one, with many of the ideas 
generated from Komers project finding their way iDto the PRM..g report to 
the President and ending up providing the framework for the long Term 
Defense Program (LTDP) • 

• Komer approached his new job with his usual sense of vigor and 
commitment. According to one account, he "brought to the Pentagon not 
only a sense of strategy and programs, but also a wel1-eamed reputation for 
being able to push his ideas through resistant bureaucracies."8 Known for 
his blunt, no-nonsense appl'OllCbs he quicldy oonduded that "what's wrong 
with NATO" was that "the military ••. keep proposing but then the nations 
never follow througb.1fSI Drawing on the RAND studies, he recommended a 
reallocation of resources to achieve greater :readiness against short warDing 
attack, quicker reinforcement and more reserves, rationalization and cost 
savings, and improved sealift eapabilities. He identified a number of high 
priority functional areas, and proposed that each "NATO-ized program 
package" (twelve in all) be assigned a Specific NATO "program JIl8D8ger" in 
order to expedite results. Among the priority areas he singled out were 
readiness, training, and exercises; mobilization and reinforcement; com
mand, control, and communications (CS); air defense; electronic warfare 
(EW); logistics; and modernization of theater nuclear weapons. Looking 
ahead, he urged Secretary of Defense Brown to propose development of a 
long-range plan at the upcoming NATO defense planning meeting in May 
1977 and to offer at the same time several ·quick fix" measures-an anti
armor package, a war reserve materiel package, and quicker allied rein .. 
forcement measures. For benchmark planning purposes, Komer suggested 
that the United States aim for a capability by 1980 of beb1g able to put six 
divisions and ninetytact:ical air squadrons in Europe in fifteen days.tO 

.. Although all ooncurred that a problem existed, there was DO im
mediate consensus on how serious it was, how it should be addressed and 

6 Memo, SecDefto See!etaries Military Depm. et. al, 26 Jan 71. U, JCS 2502/fP.2. 806/'K72 
(CY'TJ). 

1 PRMfNSC-9, ·CompteheDsive Review of European lssdeS: t Peb 7J~ 8/008, JCS 
2494/17,940/532 (1 Peb 77). 

8 Kugles:, Commitment to Purpose. 313. 

9 Memo. Komer to CJCS, 8 Apr 'TJ, U. CJCS F:iJes (Brown), 806 NATO. 

10 It W. Komer. -Action Program for Revamping NATO's Defeose Posture,- S, eneIosure to 
Memo. BlOwn to SecAnny, et. 81., 11 Apr'TJ, S, JCS 2502/961, 806 (11 Apr 77). Also see Duf
field, Power Rules, 220-21. 
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handled, and how eventuaJly it should be resolved. While the Chairman 
10mt Chiefs of Stat(, General George S. Brown, USAF, found himseH U; 
general agreement" with Komer's analysis, others in his office were less en~ 

!husiastic, feeling that Komer's report did little more than retrace old, famil
I8r ground. "We do not need more listings of deficiencies," one aide 
observed, 4Cwe have enough already."u Even more skeptical was the 
SACBUR, !Jeneral Haig, who had his own program of short-term measures 
he was trying to implement, chiefly to improve readiness and reinforcement 
capabilities. Haig thought that Komer exaggerated NATO's difficulties. "We 
are on the verge of framing the imbaJance in terms of such magnitude, It 
HRig warned, "that we risk breeding despair rather than determination." 
While Haig concurred that, from a purely military standpoint, "force im
provement is not progressing as rapidly as the developing conventional 
threat warrants," he saw serious pitfalls in trying to push the allies too bard, 
too fast. Instead of wholesale programmatic changes such as Komer pro
posed, Haig favored a more piecemeal approach "following the case-by-ease 
analysis I suggested, to restrict our initial proposal to a very few problem 
areas."12 

_Joint Staff planners likewise had reservations about the Komer 
report. "How we approach implementing Ambassador Komer's pro~ .. 
they advised the Chairman, "is almost as important as the proposals them
selves." Rather than .spring surprises" at the Defense pJanning Committee 
(DPC) meeting, they urged advanced consultations in order to pave the way 
for agreement, especiaJly in the quick-fix categories that Komer identified. 
Also, they were skeptical of Komer's suggestion to appoint independent 
program managers, a oonmpt that worked wen in the United States, but 
which in NATO's hands could mean "greatly expandiDg the bureaucracy." 
And fina11y, they recommended that the strengthening Komer proposed 
should be an aD-inclusive effort, not just on the ~ntral front but on NATO's 
flanks as well; that NATO's members should be reminded that logistics was 
a multinational responsibi1i1;y; and that reinforcement/resupply plans were 
directly dependent on the availability of shipping. something that Komer 
seemed to take for granted.IS 

(U) This advice as to how the initiative should be handled went 
largely unheeded. Instead of the Seeretary of Defense goiDg before the DPC 
to present the American proposals, President Carter performed that task 
himself before a plenary session of the North Atlantic Council (NAC) meet
ing in London on 10 May. Although it is not fu1ly clear why Carter rather 

11 CM-1401-71to SecDef, 29 Apr 71. S, 1" NIH ofJCS 2502/961. 806 (n Apr 71); Col. W. R. 
FNCierick IDfO Memo, 5 Apr 71, U, CJCS F11es (Browa). 806 NATO. 

12 Ur. Hail to [(omer.1 Apr 71. S, CJCS Files (Brown), 806 NATO. 

13 -Detailed Comments-NATO Action Program", S. encl.osure to CM-140I-77 to SecDef. 29 
Apr 71. S, let NIH of JCS 2502/961. 806 (u Apr 71). 
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than Bro~ initiated ~~ proposals, scattered evidence in the JCS flies sug
gests that It was a decislOll reached between the White House and the State 

l~nt during the preparation of the PRM-9 re~ ostensibly to high
• "&"'t the lDlportanee the United States attached to rerita1iziug NATO and so 
Improve the chances of the allies' aeceptanGl.14 Others have also suggested 
it was an effort to assert Carter's leadership within the western alliance in 
order to counter criticism from West German CbanoeUor Helmut Schmidt 
and others that the Presidenrs policies, starting with his arms control iuitia
tiws, paid insufficient attention to European interests.15 The NAC meeting 
had been scheduled to coincide with an economic summit, thus maJdng 
economic matters, rather than military pJannin& the Council's main COD
cern. But because of Carter's speech, the agenda underwent a hurried modi
fication, leaving little time for the detailed prior consultations which the 
Joint Stalfhad recommended. 

em All the same, carter's speech received a generally favorabJe,. 
eeption from the NATO allies. Its principal pu:rpose was to breathe new life 
into the forward defense and flexible response policies adopted, but never 
fully implemented, in the 1960&. To revitalize thls process, Carter called for 
"a long-term defeDSe program to strengthen the ADiance's deterrence and 
defense in the 1980'S" and to promote "genuinely two-way trans-atlantic 
[.sic] trade in defense equipment. "16 The Councifs adoption and approval of 
the President's proposaJ followed quickly amid little debate, with the job of 
tidying up the details referred to the NATO defense ministel8. Subse
quently, the DPC selected ten long-term (nine conventional and one nu
clear) and three short-term objectives, and established separate task forces 
to develop programs for each. In the short-tem category, as Komer had 
recommended earlier, were the areas of anti-armor, war reserve stocks, and 
readiness/rei:Dforcement.17 

14 See Ltr, Vanee to Blown, 4 Apr 7/, S/GDS; and Memo, W. Y. Smith to Hanniftn, 13 Apr 
77. S, both in CJCS Files (Brown). 806 NATO; aDd "ComptebensiJe lleYieW of Europetln 
Issues-PRM/NSC"'9," 1 Marn, Sf enclosure to Memo.MiDgNSC StaffSeeyto W, et. al., 
2 Marn, C,JCS 2494/17-1, 940/532(1 Feb 11). 

16 See IWgler, Commitment to Pur'pos6,316-17i and Brzezinski, Power ~~ ~leuld' ~~ 
Apparently, Secretary of Defense Brown outlined Iris views on how the mmative abo UI< 

bandied in ~ meJllOl'aDClum to President Carter. However, DO copy appears to be in the JCS 
mea. 
16 "Ad.ciress to NATO Ministerial Meeting, .. 10 May 77. in Public PapfrS: CaJ'ter,lfJ17. 8.4B
~. 

11 The teD lon,g.tmn program categorles were readiness; reiDtOrcement; reserw 1BObitiza.. 
tioD; stlWdardization/illteroperabilityi maritime posture; air defeDse; eommand, control, 
and communication (Cs); electronic warfare (BW); CODllUmel logistics; and theater nuclear 
modernization. 
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~U) To ~mplement these various efforts, the Council also adopted a 
!,,*,!~D ~ NATO members to strive to increase their defense spend
mg ~ t!!e feglon of' 3 percent mnuaUy, after Inflation. This "three percent 
solution was a cany-over from NATO discussions of the year before and 
actually had little support within the Carter administration, which entered 
offioo see}dng to cut-not increase-defense expenditures. But since the 3 
~nt I'IIl': had ~g public relations appeal, making it appear that the 
allies ~~ lndeed seriOUS about strengthening NATO, and since it was a 
non-binding target figure only, PresIdent Carter saw no immediate reason 
to oppose it Nor is it likely that he could have done so without damaging US 
prestige and credibility.18 

(U) Despite the LTDP's auspicious start, the Joint Chiefs remained 
somewhat dubious of the whole idea. Knowing that similar initiatives in the 
past had fallen short of expectations, they could not help but wonder how 
supportive the Carter administration would continue to be if it turned out 
that bolstering NATO through the LTDP would require substantial (or even 
not-so-suhstantial) increases in US defense spending. Indeed, the LTDP's 
underlying appeal, both at home and abroad, was that it would cost little or 
nothing to implement, and that its goals were attainable by and large 
thmugb a reallOt'Jltion and more concerted use of existing resources. As one 
indication of the problems this approach would encounter, the Joint Chiefs 
in late May 1971 notified Secretary of Defense Brown of conceptual differ
ences that had arisen between themselves and the Assistant Secretary of De
fense for Program Analysis and Evaluation (ASDtpA&:E). Whereas PA&E's 
estimates came from Clfisca1ly constrained program goals," tailored to fit 
within the administration's budget poJicies, JCS estimates rested on what 
the Chiefs described as ·a prudent level of risk" -a mix of factors in which 
military considerations, some invoMng subjective professional judgm~ 
predominated. As a result, PA&:E's reinforcement estimates tended to be 
lower but with a hJgher attendant degree of risk than the JCS figures. More
over, the calculations done thus far took into account only ground force and 
tactical fighter squadron requirements and made no allowance for rein
forcements that might be needed on NATO's flanks, for meeting Navy, Ma
rine Corps, and other Air Force requirements, or the availability of sea- and 
air-lift capabilities. In other words, the Chiefs wanted the Secretary to be 
aware that the PA&E figures addressed only a part of the problem, and that 
the true costs of developing a mobilization base for reinforcing NATO were 
likely to be considerably greater than PA&E"s computer models projected.19 

18 NATO CommUDique. 11 Kay 1m. us Dept. of State Bulletin (6 Jun 17): 601-1>2; DefeDse 
PlanniDg Committee Communique, 18 May 77. in NATO Pinal Communiquls. J975-Jf)80 
(Brussels: NATO Information Service, nA), 68-'74; Vance, Hard CJwices. 65. Also see 
FPIU. 71lree Per Cent Solution, 21-31; and David Greenwood. "NATO's Three Per Cent So
lution, • Suruival23 (Nov-Dec 1981): 252-54. 

19 JCSK-232-77 to SecDef, 24 Kay 77. SIGDS. JCS 2502/953-1, 806/372 (26 Mar 77). 
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(U) Although the Chiefs' comments did DOt go UIlD01:ieed in aSD 20 

Secretary Brown had his mind on other matters. Determined to make the 
most of the momentum generated by the allies' recent endorsement of the 
LTDP, be notified the JCS on 27 May that he had asked.Ambassador Komer 
to help ~ and oversee the effort, and that he expected them to assist: 
by provtding program managers, on the US side, for five of the long-term 
program packages (readiness, reinforcement, maritime posture, air defense, 
and electronic warfare), and all three of the sbort-term initiatives (anti·tank 
caP!lbiJity, war reserves munitions, and readiness/reinforcement), as well as 
projeCt officers to assist in developing the rest-i.e., standardization BDd in
teroperability (S/1), C3, logistics, and theater nuclear modernization. Brown 
emphasized that the President deemed the LTDP to have the "highest prior
ity,· and that every effort should be made to develop ". genuine two-way 
street on Defense procurement and on early short tenn measures to 
strengthen Alliance defenses. "21 

(U) Turning this policy into reality was easier said than done. In try
ing to develop the S/1 program, for example, some of the most formidable 
obstacles were those stemming from congressionally-mandated restrictions 
and the Carter administration's own self .. imposed curbs on arms transfers, 
especially those involving sensitive technologies. Although NATO countrles 
were genenilly exempt from the prohibitions and limitations the President 
imposed (PD-13), the pririciple of restraint, implicit throughout his polley, 
exercised a peMlSive influence. A case in point was the Federal Republic of 
Germany's (PRG) interest in acquiring, both for purchase and coproduction, 
the Stinger baud-held ground-to-air missile system, a transfer the State De-
partment initially opposed on policy and legal grounds. Faced with oom
plaints from the West Germans that this was yet another instance of 
·unequal partnership," Secretary Brown took the matter up directly with 
Secretary of State Vance and won a partial concession a1Iowing talks on 
sales, but not coproduction.D2 Even so, it was an unfortunate preeedent for 
inauguratiDg an exchange program to which the United States professed to 
be so deeply committed. To head off the possibility of further misunder
standings, the Joint Chiefs recommended 8/1 guidelines, subsequently 
adopted, that side-stepped the issue of sharing sensitive technologies by 

20 See Memo, lComerto DJ8, 26 May 71. S, JCS 2502/953~3. 806/312 (26 Mar 77)· 

21 Memo, Brown to SecArmy. et. aI., 2"/ May '17, SIGDS, JCS 2S02I980; and DJSM-1007-7i 
to ASD(ISA), 8 Jun 71. U. lilt NIH to JCS 2502/980, both in 806 (11 Apr 71). Por reasons 
that remain unexplained, the US lfstiDg of program pacJcap included only biDe subjects 
and treated reserve mobilization as part readiness and reinforcemeDt planniq. 

22 Ltr, Brown to Vance, 19 Sep 77, ClODS; Ltr, Christopher to Brown, 30 Sep 71. C. both in 
CJCS Files (Brown), 806 NATO. 
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~esting tha! priority be given to exchanges in existing technologies and 
servtces,-but with closer R&D coDaboration in the future.28 

~eanwhile, the NATO task forees went about their work in busi
ness-like fashion, with few of the bureaucratic complications that the Joint 
~ had misfnally ~. For substantive program proposals, they looked 
mitiaDy to the three Major NATO Commands {MNCs)-Allied Command 
Europe (ACE), AlBed Command Atlantic (ACLANT), and Allied Command 
Channel (ACCHAN)-and their subordinate components. By late November 
1977, the task forces had cobbled together the outlines of a short-term pro
gram and parts of the long-term plan, all of which the Defense Planning 
Committee reviewed at its semiannual ministerJal~level meeting in early De
cember.24 Among the agreed list of short .. term goals were an increase by 
one-third in the NATO inventor,y of antitank guided missi1es, making for an 
arsenal of 45,000 weapons by the end of 19']8; an increase in stoclcs of war 
reserve munitions, with emphasis on lOsmm tank gun and JS5Dlm howitzer 
ammunition, air-to-air missiles, cluster bombs, and some naval munitions; 
and a series of enhancement measmes directed at improving NATO's readi
ness to counter an attack launched with little warning, its A8W capabilities" 
and the reception and deployment of reinforcements.!S 

CD) Reporting the DPC meeting results to President Carter, Secretary 
of Defense Brown was cautiously optimistic about NATO's prospects for ful .. 
filling both its ]ong- and short-term plans, providing its members continued 
to make "a sustained effort," including "a gradual incl'ease in real defense 
spending, '" commensurate with the 3 percent annual increase to which the 
NATO ministers had agreed the previous May.26 Althoush apparently Secre
tary Brown reached these judgments on his own, there was no doubt that 
they reflected JCS sentiments as well. The Joint Chie& bad never believed 
that a mere ~juggling of resources would solve NAT(Ys problems, and as 
more and more details of the LIDP came to light, they had increased reason 
to be skeptical. By now it was becoming clear also that the administration's 
strategy of relying on cutbacks and troop withdrawals from Korea, the P'!ill
ippines, and elsewhere in the Far East, to help offset the cost of NATO Im
provements, would pay considerably fewer dividends than President Carter 
had expected. With Far East troop reductions hitting one snag after another, 
it was bard to say if or wben the expected savings would materialize. As a 
consequence, the costs associated witb the LTDP loomed all the greater, 

28 IUCS 274.,., to DDME, 13 Sep 77. BIGDS, lilt NIH of JCS 2502/fJ8fHl. 806 (11 Apr 71) 
sec. a. 
i4 DPC Com1DUllique. 7 Dec 77. NAn> FInal Comrnuniquis, 1971;-11)80. 7l..so. 
26 BUCOM Historical Report. J9,.,. T8, 219-

86 Memo, Brown to Carter, 10 Dec 77. SIGDS, JCS 2621/73, 806/501 (10 Dec 77)· 
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creating a far more difficult problem than the administration had antici
pated at the time NATO adopted the:3 percent solution. 

ilJllrJespite these difficulties, President Carter assured the NATO al
lies at their January 1978 meeting that US defense spending would indeed 
show "real inereues" for NATO, meeting the:3 percent objective, and fur
ther, that the United States would add eight thousand troops to its forces in 
Europe over the next year and a half and "substantially improve" its rein
forcement eapability.9'1 WhDe the President's defense budget for FY 1979. 
forwarded to Congress later that same month, seemed to live up to these 
promises, the means adopted were largely through a reallocation of re
sources and CUl'b; in ship const:ruetion, rather tban through increased fund.. 
ing.28 The Office of Management and Budget had wanted to limit the 3 
percent increase to NATO-related. programs only but dropped the idea at 
the insistence of Secretary of Defense Brown and others who thought it 
would set a poor example and damage US credibility.- Even so, the Presi
dent's overall defense budget was still some eight bmion dollars below the 
previous administration's projected expenditures, with the :3 pem!nt in
crease for NATO at the expense of other programs. Whether future im· 
provements could be sustained on this basis remained to be seen.30 

(U) Meantime, the NATO task forces resumed their work of prepar
ing specific program recommendations in time for the May 1918 summit. 
Out of these deliberations it became increasingly evident that none of the 
participants, as one put it, regarded the J.'&WIts as "'immutable," and that 
time constraints, along with other factors, created pressures to water down 
certain measures in order to expedite adoption and approval. All involved 
seemed to recognize and concur that further refinements beyond the May 
summit would be unavoidable.a1 Accorded a preliminary review by US au
thorities, including the Joint Chiefs, in early March 1918, the task forces' 
final reports then went to the NATO Executive Working Group which met in 
reinforced session, 21-23 March, to determine tentative commitments from 
NATO nations. Afterwards, NATO's IntemationaJ Staff prepared the first 

2'1 "Address by President Carter Before the NATO MinJstelial MeeIiD& Brussels: 6 Jan 78. 
in American Foreign Policy BaJ;i.e Documents, 1911-1,so (Washington, DC: Dept of State, 
1983}.477. 

28 See below, Chapter XI. 

29 MemOt HuntiDgton to Brzezinski, 29 Nov '77. S. Samuel P. Huntincton ColIection, box 1 of 
6, P1)..18 folder, carter Library; lUehard A. Stubbing, with Bichard A. Mendel. 11ae J)ejenstI 
Game (NY: Harper and Row, 1986), 349-

30 Public Papers: Carter, 1978. 187. 

3] Michael Quinlan, -rhe LTDP from a National VJeWPOint." NATO Review at) (June 1978): 
13-15- Also see Duftie1d, Power Rules. 215-16. 
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draft of a comprehensive report, which the Joint Chiefs reviewed and ap
proved, subject to minor revisions, in late Apn1.32 

(U) 'Ibat the LTDP was from start to :finish a U8-0rchestrated initia
tive there C8Jl be no doubt. Assembling in Washington in late May 1918, 
NATO leaders fOUDd themselves under heavy Ameriean pressure to approve 
!he task forces' oomprehensive report, containing 123 individual defense 
unprovement measures, and to move ahead quickly on refining and imple
menting its recommendations. Most of the proposed measures were of a 
qualitative nature, but there were several, including the acquisition of addi
tional ships and aircraft for ASW, improved sur.face..to-air weaponry, and 
the pre-positioning by 1982 of the heavy equipment for three more US divi
sion sets (making for a total of six), that also would require significant new 
procurement fondiug.83 National Security Adviser Brzezinski estimated that 
the program carried a price tag ofbetween $60 and $80 biI1ion.M Even so, 
few of the allies expressed any overt objections, and in their final commu
nique they offered assurances that "almost all" (Britain and Canada beiDg 
the leading hold-outs) would adjust their fiDaneial plans in order to meet 
the goal of a 3 percent annual increase in defense expenditures. At the same 
time, all agreed to tty harder to achieve greater economic savings and en" 
hanced military efficiency through increased standardization and interop
erabUity, Le., rationalization.85 A.coording to Secretary of Defense Brown, 
PresideDt Carter considered the NATO summit "'a saUd success" and the 
adoption of the LTDP "'a major step forward" toward improving alliance 
solidarity. Determined to keep the momentum going, Brown advised the 
Joint ChietS in July 1978 that he expected -vigorous and effective follow
through,1\I and that he was leaving it up to ltomer to handle the details.36 

(U) From this point on, until the end of the Carter administration, 
JCS involvement in the LTDP did not extend much beyond monitoring US 
compliance with the goals and agenda set by NATO l~. Th~ Ch~' 
means of doing sa was the annual NATO Defense Planmng Quesfion.naue 
(DPQ), through which aU alliance Dlembers who were part of the integrated 
command structure regularly updated their oommitments. The first JCS re
sponse to incorporate an estimate of US compJiance with the LTDP was the 

32 JCSM-Tl-78 to SecDef, 10 Mar 78. S/GDS~ JCS 2521/109-10. 806/800 (14 Peb 78); Draft 
memo. JCS to 8eeDef. S/GDS, enclosure to JCS 2521/109-12, and lit NIH to JCS 2521/'109'-
12. 8061soo (14 Sep 78). 

33 See NATO Reuiew, 26 (Aug 1978): 29-SL 

1M Brzezinski. Power and Principle. 29S. 

36 NATO Ministerial Commu~. 31 May 78, NATO PinaJ Communiqui,s, 1971;-J98D. 94-
95· 

36 Memo. Brown to CJCS. 26 Ju178. U. JCS 2521/193, 806 (25Jul78). 
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DPQ ~r FY 1979, which the Joint Chiefs forwarded to the Secretary of De
fense In May 1979. Of the sixty-four LTDP measures then requiring US re
porting in the DPQ. the Chiefs offered assurances that forty ... would be 
fully implemented by the end of 1980 and that, of the rest, all but two would 
undergo some degree of implementation.sf However, as soon became evi
dent, these assurances and similar ones offered by other NATO members, 
tended to be misleading. A recurring difficulty, discussed at length at high
level NATO meetings in 1979 and 1980, was the tendency of an involved to 
tackle the subsidiary and no costilow cost recommendations first, leaving 
the difficult: and more expensive ones for later . .As a result, although the 
progress may have appeared substantial on paper, it was in fact less than 
numbers alone suggested. 38 . 

(U) At the same time, increased instability and a crisis atmosphere in 
the Persian Gulf/Indian Ocean region, combined with limitations on US 
miBtary resources that could not be overcome quickly, detracted signifi
cantly from the US coDtn'bution. US policy and stl'ategy in the past bad been 
to rely on air and naval support from the Pacific Command to reinforce 
Europe in an emergency. But by the autumn of 1979, as planning for Middle 
East contingencies intensified, the Joint Chiefs were becoming increasingly 
skeptical of being able to adhere to this strategy for very much longer. In
stead of -swinging" PACOM forces to reinforce Europe, JCS planners were 
finding that it might have to be the other way around, using NATO
dedicated units and war reserve stockpiles to reinforce Persian Gulf/Middle 
East operations. While the Joint Chiefs earnestly hoped to avoid such a pos
sibility, knowing that it would encounter strong opposition from the NATO 
aBies, they advised Secretary of Defense Brown in November 1979, that 
were the Rapid Deployment Force to go up against Soviet forces, there 
would be no choice but to call on reinforcements from US units assigned or 
earmarked for Europe.as 

(D) By the following spring, it was clear that growing requirements 
for the R.DJTF necessitated a reassessment of US strategy and commitments 
to Europe under the LTDP . .As part of this reassessment, Komer (now. Under 
Secretary of Defense for Policy) urged the immediate withdrawal of PACOM 
carrier support for NATO along with other measures that would remove 
both the lOlSt Airmobile DMsion and 82d Airborne from the list of ready 
reinforcements, and postpone inde.finitely the prepositioDing of equipment 
and munitions for up to three US divisions in Europe under the LTDP.40 

3'1 JCSM.~19O"'19 to SecDef', 29 May 19. SIGns, CJCS Files (Jones). 806 NATO. and JCS 
2521/303-1.806 (19 Mar 79). 

38 EUCOM Histori«ll Report, 1979. 1'9. 270-71. 

89 JCSM-318-19 to SeeDef.15 Nov79. S/GDS, JCS 2147/627. 314 (26 Oct 79)· 

40 Memo, lCmnerto Brown, 14 Mar 80, S/GDS. CJCS Piles (Jones), 806 NATO. 
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The Joint Chiefs concurred that NATO would probably have to get along 
without the PACOM carriers (three in aD), but they beHeved it premature to 
make any reassignment of ground and air forces, pending further planning 
for a Peuian Gulf contingency. Incleed. in the adefs' estimate of the situa
ti~ so much of the US general purpose combat force had become NATO
oriented over the years that the exclusion of NATO-assigned or earmarked 
units from a non-NATO contingency would be practically impossible. As a 
result. other NATO <lOUDtries might have to carry proportionately more of 
the burden within the NATO area. 41 

fI) By their December 1980 meeting, the NATO defense ministers 
saw reason for coneem that, with the impending cutbacks in previously 
pledged US support and other signs of tlaging interest, the LTDP was nm
ning out of steam. Despite gains in some areas, the ministers found that "the 
rate at which improvements were being made was not cx>mmensurate with 
the sustained growth in the Soviet and other Warsaw Pact forces."42 DurIng 
closed session meetings, NATO Secretary General Joseph tuns cited "a 
number of areas where progress had been unsatisfactory." Among these 
were electronic warfare and war reserve stoeb of ammunition and mel. En
deavoring to defend the program, Secretary Brown acknowledged that "the 
LTDP is lagging in most of its 1.cey areas/' and be went even further to sug
gest that NATO members were "not meeting even their highest priority 
force goals." But be disagreed with critics who thought the United States 
was over-reacting to potential developments in Southwest Asia and insisted 
instead that the 44radical1y changed strategic situation· in that part of the 
world only confirmed the need for achieving LTDP goals in Europe.'" 

(U) AD the same, it was apparent bytbe end of the Carter administra
tion that NATO's progress toward achieving a credible conventional alterna
tive left much to be desired. This was not what Carter had intended when he 
became President, nor was it the legacy he wanted to pass on to his suceeB
SOl. But as the Joint Chiefs bad correctly warned all along. the United States 
was on the verge of over-extending itself because of Hmited resources ~Dd 
esca1ating obligations outside Europe. At some point something had to give, 
and it was the LTDP that offered the greatest tlexibility. 

The NeutroD Bomb Controversy 

(U) Coinciding with efforts to develop and implement the LTDP, the 
Joint Chiefs found themselves unexpectedly involved in two controversies 
over NATO's nuclear posture-one deaJing with the so-called "neutron 

41 JCSM-129-8O to SecDef, 21 May So, S/GDS, JCS 252l/430-1; and Note to JC8. 19 Aug 
SO, U. JCS 2521/430-3. both in 806 (17 Mar 80). 

41 DPe Communiqu6, 9-10 Dec SO, NATO Pinal Commrmiqams. J9'75-198O.149. 

43 RueoM' Historical Report,198O. TS, 2,32-33. 
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bomb'" issue, the other ooIKmniDg the modernization of theater nuclear 
forces .. Like his immediate predecessors, President Carter came .into office 
hoping to devote his time and energy to improving the conventional-anns 
balance in Europe, in order to give greater cred1"bi1i1;y to NATO's strategy of 
forward defense and flexible response. But as he soon discovered, it was 
practicaJly to address these issues without addressing nuclear 
matters as 

( Least expected was the neutron bomb CODtroversy, which 
j erupted in mid-1~)77 and dragged on until the next spring. Under the Ford 
/ administration, the Energy Research and Development Administration 
i (ERDA), the agency then responsible for overseeing the nation's nuclear 
I matters, had revived a program to produce an assortment of enhanced ra-

c'? ! diation warhead·(ERW) weapons for tactical-battlefield purposes.. Intended 
.( ,. :' as replacements for aging atomic artillery shells and short-range missile 

~ I~ ;,:, ; warheads dating from the 19508, these new com-
·"';r;,.~ ,r: ... :l ; J!2!!!Y referred to as -neutron bombs," would . 

,,J', lIIImaterial and JDc(.rpomte 
more 

I 
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OSO 
. Section 6.2 (a) 

(U) The existence of the EltW program became public in June 1971 
when a Washington Post reporter, Walter Pincus, noticed the still-classified 
term -enhanced radiation," which the ERDA had neglected to delete from 
published testimony on its FY 1978 budget submission. A frequent critic of 
US defense policy, Pincus characterized ERWs as "killer weapons" whose 
sole purpose was "to ldll people through the release of neutrons" and spare 
property.45 The 8nsuing press coverage in the United States and Europe 
caused a growing division of opinion over the morality of such weapons and 

OSD 
~ . Section 6.2: (a) 

4& Walter Pincus, -Neutron Killer Warhead Burled in ERDA Budget, .. Washington Post, (; . 
Jun 71: Al. Ag. 
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led to considerable speculation. especial1y in Europe, that these weapons 
would weaken deterrence because they were eminently more usable than 
'those currently stockpned. President Carter eventually persuaded a reluc
tant Congress to keep research funding for the program alive, but by the 
time the issue began to settle down toward the end of the summer, it was 
apparent that the political damage, both at home and abroad, had been con
siderable. 46 

¥i) Thus, what had started out as a more or less routine weapons 
modernization program almost overnight became the raDying point for a 
rejuvenated anti-nuclear movement in Europe, egged on by Soviet propa
ganda. Taken aback by the whole affair, President Carter ordered an infor
mal review, prior to a decision on whether to move ahead with production 
and deployment.4'l Relying on the 8rguments of the Army managers of the 
neutron bomb project, the JCS recommended that the United States pro
ceed as planned with production and deployment. Among the reasons they 
cited were the increased crecUbility of ER.Ws, their contribution to deter-
rence, and, should deterrence fail, the lower coJ1ateral damage and reduced OSD 
numbers of civilian and friendly troop casualties.48 ~ 

t'! Ni Persuaded that the project had merit, President Carter ~tfl0n 6. 2 (a) 
to let it continue through the R&D phase. But he held in abeyance a decision I 

on production and deployment pending the outcome of discussions with the \ ,/\ ~ 
NATO allies. This, in tum, led to what National Security Adviser BrzeziDski '1 a 'V t: 
later a and inconclusive ,\p c:{ .~ 

46 Iw H. Daalder, 'I1te Nature and Practiae oj Jtle:tible Response: NATO Strategy and 
71reater NlIClear Forces Since J967(NY: Columbia University Press, 1991), 145· 

"'1 Memo, Brezinski to BeeDe!, 23 Jon Tit S/GDS, JCS 2430/311, 713 (23 Jun 71); Brzezin
ski, Power and Principle, gOL 

46 CSAM 57-71,8 Ju171. 8-RD, JCS 2430/312; aDd JCSM-295-77. 15 Ju17l> 8-m, JCS 
2430/312-1, 12 Ju177, both in 718 (28 Jon 77)· 

<4& Brzez1nski, Power and Principle, 302. On the debate within NATO over the neutron 
bomb, see Wasserman, Neutron Bomb Controuersy, 6S-132j Daalder. Flexible Response. ' 
145-48; and lCugler, (bmmitment to Purpose, 320.23. 
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• • (U) The neutron bomb episode, though not as significant militarily as 
It might have been, had proved something of a political and diplomatic em
barrassment for the Carter administration~ and suggested to many observ
ers a faltering of US leadership within the alliance. More importantly, taken 
in the light of other developments-the appearance of the Soviet "Backfire" 
bomber, the testing of a new Soviet intermediate range ballistic missile 
(10M), the S8-20, and the Carter administration's abortive "deep cuts" 
strategic arms control proposal-it seemed to point to a steady erosion in 
the eredibili1y of the West's nuclear deterrent. Carter, through the LTDP, 
had hoped to refocus NATO's energies on improving its conventional capa
bilities and, in the p~ to convince the aJlies that his administration was 
indeed serious about preserving their seeurit:y. But having stumbled badly in 
his handling of the neutron bomb, he sought to undo the damage by paying 
closer attention than he had planned to NATO's nuclear posture. The result 
was a new nuclear arms proposal, tailored to giving NATO more flexible nu
clear options but with greater emphasis than the neutron bomb on uphold
ing and strengthening deterrence. 

(U) What convinced Carter that he had to act was a speech by west 
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt before the International Institute for 
Strategic Studies (USS) meeting in London in late October 1977. Having fo] .. 
lowed closely the ongoing SALT II negotiations, Sehmidtwas convinced that 
the United States and the Soviet UDion were moving'toward an agreement 
that would suit the two superpowers but do little to reusure Europe that it 
could continue to count on the protection of US extended deterrence. The 
problem arose, as Schmidt saw it, from the Soviet deployment, starting in 
1976, of the 88-20 mobile 10M. Though technically a replacement fot the 
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Soviet Union's aging arsenal of S8-4S and SS-ss, the 88-20 (derived from 
the SS-X-16 ICBM) incorporated design improvements that gave it three in
dependently targeted warheads (MIRVs) and an increased range that put all 
of western Europe at risk. Yet as long as the S8-20 showed no capability of 
reaching beyond 5;500 kilometeIS, it feU outside SALT limitations and could 
be deployed in any number the Soviets might choose. Once this threat be
came fully operational, Schmidt believed, Europe would be defenseless 
against Soviet miBtary and political pressure, no matter how strong its eon
ventional forces might be, unless it had offsetting forces of its own. Accord
ingly, in his speech to the USS, he ca1Ied for preserviD,g -ute full range of 
deterrence strategy," but implied that the United States was not doing 
enough, either to curb the SB-2o threat through arms control or, failing 
that, to provide NATO with credible theater nuclear forces (TNF}.53 OSD 1 A(~ 

ilCCAt this stage, JCS and NATO planners were still unsure how to 
oo,lovme111t was 

Elo'RMi:am~tmldon summit in 
to address this problttm by author

izing a routine review of nuclear plans as the tenth-and 
last-item on the list of initiatives under the LTDP. According to Robert 
Komer, the United States agreed to this approach because "we wanted the 
Carter initiatives to have just enough nuclear content to prevent the allies 
from accusing us of neglecting or abandoning that side before anything else 
had been put in its place." As a further reflection of US preferences, the NAC 
remanded study of the nuclear revieW, not to an independent task force, but 
to the Nuclear Planning Group (NPG), the aUiance·s· senior consultative 
body on such matters since the mid"1960s. Rather than showcase nuclear 
matters as part of the LTDP, the Carter administration initially wanted 
them kept as far as possible in the background in order not to compete with OSD 
convenzrces for attention and resources.55 ." I 

"dt, meanwhile, was quite correct that the United States ha~ectlon 6.2: (a) 
yet to fuce up fully to the problems the SS.20 created for European security. 
But the reasons had nothing to do, as he seemed to with 

the of the for its 

sa Helmut Schmidt, "'!'he 1977 Alastair Buchan .Memorial Lecture," 28 Oct 77, Survivai20 
(Jan-Feb 1978): 3-4. A useful aaalysiB of the background of Schmidt's speech is David N. 
Schwartz,.N.4lV~ Nuclear Dilemmas (Wasbingtxm, DC: BrooldDp,1983),193-25l. 

" Komer quoted in R. Jetfrey Smith, ".Mae Deployments Ron Europe," Science 223 (27 
Jan 84): 372- Also see Stephen R. Hanmer, Jr., "NATO's Long-RaDge Theatre Nuclear 
Forces: .ModemiJation in Parallel with Arms Control," ..N;47l) 28 (Feb 1980); 4· 
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Tboum oommit-
'\"\WII_""n'l'lft' a US presence, the Secretary 

of as early as 1975 that the Navy would need greater flexibility in 
maintaining SSBN patro. in the Mediterranean, aud that boats operating in 
the Atlantic would have to share some of the responsibility. With the advent 
of the Carter administration, the Chiefs renewed an earlier suggestion-
circulated by the NATO members in 

of Haig and his NATO 
planning staff, that the United States would be diluting its com-
mitment, had strongly advised against it. But as all involved by now real-

SO 1 ~'\I~ iiiifi' a' ents of one kind ~r another would become unavoidable once 
o "1' was no louger available.68 

~ At the same time, having failed to interest the Soviet Union in 
its "deep cuts" arms control offer, the Carter administration found itself in
creasingly divided over what to do next. As described by one participant, 
this question provoked "a good deal of internal wrangling between State and 
Defense Departments," and soon became enmeshed in NATO politics as 
wen, mainly over the issue of whether to include ground· and 
sea-launched cruise missiles (GLCMs and 

OSD 
Section 6.2 (a) 

58 JwSM-1951-11 to CJCS, 20 Sep 77. S; CM-1637'"7l to SecPef, 27 Sep 77. S/GDS, both 
in CJCS Filea (Brown), 806 NATO. 

S9 See James A. Thomson, "The LRTNF decision: evolution of US theatre nuclear poliey, 
1915-9." International Affairs (London) 60 (Autumn 1(}84): 604 and 'passim. 
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ever, the GLCM was slow enough that there was no danger the Soviets 
would confuse it for a first-strike weapon. Given these various characteris
tics, it seemed the ideal system for theater deterrence,eo 

• Intrigued by the possibilities, the British and west German. gov-; 
ernments made known their preference for excluding GLCMs for the time f 

being from any arms control accord, insistiDg that these ·weapons might 
hold the key to countering the Soviet 88-20.61 Yet if so, it would mean in- . 
troducing a whole new family of weapons systems into Europe, something : 
President Carter hoped to avoid in the interests of nuclear nonproliferation. ; 
The Joint Chiefs seriously doubted whether US restraint would . make any ! 
difference, but in the face of strong State Department suppc:)l·a'tJr the Presi.. ; 
dent's nonproliferation policy, they chose not to argue. Tbeupshot was a \ 
position paper, tailored to State's specifications and grudgingly concurred in i 
by the JCS, outlining a supposedly "evenhanded- ·approach;OIle .that ac
knowledged NATO's long-term need for nuclear modemfzatj~nbllt which 
downplayed the urgency of immediate decisions, notingthat.conventional 
improvements had priority and that resourres should be allocated accord .. 
ingly.62 

(U) This approach received a tepid response froDl the £uropean al
lies, whom General Haig desenDed as increasingly apttogojtalone"with the 
development of their own cruise missiles or other systems u11less the United 
States came up with new ideas .• Hoping to preserve alJianeellDity. the 
United States agreed., at the next NPG ministerial meeting, held inBari, It
aly, 11-12 October 1971, to chair an ad hoc committee, designated the High 
Level GrouP. (HLG), that would examine NATO's nuclear·optioDS·in. further 
detail.s" Two weeks later, as if to spur matters along, ·SeJuni~.gave his 
speech to the IISS, effectively putting the United States on noticetbat mod
ernizing NAT!rs nuclear deterrent should go hand. in hand with Solving its 

. OSD 1.4(0.) 
61 Memo, Ge1b to Vance, [a Aug '771. SIGDS, CJCS Files (Brown), 806 NATO; Vance, Hard 
Choices, 66-67. . 

IW "Outline of Task fur PWmiDg TNF ImprovemeDts," 29Aus 77. S/GDS. dCS '.i(,2JJ22; 8l1d 
MJCS 273-'77. 8 Sep 71. SIGns, lit NIH of dCS 252l/~ both in 806/705 (aD Aug '77). See 
also 'T'h0DUl0D. "'The IJn'NP Decision," 60S; and Daalder, Pler"""e ResponIJe. 171""72-

63 Memcon between Haig and. BDeZinski,17Sep 77. Declasadfied iD full, M~DSZB 1·9177 
folder, Brzezinski Subject File, Carter Ubrary. . .. ... . . , .. 

64 Hanmer "NATO's 1ODg.Range Theatre NuclearForees, It 4· See :ilSo RicbriJishearer. 
"Co~ in NATO on Nuclear Policy,' .N:4TO Rtn1isui 27 (Oct 1979):25-28~ 
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conventional force problems through the LTDP. Chaired by US Assistant 
Secretary of Defense David McGiffert, the HLG met three times during the 
winter of 1977-1978, and recommended that NATO proceed with "an evolu~ 
tionary adjustment'" toWard greater capabilities in long-range theater' nu .. 
clear forces. It then suspended its activities in order to give the defense 
ministers time for reflection and resumed deliberations in the WI of 1978, 
holding a steady round of meetings that culminated in NATO's decision of 
December 1979 to modernize its long-range theater nuclear forces (LRTNF), 
whUe seeking Soviet cooperation through arms control in restraining the 
depl~Wsuch systems.· 

r 
..... ""' Throughout these deliberations, the Joint Chiefs exhibited a. 

cautious, yet supportive, attitude toward nuclear modernization. Despite the 
military appUcations that nuclear modernization involved, senior policy
makers in Washington, from the President on dO'WD, preferred to treat such 
matters as more political than military on the grounds that it was more im
portant to reestablish a sense of mutual confidence and trust within the alli
ance than to counter Soviet deployments per se.66 But to the JCS the 
bolstering of NATO's nuclear capabilities represented "a logical extension of 
the force modernization process." Looking at poISSlDIe TNF deployment op-. 
tiODS1 the Chiefs advised Secretary of Defense Brown that, in addition to the 
GLCMs favored by most Europeans, NATo might also want to consider ei-
ther a stand-off air-delivered weapon, or the n (P-II), a ground-
launched ballistic missile which the Army . 

its 

i 0 

. i\ against any firm acquisition decision further reports on its d.evel- osd 
OpmentaI~.67 JS S'EL~ (i .. (4) . . Section 6.2 (a) 

(.wnrrelp clarify the US position, President Carter ordered a revIew 
of the Euromissile problem (pRM·sS), which Brzezinski organized under . 

66 CommUDique of Special Meeting of Foreign and Defease Minister. Brussels, 12 Dee 19. 
NAW Ffnal Comnnlniques. 1.975-1980, 121-23. Hanmer, "'NATO's Long-Bange Theatre 
Nuclear Forces," 4-6, gives a synopsis history of the HLG's deliberations. 

8B See Memo, :Brze.ziDski to Carter, 1 Feb '79. TS; and Memo, Robert Hunter, NBC Staff, to 
BrwiDsld and Aaron, 23 Mar 19, S, both in National Secnrlty Adviser Collection, Subject 
File. box 46. Nuclear: TNF folder, Carter Library. . 
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the auspices of the Special Coordination Committee.68 Completed in August, 
the PRM-3B review drew no firm conclusions other than to acknowledge 
that the choices the United States at this point were __ ANt·1nallV 

ited owing to the already made known the 

re-
port to 
react in kind further 88-20 deployments and that it might encounter 
strong popular opposition in Europe. But on balance, if coupled with a seri
ous arms control initiative, it seemed the most likely course to succeed, both 
in reassuring the Europeans and in preserving, one way or another, a credi
ble posture of deterrence.;69 

~ Meeting on 23 August 1978, the sec agreed to recommend to 
President Carter a policy strategy drawn from the hardware/arms umtrol 
approach outlined in the PaM-sa report. This solution appealed to Secre
tary Brown and JCS Chairman Jones" for it allowed the United States to 
-join" the HLG consensus in favor ofTNF modernization with a free band. 70 

While agreeing that there should be a strengthening of NATO's long-range 
nuclear capabilities, the committee speeifica1ly ruled out -a massive in
crease" that would attempt to match Soviet deployments on a one-for-one 
basis. Instead, the goal should be to enhance deterrence by eliminating what 
many Europeans perceived to be a gap in nuclear options, a problem gener
ally regarded to be more political than mnitary in character. The committee 
also agreed that SALT, rather than the Mutual and Balanced Force Reduc
tion (MBFR) talb, would be the best place to handle the LRTNF/arms con
trol issue but deferred any further decisions pending the outcome of mom 
detailed. studies examining deployment options, arms control possibilities, 
and alternative defense improvements that the United States might suggest 
in Heu of TNF modernization, should the opportunity arise. 71 

68 PRM~s8, "LDna-RaDse Theater Nuclear capabilities and Arms Control," 22 dun 78, 
S/GDB, JCS 2521/179, 806/710 (22 Jun ']8). 
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7tI TP on LDng Range Theater Capabilities and Arms Control for SecDef and CJC8, 22 Aug 
78, SIGDS, JCS 2521/179-2, 806/710 (22 dun ']8), 
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of systems," GeIlleraJ 
ettec:tive. nrovide greater flenbility, and complicate 

planning. " It would also, the case of the GLCM, free nuclear strike aircraft 
for conventional operations.73 Other systems still under coDSideration in* 
eluded an air-launched cruise missile (ALCM) carried aboard modified PD-
111 planes; a medium-range ballistic missile (MRBM) derived from a trun
eated Minuteman m ICBM; and a sea .. launched 
HmNeW!l'. as the 

General requirements covering tar-
gets in the Soviet Union. Although the JCS eoneurred in supporting the 
SACEUR.'s request, they could not help but view the diversion of US strate .. 

71 Minutes of sec !tItg on PDI-s8, 23 Aug 78, TS/XGDS, National Security Adviser Collec- . 
non, Staff Offices, box l2t sec )ftg No. 102 folder, Carter Library; Summary of CoDclu~ 
sions: SCCMeetmg on PR»-38. 23 Aug 78. TS, JCS 2521/179-3, 806/710 (22 Jun 78)· 

OSD1.4(~ 

OSO, 
Section 6.2 (a) 

13 01..,11-79 to SeeDef, 10 May 79. S, CJCS Files (Jones), 710 Nuclear Weapons (1 Jan 79-
30 Sep 79); Memo, Brzezinski to Carter, 1 Feb 79. 1'8, National Seeurity .Adviser Collection, 
Subject Pile, box 46, Nuclear: TNF fo1der, Carter Library. 

74 Thomson, "The LRTNF decision," 609; Daalder, Flexible Response, 189-90j Gartbaff, 
Daente and Conftontation, 945-46. 
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gic assets for such purposes with some concern. ArmiDg NATO with the P~II 
'PMnns.edto alleviate some of these prololenlS.'li 

OSD1.4(~ 
1._~4J.fI Taking Brown's proposed directive under advisement, Carter 

off to the CanDbean island of Guadeloupe for meetings with west Ger
man Chancellor Schmidt, British Prime Minister James Callaghan, and 
French President Valery Giscard d'EstaiDg. Out of· these discussions 
emerged confirmation that SACEUR.'s targeting problems might be on their 
way to being solved. The approach adopted was the "'two-traclc: formula" set
ting forth the allies' intention to proceed with plans for Euromissile de
ployment, starting in 1983, in tandem with an offer to the Soviets to 

sides of 

Section 6.2 (a) 
745 JCSM-Sl6-78 to SecDef, rl!I Nov 78, TS, CJCS Files (Jones), 806 NATO. On 16 March 
1979 Seezet.azy of Defense Brown authoriled the JCS to pmceed with detailed pJanniDl in 
support of Bail's LNO request. See Memo, Brown to CJC8, 16 Mar '79. 0, CJCS Files 
(Jones), 806 NATO. 
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(lIlrSatisfied that NATO was taking matters in hand, President Carter 
on 4 April relaxed SSBN support requirements for SACEUR. '19 Yet to be re
solved was whether NATO would begin p~n and GLCM dep10yment imm. 
diately, once alliance leadel'S reached a final decision, or hold such action in 
abeyance pending the outcome of the proposed arms control initiative. Be
lieving that Army planD.eIS should have better guidance, General Frederick 
J. Kroesen, the Army Vice. Chief of Staff, asked the Joint Staff and service 
staffs for a systematic examination of the exact number of warheads, reentIy . • 
vehicle commitments, and tradeoffs of short·range for long-range systems.so 
Trying to be reassuring, General Jones reminded ltroesen that the NSC had 
directed an integrated approach to LRTNF matters, and that movement on 
arms control was not to inhibit Whatever nuclear modernization the a1lianee 
determined eventually to be necessary. In approaching these oomplex is-
sues, Jones further pointed out that the Joint Staff intended to develop, in 
conjunction with the service staffs, terms of reference for an ongoing and 
continuing Strategic Net.Assessment being conducted by the Studies, ,Analy-
sis, and Gaming Agency (SAGA).81 

5i'142"'. itill, as the Chairman. was fIlllyaware, ICroesen's memorandum 
had raised several pertinent issues, not the least of which was the increas
ingly unavoidable need to decide the size and character of the LRTNF • 
ployment. Brzezinski was aware of this he 

OSD 
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78 PD-48. "BallistIc Missile Submarine Commitments toNA".ro,"Ts. 4 Apr 79, JHO/NSC 
Collection. 

80 Memo. lCroesento Jones. 2 Apr 79. C, JCB 2501/51, 705 (2 Apr 19). 

81 eM 294-79 to ICroesen, 28 Apr 79, SIGDS, 1.$t NIH of Jes 2501/57. 105 (2 Apr 19). 
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the ~ ODeS who supported the upper .. limit figure, but they appareutly had 
President Carter and several strong arguments on their side. Not only did 
the ~r number offer greater tlexlbility for negotiating purposes but it 
also p.lOVlded a degree of built-in resilience should one or more countries 
opt out of the program. And, 88 a pract:ical matter, it made life cycle costs 050 
per warhead somewhat cheaper.83 • 

,,,5'(~ With the decision to go forward, the Army at last received the Section 6.2 (a) 
guidance it tiad been from OSD and the Joint Chiefs and could now 
assign the GLOM ' 

Brezhnev the unilateral withdrawal of 20,000 S0-
viet troops and 1,000 tanks from Bast Germany if, in exchange, NATO 
would accept what amounted to a freeze on new missile deployments.86 The 
effect would be to leave 88-20 deployments in place but deny NATO any 
chance of offsetting deployments. Not surprisingly, Brezhnev's initiative fell 
on deaf ears, and on 12 December 1979, the NATO ministers approved the 
proposed missile modernization plan. while offering at the same time to ne-
gotiate nuclear forces within SALT m.86 

sa SUJDJJ)8l)" of Conc1U8ioDs, sec Mtg on Theater Nuclear Forces, 5 Jul79. !S. National Se
curity Adviser Collection, Staff Offices, box 16, sec Mtg No. 176 folder, Carter L1"rmy. 
B~inski,.Power and Princi.ple. 308; Thomson, "The LRTNF decima,» 610. For life eyc1e 
costs, see DOD Paper. "Options for LRTNF Modemization," S, PP·4-5· 
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'84 Memo, SeeArmy to USD(RH), 10 Aug 79. S.RD, enc10$Ule to Memo, DepUSD(ME/AP) 
to CJCS. 21 Au,g 19. SslID. JCS 2491/~j MJC8-230-79 to DepUSD(R&B/AP), 12 Sep 79. .'\ 
U. 1st NIH of Jes 2492/582, aD in 418 (21 Aug 79). vir . . _ ') 

86 Special Meeting of Foreign and Defence Ministers, Brussels, Communfqu6 of 12 Dee 
1979. NATO Final Cl>mmurriqua,1975-198o, 121-23. On the Soviet propaganda initiative, 
see Thomson, "The LR'INF decision,- 611-12; and Daalder, PlB:dble Response, 2Q0-04. 
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proposal. Once NATO ordered these weapons unilaterally withdrawn, the 
problem seemed to solve itself and, in the process, gave NATO the opportu· 
nity to comrter Soviet propaganda.87 

1i ,I J $ ., NATO's adoption of the two-track decision was only the first step 
toward eventual settlement of the LRTNF problem. Most of the arguments 
put forth at the time in support of deployment addressed political and dip. 
lomatic .concerns arising for the most part from the Soviet 88-20 deD~OY
ment. But there were also, as 
8l'g1J~~lts for LRTNF moclernlizaoDn 

The MBFRIUId CSCE Negotiations 
(U) One of the enduring ironies of the oold war years, no less true 

during Jimmy Carters presidency than during others, was that while the 
United States and its NATO allies were taking steps to strengthen their oon
ventional and nuclear force postures, they were also engaged in serious 
arms control efforts directed at curbing any further theater buildups. initi
ated· in January 1973, the Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction (MBFR) 
talks sought a comprebensive agreement on force redUctiODS within Central 
Europe (the two German states, the Low Countries, Czechoslovakia, and Po-
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land). Soviet participation' was in exchange for a separate set of negotia
~ODS, ~e ~nference on Securi1;y and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), held 
m He1sinki, whfcb. Moscow leaders hoped would reoognize and legitimate 
their hegemony in Eastern Europe.BB 

.. r rtl4 !From the outset, the JCS approached the MBFR. talks with cau
tion and extreme skepticism. AJthough they supported modest and asym
metriea1 reductions as initial steps toward eliminating the disparity in 
ground forces, and urged non-cil'CUlllvention measures as being more ad-
,vantageous to the West, the Chiefs reciprocal equipment 
rewlngs and believed that agreed would 
~cult, if not Imllosslible, L:be 

.get.~ ,,{{c) 

OSD 
. . Section 0.2 :(a) 

ffIJIIIPf'rth the advent of the Carter administration, new initiatives m . 
, the MBFR field became only a matter of time. Carter favored a broad im
provement in UB-Soviet relations, and toward this end he attached high im
portance to progress, not only in SALT but in MBFRas we1l90 .As an 
indication of his interest in the latter; the day after taking office, he re-
quested an immediate interagency up-date {PRM-6}, knowing that talks 
were scheduled to resume in Vlenna in Febnw:y 1971.91 The result was a 
hastily complled and rather rambling report summarizing the negotiatioDS 
to date and proposws tabled thus far, omitting any mention of posSl"ble new 
offers.92 Meeting on 7 February 1971, with General Brown and his assistant, 
Lieutenant General W. Y. Smith, USAF, representing the JC8, the Special 
Coordination Committee devoted considerable time to discussing whether 
the west's MBFR goa1s were still relevant AD participants agreed that the 

88 While the western powers used the term MBP'R., ScMet authorities objected to the inclu
siou of the word "balanced," which they felt presupposed eertai:D outcomes. They preferred. 
the official tltle oftbe talks which was Mutual R.educJ:ioD ofJl'crrees aDd Armaments andAB
sociated Measures in Central Europe (MURJI'AAMCE). See Garthoft ~tente and Cortron
tatum, 533; aDd Bergey KouUk and lUchard Xokosld, Conventional Arms Control: 
Pe7speetives on Verftication (Oxford: Oxford University Pless, 1994). 71-91. 

90 Br.&ezinski. Power and Principle, 151. 

OSD 
SectIon 6.2 (a) 

91 PRM:-6, Mutual arid BaJanced Force Reduction Talks, 21 Jan 17, SIGns, JCS 2482/339, 
757 (21 Jan 17). 

9.2 See "Response to PRMjNSQ.6 on the Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction Talks," [t 
Feb 17], SIGns, JCS 2482/339-1, 757 (21 Jan 17). 
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talks served a useful purpose in that they eased budgetary pressures on the 
European allies to make unilateral cuts in their armed forees. However, 
there was some doubt as to whether an agreement would be likely without 
modifications in the West's negotiating position, especlaJly its demand for a 
common ceiling on ground ~ manpower, which would involve Eastern 
bloc force reductions two or three times the size of those reduced by the 
West. Moreover, while it remained important to seek numerical reductions, 
all concurred that 1'erent qualitative improvements in Warsaw Pact capabili
ties had interjected a wholly new factor that needed to be addressed further. 
In view of these various considerations, the committee called for a follow-up 
study to reexamine overall MBFR objectives and to identify modifications in 
the basic negotiating position that might move the talks closer to the desired 
outcome.93 

~out subsequent interagency discussions, the Joint Chiefs 
adopted a typically wary attitude toward any modification in the US negoti
ating position. Sf Even so, they oft'ered DO immediate objections when on 15 
September 197/ the sec endorsed a somewhat new position growing out of 
recent bilateral talks with FRG officials, including an exchange of views in 
July between President Carter and West German Chanee1lor Schmidt. 0Dce 
again, General Brown and his assistant, Lieutenant General Smith, repre
sented the JCS at the meeting. Instead of holding out for withdrawal of a 
complete Soviet tank army, as NATO had insisted in the past, the west 
Germans proposed offering voluntary US unit withdrawals in exchange for 
phased Soviet reductions totaling the equivalent of a tank army, or roughly 
five divisions comprising 68,000 troops and 1,700 tanks. Hearing no advice 
to the contrary, the meeting agreed to forward such a proposal to the other 
NATO aBies for their review.915 

~pite the Chairman's conCllrrence in the SCC's action, Anny 
planners took ~on, and in November 1977 and again in February 1978, 
they urged the Joint Chiefs to seek a reopening of the matter with a view 
toward forestalling the introduction of any new proposals in Vienna. Citi!J.g 
the many political and military cbanges since MBFR started, coupled WIth 
verifieation difficulties, the Army sought an NBC-level review that would 
produce "an alternative approach to Arms Control in Europe." The Joint 

93 Summary of ConeJusioDS, sec Mtg on MBPR. 7 Feb TI. S/XGDS, JCS 2482/339'"4, 757 
{21Jan TI). 

!M See Dmft memo. JCS to William Hyland, Nsc, lmdated, C. enclosure to DJSM 818-77 to 
ASD(ISA), 3 May TI, S/GDS, JCS 2482/359. 757 (OS Kay TI); "Report by J-S to JCS on 
MBFIt: So\I:iet Armament Reductlons/Limitations,- 1 Jun TI. S/GDS, JCS 2482/36& 757 
(01 June TI). 

96 Sum1naJ:y of CondusiODl, sec _ on MBFR, 15 Sep TI. SIGDS, sub: MBFR, JCS 
2482/380-1, 751 (13 Sep TI)· 
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Chiefs, endeavoriDg to preserve a UDified front, notified Secretary of De
fense Brown that they concurred with the Army that the pending offer COD
tained "serious deficiencies," not the least of which would be policing it in 
the post-reduction period against the reintroduction or reconstitution of 
Soviet divisions. The Chiefs agreed that the sec should think again before 
introducing any new formula for troop or equipment withdrawals.fr1 How
ever, an infonnaI caDvassiDg of other agencies revealed no support whatso
ever for the Armys idea of a wholesale MBFR review. Biding their time, the 
Chiefs authorized the Joint Staff to proceed on its own with an internal re
view and to be ready with ideas and suggestions should the opportunity 

• 98 anse . 
.. As it turned out, it was a Soviet initiative, not anything put forth 

by the NATO powers, which caused the biggest stir. On 8 June 1978 the S0-
viet UniOn tendered a new reductions package that western journalists 
promptly hailed as "an important breakthrough." Heretofore the Soviets 
had only responded to western initiatives, without suggesting any of their 
own. Instead of the piecemeal reductions proposed by the West, the Soviets 
offered what purported to be a more comprehensive solution in the form of 
a common ceiling of 700,000 on ground foree personnel and a combined 
ground and air personnel eeiIing of 900,000.99 This was, on the face of it, an 
encouraging sign that the Soviets were indeed prepared to engage in serious 
negotiations. But upon close inspection, JCS planners had reason to be 
skeptical. Not only did the Soviet proposal use foree-level data they deemed 
highly suspect but also it made DO attempt to respond to the West's de
mands that the only way to achieve genuine parity was through asymmetri
cal reductions. Appearances notwithstanding, it seemed to JCS planners 
that the ceiling the Soviets were proposing would be lower on the west than 
on the East.l00 

.Hoping to forestall any rush to agreement, the Joint Chiefs ~d
vised the Sec1'etary of Defense of their misgivings and urged that future ne
gotiations concentrate on resolving "those data issues central to a 
satisfi:lctory agreement which would insure stability and not diminish NATO 
security. "101 Referred to the sec for further study, the Chiefs' views J.'eceived 

Q6 CSAM s-78 to JCS. 24 Peb,8, S/GDS, JCS 2482/441, 751 (24 Feb 78); also see CSAI4 8s
?7 to JCS,4 Nov?7. S/GDS, JCS 2482/386. 757 (04 Nov71). 

91 JCSY-61-?81D SecOef.1 Mar 78. S/XGDS, JCS 2482/386-1,151 (04 Nov77). 

98 SM--998-78toCBA, 15 May?8.S/GDS, JCS 2482/441-1,151(24 Feb 78). 

19 John G. KeIiher. The NegotiatiODS on Mutua] and Balamwl Force RedudiODS (NY: Per
gamon Press, [1980]).13. 

100 "Results of Preliminary Analysis of Eastern Proposal of 8 June 1978," S/GDS, Appendix 
to Enclosure A. JC8 2482/441-3, 757 (24 Feb 78)· 
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a generaJly favorable reception, and on 9 August 1978, at a meeting at
tended by Lieutenant General Smith and Major General Charles Sniffen, the 
JCS MBFR representative, the committee agreed that the west need offer 
no "radieal changes" in its position but should work instead, as the JCS sug
gested, on clearing up discrepancies in the data base. The only disagreement 
'!BS over how to go about doing so. State, OSD, and ACDA favored theselec
tive release of Western intelligence estimates as a way of drawing out the 
Soviet side, while the JCS and CIA representatives thought it should be up 
to the East to provide further data on its forces. Brzezinski, who had not at
tended the meeting, afterwards opted for the State-OSD-ACDA approach, 
provided the West Germans and British agreed. But despite Brzezinsld's rul
Ing, it was clear that on the larger issue of what the negotiations should in
clude, JCS views had pnwailed. Certainly this was the sentiment in the 
Chairman's office.102 

_ This was to prove the high-wamr mark of JCS influence on MBFR 
policy during the Carter yeam. Having achieved a modest victory on the data 
question, the Chiefs now turned their attention to probing the possibilities 
of an NSC-Ievel reassessment of the entire MBFR issue, using the internal 
review they bad ordered earlier as a basis for discussion. <»mpleted in De
cember 1978, the JCS review raised serious questions as to whether the 
MBFR talks should continue. Not only had budgetaly pressures for troop 
reductions abated in recent years, both here and in Europe, but aJso NATO 
bad reversed course and was now fully committed to maldng long-term im
provements in its military posture. Throughout the Alliance, the Chiefs 
found, there was deepening concern over Soviet motives, the future of de
tente policy, and NATO's deteriorating militaly situation vis-a-vis the War
saw Pact. In other words, the political and strategic climate bad changed, 
making the usefulness of the talks doubtful. The Chiefs were also increas
ingly dubious of ever being able to reach an agreement that would be in the 
West's interests. Even if the data problem could be resolved to NATO's fuJI 
satisfaction, the JCS believed it unlikely that the west could negotiate sig-:
nifitaDt reductions in Warsaw Pact offensive capability at an a<x:eptable cost 
to NATO. While acknowledging that the Soviet Union's proposal of the pre
vious June represented a "maVo1 conceptual change" in the East's position. 
the Chiefs insisted that numerous -substantive differences" still remained. 
Since the talks began, the JCS pointed out, revised intelligence estimates 
indicated that the Soviet Union bad significantly reduced the time it would 
need to mount an e.tIective attaclc on the West; and there was ample analyti
cal evidence showing that withdrawn Soviet forces could be reintroduced 
faster than withdrawn US forces. From this the Chiefs concluded that the 

101 JCSM.232-78 to SecDef, 21 Jul78, SIGDS, JCS 2482/441-3, 757 (24 Feb 78). 

I.Oi SummaI:y of Conclusions. sec .Mtg on .MBFR., 9 Aug 78, S/XGDSj .Memo, Brzezins:ti to 
Mondale, et. at, 11 Aug 78. S/XGDS; and OCJCS CoWll'Sheet,. Control No. 2283. 14 Au8 78. 
S, all in acs Files (Jones), sec M.tg File (1 Jan 78-13 Nov 78)· 
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net effect under any of the reduction plans Cll1'nID.tly on the table would be 
!o weaken NATO and increase the danger of a Soviet invasion • .Accordingly, 
It seemed to the Chiefs imperative that the United States and NATO waste 
no time initiating Ifa fundamental rev:iew" looking toward the development 
of a whole new negotiating position, one better suited for safeguarding the 
west's position. Meanwhile, recognizing that it would be politieally impru
dent should the talks be broken off, the JCS urged maiutaining a fltmole but 
nonco~ttitude.l08 

~ctions within the Pentagon sugg~ limited support for the 
Chiefs' views. Summing up the general feeling in 08D, Stanley R. Resor, 
Under Secretmy of Defense for Policy, advised the Secretary of Defense in 
March 1979 to forego seeking formal action through the NSC, andto opt in~ 
stead for "an informal review ofMBFR in the context of the ongoing discus
SiODS on TNF modernization and gray-area arms control" A major 
advantage was that this approach would avoid a confrontation with the 
State Department, which remained committed to the current negot:ia:ting 
package. But at the same time it would lay.the groundwork for changing ne-
gotiating tactics later, should the opportunity itsel£ As a concession 
to the JCS viewpoint, look 

rnoclifvilllfl its stand 

more accept- OSD . 
to . Soviets.1o. Section 6.2 Ca) 

flllJ'Despite various endorsements of an in-house review, it was not 
until late May 1979 that 8ecretary of Defense Brown created an ISA-chaired 
MBFR Task Force, with Joint Staff participation, for that purpose.105 Part of 
the reason for the delay was the need to respond to an uneXpected Soviet 
initiative, known as the "Tarasov proposaI," put forth informally in Febru
ary by Ambassador Nikolai Tarasov, chief Soviet negotiator at the MBFR 
talks, essentially sounding out the western powers on whether they were 
still interested in pursuing the Soviet troop ceiling proposal of the previous 
year. General Jones, acting on his oolleagues' behalf, reported to the Secre
tary that he could find little new in this initiative, and in fact nothing came 
of it.106 But the feeling in lSA was that it would be pointless to conduct a re-

103 JCSM-ssS..,s to SecDef, 21 Dee 78, S/XGDS, with Appendix, .. A1temative Approaches to 
MBFR, • JCS 2482/441"'5. 7f1l (24 Feb 78). 

l~ Memo. Resor to SeeDef. [2J. Mar 79], S/FRD, CJCS Files (Jones), 806 NATO (MBFR). 

106 Memo, Brown to CJCS, d. aI., 31 May 79. SIGDS, JCS 2482/501-1 and CJCS Fnes 
(Jones), 806 NATO (MBFR). 
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view, even one limited to DOD, until diplomatic exchanges disposing of the 
Tarasov proposal had run their course.107 _As a result, the review the Secretary bad authorized failed to ma
t~ize until that summer, by which time the United States and the Soviet 
Umon had reached agreement on a SALT II Treaty (see Chapter 00. Critics 
p~mptly assailed the treaty on a variety of technical and strategic grounds. 
With a battle over ratification looming in the Senate, the White House 
sought to blunt further criticism by issuing new, ostensibly tougher, guide
lines (pD-so) on future arms control agreements, including MBFR, stipu1at~ 
ing that any new accord should contribute to US security, be constructive in 
terms of strengthening deterrence and providing support for US allies, and 
show concrete evidence of limiting the arms race and reducing the risk of 
war.1OS These were, aJl things considered, rather vague and unobjectionable 
criteria. What remained to be seen was how they would be interpreted and 
appJied. 

_ It was against: this background of growing political controversy 
over arms control that ISA in early August circulated a draft paper on MBFR 
principles and objectives for examination by the other members of the DOD 
task force. The author, Lynn Davis, in the past bad not shown 1$ much sym
pathy or support for JCS positions as Joint Staff planners would have Hked. 
So, it was with considerable surprise and pleasure that they found her paper 
endorsing severa1lcey JCS positions: (1) that the West's current negotiating 
position contained serious deficiencies and was not viable in light of recent 
improvements in the Bast's military posture; (2) that MBFR should focus 
exclusively on conventional forces and leave theater nuclear matters to be 
addressed in SALT Ill; and (a) that a comprehensive and effective package 
of "associated measures" (i.e., verification procedures) should accompany 
any agreement. As one aide to the Chairman remarked after reading the pa
per, "We should rightfully be pleased that the lSA views track so closely with 
those of the JCS."109 

(_Encouraged by the tone and content of Davis's paper, Joint Staff 
planners hoped to use it in interagency discussions to curb wbat seemed to 
be a resurgence of interest at the State Department in a near-term MlFR 
agreement within the current negotiating framework. The FRG was also 
said to be developing similar proposals and wanted to discuss them with U.S 
and British representatives at a trilateral meeting in late September. ThlS 

106 CM-211-79 to SeeDef. 9 Apr '79. SIXGDS. CJCS Files (Janes). 806 NATO (MBR). 

lIl1 Memo, MeGiffert, ASD(ISA), to Browo, 2 May 79. S/GDS, CJCS Files (Jones), 806 
NA'IO (HBPR), 

108 PD-so, "Arms Control Decision Process, "14Aug 79. C, JHOfNSC Col1eet1on. 

IIl9 1SA Paper, "MBPR: Principles/Objectives,· [ca. 2 Aug 79], S, DJSM 1380-79, 1 Aug 79. S. 
CJCS Files (Jones). 806 NATO (M.BFR) • 
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'WB:' th.e first test of US arms control policy under the President's new PD-so 
gmdelines, and as such it was 1ikeJy to set precedents, especially in deciding 
what the Chiefs considered the most urgent MBFR issue-the fate of Option 
III. Matters came to a head at an sec meeting on 18 September 1979.110 

.) Going into the sec meeting the Joint Chiefs provided Secretary of 
Defense BlOwn with a fresh statement of their views. Generally speaking, 
they had two objectives: to forestall any near-term MBFR agreement involv
ing equal reductions or some sUnDar formula; and to obtain the withdrawal 
of Option III, thereby deooupling nuclear reductions from MBFR. Unfortu
nately, the Chiefs weakened their ease by offering on one key point a split 
opinion. Standing alone, Admiral Thomas B. Hayward, the Navy chiet: took 
issue with his colleagues' assertion that there were no near-term conven
tional force reductions that could be made without damaging NATO. Even 
so, he declined to offer any specific examples. More importantly, he eon .. 
curred with his coUeagues that a way around this pmb1em might be found in 
establishing a cap at equalleve1s accompanied by sound assoeiated meas
ures to create a more favorable dimate for reductions leading to a common 
celling. Reductions would then be contingent upon each side being satisfied 
that the other was in compliance with the cap, a solution to the data issue 
for the forces to be reduced, and, lastly, agreement on any additional associ
ated measures (e.g., inspections) that might be required to monitor the 
reductions. III 

ellS (1 .om the JCS standpoint, the sec meeting on 18 September was 
something of a setback. While it made gestures toward incorporating JCS 
suggestioDS, it wound up essentially reconfirming existing policy on most 
key points. Representing the Joint Chiefs at the meeting were Admiral 
Hayward and the Chairman's new assistant, Lieutenant General John 
Pustay. All agreed in principle that progress on MlFR would be desirable, 
especially in resolving data discrepaneies; however, beyond this, there were 
sharp divisions of opinion . .Admiral Hayward, speaking for the JCS, said he 
preferred that the negotiations avoid manpower reductions. Secretary 
Brown basiea1ly apeed. He thought that manpower red.uetions would dis .. 
rupt the force improvement programs envisioned in the LTDP. But recog
nizing that they might be necessary, he hoped they could be held to less than 
10,000. Taking exception, Deputy SecretaJ:y of State Warren Christopher, 
supported by the senior ACDA representative, Spurgeon J.Ceeny, and Anibas
sadar Jonathan Dean, the us MBFR negotiator, argued for reductions as 
large as posS101e, in order to obtain the maximum Soviet withdrawals. After 
furtber discussion, NatioDBI Security Adviser Brzezinski persuaded the 
committee to accept a compromise, under which the United States would 

110 Apnda for 18 Bep 79 sec MtI on MBFR, S, CJCS Files (Jones), sec MIg File (1 May 
79-30 8ep 79). 

111 JCSM-282.79 to SecDef, 18 Sep 79. S/FRD, JCS 2482/513, 751 (10 Sep 79)· 2. 
·,·(·t'~2 
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between the State Department and the JCS.113 Even so, the talks in Vienna 
dragged on, with scant prospect of an end in sight. The Soviets wanted 
credit toward an overall agreement for Brmbnev's unilateral troop and tank 
withdrawal offer and this, ooupled with continuing friction over data and 
verification issues, spened deadlock through the remainder of Jimmy 
Carter's presidency.1l4 Although the Joint Chiefs failed to obtain aD the 
changes in the US negotiating position they wanted, neither did they have to 
confront a European arms control agreement they might have felt com
pelled to oppose. 

(U) Broadly speaking, the poJit:iail counterpart to the MBFR negotia
tions was the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, initiated 
in 1973 at Soviet instigation. The uuUor accomplishment of these negotia- . 
tiODS was the He1sinki Final Act of 1975, which in effect legitimized the fron
tiers and political arrangements imposed by the Soviet Union on Eastern 
Europe after World War II. Additionally, the act renounced the threat or use 
of force and pledged the signatories (thirty-five in aJI, including the United 
States and the Soviet Union) to respect "human rights and fundamental 
freedoms. "l15ThOugh not of great importance to the Joint Chiefs, the CSCE 
did attract considerable attention in diplomatic circles and gave the Carter 
administration what some State Department analysts considered an excel
lent vehicle for pursuing its human rights agenda toward the East.116 

112 SUmmary of Conclusions, sec M:tB on MBFR, 24 Sep 79t 5, CJCS Files (Jones). BOO 
Mtp Pile (1 May '79-30 Sep 19). 

113 Ke1iber,Negotiations on MBFR, 86-88. 

Uf. Ruehl, MBFR: Lessons and Problems. 2Nl3. 

116 "CSCE Final Act," 1 AUZ 75. in US Dept of State BuUerin (I Sep 75): 323-50 • Jolm J. 
Maresca, To Helsinki: The ConjeTtmce on Security and CDDpemtion in Europe# 1973~1975 
(Durham. NC: Duke University Press. 1985), covers the negotiations leading to the HeWn1ti 
Final Act. 
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_The first CSCE follow-on meeting was scbeduled for Belgrade in 
the autumn of 1977. As the date for that session neared, the Joint Chiefs 
found themselves receiving requests from State and NSC for their com
ments on pertinent papers, including several dealing with security matters 
and related confideJlce..buiIding measures (CBMs). During a courtesy call 
on General Brown in September, the chairman of the US C8CE delegation, 
~bassador Af!hur J .• Goldberg, mentioned his interest in securing JCS 
VIews on a. ~or military problem" regarding the possible proposal of a 
CUM on military movements. Brown agreed to bring the matter to his co]
leagues' attention but appeared oonfident that "the JCS oould probably Jive 
with such a CBM." He added that the ambassador should also discuss this 
question further with Genera] Haig in Brussels, implying that whatever the 
SACEUR. advised would weigh heavily in any JCS 1'e«)mmendation.ll'l Sub
sequently, though, without consulting Haig, the JCS endorsed a short list at 
CBMs they deeIned acceptable. These included possible agreements on prior 
notification at maneuvem smaller than the current mandatory notification 
level of 25,000; on impruved treatment at observers; on the release of mili
tary budget data; and on large-scale military movements.1lS 

(0) In contrast the friction so often evident between State and the 
JCS over MBFR., the two organizations worked rather well together on 
CSCB. A large part of the explanation, from alI indications, was Ambassador 
Goldberg's urbane manner and deferential attitude in seeking military ad
vice. A Reserve .Army colonel and former Supreme Court justice, be went 
out of his way to establish and maintain favorable rapport with the Penta
gon, and he made it a practice of calling on the JCS Chairman when~r be 
was back in town during breaks in the negotiations. These efforts, it seems, 
paid off. Even though the Joint Chiefs remained skeptical of the CSCE and 
often disagreed with the ambassador's positions, they respected his ~ 
and made every effort to provide prompt responses and full oooperatiOn and 
support mr him and his negotiating team.llt 

(0) All the same, closer State-JCS cooperation did not automatics.lly 
translate into progress at the negotiating table. At the Belgrade CSCE meet
ing, held from October 1977 to Mareh 1978, the NATO powers tabled a 
package of CBM improvements identical to those recommended by the Joint 
Chiefs, whUe the US delegation pressed human rights issues. The Soviets 

us See "Follow-up Study to PDl/NSC9: esc!," undated, S/GDS, enclosure to Memo. 
Dodson to Mondale, et aI., 18 _71, S/GOS. JaJ 2494/17-5. 940/532 (01 Peb 72). 

11'1 MF.R of Mig between CJCS and Amb Goldberg, al Sep 71. S/GDS, JCS 2494/18, 
940/ssa (21 Sep 71). 

118 JCSM-391-71to SeeDef, as Sep 'il, S/GOS, JaJ 2494/18-2,940/532 (21 Sep 71)· 

119 See TP for CJCS mtg with Amb Goldberg, 10 Jut 78. C/GDS, CJCS Files (Jones). 806 
NATO (CSCE). 
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responded with delaying tactics and evasions. Instead of signed agreements 
they sought declarations of intent, such as a no-first-use of nuclear weapo~ 
p~edge. Another conference 'WaS scheduled for Madrid in late 1980. But in 
VIeW of the lack of progress at Belgrade, the prospects were not overly en
couraging.12O 

Problems on NATO's Southern FIaaIc Greece and Turkey 
(U) NATQ..re1ated problems dmiD,g the Carter yeam came in a variety 

of forms, with some of the most difficult involving quarrels among the allies 
themselves. Here, probably the most frustrating the Joint Chiefs encoun
tered was the continuing friction between Greem and Turkey. Centuries of 
animosities, bolstered more ~ by rival c1aims in the Aegean, bad fi
nally spilled over to create the Cyprus crisis of 1974, which had brought 
Greece and Turkey to the brink of war. In attempting to avert a conflict, the 
United States had wound up earning the distrust ofbotb sides, Probably the 
most positive outcome of the whole aftBir was the collapse of the right-wing 
military junta that had ruled Greece since 1967 and the installation of a 
civilian regime committed to restoring democracy. Even so, the new Greek 
govemment,dominated by leftists, blamed the United States for having 
supported the junta; in retaliation, it withdrew from NATO's integrated 
military command structure and terminated its home-porting agreement 
with the United States. MeanwhiJe, the Turks, smarting from a congression
ally-mandated arms embargo, voided their US security agreements and 
placed American bases in Turkey on a provisional status, suspending aD but 
NATO-related operations at Incirlik, the main operating base in Turkey,121 

~rth the advent of the Carter administration came renewed ini
tiatives from Washington to bring the Greco-Turkish imbroglio to an early 
end. During his campaign for the White House, Outer had assiduously 
courted. the Greek-American vote, leaving authorities in Athens with the 
impression that, once in office, he would Jean in their favor,ll2 But ~ a 
review of the situation by the PRe, he threw his support instead behind ef
forts to convince Congress to lift the arms embargo on Turkey. At the same 
time, he named former Secretary of Defense Clark CJifford as his special em
issary to try to break the Cyprus impasse. the decision to seek an end to the 
arms embargo was obviously at odds with the President's avowed of 
curbing foreign transfers of weapons, :Yet it seemed umrvokllllDle 
United States were to regain aoooss to its bases in 

OSD1.4(e)~ 
120 EUCOM Historical ~ 1980. 'l'S. 248-50; carl C.lCJ:ehbiel,. CorfidJ.rnee- and Secu-
ritrr.Building Measures in Europe (NY: Praepr,l989l, 7-8. . 

121 For the J(S role prior to 1971. see Poole, JC8 andNational Policy.l973-J976. S.235"'44· 

122 Clark Clifford. with Richard Holbrooke, O:1unsel to the President: A Memoir (NY: Jlan... 
dam House, 1991), 625. 
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the administration needed in order to convince 
OOuld adequately verify the SALT n trea1;y with the 

Soviet Union-In this instance, Carter felt he could make an exception. 128 

(U) The Joint Chiefs saw two additional reasons for bringing the Cy
prus issue to a speedy reaolution. The mst and most obvious was their 
growing concern, and that of General Haig, that the longer the dispute 
dragged 011, the more it would degrade NATO's strategic posture in the east
em Meditenanean and risk a possibly permanent rupture there in the alB
ance.124 Together, Greece and 'I\Irkey served as a barrier against Warsaw 
Pact forces opposite NATO's southern flank, while the bases there provided 
convenient transit and jumping-off points for operations either against the 
Soviet Union or in the Middle East. "'These bases play an important role in 
the US strategic position," the Chiefs insisted. "Continuing strong US de
fense ties with Greece and Turkey are important for the fun~taI secu-

,,,,hrlf'AIIhI ofhoth countries and the entire Western Alliance. 11125 

OSD 1.4(A)(~ ... Section 6.2 (a) jSgec..~ (,..Z(.) Zbe~7b-.l ,,zlc) 
128 PRM/NSC-5. "CyprrJtt./Aegean'- ~1 Jan Tit SIGDa, JCS 18116/93; DOS Report ~~;!: 
undated. BIGDS, enclosure to Memo, Davis ttl .Mondale. et:. al .. 8 Feb 77. S/u~ ~ 
1826/9S-~. 8 Feb rI= SUmmary of ConclusioMt PRCJ4tg on c,prus and the Aegean, 10 Feb 
71, B.JCS 1826/93-3. 22 Feb 77, all in 945(21 Jan 11). 

~ For Haits "deep coocem," see.Memcon between Haig and Blze',dnski. 27 Sep 71. Declas
sified, Bl'MIinski Subject YUe, MemeoDS ZB 1-9/77 folder. Carter Ubrary. 

1211 Ene10sme A to MJCS 33.77, 4 Feb 77. S/GDS, I" NIH of JCS 1826/93"1,945(21 Jao 71)· 
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While the Joint Chiefs welcomed a rapprochement with both 
countries, it was the situation in Turkey that worried them the most. Not 
only had the US arms embargo exacerbated anti-American sentiments 
among the Turks but also it had ~ reduced Turkey's combat readiness 
and effectiveness yjs..i .. vis the Warsaw Pact. Between 25 and 60 percent of 
their major weapolltusystems were non-operable and less than SO percent of 
their 350 NATO-dedicated aircraft were flyable. A resentful Turkey, the JCS 
feared, might withdraw from NATO and seek closer ties with the Soviet Un
ion, in which case the Soviets might feel free to redeploy some or all of the 
twenty-five Warsaw Pact divisions and 800 . ".' " .-: .. 
had committed opposite Turkey. Moreover, 
~jor communications centers, navigational aids, and wartime 
bases in Turkey would be lost. The Chiefs concluded that the immediate 
need Jay in reversing the accelerating deterioration of the Turkish armed 
forces, which could only be achieved through a liftiDg of the arms embargo 
and the approval by Congress of a new Defense Cooperation Agreement 
(DCA).1Ia9 OSD 1.4( c.) . 

(U) To underscore the seriousness of this situation, Secretary of De
fense Brown advised President Carter in January 1978 of his growing COD

cern, shared by the Joint Chiefs and Genera1 Haig, that Turkey might soon 
withdraw from NATO unless the United States resumed military assis
tance.l3O By this time, Clark Clifford's mediation efforts had reached an im
passe, and while not in favor of lifting the embargo totally, he urged the 
President to begin moving in that direction as a means of regaining both a 
measure of leverage and Turkey's confidence.1Sl Convinced that he had to 
act, President Carter began pressuring Congress, using the argument that 

OSD 
Section 6.2 (a) 

l28 CM-lS'19-71 to SecDet 18 Au,g 71. S/PRD, JCS 2430/819. 721 (18 Aug 77). See also BU· . 
COM Historical Report,lgBl, S{FR.D, J220-28. 

129 JCSM-43o-77 to SeeDef, 10 Nov 77, S/GDS, JCS 1704/211-1, ~/532 (6 Oct77). 

180 Memo, Brown to Carter, 18 Jan 78. S/GDS. JCS 1704/212, 910/538 (18 Jan 78)· 

1lI1 Cliflbrd and Holbrooke. Counsel to the .President, 627. 
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once the embargo ended, Turkey would show greater flexibility and make a 
settle!Dent of the Cyprus situation that much easier. Congress remained 
skeptiea1, but; over the summer of 1978 the House and Senate grudgingly 
':PPlOved legislation repealing the embargo, thereby giving the administra
tion a .freer hand The Government of Turkey reciprocated promptly by 
~n.di!l& the provisional status it had imposed on US forces and by aJlow .. 
lDg U~ insta1latlons to remain open until negotiation of a new Defense C0-
operation .Agreement. But as many observers predicted, the Cyprus question 
remained unresolved.132 

(U) Despite having lifted the embargo. Congress hesitated to sanction 
the resumption of grant aid, along with other assistance, until Turkey of
fered concrete evidence of being willing to work toward a settlement on Cy
prus. In fact, 1aek of progress on the Cyprus question remained a major 
stumbJing b10ck for the duration of the Carter administration. Meanwhi1e, 
among JC8 planners, worries grew over how to provide Turkey wJth new 
supplies and equipment. According to one set of Joint Staff projeetioD8~ 
Turkey would need $1 billion a year for ten years in order to bring its armed 
forces up to miDimum NATO staDdards.133 Realizing that Turkey would 
have to settle for less, the Joint Chiefs supported a security assistance pact
age totaling $300 million annually, including $30 mllllon in mOitary (.MAP) 
grant aid.1B4 However, resistance in Congress convinced the State Depart.. 
ment that it would be pointless to make any new requests for grant assis
tance untU there was a breakt:brough in the Cyprus negotiatio.ns; and in the 
administration's FY 1981 Security Assistance Program submission to OMB, 
State e1bninated grant aid entirely. The Joint Chiefs pleaded for reconsid
eration, arguing that grant aid was essential both to help rebuild Turkey's 
armed forces and as -a measure of US resolve and commitment!'l36 But af
ter reviewing the matter among themselves, Secretaries Van(X!l and Brown 
and National Security Advisor Brzezinski decided not to risk a run-in with 
Congress that might embarrass the Turks, and to concentrate instead on 
finding ways of providing Turkey with h"beral amounts of fo1'8ign military 
sales credits under the most favorable circumStances.136 

1lI2 Theodore A. Couloumbls. 71te United States, Gl'IIe08. and Turkey: The Troubled 1'riDn
gle (NY: Praeger.lg8s), 106--07. 

la3 SeeTabmJ-sTP 4-?9forJCS mtg witIlAmbassadot 8piers.lFeb 79. S, 910 (a Jan 79)· 

tU JCSM-2-?9 to SecDe( 4 JaJ179. S/GDS. JCS 1'104/216; 8J1d T.P OD US Assistaru::e to 'fur. 
key for SeeDef and CJCS. 7 Mar '19. SIGns. both in 970 (2S Feb 79) HB. 

mI JCSM"3l6-79 to SeeDet 16 Nov 19, C/GDS, JCS 1704/224. 7 Nov 79. rno14t)6 (7 Nov 
79). 

1311 Memo.ASD(ISA) to DJS. 20 Dee 19. SIGns, JCS 1704/224-1,910/496 (1 Nov 79)· 
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JIiJ).. Throughout what remained of the Carter administration, the 
Joint Chiefs continued to urge stepped-up assistance to repair the damage 
of the arms embargo and to help restore closer collaboration with Turkey's 
armed forces.l87 By early 1980,. an added faetor :in this beleaguered picture 
was the mounting level of political unrest and sectarian violence that threat
ened to incapacitate the country. Despite the growing crisis, however, the 
Joint Chiefs resisted suggestions from the State Department and 1M that 
the time had come to withdraw oon..-entia1 US personne1.188 Finally, in 
September 1980 the TurIdsh armed forces staged a coup d'etat that over
threw the shaky civilian government and restored order under military rule. 
Yet in doing so, it further alienated sentiment in Congress and cast in doubt 
whether grant assistance would ever be resumed. The Joint 

to access to its 

tion had incentive to go all-out on . i 
Turkey's beha1f. OSD 1.4( (!.) , 

(U) In contrast to the time and energy the Joint Chiefs devoted to 
Turkish matters, the resolution of problems with Greece,culminating in 
Greece's reentJ.y into NATO in 1980, seemed relatively easy and straight
forward. Congress was more sympathetic toward Greece than toward Tur
key, and as a result, the Joint Chiefs . encountered far fewer legislative 
hurdles in restoring military collaboration and assistance programs, both of 
which resumed promptly following the initialing of a new Defense Coopera
tion Agreement in July 1917.189 At the same time, pending the otltcome of 
further negotiations, Greece allowed the United States to continue using its 
base &ciIities under a 1976 interim accord on· terms that would prove as 
good as, if not better, than those that would emerge in a permanent agree
ment. The Greek government was still optimistic at this stage that the new 
Carter administration would take its side in the Cyprus affair and put pres
sure on Turkey to make concessions. However, as this proved not to be the 
-case, stresses and strains began to reappear in Gl'!ek-Amerlcan relations. l40 

(U) Most important of all., from the JCS standpoint, was to secure 
Greece's reentry into the NATO integrated command structure.l41 Yet judg-

137 See JCSM-252-80 to SecDef, 16 Sep 80, SIGns, JCS 1704/229. 9701496 (s Sep 80). 

138 Memo. Acting ASD(ISA) to DJS, 2 May 80, SIGDS, dCS 1704/226; JCSM-16g-80 to 
SecDef, 16 Jun 80, BIGDS, JeB 1704/226-1. both in 970/231 (2 May 80). 

18I EUCOM Historical Report, 1971, TS, 290. 

140 CouIoumbis, United States, Greece. and 7Urkey.l.42-43. 

1'1 By leaving the NATO integrated command st:rueture, Greece ceased to be a member of 
the NATO Defense P1anning Committee and did DOt assign forces to any NATO comm.an~ 
However, Greece continued to sit on the NATO Military Committee, the Nuclear Plamnng 
GlOUp, the Budget Committee, and the High level Group. and bad representatives on all 
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!ng from what Jittle appears on this matter in the JCS files, the conclusion is 
mescapabJe that JCS advice played little part in the outcome. It was iDstead 
the outcome itself that engaged the Chiefs' attention, and for this purpose, 
they followed the recommendation of NATO Secretary General Joseph 
Luns, and deferred to the SACEUR, General Haig to broker a deal. Success 
eluded Haig before he had to step down, and it fell to his successor, General 
Bernard Rogers, to romplete the mission. 

(U) The outlook, as the negotiations began, was genuinely auspi. 
cious. Having withdrawn from NATO in 19'74, the Greek government now 
found it prudent to return to the fold, partly to counter Turkey's unchecked 
influence within the alliance, and also to belp protect its claims in the Ae
gean Sea. Thus it was in Greece's interest, as much as NATO's, that the two 
should get back together. However, a tentative agreement reached in May 
1978 between Haig and Geneml loanis Davos, Chief of Staff of the Greek 
Armed Forces, fell through, owing to Turkish opposition in NATO's Military 
Committee to Greek demands fOr restoration of pre-I974 arrangements that 
bad placed the bulk of the Aegean area under Greek: command and con-
001.142 

.. Protracted negotiations followed, but by late 1m the lack of pro
gress was beginning to show in the growing impatience of all involved. Tak
ing over from HaiJ, Rogers continued to seek a solution based on the Haig
Davos formula, only to find himselfhaving to fend off thinly veiled criticism 
from the US embassy in Athens that he was pursuing the wrong approach. 
The Joint Chiefs, noting that Secretary General Luns had asked specifically 
for the SACElla to head up the negotiations, reaffirmed their sup}X)lt for 
Rogel'S' efforts, ,. did a review of the situation conducted by the PRC in 
March 1980.143 But within the Joint Staff, the action officer most familiar 
with the negotiations was beginning to have second thoughts as to ~er 
it might not be advisable to tum the matter over to someone else, SInce 
-SA.CEUR has had several chances at bat and has sI:1'UCk out every time. "1'" 
Nonetheless. Rogers pressed on, and through dint of perseve:an~ he ar· 
ranged a broad compromise, aooeptable to Greeks and Turks alike, m Octo-

NATO commands except those in Izmir. Turkey. See S. VJCtor Papaoosma, "Greece and 
NATO." in Lawrence S. Kaplan, Robert w. Cla'Waou, aDd Raimondo J..uragbi (eds.). NAn> 
and the Mediterranean (WilmiDgton. Del.: SchoJarlyResources, 198s).203-4. 

l42 CouJoumbis, United States. GNece, and 7Urkey, 140-42; PapaClCllIDa, "Greece and 
NATO." .204-05-

143 DJSM 1319-79. 7 Aug 79, 5, CJCS des (Jones), 820 Greece; "DiscuIIsion Paper-PRC 
Meeting OIl Greek Reintegratiou," (11 Mar 80], S/GDS, CJCS Files (JODeS), PRe)ltg File (1 
Jan 80-15 May 80); Memo. NSC Staff Secy to SecState, et. aI •• 17 Mar 80. s.,fCS 2445/54-
2,9S4 (11 Mar 80), 

144 J-s(NSC) Action Memo. 17 Mar 80, C, CJCS Files (Jones), PRC Meeting F'Ue (1 Jan 80-
15 May 80). 
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ber 1980. Greece thus resumed its participation in NATO's integrated com
mand structure, but with numerous details yet to be resolved. 

CoDdusioD 

• (~ In NATO matters, the Cuter years were some of the busiest the 
JOint Chiefs of Staff had experienced sma! the alUana! was founded. Con
vinced that NATO needed strengthening, the Carter administration 
launched two major :initiatives, one to give the aBiana! a more viable con-
ventional miHtary posture, the other to improve the credibility of its nuclear 
deterrent. At the same time, negotiations progressed on relaxing tensions in 
Europe through the CSCE and on framing an agreement on the mutual and 
~ reduction of forces on the central front. Through American media
non, Greece and Turkey moved closer to reconciling their differences over 
Cyprus and the .Aegean, and Greece reentered the NATO integrated com
mand structure. 

(0) Yet for all the activity during these years, the results did little to 
change the DD1itary balance in Europe. Least effective of all was the a!Dter
piece of Carters NATO policy, the Long Term Defense Program which, by 
the NATO defense ministers' own calculations, feD short of even keeping up 
with the growth in Warsaw Pact capabilities. As the Joint Chiefs consistently 
cautioned, elaborate plans for strengthening NATO's conventional capabili
ties were pointless unless backed. by a credible commitment of resoUnB. 
And while President Carter was doubtless sincere in pledging American 
support, he eventually found himself trapped between his promises to 
NATO and growing US commitments in the Persian Gulf/Indian Ocean re
gion. By the end of the Carter administration, the oonsensus among US de
fense planners was that Persian Gulf oontingencies should have priority, 
and that the NATO allies would have to do more on their own. 

(0) A further complication toward realizing LTDP goa1s was the re
emergence of debate over NATO's nuclear posture during the Carter ad
ministration's last two years. The Joint Chiefs regarded the modernization 
of NATO's nuclear forces as a routine military matter, but they found it dif
ficult to proceed in what became a highly charged political atmosphere 
dominated by the MBFR talks. the mini-crisis over the neutron bomb, and 
eventually the TNF controversy. From Carter!s standpoint, the aim of nu
clear modernization was never as much military as it was political-to bol
ster confidena! in US leadership within the al1iance and to counter the 
perception of growing Soviet power. Although JCS advice played a part in 
sorting out and solving these problems, rarely did it exercise a fundamental 
intlueDa! in shaping US policy. 

(U) The Carter legacy in NATO affairs was, then, a mixed one, of pro
gress on some fronts, but less so on others. All in aD, though, NATO was 
probably a stronger and healthier aDiana! by the end of 1980 than in 1971· 
As the Joint Chiefs readily recognized, NATO's real strength was in its per 
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litica1 cohesion, more so than in its military muscle. That NATO could even
tually present as united a front as it did on the divisive TNF question testi
fied to its membelS underlying commitment to a common purpose. 
Managing collective security, as the Chiefs lcnew from experience, was diffi· 
cult in the best of times • .An ongoing enterprise, it required compromise and 
concessions from all involved. Nor was that task made any easier by having 
to work with a President whose skepticism of military advice was aD too ap
parent. Ever mindful of the limitations under which they operated, the 
Chiefs did what they could in offering counsel which, from their standpoint, 
would best bolster NATO's capabllities. 
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. (U) Of all the defense and security issues that came before the Joint 
ChIefS of Staff during the Carter years, none received more attention or 
higher priority than the Strategic Arms Umitadon Talks (SALT) between 
the United States and the Soviet Union. By the time the carter administra
tion took office, the SALT process was a weJl-established part of the Soviet
American dialogue and was viewed by many, iDcIuding President Carter, as 
the key to preserving and furthering dItente.1 Begun in 1969, SALT thus far 
had yielded two major agreements: the 1912 Anti-Ballistic Missile (ADM) 
Treaty, which imposed major constraints on the research, development, 
testing, and deployment of strategic antimisslle systems; and an aeeompa
nying five-year Interim ABreement, which froze the size of each side's offen
sive strategic nuclear arsenals of Iand·based ICBMs and sea-launched 
ballistic missUes (SLUMs). In presenting these agreements to Congress, the 
Nixon administration portrayed them as contributing to stablization of the 
arms race and as paving the way for future reductions. However, as time 
passed, it became clear that their net effect was not so much to contain the 
East-West rivalry in strategic weaponry, as it was to shift it into new areas. 
By the mid-197os, competition in such areas as cruise missiles (CM), bomb
ers, mobile ICBMs, and MIR.Vs (multiple independently targeted re-ently 
vehicles) had emerged as the new topics around which the negotiations re
volved. 

(U) SALT U, the search for a permanent replacement treaty for the 
Interim Agreement, began late in 19'72. A basic problem, carried over from 
SALT I into SALT II, was the historic asymmetrical pattern of development 
in the two sides" respective strategic arsenals. Over the years, while the 
weapons systems they had acquired were roughly similar, their missions 
had been different. 11Je United States bad elected to develop a ~d, OJ or .. 
ganized around three key components: silo-based ICBMs, long-range 
bombers, and SLBMs. The Soviet arsenal, on the other hand, emphasized 
land-based missiles, with considerably fewer long-range bombers and 
SLBMs. During the SALT I years (1969-1972) the Soviets bad increased 
their ICBM fOm! from around 1,000 to 1,500 launchers, adding some 200 
missiles annually. By comparison, the US ICBM force remained stable at 
1,054 launchers. Most of the Soviet ICBMs also carried much heavier pay
loads than their US counterparts. By the mid-19'}OS, as the Soviets became 
more proficient in MIRV technology, they stood poised to acquire around 
the middle of the next decade, the theoretical capacity to inflict a crippling 
fust strike against the entire US siJo..based ICBM force. Reducing this dan
ger became the number one US objective during SALT IT negotiations in the 

1 See Carter,lCeBptnQ Faith, 218. 
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Nixon-Ford years. But because of the asymmetrical nature of the two sides' 
arsenals, the Soviets invariably demanded offSetting cuts in US air- and sea
based eapabUities.2 

(U) Wltb the signing of the Vladivostok accord in November 1914. it 
seemed for a while that the two sides were on the verge of bridging their dif
ferences. Under the Vladivostok formula, each side would limit itself to an 
agrepte of .:tAOO central system launchers (ICBMs, SLBMs, and heavy 
bombers), induding 1,320 MIRVed launchers. However, a dispute over 
counting rules for us erWse missiles and a brewing controversy over the ea
pabilities of a new Soviet bomber. the Tn-22M (known in the West as the 
"Backfirej, effectively derailed the negotiations. In an effort to restart the 
talks, Secretaxy of State Henry IGssinger in January 1976 offered new pro
posa1s based on a modification of the Vladivostok formula. But when the 
Soviets balked at restrictions the United States proposed for the Backftre, 
President Gerald Ford ea1Ied a halt to further negotiations. As he did so be 
served notice that there would be no new initiatives from Washington until 
after the US presidential campaign.s 

.. Throughout these negodatioos, the Joint Chiefs offered c0nsis
tent but cautious support for strategic arms control. Deeply worried by the 
Soviet sttategie buildup that had started in the 1960s, they saw arms control 
doing little or nothing to contain the growth of the Soviet arsenal. Nor in the 
aftermath of Vietnam did they find US po1iticaJ leaders particularly recep
tive to their pleas that the United States needed to take more vigorous uni
lateral steps to improve and modernize its ~ntraI strategic systeDls, lest it 
lose further ground to the Soviets. Instead, US polieymakers seemed more 
intent on pmsuing a "'freeze and redu~to approach to arms control that al
lowed limited latitude for strategic modernization. The advent of the Back
fire, they found especially troubling because of its potential ~r 
intercontineutaI missions. Accordingly, the JCS wanted it treated like 
American strategic bombers and controlled under SALT n, but they strongly 
opposed Soviet efforts to curb the US cruise missile program, which the JCS 
saw at the time as having limited strategic potential. Though well aware that 
arms control was an exceedingly sensitive political issue, both at home and 
abroad, the Chiefs rejected the notion, popular among some deteute adv0-
cates, that progress on SALT should have top priority. Short of complete 
disarmament, they did not see how arms control by itself could assu.re effec
tive security. The goal in SALT, they believed, should be to preserve "essen
tial equivalen~, to so that neither side would gain a significant advantage 
over the other. Strategic stability, in other words, was their ~ ~~~ 
But with the advent of the Carter administration they found thm VIews m-

2 For a fuller discussion of these problems, see PoOle, '17te JointQriejs ojStq/f ~Natk1nal 
Policy. 19?,9-J976. 97-168. 

3 Gerald R. J.i'ord,A Time to Hed1 (NY: Harper ami Row,l979). 351-58. 
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~g1y at odds with those in the White House, where reducing the size of 
each Side'S nuclear arsenal and encouraging a closer dialogue with the Sovi
ets on arms control ranked above all else in foreign and defense affairs. 

The "Deep Cuts" Proposal . 

(U) The first problem the Joint Chiefs faced in 1977 was a new Presi
~t who passionately hated nuclear weapons, but whose thinking on stra
tegic arms control had yet to mature. While campaigning for the White 
House and immediately after the election, Carter had indicated that be 
would seek first to wrap up the SALT n negotiations, based on the Vladi
vostok formula and incorporating compromises on the Backfire bomber and 
cruise missile restraints, and then move on to SALT III, where he expected 
to achieve significant reductions. In addition to his public statements, he 
conveyed private assurances to this. Sfeet to Soviet General Secretary 
Leonid Brezhnev in September 1976, using former ambassador to Moscow 
W. Averell Harriman as his intermediary:' However, as the weeks passed 
fonowing theelectioD, Carter reassessed his position, with an eye toward 
seeking major reductions in both sides' strategic arsenals as soon as p0ssi
ble. Indicative of the direction he seemed headed was the sweeping state
ment in his inaugural address that he intended to move promptly toward his 
"ultimate goal" which was nothing less than "the elimination of all nuclear 
weapons from this Earth."s 

.The earliest inkling the Joint chiefs had that President Cuter was 
revising his position came in private meetings they had with him just prior 
to the inaugural. At one of these sessions Carter told the Chiefs that be was 
thinking of eventually seeking deep cUts in the US and Soviet strategic arse
nals, possibly reducing both sides to as few as 200 ICBM launchers. The 
Joint Chiefs had not previously envisioned reductions on this seale, and ~ a 
JCS meeting on 19 January 1971, General George S. the JCS Cb8ll'-
man, reassured his colleagues the 
President's 

OSD1A(o.) 

4. Strobe Talbott. Endgame: 71te Inside Story 0/ SALT Il.CNY: ~r and. RoW. 1979),.39; 
Raymond L. Gartboft Detente and CoJfi'ontalion: .American-soviet Relationsjrom Nixon 
to Reagan (WashiDgton, DC: Brookings, 1994). 884. 

S -Inaugural Address of President Jimmy Carter," Public Papers: Corter, ).977, 3· 
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that, as he and his colleagues 
ernilog criteriia.6 

(U) The Chairman's apparent determination to oppose President 
Carter's deep cuts idea was only the beginning of larger battles over SALT . 
yet to come. On 24 January 19'77 Carter ordered the Special Coordination 
Committee, chaired by National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski to re
view SALT negotiations and to identify and analyze alternative approaches. '1 
Henceforth th~ sec would have most exclusive jurisdiction over SALT and 
other arms control matters. To help develop ideas, the sec held its first 
SALT meeting on 3 February, Representing the Joint Chiefs were General 
Brown and Lieutenant General Edward L ROWDY, USA, the JCS Represen
tative for Strategic Arms Limitation Talks since March 1973. Known as a 
formidable negotiator, Rowny was also a close personal friend of Senator 
Henry "Scoop" Jackson (Dem., Wash.), 8 pivotal figure on the Senate Armed 
Services Committee, whose endorsement of a SALT II treaty was apt to be of 
crucial importance in securing Senate approval for ratification. Others at .. 
tending the meeting included President Carter, who put in a brief appear
ance at the outset, Brzezinski, the Secretaries of State and Defense (Vance 
and Bro~), Deputy Secretaty of Defense Charles W. Duncan, and Office of 
Mapagement and Budget Director Burt Lance. 

. ~ Q31lmmediately prior to the meeting, Defense and JCS representa" 
tives agreed among themselves that they should try to steer the discussion 
toward broad issues, leaVing the development of specific negotiating pack
ages for later.8 However, once the meeting got under way, it became clear 
that President Carter was eager to move beyond generalities and develop 
concrete propsds that would cut the nuclear arsenals on both sides. In 
opening the meeting he declared that his "most cherished hope" was to "go 
out of office with substantial. mutual reductions in the common thJ:eat." 
WhUe acknowledging that, as a first step, one option might be to seek "8 
Vladivostok-type agreement without cruise missiles and Backfire," he indi
cated that be would like the cruise missile and Backfire issues settled now. 
Beyond thats he was open to any and an ideas that would lead to real reduc
tions at the same time. "1 want the level of our ., 

. ' OSD1.4~ 
6 Zbigniew Brzezinski, Power and Principle, 157; MFR, -JCS Meeting 1000, 19 Jan 77," S. 
att to memo, LTG W. Y. Smith to CNO, et. aI., 21 Jan 77. CJCS F'iles.(Brown),156 SALT (1 
Jul76-28 Feb 77). 

7 P.RMINSC-2 to 8eeDet; et. aI., 24 Jan 71. S, Jes 2482/340, 756 (24 JaD 71); carter, Keep
ing Faith, 216. 

8 TP for CJCS for sec MeetbJg ou SALT, 3 Feb 71, TS; and SUmlDaryTa1ker, Overview, sec 
Meeting on SALT, 3 Feb 71, TS, both in J-S NBC eoDection, sec Meeting 3 Feb 77 SALT 
folder. . 
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added, "we should work for dramatic reductions, carefully monitored and 

(~~;= to either side."g 
. e the Presidenfs remarks came not without prior notice, the 

boldness of his ideas seems to have caught some of his listeners-the De
fense and JCS representatives, for sure-somewhat off guard. Speaking for 
his JCS coDeagues, Chairman Brown insisted that the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
were indeed "staunch proponents of reductions, but with caution." At this 
stage, Brown implied, the number one problem with the President's pro
posed course would be to assure adequate verification. "Everyone looks to 
us to protect fair play in this matter," Brown said. -We have stood and 
fought hard for adequate verification so that the deal with be fair." Brown 
insisted also that any proposal for reductions should bear in ~ 

there was concern in Euro~ 
growing worry among the NATO allies that ' 
are nervous and need reassurance," the OSD ! 

Chairman said.10 . 

(U) After Carter left the meeting, discussion turned to the develop-section 6.~ (a) 
ment of a new negotiating position, with the President's National Security , 
Adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski, urging the others to think in terms of "signifi-
cant" but not as yet "deep" reductions. Chairman Brown said the JCS could 
support an overall aggregate below 2,400 but not fewer than 1,150 strategic 
nuclear delivmy vehicles (SNDVs), figures the SecretarIes of State and De-
feDse said they could support as weD. B1.lt Brown stressed that it would be 
difficult to persuade the JCS to agree to more. --.rrying, to lead the Chiefs aD 
this issue," he warned, "is like putting three wild dogs through a keyhole." 
Brown also said that throw-weight limitations should be part of any phased-
reduetions proposal because of the threat posed by Soviet ICBMs to the US 
Minuteman. One way or another, he commented, "We have to get at the 
gross weight on either side." Returning to the Backfire bomber iMue, Brzez-
insld asked whether any "collateral" constraints would be Decessmy. The 
only verifiable one, Secretary Brown answered, would be to 4lclip the wings" 
on Backfire, so as to reduce its range and payload. Summing up, Brzezinski 
directed an interdepartmental working oommittee to develop alternative 
packages in two general categories: (1) packages based on the Vladivostok 
agreement and the January 1976 US proposal, to include a settlement of the 
cruise missile and Backfire issues; and (2) a separate paclcageon"signifi-
cant" reductions for both sides (e.g., reducing the Overall aggregate tenta-
tively agreed to at Vladivostokfrom 2AOO down to 2,000 or even less).u 

9 Minutes, sec M1:& 3 Feb 77, sub: SALT. NatioDal Security Adviser Collection. Staff Of
fices, box 3. sec Mtg NO.2 folder. Carter L:ibrary. (Declassified in fuJI) 

10 Ibid., pp. 6-7 

11 Ibid., p.18; BrzezinsKi, Power and Principle, JS1. 
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(U) Over the next few weeks the Joint Chiefs sought to clarify their 
position on these issues while~ at the same time, the sec met regularly to 
iron out terms that US negotiators would take with them to Moscow where 
talks were sch~uI~ to resume in the spring. Recalling the difficulties the 
Ford administration had had with the Joint Chiefs over SALT, BIZeZinski 
made a special effort to line up their support insofar as posslDle fur what
ever the President decided to do. "1 felt that I could serve the President 
best.., he recalled, "if I could ensure that the JCS view was fairly taken into 
consideration in the shaping of SALT proposals, 80 that subsequently SALT 
would not be opposed by the Pentagon when it came up for ratifieation." .As 
a practical matter, this meant cajoling the JCS into accepting the President's 
view that deep reductions were negotiable and that they would DOt prove 
injurious to national securlty.12 

4IPMhough willing to listen, the Joint Chiefs remained exceedingly 
circumspect. Re-reviewing their position, they concluded that cruise missile 
constraints were impractical, since verifying a cruise missile's precise range 
and type of warhead was virtually impossible. Reaffirming a position they 
had taken earlier, the Chiefs insisted that the "US requirement for cruise 
missile systems with ranges· of about 3,000 kilometers remains valid." In 
contrast, the Soviets wanted to limit cruise missiles to a range of 300 to 600 
kilometers, a move the Joint Chiefs strongly opposed. Not oDly would the 
imposition of such limits "preclude the advantages" of planned cruise mis~ 
sfie deployment but also it would give the Soviets an unfair edge. While ~ 
viet sea-launched cruise missiJes with a 600 Ian range could target a latge 
portion of the American population, US cruise missiles would be almost 
useless'for such purposes.1S The Chiefs also maintained that wholesale Ie
ductions in the numbers of strategic nuclear delivm:y vehicles should be 
avoided, though they did not completely nile out cuts somewhat below the 
Vladivostok ceilings. As a toward the .. the 
ChiefS agreed GYft,n'fta: 

equal aggregates, was one A) 
(U) The Joint Chiefs were also convinced that the Carter administra-. 

tion was grossly underestimating the danger posed by the Soviet Backfire 
bomber and the d~ burden it would impose if left unchecked. Looking 
ahead into the 198os, the JCS were reasoDably confident that under current 
deployment pJans for interceptors and AWACS the United States couJd sup-

12 Brze:riDsld, Power and Prlndple.l58. 

13 Rpt by J-s to JC8 OD CrUise Missiles aDd SAL Negotiations, and decision on, 4Peb 71.1'8. 
JCS 2482/337-1, 28 Jan TI. 756 (12 Jan Tll.-

U J-s Report to JC8 on JCS Position on Specific SAL Negotiation Issues, anddeclsion on, 11 
Feb 77. TS, JCS 2482/3<44. 4 Feb 77.756 (31 Jan TI). 
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press a threat of up to 100 Backfires. Anything above that number, however, 
would require an all new US strategic air defense program to replace the 
system that the United States had dismantled in the early 19108, when it 
appeared that Soviet strategic aviation no longer posed a serious threat to 
the continental United States. Although the Chiefs offered<no money figures 
for what might be involved, it was clear that any such effort would be expen .. 
sive. Since Carter's fiscal policy was to cut, nat increase, mDi1uy spending, 
it followed. that the only way to pay for new air defenses would be by taIdng 
money away from other programs, a posm'bility the JCS preferred not to 
contemplate, given the tight budgetary restrictions under which the military 
Services already operated. Insisting that the Backfire be constrained 
through SALT seemed to the Chiefs the much-preferred alternative.15 

.... These views, as soon became apparent, were increasingly at odds 
with the emerging consensus in the sec, which favored larger reductions 
and fewer limitations on the Backfire than the Chiefs deemed advisable. Ac
cording to LTG RowDy's accounts of these deliberations, JCS objections re
ceived a polite reception but "appeared to faD on deaf ears." Looking back, 
Rowny recalled, "We were outnumbered and outgunned. ·us Secretary of De
fense Brown frankly doubted whether the Backfire bomber posed a signifi
cant threat; he termeg< it a "gray area system" with questionable capabilities 
for strategic (i.e., intercontinental) missions.17 And because of his highly re
spected technical expertise on such matters, his opinions carried consider
able . with the President's other senior advisers. Although initially 
s1cepticaf of Carte(s he favor 

t8J1Wtth the ~dministration's internal review nearing completion, the 
Joint Chiefs on 10 Mareh sent Secretary of Defense Brown two memoranda 
and asked that be forward them to the President and National Security Ad
viser Brzezinski. WhOe reaftirm.ing their support of tlan early and equitable 

16 Detailed Minutes, sec Mtg on SALT,2S Feb '17, (declassified in full) National Security 
Adviser Collection, Staff Offices, box 3, sec Mtg NO.5 folder, carter Ubrary. 

16 Executive Summary of sec Meeting on SALT. 2 Mar 77. TS; and MFR by Rownyon 2 
Mar '17 sec Meeting on SALT, 7 :Mar 77. 1'8, both in CJCS Files (Brown), 756 SALT (1 Mar 
17-31 Aug '17). 

17 Rowuy MFR, 2 :Mar 71, TS, 25 Feb 71, CJCS Files (Brown), 756 SALT (1 Mar 17-31 Aug 
17); 1IDSiped memo, no date, sub: Notes from SALT Policy Cmmci1 Meeting, 2 Feb '17, T8, 
J-5 NBC Collection, box 1,800 Meetings Feb 71 SALT folder. 

18 Gartboff, DItrmte and Cort/i'ontation. 887. 
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8gJ"eement, .. the Chiefs warned of "8 trend in weapon development and de
ployment which, unless arzested, will adversely affect the balance between 
the US and Soviet strategic nuclear forces." For this reason the JCS believed 
it imperative that the United States pursue the modernization of its strategic 
a;senal in ~dem with arms control. Turning to specifics of the negotia
tions, the ChIefs continued to feel that the Vladivostok accords represented 
the best basis for a SALT II treaty. Although they cautioned agiUnst c0n
straints OD cruise misslles, they offered no hard or fast advice on range re
sbictlons, 8 clear indication that they regarded this matter" open to 
negotiation. They also said that in the interests of compromise they would 
not object to "about 100" Backfire bombers counted separately from the ag
gregate and could accept a reduced ce1llng of 2,000 strategic launchers and 
a MIRV level of 1,200. Further reductions, they said, would require more 
study.19 This was, all things considered, a substantial modification of the 
Chiefs' earlier position, which had been to resist almost any concessions. 
But whether it went far enough to meet the President's defJDition of real re
ductions remained to be seen. 

~o take stock of the situation Brzezinski called a -Principals only" 
meeting limited to JCS Chairman Brown, the Secretaries of State and De
fense, DC! Stansfield Turner, ACDA Director Paul Warnke, and Deputy Na
tional Secmity Adviser David.Aaron, on Saturday, 12 March.20 AlthOugh no 
agenda or minutes of the meeting have surfaced, a memorandum from 
Brzezinski to the President two days later suggests that it dealt mainly with 
drawing up 8 list of options for Carter's consideration. In all, the meeting 
identified five possible courses of action. Option 1, termed the "deferral," 
would codify the Vladivostok formula but postpone a CM,IBaddire settle-
ment until later. Option 2, the "comprehensive reduction" formula, incorpo-
rated the JCS limits on aggregate launchers, accompanied by a free ride up 
to 120 Backfires for the Soviets and a l,500 Jan range limitation on eMs. 
Option 3t ealled the "first-srep reduction," applied the same aggrepte limi
tations as in the comprehensive package, a separate limit of 120 -to 300 on 

OID1A(Q.) 
19 JCSM"78-71 to SecDef, 10 Mar 71. 1'8, JCS 2482/346; aDd .JCSM-~71 to SecDef.l0 Mar 
71.1'8, JCS 2482/341, both in 156 (31 Jan 71). 

20 Talbott, Bndgame. 58-59. describes this meeting as the ODe ~ which Carter.toot!he m
fated decision to seek deep cuts at Moscow. However, a thomogh search ofthePl'esiden~s 
papers by the Carter Library,staftfaUed to tum up any evidence that CarteratteDded ~ 
meeting, Talbott's account, relying on iDterviews, apparently eonfuses the 12 Marcl1 "prin
cipals on1y" meeting with the 22 March NSC meeting.. 
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though. in submitting the list to President Carter, Brzezinski obviously 
leaned III favor of the comprehensive reduction formula. Among the advan
tages if offered, he mentioned that it promised "to produce the greatest 
~~ of strategic stability" while paving "the way for subsequent reduc-
tions In SALT Ill. "21 

• ~ In. further sup~rt of the comprehensive reduction pac1cage. the 
Jomt Chiefs informally notified David Aaron that this by and large accorded 
with the advice they had reamtly given the Secretary of Defense and which 
OSD officially conveyed to the White House on 18 March.,U But despite the 
pressure from Brzezinski and the Chiefs to go along with comprehelJBive re
ductions, Carter had other plans in mind On 19 March, he met with Brzez
inski, Secretaries Vance and Brown, and Vice President Walter Mondale to 
review the five options developed earlier. Conspicuously absent from the . 
meeting were any JCS or ACDA representatives. Brzezinski again drew at-
tention to the advantages of the reductions encom
)l8SlDDJt the JU;-'Pl'()IJ)OSt:!d 

strong he the limit to 
2,500 km. Going against the Chiefs' advice, however, Carter decided to ex
clude Backfires from the aggregate if the Soviets would guarantee that none 
of the planes would have strategic (intercontinental) potential.23 080 104(4.) 

_A few days later, on 22 March, Carter held a fomial NSC meeting 
to signal his approval of the modified deep cuts proposal For backup pur
poses, should the Soviets reject the deep arts, Carter also approved offering 
the deferral option. Issuance of a formal presidential directive (PD-7) set
ting forth these instructions followed shortly. Though the President termed 
the deep cuts his "preferred option," he acknowledged that an agreement 
based on either would constitute an acceptable outoome.24 Like Brzezinski, 

21 Memo, Brzezinsld to Carter, 14 Mar 71. S, National Security A~ Cont;ction, SAL; 
Chronology Item #14B, Carter Library. Under opdon8 1 and 4 this memo pes a Vladi
vostok cei1ins aggregate of 2,800, aD apparent misprint. In fact, Vladivostok allowed aD ag
gregate of 2,400 Jatmehem. 

22 Memo, Aaron to Brzezinski. 19 Mar 71. TS, National Secmity Adviser Collection, staff 
Offices, box 1, NBC Mtg NO.5 fOlder, carter Ll"raI)'j memo, Brown to Carter. 18 Mar 71, TS 
JC!S 2482/346-1, 756 (al Jan 71); and memo, Brown to Carmr, 18 Mar 71. TS. JCS 
2482/347-1, '1S6 (a1 Jan 71)· 

23 Brzezinski, Power and Principle, 159-60. 

u PD-7, 23 Mar 71. "SALT Negotiations," Ta/ODS. JHO NSC Conection. 
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Carter recognized that the Joint Chiefs could very wen hold the key to the 
success. or failure in the Senate of any new SALT treat;y, and that without 
constraints on the Bacldire, their support would be questionable. CoJJse.. 
quently, he went out of his way to reassure them that, appearances to the 
contrary, he was not igDoring their interests or advice. As BtZe.Zinski 1'&
ca1led the scene in his joumal= ."1 was quite impressed by the way Carter 
massaged the JC8."" The President, OJ] the other band. apparently felt be 
was less than fu11y suecessfu] in gettiDg his message across, for a few days 
la~ he held yet another meetina with the Chiefs, this one a private session 
with DO other advisers present. But whether he was successful in bringing 
the Jes around to his point of view is unclear,-

~ On 27 March Vance arrived in Moscow, accompanied by a delega.
tion that included LTG Rowny representing the JCS. Like most otbem in the 
party, RoWDy lacked full access to Vance's instructions and did not know 
that, in addition to the deep cuts and deferral proposals, Vance carried with 
him a third offer with reduction numbers and constraints that fell roughly 
between the other two.27 The next day, departing from the usual custom of 
submitting one offer while holding the second in reserve, should the first be 
rejected, Vance tabled the deep cuts and defenal proposals simuItaDeously. 
Taking these offers UDder advisement, Soviet leader Brezhnev tlatly rejected 
both two days Jater. Though he offered no counter-proposal, he did agree 
that discussions shou1d continue in Geneva. Vance cabled Washington for 
permission to table the third option, but President carter, feeling the Sovi
ets had let him down, decided against doing so.2S 

(ll) Looking back, Vance found the ~ reaction easDy under
standable, sil1~ the cutbacks in the first US offer fe11 hardest on them. and 
since the second made DO effort to deal with the cruise missile question. 1M:
cording to Vance, BrezImev termed the US offers 'imeoustruetive and one
sided- and ·harmful to Soviet security."29 It was true, of cnmse~ that Ulld:er 
the US proposal the Soviet Union would have had to Jive up some of its 
heavy ICBMs. But In exchange the United States would haw forgone devel
opment of the M-X, leaving the US strategic arsenal without an improved 
hard-target kill eapability. Carter had oorresponded in. advance with 

26 BT'Ze&in.ski, Power and Principle, 160. 

28 MFlt by RoWDy, "Debrief of sec MeetiDg of 23 Mar and Meeting of JCS 'With the Presi
dent 01124 Mar. II undatld, TS, box 36. Rowny Papers. 

2'1' Brzezinski, PowerantiPrinciple, 159-60. 

$8 MFR by RoWDy, "MoscoW Trip ::IS. Mar-4 Apr 1",,'" 12 Apr '17, T8; "Messaae Traftic.. 
Moscow Trip. 25 Mar-4Apr 71, 18, both in box ~ ~ Papers.A1s,o ~ R.awnY. Tango. 
104; Cyrus VanC!!\ Hard OtoiCBtf, 53-55; and BtzeziDski, Power ClIld Prlrtciple, 162, 

• Vance, Hard ChoiJ!es, 54. 
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BrezJmev and thought the Soviet leader was more open and receptive than 
he proved to be.30 But in rejecting the US offers, the Soviets were only doing 
what the Joint Chiefs had expected. More famDiar with Soviet negotiatmg 
behavior th~ the Carter White House, the Chiefs had suspected an along 
that the Sov:tets' wazy nature would cause them to react negatively if it ap
peared the United States were trying to foist something different on them 
than the agreed Vladivostok formula. Now, with the deep cuts proposal in a 
shambles, the United States would have to start anew. 

NeptiatioDS Resume 
fIIIt.lIJ Despite the setback at Moscow, President Carter felt that a SALT 

II treaty with significant reductions was still feasible and urged his advisers 
to continue thinIdng in those terms. Accordingly, on 7 Aprill9?7, the Spe
cial Coordination Committee reaffirmed its preference for a ·comprehen
sive" approach with deep cuts (1,800-2,000 aggregate, with 1,100-1,200 
MIRVs) and decided further that the United States should try to elicit a spe
cific Soviet critique and counter .. proposaJs.81 Shortly thereafter, the Joint 
Chiefs completed a review of their own and advised Secretary Brown that, 
while they regarded some form of a reductions proposal still acceptable "'in 
the context of a total package," additioaal US concessions could adversely 
affect the strategic nuclear balance to the detriment of the United States. 
Knowing Soviet negotiating tactics all too wen, the Qdefs cautioned that if 
the Soviets refused to accept this proposal in toto, the United States should 
withdraw it promptly, lest the Soviets try to "pocket" portions of it.32 

(U) Meanwhile, a quiet reshuffling of poJicy~maldng procedures saw 
greater participation by State and the NSC Staff-and virtually none at all by 
the Joint Chiefs and OSD-in the development of proposals to restart neg~ 
tiations. According to journalist Strobe Talbott, the prevailing sentiment at 
State and ACDA held Secretary of DefeDSe Brown largely responsible for the 
fiasco in Moscow, ow.ing to Brown's enco1J1'8l8lDent of reductiODS. To 
mount an effective -rescue operation," many believed it necessary to exclude 
Pentagon influence, including not only OSD but JCS as well.38 Thus, ~ a 
means of reenergiziDg the talks, Secretary of State Vance met with his SoViet 
counterpart, Andrei Gromyko, in Geneva in May, and secured Gromyko's 
acceptance of a US proposal establishing a three-tiered procedural frame
work for SALT: (1) a pl'Otorol or interim agreement lasting two to three 
years, dealing with such contentious issues as moblle launchers and cruise 

30 See Carter, Keeping Faith, 211-18. 

31 Memo. Brzezinski to George Brown, et eL, 11 Apr 77,1'8. '156 (13 Apr 77)· 

3lI JCSM-195-'17to BeeDe(, 7 May 77. 1'8, JCS 2482/351-1, 756 (13 Apr 77)· 

33 Talbott, Bndt/ame. 85. 
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missBes; (2) a treaty lUIlDing until 198& with ceilings appreciably lower 
than the Vladivostok limits; and (3) a statement of principles, along the 
Jines of the comprehensive proposal, to guide SALT nI.B4 

QIilWith negotiations set to resume, the Joint Chiefs met on 3 June 
to consider what to do next to awid being frozen out of future negotiations. 
General Bernard W. Rogers, USA, who had asked for the meeting, believed 
the JCS had surrendered all iDitiative and were no longer capable of any
thing other than responding to proposaJs that already had been presented to 
the Soviets. General Brown worried that, if this were the case, the Joint 
Chiefs might be forfeiting their statutory responsibility to advise the Presi
dent. After some discussion, he resolved that the next time he was asked to 
review a proposal in isolation from the Service Chiefs, he wouJd rep1y that 
he was not empowered to speak for them. General Rogers recalled that, just 
before the Geneva talks, President Carter had reassured the JCS that they 
would be consulted before any new proposa1s were tabled. Yet, now, it was 
the JCS consensus that Secretary Vance bad apparently presented new pro
posa)s. Although Vance preferred to look upon them as "propositions for 
consideration," it was LTG Rowny's opinion, as the JCS representative in 
Geneva, that the Soviets reprded them as actual proposaJs.35 

(U) An added factor in the auefs' growing sense of frustration was 
President Carter's announcement on 30 June that he was C8l1fA.'ding the B-1 
bomber. which the Air Foree had been counting on to rep1ace its aging fleet 
of B-52S and to counter the Soviet Backfire.- The President's decision came 
on the recommendation of Secretary of DefeDse Brown, but it was clear be
forehand that Carter had no use for the plane-indeed, that he found it to 
have limited strategic value in light of the advent of stand-off cruise missiles 
and the still highly secret "stealth" aircraft progmm. Above all, Carter eon
sidered the B .. l "a gross waste of money. "8'1 Although the immediate effects 
on SALT of the cance1lation were negligI'ble, there were bound to be even
tual repereussions. Not only was the loss of the B-1 a major blow to the Joint 
Chiefs' hopes for strategic modernization but also it sent a signal to the S0-
viets that the United States would have nothing new to trade in exchange for 
limitations on the Backfire. If by canceling the B-1 Carter was exercising 
unilateral restraint, expecting the Soviets to show simBar forbearance with 
the Backfire, he was in for a disappointment. 

at. Vance, Hard Cltoices, &6. 

3IS MFR byRowny. ·Updateon Status ofSALT.JCS MeetiDg, Friday.SJun 71," SJun11. TS. 
"Key Doeu:ments, JCSREPSALT, 1973-79,·.01. filA-I971, box ss. Rowny Papers. 

3$ "President's News CoDfenmee of SO Jun 1911: PublWPapers: Qzrter,l977,l197· 

3'1 Cater, Keeping Faith, 81-83. 
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~ 18 July the Joint Chiefs gave Secretary of Defense Brown their 
latest appraisal of where they thought SALT II stood. Though not enthusias
tic about the three-tiered framewor~ they agreed that it did not appear "un
reasonable." However, they felt that certain elements represented 
"significant US movemem- from past proposals, whereas the Soviet position 
remained "essentially unchanged. lit The JCS perceived "an essential link" be
tween continued force modernization and an aeeept:able agreement, and this 
in turn necessitated preserving options. Yet President Carter ·had recently 
canceled the B-1 bomberj the Minuteman III ICBM had gone out of produc
tion; and the Trident missile submarine and M-X ICBM were experiencing 
delays. The remaining programs, the Chiefs warned, "may not represent a 
sufficient deterrent; nor may they signal US resolve to maintain the strate· 
gic balance." The Chiefs therefore opposed making any further concessions, 
either in the protocol or the treaty, and cautioned against allowing the tem
porary protocol to establish undesirable precedents for long-term restric
tions~38 

....-rms advice figured little, jf at all, in the development of proposals 
in the face of determined efforts by Vance, ACDA Director Warnke (who 
also served as chief US negotiator), and a handful of aides to find a formula 
that would get the talks moving again. And with the SALT I Interim Agree
ment scheduled to expire on 3 October, State and ACDA approached the 
task as though working under something of an artificial deadline.39 By late 
August these efforts had caused the Carter administration to soften its de
mands for reductions in overall launcher numbers and to shift instead to 
obtaining a reduced subceiling on MIRVed systems, including ALCM
equipped heavy bombers, a concession the United States had resisted in the 
past. When the issue had first come up in sec discussions in June and July, 
the JCS had reminded Secretary Brown and National Security Adviser. 
Brzezinski that they opposed constraints or on 

Unelersc:orilttg their I 

08D1A~) 

[)MI'!rv1112 that further concessions 
be unavoidable, affectiDg ALCMs that would doubt-

less irritate the Chiefs, he urged Carter to slow down the pace of the negotia
tions, partly so as not to jeopardize the Panama Canal Treaty still awaiti~ 
action in the Senate, but also to buy time until the administration found it
self in a stronger position to fend off JCS and congressional eriticisms.41 Not 

38 JCSM-289-77to SecDef, 18 Jul77, TS/XGD8, JCS 2482/364, 756 (20 Jun 77)· 

89 See Vance, Hard Choices, 58; and Talbott., Endgame, 88-109-

40 See JCSM-2B9-71 to SecDef., 18 JolT!, Ta, JCS 2482/364. 756 (20 Jun 77)· 
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surprisingly, Brzezinski also launched a quiet but "sustained effort" to bring 
the JCS back into the mainstream of the policy process.42 

~ne Brzezinski counseled caution and delay, State and ACDA 
were eager to move on to an agreement, hoping that meetings sebeduled be-
tween Vance and Gromyko toward the end of September would acbieve the 
long-awaited breakthrough. In preparation for Gromyko's visit to Washing
ton, President Carter convened the NSC on 6 September to review three 
possible new SALT proposals. All three began with a 2,160 aggregate, and 
then veered off with different for counting MIRVed and rei.!lted,-tvi:Je 
systems. This general to 
qull.ltt:itKl endorsement 

OSD1a4,-) 

an consen .. 
sus was near at band.'" However, at a meeting a week later, the Joint Chiefs 
reminded Secretary of Defense Brown that serious problems, in their view, 
still remained. In particular, the JCS believed that the Ugited States should 
have more leeway to develop its cruise missile program and that it should 
insist on counting all Backfire bomberS in excess of 100 against the strategic 
aggregate. Moreover, there was nothing in these proposals, the Chiefs ar
gued, that would adequately eurb the growing Soviet threat to the US sUo
based ICBM force. The concessions, in other words, all seemed to be coming 
from the United States, in an apparent effort to wrap up an agreement as 
quickly as possible.45 Secretmy Brown did not in fact fully share the Chiefs' 
sentiments. He still considered the Backfire a gray area S}lStem, with ques
tionable intercontinental capabilities, and he doubted whether ALCM con
straints, either in numbers or in range, would prove as debilitating as the 
JCS believed. Yet like his military advisers, he seemed increasingly uneasy 
over what a possl"ble agreement might hold.46 

41 Memo, Brzezinski to Carter, 5 Sep 77. TS{X.GDS, National Security Adviser CoJleclion, 
Staff Office, box 1. NBC Mtg No. 7 folder, Olrter Library. 

G Brzezinski, Power and Principle, 168. 

G CM 1631-'77 to 8ecDef. 2S Sep '77. TS. JCS 1482/373-1, 756 (20 Ja 77)· 

44 Brzezinski, Power and Principle, 169. 

45 No recoo:l of this SecDef..JCS meetiDg appears to have been retained for dCS files. Fortbe 
gist of the discu.uion see JCSM-371"'77 to SecDef, 21 Sep 77, 1'8, Jes 2482/371; JCSM~369- . "to SecDet 23 Sep 77. TS, JCS 2482/371; and JCSM~375-" to Stdlet 23 Sep TI, TB, Jes 
2482/373, all in 756 (20 Jun 77). 

46 Memo, Brown to BrzeJinsii, 23 Sep TI. TS, des 24B2I31H; memo, Brown to BrzeziDSld" 
2'J Sep 77, 1'8, Jes 24821371-2; memo, Brown to carter, 6 Oct '77. TS, dCS 2482/373-2, all 
756 b Sep'77); and Btzezinski. Power and Prindple, 169. 
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fU) MeanwhUe, Vance, with President Carter's blessing, was euttiDg a 
deal With Gromyko. Out of the give and take, there finally emerged on 27 
September a tentative four-level counting agreement simi1ar to the formu1a 
discussed earlier in the NSC. Under the overall aggregate (8 number yet to 
be decided) there 'WOUld be a ceiling of 1,320 on MIRVed missiles and 
ALCM-equipped heavy bombers, a subceiling of 1,200-1,250 on MIRVed 
missile launchers, and a limit under that of 820 MIRVed ICBMs (as apjDst 
the 650-700 recommended by the JaJ). To be sure, significant dift'erences 
still remained. The United States favored an overall aggregate of 2,160, 
while the Soviets wanted it set at 2,250. Moreover, the Soviets insisted that 
the Backfire be excluded from SALT U. Responding to US prodding, they 
offered assuran __ , as a good faith gesture, that it lacked, and would never 
have, intercontinental capabilities. Also yet to be resolved were the handling 
of cruise missile limitations, the introduction of new ICBMs (including 
those that might be mobBe), and restraints on improvements of existing 
missiles. But all in all, Vance reeaDed emerging from the talks "heartened 
and opt:imistie. -4'1 

(fII Sentiment among the Joint Chiefs was ctistinctIy different. On 6 
October 1977 they met with President Carter to inform him of what their re
actions would be should the United States and the Soviet Union reach an 
agreement on the basis of the recently concluded Vance-Gromyko deal," As 
the Chiefs understood the proposed terms, they remained worried about the 
future handling of the cruise missile question, the absence of a firm com
mitment on the part of the United States to build a new ICBM (the M-X) as 
a deterrent to heavy Soviet systems (e.g., the 88-18), and the fiillure of the 
Vanee-Gromyko talks to impose coDStraints on the Backfire. Personally, 
General Brown aJso mentioned reservations he had about verification 
measures, and stressed that a treaty must represent equal concessions. Gen
eral Jones, then the Air Force chief, emphasized the need to keep open the 
option for a mobile M-X, while Admiral James L HoDoway III, Chief of Na
val Operations, expressed concern over the fu.t.we of the Trident II missile 
submarine. President Carter reassured both that their services' interests 
would be protected, but he declined to be more specific .. .e 

• Despite their misgivings, the Joint Chiefs grudgingly acknowl
edged that the Vance-Gromyko understanc:1iD.gs provided "the basis for con
cluding a workable SALT II arrangement. • Even so, they left no doubt that it 
'WOuld be an agreement they might find hard to support in Congress. The 
JCS hoped that the United States could avoid further concessions at Geneva, 

41 Vance, Hard Cfwioes, 59"61; Talbott, Endgame, 123-32. 

48 CM-I7Il-17to SecDef, 21 NOV77. TS/XGDS,JC8 2482/404. 756 (21 Nov 77). 

49 MFR by LTG Rowny, -SALT Up-Date,· 11 Oct 77, TS MFR.-I9?7 folder, box 23. Rowny 
Papers. 
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but more than that they wanted assurances that modernization plans for the 
US strategic arsenal would go furward without obstruction or interruption. 
Otherwise, they feared, "it wiD be exceedingly diftieult to maintain a strate
gic balance or to provide the Soviets with ineentiws for further (sic] reduc
tions. -50 From a military standpoint, it was an eminently sound and sensible 
position to take. But from President Carter's perspective, a commitment at 
this stage to JCS preferences would have been a wholesale repudiation of 
everything he hoped SALT would achieve in terms of an outright reduction 
in the size and capabilities of both sides· strategic nuclear arsenals. Until 
now, Carter bad made limited use of JCS advice in developing his strategic 
arms control policy; henceforth, he would make even Jess. 

Framing the SALT U Treaty 
(U) While the Vance-Gromyko talks bad established the guidelines 

for a SALT II treaty, numerous details remained to be resolved in such areas 
as definitions, the aa:ompanying protocot and veri1ication measures. This 
process would take more than a year offurtber tough negotiation and, in the 
end, would produce one of the most complex and controversial tteaties ever 
to go before the US Senate. The ensuing battle over ratitication would even
tuaDy prove inconclusive. But a1most from the moment the treaty was 
signed, its fate in the Senate was uncertain.. Only the Soviet invasion of Af· 
ghanistan in December 1979 and President Carters decision to withdraw 

. the treaty in protest spared the administration from what might have been 
the bitter political embarrassment of seeing the Senate either reject the 
treaty for ratification, or compel the administration, through amendments, 
to reopen the negotiations. 

(U) To the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the President's decision to withdraw 
the SALT II treaty was neither unwelcome nor altogether surprisiDg. For 
throughout the negotiations 1eading up to its signing, they wamed repeat
edly that,· in their estimation, the emerging agreement contained serious 
flaws and inequities which, by implication, could jeopardize its chances in 
the Senate. Although the JCS professed continuing support of strategic arms 
control, their skepticism remained all too apparent, further underscoring 
the immense difticulties the Carter administration faced in lining up sup
port for SALT D • 

• ) A chronic complaint heard during these months at meetings in 
the "tank" and throughout the JCS organization revolved around the limited 
opportunities the Joint Chiefs bad for making substantive inputs into arms 
control policy. In late March 1978. for example, Secretary of State Vance 
and Ambassador Warnke sent President Carter a memorandwn outlining 
the diplomatic path toward an agreement, but they declined to provide a 
copy to the JCS. When General Brown finally learned about the Vance-

60 JCSM-440-71 to SeeDef, 21 Nov TI. TS. JCS 2482/404. 756 (21 Nov Til. 
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Warnke memorandum, he commented privately. "I'm sorry the JCS aren't 
involved to the degree that memos like [this] are shared with them." Oniy 
several weeks earlier. General Rowny had voiced concerns of his own that 
the JeB viewpoint was Dot being suf6.cient1y taken into aecount at the Ge
neva negotiations. "I told Warnke 'We were trying to play on his team." 
RoWDy reported, "but more and more were being relegated to the bench. "51 

(0) ROWDy'S was truly a f'n:Jstrating and diffieult position. Not only 
was he the official JCS representative but also, unofficially because of his 
rumored contacts with Senator Hemy Jackson, he was reputed to be -Jack~ 
son's man" in Geneva. Aware of the senator's influence on the Armed Ser
vices Committee, Secretary of Defense Brown had agreed that RoWDy 
should stay on as the JCS representative in Geneva, despite his reputation 
among senior State and ACDA officials as a "spoiler. "6t Rowny, for his part, 
found the Carter administration's whole approach to arms control much too 
conciliatory and deferential to Soviet sensitivities, at the expense of US in
terests. Although he admired Carter's idealism and enthusiasm, he consid
ered the President exceptionally naive, closed minded, and, perhaps worst 
of alJ, ill-advised by people like Vance and Warnke.13 IncreaSingly at odds 
with administration policy, Rowny became embroiled in quarrels leading to 
published reports of bad blood and backbit:ing between him and other 
members of the delegation.54 

..,. At the same time, owing to the deteriorating health and eventual 
departure of General Brown, Rowny found himself losing influence and 
credibility with his· core constituency, the Jomt Chiefs of Staff. Brown and 
ROWDY had been eJassmates at West Point and close friends ever since. and 
it was largely because of Brown that Rowny enjoyed as much aooess as he 
did to the JCS. But as the Chairman became progressively incapacitated 
from terminal cancer and unable to participate in JCS deUberatioDS, 
Rowny's advice counted for less and less. A case in point was a question that 
arose in the spring of 1978 over how to handle the dismantling of Soviet 
ICBMs, so that the Soviet fo~ would fall within the proposed aggregate. 
'the Soviets wanted 18 months to complete the dismantling, but ROWDY 
warned that extending the dismantling period beyond 12 months would be 
"poHtical dynamite" in the united States. Nevertheless, Lieutenant General 
William Y. Smith, the Chairman's assistant, urged Acting Chairman Admiral 

61 OeD BJ.'OWD's comment is wri1teD. on memo, SeeDef to Pres., ?IJ Mar 78. TS, CJCS Files 
(Brown), 156 SALT (1 Sap 77-30 Apr 78), For Rowny's comment, see msg, Rowny to Acta 
CJCS. OeD 262, on350Z Mar 78. s. ibid. 

62 See Talbott, Endgame.14O-

511 Edward L. RowDy, It Tates One to Tango (Wasbinpn, DC: Brassey'., 1992194-103. 

" See Walter Pincus, "Diaoord Smfacing in U.S. Delegation On SALT Stance," Washington 
Post,s Dee'Tr. A1, A2B. 
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Holloway to pay no attention to RoWDY's comments. First, said Smith, "we 
as military professionals ate not the best judges of what is 'political dyna
mite'," 1\nd second, there was little to be gained from further bagling as 
long as the dismantling took place and gave the JCS what they wanted
fewer Soviet ICBMs. Without belaboring the matter, Admiral HoDoway 
sided with Lieutenant General Smith.55 

(U) WIth General Jones's advent as Chairman in June 1978, Rowny's 
stock appears to bave slipped a bit further. As Chief of Staff, Jones had ac
quiesced in the President's B-1 eaneeDation decision, a sign that while be 
might not agree with the Chief Executive's decisions, he was prepared to c0-
operate with the White House and accept its direction. Rowny, on the other 
band, preferred the amftontational approach. Although Roway established 
what be descnbed as a "solid" partnership with Jones, it was clear that the 
new Chairman had his own ideas on SALT and that be was far less reliant on 
Rowny or as deferential as his predecessor bad been. As a result, as Rowny 
put it, "my relationship with Jones was not as intimate as the one I had en
joyed with Brown."58 

-Still, Rowny was by no means alone in his concern forwbat SALT 
n would prodllO!. Anxieties permeated the Joint Staff as weII, as exempli
fied by the circulation In mid-February 1978 of a J-5 report on the US
Soviet strategic balance .pointing to ominous trends which SALT n threat
ened to exacerbate. Looking at the situation since 1972, the J-5 analysts saw 
Soviet strategic forces surging ahead, acquiring quantitative and qualitative 
improvements that were rapidly outstripping those of US forces. Among the 
factors cited as causing concern were the appearance of the Backfire 
bomber, Soviet introduction of new and more accurate modern large bal1is-
tic missiles (MLBMs) with MIRVed throw-weight far exceeding that of US 
ICBMs, improved Soviet SLBM capabilities, and the apparent reluctance or 
unwillingness of the United States to implement corresponding moderniza
tion measures in its own strategic arsenal Planned US strength, compared 
with that of the Soviet Union, the analysts concluded, "may not result in real 
and perceived equivalence and, consequently, deterrence • • . in the late 
1980's."67 

'" This draft underwent a long series of revisions.68 Eventually, on 
20 March, the Joint Chiefs adopted a toned-down version that they sent to 

Ii6 MFR by LtGeD. W. Y. Sm~ -SALT," 22 Apr 78. TS. CJCS Files (JOMB). 756 SAT (1 Jut 
78-32 Jan 79). 011 the Bl'OWIt-Rowny relatkmship, see RoWDY. Tango. 9s. 

56 Rowny, Tango, no. 

n J-s Draft Report to JCS on SALT and Essential EquivaJence, 14 Feb 78. '1'8. JCS 
2482/439.756 (14 Feb 78), 

68 See memo, UGen. W. Y. Smith to CSA, et. al., 15 Mar 78, TS, CJCS Files (Brown), 7s6 
SALT b Sep 71-30 Apr 78). 
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S~ Brown, together with a recommendation that be pass it along to 
President Carter. Brown did so, but with a caveat that the Joint Chiefs' 
views were not necessari1y his own.59 Most notably gone from the version 
th~.Secretary and the President read was any mention ofdeterrence possibly 
failing by the late 19808. Instead, the JCS chose to emphasize the political 
and diplomatic advant8ges the Soviets stood to gain should they ever ac
quire strategic superiority. From their examination of the strategic balance, 
the JCS believed that, on a variety of recent issues, Soviet intransigence 
flowed from a perception that the relative balance of power was shifting in 
Moscow's favor. S~ a shift;, the Chiefs warned, threatened to undermine 
the basic structure of essential equivalence and eould tempt Soviet leaders 
into adopting bolder policies of political and diplomatic coercion. The JCS 
felt that, broadly speaking, for a SALT agreement to be acceptable, it bad to 
be verifiable and it had to provide a framework allowing both sides to exer
cise the right to maintain strategic stability. "The emerging agreement," the 
Chiefs acknowledged, "generally provides this framework. ,. But they worried 
just the same that, without a more vigorous US strategic modernization 
program, SALT n cou1d usher in a decisive and perhaps permanent shift of 
power favoring the Soviets. 80 _As the negotiations progressed, two issues continued to loom over 
all others in any list of JCS concerns. One of course was the Baekfire threat, 
which the Carter administration seemed inclined to discount, while the 
other and more accurate 
ICBM, Joint Chiefs had OSD 1A~ (k) 
long States an fonow-on to the 
Minuteman, both for deterrence purposes and to the growing hard-
target kiD capability of the Soviet ICBM force. Under the SALT n agreement 
they saw emerging, the Chiefs could find little being done to prevent the US 
Minuteman force, as General Jones characterized it, from becclmiJlg 

a<:cc:~n1iIlI to 

19 Memo, Brown to Carter. 2'7 Mar 78. 1'8. CJCS Files (Brown), 756 SALT (1 Sep 71-30 Apr 
18). 

80 JCSM-9S-78 to SecDe( 21 Mar 78, 18, JCS 2482/439. 756 (14 Feb 78)· 
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far withheld) and assurances that mobDe ICBM basing modes such as MAP 
would be allowable Under SALT n.(U 

. • An important turning point came in the summer of 1978 at a se-
~es of sec meetings whk:h seemed to signal the glimmer of a revival of JCS 
influence on SALT policy by endorsing the Chie&' position, both on mobile 
ICBMs and on a related matter termed Rfractionation," the practice of load~ 
ing increasing numbers of warheads on missiles.tIS The JeB that it be 

ofa 

proposalst if an 
control agreement, significant verification problems. Mobile 
launchers were hard to count, and without actually peering into the front 
end of a missile, it was impossible to tell for sure how many R.Vs it might be 
carrying. But as Secretary Brown pointed out to President Carter, the Joint 
Chiefs' recommendations made a lot of sense. The allowable increase in S0-
viet warheads during the 19Bos was of such enormous proportions that, 
without curbs of one kind or another, the Soviets would have an exceedingly 
dangerous advantage in less than a· decade.64 

(U) At this stage Carter temained convinced that "on balance our p0-
sition is better than that of the Soviets. "65 But he was under growing pre. 
sure, not only from his military advisers but also from CoDg1'eSS, to bolster 
what appeared the weakest leg of the US trlad-land~based ICBMs. At a 
camp David meetiog in August 1978 here1uctantly acknowledged the Uke1y 
need for the M-X but rejected the proposed MAP deployment scheme as too 
problematic for verification purposes. Before maldng up his mind, be 
wanted 10 see other deployment options.tl6 No doubt Carter was also playing 
for time, postponing a decision on the M·X in hopes that something might 
materialize at Geneva to make the missile U:nnecessary. But from the JCS 
standpoint, the signs were encouraging that the President was· ~ 
around to their point of view. both on the M .. X as well as on SALT m gen-

61 CSAFM-60-?8 to JCS. 5 Jun 78. Ta, JCS 248214fill 156 (6 Jnn 78)· 

132 Summaries of ConeluatoDs. sec m'tg!!, for 26 Jon 78. 5 Ju1 ,s. and 10 AUl18.TS, all in 
CJCS Files (Jones), sec Meetings II'Ile (1 Jan ']8-13 Nov78)· . ..' 

G6 Memo, Brown to Carter. 14 Jul 78, TS. JCS 2482/464. 756 (14 Ju178)· 

fl6 MFR by Brzezinski of Lunch with JCS, 10 May 78. U, National Security ~ ~ 
lion, Staff Offiees, box 1, NBC Mts No. 8 folder, Carter Libnuy. .. 

66 John Edwards. Superweapon: The Making ofMX (NYl W.W. NorlDDtl~2), 16~~. . 
.' 
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eral. Reporting to his colleagues on the results of a 2 September White 
House meetins, Chairman Jones exuded confidence that the JCS could 
count on "getting perhaps 80" of what we want. "117 

~ was, as it turned out, a gross oveteJtimatiOD. Instead of 
adopting a tougher position, Carter seemed more determined than ever to 
close a deal, hoping to use the momentum generated by the recent Egyp
tian-Israeli peace a.ceord to nudge matters along.88 .As a further inducement, 
~ authorized several major concessions which Vance conveyed to Gromyko 
In the autumn of 197ft These included abandoning any further attempts to 
oonstrain the BackfiJ.e bomber under SALT II, if the Soviets would provide 
written assurances not to increase either the plane's production numbers or 
capabnities; and the withdrawal of a US-proposed promoition on testing 
SLBMs in a depressed trajectory.- By early December, with most of the ma
jor hUl'dles now out of the way, rumors were afoot that an agreement was 
imminent. Duly alerted, the television networks awaited a momentary 
statement from the White House. None came. Apparently irked by Carter's 
decision to establish full relations with the People's Republic of China, the 
Soviets turned cool and left: dang1ing a number of niggling issues until the 
following spring. 70 

(U) Still, for all intents and purposes, SALT 11 was a "done deal" by 
the end of 1978. In assessing the agreement's probable impact, Joint Staff 
analysts saw the Soviet Union emerging the net winner. -Within the SALT 
framework," they found, "the Soviets have gained at _ stmtegic parity," 
based in no small part on strategic expenditures that were roughly triple 
those of the United States in recent years. Not only were US strategic forces 
failing to keep ~ with SOviet forces in terms of renewal and moderniza
tion but also it seemed clear that SALT n COJltained neither the incentive 
nor the requirement for the Soviet Union to curb the pace of its current pro
grams. Looking ahead, JCS analysts fully expected the Soviet Union to forge 
on with additional 88-17, 88-18, and/or S8-19 ICBM deployments, 2 new 
SLBMs, a new SSBN, and probably a new heavy bomber as weD, all ~lI!:
panied by improvements in command, control, communications and mteDl
gence (C'JI), civil defense, and air defense. In contrast, the United States had 
yet to approve a deployment mode for the M-X; was counting on cruise mis
sile technology to rejuvenate the effectiveness of its over-age B-52 fleet; and 

67 MFR-Debrief by Gen Jones of 2 Sep NSC Mts, 2 Sep 78, TS, in Key DocIlments
JCSREPSALT (1973-'79), vol. IVCwl9'18. box 55, R.owny papers. 

68 Talbott, Bndgame, 205. 

69 BrzeziDIki to Vauee and Brown, 14 Oct 78, 1'8; and cable, Aaron to Vance, 23 Oet 78. TS. 
both in CJCS Files (Jones), NBC Memos File (1 Aug 78-31 Dee 78). 

10 Garthoff, Dftmte and Cl7rifrontat:ion. gQ3.o05. 
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would doubtless have to keep its Poseidon SSBNs in service longer than 
planned, owing to slowdowns intbe Trident constru.ction program.:n 

_ RoWDy's assessment was essentially the same. The more be 
mOlumt about it, the more convinced he became that the qreement neaJrinIc 
CODil1)leltion was and that it would confer unar.celJtable 

. 1981.'12 At a pri-
meeting in late December in· Geneva, he confronted Secretary of State 

yanca with ~ concerns. Vance, for his part, seemed unperturbed. The main 
ISSUe, he believed, was whether this agreement was better than DO agree
ment at aD and whether conceding to the Soviets OD such matters as the 
Bacldire was the only praetical thing to do. Rowny, on the other barid, ex
pressed confidence that a reopening of major issues was not too late and 
that it would lead to greater reductions in the overall aggregate than the 
current agreement envisioned. ROWDY added that these past few months 
bad marked, for him, Can all-time low," He had been neither privy to Presi
dent Carter's decisions nor part of the negotiating process. Vance replied 
that it bad to be his decision what be revealed and whom be took to the De-
ant-iQ~ftd' • 78 o--.....ue sesswns. 

",Back in Washington in March, ROWDY found the Joint Chiefs still 
worried but increasingly prone to accept the tr~ without raising any fur
ther serious objections. Most agreed with Vance that the emerging agree
ment, while far from ideal, was the best pcsS1llIe outcome. Indeed, the only 
avowed dissenter from this view was General Louis R WJIson, CMC, who 
agreed with Rowny that· SALT n contained serious flaws. General Bernard 
W. Rogers, USA, while concemed that the treatyeould lead to undue com
placency among the American public, favored it aU the same. Admiral Tho
mas B. Hayward, CNO, disagreed with Rowny's judgments that SALT II did 
not serve US interests and that the Soviets could be pressured into renego
tiating major issues. Without a treaty, .Hayward insisted, the United States 
would have to spend more on strategic forces and this, in turn, would rob 
funds from the Navy's cash-strapped shipbuilding program. General Lew 

'll Point Paper on Strategic Fol'Ce Modernization Program, for JCS Meeting with the Presi
dent on 17 Nov 78, S/GDS. J-5 NBC Collection, box 13. Meeting with tbeP1'esident '7 Nov 
78 folder. Emphasis in origiDal. 

12 Mag ou85oZ, Rowny to Jones, 12 Nov 78, TS. J-5 NSC Co1leetion, box 13, Meeti:Dg with 
the President. 17 Nov 78. folder. 

73 MFR by RoWDY, 30 Dec 18. sub: Conversation with Secy Vance, 29 Dec 78, C, "Key 
Documents, JCSREPSALT (1973-19)," Vol. lVD-1978. box ss. RowDy Papers. Also see 
Rowny, Tango. 117. 
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Allen, Jr,,, USAF, doubted whether SALT II would undermine deterrence, as 
Rowny thought it might. Nor did he accept another of RoWDYs arguments 
that. one of the functions of the treaty was to arrest a Soviet buJ1dup. The 
Ch8lrlllall, General Jones, did not see the treaty giving the Soviets any un
fair advantages. On the mntrary, he viewed the constraints on Soviet sys
tems in the treaty as constituting "a big plus" for the United States and did 
not believe that the Soviet Union would be in a position hencefurth to seize 
a qualitative edge over the United States. W'lthout a treaty, Jones feared that 
Congress would not fund any new programs, and that it might even reduce 
the money for those already underway. Obviously, although the Chiem were 
tar from sanguine over the impending agreement, they were prepared to 
give it the benefit of the doubt and learn to Jive with it.74 

«tI) From this point on, until the VleDJJIl summit in June 1979, JCS 
interest in SALT II revolved. around two sets of related problems: (1) clear
ing up aD remaining ambiguities in the treaty, especially verification prob
lems relating to the Soviet practice of encrypting missile test data, and 
removing obstacles that might stand in the way of deploying a mobile mis
sile system; and (2) securing from President Carter a firm commitment to 
support the further modernization of US strategic programs, including ap
proval of the M-X. 75 Barring such a commitment, the Chiefs insisted, *the 
treaty will simply codifY the existing unsatisfaetory situation and compel the 
United States to enter SALT III negotiations from a position of weakness. "76 

Many in the Senate agreec:t pointing to the need for an administration deci
sion on the M-X before they could make up their minds on how to vote on 
the treaty. As one Senate aide recalled, -MX and SALT became as inter
twined as the fibers of a rope. "17 

." President Carter, for bis part, remained as leay as ever of the M
X. But with the completion in the spring of 19'19 of a new M·X basing study, 
81ld under continuing pressure from Congress and his military advisers to 
clarlfy his position on strategic modernization, be saw his band being 
forced.. Of the three M .. X basing alternatives the President received, the 
front-runner in the competition now appeared to be the multiple protective 
shelter {MPS} concept, using 6,200 vertical shelters spread out over a large 
area to shield 200 M-X missiles in random and changing deployments. The 
theory behind MPS was that if an attacker did not know which shelters 
housed missiles, aD the shelters would have to be targeted in order to ensure 

7. MFR by Rowny, 16 Mar 79. sub: Chiefs' CommeatB on 1 Man:h 1979. S.1Cey DoeIIJnellf.J, 
JCSREPSALT (1973-19), Vol. VA-1m. box 42, RoWDy Papers. 

'711 JCSM-17'-79 to SeeDef, 16 Mar 19, TS, JCS 2482/505, 756 (16 Mar 79). 

76 JalM-191-19to SecDet; 24 May 79. S. JCS 2482/508,756 (16 Mar 79) HB. 

rt Quoted in Dan CaldweJJ. "'I'he SALT II Treaty," in Michael .Krepon and Dan caldwell 
(eds.). 71Ie Polit.fcs 0/ Arms Qmrrol Ratfjication (NY: at. Martin's, 1991), 306. 
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destruction of the entire missile force. Other possible basing options for the 
M-X ~ a road mobile system., which would involve putting M-X missiles 
on public highways at times of high International tensions; and a mix of air 
mobile and silo-based deployments . .,8 Although the Joint Chiefs hesitated to 
endorse one option over another, MPS was the favorite of the Joint Staff 
and by far the preferred solution of the Air Porce owing to its survivability 
and cost-effectiveness over other schemes.79 But MPS also posed significant 
verification problems that gave President Carter pause. After lengthy dis
cussions in the Policy Review Committee, f01lowed by a formal :review in the 
NSC on 4 June, Carter again deferred a fiDal basing decision but agreed that 
engineering development of the M-X should proceed without further de
lay.80 Even so, it was a decision he regretted having to make, noting in his 
diary the "nauseating" feeling it left him with, and the "gross waste of 
moneY' it would entail.81 

(U) Soon after the President made his decision, Brzezinski circaIated 
instructions that all press releases, congressional testimony, and speeches 
concerning the M-X were to be closely coordinated with the White House.· 
Clearly, it was through the promise of the M-X that the Carter administra
tion hoped to fortify its position, tum skeptics into supporters, and reaSsure 
those who might be wavering that the SALT 1I treaty was in America's best 
interests. Among those yet to be fully oonvinced were the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. But with the SALT II agreement on the verge of going to the Senate. 
the time was fast approaching when they would have to resolve their doubts, 
one way or the other, and adopt a public posture that would not only place 
their crec:h'bility on the line but also, no doubt, go far toward influencing the 
outcome of the ratification debate. 

'IS See -ICBM' and Strategic Force Modemization Options,. 30 Apr- 79. s, enclosure to 
memo, S. L. Zeiberg, DDSD(RE), to CJ~ 30 Apr 79, D, CJCS Files (Jones), PRC MeetiDg 
File (1 Apr 79-31 May 79). This study actually looked at .. total ofive buiD& optiou, oDly 
three of which inCOl'pOtated the M-X. 1'he otbertwo options would haw done away eDtiJe1y 
with the M-X in favor of relying on various adapta1:ions of the 'frideDt missile sysIem. 

79 TP on ICBM Rebasina and Strategic Fome Modernization, fOr SecDef and CJC8, PRO 
Mta, 4 May 19. 'IS, CJCS Files (Jones). pac Meeting File (I /t:pr 19-31 May 19); Robert 
Frank Futtell, Idsas, Concepts, IJroctrine: Basic Thinldng in the United 8tstBs Air FOl"Oe. 
1961-1984 (Maxwell AFB: Air university P!ess.lg8g). 359-

80 Detailed Minutes, NSC Mtg on us Stratesie Arms Policy and DS-80viet Relations. 4 Jun 
19, 'IS, National Seeority Adviser CoDeetion, Staff 0fBces, bas a, NBC 14:tg No. 19 folder. 
Carter Libraly. See aJso Brzezinski. Power andPrinciple, 334-37. 
&1 Carter, Keeping Faith. 241. 

82 Memo, Brzezinski to Vance. et. aI., 12 Jul79, C, CJCS Files (Jones), NBC Memo File (1 

Jan 19-2Jul19). 
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(U) More than six years in the making, a SALT II agreement tinaJly 
became reality at the Carter-Brezhnev summit held in VJelUUl in June 1979-
A long and eJ'Medingly mmplicated document, SALT II consisted of numer
ous inter-related parts, including a five-year treaty on the Hmitation of stra
tegic offensive arms, aooompanied by agreed statements and common 
understandings clarifying the treaty text; a protoml (treated as an integral 
~ of the b:eaty) imposing temponuy mnstraints and probibitions; and a 
joint statement of principles to guide negotiators going into SALT III. A 
Memorandum of Understanding and Statements of Data supported the 
agreement by providing an agreed inventoty of existing strategic offensive 
forces. Finally, in a further clarification of the issues dealt with in the SALT 
II negotiations, the Soviets supplied, albeit reluetant1y, the statement they 
had promised renouncing any intention of giving the Backfire bomber inter
continental capabilities and confirming that production would not exreed 
30 copies per year. W'1th these assurances in band, President Carter made 
known that be mnsidered "the carrying out of these com.mitments to be es
sential to the obligations assumed under the Treaty." This WIS, however, no 
more than a unilateral declaration and was in no way binding upon the So
viets, who declined to confirm that they, too, considered their Backfire dec
laration to be a treaty obligation.sa 

(U) What attracted the most atten1ion and subsequent criticism were 
the trea1is numericallimitatious and qualitative constraints. IDstead of a 
permanent agreement as arigiDally sought, the SALT II treaty would expire 
at the end of 1985, making negotiation of a replacement agreement all the 
more imperative. The treaty initially established an overall aggregate of 
2AOO on ICBM launchers and beavy bombers, dropping to 2,250 by the end 
of 1981. The subceiling for ICBM and SLBM launchers equipped with 
MIRVs and for ALCM-equipped heavy bombers was 1,320; for MIRVed 
ICBMs and SLBMS, 1,200; and for MIRVed ICBMs alone, 820. During the 
treaty period each side could flight-test and deploy one new type of fIIlight" 
ICBM, carrying up to 10 RVs. However, the number of re-8nUy vehicles 
placed on existing ICBMs and SLBMs, for flight-testing and deployment, 
could not exceed the number of RVs with which that type of ICBM or SLBM 
bad already been flight tested. ALCM-capable heavy bombers (defined as B-
52 and B-1 types for the united States; Tupolev-95 and Myasisbehev types 
for the Soviet Union) mold carry up to 20 nuclear or nonnuclear cruise mis
siles with a range of aver 600 kilometers, though sbould either side elect to 
buUd a new cruise missile platform, a load of 28 would be permissible. Fi .. 
nally, for verification purposes, it was up to each side to use its own national 
teelmical means and to address compliance questiODS to the other through 
the Standing Consultative Commission based in Geneva. 

sa For the SALT n treaty and its aooompanying protocol and statements, see US Dept. of 
State, Bulletin. (Ju11919): 23-47. 
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(U) The accompanying protocol set forth certain limitations through 

the end of 1981, dealing with issues on whleh the parties had been unable to 
~ for the entire term of the treaty. Deployment and flight-testing of mo
bile ICBMs were prohibited for the period of the protocol, while under the 
treaty, once the protocol expired, the United States would be free to test and 
deploy a mobne version of the M-X. Since the M-X was not scheduled to be 
ready for deployment before the mid-19Sos, the restrictions in the protoml 
posed little hindrance. In addition, during the life of the protocol, the de
ployment of ground-launched and sea-launched cruise misslles with ranges 
in excess of 600 kilometers was proluoited. The Soviets hoped by this to 
curb NATO's plans for a long-range theater nuclear force. However, at the 
time the treaty was signed, NATO's plans for a LRTNF were still in t1.ux. 
Later that year, when NATO 8DaJly made up its mind, it was with the clear 
stipulation that there would be no LRTNF deployments before 1983. 

(D) Since controversy and public criticism bad dogged the Carter 
administration's handling of the SALT n negotiations from the outset, it 
could have come as DO surprise to the White House that the newly signed 
treaty would encounter opposition. What the President and his aides 
seemed to have underestimated were the depth and intensity of the public 
reaction. Practically no one liked the treaty. Vigorously condemned by con
servatives for containing too many concessions to the Russians, it retBved 
but tepid support from many hDerals, who felt it did not go far enough to
ward restraining the arms ~.8t Among those participating in the attack on 
the treaty from the former point of view was Lieutenant General Edward 
Rowny. Now retired from the Army, he devoted bimeelf practieaJly full-time 
to seeing the SALT II treaty either defeated or drastically rewritten.8& 

., In these circumstances, JCS assessments promised to play an es
peclaUy critical part in deciding the SALT II treaty's fate in the Senate. In
deed, nearly a third of the Senate expressed itself as being undecided at the 
time of the treaty's signin.g.86 A strong JCS endorsement of the treaty doubt
less would help to win converts among this group, whereas a JCS teCOm
mendation against the treaty would ahnost certainly prove fatal to its 
chances. SALT n was the second major treaty debate inwlving the Joint 

.. Dan Caldwell, TIll Dynamics ofDt1rnestlJ:: Polities andArms Control: 1tle SALT 117Naty 
Ratffieotion Debate (Colmnbia: UIdveDrity of SoaI:h Caro1iDa Press, 1991), preseats the 
most balanced 8.CCOUDt of both sides. AJso see Patrick GlyDD. Closing Pando:ru·sBa.c: Arms 
Races, Anns Control. and the History of the Cbld War (NY: Basic Boob, 1992), ~99"'305· 
'1.1le leadiDg opposition group to the treat;)' was the Commit:b:e on the Present Danser 
(CPD). whose chief spobsman was Paul H. ~ the OSD tepmseDta1ive to the SALT I 
negotiatiODl. OD the CPO's role and criticisms of the SALT II treaty, see Paul H. Nitze, 
Fh:nn Hiroshima to GlasrIost: At the Omter of J)eeision-A Memoir (NY: GJ'O'Ye, Wef.. 
denfeld, 1989),359-65. 

8& Rowny, Tango. 122. 

88 Caldwell. '"SALT II Treaty," 312. 
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Chiefs of Staff during the Carter yeat'S, the first being the Panama Canal 
treaty (see Chapter VI). That experientl! had drawn accusations from some 
members of Congress that the Chiefs were not providing them with wholly 
objective advice and that they were merely parroting what the administra
tion wanted said. This time, the Chiefs decided that they would approach 
the problem dift'erently. Anticipating that they would be called on for their 
views, they laid down certain criteria in advance and advised Secretary 
Brown that they would judge the treaty largely on the basis of three ques
tions: Was it equitable and in the mutual interests of both sides? Did it ac
commodate broader strategic interests, including those of America's allies? 
And did it provide a suitable framework fOf, and would it be accompanied 
by, measures "to arrest the deteriorating state of the military balance"?87 

.. Taking these various factors into account, the Chiefs on 11 July 
1979 told SecreWy of Defense Brown that they found SALT 11 to be lIa mod
est but useful contribution to our national interests." The Chiefs expJained 
that, while they would have preferred larger reductions and a more restric
tive treaty, with greater emphasis on curbing Soviet heavy missiles and the 
Backfire, they believed that the aggregates and sub-limits, combined with 
the fractionation ceilings, represented "an important step forward." But 
they also reminded the Secretary that much remained to be done unilater
ally by the United States to arrest what they considered to be the deteriorat
ing miJitary balance. Efforts in SALT III, they advised, should show greater 
determination to achieve substantial strategic reductions, espeeia11y in the 
throw-weight of Soviet heavy ~iles. Thougb not a particularly vigorous 
endorsement of the treaty, it served notitl! nonetheless that the Chiefs 
would stand behind SALT n and do their best to help see it approved.88 

(U) Over the course of the summer the Joint Chiefs testified at length 
before the Senate Foreign Relations and .Arms Services Committees in sup
port of SALT II. Basically, the arguments and opinions they offered differed 
little from those they had provided privately to the Secretary and the Presi· 
dent. While the Chiefs endorsed the treaty for ratification, they did so with~ 
out disguising their disappointment over its failure to include the Backfire 
bomber or to reduce the size and capabilities of the Soviet Union's meDBCing 
arsenal of large ICBMs. Moreover, the JCS readily acknowledged that, ow
ing to the recent loss of monitoring posts in Iran, the task of verifying Soviet 
compliance with the treaty would be that much harder. However, they felt it 
would be easier to watch and assess Soviet capabllities with the treaty than 
without it. 89 

8'1 JCSM~321-78 to SecDef. 12 Oct '}8, 'l'S, CJCS Files (Jones), 756 SAtT (1 Jul 78-31 Jan 
19). 

88 JCSM-233-79 to SecDef.llJul '79. S. JCS 2482/512. '156 (12 Jun 79). 
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(U) A key point, reiterated throughout the Joint Chiefs' testimony, 
was their belief that SALT II could not stand alone, and that it needed to be 
~~panied by a national commitment to boost defense spending. "OUr 
pnol'ity must go to strale8ic nue1ear force modernization," General Jones 
explained, "but increases are needed across the board for nuclear and non
nuclear forees."90 This reflected the growing concern among the Chiefs 0l'eI' 
recent and expected increases in Soviet stl'ategic power and over the parallel 
bui~p since the early 1970$ in Soviet conventional forces, including what 
AdmiraJ Hayward described as "a concerted cballeDge to the maritime sup&
riority the United States has eqjoyed since World War n." Jones and Hay
ward agreed that, with or without the treaty, the Soviets were likely to 
overtake the United States in most indices of strategic nuclear power by the 
mid-lg8oS. Consequently, the United States needed to initiate steps of its 
own to guard against faDing into a position of strategic inferiority. which 
might invite the Soviets to engage in political blackmail. Arms control could 
help in this process, but it was not enough by itself. -"0 the extent," Hay
ward observed, "that SALT agreements provide a framework within which 
we can compete with the Soviets to maintain an adequate balance and pre
vent the establishment of Soviet superiority, they represent a useful de-

• "'91 vtee. 

(U) As expected, JCS objectivity was a matter of concern throughout 
the hearings. Hoping to sway others, proponents of the treaty, like Democ
ratic Senator Carl UMn of Michigan, sought assurances from the Chiefs that 
they had had ample opportunity to reach the President with their advice and 
inputs aDd that they could vouchsafe the 1:reaty as militarily sound.- Critics, 
on the other hand, like Senator Henry Jackson, tended to dismiss the C2liefs' 
testimony as biased to begin with and, therefore. of 1ittle credIbllity. In as
sessing the strengths and weaknesses of the administration's case, Jackson 
and his staff rated Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, rather than any of 
the JCS, as by far the most persuasive and intlueDtial pro-treaty witness the 
Senate was Hke1y to hear.93 

(U) As the hearings progressed, many critics also questioned whether 
the administration was paying sufficient attention to the Joint Chiefs' rec
ommendations concerning strategic modemization. Eapecially skeptical was 

89 Jow testimony, 24 Jul 79. in US CoaJress. SeDate, ComJni1:tee on Armed Serviees, 
HeariDgs: Military Imp)ications of the Treaty on the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms 
and P!otoco1 Thereto (SALT II Tteaty), 96:1 (Wasbmgton. DC: GPO, 1919), Pt. 1, 151-60· 

90 Ibid., 152. 

91 Hayward testimoDy, 24 Jul '" ibid., 16L 

911 Ibid., 255. 

93 Ca1dweD, "SALT 11 Treaty," 325-16. 
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Georgia Senator Sam NUDJl, who aceased the administration of allowing it
self to be lu11ed mto a :false sense of security through the promises and pros .. 
peets of arms control. As a result, NUDD argued, the United States bad few 
pl~ to cmy ~ugh on an the new programs permitted under the treaty. 
Citing DOD estimates., Nunn sawtbe United States baclcing away from the 3 
percent annual increase m defense spending that President Carter had 
promised the NATO allies in 1977. Without mentioning any specific pro
grams, Nunn said that he personally favored annual net increases in the 4-5 
percent range (a figure the JCS supported as weD), and that without an un
equivocal commitment from the White House to support something on this 
order, he could not in "good conscience" vote for the treaty.IM 

., Aooording to Brzezinski, such criticism was not without effect on 
President Carteis thinldng, and by early August the White House was giving 
serious consideration to a supplemental defense appropriations request in 
order to help generate support in Congress for SALT 11.96 At the same time, 
Carter again took up the question of the M-X basing at an NBC 
meEODJI on 5 September he declared his for OiQ 1.4(~ 

'UA1'IillAl system, a basing .Qlode that 
would 8llow each missile's profile to be more visible to Soviet surveillance 
satellites. Thus, several times a year when the shelters were opened for view 
from above, the Soviets could confirm that the United States had deployed 
no more than the agreed number.9'1 

(U) Just as ratification efforts seemed to he gaining ground, disclo
sures in August-September 1919 that US intelligence had confirmed the ex
istence of a Soviet combat brigade in Cuba yielded a setback from which the 
administration never fully recovered. In fact, rumors and reports of Soviet 
military activity in Cuba circulated almost constantly, and normally such 
information would have caused little stir. But with the SALT n debate going 
on, the Soviet brigade became a cause celebre, which played into the hands 

IN 1979 CQ Almanac, 419-21. Also see "Senator Nwm Bids Carter Push for a Big Blse ill 
Arms Spendiug,- NYTlmes, 8 Sep 79: 6. 

9& Brzezinski, Power and Principle. 345; "President WeighiD,g Jitve..Year Increase ill Ni1italy 
0Utlays,. NY7'I:tru18, 10 Aug 79: 1. 

116 Detal1ed Minutes, NBC Mtg OIl M-XB.asJns, 5 Sep 19, 1S, National Security Adviser Col
lection, Staff Offices, box 20 NSC Mtg No. 21 folder, Carter Library. 

!n "MX MissIle Syatem," '7 Sep 79, Public Papers: CartR.1t;J79, 1S9C)-160L Also see US C0n.
gress, Offiee ofTechnoJogy .Assessment, MX Missile Basing (WaslliDgton, DC: GPO, 1981), 

33-U)7. 
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of the treaty's opponents.- Early in November, by a vote of 9 to 6, the Sen
ate Foreign Relations Committee recommended the treaty for ratification. 
But as a sign of trouble yet to come, the Armed Fon. Committee a month 
later adopted a report condemning the treaty as "not in the national security 
interests of the United States.--

. t'It The final blow to the SALT n treaty's prospects was the Soviet in
V8SlOI1 of Afghanistan 011 26 December 19'79. From this point 011, President 
Carter knew that there was no chance of gaining the two-thirds vote be 
needed for ratification.1OO As part of a package of NSCreeommendeci ac
tions to demonstrate US displeasure with Soviet behavior, carter withdrew 
the treaty from Senate consideration and made no recommendation that it 
be rescheduled for a vote in the fOleseeable future.IOl But having come this 
far with the treaty, Carter refused to repudiate it outright, and in May 1980 
be announced his intention to abide by its terms as long as the Soviet Union 
did the same.102 

Assessing the dCS Bole 
.. Throughout the SALT II treaty negotiations, the Joint Chiefs kept 

two objectives in clear view. One was to preserve a strategic balance built on 
essential equivalence. Though difficult to define in terms that could be en
compassed in a treaty, essential equivalence meant to the ChIefs the preser
vation of a posture that would prevent elt:ber side from pining a significant 
strategic edge over the other leading to confidence in being able to inflict a 
disarming first strike. The Joint tbiefs had long maintained that this should 
be a top priority of US arms control policy, but it was not until the negotia
tiOD of the SALT II treaty that they came face to face with having to evaluate 
arms control trade-offs in these terms. From the JCS standpoint, most of 
the concessions favored the Soviet Union, and while the treaty itself may not 
have prejudiced the exi.sting strategic balance to any undue degree, it set an 
unfortunate precedent for the negotiation of future strategic arms control 
agreements. 

~ Related to this first objective was a second, to nail down com
mitments 'from Congress and the President to modernize the US strategic 

98 See Chapter VI for a full discussion of the Soviet: brigade episode. 

1QI) Carter, KeepiJIg Faith. 264-65. 

101 Memo, BrzezInski to Mondate. et. at, 2 Jan 80. S, CJCS Files (Jones), NBC Memo File 
(12 Feb 80-20 Nov 80). 

102 "Address Before the World Affain Council," 9 May So. Public Papers: Carter.l9BD-
J98l.872. 
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arsenal in order to stay competitive with the steadily improving Soviet pos
ture. Had the United States coDtiDued aD along to invest the large sums in 
strategic weapons that it had spent in the 19508 and 196os, the Joint Chiefs 
might have accepted the concessions in the SALT n treaty more easily. But 
with the genera) fall-off in defense expenditures that followed the end of the 
Vietnam war, the dismantling of US air defenses, President Carters cancel
lation of the B-1 bomber, and the administration's hesitation over Trident 
and the M-X, the Joint Chiefs saw their options for modernization becoming 
fewer and fewer. Where the problem would become most acute was in the 
decade ahead. The Chiefs worried that time was on the Sovieb;' side, aDd 
that before long the correlation of forces would be decidedly in Moscows 
favor. 

WI'his line of analysis put the Joint Chiefs rather at odds both with 
the mood of the country and with its national leadership. President Carter 
passionately hated nuclear weapons, and in his ardent advocacy of arms 
control, he reflected a popular anti-military bias that carried over from the 
recent Vietnam War. The legacy be wanted to leave was one of beginning to 
rid the world of these awful devices, not bringing more into existence. Not 
surprisingly, be found JCS advice less than helpful in this regard and tended 
to work around them when he had to make major decisions. The Chiefs may 
have gone on record that they had had ample opportunity to present their 
views to the President, but there is little evidence that he was listening very 
closely. What the Chiefs considered necessary modemization of the strategic 
arsenal, Carter thought of simply as waste. To Carter, as to many people, it 
seemed ludicrous that, in order to achieve reductions in strategic arms, both 
sides had to build more. Even so, Carter was enough of a realist to recognize 
that he had to have JCS support for the SALT II treaty to clear the Senate. 
He knew that he needed to demonstrate to skeptics that, come what may 
from arms control, he remained committed to preserving a credible, up-to
date strategic deterrent Approval of the M-X (a weapon the President per
sonally loathed and despised) was Carter's way of satisfying both these 
needs. But in view of the deteriOl'8ting international situation as the SALT n 
debate progressed, Carter found himself steadily forced into taking a 
tougher stand. 
~ That the Joint Chiefs emerged from the SALT II experience feel

ing somewhat frustrated there can be no doubt While they wanted to sup
port the Presidenrs policies, they could not in good conscience give the 
SALT II treaty their wholehearted blessing. Indeed, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
accepted SALT n essentially on the grounds that it would do no immediate 
or measurable harm-harcDy a ringing endorsement. And while they wel
comed the M-X decision, they could only be cautiously optimistic as to 
where it would lead. Whether the administration would, as the JCS recom
mended, follow through and -arrest the deteriorating state of the military 
balance," remained to be seen. But without doing so, they were far from 
confident over the prospects for SALT III. 
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FORMULATING BASIC POUCY AND STRATEGY 

(U) In dealing with basic national policy, as in dealiDg with SALT and 
other ~r security problems during the Carter years, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff faced a changed world. Setbacks in Vtetnam, the Soviet strategic 
buildup, and the relative decline in US economic power vis-A-vis Western 
Europe and Japan, all had combined to create a much different geopolitical 
environment than in years past. Though still a global superpower, the 
United States had lost the international predominance it had enjoyed in the 
several decades following World War II. Sensitive to this trend, President 
Carter wanted to establish new relationships with the Soviet Union and 
other countries, based on greater respect for human rights, more reliance on 
diplomacy for problem-solving, and reduced arsenals of weapons. Although 
the Joint Chiefs could not help but admire Carter's sincerity and high moral 
purpose, they were at the same time leery of moving too far, too fast, toward 
adopting strategic concepts and poHcies that might not prove practicable. 
Between Carters view of the world and that of his mDitary advisers, there 
was ample room for divergence. 

(Ol Probably the most fundamental difference was in their respective 
perceptions of the Soviet threat, which coDtnouted to friction over such is
sues as arms control, flscal poHcy, and major procurement prog1'8IllS. Ini
tially, Carter tended to judge the Soviets on what he thought to be their 
intentions, which he hoped to change. He entered office brimming with op
timism that he could reach agreement with the Soviets on a variety of arms 
control and regiona1 security issues that would obviate both sides' need for 
new or additional military forces. He liked the idea of tailoring basic na
tional security policy accordingly and endorsed unilateral initiatives to find 
more flexible uses of military power resting on a thorough reexamination of 
strategic nuclear targeting and employment policy, the most thorough of its 
kind since the early 19608. Although the Joint Chiefs rarely raised any overt 
or strenuous objections, it was clear that they considered the President's 
thinking somewhat naive, and that they harbored serious misgivings about 
the feasibility of some of his poHcies. Almost as a rule of thumb. the Chiefs 
measured Soviet intentions in terms of Moscows already large and growing 
mnitary capabilities. As time went on, Carter became increasingly disillu
sioned with Soviet behavior, as evidenced by his reaction to the Soviet inva
sion of Afghanistan. Yet he never accepted the Chiefs' judgment that the 
changes in basic policy and strategy he hoped to bring about would necessi
tate far-reaching changes and improvements in the force posture as well. 

Basic Policy Review: PRM-I0 and PD-18 
(U) Like Presidents before him since World War II, Jimmy Carter 

had plans for conducting 8 broad review of basic national security poHcy 
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t~ough the NSC, in order to establish new priorities and give clearer defiIJi.. 
tion to his ac:hniDistration's objectives, both at home and abroad. Generally 
speakiD& the Joint Chiefs welcomed these exercises, even though they were 
time consuming and tended to yield mixed results, since they offered an op
portunity for all involved to air their views, compose differences, and per
haps come up with new ideas. WIth the resulting polley guidance in hand, 
the JCS felt themselves on flrmer ground when it came time to recommend 
strategy and force levels for incorporation into the President's annual 
budget submissions to Congress. Basic policy reviews thus . served a dual 
purpose: they allowed the administration to set forth in systematic fashion 
the objectives it intended to pursue; and they gave the Military Services and 
the Joint ChiefS a vehicle for suggesting generalized pJans and programs to 
meet the administration's goals. 

fII.Jl'The impetus for the review conducted at the outset of the Carter 
administration came largely from the President's assistant for national se
curity affairs, Zbigniew Brzezinski. After years of what he considered drift, 
frustration, and uncertainty in the wake ofVJetoam, BrzezinsJd felt the time 
had come to take a fresh look at US foreign and defense needs in the context 
of ·a broadly gauged review of the u.s.-Soviet strategic balance!'! IDitiaJ 
guidance (PRM-I0), approved by President Carter in Febmary 1917, ea11ed 
for a "comprehensive examination" in two paris. The first, conducted 
through the Polley Review Committee under the ebairmaoship of Secretary 
of Defense Harold Brown, was a military force posture review, looking at 
such topics as force levels, the impact of new teelmologies, alternatives to 
reliaJa on foreign bases, deterrence at reciprocally lowered strategic levels, 
and the viability and desirability of preserving the ~ad" strategic fomes 
posture. The second part, which Brzezinski himself elected to head, using 
the Special Coordination Committee, was to be ·a dynamic net assessment" 
of the relative strengths and weaknesses of the United States and Soviet Un
ion. Once the two groups completed their investigations. they were to merge 
their findings in order to ,dentify for .Presidential decisions alternative na
tional strategies and the major defense programs and other initiatives re
quired to implement them. "2 

tfII An ambitious undertaking from the start, the PRM-I0 review 
quickly grew Into one of the most Jaborlous ever conducted, involving a 
dozen and a half interagency working groups, augmented by oonsul~ 
from the academic community and from government-sponsored think
tanks. In many respects it resembled the elaborate basic national security 
policy reviews done annually by the Eisenhower administration in the 
19SOS.s But even though there were close similarities between the PRM-I0 

1 Bnezinski, Power and Principle, 117. 

2 PR.M/N8C-10, 18 Feb 17, "Compreheusive Net Assessment and Militaty Force Post:'I:lte 
Review, II S/GDS, JCS 2101/60& 312 (18 Feb 71) sec. 2. 
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review and those initiated by previous administrations, this one differed 
from most ~ers in that, except for BrzezhJSld, few senior officials paid it 
much attention once it was underway. As a result, it was somewhat ques
tio~ble 88 the project progressed what its impact, if any, would be. Carter, 
while supportive of Br-wnskIs efforts, initiallY asked to see only segments 
of the report, such as the findings on the .Middle East:' Evincing more inter
est in details than in grand strategy. the President soon found his time and 
attention preempted by other matters, SALT and the Panama Canal treaty 
debate especlally. Rarely did he bother to look in on the PRM-tO projeetun
til the very end. Secretary of Defense Brown was Iilcewise prec:Ja:Upied with 
other tasks and turned the coordination of DOD inputs over to Lynn E. 
Davis, a deputy assistant secretary in lSA and author of a recent monograph 
urging closer attention to inoorporating limited nuclear options into future 
strategic targeting plans.5 

(Ol The Joint Chiefs of Staff were among the few who accorded seri
ous high-level attention to the PRM-tO review from the very start. In mak
ing plans for JCS participation, the Director, Joint Staff, Lieutenant General 
Ray B. Sitton, USAF, turned down a Navy suggestion that each service pro
vide its own representation to the task forces conducting the review and 
opted instead to handle miJituy inputs on a joint basis. Thus, while the 
Chairman, General George S. Brown, USAF, represented the JCS at the 
PRC/Sec level, VICe Admiral Patrick J. Hannifin, USN, Director for Plans 
and Policy (J-s), headed the JCS representation to the Military Force Pos
ture Review Interagency Group and its various subgroups. Attempting to be 
reassurin& Sitton advised the Navy that the need for analytical support 
studies and the creation of a DOD Concepts Group, composed of six service 
personnel (two Army, two Navy, one Air Force, and one Marine Corps) and 
two civilians from OSD, ought to provide ample opportunity for each service 
to express its views before anyfinal submissions went to the President 8 

(U) Even with JCS and service participation at all working levels of 
the PRM-IO review, military planners encountered repeated dif:6eu1ties 
making their voices heard. Part of the problem was an apparent eagerness 

S On the procedures UIIed in drafting PRM-IO, seeJohn Prados, Keepm oJthe Keys: A His
tory oj the National Security Council from 7hmum to Bush (NY: WUUam Morrow. 1991). 
407-G9· 

4 Meeting of Net Assessment Group. 11 Mar.", S, HUDtiugton CoBeetion, NAG Mtp Mar
Jull9'J1 folder, Carter l.IoraJ'Y. 

(; Memo, Brown to CJCS, et. at., 3 Mar TI. C/GDS. JCS 2101/605-2, 312 (18 Feb TT). ~ 
see Lynn E. Davis, Limited Nuclear Options: Deterrence and the New AmericwI,Doctrtne, 
Adelphi Paper No. 121 (London: uss. 1976). 

6 Memo, Moorer to Sitton, 12 Feb 71. C/GDSj DJSM 423'"71 to Dep CNO, 2 Mar TI, S/GDS; 
Baelrground Paper for CJCS for a mtg with .lCS on 11 Mar '71. re NSC/PRM-I0, SIGDS, an 
in.lCS 2101/605-3. 372 (18 Feb 71) sec. 2. 
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on the part of civilian officials in OSD and on the NSC Staff to wrap up the 
review as quickly as possible, unaware perhaps of the internal coordination 
procedures that Joint Staff officers assigned to the study were obliged to fol
low. /fA As a result," one J-5 action officer found, /fAJCS comments are continu
ally required without adequate time for CODSideratiOD of • • . important 
issues."7 But more often than not the complaints had to do with what 
~ the rigid mindset and preconceptions of civilian officials. A case in 
pomt was the NSC-supervjsed net assessment as it related to Europe, which 
J-S analysts judged to be an "incomplete and inadequate exposition of the 
~ATO/PACT military balance," based on "unwammted optimism concern
mg current status and future trends in NATO/PACT nonnuclear force bal
ance.· 

t!) The most immediate and direct concern of JC8 planners was, of 
C01ll'Se, the strategy and force posture review, nominally chaired by the Sec
retary of Defeuse but, in actuality, overseen from Davis's of6ce in 1SA. Addi
tioDBl guidance provided by Brzezinski suggested that this part of the 
inquiry should address itself to the development and identification for 
presidential decision of a wide rauge of altemathle military strategies and 
alternative force postUres, with appropriate cast data for each. Among the 
various contingencies Brzezinski had in mind, he specificaBy mentioned 
eight: a major UB-Soviet strategic nuclear exchange; limited Us-soviet stra
tegic nuclea.rexcbanges; a NATO-Warsaw Pact (WP) war in Central Europe; 
a limited conflict on the flanIcs of Europe involving SovIet forces; conflict 
with the USSR in the Pacific as part of an overall NATO-WP war; a cont1ict 
in the Middle East involving limited Soviet participation; intervention by 
the Soviet Union in relatively remote areas (e.g., Southern .Africa); and con
flict with third countries without Soviet forces iDvoIved (e.g., North K.orea). 
Instead of a final report recommending a specific military strategy or mili
tary posture for dealing with these contingencies, Brzezinski wanted state
ments of options for each, taking iu.to account such metal'S as the scale and 
scope of the military threat, foreign policy aims, arms control initiatives, the 
impact of new technologies, costs, and any other considerations that might 
be pertinent. What the study was meant to produce, in other wo~ w-. not 
so much a new basic policy per se, but rather a new set of tleJl'ble criteria for 
measuring future defense- and security-related needs.' 

'lin In fact, Brzezinski and Carter already had a basic policy pretty 
well in mind. To provide additional guidance and to help give their ideas 

, J5f'P 10-17 for CJCS for a mll with SecDef on 1 Apr 17. 6 Apr 17. S/GDS, re Altetnative 
StnrtePs Inlerhn Report. 372 (18 Peb 17). 

8 BPfor CJCS fora tntg with SecDef on 5 Jul TI, sub: PlU4/NSC-IO. SIGDS, 372 (1.8 Peb TI) 
!J8C:? 2. 

9 PRM/Nsc..l0 Terms of Reference, no date, S/GDS, eadosute to memo, Ad:iDg NSC Staff 
Sec)' (Homblow) to SecState, et. at .. ca. 3 Mar 71. S/GDS. JCS 2101/605-1. 312 (18 Feb 71). 
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clearer definition, Brzezinski brought in Samuel P. Huntington, a close per
sonal friend who taught government at Harvard University, to serve as a 
senior coDSUltant to the NSC Staff. In April 1977 Huntington circulated a 
brief paper advising the PRM-lO working groups of the conceptual frame
work that he and BrzeziDsld (and by extension, President carter) wanted 
applied. Projecting ahead over the next five-to-ten years, Huntington ex
pected US-Soviet relations to be "a mix of cooperation and .competition." 
Assuming "an environment of strategic parity," he anticipated oompetition 
to outweigh cooperation, thus requiring the United states to maintain "at 
least the current military balance in relation to the Soviets." 

te) Turning to regional matters, Huntington discounted the possibil
ity of China becoming an enemy of the United States and foresaw instead a 
Sino-American rapprochement diverting Soviet resources from other pur
poses. He also thought that Africa and the Middle East would continue to 
experience "considerable poJitiea1 iDstability" but instructed the working 
groups to assume that the United States would respond with diplomatic and 
economic, rather than military, initiatives, except where it might be neces
sary to deter or counter Soviet rnilitaJ:y intervention. In Europe he saw an 
ongoing process of "political decay and/or ideological change," which would 
place added burdens on the more stable members of NATO. And finally, he 
found there to be a "reasonable probability" of a erisi&-conftontation be
tween the United States and the Soviet Union, comparable to the confronta
tioDS of October 1962 and October 1973. Bearing this possibility in mind, his 
instructions noted that it was only prudent for the United States to maintain 
sufficient conventional and strategic capabilities to avert and/or deal effec
tively with a possible escalation toward nuclear confJiet.10 

~ Here in a nutshell were the basic strategic assumptions around 
which the PRM-IO review came to be organized. By early May 1971, work on 

. the force posbJre sections bad yielded an interim report to the White House 
bighlighting nine alternative integrated miJitary strategies (AIMS), which 
Secretary of Defense Brown described as "analytical building blocks for 
various geograpbiea1 areas of the world or fields of conflict."l1 Practically 
speaking, their purpose was to nlustrate what the united States could expect 
to accomplish in worldwide and lesser conflicts with various force postures. 
The suggested AlMS ranged from a relatively low level of readiness involv
ing significantly reduced reliance on military power, to the development of 
clear US superiority (conventional and nuclear) in any foreseeable confron
tation with Soviet and Warsaw Pact forces.a 

1& "PRM/N8C-IO Comprehensive Net Assessment: Reeommendations. • .,allJJdated, S. ene1&
SU1'e to memo, HUJ1tiD,gton to Davis, 18 Apr 17. S. Huutington Colleetion, PilM-IO (Genera) 
folder, Carter Ubral')1. 

11 Detailed Minutes, PRe Mt& 8 Jul 71. TS/XGD8, HuntiDgton Collection, PRe Mtg 1-8-77 
(PRM-I0) folder, Carter Library. 
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-.,In assessing whether these were viable concepts for strategy and 
force-planning purposes, the Joint Chiefs noted the absence of any state
ment of national interests and objectives. Such a statement, they insisted, 
was a major prerequisite in fashioning a single, ooherent JDl1itary strategy. 
The Chiefs a1so questioned whether it was sound policy to contemplate 
AIMS based on such low levels of capabilities that it would be nearly impos
SI"ble, in their opinion, "to preserve the basic ability of the United States to 
prevent tnercion in Europe against: the US and its allies short of an out nu
clear oonflid." As a practical matter, the JCS did not believe that these 
AIMS deserved further, serious consideration. At the same time, they were 
also uneasy over trying to attain uncontested US military superiority, lest it 
provoke the Soviets into actions that could prove radically destabilizing to 
the military balance. A posture somewhere in between these two extnmes, 
the Chiefs implied, would hold the key to preserving credJ"ble deterrence and 
effective security. But without a clearer notion of ultimate strategic objee~ 
tives, the Chiefs refrained from stating any dethrlte preferences.I3 

.. Seel'etary of Defeuse Brown COIlC1JI'l'ed that the AIMS in the in
terim report needed to be refined and reduced in nmnber, down to "the two 
or three most advantageous,'" in order for them to be useful in program de-
cisions and specific force planning guidance, including acquisition and em
ployment policy.14 President Carter agreed, and at a meeting with the JCS 
and Seel'etary Bl'OWD on 19 May, he ordered, as the Chie& bad recom
mended, a paring of suggested AlMS to reflect only the most realistic J}OSSi
ble scenarios resulting from an East-West confrontation. At the same time 
he directed the expJoration of political and diplomatic initiatives against the 
Soviet Union during wartime, the factoring of sustaiDability into a '"limited 
loss" option resulting from a strategic exchange, and closer integration of 
political and military strategies.15 

... Incorporating the President's preferences, the Policy Review 
Committee set about assembling a draft PRM-I0 final report, which it ciml
lated toward the end of June.1tl Despite improvements over what they had 
seen earlier, however, the Joint Chiefs felt that, overall, -significant inade
quacies and shortcomings still exist'" Among the problems the Chiefs idew-

12. Memo, SecDef to PNs, 6 May 77, S, JCS 2101/605-8; (0) memo. SeeDef to SecState. cset• 
aI., 9 May 77. sub: A1tematlve lDteIrated Military Strategies (PRM/NSC-I0). .I 
2101/605"'9. 

13 MJCS 151-7710 SeeDef, 16 May 77. S/GOS, JCS 2101/605-11, 372 (18 Peb 77)· 

14 Memo, SeeDefto SecState, et. aL, 25 May 77. S/XGDS,.fCS 2101/605-l2, :r72 (18 Peb 71). 

15 DP for the DJS, for a mtg with Ops Deps on as May .", 24 May 77, SIGns, 'S12 (18 Feb 
71) see. 2. 

18 See "PRM/NSC-Io Military Strategy and Foree Posture Review," 20 Jun 71, 'IS, JCS 
2101/605-11,372 (18 Feb 71) see. ... 
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~ed were the continuing absence of a precise statement of political objec
~es; the lack of a clearly articulated analysis of projected enemy capabili
ties; a tendency to understate the mutual reJianeJ! of the United States and 
its allies, especially in NATO Europe; the use of questionable assumptions 
that neglected "real world" considerations, such as the practicality and cost 
of various strategic options; the availability of raw materials, including en
ergy supplies, and the capacity of the US industrial and manpower base to 
support the illustrative strategies; and insufficient attention to the role and 
importaneJ! of theater nuclear forces in both US warfighting and deterrence 
doctrine. Summing up their findings and impressions, the Chiefs adv.ised 
that "utilization of the Draft as a basis for specific strategy decisions is not 
warranted at this time."lT 

I/IIJ Frustrated by the Jack of progress in composing differences, Sec
retary of Defense Brown named an ad hoc committee, chaired by David 
McGiffert, Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs, 
to assemble "a brief repoJf' summarizing the most useful findings thus far 
of the PRoM-to foreJ! posture review. The others on the group were Lieuten
ant General WilHam Y. Smith, USAF, Assistant to the Chairman; Russell 
Murray, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Program Analysis and Evalua
tion; William J. Peny, Under Secretary of Defense for Research and EDgi
neering; and Andrew Marsha1l, Director, Net Assessment in 0SD.18 To help 
speed up and focus the committee's work, the Joint Chiefs provided a gen
eral critique of the PRM-IO AIMS and their military implieatioDS, which 
Secretary Brown later appended to the PRM .. 10 final force posture report. 
For security objectives and policies the Chiefs looked to the DefeDSe Guid
ance of November 1976, a legacy of the Nixon-Ford years, but still the most 
recent and authoritative statement of its kind on record. While the JCS saw 
.pros and cons in each of the proposed AIMS, their general impression was 
that Done reflected a wholly satisfactory or reliable military posture. The 
most prudent strategy would have to reflect an almost inadculab1e number 
of variables and assumptions. A defense strategy resting primarily OD stra
tegic forces, for example. much as the United States had relied on in the 
19508, ran the risk of wholesale and indiscriminate destruction should de
terrence fai1, leading to a Pyrrhic victory at best; while a posture tilted to
ward conventional folUS, though useful in controlling escalation, coD!d 
leave the United States and i1s allies vulnerable to Soviet nuclear blackmail 
"It must be noted," the Chiefs added, 

that military strategies are not without inherent risk. At one 
level, there is the risk that the strategy itself may not com
pletely fulfill national policy and objectives. At the other level, 

17 MJCS 198-'71 to SeeDef, 21Jun 7/. SIGDS,JCS 2101/605-19, 372 (18 Feb '71) see. ... 

18 Memo, Brown to MeGi&rt, 29 Jun 7/, U. 872 (18 Feb '71) see. 2. 
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the force capabilities may DOt completely fulfil) the strategy 
requirements. Traditionally, we have adopted military strate-
gies that contained risk at both these lewJs.19 

~aking note of the Chiefs· advice, Secretary of Defense Brown told 
the other senior members of the PRM-IO force postw.'e study panel that he 
had decided to await further presidential guidanoo before recommending an 
overall military strategy. Meantime, he circulated the fiDal PRM"10 force 
posture report, a massive document of some 400 pages.to While he felt that 
the PRM-10 exercise had served ·a useful purpose" by highlighting impor
tant problems, he judged the results thus far to be insufiieient for specific 
decisions on US military force structutes or force planmng. -None of the no-
tional AIMS,· he commeuted, "is completely satisfactory." Accordingly, in
stead of using the study as a vehicle for refining US strategy, as originally 
planned, he now proposed that the Polley Review Committee consider the 
matter piecemeal, looking first at conventional capabilities, then at strategic 
forces. Once the PRe finished and had coordinated its findings with the 
SOO's net assessment study, he hoped to obtain Presidential guidance set
ting forth the broad outlines of a military strategy, which would also provide 
·one of the bases for the conduct of our foreign. poliey, our arms control De
gOtiati(lns, and priorities for our intelligence efforts. "21 

(U) Brzezinski, meanwhile, had come to much the same conclusion. 
Convinced that the time was not yet ripe for obtaining interagency agree
ment on a detailed statement of policy and strategy, he decided instead on a 
broad-brush treatment that he and Carter could refine later. The upshot was 
a genera1i1Bd presidential directive CPD-18), issued in late August 19'f1, set
ting forth broad objectives and laying the groundwork for additional stud
ies,22 Leaks to the press suggested lingering dissatisfaction among the Joint 
Chiefs who were said to feel that the entire review presented an overly ·op
timistic" pieture of the strategic balance and of US capabnities.13 But while 
it was true that the JCS bad.doubts, their eompJaints wem re1ative1y minor 
compared with those voiced by the State Department, where Secretary of 
State Cyrus Vance and Marshall Shulman, a key adviser on Soviet affairs, 

19 MJCS 211-?1to SecDef,l Jul7J, 8/G08, JCS 2101/605--21, 372 (18 Feb 71) sec. 5· 

10 "PRM/NSC-.lO J4iJit:uy Strategy and Fame Posture Review: Fioal Report,- [6 Jul 7J), 
8/XGDS, JCS 2101/605-22, 872 (18 Feb 77) see. 6A. 

21 Memo. 8ecDef to SecState, et. aL, 6 Ju177. S, JCS 2101/605-22, 372 (18 Feb 'n) sec. 6A. 

2t LTG William E. Odom, USA (Ret), interviewed by Drs. Steven L Rearden and walter S. 
Poole, 16 Sep 98, transcript, Joint History Office. 

:a See especially I':Wpbury Smith, "Joint Chiefs Blast Study Of Soviet Arms Buildup," Bal
timoreNewsAmerican, 19Jul 71: 5. 
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saw the whole exercise leaDiDg, at BrzezInsld's iDstfgation, toward a strong~ 
~ reaffirmation of the IOle of m;t;..-· ~ in American for-eign po]iey.14 .u.a ...... " r- n 

... ,. 

JS 1.4 (10 \ 
fI!!'J As as the directive ooDt8JDec( was what it left 

vague or unsaid. Indeed, as one former policy analyst in the Pentagon de
scribed It, PD-18 "was long on ahstractioDS and short on specifies .... While 
aclcnowledgiug that the United States should live up to the 8 percent de
feDSe spending increase previously pledged to NATO, PJ)..18 made DO at
tempt to prlee out programs or otherwJse aDoeate resourees. Nor did it deal 
at any length with estabDsbing priorities. At most, it recommended that, in 
keeping with NATO's oommitment to forward defense, *initial combat ca
pabilities" should be of first concern. But whether thls meant the creation of 
additional conventional fore&, or merely a' 'ng of existing assets, the 
directive failed to say. Likewise, it was largely OIl what hardware im-
provements, if any, should accompany efforts to pwserve essential equiva
Jence in strategic forces, or how and where arms comrol was supposed to fit 
in. While eategorlca1ly rejecting the de¥elopment of fOIa disarming first 
stnU eapabiJit;y, the paper directed a closer look at more sophisticated 

14 BneIhJs1d • .P'owerandPrinciple, 114-76. 

• PD/N8C-IB, 24 .Aug 11. ·US Natioaal Strat.egy.- TS, CJCS Files (Jones), NSC :Memo File, 
1911· 

• Biehard A. &:abbiDi with lticlwd A. MeDde1, The De/enu Game (NY: Harper and Row. 
1_).361. 
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@iJ fff)' FeDewing the issuance of P1)..18, JCS involvement in the refine

ment of strategy focused on two sem of separate, but related, issuet.. ODe 
coneemed the directiV4fS :impact on strategic nueJear po1iey and led event:u
aUy to the adoption (discussed below) of a revised targeting doctrine and 
emlP!OjmeJnt polieies the "as- . 

set issues p111'pOSe 
;emlIUIY producing leas momentous r8mIts.sJgnaled a realigoment of pri

orities that would significantly affect the a1IocatioD of assets in future emer
geDdes. The net effect by the end of the carter presidency was the 
emersence of a new and increasiDgly more'demaD4iDg body of strategic re
quirements, in which JCS planners bad to cope with an escalatiDg number 
ofboth sIrateJIc nuclear and conventional mfssious. 

_ObViously, .one of the more readily ldeDtifiab1e purposes of PD-18 
WIS to pmvifle additional support aDd strategic Justifi.eatiol1 for the Carter 
adminialratJoD's highly publicized NATO b~the Long Term Defense 
Program and a related slate of short-term .conventkmal :improvements 
adopted at the NATO summit in May 1917. But as necessary and desirable 
as these initiatives may have· been, the Joint Chiefs had troUble aaptiDg 
the administration·s·argumcmt that they could be done 'With little additional 
infusion of resources and without jeopardizing defense obBgatious in other 
parts of the world.18 Subsequently, much of the discussion relating to the 
PllM-10 force })o8blre revieweenteted 011 how to ba1anee commitment8 to 
Rumpe, while developing what Brzezinsld ~ fila globalilbike force" for 
limited contingencies in the Persiau Gulf or elsewhere.-The report fmmd 
that, evan though the United States Could in theory perform such mfstlons, 
prior claims by NATO and long~ commitments Ullder the -swing 

21 PD/NSC-~.loe. elt .. TS. 

2S See Chapter VIII. 

2S DetaiIed.Mi1lUteS, PJlC Mf& 8 Jul '11, *l'S/XGDS, H1JJ1tiDgton ColJeetfoD, PRC M1:I 7-8-'11. 
(PRM-l0) folder, carter Library. . . 
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strategy, It which required the United States in an emergency to shift large 
Dumbers of air and naval forces from the Pacific to the European/ Atlantic 
regions, operated 81 effeetIve CDDItraiDlB. «A greater capability [for eontiD
geney operations outside the Buropean/ Adant:ic theater] could be retained," 
the report advised, ", delaying the 'swing' of PACOl\{ forces to NATO with 
an attendant risk for the BIU.'Cpe8D war. "80 "By sicJe..stepping the question of the swing strategy, PD-18 
BV?i~ for the time bema the troublesome question of whether to rely on 
existing forces or whether to create new ones to carry out the directive's 
aims. Bven so, it established clearly that, for politieo-miHtaJ:y plannmg pur
pose8t the Carter adminJstratkmlntended to pursue what 8IDOWlted to a 
one-and ..... haJf war strategy, based on prepariDg for a major conflict m 
NATO Burope and a 80mewbat smaDer CODtiDgeney in the Westem Paclfle 
or the PersIan Gulf. .And with the endonement of a 3 percent real iDcrease 
in annual detimse spendin& It Pve every impression that the administra
tion would entertain some augmentation of capabilltiel should shortfalls 
arise. Ever since the dramatic "~ of US conventloual forees 
during the VJe'tDam War, the Joint ChIefs bad worried thatthey would face a 
simiJar situation in the future.. Now, by the mId"l970S. they had added cause 
for concern arising from the steady increase in the size and effeetiveness of 
Soviet naval forces, Soviet aeeess to ports and air bases at'01JDd the Indian 
Ocean and on the Hom of Afrlea, and growing Soviet abiJi1;y to project mili
tary power worldwide. The options for dea.1ing with this threat were limited 
and by no means wboDy satisfactory from the standpoint of Joint Staff 
planners. In the event of a short war in Europe. US air and naval swing 
foras might not have suffieieDt time to J.edeploy to make a dl&renee. On 
the other hand, reaioDaI iDstabJ"Iity and the growing danger to US and Bum
pean oil supplies from the Middle East raised the prospect of drawing down 
m-vor NA~ capabilities for a llOnMNATO emergency. Either way, 
88 the Joint ChIefs conteJDplated how to interpret and implement PD-18, 
they saw 8. powIng mismatch between US global eommItmetdB and avail .. 
able resources. 

.P1)..18 follow-on studies requested by President Carter were SUp" 
posed to address and help resolve these problems by determining, among 
other things, the needs of intervention forces for limited contiDgeneies out
side Europe and "the appropriate level of US capability to sustaiD. a world .. 
wide conventional war. "11 But because these issues came up routinely In one 
form or mother as part of the normal planning process, VICe Admiral Han
nlfin, now Director, Joint Staff, saw DO putimJar urgency in making a ape-

so "PRM/H8C-l0 MD.itary StrateIY aDd Porce Poatore Review: PIDa1 Beport," [6 Jul17), pp. 
2NI3. S.Jal2101/6oS..a, 372 (18 ,eb 77) sec. 6A. 

31 Memo, Brz:ezbJlld to Harold Brown. 24 AUI 77. TS, J-s NBC CoJleetion. box ... sa:: 4 
Apr '19 8I:rate&Ie Tar&etiDI 'orees Policy folder. 
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cia) effort.· Earlier, Secretary of Defense Brown also had advised the Joint 

he
Chiefs that, IS &peed in deliberations between 080. JCS. and the Semees, 

was moviDa ahead on sIgnilieaut reforms to the budget pmcess. startiDB 
with the issuance of comprehensive "coDSOlldated pfdance" whieh would 
~riDg about major changes in the Joint 8trategic pJanniDg 8)'stem.31 Pend ... 
Ing the outcome of the Secretarys proposed nMsioD of these proeeduJ:e8. 
the Joint Chi_ adopted a waft .. and-see attitude before delving further into 
a reassessmeut of conventional strategy • 

• An early draft of the ConIotidated Guidauee (CO) that the Secze.. 
taJ:y had promised, combining pJanning, program, and fiscal guidanee into 
one document, reached the Joint Chiefs in J811U8l'y 1978. Looking specifi .. 
caDy at the aDocation of assets, the Chiefs fouDd the CO at odds with their 
interpretation of the guidance in PJ)..18 because it failed to take foB ac.D)Ullt 
of the "additive requirements" for forces assigned to NATO, as recognized in 
the President's pJedged 3 percent spending increase, 8Dd those requJred for 
simultaneous colltiDaea.etes in the Middle East, the Persian 0uJt and lComa. 
By downpiayiDg the additive 1l8t1D:'e of forte requinDents 8lld by erediIiDl 
some forces with dual functions, the JCS believed, the draft 00 greatly ex
agerated US military eapabilities 8lld enpged in a danprous pme .of 
"double counting. /I The Chiefs also pointed to what they felt to he ambfgui
ties and contradictions in different sections of the CO regardiDg the rede
ployment of Pacific Pleet forces to the Buropean/AtIantie theater in an 
emerpney. and noted also that the detailed deployment guidanee to the 
Navy contmning carder operations in the Mediterranean, in ~ 
with forecast reductions in shipbuilding, would have a deibiJitating impact 
on US naval support fOr NATO.84 

.. Bowing to some, but not aD, of the JCS critidsms and sugges
tions. Seeretary Brown initiated a series of new support 1tUdies, including 
one (00-8) supervised by 1M on requirements in AsIa d.uriIlg a worldwide 
conventional war.11 At Issue. basically, was whether ClNCPAC should be re
lieved of his responsibility to provide up to tIuee earder task forces for 
emergency duty to SACKUJl and the Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic, 
(SACLANT,). In fact, when the swiDg strategy was orJPaaDy conceived in the 
early 19SOS, PACOM had fifteen carriers at its disposal. By the mid-19'1OS, it 

81 DJS.M 382'-78 to ASD(PAH),!23 feb 18, C, lilt NIH to JaJ 2lO1/609. 373 (10 feb 78). 

13 .Memo, BIOWD to CJCS, et. a1., 26 Oct 71, U, JCS 1I$MI./7; also see Walter s. Poole, 211e 
Bvolution 0/ the Jotnt Stra • .PIanntntI SyIhm, J941-1989 CWalhiapnu, DC: i:Ifstodaal 
DiYIsioD, JoIBt Secretariat. JoiD1: Staff, Sept 1989). U, 15-16. 

M 014.,6--78 to SecDef, 16 feb 78. S/GOS; and .AppeDdIx It. to dCSM-s6--78. S/GDS. deB 
2522/12--3. 55B (11 Jan 78). 

35 See memo, Brown to Seerel:ariea MBltary Depta, et. a1., 7 Mar 78. U, dCS 2522/12-6; .. 
memo, Brown to 8eCJ:et.aJ:ieI .Milftary Depts, 16 Nay 78. U, deB 2522/12-10, both in 555 (11 
dan 78). 
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~ down to six, and there were srowiDi eompJamts from CINCPAC that 
with a more active Soviet .val presence in the Far East, he c:ouJd m afford 
to split his carrier fome m haJ£38 

(0) The Joint Chie1i proved initially sympathetic and m May 1978 
they recommended a mavor reaDoeation of foralS, to be announced m the 
next NATO Defense Plannm, Questionnaire (DPQ-18), the annual guidance 
provided to NATO plannel'8 on the expected avaDabDity of forces and sup
port. AmoDi the chauges tile Chiefs proposed were a aJpifiamt fncreue in 
US air and ground commitments to NATO, usin& previou&ly UIJII&SigDed re
serves, and a l'eduction m NATO-decHcated ship deployments from the Pa
elfie. In aD, .Army diviaioDs dedi:ated to NATO would inerease from 9 to 18 
(10 "assiped" and 8 -earmarked,,) and separate brigade-slzed units would 
increase from 7-1/3 to 83-1/3 ([;-J/3 assigned and 18 earmarked). AddItion
aUy, the Chiefs proposed desipating four more Army divisions and 8-2/3 
separate brigades as &mODI the ·other forces for NATO" that could be avail
able for planning purposes, although where these forces woald come &om: 
was far from clear. At the time, adive duty Army fOlees consisted of sixteen 
organized divisions, five of which were under streD&th, backed by efaht Re
serve divisions. The ditfereaee, presumably, would c:ome from mobDlzed 
National Guard units. Marine Corps forces earmarked for the NATO st:rat;e.. 
gic reserve would hold steady at two Marine Amplnbious Forees, while the 
total number of Air Foree fighter, reconnaissance, and tactical airlift squad
IOns would increase '13 percent, from 75 to 130 ([; NATO command, 71 as
signed, and 54 earmarked), 

(0) The most striking chaDge by far was a proposed decrease in 
committed us naval forces. Although tile number of NAT()..dedicated ships 
would mcrease sUghtly, from 837 to 240, a total of 58 ships would be down
graded from assigDed to earmar'bd. Included in this number were the three 
em:riers previously committed to NATO under the swing strate&Y. As jusdfi .. 
eation for this change, the Chiefs cited the presumed global nature of a p0s
sible eonfUct with Warsaw Pact forces, the red:uced numbers of hulls 
worldwide. and the time and distance involved m any si,piftcant movement 
of naval forces from the Paclfic to Europe in support of SACEUR. or 
SACLANT operaticms.81 

(U) 8ecreI:ary of DefeDse Brown found the JCS proposed response "a 
particularly good effort," with one notable exeeption. That eoneemed the 
Chiefs' re-categorization of PACOM and Middle East naval unitB from the 
status of "assigned- (memiq that they would redeploy almost immediately 
in an emergency), to the lower priority of simply being "earmarked,- '~1iDg 
that the Ollefs were moving too far too fast, Seeretaly Brown reminded 
them that the status of the swing strategy was under study in OSD, and that 

a& DJSM ~. 2'1 Sep 78, Tit CJCS PileI (Jones). 550 CI.mBolicJated GuicJaDce. 

31 JCSM .. 16.,s to SeeDe( 17 MI,y ", S/ODS, JCS 2fj21/~1. 806 (10 Feb 18). 
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it would be premature to write it off at this time. Brown knew that the 
NATO aWes looked askance on the prospect of a prolonged conveutioual 
war being fought on their territory, and that any major reallocation of 
forces, implying a change of strategy in this direction, needed to be handled 
with the utmost diplomacy. Announcing it through the DPQ "would come as 
something of a surprise to our Allies,'" possibly causing damage to US credi
bility and to the prospects for fully implementing the LTDP. "Setting aside 
the adequacy of the reasoning behind the proposed change," Brown said, "I 
do not believe that it is prudent for bS to make such a change at this time."38 

• A year later, the swing strategy issue came up apin. in JCS delib
erations during preparation of their respoDSe to DPQ-19, describing the UB 
commitment of forces through 1980. This was the first JCS respouse to a 
DPQ to incorporate an estimate of US compliance with the LTDP, and it 
portrayed progress in terms that implicitly supported a recommendation, 
endorsed by a majority of the Chiefs, to cut back on naval swing forces 
available to NATO. Of the sixty-four LTDP measures then requiring US re
porting in the DPQ, the Chiefs offered assurances that fortr-six would be 
fully implemented by the end of 1980 and that, of the rest, an but two would 
undergo some degree of implementation. Taking these factors into aeeount, 
all except Army Chief of Staff General Bemard W. Rogers, recommended 
sharp reductions in NATO-dedieated naval support, from 240 to 228 ships, 
by 1980. Included under the proposed ebanges were the decommissioning 
of ten reserve destroyers; the redesignation of two Middle East Force de
stroyer/frigates from assigned to earmarked; and last, but not least the ef
fective elimination of an PACON: carrier support for NATO in order to 
·provide greater flex:i'bDity in employment of PAroN: naval assets in a 
global war or in lesser eontfugencies in the Indian Ocean/PersiaD Gulf 
area." Of the three carrier task groups previously dedicated to NATO, two 
would be sbifted into the "earmarked" category, while the third would be 
plaexd on the other-~for~NATO list89 Looking on the bright side, JCS 
Chairman Jones believed that in the long run these proposed changes would 
"contribute to sounder NATO strategy and planning." But General Rogers, 
who was about. to assume new duties as SACEUR, vigorously disagreed, ar
guing that the threatened loss of PACOM carrier support could seriously 
undermine European morale and should be avoided at all cost as long as the 
United States pursued a NATO-first strategy.40 

38 Memo, :Brown to J0De8, 19 Jul78, S/GDS, JCS 2,521/123-3,806 (10 Feb '78). 

39 JCSM-l90-19 to SecDef, 29 May 19, S/ODS, CJCS Files (Joaea), 806 NATO, aud JCS 
2521/303-1, 806 (19 Mar 19). 

40 eM 335-19 to SecDef. 29 May 19, S/GDS. CJCS Files (Jones), Bo6 NATO. aud JCS 
2521/303-1, 806 (19 Mar 19); and "Statement of Army Rationale on DPQ-19 ... ,"ao date, 
BIGOS, AppeDdix H to JCS 252l/303-1, 806 (19 Mar 19). 
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(U) O~ 10 July 1979, 8eenKa.ry Brown approved the majority 
recommc;ndanon to re-categorize two Middle East Force destroyers/frigates 
from assJgIled to earmarked. But he declined to authorize any cbauge in the 
status of the three PACOM carrier task poups, pending the outcome of a 
follow"On C0-8 study he had ordered, and a clearer picture of the situation 
in the Far East and Indian Oooan .. u Exchanges between OSD, the White 
House, and the State Department raised the possibility of an interagency 
study as well, but nothing seems to have materialized. 42 The revised US re
ply to DPQ-79 thus reflected a decrease of only five NATO-dedicated ships, 
with the PACOM carrier task groups remaining "assigned- to NATO. '11le 
reply also warned, however, that the United States was studying a possible 
change in the status of these units in order to cope with threats to a1Hance 
interests outside the NATO area, particularly in the Persian Gulf and Indian 
Ckan, but would consult with the aDies belDre making any decisions. 48 

(. By the time the Joint Chiefs took up consideration of the next 
NATO Defense Planning Questionnaire (DPQ-8o), they had before them 
both the resu1ts of the CG-8 swing strategy review and a foDow-on study 
done by the Joint Staff in ooDaboratlon with Under Secretary of Defense 
Robert Komer's otlice. Both efforts cast serious doubt on the continued use
fulness of the swing strategy as a means of providing Europe with timely :re
inforcements, and advised utmost flexibility, especially in the commitment 
of naval forces, in view of the uncertainties of growing US involvement in 
the Persian Gulf/Indian Ocean;" As IComer succinctly put it, "We C8JlllOt 
determine a »riori -whether the 'swing' fortBJ would be needed more in the 
NATO or Indian Ocean theaters than the Pacific."46 Instead of swinging 
PACOM forees to reinforce Europe, JCS planners were now finding that, as 
they probed more deeply into the requirements for the newly authorized 
Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force, NATO-dedieated units might be 
needed to reinforce the Persian Gulf. While the Joint Chiefs earnestly hoped 
to avoid such a po8S1bilfty, knowing that it would encounter strong opposi
tion from the NATO alUes, they advised the Seereta:ry ofDefeuse in Novem
ber 19?9 that were the R.DJ'TF to go up against Soviet foDS, there would be 

'1 Memo, SecDef to CJC8, 10 Jul 79. SIGDS, CJaJ Files (Jones), 806 NATO, and JCS 
2521/303-3. 806 (19 Mar 19). 

.2 Memo. 'l'homson to Brzezinski, 3 Au& 19. S. NatioPal Security Adviser Colled:ioD, Apnt:y 
File. box 6. DOD 8-9179 folder, Carter LibraIY. 

t8 MJC818s"'19 to SeeDe.f. 18 Jul79. SIGDS, lilt NIH of JCS 2521/303-3. 806 (19 Mar '19). 

... JCSM-289-79 to SecDef, 1 Oct 79. SIGDS, JaJ 2101/619-1. 520 (13 Jun 19); memo, leo
mer to Jones. 19 Oct 19. SIGDS, CJCS Files (Jones), 806 NATO. 

46 Memo. Komer to Brown, 3 Jan 80, 1'8. CJCS Files (Jones), 550 Consolidated Guidance. 
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no choice but to can on reinforcements from US units assigned or ear-
marked for Europe.46 . 

(UJ By May 1980, when the Joint ChiefS foJ'W8l'ded to the Seere1:ary 
their recommended repJyto DPQ-8o, it was clear that the Soviet occupation 
of Afghanistan the previous December had shifted attention from Europe to 
Southwest Asia. In these circumstances, milituy pJannem had no choice but 
to contemplate changes that would render the swing stmtegy less and Jess 
viable. Showing his customary sense of initiative, Under Secretary Komer 
urged the Secretary of Defense to redesignate three "swing" carriers from 
"assigned" to '"earmarked, • to remove both the 10lSt Airmobile Division and 
the 82d Airbome from the list of ready reinforcements to NATO, and post
pone indefinitely the preposition of equipment and munitions for up to 
three US divisions in Europe under the LTDP.",] However, the Joint Chiefs 
saw no mgent need to go quite 80 far in chan.ging the allocation of forces. 
Although the US commitment of ground and air units \Y01lld remain essen
tially stable for 19B1, they recommended redesJpating fifty-six PACOM 
principal surface combatants, including three carriers, from assigned to 
earmarked, and adding thirty other vessels, primarily PACOM amphibians, 
to the other-force&-for .. NATO category. The justification given for these 
changes was that they would increase US employment options, make NATO 
pJanning more realistic, and bring the alignment of forces more into line 
with the US commibnent to protect vital out-of-area alliance interests (e.g., 
access to Pe1'8ian Gulf oil). Hinting at the next possible step, the Chiefs es
sentially concurred with Under Secretary Komer (but refrained from mak
ing any specific recommendations) that units supporting the RDJTF might 
have to include some of those committed to NATO. Indeed, as the Chiefs 
pointed out, .so much of the US general purpose combat force had become 
NATQ..oriented over the years that the use of assigned or earmarked units in 
a non-NATO contingency "cannot be ruled out in eases where there is no 
immediate direct miJituy threat to the Alliance." As a result, however, other 
NATO countries might have to cany proportioDB.tely more of the burden 
within the NATO area. This time. in contrast to yeatS past, Secretary of ne. 
fense Brown offered no objections to the Chiefs' recommendations.48 

~ThU8, by the end of the Carter presidency, the Burope-first strat
egy, which had underpinned much of US military plaDDinI sinee World War 
II, was giving way under pressure of events to a more global orientation and 
deployment of us general purpose forces. Increasingly, the emphasis was 
on preparing for contingencies, not just in Europe or the Far East but in ~e 
Persian Gulf and Southwest Asia especlally. This shift in attention and pn-

MI JCSM.~318-19 to SecDe:f, 15 Nov '19. S/GOS, JCS 2147/ftJQ, 374 (26 Oct '19). 

4'1 Memo, Komer to Brown, 14 Mar 80, S/GDS, CJCS Files (Jones), 806 NATO. 

48 JCSM-129-8o to SeeDef, 21 May 80, SIGOS, JCS 2521/430-1; aDd (U) note to JCS. 19 
Aug So. U. JCS 2521/430-3, both in 806 (17 Mar 80). 
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orities was ful1y in line with JCS perceptions of emerging threats, as evi
~enced by the. Soviet, invasion of Afghanistan, and of evolving US strategic 
mterests. But it was also potentially unsettUng to the NATO aDies who had 
seen US forces earmarked for Europe steadily evaporate during the Vietnam 
War. Expanding the DPQ CDlDDlitment was one way of xeassminJ the allies 
that the United states would not repeat the experience of the 1960s by be
coming more deeply engaged in Southwest Asia. Yet it was a promise that, 
as JCS planners routinely warned, the United States would be hard pressed 
to bonor in an emergency without a significant augmentation of forces tra
ditionally offered under the swing stra.tegy. Although the Joint Chiefs may 
have agreed among themselves that, as a p:ractical matter, the swing strategy 
had outlived its usefulness, there was as yet no firm consensus on what 
course of action should replace it, other than to juggle resources and hope 
furthe~ . 

.Review ofStrategie Nuelear Targeting 
(U) In tandem with the development of revised strategic plans for the 

worldwide allocation of conventional forces, the Carter years also witnessed 
significant changes in strategic nuclear strategy and supporting employment 
policies. While ,President Cater professed DO other objective than to rid the 
earth of nuclear weapons, be soon found that, in the face of the failed US 
"deep cuts" SALT n proposal and evidence of a continuing Soviet buildup of 
strategic and theater nuclear missllea, he bad no choice but to pay closer at
tention to the problems of nuclear strategy. Accordingly, not only did the 
Carter administration come to support nuclear modernization for NATO but 
also, asa direct outgrowth of the PRM-l0 review and PD-lS, it set in motion 
a series of follow-on studies that led eventually to the issuance in 1980 of 
yet another presidential directive (PO-59) enunciating a new pbfiosopby 
governing the conduct of US strategic nuclear ope:rations, target-selection, 
and employment in exchange. . , 

49 On the baclqp:oUDd and origins of NSDM 242, see Terry Terriff. Th.e Ni:JtDn A.dmi:nistFa-
tion and th, Making of US Nuclear Strategg (Ithaca, NY: CorneD Untversity Press, 1995); 
and Desmond Ball, "Development of the SlOP. 1960-1988,'" in Desmond Ball and Jeftiey 
RicheJson (eds.), Strategic Nuclear Targeting (Ithaca: Cornell University Press. 1986), 7t>-
79· . 
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50 "Policy Guidance for the Employment of Nuclear Weapoua,· (NUWEP-l) 3 Apr 74. 'lS, 
JCS 2.430/241. For the complete text of NSDM 242, see Terrlff, Nb:on Administratian and 
US Nuclear Strategy, 23?"'4L 

III Memo, Brzezinski to Carter. 26 Aug 80, S, adam Collection. box 47. PD-S9 After Signing 
folder. Carter Ll1muy. 

52 Memo, Brzezinski to Carter, '31 Mar '17. TS/XGDS, Nationa18ecUr.ity Adv.Iser CoJleetion, 
Subject File, box 47. Nuclear War Doetr:inefolder, Carter LibI'll1. ' 

63 Memo, Btzezinski to Harold Brown, 31 Mar 7/, 'lS/XGDS, ibid. 

64 LTG William E. Odom intemew. 16 Sep 98. Also see memo, Odom to BrzezinsKi. I} May 
'17. TS/XGDS; and memo, Odom to Brzezinski, 26 May 77, TS, both in National Security 
Ad;v:iser Collection, Subject File, box 47. Nuclear War Doctrine folder, Carter Library. 
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dent, Harold Brown adopted a approach than the one he 
had used for the preparation of the PRM~lO study. Instead of vesting major 
responsibility in junior members of his staff, he tumed to an outside con
sultant, Leon Sloss, to head the project. A respected strategic aoalyst, Sloss 
had served during the Nixon administration in the State Departinent's Bu-

1511 Minutes, sec.Mts on PRM-I0. 4 Aug 77~ TS/XGDS, National Security Adviser CoIIIaction. 
Staff Offices. box 5. sec Mtg No. 14 folder. Cuter Library; memo, Brzezinski to 
ADs 77. Ta, J-S NSC CoDection, box 24. sec 4 Apr 79 Strategic Targeting 
folder. 

&'I SM-S89-77to Dir DIA, 30 Jun 77. SIGDS, JCS 20S6/570; memo, Ed..,rard 
to DJs, 28 Jul71. S. JCS 2056/570-1; and DJSM 1681-77 to Vice Director Strategic! r.I 
get Planning. 28 Sep 77. S/GDS. lit NIH of JCS 2056/570-2. all in. 338 (23 .. 
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reau of Politico-Military .MfiUrs and in the Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency, and had been a principal member of the interagency group that had 
developed the studies leading up to NSDM 242 in 1974058 .As much as any
thing, the choice of Sloss to chair the study indieated that the SecretaI)' was 
indeed serious about doing an objective and impartial inquiry, and that he 
wanted to mend fences with the Jom Chiefs, who had made DO secret of 
their dissatisfaction with the handling and outcome of the PRY .. 10 review. 
According to one account, most of those in OSD who bad worked OD PRM-
10, including the overall cooniinator, Lynn Davis, now found themselves 
"cut completely out of the action."19 , 

\ 

., In addition to the t:argeting poHcy review, Secretary Brawn com
missioned three companion strategic studies: one to examine ICBM mod

I ernization problems, including hard-target ldll capability and the future of 
. I the Triad; another looking at Secure Resene Force target a~on re-

/.J~\.9 "",.! quirements; and a tbhd dealing with naval ~egic planning, chaired by 
I .. )' the Secret8J:y of the Navy, whieh at BrzeziDsld's sugest:ion came to be han-

(v-"'\ ' died separately.80 However, it was the targeting review that was at thecen
\.'0 ) ter of attention throughout. Much of the initial work, designated Phase I of 

the study, consisted of framing terms of refel'el1Cle, assigning personnel, col
lecting pertinent intelligence, and identifying areas Deeding further study.81 
Phase D, encompassing the examination of data and the preparation of rec
ommendations, commenaKl in the summer of 1978 and was basically fin
ished by that November, at which time Secretary of Defense Brown sent a 
summary of findings to President Cuter. Circulation of the fuD report fol
lowed shortly thereafter.62 

(U) Although the preparation of. the Sloss report was out of the 
Chiefs' hands, a team of JQJ representatives, headed initially by the Director 
J-5, Lieutenant General A. W. ~ USAF, monitored its progress 

158 Memo, Brown to Secretar.ies Military Depts, 22 Dec 71. U. JaJ 2101/607-& 338 (03 Nov 
71)HB. 

59 Prado$, Keepers of the Keys, 410. See alaoJamne Eo NolaD, Guardians qftheAnHmal: The 
Polities ofNuclsar Strategy (NY: BasicBoolm. 1989), 132-33. 

60 Memo, Brown to Bne.ziDski. 3 Nov 71. SIGns, JCS 2101/607 (Revised by 2d NIH of 21 
Dee 77); memo, Bn.eziDSki to BlO'WD, 29M 78, SjGDS, J(S 2101/607-4. both in 338 (03 
Nov71)HB. 

&1 Memo, S1oc:ombe and Marshall to Brown. 12 May 78. TS, with eaclosure, -Final Draft Nu
clear Targeting Policy Review: Phase I bport.. May 1918. TS. CJCS Files (Jones), 710 Nu
clear Weapcms/8ystems (t Ju178-31 Dec 78). 

&2 Briefius Sheet tor CJCS on Nuclear Weapons Targeting Policy Review, 3 Aug 78, TS/GDS. 
338 (01 Nov 78) sec. 3 HB; memo, Brown to Carter. 28 Nov 18. TS. J-S NSC CoDection, box 
24. sec 4 Apr 79 Strategic TargetiDg Forees Policy folder. 
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closely.63 Well aware of the civil-military friction that had arisen over the 
PRM-lO review, Sloss went to some lengths to establish a cordial working 
relationship both with the Joint Staft which provided much of his data and 
support at the Pentagon, and with the JSTPS in Omaha. Sloss knew that, 
traditionally, targeting decisions were a miJitary responsibility, and that the 
officers assigned to these functions were almost sure to harbor hard feelings 
at seeing their functions usurped and their judgment second-guessed by a 
civilian outsider. Fortunately, he was a personal friend of General Ricbard 
H. Ellis, USAF, the CINCSAC and Director of Strategic Target Planning 
(DSTP), whose intercession from time to time helped eliminate numerous 
obstacles and made Sloss's job an the easier. "I didn't want to repeat the ex
perience of PRM-I0," Sloss later explained. "Personalities have so much to 
do with it You don't change policy; you influence people. "M 

63 Buckslip memo, Elfelt to LtGen W. Y. Smith, 21 Jun 78. Uf CJCS Files (Jones), 710 Nu
clear Weapons/Systems (1 Jul78-31 Dec 78). 

64 Quoted in Nolan, Guardians o/the Arsenal, 135. 
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tIS ·NuclearTarget:ins Po1iey Review." Nov 1978. pp. i.l:N4 and passim, TS. JCS 2056/582, 
338 (01 Nov?8) HB. . 

61.1 Leon Sloss and Marc Dean M111ot, "U.S. Nuclear Strategy in Ewlution, II Strategic. Review 
12 (Wmter 1984): 24. 
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PD-S9: The Countervailing Strategy 

(U) W1ule undertaken as a review of targeting policy, the Sloss report 
obviously went a good deal further. In fact, it laid the basis for a new presi
dential strategy directive ,(Pl).S9), setting forth what became known as the 
"countervailing strategy,· which replaced NSDM 242 in the summer of 
1980; and a new Nuclear Weapons Employment Policy (NUWEP-8o), is
sued to strategic targeting planners the foDowing October. Those involved in 

61 "Nuclear Targeting Policy Review," pp. 1~7-l9. 44-46. 1'8. 

68 Ibid.. pp. 56-59. 
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the NTPR project agreed that, if implemented fully, it would mark a break
through in strategic :Planning and bring to fruition many of the flexible re
sponse targeting concepts that military theorists had ta1bd about, but been 
unable to achieve, since the early 19608. Whlle Sloss and his associates were 
also confident that military planners generally supported the report's pro
posals, they realized that there were practical operational and target base 
probleilis that would require time to sort out, perhaps as much as ten 
years.69 Speaking for himself, Chairman Jones said he found the Sloss re
port to be an Mexcellent framework" for reshaping strategic poUcy. But he no 
doubt spoke for his JCS coHeques as well, when he added that much would 
also depend on achieving -satisfactory capabilities" and improvements in 
such -crucial" areas as the endurance of nuclear forces, related cal, and the 
preservation of -a relatively sbnple and responsive execution process," be
fore the countervailing strategy could become a working reality. '10 Person
ally, Jones found the whole SIOP process so exceedingly complex that he 
foresaw few, if any, changes resulting anytime soon, no matter what the 
Sloss report said or recommended 11 

_____ - 19 1 .. ~ (~) 
69 See Walter Slocombe, "'l'be Countervai1iDg Strategy," InternationalBecurity 5 (Spring 
1981): 2'/. 

m CM-15o-78 to A8D(ISA), 21 Nov 78, TS/GDS. CJC8 FOes (JoDeS), 110 Nuclear Weap
ons/Systems (1 Ju178-S1 Dee ']8). 

71 Gen David C. Jones, USAF (Ret). former cJcs,·in1ervJewed by Dm. SteveD 1.. Rearden 
and Walter S. Poole, 4 Feb 98. transcript. Joint History Office. 

'1lI See memo, .Marshall and Slocombe to Brown, 81 Oct 78, TS, CJCS Files (Jones), 710 Nu
c1earWeapons/8ystems (1 Ju17B-31 Dec '(8). 
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'1a Memo. Brown to CJCS, 29 Jan 79, 1'8. JCS 2056/582-6. 338 (01 Nov 78) sec. 3. aB. 

'14 JCSM-141"'79 to SecDef. SO Apr 79.1'8/XGDB, JCS 2056/582-11.338 COl Nov 78) sec. 3· 

75 Enclosure C, pp. 26-27. 1'8/XGDS. JCS 2056/582-11. ibid 
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71 See the JS COJDmeD.ts appeuded t.o memo, Gelb to Aaron. McGiffert, and LTG Smith, 21 
Feb 79. U. J-:-5 NSC Q)DectioD., box 24, sec 4 Apr '79 Strategic TargetiD.g Forces Poliey 
folder; copy clreulated as JC82527, 338 (21 Feb 79) HB. 

'18 Detailed Millutes, sec Mtg OD. Stra.tegie Forces Employment Policy, 4 Apr 79. TS; Sum
nwy of Q)nc1usioDS. sec Mtg OD. 8trategie Forces Employment Policy, 25 Apr ?9. TS; and 
Detailed Minutes, sec Mtg on Strategic Forces Employment Polley, 26 Apr 79. TS, aD in 
William Odom Q)l1eetion, box 48. Nuclear Targeting Folder. Carter Libl'llY. 

to JOD.es,,22 Aug 79, TS/XGDS. witJl ~ "Q)ncept Pa~ 
UD&l1ed, TS/XGDS. JCS 2056/582·13. 3a8 (1 Nov 78) see. 4. HB. -
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80 JCSM-2BB-79 to SecDef,I Oct 79. 1'8. JCS 2056/582-14. 388 (1 Nov 78) sec. 4. HB. 

81 For a summary of the CINes' responses, seeJCS 2056/582-16,17 Apr So, 1'8,338 (1 Nov 
78) see. 4. HB. 

82 JCSM-I08-80 to SecDef, 30 Apr 80. 1'8, JCS 2056/582-16,338 (1 Nov 78) see. 4. HB. 

83 Memo, Brown to Jones. 30 May 80, 1'8, JCS 2056/582-18. 338 (1 Nov 78) sec. 4, HB. 
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86 Memo, CNO to SeeDef. 16 Oct 79, SjFRD, sub: SLBM Warheads; memo, SecDefto eNO, 
18 Dee 79, S/GDS. both in CJCS Files (Jones), 710 Nuclear Weapons/s,steJns (1 Oct 79-1 
JulSo). 

8t1 Po.41, 29 Sep 78, "U.s. Civil Defense Policy," S, JHO NBC Collection. 

67 Po.53, 15 Nov 79. "National Security Telecommunications Policy," U; PD-s8, 30 Jun So, 
·Continuity of Government/cal," S, both in JHO NBC CoDeetion. 

s8 See memo, Gen R. C. Mathis, VCoS, USAF, to CJCS. 25 Apr 80. TS, CJCS Files (Jones), 
710 Nuclear Weapons/Systems (1 Oct;9-1 July 80), Neither the Chairman's files DOl the 
JCS-greens" contain any comments by the other services. 
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89 Memo, Odom and Utgoff to Brzezinski, 21 Aug So, S, Odom Collection. box 47, PD-59 
After Signing folder, Carter Lt'brary. Also see Brzezinski, Power and Principle, 458-59; and 
Nolan, Guardians oj the Arsenal, 137-39. 

90 PD-S9. 25 JulSo, "Nuclear Weapons Employment Policy," TS, JHO NSC Collection. 
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(U) Carter and Brown iDsisted that was Dever 
through P])..S9 and NUWHP-80 to make wide-ranging strategic changes, 
only adjustments, in US policy and doctrine. According to Brown, the coun
tervailing strategy amounted to nothing more than a "modest refinement in 
US nuclear strategy as a response to charges that the .USSR bad achieved 
strategic nuclear superiority." Its aim was to strengthen deterrence, not-as 
some critics claimed to boost war-fighting capabilities. 93 Carter's view was 
mOre or less the same. As much as he abhorred nuclear weapons, he ac
cepted the necessity of their role in US defense poliey, but sought to narrow 
their use for strategic purposes in carefuJ)y planned ways. Hence the em
phasis on options that would theoretica1ly allow the President to chOose 
from an almost endless array of measured responses to almost any level of 
Soviet aggressjon. Ever the engineer at heart, Carter seemed to feel that with 
a little fine-tuning, he could tum strategic nuclear ~1i.9' into ~molf useful 
politicaJtool.N 'l~ 1,.4" o...} 

91 ·Policy Guidance for the Employment of Nuclear Weapons: 24 Oct 80, pp. 5-6, 13. and 
passim, TS/XGDS. JCS 2430/349-4. 721 (11 Aug 80) see. 1. 

92 Memo, Brown to cartel. 17 Oct 80, TS, Odom Collection, box 47, PD-s9 After SipiDg 
folder. Carter Ll'bnuy. 

93 HamId Brown~ "Domestic Consensus and Nuclear Deterreuce, .. in Defence and Qmsen~ 
sus: 71le Domestic Aspects 0/ Western Security, Adelphi Papers No. 18S (LDndon:IISS. 
191)S), Part U. 21. Also see Brown's testimony u;pIaiDing the COUIltervai1iDg strat:e8Y in US 
Congress, Senate. Commit.tee on Foreign Relations, Hearl:ng: Nuilear War Strategg. 96:2 
(WashiDgtoD, DC: GPO, 1981). 6-28. 

IU See the interview with Carter in Miebael Charlton. From Deterrence to Defonse: 7'hB In
side Story ofSrrategiJJ Policy (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UDiverslt:y Press, 1987), 88. 
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9G Ur, Ellis to Jones, 10 Nov 80, S/GDS, JCS 2056/594; CM 793-80 to EI1~ 5 Dec 80, 
. SIGDS, 1st NIH to JCS 2056/594, both in 338 (10 Nov 80). 
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(ll) The adoption of new strategic coneepts during the Carter years 
put added pressure on the Joint Chiefs of Staff to find the resources to ae-
eomplish their assigned tasks. WhUe the JCS had seeD defense budgets wax 
and wane repeatedly sinee World War Il, they found the situation in the 
mid-l970S aD the more uncertain owing to the anti-military mood in Con
gress in the aftermath of the Vietnam War, a shift of public interest away 
from foreign affairs, and the Carter administration's determination to curb 
military spending. Like his predecessors in the OVal ~ Carter vowed to 
preserve a strong defense posture. But during the 1976 campaign he had 
promised to impose strict controls on the defense budget, starting with an 
immediate cut of five to seven biBion dollars in new obligations and, there
after, to obtain more effective and efficient use of resources at lower cost,l 
In office, however, he faced an uphill battle to keep his pledge to reduce 
spending in the faee of greater-tban-expeeted obligations to NATO, double
digit inflation, and an increasiDglyadventuresome Soviet foreign poJicy that 
challenged the United States to undertake new commitments in Southwest 
Asia and the Persian Gulf.2 

(U) While not direct participants in the budget process per se, the 
Joint Chiefs could not avoid a certain degree of responsibility for the con
tent and outoome of budget deliberations, Indeed, it was up to the Jes to 
advise the Secretary of Defense and the President on what would be needed 
objectively to meet national security commitments worldwide; how well the 
current and proposed spending levels satisfied these needs; and the risks 
entailed in operating at a less-than-optimum level of readiness. Not surpris
ingly, these were often controversial and contentious issues that produced 
arguments among the Chiefs themselves and between the JCS, the Secretary 
of Defense, and the White House. 

(U) The most acute sources of tension and debate concerned the level 
of funding for military programs. Despite detente and reduced commit
menD in" Southeast Asia, US defense spending in the post-V1etnam era re
mained at what many in the incoming >Carter administration deemed 
excessive, driven by outmoded force sizing practices, lax management, and 

1 Public Papers: Carter, J977. 217-218.224. 
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i~efti~eDt allocation and use of resources. The Joint Chiefs saw the situa
ti~ differently. Given. the global nature of US defense commitments, they 
believed that the growmg military power and reach of the Soviet Union was 
outdistancing that of the United States. With the resources availabJe, the 
United States, in their view, was barely holding its own and was Jike1y to 
lose ground steadily in the years ahead. But confronted with mounting pres
~ from Congress and administration initiatives like the PRM-to polley 
revIew, the JCS found themselves continually on the defensive and often at 
odds with the prevailing philosophy and outlook in OSD and at the White 
House. 

Clumges iD the Strategic P1aunina Process 
(0) For dmuny Carter defense budget reform was an uppermost con

cern. Not only did Carter want to trim military spending but he wanted to 
do so by introducing new practices and procedures that would hold down 
and control future expenditures more effectively. The President's starting 
point was the PIM-IO exercise, leading to PD-18, which together were sup
posed to provide broad strategic guidance from which the Department of 
Defense could extrapolate basic fiscaI guidance. One concrete result was the 
introduction early in 1978 of the SecretarYs Consolidated Guidance paper, 
which replaced the old Defense Guidance directive. The CG incorporated 
comprehensive po1icy, fiscal, and strategic guidance in one document, which 
the Sel'Yic.m were to use in preparing their annual budget submissions, 
known as Program Objective Memorandums (POMs). The CG was supposed 
to belp quiet compJaints from the Services, the Combatant Commanders, 
and the Joint Chiefs that, under the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting 
System (PPBS) introduced by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara in 
the 196os, they bad seen their opportunities for making inputs into the final 
budget and force-level decisions steadily diminish. Under the new arrange
ments, the ConsoBdated Guidana! would be an evolving document, with aD 
involved free to make inputs. Not only would the Military Services and the 
. Joint Chiefs have a fuller picture of the budgetary situation but also th~ 
could now critique the guidance they received before making any submlS
sions to the Secretary or the President.3 

4f(!!8 As part of these reforms, the Joint allers, late in 1977, launched a 
major overhaul of the joint strategic planning system, the ~nceptual 
framework around which the Services prepared and submitted theIr POMs. 
The most extensive restructuring of the strategic plaDDing process since the 
early 19508, this overhaul took several years to acoomp1ish. Two key docu
ments were eliminated, and. two new ones took their place. One of those to 

3 Memo, Brown to Secys Mil Depta and CJCS. 26 Oct 17. U, JCS 2F;l211, 555 (t.z9 Sep 17); 
Walter S. Poole. The Evolution ojtheJoint Strategic Plarrning System, 1947"'1989 (W8Ih~ 
ington, DC: Historical Division, Joint Seeretariat. Joint Std. September 1')8g), 15-17· 
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go was the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan, which gave way during 1978-
1979 to the Joint Strategic Planning Document Previously through the 
JSOP, the Joint Chiefs had provided the Secretary the President, and the 
Na~onal See~rity Council, with their annuaJ p~naJ estimate of global 
military reqUIrements to meet national strategic objectives on a mid-range 
(i.e., seven-year) basis. But by the mid·l970S the JSOP had lost much of its 
credibility. As two members of the NBC Staff characterized it, "The JSOP 
~e archetypical of the irrelevant material produced by the JCS.'" In
vanably, JSOP estimates exceeded fiscal authority by a wide margin, giving 
rise to criticisms that the JSOP was nothing more than a "wish list" used by 
the Sema!s and the unified and specified commanders to stake out claims 
on resources. Efforts by the Joint Staff to dispel this notion made little 
headway.s Although JCS planners maintained that the system was ·concep
toaDy sound, " they readily acknowledged that improvements -were possible. 
With the looming advent of new budget procedures, they seized the oppor
tunity to replace the JSOP with a more objective set of assessments. 6 

(U) Though outwardly similar to the JSOP, the JSPD differed from it 
in two important respects. First, it was scheduled to circulate sixty days be
fore the appearance of the Secretary's draft Consolidated Guidance, thus 
making the JSPD's contents more timely and. relevant in the upcoming de
liberations on allocating resources; and second, it was a more compact and 
anaJytical document, with greater emphasis on providing a "joint" view. The 
JSPD 'WOUld appraise the threat to US interests and objectives; recommend 
the military strategy needed to attain those objectives; summarize the force 
levels needed to execute, with a reasonable assurance of success, approved 
national strategy; appraise the attainability of those force levels in the light 
of fiscal, manpower, material, tecbnological, and industrial capacity; assess 
capabilities and risks that would be incurred by holding to the programmed 
level of forces; and recommend changes, where appropriate, to the force 
planDing and programming guidance. A two-part supporting analysis wo~d 
accompany these assessments. Part I would supply military planners w,tth 
JCS perceptions about national militaly objectives, strategy, and plaDnmg 
guidance as stated in the CG and other documents, while Part U would de
velop required force and support levels. '1 

4 Memo, Stewart and Utgoffto Aaron, 31 Jan 79. S/KGD8, National Security.Adviser CoDec
tion, Staff 0fB.ees, box 10, JCS 1/79-2/80 folder, Carter Ubmy. 

5 On the problema of JSOP e:redibility, see DJSM 212-71. 31 Jan 71. S; aDd JsM 662-17 to 
CJCS. 24 Mar 71, S, both in CJCS Files (BIOWD), 511 JSOP. 

G For JCS views on retOl'DliD&the budpt and strategic planning system, see DJSM~l700-17 • 
... Oct ?1, U, lit NIH of JCS 2522/1; and Rpt by J-5 to JCS on Ca1amler [sic] of Key nBS 
Events for flY 1980-1984. U, JCS 2522/S-1, 5S5 (29 Sep 77)· 
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• A further difference between the JSOP and the JSPD was the in
elusion in the latter of a "risk reduction" package, which set interim goaJs to 
shore up the more apparent weaknesses in the force structure. Programmed 
Five-Year DefeDse Plan (FYDP) forces weighed against recommended im
provements under the JSPD provided the base point. The operating premise 
~ that, program development should build toward the planning force, 
which might not be attainable with available resources. Accordingly, the 
Joint Chiefs developed the risk-reduction idea to give the Secrebuy of De
fense and the President a somewhat wider range of choice in framing in .. 
terim policy and force-level objectives. The Chi.eiB offered the :risk reduction 
package, not in lieu of the planning force, but as an incremental step toward 
it. A major drawback of the risk reduet::ion package was that the JCS made 
no attempt to prioritize specific measures within it; iDStead, they treated 
each Service's needs has having more or less equal importance. As a practi
cal matter, this diluted the value of the whole exercise, since allocatiug re
sources generally posed the most difficult problems at budget time. 
CoDsequently, of the risk reduction measures the Chiefs proposed, few ever 
came to fruition.8 

.. A more serious shortcoming was that the JSPD seldom received 
the attention that Joint Staff plannets hoped it would Although eonsidered 
an improvement, the JSPD, like the JSOP, was largely ignored outside the 
Pentagon. Copies forwarded to the White House routinely went to NSC 
staffers who concluded that the JSPD was much too long and computed to 
merit the President's time and attention. Leaving it up to the Office of Man
agement and Budget to study the details, they prepared a page-and-a-half 
precis for National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinsld to pass along to 
President Carter. Rarely if ever did a folI copy of the JSPD make its way to 
the Oval Office.' 

(Ol The other new document was the Joint Program Assessment 
Memorandum, which superseded the Joint Force Memorandum (JFM) as 
the JCS estimate of the optimum balance of forces attainable under fiseal 
limits. Although the function of the JFM was supposed to have been essen
tially the same, the fact that it appeared several weeks before the POMs ef
fectively negated its usefulness in assigning priorities to Service pro~s. 
Under revised scheduling, the JPAM would appear 30 days qfter subDUS-

'i Poole, Joint StrategicPlanning System, 17. 

8 See JSPD 81-88. Section VI, pp. 9-10, TS. JCS 21431522. 511 (24 Nov 78); and JSPJ) 82· 
89, Section II, pp. 16, TS. JCS 21431542. 511 (07 Dec 79)· 

II See letters, LiGen Richard L lawson, J.s, to Bn.ezinald and Aaron, 14 Jan 80, U; memo, 
Shoemaker. Utp1f. and Welch to Brzezinski, 21 Feb 80, Uj draft memo to Dir, OMl, U; and 
memo, Bn.ezln8ld to Carter. 22 Feb Bo. TS. aU in National Security Adviser Collection, 
Agency File, box 10, JCS 1/79-2/80 folder, Carter L1'brary. 
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sion of the POMs, thus giving the Joint Staff time to evaluate Service re
quests and to suggest alter.oatIves. Also, the JP AM would supply JC8 views 
about the overall balance and capabHities of POM forces to execute the ap
proved natioDBI military strategy, mindful of the tentative funding limits set 
by the Secretary of Defense. The first JPAM, covering Fiscal Years (FY) 
1980-1987, appeared on 8 July 1978.10 

(OJ Taking resouree allocation reform one step further, the Secretary . 
of Defense in AprU 1979 directed the creation of a Defense Resources Board. 
Chaired by the De~ Secretary of Defense, the ORB was composed of sen
ior ~dgeting and program analysts whose job was to oversee the review of 
~mce budget ~ests. The ORB had its origins in a report submitted ear
lier by Donald B. Rice, an experienced defense analyst and senior executive 
of the RAND Corporation. Convinced that the JSOP and JF'M bad been "ir
relevant. " Rice doubted whether the JSPD and JPAM would be much better 
at giving the Joint Chiefs of Staff -a credible institutional role" in resource 
management. In recommending creation of the DRB, be urged ex officio 
participation by the Cbairmanl who would have responsibility for providing 
the ORB with an independent prioritization of initiatives above the base or 
minimum level reflected in the individual Services' programjbudget review 
process.l1 The Service Chiefs, in deference to growing pressure for an en
hanced military voice in resource allocation, agreed that the a.airman 
should participate in the board's deliberations but objected to giving him 
too much latitude or independent authority to tender separate estimates. As 
a means of limiting the Chairman's independence, they wanted it made clear 
that bis participation would be -in concert with the corporate body." Secre
tary of Defense Brown, in naming the CJCS to the board, offered no objec
tion, but left open the option for the Chairman, as be felt his way along, to 
make whatever recommendatious be might deem suitable and appropri
ate.12 

(0) While these changes promised to enhance the JCS role in re
source management decisions, questions remained whetberthe Joint Chiefs 
could effectively discharge their respoDSl'bilities. Having seen their involve
ment in budget mattei's wax and wane since World War II, the Chiefs now 
bad a golden opportunity to regain much lost ground. But to do so! tbey 
would have to produce a more united front than ever before and contain the 
inter-service rivalry aDd competition for funds that bad historically plagued 
their deliberations. In other words, they needed to adopt a more "joint" and 

1/1 Poole, Joint Strategic Planning System. 17. 

11 DOnald B. Rice, Defense Resource Management Study: Pinal Report (WasbiJl&ton. DC: 
GPO, 1919), 21. 

12 Memo, Brown to Secys Mil Depts, et. aL. 7 Apr 19, U, CJCS FIles (JODl!!S), 550 Bu.cJaet; 
Poole, Joint Strategic Plarming Systmn, 18 • 
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~bi~ed view. As it happened, the Carter years would witness steps in this 
direction, but not enough to make a significant difference in budget debate 
~mes. Even though the Chiem, co1Jectively md individually, might see 
senous flaws and shortcomings in the fiscal md other guidance they re
ceiyed from the President md the Secretary, they were seldom sufficiently 
united to be able to after a credible alternative. The best they could usually 
come up with during the Outer years was a set of generalized recommenda
tions, which left the real power for allocating resources in the hands of oth-
ers. 

Foree and Budget PlaDDing in 1977 
..... Wbile aware that the new administration intended changes in 

budget and defense policy, JCS force planners had no choice at the outset of 
Cuter's presidency but to continue operating UDder the policies and priori
ties set by the Ford admintstratiOn.13 Adhering to the schedule and proce
dures that were in effect at the time, the Joint Chiem in late January 1977 
forwarded Volume II of JSOP FY 1919-'1986 to the Secretary of Defense, 
summariz.ing their recommended objective force-levels for those years (see 
Table U.!, page 368). the overall appearance was that of a gradual but 
steady buildup toward a more modern strategic force built around the tmdi
tional "triad" of land- md sea-based ballistic missiles and manned bombers; 
and larger, more versatile ~ purpose forces. Major aims over the next 
seven years would be to replace obsolesamt equipment-ships and planes 
especially-which had DOt been upgraded since the Vietnam War and to 
maintain essential equivalence with the Soviet Union in strategic power 
within the constraints of the 1974 Vladivostok arms control ac:cords and the 
1912 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. The Chiem advised that the capabftity of 
the strategic objective force to meet these requirements and to maintain "a 
prudent level of risk" would also depend on appropriate levels of funding for 
accompanying RId) programs..14 

.QiIU in the past Service disagreements (i.e., ·spUts") over the alloca
tion and use of resources accompanied the JSOP. Under the Nixon-Ford 
administration, the Navy had embarked on an ambitious and long overdue 
modernization program to replace the aging vessels in its fleet, many dating 
from World War II. However, the other Services believed that, because of 
sharply escalating ship construction costs, the Navy should curb its pro
gram. Indicative of the division of opinion, the Chief of Naval Operations 
registered across-the-board objections to the JSOP-recommended limits on 

1.3 For previous documentation, see Poole, JCS and National Policy, 1973-J9")6, S, chap. 2-
3. 

U JSOP Py 19'79-1986, vol. 11, Analysis and Force TabulattODS: Executive Summary, pp. 10-
24. TS, enclosme to JCSM-SS-17to SeeDef, 16 Feb 71.1'8, JCS 21431491. 511 (03 Dee 77)· 
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~e Navy's size. and rate of replacement, starting with the objective construc
tion of two Trident SSBNs per year, a figure the CNO characterized 81 in
adequate to alleviate Poseidon block· obsolesamee in the late 19808 and 
early 19908. Two boats per year, commencing in FY 1981 and FY 1982 and 
three per year thereafter, the CNO insisted, should be the goal. Supported 
by the ComlWiDdant of the Marine Corps, the CNO also held that the JBOP
recommended Navy objective force for carriers, surface combatants, and 
V IfffOL support ships, was inadequate to meet the projected threat and to 
i!Dplement the national military and maritime strategy at a level of prudent 
risk. For plaDIIiDg purposes, they urged adherence to the numbers in the 
previous year's JBOP, which had recommended an eventual fleet of twenty 
carriers and nineteen VSS.Ii 

.Neither the Chief of Staff of the Army nor the Chief of Staff of the 
Air Force coDCUITed in the need for naval expansion on a scale or in the ar
eas the CNO and the CMC recommended. They poiDted out that over the 
past year, -detaDed sJud,ies· (presumably those done by the Wade Working 
Group of the Defense Review Panel) bad confirmed that the Navy should 
shift its priorities from a power projection furce structured around carrier
based air, to a force more oriented toward the protection of vital sea lanes 
against the Soviet submarine threat. The security of the United States and 
the protection of the sea-lanes, they mgued, must be achieved with these 
priorities in mind, hence, the reduction in carriers and VSS in the current 
JSOP. They added that the US strategy for operations in Europe, as part of a 
worldwide conventional conflict with the USSR, required prompt and COD
tiDUOUS movement of forces and materiel from CONUS to Europe, and that 
the Navy should therefore give top priority to establishing sea control in the 
North Atlantic and tiefendiug mi1it8ly convoys in that area. In support of 
this effort, the Army and the Air Force stated that they could readily endorse 
increases for antisubmarine warfare purposes. But they could recommend 
an eventual force of no more than sixteen big camelS. Any more than that, 
they argued, would make only a "JJllU.'ginal contribution"" to the Navy's capa
bility to perform the vital sea lines of communication (SLOC) protection 
mission, since carriers themselves required a significaDt commitment of 
submarines and surface combatants for protection.1S 

*~ Though hardly as intense as clashes in the past, these disagree
ments over the JSOP underscored the continuing presence in JCS delibera
tions of inter-service friction that made it difficult for the Chiefs to reach a 
consensus. The larger problem, however, was one of strat~ ~v:
whether JCB views, as reflected in the JSOP, acmrded WIth the mcommg 

1& Ibid., pp. :r7.44. 

16 Ibid., 49. For the studies done by the Defense Review Panel working group recommend
ing changes in naval sbipbuildios priorities, see Poole, Ja: and National Policy, 1973"')976, 
8,62-66. 
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administm.tion's on how and where to allocate resources. Inter .. service dif
fe~ aside, the Chiefs assumed, in framing the recommendations COD
~ed In JSOP 79-8~ that the Vladivostok accords would largely govern the 
SlZUlg and rate of development of strategic offensive forces, and that the 
United continue to numbers of general pur-
pose possible contingencies in the . 
Far East, peninsula and to defend against 
what the Chiefs in the JSOP as "a significant military tbrea~ 
posed by the People's Republic of anna. to nations on m. periphery. In faet, 
the thinking of the Carter administration on these two points was quite dif
ferent from that of the JCS. Not only did the new administration hope to 
achieve immediate "deep cuts" in the US and Soviet strategic arsenals, going 
wen below the Vladivostok ceilings, but also it intended to pursue a rap
prochement with China in an effort to relax tensions throughout the region, 
pave the way for the withdrawal of liS combat troops from South Korea, and 
shift greater support to NATO. It was through policy chaDges such as these 
coupled with improved management that President Carter hoped to realize 

. most of the permanent savings in defense spending that he had promised . 
during the 1976 campaign. 

(li) Shortly after taking office. President Carter directed Secretary of 
Defense Harold Bl'OWD to provide the NBC with a "detailed review" of the 
defense budget, a first step toward the broader review initiated in February 
1977 under PRM-I0.17 Anticipating the Presidenfs request, Brown had 
identified immediate savings totaling Dearly $3 billion attainable through 
slowdowns in the MX ICBM and other strategic programs, cutbacks in some 
procurement areas, and the outright elimination of certain programs (e.g., 
the Air Force's A-1E fighter and the NavYs nuclear powered strike cruiser) 
that he and his budget advisers deemed "marginally" important to national 
seeutity. Favorably impressed, Carter in mid-February gave his unqualified 
approval to the adjustments Brown proposed.18 Looking ahead, Brown told 
the President that he was conducting more thorough studies to e:qlore even 
greater savings in four areas: (l) strategic programs,. focusing on the B-1 
bombei~ the MX ICBM, and erWse missiles; (2) the F-15 fighter program; 
(a) NATO readiness and mobility forces; and (4) the Navy's ship constrUC
tion 

1'1 Memo, Brzezinski to Brown. 27 Jan TIl U,JCS 2458/983, 551 (27 Jan TIl. 

lS Memo, Brzezinski to Brown. 21 Feb 77. U, enc1osfD,g Carter's approval as indicated mt~ 
memo, Brown to carter, 18 Feb 71. U, National Security Adviser Co1lection. Subitct ..... w;, 

box 9, Budget: F'Y 78 Deftmse folder, ~ Librmy. 

is Memo, Brown to Carter, 26 Jan TI, U, CJC8 Files (Jones), NBC Memo Pile 19'iJ. 
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tIf). Strategic forces, already constrained to some extent by the SALT I 
agreements, 'would likewise remain at or near their CUf1.'eDt levels. Full-sca1e 
engineering development of the air-launehed cruise missne initiated during 
the Ford administration, and further work to improve the effectiveness of 
the Trident n SLBM against hardened targets, would. continue. But produc
tion and deployment of the MX would be held in abeyance, pending further 
study of basing options. Also undecided was the fate of the 8-1 bomber 
which, though funded for prototype procurement, stood a good chance of 
being caneeled before the end of the year owing to campaign promises 
President Carter had made to curtail the program • .As a possible alternative 
to the B-1, the Secretary's guidance cited the possibility of "enhancing the 
penetration capability of [other] manned bombers," an apparent reference 
to Air Force efforts to upgrade the FB·lll • 

., In fact, the general purpose force levels in the Secretary's PPOM 
for the Almy, Air Force, and Marine Corps were identical to those proposed 
by the J:oint Chiefs for FY 1979 in JSOP 79,,86. Where the Secretary's ~d
anee diverged was in the programmed size of the Navy: one fewer camer 
and slightly fewer surface combatants than the Chiefs had endorsed in the 

. JSOP. The reasoning behind this decision was complex, but basically. it 

20 Memo, Brown to Sec,ys Mil Depts and CJCS, 2 Mar .", S/GDS, JCS 2458/988, sp1 (11 . 
Mar 77). 

21 Memo, Brown to Secys Mil Depts, et. 81., l1:Mar 71. S/FRD, JCS 24,58/988, 551 (11 Mar 
71). Navy and Marine Corps force-level figures from JFM FY 19'79-1986. TS, JCS 2458/993. 
557 (26 Apr 77). 
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rested on two considerations: first, that the Carter administration coDSid
ered the Navy's shipbuilding program to be grossly over budget and out of 
control; and second, that it put less priority on naval power projection than 
on strengthening NATO.22 Looking'ahead, the Secreta1is Five-Year Defense 
Program eaJled for curbing growth all aroumt especially in Navy ship con .. 
struQtiOD, which would be scaled back drastically. Instead of building more 
new ships, the Navy would have to make do by refurbishing older ones un
der the Service Life Extension Program (SLEP). All in all, by FY 1983, the 
Navy could· wind up with over 100 fewer surface combatants and attack 
submarines, 8Dd at least two fewer carriers than its plans called for.2s .,.As part of the assessment in the Joint Force Memorandum, for
warded to the Secretary in May, the Joint Chiem expressed their Jack of con .. 
fidence that "programmed US General Purpose Forces, even 'in concert with 
the forces of the NATO and other aBies, are sufficient to execute the national 
military strategy. "24 The most serious risk, the Chiefs believed, was that of 
becoming involved in two wars at confHet in 

and a lesser one in 

0801 
...,.The Chiefs were also. projected in strategic 

forces, but saw fewer grounds for challenging the Secretary's proposed 
spending and force levels. By the time the JFM appeared, it was apparent 
that the administration's deep cuts arms control initiative had fo~, 
thus reopening the whole question of a SALT n agreement. Needing!1 
benchmark for planning pUl'},XtSeS, the Joint Chiefs assumed that the Vladi-

22 For a fuller discussiOD, see Ricl:Jard L Kugler. Commitment to Purpose: How Alliance. 
PartnenJltip Won the Cold War (Santa Monica, Calif.; RAND Corporat:ion, 199$), 323-41-

23 PPG memo. 11 Mar 77. S, JCS 2458/988,551 (n Mar 77)· 

M Joint Foree Memorandum (JFM) :FY 1979-1986. p. 20, TS, enclosure W JCSM-224-1'1 to 
SeeDef, 19 May TI. Tat dCS 2458/993.557 (26 Apr 77)· 

25 JFM 79-86. TS, pp. 11-20 and passim. 

28 JCSM-121-17 to SecDef, 1 Aug 77, TS/RD, enclosure A to J'FM 79-86, Nuclear Annex, 
TS/RD,dCS 2458/993-1, 551 (26 Apr 17). For the neutroD bomb epJsode, see ChapterWI. 
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vostok understandings remained valid, and affirmed their intention of 
structuri~ strategic offensive forces accordingly. The only specific changes 
they advised for FY 1919 were an earlier retirement schedule for the Polaris 
SSBNs, a more deliberate pace for A.LC.M: procurement, and procurement of 
the SRAM B, a nuclear haniened and updated air-to-surface short-range at· 
ta~ missile, at a rate oonsistent with the B-1 deployment schedule. The 
Chiefs also welcomed more vigorous research and development in the area 
of strategic defenses, including stepped-up work on anti-satellite (ASAT) 
interceptors, but acknowledged that "faet-of-life technology development» 
imposed inherent limitations.27 

-.Meanwhile, on 80 June 197ft in an action with tar-reachiDg arms 
control as \'\/ell as budgetary implications, President Carter publicly an
nounced that he bad decided to cancel production and deployment of the B-
1 bomber.as Despite long..standing JCS support oftbe B-1, Carter and Secre
tary of Defense Bl'OWD questioned its penetnltion capabilities, and eon
cluded that it had become superfluous with the advent of air-launched 
cruise missiles that couJd be delivered from existing B-.52s. In retrospect, 
they argued also that "stealth" technology, though stiD in its infancy, offered 
more promising possibilities than the B-l.29 However, as General David 
Jones, the Air Force chief at the time, recalled, stealth lUi.D then concen
trated on developing smaDer planes and cruise missiles and was not then 
seriously involved in producing a bomber alternative to the B~l.ao 

(U) Though not wholly unexpected, the President's decision to abort 
the B~l program jolted military planners all the same and set the stage for 
what the JCS viewed as increasingly austere and ill-advised ceilings on Ser
vice p.rograms. In his Program Decision Memorandums (PDM) to the Ser
vices in early August 1971, Secretary Brown oontJrmed that he would h?ld 
the line on new or additional defense spending and insist OD reallocating 
funds to support priority programs and policies. Atop the Jist in this regard 
was the strengthening of NATO in liDe with the President's goals under the 
recently announced Long Term Defense Program (see Chapter VIII). Once 
again, Brown admonished the Navy to take a eritica1look at its ship con-

~ JPM 19"'86, TS, p. J6. 
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28 "President's News CoDferen~ June 30, 1m." in Public Papers: Carter, 19'1'/, 1191~1200. 

29 See carter. Keeping Faith. 8O-8a; aDd Harold Brown, 'I'hi'nking About National Security 
(Bould.eT, Colo.: Westview Preas.lg8S), 72-74 • 

.w Gem David C. JoDes, USAF, Rst., fol'Drer CJCS, interview by Drs. Steven 1.. ReaMen and 
walter S. Poole.4 Feb 1998. 
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~etion program and to curb expect.atious in such areas as nuclear propul
SlOB for surface combatants and the V /ffl'OL program,S! .,The Joint Chiefs thought the Secretary was operating under a 
m~~tion. Citing the views expressed in May in their JFM, they'r&
~ him that .lure to tUnd Service programs for loug-term growth and 
Improvement could only have adverse consequences for exeeuting the na
tional military strategy in years to come. Turning to specifics in the PDMs, 
they urged the Secretary to reconsider program cutbacks of more immediate 
impact, particularly the proposed phased elimination of 100,000 active duty 
miJitmy spaces by FY 198a. The Chiefs foUDd this action hard to reconcile 
with the administration's declared policy of ~ NATO, even 
though most of the spaces slated to go were administrative jobs scheduled 
for replacemeot by civilians. Other cuts cited by the JCS included a cumula .. 
tive reduction in research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&:E) 
fundin& and curbs on aviation that would effectively delete two Air Force 
tactical fighter wings and three Marine Corps fighter/attack squadrons.8t 

fIIJ The auefs' pleas won back some, though far from an, of what 
they wanted. In his Amended Program Decision Memorandums (APDM), 
issued in September 1977, the Secretary of Defense restored part of the 
funding previously cut from the 8el'viees' RDT&:E programs; agreed to 
maintain Marine Corps fighter strength at its current level of twelve squad
rons; reJaxed proposed reductions in military manpower; and added back 
money for P·16 procurement to fill out USAF wings. But beheld firm in 811b
jecting the Navy's ship construetlon program to close scrutiny and made no 
changes in an earlier direetive requiring the Navy to conduct further analyM 
sis of carrier and amphibious ship requinm1ents as part of its ongoing Navy 
Force Planning Study.53 

'fII1'rhe military budget for Py 1979 that went to Congress in January 
1918 thus emphasized improvements in the defense posture through the re
aDocation of resources rather than through Serviee--wide increases in capa
bilities,. as the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Military Services had urged. 
Speclflcally. the administration's submission and accompanying FYJ)P envi
sioned the following furce structure:34 

"1 Memo. Bl'OWD to SecNav. 16 AUI .". S/XGDS; memo, Brown to SeeAnnY. 16 Aug 7], 
S/FRD/XGDSj and memo, Brown to SecAF, 16 Aug .". S/XGDS. aD enclosures to JCS 
2458/997.556 (16 Aug '71). 

31 JCSM-354-7? to ~ a Aug 77, S/FR.D. JCS 245819f17-1. 556 (16 Aug 77). 

9.\ Memo, BtowD to SeeArmY. 12 Sep 77. S/FRD; memo, Brown to SecAF. 12 Sepn, 
SIXGDS; and memo, Browo to SeeNav, 12 Sep 71. S/XGDS, all eacJos!.n'es to JCS 
2458/997-3.556 (16Ang 71). 
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Strateate Forces 
30 June 1979 30 June 1983 

B-52 bombers 316 316 Titan 
MMll 54 54 

MMlII 450 450 
550 550 

PolarisA-3 10/160 9/144 
Poseidon/Poseidon 31/496 19/304 
Poseidon/Trident I 12/192 

General PQrpose F'OJ."ee5 
Army Divisions (AIR) 16/8 16/8 
MarineAFs 3 3 
USAF Tactical Fighter WiDgs 26 26 
CVs and CVNs (A/R) 12/1 12/1 
Attack Submarines 71 94 
Surface Combatants (A.&R) 196 229 
MAF Lift Capability 11/3 11/3(-) 

(U) Described by President Carter as "prudent and tight," the budget 
called for $126 billion in total obligational authori1¥ ('fOA), and $115.2 bil
lion in outlays. Whlle $8 billion below the Ford administration's spending 
estimate, Carter's budget still managed to show just over 3 percent real 
growth in outlays, thus technically meeting the agreed NATO objective.31i 

Yet because of spending cuts and reduced future funding, any increase for 
forces earmarked for Burope would be at the expense of other programs. 
Earlier, during the final budget mark-up, President Carter had shown inter
est in an OMB proposal to achieve even deeper cuts by coDfiniDg the 3 per
cent growth figure to NATO-related items only, but was dissuaded from 
doing so by BrzezillSki and Harold Brown who convinced the PresIdent that 
such an approach would go over poorly with the allies •• Brown also sought 

34 "five..Year Defense Proaram (WDP): FY 1919 Budget Summary and Program Element 
Detail, n 13 Jan 78 Update, s. S55 (13 Jan 78). General purpose i>J:ce levels from congres.
sional and otber soures may vary s1IghtIy, dependiD& on whether they include active 
and/or l'e8e1"W! components. The WDP form tables, from which these data are dr.twn.lump 
together active and teserYe forces. JSOP and JSPD force tables, on the other hand, usually 
used only active forees as their frame of teferenee. Also, although the FYDP carried thirteen 
carrters. one was always held in reserve, usually for training purposes. 

86 President's Budget Message to Congress. 20 Jan 78. Public PrJpers: Cm1er1 11)78, 187· 
FIpres for TOA and outlaJS from HCAS. DOD Authorimtion/or ApprOpriations FY 1979, 
Pt. I. 11. 

36 Memo, Bnezinski to Carter, 2 Nov 71. C, National Security Adviser CoDeetion. Apney 
File, box 4. DOD 10-11/'11 folder. Carter Ltbrary; memo, HuntiDlt'On to Brzezinsii. 29 Nov 
71.8, Samuel R.. Huntington CoD.ection. box 1 of 6. PD-18 folder. carter Library; {U) Rich-
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to apply the 3 percent increase to TOA, which in the Jong run would have 
generated a cumulatively larger growth rate. But he lost to OMB, which 
convinced the President to limit the increase to actual outJays.37 
• (U) All in all, as Secretary Brown found, the Joint Chiefs were "par-

tieu1arJy disappointed" and "rather pessimistic'" over what they saw in the 
President's budget.38 HaJdest hit was the Navy, which fotmd much of its 
ship construction put on hold-a money-saving move, certainly, but also a 
reflection of the administration's shift in strategic priorities. Instead of an 
offensive naval strategy, as advocated by the Navy, the administration's 
budget projected a defensive one, hullt around increased cooperation and. 
collaboration with the NATO allies to protect the Atlantic SlOCs, and Jess
ened emphasis on power projection. Noticeably absent from the budget was 
any request for new sea-btsed aircraft platforms or for lqe surface com
batants (i.e., cruisers and destroyers). The V IffroL program, though not 
eliminated entirely, was relepted to further study. llecognizina the Navy's 
need for ships, the Pl'esidenfs budget dearly favored the procurement of 
relatively inexpensive multipurpose vesse1s. Toward this end it advanced 
funds for eight OlIver Hazard Perry class guided missile frigates (FFG-7), 
described by Secretary Brown as "required for sea Jane defense" and for 
other tasb where the enemy threat appeared less concentrated.38 In an, the 
President's budget reduced the Navy's shipbuilding program by some 25 
percent from the number of vessels in the Navy's original F'Y 1979 submis
sion.40 Although these curbs were generally in line with what Army and Air 
Force planners thought ought to be done, the overall tone olthe budget was 
such that it could have brought solace to none of the Services. For the Joint 
Chiefs, the problems of reconciling forces and budgets around 8 credible 
military strategy to which aD oould agree were only beginning. 

ard A. Stubbing, with Richard A. Mendel, 71te Defense Game (NY: Harper and R.ow, 1986), 
349. 

37 See memo, Utgoff to Brzezinski, 9 Sep 78, S/GDS. NatioDal SeeUrity Adviser <bllection, 
Statf Office File, box 1, NBC Mtg No. 10 folder, Carter Library. 

38 Memo, Brown to Carter, 5 May 78, SIGDS, National Seeurit;y Adviser Colleetion, Staff 
Office Pile. box I, NBC Mtg No. 10 folder, Carter Ubrary. 

39 US <bqress, House, <bm.mittee on Armed Services. Hearing': Department 0/ De.{ense 
Authorimtion for Approp1'iations for FY .1979 (WashiqtoD, DC: GPO, 1978), Part I. u, 
138-139; US Dept of Defimse, Annual Report: Pisool Year 1979 (WasbiDgton, DC: Dept of 
Defimse, :2 Feb 78). 164-95-

40 See memo, Claytor to Brown. 31 May 71. S, JCS 2458/994-4. 551 (06 May 71). 
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(6» On 30 January 1978 the Joint Chiefs forwanied to Secretary of 
Defense Brown Volume II of JSOP 80-87, which laid out their objective 
force reccnnmendatioDS for FYs 1980 through 1987. In oontrast to the year 
before, the JCS now had a much clearer picture of President Carter's goals 
and priorities. Their instructions consisted of a broad statement of basic 
policy (PD"18) and a brief defense guidance paper issued by the Secretary of 
Defense in late December 1977. Still in preparation was the SecretarYs more 
detailed Olnsolidated Guidance. For budget and force planning purposes, 
Secretary Brown told the Chiefs that they should continue to observe the 
Defense Guidance issued in November 1976, as amended by PD-18, and to 
assume that military spending in the aggregate would rise by approximately 
3 percent per year in real terms.41 

ft) As interpreted by the Joint Chiefs, the salient poin1s of this guid
ance required the following preparations: to maintain a strategic nuclear 
force posture of essential equivalence with the Soviet Union; to provide a 
clear capability to conduct successful nuclear operations across a full nmge 
of conflict intensities; to design US strategic forces with emphasis on pre
serving stability in a crisis; to assure, under conditions of nuclear equiva
lence, viable conventional altematlves; to stop a Warsaw Pact attack with 
minimum loss of NATO territory (the so-ca1led "forward strategf); to 
strengthen NATO's conventional capabilities in accordance with the agreed 
strategic concept (Me 14/3); to maintain a deployment force of "light divi
sions," augmented by "moderate" tactical air and naval forces, with strategic 
mobility independent of overseas bases and logistic support for contingen
cies in the Middle Bast, the Persian GuJ£ or the korean peninsula; and, with 
the exception of withdrawals from· Korea, to maintain the CW'l'ent leve~ of 
combat forces deployed in the Westem Pacific, in order to deter aggressIon 
throughout the region. ~ 

(. To carry out these tasks the Joint Chiefs in JSOP 80-87 envi
sioned a strategic force posture almost identical to that programmed in the 
Secretary's fiscal guidance through FY 1983 under the Five-Year Defense 
Program, and general purpose forces with a s1ight1y larger Army and the Air 
Force (see Table 11.2, page 369). The main difference was in the JSOP rate 
of growth for naval forces, which assumed an operational requirement for a 
two-ocean navy, one protecting SlOCs in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, the 
other functioning in support of NATO in the Atlantic and Mediterranean. To 

41 Memo, Bl'OWD to Seeys Mil DepIB, ZI Dec 71, C, JCS fIS22/8--2, 555 (04 Nov 71). 

ft JSOP FY 1980-1987, vol. II, ADaJysis and Force Tabulations: Executive Summary. pp. 10· 
11, TS, enclosure to JCSM-22--']8 and CM 1787-']8 to SeeDef, 30 Jan 78. 1'8. JCS 2143/506, 
511 (14 Dec 71) See lA. 
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meet these obligations, the Navy estimated that it would need to complete 
fifty-one new ships during the next FYDP, veISUS a programmed mte of 
forty-four under the SecretarYs FY 1979 budget submission.43 With retire
ments and obsolescence factored in, the net effect of adhering to the pro
grammed sehednle would be a steadily shrinldng Navy in terms of ship 
~umbers, and a less effective one in terms of power projection through car
ners and surface combatants. Although not reflected in the force table, the 
JSOP schedule also would introduce Trident missile submarines at a mte of 
two per year starting in FY 1983, compared with the programmed rate of 
three every two years. Critics, mostly in the civilian sector, had routinely 
disparaged the JSOP numbers as posturing by the Services, either to im
prove their bargaining position at budget time, or as a retleetion of a "wish 
list" mentality behind JCS planning. But as the Joint Chiefs made abun
daDtly clear time and again throughout JSOP 80-87, they were exceedingly 
skeptical, based on their own assessments and on those of the unified and 
specified commanders, whether programmed force levels would be suffi
cient to meet the one-and-a-half war strategy demands of PO-lB. ,As a sign 
of the Chiefs' seriousness and concern, JSOP 80-87 exhibited a rare degree 
of inter-service unity; it was devoid of split views except for an objection by 
the Chief of Staff of the Army, who declined to endorse any specific number 
of carriel's for the Navy pending the outoome of ongoing requirements stud
ies.'" 

• Predictably, much of the ensuing budget and force level debate 
turned on questions affecting the size and purpose of naval fora!S. A major 
innovation this year was the inttodu.ction of the Secretm:y's ConsoHdated 
Guidance paper, which fina1ly reached the JCS around mid..January 1978, 
incorporating planniD.& programm.i.Dg, policy, and fiscal guidance in one 
document.45 However this (covering FYs 19So-lg841like many first cuts, 
initially proved a less than overwhelming success and dJew sharp criticisms 
from the Joint Staff and from the Combatant Commands. Feeling that the 
draft needed refinements, the Joint aJiefs returned it to the SecretaIy, with 
a ]ong list of recommended changes and a suggestion that it incorporate, 
among other things, a statement of approved military poHcy and strategy, 
with JSOP 80 .. 87 suggested as a possible model- As Chairman Brown 
characterized it, CO 80-84, as currently written, reflected ·one view of the 

43 Memo, CNO to CJC8, 30 Dec '17, S, JCS 2143/506, 511 (14 Dec 71)· 

44 JSOP 80-87 Ereeut::iw Summary, TS, '0-1. 

4$ Memo, Brown to Seeys Mil Depts and CJ~ 17 Jan ,a, U, JCS 2522/1.2, 555 (11 Jan 18). 
For the early "bootleg'" summary that made the rounds of the Joint Staff. see: EDclOlllUIe to 
DJSM~35-78.10 Jan?8, S, C1CS Files (Brown), 550 JIudaet. 

46 JCSM-56-78 to SeeDef, 16 Feb 78, BIGDS, JCS 2522/12-3; and DJSM 304-78 to 
ASD(PA&E). 17 Feb 78, SIRD, JCS 2522/lfJ.-5, 555 (11 Jan 78) . 
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world by well intended but militarily inexperienced analysts" in OSD. and 
would need "extensive revision" before the Service Chiefs and the CINCs 
could take it seriously.4? 

N!J The Secretary of Defense concurred with the Chairman that CG 
80-84 needed more work (something both expected anyway), and after c0-
pious revision and amendment, be forwarded a synopsis to President Carter 
on 10 .March 1971t Brown said that, for budget planning purposes, he was 
sticking to the previous yeats submission (FY 1919) of $126 billion in TOA 
and adding just under 3 percent in real growth annually, an increase driven 
more by US promises to NATO than by "any firm conviction" that it was the 
right amount for national security purposes. Indeed, as he readily acknowl
edged, there were growing pressures-from the JCS, from CDngress, and 
from members of his own staff-for an increase of up to 5 percent. Were this 
to happen, he conceded, it would raise the defense to the level estimated by 
the Ford administration. The Secretary insisted that he was keeping an open 
mind, but as a practical matter he saw movement, especially in Congress, 
toward a higher level of defense spending than the administration bad 
planned. The question in the year ahead would be how well it oould hold the 
Dne. 

_ Brown drew special attention to the difficulties he faced with the 
Navy. The basic problem, he said, was that the unit costs of Navy hard· 
ware-surface ships, aircraft, and submarines-were rising faster than the 
defense budget as a whole and the Navy's share of it The Trident missile 
submarine, which the Secretary regarded as the most important weapons 
project in the budget, was a ease in point Its costs for one reason or another 
had skyrocketed and threatened to displace new coDStruction of other ves
sels. One possibility he said he was considering was to cut back Trident con
struction from the current rate of one and a half boats to one per year. Such 
a cut would weaken the strategic deterrent and run the risk of falling below 
the level of "essential equivalence" mandated in PD-18. Faced with this 
prospect, the Navy would have no choice but to aceept the expensive course 
of extending the service life of its Poseidon fleet to keep boats operating into 
the early 19901. Other options were to sustain shipbuilding at the level de
sired by the Navy by transferring funds from other Service programs. or by 
increasing the defense budget by as much as $3 billion annually over the 
next few years. However, Brown was skeptical of both moves. Any transfer 
of funds, he firmly believed, would impair efforts to strengthen NATO. while 
an infusion of additional money would inevitably provoke competition for 
funds, pitting the Navy's long-term needs against the more urgent near .. 
term requirements of bolstering air and ground forces on the Central Front 
in Europe. 

47 eM 1814~78 to 8ecDef, 15 Feb 78. 1'S/XGDS. JCS 2522/12-4. 555 (11 Jan 78)· 
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~ Pending further review of the Navy's problems, the Secretary af~ 
firmed. his intention to buRd on the policies and programs set in motion the 
year before, with NATO's Long Term Defense Program accorded first prior
ity. Among the measures he proposed were the addition of nine new heavy 
battalions to the Army over the FY 1980-1982 period, designated primarily 
for NATO Europe but available for uses elsewhere; the pre-positioning of 
additional equipment in Europe; and the conversion (still tentative) of the 
9th Division from an infantry to a meebanized infantry division. At the same 
time, Brown cautioned that Bimble savings from withdrawing US troops 
from Korea were not likely to materialize soon. In order to allay worries ex
pressed by US allies in Asia, Bmwn advised against force withdrawals from 
the western Pacific beyond those already scheduled. The overall aim, he 
said, would be to create a conventional force posture for roping with "1lh 
simultaneous contingencies" -a major one in Europe and a "lesser" ronflict 
in the Middle Bast, the Persian Gulf, or Korea.4B 

I(IIJJ Brown hoped that, by highlighting the DOD's growing budget 
problems, he could interest President Carter in holding an early NBC discus
sion that would either affirm or amend the ConsoHdated Guif:Ia.JD before 
the Services submitted their Program Objective Memorandums for FY 1980. 
However, it was not until almost mid-May 1978 (only two weeks before the 
POMs were due) that Carter found time on his ca1endar to call such a meet
ing. By then, events in the Hom of Africa had produced an escalating· US 
naval presence in the Indian Ocean, strengthening the NavYs hand in the 
upcoming budget review. Despite the increased reliance on naval power in 
foreign policy, however, President Carter seemed little inclined to baek away 
from his commitment to hold down the military budget. Given the scope 
and intensity of competing budget demands, fon:e-planning analysts in J-5 
were inereasingly skeptical of seeing means and ends meet. "Bottom line de
fense requirements in force modernizations,· they found, "particularly in 
areas such as modernization of strategic forces, shipbuilding, and abBity to 
sustain forces in combat cannot be adequately met within basic dollar levels 
projected in 00."49 
~ NBC, with President Carter presiding, finally met on the af .. 

ternoon of 10 May to take up Secretary Brown's requested review of the 
Consolidated Guidance. Immediately prior to oonvening the NSC, Carter 
hosted a luncheon for the Joint Chiefs at the White House for an informal 
exchange of views. Warned by Secretary Brown that the JCS might be "more 
outspoken than at previous meetings," Carter accepted Brzezinski's advice 
to steer clear of specific issues that might prove controversial, and to exam-

48 Memo, Brown to Carter, 10 Mar 18. 8~ Jes 2522/12-9, 555 (17 Jan 78). 

49 J~s TP for Acting CJCS, 8 May 78, S/GDS, JCS 2522/12-9, 555 (17 Jan 78). 
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ine instead "underlying policy assumptions."60 This approach inadvertently 
played into the Chiefs' hands by opening the discussion to the whole range 
of policy and budgetary implications raised by the issuance the previous 
year of PD-18. Seizing the opportunity, the Chainnan-designate General 
David C. Jones and Admiral Hdloway both expressed -doubts as to the di
rective's feasibility, wondering if or when the JCS could expect teSOllJ:OOS to 
be brought into line with PD-18 rhetoric. Carter was predictably nonoom
mittal, but did caution bis military advisers that it would be ·unrealistic to 
expect major budgeting increases beyond the present projections." He 
vowed a1so, however, that there would be no major cuts. Any significant new 
programs, he added, citing the MX as one example, would have to come 
through defense budget trade-offs, not through "a flat increase. "61 

_In contrast to the discussion at lunch, the NSC meeting that fol
lowed dealt with more concrete issues, mostly money .. saving measures.U 

Although President Carter might have invited the entire JC8 to attend, he 
declined to do so and stuck to his practice of having the CJCS represent the 
military, in this instance Cbahman-.designate Jones. First on the agenda 
was the Nav;s future size which, as Secretary of Defense Brown explain~ 
would depend largely on whether the Navy continued to operate a fleet of 
twelve active carriers, or as OMS proposed, ten or fewer. Although General 
Jones apparently took no position, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance mounted 
a lawyer-like defense for keeping the number at twelve as offering greater 
diplomatic and political flexibDit¥. CUtting short the discussion, President 
Carter commented to the effect that "staying with 12 carriers seems reason
able for the time being." Moving on, the meeting agreed that OMB should 
review the Navy's shipbuilding program, while the NBC Staff explored terms 
of reference for a PRM on naval missions. Brzezinski, endeavoring to be 
helpful, suggested that the Defense Department look more closely at sim
pler, less complicated weapons systems, presumably as a means of holding 
down future costs. Meantime, the President directed the Defense Depart
ment to move ahead in areas of approved policy, especialJy the strengthen
ing of NATO, and to work with State in lining up congressional support.iS 

so Memo, Brown to carter, 5 May 78. SlGDS; memo, BrzeziDs1d to Carter. 9 May 17. S/GDS. 
both in National Security .Adviser Collection. Staff Office FIle, box 1, NSC Mtg No. 10 folder, 
Carter Library. 

51 Memeon by BrzeziDski of Lu.nch between President and JCS on 10 May 78. U, National 
Seeurity Adviser Collection, Staff Office Pile, box 1, NBC Mtg No. 8 folder, Carter Library. 

52 PropllUd Apnda NBC Meeting on DOD CoDlOlidated Guidance. C, enclosure 10 memo. 
Dodson to VP et; aI., 8 May 78, C. JCS 2522/12--8, 555 (17 Jan 78); memo, Brown 10 BrzeZ
inski, 9 May 78. S/GDS, JCS 2522/12-10, 555 (17 Jan 78); J-5 Working Paper re Meet!D'0D 
Consolidated Guidance, un.dated. U. J-5 NBC CoUeetion. DOD 10 May 78 CoDIOlidated 
Guidance folder. 
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-" @IiJ 2S; As these decisions suggest, Carter's priorities remained es-
sentially the same as the year before, with Europe still his number one con
cern. Willing to make allowances for l:lDforeseen contingencies, he saw DO 

t1l'gent need for a budget increase. Instead, he expected the Services to work 
within their aDotted funds to come up with sound defense programs, as dif;. 
ficuh as that might prove to be, particularly for the Navy. The Joint Chiefs, 
on the other hand, saw the situation differently, and in their Joint Program 
Assessment Memorandum (successor to the JFM), they endeavored to im
press upon the Secretary their view -that d&ected funding at the basic 
budget levels for FY 1980-FY 1984 will not accommodate many essential 
national defense requirements." Allowances for inflation notwithstanding, 
they found critical requirements going unmet in strategic modernization, 
shipbUJ1ding,and combat sustainabllity. In part:ieular, they affirmed their 
support for accelerated deployment of the MX, construction of at least three 
Trident SSBNs every two years, accelerated production of infantry/cavalry 
fighting vehicles and Db tanks for the Army, full funding of combat air
craft procurement for the Air Force at the POM-reoommended level, and an 
accelerated shipbuilding 1'8te, with emphasis on OSD 1.4('~ 
for and ...... til..,. ... 1'l~~Il.a 

• In his Program Decision Memorandums on Service budget re
quests, issued, in late July, Deputy Secretary of Defense Duncan ·~ted 
broadly that he and Harold Brown shared the Chiefs' concerns, but that fis
cal realities" imposed unavoidable constraints. The most sigDificant reduc
tion by far was in the constraction rate of Trident SSBNs, which the PDM 
pared to one per year through FY 1984 Oater increased to an objective of 2 
in FY 1984), but with IOC stiD slated for FY 1988. Earlier, as a money saving 
move, the Navy had recommended delaying IOC until FY 1990.58 Other de- . 
cisions affecting the Navy included. a prohibition on new nuclear-powered 
cruisers; a five-year ship construction program of neW frigates, oilers, and 
destroyers, 1'8nging from an enhanced level of fifty-five ships (should fund
ing be avaUable), to a decrementa11evel of thirty-six; and cancellation of the 

53 Minutes ofNSC Mtg, 10 May 78, OD CoDsolidated Guidance. U. Natioual SecurIty Advise1' 
ColleetioIl, Staft' Office File, box 1, NSC MIl No. 10 folder, Cuter Library; SWD1D8l'y of CoD-

. clusioua NSC Meeting, 10 May ']8. S, CJCS Files (Brown). 550 Budget. 

54 JCSM-22H8 to SecDet; 8 Ju178, TS; JoiDt Program.Assessmem Memol'alldum (RAM) 
FY 1980-1987. TS, JCS 2522/21. 555 (11 J1m 78). 

1111 JPAM 80-87. Nuclear Annex, 21 Sep 78. TSfRD. JCS 2522/32. 555 (17 Jon 78). 

li8 Memo, Claytor to Brown, 23 May 78, S/XGDS, JCS 2522/21, 555 (23 May 78). 
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1.8D-41 transport ship program, in favor of pr&-positioning equipment and 
finding less costly WB)IS of transport::in,g Marine divisions. At the same time, 
the PDM directed the Navy to extend the operating Ufe of ten older trans
port vessels, previously scheduled for retirement, and to continue with pro
jects and technologies for furthering the V If!fOL program, but at the R&D 
levelonly.57 

.-In contrast to the Navy, the other Services failed comparatively 
well. Expecting cutbacks in procurement, the Army instead recBved perm. 
sion to step up :1M! tank production to ninety units per month by June 
1988, rather than October 1984 as previously planned, in order to bolster 
"heavy" divisions slated for Europe.l8 Although denied funding for all the F-
15 aircraft it wanted, the Air Force got the go-ahead to acee1erate develop-
ment of the air launched erWse missile, and to plan for an Ff 198610C for 
the MX, using the Multiple Aim Point basing system-two major improve
ments that the Joint Chiefs had strongly endorsed as imperative if the 
United States were to stay abreast of the Soviet Union in effective strategic 
power. Additionally, despite termination of the B-1, the Air Foree obtained 
permission to initiate enhanced level R&D on a follow-on advanced manned 
bomber based on the results of a recent strategic bomber study conducted 
by the Under Secretaty of Defense for Research and Engineer.69 

(U) Even with these increases and improvements, Chairman Jones 
could not help but worry that the United States was steadily losing ground 
to the SovIet Union in military power. Although Jones doubted whether the 
United States was militarily inferior in "absolute terms," be found that "the 
Soviets have for years continued to out-man, out-gun, out-develop, out
build, and out-deploy us in most meaningful military categories, all the 
while shortening our qualitative lead in many important areas. 8 The reason 
for this situation, he argued, was "a decade or more of slips and reductions 
in U.s. defense programs unmatched by Soviet restraint. " Jones ac1cnowJ
edged that in some areas ·our true re1ative capability today may be some
what better than the American pubHc appreciates," but he declined to be 
specific and argued instead that it was the overall perception that mattered 
most, especially in retaining the support and loyalty of us aiDes. Ultimately, 
he insisted, "'we should not overlook the fact that the sipaJs we send by the 
combination of our negotiating strategy and our defense posture can have a 

11'7 Memo. Duncan to SeeNav. 25Jul78. S/XGDS, JCS 2522/29. 55'1 (25 Jul78)· 

6& Memo, Duncan. to SecArmy, 25 Jul 78, S/XGDS, JCS 2522/29. 557 (25Ju1']8)· 

'9 Memo, Duncan to SecA.F. 25 Jul'18, S/XGDS, JCS 2522/29. 555 (25 Jul']8). 
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profound influence on the confidence, the policies, and the programs of 
other nations. "fiO 

. lilt) By the end of the summer, with the budget process moving into 
its penultimate stage, Secretary of Defense Brown found himself siding in
creasingly with his military advisers that a continuation of current trends 
could only result in adverse consequences for the eountry's defense posture 
and security. In August and again in September 1978 he sent President 
Carter lengthy memorandums, supported with charts and graphs, Ulustrat
iug the increases in Soviet military spending, with few, if any, offsetting in
creases by the United States. The net effect, Brown argued, was a "'general 
trend ... quite unambiguously against us." Meeting with the President at 
Camp David on 8 September, he also gave Carter a fresh JCS memorandum 
detaJ1ing the Chiefs' views in this regard, as frank and as candid an assess-
ment as the JCS were ever likely to submit.6! 

(U) Elaborating on the views expressed earlier by the Chairman, the 
Joint Chiefs' memorandum laid out in stark and unambiguous terms their 
growing worry that the Soviet Union was pulling abreast, if not ahead, of the 
United States in military power, views they knew to be at odds with the 
President's. "In relative tenDS," the JCS ugued, "there can be little doubt 
that the strategic balance has shifted, that the margin of US militaIy capa
bility relative to that of the USSR is narrower today than it bas ever been, 
and that these adverse trends are continuing." Although these trends were 
evident across the entire mDitary spectrum, they were most apparent in 
strategic forces where in just a few years the United States bad moved from 
a position of clear-cut superiority to a position of essential equivalence, with 
the Soviet Union poised to acquire "a margin of strategic superiority" in the 
early 19808. "Our situation," as the Chiefs characterized it, "can be likened 
to skating on thin ice with the ice getting thinner." Beyond this, the JCS saw 
the Soviets overtaking the United States in tactical nuclear weaponry and 
addiDg to their already formidable advantage in conventional ground forces 
through a vigorous R&D effort and a re-equipment program that was out
pacing that of the United States and its NATO allies ~ a wide margin," 
Meanwhile, in recent years, the Soviet navy had grown from essentially a 
coastal protection fleet into a highly effective blue water Slll'f'la and subsur
face foree, supported by a growing forre of modem land· and sea-based na: 
val aircraft and an increasing amphibious capability. Only in the area of 
power projection did the United States retain "a substantial lead, " though 
even here the advantage appeared to be eroc:ling in the face of Soviet efforts 

60 CJCS Aetion Memo to SeeJ)ef, 12 Aug 18, s. NatioDal Seeuri:ty Adviser Collecl:ioD,. Staff 
Office File, box 1, NSC Mt& No. 10 folder, Carter Library. 

61 Memo, Brown to Carter, 13 Aug 78. S. National Security Adviser CoDeetioa, Staff 0fBce 
File, box 1, NSC Mtg No. 10 folder. Carter Library; memo, Brown to Carter. 15 Sep ,8. St 
NatioDal Security Adviser Collection. AgerJey File, box 5. DOD 9/18 folder, Carter LibrarY. 
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to improve capabilities. Taking these various dangers into account, the Joint 
Chiefs drew two conclusions-not only that the United States needed more 
"sustained and substantial growth" in its defense programs but that it 
should also adopt a more vigorous national policy that would make better 
use of its ""material and moral resources to arrest and reYel'Se" rising Soviet 
power.62 

.Despite a strong and concerted push from the Pentagon for more 
money, supported to some extent by Brzezinski, the President made few 
ooncessions. Carter knew fu11 weD that his defense budgets .falled to provide 
funding for everything the Servi~ believed to be needed, but he remained 
skeptical of the Chiefs' argument that the United States was moving toward 
a position of military inferiority vis-A-vis the Soviet Union. In the final 
mark-up he generally acted on the spending recommendations he received 
from OMB, which reflected a decided preference for holding down military 
spending. 63 Ultimately, the administration's FY 80 FYDP adopted the fol
lowing force structure: 

30 June 1980 30 June 1984 
Strategie Porees 
B-52 bombers 316 316 
Titan 54 54 
MMII 450 450 
MMIII 550 550 
PoJarisA"3 10/160 
Poseidon/Poseidon 30/480 19/304 
Poseidon/Trident I 1/16 12/192 
Trident/Trident I 6/144 

GeDeral Purpose Porees 
Army Divisions (AIR) 16/8 16/8 
Ma:rineAFs 3 3 
USAF Tactical Fighter Wmgs 26 26 
CVs and CVNs (A&:R.) 12/1 12/1 
Attack Submarines 80 98 
Surface Combatants (A&:R.) 18S 217 
MAF Lift Capability 1.15 1.tS" 

6J JCSM-284-78 to SecDef, 23 Aug 78. S/GDS, JCS 2522/33. 55'7 (23 Aug 78). 

63 Memo, Melntyre, Director. OMB, to Carter, [ea. 4 JIlD 79], U, NatiODal Security Adviser 
Collection. Subject File, box 10, Budget FY 80 Defense folder, carter L:t''brary. 

114 "Ave-Year Defense Program (FYDP): FY 1980 Bud&et SUtllmary and Program Element: 
neran: 12 Jan 19 Update, S, 555 (22 Jan 79). Although not indk:ated in the l'YDP force ta
bles, baelditting and deployment of one Poseidon SSBN with Trident I missiles was~· 
uled for Oember 1979. Eleven more con"WrBions were scheduled to follow duriDg 
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(Ol In terms of program emphasis, the ad.minisb:ation's budget for 
FY 1980, submitted to Congress on 22 January 1979, was abno&t a carbon 
copy of the year before. Calling for new TOA of $135.5 billion, it projected 
outlays of $122., billion which, allowing for inflation, represented a 3-1 per
cent increase over the FY 1979 submission.86 While stressing that "most of 
this increase'" would go toward strengthening NATO, the President insisted 
also that there was adequate money in the budget for "steady" strategic 
modernization, for improved readiness in tactical forces, and for necessary 
R&D .• 

(U) Chairman Jones, in his military posture statement accompanying 
the budget, painted a somewhat different picture . .Echoing sentiments he 
had expressed oo1y a few months earJier in private to the Secretary and the 
President, Jones warned of "a potentially unstable and acutely dangerous 
imbalance in US-USSR milttary capability." The result already was a grow
ing preponderance of Soviet milttary power-the basis of Soviet political in .. 
fluence around the globe-that, Jones reiterated, could erode other 
countries' trust and confidence in the United States. Jones abjured any need 
for a "crash program'" to redress this situation. But in characterizing the 
President's FY 1980 submission as offering "modest real growth" and "some 
risk reduction,'" he left no doubt that more could-and should-be done.61 

As yet, President Carter seemed disinclined to listen. But by the end of the 
next budget cycle, his attitude would begin to change. 

Force and Budget PI-JUdDg in 1979 
(D) The budget process leading to the FY 1981 submission would 

prove a crucial tumiDg point in the Carter administration's approach to na
tional security. Heretofore, Carter had exercised estremely tight control 
over the defense budget, reminiscent in many ways of President Harry S. 
Truman's behavior in the late 19408. Uke Truman, Carter gave priority to 
domestic programs and chose to emphasize diplomacy in foreign affairs 
rather than military power. Like TrumaJl, Carter faced a volatile interna~ 
tiona) situation that could disrupt the most earefully crafted plana and gen
erate irresistible pressures to boost mDitary apendiJJs. In Truman's case, the 

8\1bsequent fiseal,eats. See Report tf Secretary oj Dejerut.e Harold Brown to Congress on 
the FY 1980 Budget .... (25 Jan 79), 121. 

65 BCAS, Hearings: FY 19&>. Pt. I, 3. 

M -PNsldent's Budget Message to CoDgress." 22 Jan 79. Public Papers: Carter. 19?9> 98. 

ff1 Written Statement by CJCS, 8MiJbary Posture and National Pawer,- in HCAS. Hearings: 
FY 1980. Pt. I. 357-362. 
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turning point had been the outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950. Carter 
never faced as serious or as clear-cut a challenge. Yet as events in Iran, Latin 
.America, and.Afghanistan unfolded in'I979, it became clear that his budget 
policies and priorities stood little chance of SUJViving intact. 

.) The Joint Chiefs remained ardent advocates of strengthenjng the 
defense posture, and in their Joint Strategic Planning Document (successor 
to the JSOP) for the FY 1981-1988 period, they againrecommended·o'J?jec
tives which in many cases wouldrequire substantial increases above the lev .. 
els in the FYDP. Overall, the Chiefs believed that the United States was not 
doing enough to assure its security and well-being. Of primary concern was 
what the Chiefs descr.ibed as CIa severe strategy .. force mismatch," as a result 
of which programmed forces offered "no assurance" of being capable of exe
cuting the one-and-a-half war military strategy in PD-18. "Elimination of 
this mismatch: the JCS advised, "requires either reducing our national ob
jectives with a related revision of our military strategy, increasing the capa
biHties of the programmed foree, or some combination of both; otherwise, 
we must accept higher risks."68 

.. The solution recommended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in JSPD 
81-88 was a progressive strengthening of US forces, starting with a series of 
"risk reduction" measures to take effect by the end of FY 1985. In the area of 
strategic forces, these included acceleration of the MX program, with IOC by 
early 1985 rather than 1986 as currently programmed; stepped-up c0nstruc-
tion of Trident to two in FY 
the B-1 bomlber; 

and 
force structure to fill out five of the programmed sixteen active divisions; 
procurement of an additional 198 F"15 fighters for the .Ak Force; the con
struction of at least eleven more surface combatants and two nuclear attack 
submarines (Los Angeles class)· for the Navy; and a reversal of the trend in 
reduction of amphibious lift·by authorizing during the FY 1981-1985 period, 
constmction of sufficient ampldbious shipping to support a L66 MAP lift 
capability. To reach these goals, the Chiefs estimated that total obligational 
authority would have to rise by an annual a~rage of 5 percent, as opposed 
to the 2lh percent TOA increase in the Presic:1ents FY 1980 submission..
Shown in Table lL3 (page 370) are the programmed (FYDP), risk reduction, 
and planned force levels as they appeared in JSPD 81-88. 

68 JCSM-359'-'78 to SeeN, 26 Dee 78. TS, JCS 2143/522, 511 (24 Nov 78)· 

69 JSPD FY 81-88, Approved 20 Dec 18. TS,JCS 2143/522. FY 80 TOA figures from Report 
of Secretary of Defense Harold Brown to the Congress 0,. the FY 1980 Builget._. (25 Jan 
79),20. 
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• • As the immediate successor to the JSOP, JSPD 81-88 attracted 
considerable attention, not only for its contents but for the manner in which 
it treated force level and budgetary problems. The most detailed eritique 
came from Ambassador Robert W. Komer, Secretary Brown's advisor on 
NATO matters and later his Under Secretary of Defense for Policy. CJwac... 
terizing the JSPD as a "big improvement," Komer found it to be "more ar
ticulate, more reasoned, less mechanical" than the old JSOP. Among the 
e~ Komer liked was the inclusion of the "risk reduction" options, 
which he felt gave the Secretary more choices in assessing threats and 
reaching decisions. Likewise, he applauded the relative absence of Service 
"splits," feeling that this represented "a real achievement, given the inevita
ble Service propensity for fighting over how to cut even an imaginary pie." 
In fact, there were only two dissenting footnotes in the entire JSPD-a Navy 
objection to the size of the Army, and an Army objection to the number of 
Navy carriers. Komer also aareed with the basic analysis in the JSPD that 
currently programmed forces were B to meet the demands of the one-and-a
half war strategy in PD-18. But he took issue with the Chiefs' methodology 
for dealing with this problem, arguiDltbat it was "still too Force Structure
oriented," and reminded them that it was highly improbable that Congress 
would fund a "planning force" at anything approximating the JSPD levels. 
Komer was also critical ofwhat he considered a tendency on the part of JCS 
planners to assume the need for a force structure that could deal effectively 
with two or more major conventiona1 conflicts simultaneously. Although 
I<Dmer did not rule out such a possibi1ity, he regarded it as highly improb
able, given the oonstraints on and make up of Soviet forces, and suggested 
that it was really an excuse for the Services and the CINes to Jay claims on 
resources. Offering what he felt to be a more realistic approach, Komer 
urged the JCS to think more creatively in optimizing the use of assets, to 
rely more on allies' contributions and, if necessary. to alter strategy to fit 
available resourees. Among specific recommendations, Komer urged. the 
JCS to take a closer look at obtaining basing and overflight rights in the 
Middle Fast to prepare for a Persian Gulf contingency, and to consider red&
fining the Marine Corps' mission to make it more available for contingencies 
in Europe rather than amphibious operations.70 

(U) Komer had a reputation for unorthodox thinking, and his pr0-
posals for change probably went farther than most. Yet as his analysis sug
gests, the prevailing mood at the upper echelons in OSD, based on the 
budget deliberations of the previous year, was that the .~~t • would 
never endorse a costly military buildup, and that maxmnzmg ~ re
soun:es posed the only realistic option for military planners seeking ~ bol
ster capabilities. A further articulation of this view appeared m the 

'lO Memo, Komer to Jones, 8 Jan 79, '1'8. CJCS Piles (Jones), 513 JSPD (Oct 78-Jan 82). For 
Service "splits, .. see JSPD 81-88, .Appendix E. 
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SecretaJ1S Draft Consoli~ted Guidance for the FY 1981-1985 perioc1 which 
the Chairman ~d the Director, Joint Staff, received in late Januaty 1979. 
Gene~ speaking, the CG postulated two prilD81'y objectives-to maintain 
essential equfva1eoce in strategic forces, prelerabJy through negotiated arms 
control agreements, but through unilateral means if necessary; and to fu1fi11 
obligations to NATO under the Long Term Defense Program. Although the 
~ n~ted ~ force-level projections in the JSPD, it wholly ignored the 
Chiefs warmng of a strategy-force mismatch, and adhered to FroP fiscal 
pro~ns that made no pretence of trying to keep up with inflation, let 
alone Increase capabiJities. As a result, in submitting their POMs, Service 
planners would have no choice but to reprogram forces for FY 1984 at lower 
levels than for FY IgB1. '11 

I/IIIJJCS reactions were predictable. While fully aware that the CO was 
still teelmicalJy a -draft," subject to further refinements" the Joint ChiefS of 
Staff saw it pointing in the direction of a steadily shrinking defense estab
lishment, with many needed improvements etlher postponed or eliminated. 
US allies would find themselves weakened as 'Well. "For virtually all types of 
foree9," the Chiefs stated, "the guidance in the draft CG is too restrictive." 
Not only would it curb strategic modernization but it would also cripple of
fensive action at sea and impose lIan influible and geogaphicaBy con
strained one-war, Central Region strategy, defensive and reactive in nature." 
In assessing the overaJl eft'ects, the Joint Chiefs concluded that "fotceS de
veloped in response to this draft CO are Ukely to involve high risk of failure 
of deterrence, and of defeat: should detemmce fai)."'!'! 

'" Stung by the Chiefs' comments" Brown assured them that the CO 
was inaeed a draft subject to change, and that he would give their views due 
CODSideration as the formulation of the budget progressed. '13 Budget and 
program aualysts in OSD by and large agreed that the current FYDP was 
under-priced and overly optimistic about the impact of inflation." Jnstead 
of a 3 percent real increase aimed mostly to bolster NATO and related pro
grams, they recommended a.5 percent rise, which would give more of a 
boost aD around. Joint Staff planners ooncurred that as a general tarset 5 
percent "seems right, n and at a meeting on 14 May of the Policy Review 

fl -Draft: Coasolidated Guidance FY 1981-198&" 26 Jan 79. S/XGDS, CJCS P'Ues (Jones), 
550 Qmsolidated Guidance. 0fflciaDy, the SecDef did _ traDsmit the CO to the JCS until 
9 Feb 79. See memo. Brown to Jones. 9 Feb 79, JCS 2522/49"'1,555 (14 Feb 79)· 

7lI JCSM--6&"79 to SeeDef. 13 Mar 79. S/XGDS. JCS 2522/49-& 5S5 (14 Feb 79). 

13 Merno, Brown to CJCS, 12 Apr 79. U, JCS ~2/4g..6. 555 (l4 Jeb 19)· 

1. Memo, J4umy to Brown, 17 Apr 79. 8, J-s NBC CoJhdion, box 28t PRe 14 May 79: OOD 
Cot18Olidated GuidaDce folder. 
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ColllD1ittee, Chairman Jones and Secrebuy of Defense Brown began laying 
the groundwork for the 5 percent increase by outlining various options.. '15 

., During a cruciaJ NSC meetiDg on 4 June 1919 Jones made a 
strong bid to impress upon the President the need for increased defeuse 
funding lest the United States faD behind the Soviet Union in strategic and 
conventional miUtary power. 'I1te Long Term Defense Program for NATO 
notwithstanding, Jones repeated what the Joint Chiefs had told the Secre
taly of Defense-that the Soviets continued to hold a substantial edge in 
Europe and that they could probably win a conventional victory over NATO. 
He ~ mentioned the problems of strategic modernization and urged the 
President to reach a deployment decision soon on the M-X ICBM in older, 
as Jones put it, to "defuse concerns about the Soviets' large missile advan
tage." Carter agreed that the time had come for the M-X to go forward, but 
he put off resolving the all-important question of a deployment mode and 
practically ruled out any further increases for defense other than those al
ready planned. "WhDe the trends are against us," he remarke4 "we are 
strong, and ••. must solve the problem posed by perceptions that we are 
not."16 

.. Undeterred, the Joint Chiefs continued to build a case for bolster-
ing the defense budget in their annual Joint Program .Aa;essment Memo
randum (FY 1981"1988). By way of justification they cited "recent events in 
Iran" and the Soviet Union's "determination to gain military superiority.» 
Once again, the JCS pointed to the strategy-force mismatch they had de
scribed in JSPD 81-88, and warned that because of "the defense dollar's 
sbrinkiDg program value," the military services would be bard put to keep 
up with day-to-day operating costs and minimum modernization. The 
Chiefs estimated that the current FYDP was under funded by some $41.6 
billion, and that adoption of a real growth rate of 5 percent annuaDy would 
be needed to reverse the sHde. Otherwise, the Chiefs predicted, "In today's 
fiscal climate, the FYDP forces will never be realized."Tl 

... The Joint adefs also believed that, with the VteDD8 summit on 
SALT U now a fait accompli, the time had come to take a closer look at 
funding for strategic modernization and its impact on other programs. The 

'16 TalldDg Points on ASD(PA1tE) Paper for CJCS fot' 14 May 19 PRe MeetiDg, S; Talking 
Points for CJCS for 7 May PllC Ap'Qda on 00, {~ Apr 791. Si and J-s w~i.in& l'a~, [2 
May 19l, S, aU in J-S NBC Collection, box 28, PRC 14 May 19: DOD Consolidated Guidance 
folder. 

'Ie Minutel, NSC MtB OD Sb:ategic Issues and US-Soviet b1atioDs, 4 Jun 19 (early session), 
TSj and Detailed Minutes, NSC Mt& 4 Jun 19 (late sessionl. TS. both in National Sec.mity 
Adviser Collection. StaffOftices. box 2, NSC Mtp No. 19 folder. Carter Libmry. 

'1'1 JCSM-221-79 to SeeDef, 2 Ju119, S/XGDS, enclosure A to JPAM Py 1981-1988, :aD Jun 
19. S/XGDS, JCS.:a/sS. 555 (15 Jun 19). 
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impetus for raising this issue came from Admiral Thomas B. Hayward, the 
Navy chief, citing reports that the Secretary of Defense intended to reaDo
cate '"substantial funds" from general purpose forces in order to offset a 1»" 
tential shortfall in the MX program. 1he JCS, Hayward observed, had gone 
on record time and again as supportiDg ratification of the SALT II treaty on 
the condition the United States undertook a series of important strategic 
modernization programs designed to maintain strategic parity within the 
limits of the treaty. As Hayward understood Rt the intent of the Joint Chiefs 
was that "significant portions" of these programs should be paid for by add
ing funds to the military budget, not by cannibalizing other programs. '18 His 
JCS colleagues col1Cl1Ded that this was their understanding as well. How
ever, the JCS practice had been to stay out of squabbles between the Ser .. 
vices and the SecretaIy over the use of funds, and this instance proved no 
exception. So, even though the Joint a.iefs notified the Secretary of their 
concerns lest general purpose forces be short-changed, they backed away 
from condemning altogether the sometimes unavoidable pra~ce of reall0-
cating funds and instead used the occasion to lobby for a 5 percent increase 
in the defense budget. 79 

(U) Despite repeated JCS appeals for more money, Secretary of De
fense BIO'WIl held to a defense budget ceiling limited to 3 pereent real 
growth. Having failed the year befole to obtain an increase, Brown showed 
little enthusiasm for taldDg up the Chiefs' cause again. lOMs and APDMs 
issued during the summer and early faD of 1979 reflected a continuing 
commitment to administration po1ieies faahioned during the previous two 
years, built around strengthening European air and ground defeuses, and 
bolstering the strategic deterrent force, though at a considerably slower 
pace than the JCS found advisable.so But with doubltHtigit inflation eroding 
the Pentagon's buying power and with plans going forward. for a partial 
augmentation of fomes in the Persian Gulf, it was far from surprising that 
the White House should take another look at military spending. The fi.Ist 
sign of a crack in the administration's budget policy was its submission in 
September 1919 of a supplemental request for $2..1 bUlion to ~ver unpro
grammed fuel and other operating costs stemmmg from a higher-than
expected rate of inflation. Nothing hi the supplemental would impl'O'\le the 
strength or readiness of US forces; yet without it their preparedness would 
certainly decline. 81 

'It! CNOM 51-79 to JCS, 2'7 Ju179. S/XGDS. JCS 2522160. 484 (27 ..luI 79)· 

'It! JCSM-251-79 to SecDef, 10 Aug 79. S/XOIlS. JCS 2522/60-1, 484 (2'7 Ju179). 

80 For PDMs, see JCS 2522/61; for APDMs, see JCS 2522/61-3. an filed 557 (02 AtJg79)· 

81 Ur, Brown to McInt.yre, 12 Sep 79. U, CJCS Files (Jones), 550 Budget 
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6a) From this point on, the carter administration found it harder and 
~r to hold the line on the military budget. Although the President re
~ned personally committed to exercising restraint in defeDse spending, 
his resolve steadily weakened in the face of mounting Senate skepticism 
over the SALT II treaty, reports of a mysterious Soviet brigade in Cuba.. the 
seizure of the US embassy in Tehran, and, ultimately, the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan in Deamlber 1919. The immediate concern was to expedite 
plans and preparations for a rapid deployment capability to the Persian 
Gulf-Indian Ocean region, the subject of numerous high-level meetings in 
November and December as the budget process entered its fiDal phase. 111e 
outcome was a growing consensus that the ceiling on the defense budget 
had to be raised, though by how much remained to be seen. Pending a 
clearer picture of the international situation, the guidance emanating from 
the Oval Office was that there would be no immediate or largHC8le upward 
adjustments in military spending, other than to help plan and equip a rapid 
deployment force.S2 

• Thus, the FY 1981 defense budget that went to Congress in late 
Janwu:y 1980 continued to reflect, in President Carter's words, "the strategy 
of restraint,» while leaving open the possibility of future increases.83 The ba .. 
sic elements in the FYDP it recommended were as follows:" 

Strategic Forees 
B-S2 bombers 
Titans 
MMII 
MMIII 
Poseidon/Poseidon 
Poseidon/Trident I 
Trident/Trident I 

30JUDelg81 30 JUDe 1985 

316 
54 

450 
550 

22/352 
12/192 

1/24 

316 
54 

450 
550 

19/304-
12/192 
7/168 

82 See the two State Dept Pape:rs, "Foreign Policy and the Rapid Deployment Force," and 
"FoNian Policy and the US Shipbuildina Plan,· both \JIldatBl, '1'8. attaehments to memo, 
Dodson for VP, et. al. 6 Nov 19, Co CJCS Files (Jones), PRe MeetiD& File (1 Sep 19-3~ nee: 
19)j memo. JCSM·Slg-19 to ~ 13 Nov 19. UJ 550 (13 Nov 79) HB; memo, BrzeziDski 
to SeeState, et al,29 Nov 19, S, 402 (4 Dee 19) HB. 

88 Messap to Congress Transmitting FY 1981 Budpt, 28 Jan 80, Public Papers: Ccmer" 
1l}8o, 227-28. 

84 -Fi\fe..Year Defense Program (FrDP): FY 19tb Budaet SUmmary aDd Program Element 
De1:ail, II 7 Jo 80 Update, S, 55S (28 Jan 80). USAF wings as of 30 JUDe 1985 re~Dt full
strength equivalents, even though the Air Foree would continue to organize 26 WJIl,IS. 
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General PuJpose Forces 
Army Divisions (AIR) 
MarineAFs 
USAFTaetical Fighter W'mgs 
CVsandCVNs 
Attack Submarines 
Surface Combatants (A&R) 
MAF Uft Capability 

30 June 1981 

16/8 
3 

26 
12 

85 
199 

1+ 
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30 June 1985 

16/8 
3 

26 
12 

97 
231 
1.15 

(U) Calling for total obDptional authority of $158.7 blllion, the 
President's budget proposed outlays of $142.7 bmion, a 3.S percent real inw 
crease over the figure proposed the year before. Nonetheless, Secretary of 
Defense Brown assured Congress that the FY 1981 mllitary budget would 
inaugurate a new and more robust policy, backed by a Five-Year Defense 
Program that would average more than 4'h percent net growth annually. 
"The budget is intended," he insisted, «to demonstrate a clear commitment 
to a strong defense." That it did not reflect the full impact of recent devel
opments in .Afghanistan and elsewhere, he explained, was due largely to un
avoidable time constraints in preparing the submission. Should he feel it 
advisable, he said, he would not hesitate to come back for more money.85 

., The Joint Chiefs adopted a wait-and-see attitude. In their annual 
military posture statement accompanying the budget, they evinced guarded 
optimism for the improvements promised under this and future budgets 
and the measures being initiated to create a rapid deployment force. But in 
the critical area of strategic nuclear power, they found the United States 
barely holding its own agaiDst a continuing Soviet strategic buildup.· 
Sounding a somewhat more upbeat theme, JCS Chairman Jones, in his 
separate overview, applauded what he saw as firm resolve by the President, 
backed by "a broad popular mnsensus,» to support increased mDitary ex
penditmes. But even at the rate projected in the revised FYDP, he foresaw a 
"long process of zenovatiDg our defense posture." Despite an encouraging 
outlook, he still felt that "we have a lot of'catcb-up baIl' to play.Jl

87 

811 HeAS, Hearings: DODAuMorization FY 81, pt, I, 59-61 and passim. In fact, an a.dmiDi
stration lequest tOr addit:icmal funds was DOt long in forthcoming. On 31 Much 1980 Presi
dent Carter submitted a wholly revised FY 1981 Pederal budget, wbicb encJ,eavoted to oftBet 
the impact of inflation. Included was a revised DOD request for $164.s billion in TOA and 
$150-5 biJlion in outlays. See Congrearional QuGrterly Almanac, 1980, 141·43· 

116 United States Military Posturejor FY 1981, Ta, 6. 

87 Ibid., i-vi. 
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(U) During 1980 the Joint auers continued to press for major in
creases in miJitaly spending. Faeed with new commitments in Southwest 
.Asia under the Carter doctrine, the withdrawal of the SALT II treaty from 
the Senate, and ongoing efforts to hODOr obBptions to strengthen NATO, 
the JCS were more convinced than ever that there was a serious mismatch 
between the demands of national strategy, on the one baud, and avallable 
leSOUI'CB, on the other. At the start of the year, they bad good reason to 
hope, based on the administration's response to the Afghanistan crisis, that 
President Carter was coming around to their way of thinking. But as the FY 
1982 budget developed, it became increasingly clear to the Chiefs that, ex
cept for providing support of the Rapid Deployment Force, the administra
tion remained leery of any significant departures of policy on military 
spending. Not until the arrival in 1981 of a new administration, operating on 
a wholly different philosophy and set of assumptions, would the defense 
budget begin to receive an infusion of funds allowing real growth on a scale 
the Joint Chiefs had long oonsideled to be needed. _The Chiefs' updated agenda for future force planning, JSPD 82-
89, went to the Secretary of Defense in late December 1979. This was the 
first JSPD developed sin~ completion of the Sloss report on strategic tar
geting, which had recommended a list of significant changes in nuclear em
ployment policy, some with obvious budge1aJ:y and procurement 
implications (see Chapter Xl. However, there is little to suggest that the 
study played much part in the formulation of requirements in JSPD 82-89, 
probably because few of the report's implementing directives had yet been 
issued. At no point did the JSPD even cite the Sloss report as evidence afthe 
need for the acquisition of new weapons systems or aQjustments in force 
stmeture. The most direct link was in the JSPD's strong endorsement of fur
tiler improvements in oommand. oontrol, oommunications, and intelligence 
(01) facilities, a key element in attaining the Sloss report's objective of 
more flen'ble targeting options. But since both the Joint Staff in Washington 
and Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff in Omaha kept these requiJ:e
menta under constant review, changes and upgrades in this regard were al
most inevitable in any case.88 

. .,.Like the year before, JSPD 82-89 oontained recommendations for 
a "risk reduct:ion" package that would expedite increases and improvements 
in ~rtain critical areas (see Table lL4, page 811). Although mindful of the 
President's commitment to additional program growth, the Joint Chiefs be
lieved that more needed to be done to 8tX,lUire the capabilities for the kinds 
of non-NATO contingencies envisioned in PD-18. Quite simply, the Chiefs 

88 JSPD FY Sa-89, sec. II, pp. 11-l2, TS, enclosure A to J<Etf-S6G-79 to Sec.Def. 29 Dec 79. 
TS, JCS 2143/542. 511 (07 Dec '79). 
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believed, *The resources required to accomplish this objective, have not 
been provided." The Joint Chiefs accorded mpest priorit;y to risk reduction 
measures that would improve strategic force connectivity (e.g., cal capabili
ties) and increase the readiness and mobility of forward-deployed and early 
deploying general purpose forces . .As part of an accelerated strategic pro
gram, the Joint Chiefs endorsed more vigorous baDistic missile defense 
R&D, which they felt had languished since the 1972ABM treaty; and they 
renewed their support for aapJiring a penetrating bomber. Dropping efforts 
to revive the 8-1, the Joint Chiefs recommended initiating design definition 
and development for a wholly new plane, with deliveries to begin by 1993. 
(Whether this was to be a "stealth" bomber or something else, is not dear.) 
Meantime, they hoped that an Air Force program to extend the range, pay
load, and penetration capabilities of the F8-111 on a non..sALT constrained 
basis would strengthen the bomber leg of the strategic triad. 89 

., 8ecretaJy Brown, in the initial draft of his FY 1982 Coasolidated 
Guidance, circulated in early February 1980, assured the JCS that he and bls 
staffbad duly noted the recommendations in JSPD 82-89.90 Close scrutiny, 
however, left the Chiefs skeptical. Their leading objeetlon was that the CG 
did Dot provide sufficient program development to reduce the edsting strat
egy-resources gap. Given the vital US security interests in the Persian Gulf 
region and the existing Soviet threat there, for iDstance, the Chiefs believed 
that the sizing of forces for a non-NATO contingency in that region should 
be based upon Soviet military involvement and not limited, as in the CG, to 
an Iraqi attack on Kuwait The Chiefs also felt that the CG underestimated 
Soviet capabilities whDe ovel'Stating those of the United States and its allies; 
that it accorded undue reliance on the pre-positioning of equipment and 
host nation support; instead of &a:}Uiring independent lift capability; and 
that it gave excessive attention to the need for readiness at the expense of 
force modernization and sustainabDity. As a result, instead of a force pos
ture pointing toward the futw:e, the CG seemed to give preference to coping 
with limited emergencies. Worst of all, it would do little to reduce the long
term risk to US interests and security,f)1 

4!t) The question of bow to strike a proper balance between readi
ness, modernization, and sustainability, would recur throughout the prepa
ration of the FY 1982 military budget. The JCS position was that all three 
were indispensable to military preparedness.92 But at a time of soaring infla-

89 JSPD FY 82-89, TS, p. m-8 and.Appendix I. 

90 Draft Consolidated Guidance FY 198R-lg86, 8 Feb 80, p. A4, S/aD. JCS 2522/69. 555 
(08 Feb 80) see. 1A. 

91 JaJM-6s-80 to SecDef, 14 Mar 80, S/XODS, JCS 2522/fit/r1, 555 (08 Feb 80) sec. 1. 

"Ibid. 
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tion, when the consumer price index was growing at over 10 percent annu
ally for the second year in a row, budget planners in OSD and the Services 
found it exceediDgly difficult to make accurate long-term spending esti
mates • .Accordingly, in submitting their POMs in May 1980, the Services 
genera1Jy mDo:wed the advice in the 8ecretaJ.y's Consolidated Guidance and 
deferred requests for modernization and acquisition programs in order to 
protect near-term readiness and support functions. Even so, not everyone 
agreed that the Services' submissions went far enough in this direction. Un
der Secretary of Defense for Policy Robert: Komer complained that the 
POMs gave only"a lick and a promise" to funding for emergencies invo1ving 
the recently organized Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force. But by and large 
there was a growing consensus that, owing to inflation, opportunities for 
significant new improvements in the force structure were becoming more 
and more limited.t8 

.) Recognizing the reality of fiscal constraints, the Joint Chfefs re
luctantly concurred tbat the Services were making the r:igbt choice. How
ever, the Chiefs foresaw "oonsiderable danger" should this trend persist. 
"Emphasis on readiness;" they told Secretary Brown in their JPAM on the 
FY 82 budget, "has forced critically important hardware programs to be 
funded at the margin. " Most serious was that replacement rates for critical 
equjpment-ships and airc.taft especially-would not keep pace with obso
lescence. Hoping to minimize the impact, the JCS implored the Secretary 
and the Defense Resources Board to give capital funding bnprovemen1s ut
most attention during the mark-up of the Services' FY 82 POMs. Addition
ally, the Chiefs highlighted the need to preserve incentives to keep careers in 
the military attractive; to strengthen air- and sea-lift capabilities for nOD- > 

NATO contingencies; to improve reserve force readiness; to develop a 
"eretb"ble" chemical warfare posture to offset the Soviet Union's "large and 
expanding" chemical warfare capability; to enhance CSI fa.cilities against the 
threat of a Soviet nuclear attack; and to increase industrial preparedness for 
an emergency.fH 

&3 Memo, SecAF to SecDef, 19 May 80, S/GDS; memo, SeeArmy to SecDef. 20 May 80, 
S/GDS; Point Paper for CJCS, rea. so Jun 80], SIGDS; and Point Paper for CJCS, [ca. so 
Jun 80], S/GDS; memo, KomertoASD(PA8rE).4 Jtm 80. C/GDS. a11m CJCS Piles (Jones). 
550POM. 

fI4 JCSM-176-80 to SecDef, 20 Jun 80, S/XGDS, 555 (27Mill' 80) sec. ta. 
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ii) One option open to the JCS was to recommend "~" in their 
JPAM, i.e., specific increases in Serv.ioo programs, matched against de
creases elsewhere. But because of the potential for divisiveness, the Chiefs 
voted against trying to do so at a meeting in May 1980.98 lDstead, in a de
parture from their usual practice of offering dissenting views to the Secre
taIy and the President in private, they elected to "go pubJic," and during an 
ap})eal'aDa! before a House subcommittee in late May, they expressed:reser
vations as to the adequacy of the defense budget currently before Congress. 
Even so, the onlyeorreetive action they recommended was a general sugges
tion that defense spending should rise to between 6 and 7 percent of the 
gross nationalprociuet (GNP), not the 5 percent cmrent1y programmed.9'1 

(U) Despite the Chiefs' public endorsement of increasing the military 
budget, there were no plans to foUow up with detailed suggestions. A strong 
proponent of fiscal integrity, Chairman Jones hesitated to propose addi
tional spending without exploring other avenues; and as an ex officio mem
ber of the Defense R.esoutces Board, he hoped to increase the availability of 
funds for modernization and acquisition by trimming low priority pro
grams. However, analysis provided by the Joint Staff suggested little room 
for maneuver and generally advised staying within the Service POMs, rec
ognizing that under the limitations of the fiscal guidance, it was praetica11y 
impossible to accommodate both modernization and readiness at the same 
time.98 The DRB recommended a similar approach, and in his PDMs and 

lIS JCSM.-273..80 to SecDe( 29 Oct 80, TS/RD; and JPAM 82-89. Nuclear Annex, TS/RD, 
555 (27 Mar 80) sec. lB. . 

96 DJSM.-ll24-8o, 5 Jun 80, U; and CM-6SS--80 toDepSecDe( 10 Jun SO. U, both in acs 
Files (Jones), 550 POM.. 

. 9'1 Richard Halloran. • Joint Chiefs Dissent on CaJ.'tBr..Brown Military Budget," NY 7tmes, 30 
May80:D14. 

91! Point Paper for C.JCS for use at DRP Wrap-Up Meeting on 15 July So, rea. 14 Jul 80], 
S/GDS, CJCS Files (Jones), 550 Budget. 
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APDMs 8ecreIaty of Defense Brown sanctioned minimal changes and ad
~ents in the force structure, with those that he did approve relatiJJg 
mainly to support of the Rapid Deployment Joint Task Foree.99 

(U) The FY 1982 defense budget that President Carter sent to Con
gress in January 1981 was, as it turned out, largely a formality. Recom
mending $196.4 bmion in TOA, it proposed outlays of $180 billion. 
Attached to the regular budget was a FY 1981 supplemental request of $6.3 
billion-$1.4 billion to meet additional requirements for the RDJTF and re
lated activities, the rest to wver inflation-induced increases, incluc:ting a $3 
bmion military pay raise mandated by Congress in the defense authorization 
law. The net effect of these submissions, the President claimed, would in
crease defense outlays by nearly 8 percent in real terms over FY 1980. But 
with the incoming Reagan administration poised to ofter amendments and 
supplementaJs of its own, it was likely that defense spending would climb 
even higher. The major buildup, in other words, was yet to come.1oo 

(U) Despite White House claims, the JCS posture statement for FY 
1982 left no doubt that the Joint Chiefs found Carter's final defense budget 
sorely disappointing. Not only did it fail, in their opinion, to .keep pace with 
the burgeoning growth in Soviet capabilities over the past decade and a half 
but it contributed 1ittle to dosing the strategy-resources gap that was an 
ever-growing strain on US and allied capabilities. The root cause of this 
situation, according to Chairman Jones, was "a long term decline in our de
fense spending." Although the Chiefs acknowledged the efforts made over 
the last four years to remedy this situation, they warned that the military 
balance continued to favor the Soviet Union, and that the years immediately 
ahead were apt to witness a further erosion of Western military power. In 
these circw:nsbmces opportunities for the Soviet Union to extend its power 
and influence were likely to abound. Fearing the consequences, Jones ar
gued for the development of -a credible global strategy" resting in the first 
instanC2 on "sustained and substantial increases in defense resources. "101 

(U) Jimmy Carter left office in 1981 believing that be bad accom
plished much, during diffleult times, to strengthen the country's defense 
posture. The JCS, however, viewed Carter's presidency as a step backward 
from the planned buildup and improvements promised at the end of the 

99 PDMs in JCS 2522/75, S, 555 (31 Ju18o) sec. 1. APDMs in JCS 2522/75·2, S, 555 (s1 Ju1 
80) sec. 1. 

llIO Ltr. Claytor to McIntyre, 18 Nov 80. U, CJCS Files (Jones), 550 Budget; President's 
Budget Mess. Transmitl:iui the liY 1982 Budget. 15 Jan 81, Public Papers: Carter, 19lb. 
2897-98; us Congress. House, Committee on Armed Services. Hearl:ngs: Military posture 
FY 1981 SUpplemental and FY 1982 Authorization, 97:1 (WashiDgton. DC: GPO, 19~b), Pt. 
1.2--8. 

101 United States Military Posturejor FY 19b. pp. vi·vii and passim (unclassified version), 
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Nixon-Ford years. Throughout his presideDcy, Carter's defense budgets re
flected an overriding concern for holding down~ rather than increasing, mili
tary spending. And it was with coDSiderab1e re1~ that Carter had 
modified his position during his last two yem:s in of6ce. Even then, the re
sults fe1l short of what the JCS believed needed to be done for long-term 
modernization and the sustainability of US forces. The incoming Reagan 
administration had campaigned on a platform to step up military prepared
ness 8.Cl'OSS the board, and thus seemed more receptive to JCS advice than 
Carter had been. But to achieve the goals the JoiDt Chiefs had in mind 
would take years of work and billious of dollars in additionaJ new invest
ment. 
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Programmed and JSOP 79-86 Foree Levels 

Programmed Proposed 
py 78 FY 86 ObJeetlve 

Strateaf,e Forces 
B-52 bombers 
B-1 bombers 
Titan ICBMs 
Minuteman II ICBMs 
Minuteman m ICBMs 
MXICBMs 
PolarisA-3 
PoseidonfPoseidon 
Poseidon/Trident I 
Trident/Trident I 
Trident/Trident II 

General Purpose Forces 
Active Army Divisions 
MarineAFs 
USAF Tactical Fighter WiDgs 
Carriers (CV and CVN) 
V I~L Carriers 
Attack Submarines 
Active Surface Combatants 
MAP Lift Capability 

316 
• ....3 

54 
450 
550 

10/160 
31/596 

16 
3 

26 
12C 

75 
162 

1+ 

316 
241 
45 

450 
392 
160 

20/320 
10/160h 

10/240 
2/48 

19 
3 

30 
18 
14 

144 
327 

2 

Sources: 
('1'8) JSOP 78-85, Book I Force Tables (Strategic Forces), and Book II, Part 
V Force Tables (General Purpose Forces); (TS) JSOP FY ']'9-86, vol. II; (S) 
FYDP 79, 13 Jan 78 Update. 
Notes: 
a Four test prototypes built as R&D platforms. IOC for the B-1B production 
model was scheduled for FY 1982-
b Backfit of Trident I missiles into Poseidon submarineS was scheduled to 
commence FY 1980, with deployment of a lo-boatforce by FY 1982. 
C One additional carrier in reserve for training purposes. 
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Tableu.2 
JSOP 80-87 Poree Levels 

Strategic Forces 
B-52 bombers 
Titan ICBMs 
MM II ICBMs 
MMIIIICBMs 
MX 
PolarisA-3 
Poseidon/poseidon 
Poseidonf!'rident I 
TridentjTrident I 
Trident/Trident II 

JSOP Objeetfve 
jorFYB3 

316 
54 

450 
550 

4/64 
19/304 
12/192 
7/168 

General Purpose Forees 
Army Divisions 17 

3 
28 

MarineAFs 
USAF Tactical Wmgs 
Naval Forces 

CV/CVN 
CVVb 
SSN 
Surface Combatants 
MAP Uft Capability 

14 

94 
232 

11/3+ 

JSOP ObJeetive 
forWS,! 

301 
54 

450 
48oCs5o)a 

80 

16/256(19/304)a 
12/192 
13/312 

2/48 

21 

3 
30 

18 
9 

144 
349 

21/3 

Source: JSOP 80-87, vol. II, P. ES-17 and Appendix A. 

Notes: 
a Forces shown in ( ) were not arms...:ontrol coDStrained and were consid
ered by the JCS to be reasonably attainable. The JCS included them to illus
trate "a prudent force structure that can be attained if required by 
unforeseen developments." 
b The CVV was a new class of mid-sized carrier in Heu of additional NIMI'I'Z 
class camelS. CVVs were to be capable of operating tactical aircraft in the 
existing inventory Bnd V I~L aircraft of the future. 
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RIsk RedUcliOD JSPD 

Strateate Foreesa 
B-52 bombers 
B-1 
MMII 
MMIII 
MM III (alternative) 
Titan 
MX 
Poseidon/Poseidon 
Pas/Pos (alternative) 
Poseidon/Trident I 
Trident/Trident I 
Trident/Trident II 

General Purpose Forces 

316 

450 
550 

54 

19/304 

12/192 
6/144 

Active Army Divisions 16 
MarineAFs 3 
USAF Tactical Combat Wmgs 26 
Carriers (CV, CVN) 13b 

Attack SUbmarines 98 
Surface Combatants 209 
MAP Lift Capability L15 

Notes: 

hyendFYBs 

343 

450 
514 
482 

54 
30 

19/304 
17/272 
12/192 
8/192 

16 
3 

28 
13b 

98 
217 
l.sse 

FY88 

342 
10 

450 
352 
336 
54 

180 
12./192 
13/208 
12./192 
9/216 
2/48 

a JSPD 81-88 advised that the specific mix of offensive strategic systems in 
the later years of the force planning period should be considered flexible. 
Numbers shown for Minuteman III, Poseidon, and MX represented alterna
tive approaches rather than firm requirements, and were subject to change 
depending on the outcome of arms oontrol negotiations, technological de
velopments, possible changes in nuclear weapons and employment guid
ance, and other factors. 
b CV ICVN listings re.flected totals; numbers of deployable carriers -were al
ways one less than number indicated owing to CVs in Service Life Extension 
Program (SLEP) or dedicated to training. 
C While the text of JSOP 81-88 indicated a division lift capabUity of 1.66, the 
force tables showed 1.S8. 
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Programmed Risk R.ectuetton JSPD 
PYDP FYB5 byeDd FY86 FY89 

Strat.eRic Forces 
B-52 bombers 
FB-11tB/C 
Titans 
MMII 
MMIU 
MX 
Pos/Pos 
Pos/Trident I 
Tri/l'ritient I 
Tri/Tritient II 

GeDeral Purpose Fol'tBJ 

316 
60 
54 

450 
550 

19/304 
12/192 
7/168 

Active Army Divisions 16 
MarineAFs 3 
USAF Tactical Fighter Wmgs 

(Pull Strength Equiv.) 24.7 
CV/CVN 12 
SS/SSN '17 
Surface Combatants 224 
MAP J.Jft Capability 1.15 

Sources: 

344 
53 
54 

450 
550 

10 

19/304 
12/192 
9/216 

16 
3 

24·7 
UCI3} 

92(98) 
225(231) 

1·14 

342 
155 
54 

450 
312 
200 

13/208 
12/192 
11/264-

1/24 

23 
4 

36 
16 

131 
306 
2·33 

FYDP 1981 Budget Summary and Program Element Detail, '7 Jan 80, S; 
JSPD FY 82-89, TS, JCS 2143/942, Appendix B. 
Note: Numbers in parentheses are for ships funded but not yet operational 
owing to long construction lead time requi.red for naval vemeIs. Additional 
ships would augment MAP lift capability as they became available. 
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THE LAW OF mE SEA NBGOTIATIONS 

(D) While Cold War security problems predomiDated during the· 
Carter years, the Joint Chiefs fouDd themselves a1so dealing with other is
sues that seemed to bridge East-West differences. Among these were the 
Law of the Sea (IDS) negotiations, where US and Soviet interests more of
ten than not coincided A carryover from initiatives launched during the 
Nixon-Ford years, the WS negotiations were a United Nations-sponsored 
effort with unmistakable "rich-versus-poor co~ overtones as they af
fected fishing rights, seabed mining, and other economic issues. yet there 
were significant national security interests involved as well, most notably 
the protection of the right of "innocent passage" for naval vessels (including 
submarines) through international choke points, and ensuring that high 
seas freedoms would not be jeopar~ by the estabHsbment of offshore 
"exclusive economic zones." That the United States and the Soviet Union 
more often than not worked together in tryiDg to resolve these questions 
was Dot at all surprising. As international lawyer Eugene V. Rostow ex
plained, "it was not hard •.• to find common ground on the basic ideas of 
the law of the sea, since both the Soviet Union and the United States were 
maritime powem and bad the same opinions about the international charac
ter of straits and canalS."1 

1 Eugene V. BDstow A Bteakfast for Bouape.rte: US Nati.ott.td Security Interests from the 
Heights of Ab~ to the Nuclear Age (WashingtoD, DC: NatioDal DefeDse UDiversity 
Press, 1993), 347· 

:I AIm L. Hollick, US Foreign PoliJrg and the Law of the Sea (PriDceton: PrincetoD UDiver
sity Press, 1981), 355-59; James B. MoreD, The Law oJthe Sea (Jefferson, NC: McFarlaDd 
8Dd Co., 1992), 59-65. 
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PoJicy bDder the Carter Administration 
(U) With the advent of the' Carter administration, the Joint Chiefs 

found themselves taking a fresh 100k at their position in the Law of the Sea 
negotiations. Most of the countries involved in the talks took their 1ead from 
the Group of 77, a coalition of deve10ping Thbd World states that sought to 
limit the power and control of multinational corporations over natural re
sou:rces. Evincing his syJnpathy for these countries' OO1lcerDS, Carter vowed 
to improve North-South dialogue.' The Law of the Sea negotiations were 
one means of doing 60. As a first step, he sought to give the talks a higher 
public profi1e and appointed a new chief negotiatof,El1iot 1. Richardson. A 
former Under Secretary of State (in which capacity he had chaired the NBC 
submmmittee that bad had jurisdiction over roB matters), Secretary of De
tense, and Attorney General in the Nixon administratio~ Richardson was 
well known" in Washington and enjoyed strong bipartisan support in Con
gress.' Later, Carter vested policy responsibility and coordination for WB . 
matters man NBC Working Group, operating out of the White Bouse.- But 
for aU practical purposes Bichardson's personal presence was the dominat ... 
lng factor in US law of the sea policy for the next four years. 

3 JCSM-31""1S to SecJ)ef, 18 Jan 13t St JCS 2150/391,546 (5 Jan 73); Poole. JaJ andNa-
tional Policy,19?3-1!}76, S, 169-84. 

4 See Memo, Brzezinski to Mondale, et. aL, 26 Jun 78, ClODS, JCS 2004/238, 542 (26.fun 
78). 

6 lUcbamson Nomination and statement by the President, 25 Jan 'n, Public Pa:pBrs: 
Cbrter#~9?'l, 17. 

II Memo, Dodson to Vance, et.aL, 27 Jan 78. C/ODS, JCS ~12J54, 546 (27 JaD 78}. 
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7 See MFR., 17 Feb 77. S. CJCS Files (Brown), 546IDS. 

a MoreU, Law of the Seq, 65. 68. In April 1916 President Gerald R. Ford signed legislation 
(pL 94-26s) extend.hlg US jurisdiction over a fisheJ:y conservation zone out to 200 nautical 
mDes. However. the" law did DOt tab effect untO I March lWl and was 8Ubject to review 
pending the oub:ome of the LOS negotiations. (Congressional Quarterly Almanac, .2976. 
234-36.) 

9 PRM-18.2 Feb 71. "Law of the Sea Policy Review," C/GDS, JCS 2512/43.546 (2 Feb 71)· 

10 Memo, Ricbardson to Carter, 22 Peb 71. enclosure to JCS 2512/43-2, S/GDS, 546 (2 Feb 
71). 

11 Ltr, Duncan to Vance, 2 Mar 71. S/GDS, CJCS Files (Brown), 546 Law oftbe Sea. 

12 CM-1532-71 to SecDef, 15 Jut 71. U, CJCS Files (Brown). 546 Law of the Sea. 
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(U) Following Moms's departure, there occurred 8 noticeable stiffen
ing of JCS resistance to any further US concessions on security matters at 
the Law of the Sea talks. The immediate issue was now the fate of 8 docu
ment known as the Informal Composite Negotiating Text (ICNT), which 
emerged at the end of the summer of 1977 at the conclusion of the Sixth Ses
sion of the LOS Conference. The ICNT replaced an earlier draft which had 
been discussed openly among the participants, and reflected changes made 
largely in camera by the Cameroon representative, Paul Engo, that would 
guarantee developing countries a share of the proceeds from any deep sea
bed mining, regardless of their contributions. The manner of producing the 
"Engo text," as well as its substance, caused Ambassador Richardson to sug
gest pubJicly in July 1977 that the United States might withdraw from the 
talks.1S Terming the seabed portions of the ICNI' "fundamentally unaccept
able, It Richardson held out little hope of reaching an agreement before Con
gress enacted legislation authorizing ocean mining by US companies. Time 
was running out, he advised President Carter, and before Congress acted the 
administration should conduct a further review of its LOS policy to consider 

13 See memo, Morris to CJCS, 16 Dee 76, S/GD8, CJCS Files (Brown), 546 LOS. 

1" NIE 2-1"'71. "Law of the Sea: The Likelihood and ImpHcations of Fnrtb.er Expansion of 
National Oceanic Claims ifa Treaty Proves Noonegotiable, .. 29 Jul71. C. DIA Records. 

OSD1.4(C) 
16 "U.S. Envoy Calls Proposed Regulations on Ocean Mining Uoacceptable," NY 7Ymes, 21 
Jul'77!A2. . 
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exploring with ather countries alternatives to a comprehensive Jaw of the 
sea Wg ..... y.--

17 Memo, Richardson to Carter. 7 Sep 17. C/GDS. JCS 2512/48.546 (10 Sep 77)· 

18 CNOM 100-77 to JCS, 7 Oct 77. S/XGDS JCS 2512/50,540 (0'7 Oct 17J. 

19 JCSM-441-71 to SecDef, 25 Nov 71, SIGDS, JCS 2512/50-1; and hr. DuncaD to Christ0-
pher, 14 Feb ']8, S/XGDS, JCS 25l2/5O-'2, both iD.546 (01 Oct 17). 

110 MFll by RADM J. B. Morin, USN. 8lr1ar 78, ClODS. CJCS Files ~). 546 LOS. 
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(U) On 6 July 1978, Richardson met with the Joint Chiefs to review 
the ~ of the negotiations and to plot future stl'8tegy • .Also present at the 
meeting were Deputy Secretary of Defense Duncan, Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for International Securit;y Affairs David MeGiffert, and Secretary of 
th~ .Navy W. ~~ Claytor. Jr. Richardson, believing the talks to be at "a 
cntica1 stage, said he needed to know what interests the Defense Depart
ment deemed most important, and those on whieh it was willing to com
promise. Speaking optimistieal1y, he rated the odds of SeDate approval of an 
LOS treaty at 2 in 5 because of anticipated opposition from mining interests, 
which preferred exclusive access to the seabed instead of the sharing ar
rangements under discnssion in the negotiations. Any treaty, he said, was 
going to be a compromise and there was "no way we're going to do weD 
enough on deep seabed mining to satisfy the companies." Consequently, he 
had no choice but to look elsewhere in an 6ft to mobilize support for an 
agreement. "There won't be a treaty unless DOD weighs in," he said, "and 
that will take time and preparation." OSD 1.4( b)(a) 
~-tB:) While sympathetic to Richardson's desire to conclude a treaty, 

the Defense Department representatives saw little'to be gained from pro
longing the .All agreed that a oomprebensive treaty remained 

but not if it failed to protect US security interests. 
marine scientific research clarifications," Claytor said, 

with serious ambiguities in the leNT, and that would 
leave us ambivalent about it." General Lew Allen, the Air Force Chie{, added 
that it was imperative to protect overflight rights as weD. "All Services are 
equally concerned," said General David C. Jones, the JCS Chairman. But as 
matters stood, the only way he saw of obtaining the assurances they wanted 
was through a series of unUateraJ declarations. 'We can subsen"be to an LOS 
treaty," Jones averred., but it had to have "appropriate interpretive state
ments."22 

(U) Although the meeting between Rkbardson and the Chiefs broke 
no new ground, it was clear by the end of the discussion that the two sides 
were moving farther and farther apart OD what they viewed as an acceptable 
outcome for the Law of the Sea negotiations. The major stumbling block, 
both at the talks and within the US govemment,remainedthe status of the 
seabed, and how to reconcile thedesil'es of the United States and other 
OOUJrtries for access to resources, while protecting the security concerns that 
were uppermost to the JCS. Richardson, though he never said so directly, 
obviously considered the Chiefs' formula tantamount to failure and an invi,,: 
tatiOD to other countries to .issue unUateral declarations. It would solve 

S1 Ur, Rieha:tdson to Duncan, 5 Jul78, S{XGDS, JCS 2512/'50-3. 546 (07 Oct 7/). 

21 Notes prepared in O.ASD(ISA) on LOS Trea1;y Meeting, C/GDS, 6 Jul 78, CJCS Files 
(Jones), 546 LOS. 
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nothing. But from the Chietit standpoint, Richardson's approach was hardly 
better. . . 

IDn()IGU1£ US Navipdon Rights . OSD 1.4( 4)(~) 

28 See DJSM 691-'79 toASDCISA), 18 Apr 19, C, 15t NIH of JC'S 25J2/61, 546 (06 Apr 19)· 

u CNOM 23·79 to JCS. 6 Apr 79. C, JCS 2.512/61, 546 (06 Apr 79)· 

26 Memo, Aaron (far Brzezinski) to Vance, et. al .. 20 Mar 79. C, JC'S 2527/17, 546 (1 Feb 79) 
Ha . 

26 SeeJCSM-396-77to SeeDet; 7 Oct 71. SjXGDS, JCS 2512/49-l; Itl', ClNCPACto CJCS.18 
Nov TI. TS/XGDS; and 811-51-78.17 Jan 18. SIGDS, JCS 2512/49-7. aU in 546 (26 Sep 71). 
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(U) with the vague wording of the planning group's :rec-
ommendations, the Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Thomas B. Hay
WBI'lL advised his JCS colleagues of his concern ~ current United States 
practice does not assure adequately that we can refute coastal state asser
tions of acquiescence in their claims." While Hayward welcomed the more 
assertive paRcy in support of US navigation Jights, he regretted the absence 
of specific measures and suggested that the Joint Staff conduct an immedi
ate review of guidance to the unified and specified commanders with a view 
toward eliminating "self.limiting" operational constraints. Hayward be
lieved that, at a minimum, current restrictions on transit of recognized or. 
claimed territorial waters should be lifted immediately, and that US naval 
and air units should start conducting operations in areas of claimed coastal 
state jurisdictions beyond twelve mfies and in the high seas corridors of in .. 
ternational straits wider than six miles. Opportunities for such operations 
currently existed, he suggested, in areas claimed as territorial seas by vari
ous Latin American and African countries, and in the declared archipelagic 
waters of several island countries where the United States bad usually given 
prior notification of as in the case of Indonesia.-

2'1 Ur, Newsom to McGiffert, 9 Dec 78, BIGDS, 546 (26 Sap 77)· OSD 1.4(4)(~) 
28 -Navigation aDd Owrflight Policy and PlaIiniDs," 31 Jan ']9, C, eDClosure to memo, 
Dodson to Monda1e, et. al. t 1 Feb 79, C, JCS 2012/58, 546 (01 Feb 79) DB. Emphasis added. 

29 CNOM 23-'79 to JCS. 6 Apr '79. C/GDB, JCS 2512/61, 546 (06 Apr '79). 
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30 DJSM 699-79 to DepCNO, 19 Apr 19. C, 151 NIH to JCS 2512/61, 546 (06 Apr 79); and 
memo, RAnK 1110r Hanson. Mil Asst to SeeDef, to David Aaron, Deputy. NBC, 26 Apr 79. 
C/GDS, JCS flS2'1I45. 546 (01 Feb 79). 

31 Ur, George T. Churchill, OPM. to Brig Gen Richard T. Boverie, USAF, OASD(ISA), 25 Apr 
79. C/GDS. J<E 2521/45, 546 (01 Feb 79). 

82 Memo, Cramerto McGiffert. 7 Jun '19. C/GDS, JCS 2512/64. 546 (06 Apr 79). 

88 Memo, Br.zezinskj to Vance. et. aL, 2 Jul19, C/GDS, JCS 2527/53, 546 (01 Feb 79)· 

U Quoted in B"lStoricall.eport of Commander in Chief Atlantic: CY 1979, p. Xl-3. S • 

. 85 "US wm Cballeuge Coastal Sea Claims That Exceed SMiles,· NY7tmes,10 Aug 19: At. 
M. 

36 Elliot L Rlehardson, "Power, :Mobility and the Law 01 the Sea," Foreign Affairs (Spl'iDg 
1980): 902.03. 
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(U) Despite the more assertive policy, the Joint Chiefs and others in 

the Pentagon remained convinced that the United States still was not doing 
enough to protect its interests at sea. Accordingly, in November 1919 Dep
uty Secretary of Defense W. Graham Claytor, Jr., notified the NSC of the De
fense Department's continuing concern and its desire for additional 
support. Claytor pointed out that to his knowledge, since approval of the 
navigation and overlligbt policy paper the pl'eVious March, the State De
partment had yet to file a single diplomatic protest, even though it, was 
abundantly clear that there were numerous grounds for doing so. As a spur 
to action, Claytor offered a list of coastal states "whose claims are mega! and 
unquestionably excessive and which pose a sigDificant challenge to U.s. se
curity interests." Claytor acknowledged that there were "compelling rea
sons" for delaying .mon in certain cases. But he suggested that over the 
next twelve months State could deal with aD the claims on the list through a 
circular note reaffirming US rights. 38 

(U) During the last year of the Carter ad:rninistratio the Joint Chiefs 
continued to campaign vigorously for protection of US maritime rights, sug
gesting stepped-up exercise schedules in order to demonstrate the serious
ness of American resolve.3D Often, other countries' cl8ims increased the 
Navy's salling time, which I.!C1ded to fuel costs at a time of tight energy sup
pHes and coDStrained defense spending. A case in point was Indonesia's 
continuing insistence on advance notification to pass through the Lombok 
and Bunda Straits, which a Navy tasle force p1anDed to transit around the 
end of May 1980 en route from the Indian Ocean to Subic Bay in the Philip
pines. An alternative route, via'the Malacca Straits, that did not requite 
prior notification, would extend'the task force's voyage by four days at an 
additional cost of $500,000. Earlier in the year, with State Department con
currence, a single US Navy warship bad transited the Lombok Strait without 
prior notification, causing the Indonesian government to lodge a sharp pro
test. The Navy and the Joint Staff, hoping to protect the precedent, wanted' 
to continue using the Lombok Strait without adv~ notice but could not 

37 '"Report on the Eighth Session of the 1'bird United Nations CoDferenee on Law of the Sea, 
19 JulY-24 August 1m," C, enclosure to memo, Cramer to CJCS) 30 Aug 79. UJ CJCS Files 
(Jones). 546 LOS. 

38 Ltr, Claytor to BrzeziDSld, 7 Nov 79. C/GDS, CJC8 Files (Jones), 546 LOS. 

39 See DJSM 548--80 to ASD(ISA). 14 Mar 80, C/GDS, JCS 2512/67. 546 (14 :Mar 80); 
DJSM 769-80 to Dep CNO, 11 Apr So. S/OOS, I'" NIH of JCS 2512/66. 546 (06 Apr 80); 
and DJSM 1805-80 to ASD(ISA).15 Sep 80, C/GDS, JCS 2512/69. 546 (15 Sep 80) HB. 
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overcome objections from State and ISA, which wanted DO repetition of the 
fmlier incldent.40 

(U) By the time the carter administration left office in January 1981, 
it was clear that JCS efforts to promote the reassertion of US rights at sea 
had paid mixed dividends. Despite a poliCy that encouraged demonstrations 
and exercises in disputed waters and airspace, the State Department, with 
tacit support from the White Ho1lSe, generally held off issuing accompany .. 
ing protests that could disrupt or otherwise damage the outcome of the law 
of the Sea negotiations. The worry within the JCS was that this reticence on 
the part of the United States would encourage other countries either to per
sist in imposing unilateral restrictiODS on navigation, or to hold out for an 
LOS agreement that would have much the same effect on a broader, interna
tional scale. But as the Chiefs were weD aWBret theirs was a minority view, 
becoming more so all the time in the face of chaJlenges from domestic and 
foreign sources with strong poUtical and oommereial interests at stake. Al
though a Law of the Sea Treaty eluded the Carter administration before it 
left office, the broad outlines of an agreement were becoming visible, and it 

40 Memo. ASD(ISA) to SecDef and DepSeeDe(, 28 May So. S/GDSj memo. Cramer to 
McGiffert. 28 May 80. C/GDSj and memo, VCNO (Watkins) to CJ~, 29 May 80. S/GDS. 
an in CJ~ Files (Jones). 546 LOS. 

'1 JCSM..g6-80 to SecDef, 16 Apr 80, TS/GDS. JCS 2512/68. 546 (02 Apr 80) • 

.t.2 Memo, McGiffert to CJCS, 19 Jul80. S/GDS. JCS 2512/6&-1, 546 (02 Apr 80). 

" Buckslip memo, Lt Oen John S. Postay. Asst to CJCS. to DJS and Dir J-5, 29 Jul80, U, 
CJCS Files (Jones), 546 LOS. 
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was not a treaty reflecting all that the JCS would have preferred. Nor, as it 
happened, was it a treaty that the incoming Reagan administration could 
accept either. 
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• (U) ~immy .Cartets presideney was a transitional period in US Da-
tional &ecUr1ty pobey, between the end of.American involvement in South
east A:1ia and what proved to be the final stages of the Cold War. Although 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff could not have foreseen the demise of Soviet power, 
they were well aware of the impact of VJetDam, the most unpopular war in 
~can history and the fb:st the country had lost. Hoping to put VJetnam 
behind them, the Joint Chiefs wanted to move ahead with improvements 
and modernization programs that would guarantee a strong future defense 
posture. But as the Carter years witnessed, they faeed diminished public 
support for the miHtary, soaring inflation, and widespread ambJvalence to 
obligations abroad. All in aD, it was a frustrating time to be a mHitary plan· 
nero 

{Ol Adding to the ClJiefS difficulties was the absence of a clear-cut, 
high-level consensus on the Dature and seriousness of the Soviet threat. Al
though DO one doubted that the Soviet Union remained a formidable adver
sary, opinions differed on the degree of danger. Carter, at the outset of his 
presidency, downplayed the Soviet military threat. Relegating it to sec0n
dary importance behind humanitarian concerns, he hoped to fashion a for
eign policy that would help end human rights abuses, promote a closer 
North-South dialogue, conquer Jong-term energy shortages, curb global 
arms transfers, and bring peace between the Arabs and Israel in the Middle 
East. Later, in the light of Soviet intraDsigence over SALT, the Iranian situa
tion, and Soviet intervention in AfgbarUstan, Carter modified his priorities 
and began paying closer attention to the problems of Soviet military power. 
Yet he never abandoned his belief that US foreign and defense policy paid 
too much attention to the Soviet Union and not enough to humanitarian 
and other concerns. 

(U) The Joint Chiefs of Staff, as military professionaJs, operated n:om 
a different perspective. Based on available inteDigenee, they saw the United 
States steadily losing ground to the Soviets as measured against most major 
indices of military power and polltico-mllitary influence. Not only did the 
Soviets have a large and growing strategic arsenal, which could give them 
nuclear superiority by the mid-19Sos, but they also were on the verge of 
achieving a decisive conventional edge in Europe. Increasing the danger, 
they had begun to deploy a formidable force of S8-2o intermediate range 
ballistic missiles aimed at NATO and the Far Bast, and were Il'I.dually ac
quiring a capacity for force-projection worldwide. Alarmed at the quantita
tive and qualitative improvements in Soviet capabilities, the Joint Chiefs 
warned repea1EdJy that the United States was in danger of falling behind, 
and that the demands of &Iobal commitments on US forces could readily ex
ceed the capacity to honor them. As a further reflection of these concerDS, 
they urged caution in concluding a Law of the Sea treaty, lest in its rush to 
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.provide a more equitable sharing of ocean resources ·the United States 
should end up imposing undue constraints on the mov~ment of its military 
forces and undermine its traditional commitment protecting freedom of the 
seas. 

.. Carter, wbfle not oblivious to JCS advice, treated it with utmost 
caution and relied on it sparingly. Despite his celebrated penchant for detail 
he had little time or patience for 1eJl8thy JCS threat assessments and ~ 
ture statements. and usually wound up reading summaries prepared by his 
staff. The most he ever trusted the Chiefs was in p1anning and executing the 
Iran hostage rescue mission, an operation that all involved, including the 
JeS, had doubts and misgivings about from the moment preparations be-
gan. Records of White House meetings just before the mission show clearly 
that there was considerably less confidence of success and less enthusiasm 
for it, than subsequent public statements by the President, Secretary of De
fense Harold Brown, and JCS Chairman David C. Jones, suggest Yet given 
the apparent threats to the hostages' safety at the time, Carter felt he had DO 
choice but to give the green light, a decision he soon had cause tD regret. In
deed, it may weJ] have cost him the presidency. However, unHke John F. 
Kennedy, who held the JCS part1y responsible for the 1961 Bay of Pigs fi
asco, Carter never claimed or insinuated that his military advisers bad led 
him astray or let him down. 

(lJ) Carter's acceptance of military advice in this instance stands in 
sharp contrast to the usual pattern during his presidency. From the outset 
of his presidency, Carter surrounded himself with aides aDd assistants who 
were, for the most part, openly suspicious of practically aDything the mili
tary recommended. This was espeda1ly true of the senior WIUte House :p0-
litical staff and initi.a1ly among professionals on the NBC Staff, many of 
whom came from the left..of-eenter polities of the 1960&. For them, as for 
others in the Carter administration, including the President himself, the 
Vietnam experience had confirmed the need for timdamental reform in the 
content and conduct of American foreign policy, starting with a significant 
lessening of mliaDce on militaIy power. Zbianiew Brzezinsld, the Presidenrs 
National Security Adviser and a leading architect of the new administra
tion's policies, initially agreed. But as time passed, he found himself siding 
more and more with the JCS that bo1stering the countl.'y's military ~stu:te 
would improve its prospects for sueeess in foreign affairs. Its a reflectIOn of 
his evolving philosophy, Brzezinski gradually augmented the NBC Staff to 
give it stronger military representation and a more balanced outlook. But 
even though he aligned himself increasingly with the JCSt Brzezinski rarely 
risked his crech"bDity with the President on the Chiefs' behalf. During the 
annual bu~ battles, for example, Brzezinsld's presence was barely n~ 
able. Nor, m his eagerness to conclude a SALT n agreement, was BrzeZlnski 
overly concerned fot JCS worries, the Backfire bomber especially. 

(U) The Joint Chiefs also found, in dealing with the Office of the Sec
retaJ:y of Defense, that their views carried less wei&ht than in years past. 
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, no newcomer to the Pentagon, entered 
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office with a healthy skepticism of what to expect from the JCS. He pre
ferred, as much as pcssIble, to work directly with the JCS Chairman rather 
than ~th the Joint Chiefs as a corporate body. Not only did he find it more 
exped~ to do so but also he felt he stood a better chance of getting undi
luted military advice that way. At the same time, Brown reHed more on his 
own staff or on outside consultants for much of the same kinds of technical 
suppo~ that the Joint Staff, in theory at least, could have provided just as 
wen. CiviUan advice and authfJlit¥ continued to substitute for that of uni
formed officers in many key areas of military policy. The strategic targeting 
review, eu1minating in Po..59 and NUWEP So, was a case in point, a review 
dominated and overseen by civilian consultants, dealing with issues that 
had predominantly military overtones. Although civilians bad taken promi~ 
nent roles in such matters in the past, Brown's use of them was unprece-

. dented since the days of Robert S. McNamara. No doubt he believed that 
this was the only way of obtaining timely advice and reoommeDdations. Yet 
it also showed a notable 1aek of confidence in what the JCS could produce 
on their own. 

(U) Ironically, Brown entered office oommitted to reforms that were 
supposed to help bridge the gap between OSD and the Jes, not make it 
wider. His major initiative in this regard was to give the Services, the Com
batant Commanders, and the Joint Chiefs a larger voice in budget policy 
and greater responsibility for allocating resources, than under the PPB sys
tem that had been in use since McNamara's time. In different circum
stances, with more liberal funding guidelines, Brown's innovations might 
well have had the desired effect. But under the tight spending guidelines 
imposed by President Carter, many if not most of the major resource deci· 
sions were preordained. Competition for funds among the Servia. re
mained as intense as ever. Meanwhile, the JCS fo~ posture 
recommendations sent up to the Secretary, whether in the form ofth~ JSOP 
or its improved successor, the JSPD, continued to represent compilatiOns of 
Service-based estimates and preferences, rather than fu1ly integrated and 
prioritized analyses of requirements. Widely regarded as little more than 
"wish lists, .. the Chiefs' estimates fell mostly on deaf ears. 

(U) Critics laid the blame for this situation almost squarely at the feet 
of the JCS themselves. A common complaint, voiced by the Steadman group 
and others, was that time-consuming and rigid corporate p~ ren
dered the Joint Chiefs inmpable of participating effectively in resource allo
cation decisions, and that the JCS/Joint Staff system remained hobbled by 
interservice rivalry and coDlpetition, resulting in unproduetive conflict at 
the lower levels and an inability to transcend Service interests at the top. 
From the standpoint of COllSUJI1el'S-tbe President. the SeeJ;etary of Defense. 
and the National Security CouneU-it was increasingly evident that the 
Chiefs' advice was of limited value in sorting out what should be done and 
who should do It. Reform was in the air, though when Carter left office the 
direction it would take was still unclear. 
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(U) One increasingly attractive option for turning the JCS into a 
?lore responsive organization was to vest greater power and responsfbility 
In the Chairman. Both men who served in that capacity during the Carter 
yeam-General George S. Brown and General David C. Jones-operated on 
the premise that the Chairman's main job was to expedite and lead, rather 
than dominate, JC8 deliberatiOns. But after the abortive Iran hostage rescue 
mission (if not before), Jones began to rethink his position. Citing unwieldy 
JCS practices for addressing internal conflicts, he became more and more 
discouraged by what he later descn'bed as "an intramural scramble for re
sources" among the Services.! Jones concluded that, as the only JCS mem
ber to devote full time to joint affairs, the Chairman should have closer 
control over the Joint Staff and increased independence and authority to 
represent the JCS in inter-agency deliberations. But as the debate surround
ing the Cha.ir.ma.n's role in the Defense Resources Board indicates, it would 
take considerably greater outside pressure than bad yet been brought to 
bear before the Service Chiefs would agree to accept any significant change 

~::~roe«iures. 
This is not to say that the Joint Chiefs of Staff were incapable of 

providing sound and timely advice should the need arise, or that they were 
without influence and cretb."bility in high-level circles during Carter's presi
dency. Indeed, in dealing with foreign affairs, the JCS continued to play an 
active and prominent role, even though in some instances carter came 
around slowly to the Chiefs' way of thinking. Initially. Carter's determina
tion to shed military commitments abroad and to rely less on military in
struments in support of foreign policy led him to adopt positions, in ICorea, 
Central America, Taiwan, Africa, and elsewhere, which either ignored or 
downplayed JCS-recommended course$ of action. 
events. he found himself toward JCS ~s .~ 

"l.3CwX'> . 
. i)c£ 

5'r;c7.»C/ 'G,Z(.} 
r"em:1Jls.: a spillover the SaIlldinista 

acMce to step 1lP security assistarice . . 
to neighboring Salvador and Honduras, though not to the full extent the ·OSD 
Chiefs had hoped to see. Section 6.2 (a) 

(U) On Capitol Hill the Chiefs' advice and influence sometimes 
counted for as much if not more than at the White House or in OSD. This 
was certainly true of the Panama Canal and the SALT n treaties, where Sen
ate skeptics looked to the Joint Chiefs of Sta1f for assurance that the a~ 
ments were in the country's long-term interest. Holding strong reservatiOns 
about both accords, the Chiefs declined to give either their unqualified back .. 

1 See David C. Jones, "Why the Joint Chiefs of Staff Must Cbange," Armed Forces Journal 
lntematlonal (Mar 1982): 62-72-
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mg. However, they did acknowledge tbai, on balanee, the country's security 
posture probably would be better off with the treaties than without them. 
Such assessments fell well short of the resounding endorsement the Carter 
administration would have preferred, but for the caual treaty, at least, the 
Chiefs' position gave wavering Senatol'S more reason to vote for the agree
ment than to oppose it SALT n, on the other hand, posed tougher prob
lems, which eventually left the White House no choice but to shelve the 
treaty. In the circumstances, it seems clear that not even a stronger state
ment of JCS support would have changed the outcome. 

(U) Maintaining cordial relations with Congress was, as always, a 
time-consuming yet important activity, especially for the JCS Cbairman. 
Largely as a reaction to Vietnam, congressional invo1vemem in national sa-

. curity affairs had been growing steadily since the late 19608 and by Carteis 
presidency had reached unpreeedented levels. Not only did Congress enjoy 
more detailed control than ever before over the budget review pl'W!8S but 
also, through the 1973 War Powers Resolution and other legislative action, 
it bad made major inroads into defense and foreign policy-maldng as well. 
To stay up on developments, the Joint Chiefs had no choice but to pay close 
attention to congressional liaison, with the Chairman's office the logical 
place for shouldering much, if not most, of the day .. to-day burden. 

(D) Two other matters that consumed a gmat deal of JCS time and 
attention during the Carter years were the effort to modemize NATO's con
ventional and nuclear force posture, and the creation of the RDJTF for the 
Middle East. Although the Chiefs bad reservations about the administra
tion's Long Term Defense Program for NATO, their doubts initially bad 
nothing to do with the need for strengthening the alliance's conventional 
capabilities (a goal they fully supported), but with the posSlDility that a 
buildup in Europe would be under-funded and at the expense of obligations 
in the Par East and elsewhere. Cart:er's promise of a 3 percent net increase 
notwithstanding, the Chiefs doubted the feasibility of meeting LTDP goals 
from available resouroos; with the added burdens of the theater nuclear 
force buildup that NATO leaders sanctioned in 1919. they had all the more 
reason to worry. Eventually, though, it was not so much NATas needs as 
the competing demands of the RDJTFthat ef:fectivelysidetracked the LTDP. 

(U) Although often hailed as one of the most significant defeDse ac
complishments of Carter's presidency, the Rapid Deployment Porce also be
came one of the most contentious items to appear on the JCS agenda since 
Vietnam. Some o£ the issues that arose-the vying between the Army and 
the Marines over which should take the lead in supplying ground tmits, and 
disputes over the command and control of forces-retlected the long and 
sometimes bitter histoIY of interservice rivalries. But others, notably the 
worldwide allocation of assets and the relative merits of prepositioning 
equipment for an emergency versus developing a capacity for loog-range 
force projection, reflected fundamental differences of approach between t:J:te 
JCS and the Carter White House. Above an, the Joint Chiefs wanted to aVOId 
being drawn into another Vietnam-type conflict. Having recently fought one 
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politically unpopular war) the JCS weI'e loath to contemplate the possibility 
of yet another, as witnessed. by their reluct:aDce to become involved in the 
m~rky Ogaden Crisis of 1977-1978. Before taking on new obligations in the 
MJddle But or elsewhere, they wanted assurances that the necessaJy politi
cal support and resources wouldfonow. 

(U) What the Chiefs saw instead all too often duriDg the Carter years 
~ a succession of "honow" poJicies that were long on promises and COM
mItments but short on provimng what the JCS considered the requisite as
sets for effective implementation. This prob1em.loomed large not only in the 
administration's oonduct of defense policy in Europe and the Middle East 
but also in its basic approach to strategic nuclear planning, as outlined in 
PO-59. Emphasizing an unprecedented range and mix of targeting options, 
PO-59 posed exceedingly ambitious objectives which the JCS had good rea
son to question without the infusion of substantial additional resources. As 
much as Carter wanted to reduce the threat of a nuclear exchange, the Joint 
Chiefs worried that be might end up increasing the danger of a nuclear war 
by propounding concepts, orpDized around meticulously preplanned sce
narios that were beyond the realm of practicality. To meet the exceedingly 
tough endurance and survivability demands articulated in PO-59, the Chiefs 
estimated that it would take years of heavy investment and diligent effort, 
funding for which was far from certain. Meantime, should deterrence fail, 
the United States would have no choice but to take its cbances with what the 
JCS regarded as less than fully l'1!1iable systems under the new policy guide
lines. 

(U) While well aware that these problems existed, President Carter 
took them in stride. He firmly believed that, on balance, the united States 
and its allies held a clear edge over the Soviet Union, perhaps not as much 
as some would like to see in ready military power, but certainly in the areas 
that would count the most over the long haul in dealing with the Soviet 
competition-in underlying economic strength, political cohesion, and 
commitment to purpose. Operating on these premises, Carter was confident 
that in the long nm the West would prevail unless it imprudently squan
dered its resources. OYer-investing in defense, he argued time and BP!n, 
was one such possibDity. Yet try as he might to implement what he coDSld
ered prudent millta:ry spending practices, he left office convinced that "the 
defense appetite for a larger budget is insatiable. "2 

(U) The situation that Carter and the Joint Chiefs of Staff faced was 
in many respects reminiSMDt of the late 19408. At that time President Harry 
S. Truman had felt compelled for economic reasons to adopt defense bue;
eta providing for substantially less than what the JCS recommended, .desplte 
worsening relations with the Soviet Union and growing US commitments 
abroad. Both then and during the Carter years, limited funds meant limited 
military capabilities. Por Truman, the sudden outbreak of the Korean War 

II Minutes. NBC Mtg. 11 Dec 80. sub: Basic Semnity Issues, Odom CoUect:ioD, So box 47. Na~ 
tioual Strategy (Nov Bo·81) folder. Qmer Li'bralY. 
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Conclusion 

appeared to confirm JCS warnings of possible trouble and the need for in
~ preparedness. But for President Carter, there was no similarly dra
matic moment. Although he reacted with concem to the Soviet intervention 
in Afghanistan, he wanted to preserve what be could oftbe progress made in 
improving US-Boviet re1atioDS under d6tente. The withdrawal of the SALT 
II treaty from the Senate, the acceleration of efforts on behalf of the RDJTF, 
and other steps taken to signal American displeasure with Soviet behavior in 
Afghanistan, marked an obvious break with the conciliatory policies and 
rhetoric that Carter had 1lSed until then. But they were measured and delib· 
erate responses, Jacldng the sense of urgency that had energized American 
policy in June 1950. 

(U) The differences between Carter and the Joint Chiefs were, in fact, 
far from insuperable. Carter wanted to limit defense obligations to no more 
than 5 percent of GNP, whereas the JCS urged something in the neighbor .. 
hood of 6 to 7 percent. (By way of comparison, DOD outlays in the 19508 
and 196os, during the height of the cold war, averaged 8 to 10 percent an .. 
nually.S) By hoJding firm, yielding only to minor increases, some foteed on 
him by Congress, Carter demonstrated bis commitment to fiscal integrity, 
but wound up losing the public debate to those who agreed with the JCS 
that there was a serious and growing strategy-resources gap. The ejection of 
1980 effectively decided the issue in &:vor of the JCS position and ushered 
in a new administration dedicated to making major augmentations to the 
military budget. The result would be the largest sustained peacetime 
buildup in the countIy's history. 

(U) Despite the constraints under which the JCS operated during 
Carters presidency, much did in fact get aooompJished. The aceusation by 
some that the 1970S was a "decade of neglect" for the Ameriean armed 
forces is overdrawn. While not always as weD fimded as the JCS would have 
preferred, Carter's defense programs still made notable strides tOW8l'd mod
ernizing and upgrading the conventional force posture and toward preserv
ing essential equivalence with the Soviet Union in strategic nuclear power, 
though by the tUne Carter left office, the results for the most part had yet to 
materialize. Under Ronald Reagan's presidency,the JCS would have a 
broader charter to accomplish more, and the Cuter legacy on which to 
build. 

3 National ~ Budget Bstima.tes/Dr FY Jg88/J98g (0ffXe altbe Assistant Secretary of 
DefeDse [Comptroller], May 1981), 128-29. 
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ADM 
ACCHAN 
ACDA 
ACE 
ACLANT 
AHGs 
AIMS 
AlT 
ALCM 
APe 
APDM 
MAT 
ASD/PA&E 

ASW 
AWACS 

CS 
CSI 
CBMs 
CBU 
CCJTF 
CENTCOM 
CENTO 
CFC 
cm 
CG 
CINCCFC 
CINCPAC 
CM 
CMC 
COG 
COMRDJTF 
COMUSJ 
CONPLAN 
CPD 
CPX 
CSCE 
CTJTF 
CVBG 

DCA 
DCP 
DDR&E 
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Appendix! 
Acronyms and AbhreviadoDS 

anti-baIlistie missile 
.Allied Command Channel 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
Allied Command Europe 
Allied Command Atlantic 
Ad Hoe Groups 
alternative integrated military strategies 
American Institute in Taiwan 
air-launched cruise missile 
armored personnel carrier 
Amended Program Decision Memorandum 
anti-satellite . 
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Assistant 8ecretaJ:y of Defense for Program Analysis 
and Evaluation 

anti-submarine warfare 
airborne warning and control system 

command, control, and communications 
command, control, communications and intelligence 
confidence-building measures 
cluster bomb unit 
Caribbean Combined Joint Task Force 
Central Command 
Central Treaty Organization 
Combined Forces Command 
conformal fuel tanks 
Consolidated Guidance 
Glmmander in Chief, Combined Forces Command 
Commander in Chief, Pacific 
cruise missile 
Commandant of the Marine Corps 
continuity of government 
Commander, Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force 
Commander, US Forces, Japan 
contingency plan 
Committee on the Present Danger 
command post exercises 
Conference on security and Cooperation in Europe 
Coontertenorist Joint Task force 
carrier battle group 

Defense Cooperation Agreement 
Defense Planning Committee 
Director of Defense Research and Engineering 
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DMZ 
DP&E 
DPQ 
DR! 
DSTP 

ECM 
EEZ 
BUNT 
ER 
ERDA 
ERW 
EUCOM 
BW 

FlP 
FUR 
FLNC 
FMS 
FRG 
FSLN 
FY 
FYPD 

GAO 
GLCMs 
GNP 
GONT 

HLG 
HQ,RDJTF 
HUMINT 

IADB 
lAF 
ICNT 
IDA 
118 
IIAF 
liN 
IlSS 
IMET 
INSCOM 
10/PG 
IOC 
IRBM 
lSA 
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demilitarized zone 
Director for Planning and Evaluation 
Defense PJanning Questionnaire 
Defense Resources Board 
Director of Strategic Target Planning 

electronic counter measures 
Exdusive Economic Zane 
electronic intelligence 
enhanced radiation 
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Energy Researeh and Development Administration 
enhanced radiation warhead 
European Command 
electronic warfare 

Force Improvement Plan 
Forward-Looking Infrared 
Front for the National Lt"beration of the Congo 
foreign military sales 
Federal RepubHe of Germany 
Sandinista National Liberation Front 
Fiscal Year 
Five-Year Defense Plan 

General Aecounting Office 
long-range ground-launehed cruise missiles 
gross Dational produet 
Government of Taiwan 

High Level Group 
Headquarters, Rapid Deployment Joint Task Foree 
Human Intelligence 

Inter-American Defense Board 
Israeli Air Force 
Infonnal Composite Negotiating Text 
Institute for Defense Analysis 
Interdepartmental Groups 
Imperial Iranian Air Force 
Imperial Iranian Navy 
lntemationallnstltute for Strategic Studies 
International Military Training and Education 
Inte1Ugenee and Security Command 
Indian Ocean/Persian Gulf 
initial deployment date 
intermediate range ballistic missile 
International Security Affairs 
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JDA 
JFM 
JHO 
JPAM 
JSCP 
JSDF 
JSO 
JSOP 
JSPD 
JSPS 
JSTPS 
JTF 

KUSLO 

LNOs 
LOS 
LRTNF 
LTDP 

MAAG 
MAC 
MAP 
MAP 
MAP 
MBA 
MBFR 
MDT 
MBAF 
MERL 
MERs 
METG 
MIDEASTFOR 
MILGP 
MIRV 
MLBM 
MNCs 
MpS 
MRBM 
MTr 
MURFAAMCE 

NAC 
NATO 
NCA 
NIE 
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Joint Deployment Agency 
Joint Force Memorandum 
Joint History Office 
Joint Program Assessment Memorandum 
Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan 
Japan Self-Defense Forces 
Joint Staff Office 
Joint Strategic Objectives plan 
Joint Strategic Planning Document 
Joint Strategic Planning System 
Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff 
joint task force 

Kenya-US military liaison office 

limited nuclear options 
Law of the Sea 
long-range theater nuclear forces 
Long Term Defense Program 

Military Assistance Advisol)" Group 
Military Airlift Command 
Marine Amphibious Force 
Military Assistance Program 
multiple aim point 
military base agreement 
Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction 
mutual defeose treaty 
Middle East/Africa 
military equipment requirements list 
Multiple Ejector Rack 
Middle East Task Group 
Middle East Force 
military advisory group 
multip1e independently targeted re-ently vehicle 
modem large ballistic missile 
Major NATO Commands 
multiple protective shelter 
medium-range baDistic missile 
mobile traiDing teams 
Mutual Reduction of Forces and Armaments and 

Associated Measures in Central Europe 

North Atlantic Council 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
National Command Authority 
national intelligence estimate 
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NMA 
NPG 
NPT 
NSA 
NSC 
NSDM 
NSSM 
NTPR 
NTPS 
NUWEP 

O&M 
OAB 
OAU 
OJes 
OMB 
OMC 
OPLAN 
OPSDEPS 
OPSIC 
OSO 
OV 

PACOM 
PO 
POM 
POM 
PPBS 
PPBS 
PPGM 
PRC 
PRC 
PRM 

QRA 

DO 
RDF 
RDJTF 
REDCOY 
ROC 
ROCAF 
ROK 
RSAF 
RTDU 
RV 
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National Military Advisers 
Nuclear PlaDning Group 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
National Security Agency 
National Security Council 
National Security Decision Memoranda 
National Security Study Memoranda 
Nuclear Targeting Policy Review 
Near-Term Pre-Positioning Ships 
Nuclear Weapons Employment PoHey 

operation and maintenance 
Organization of American States 
Organization of African Unity 
Organization of the Joint aBefs of Staff 
Office of Management and Budget 
Office of Military Cooperation 
Operational Plan 
Operations Deputies 
operations security 
Office of the Secretary ofDefenae 
observation 

Pacific Command 
Presidential Directives 
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Program Decision Memorandum 
Program Objective Memorandum 
Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System 
Planning, Programmin& and Budgeting System 
Planning and Programming G:uic.ianre Memorandum 
People's Republic of ClUna 
Policy Review Committee 
Presidential Review Memoranda 

Quick Reaction Alert 

research and development 
Rapid Deployment Force 
Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force 
Readiness Command 
Republic of China 
ROC Air Foree 
Republic of Korea 
Royal Saudi Air FOra! 
research, development, test, aDd evaluation 
re-entl'yvehicle .. 
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S/I 
SAC 
SACEUR 
SACLANT 
SAGA 
SALT II 
SALT 
SAO 
SAU 
SAVAK 
sec 
SCM 
SDC 
SDC 
SlOP 
SLBM 
SLCM 
SLEP 
SLOC 
SNDV 
SOD 
SORG 
SOSUS 
SRAM 
SRF 
SSBN 

TAB 
TFS 
TNC 
TNF 
TOA 
TOW 
TTPI 

UCP 
UNe 
USCENTCOM 
USClNCEUR. 
USCINCSO 
USFJ 
USFK 
USSOUTHCOM 

WP 
WRT 
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Acronyms andAbbreuUltionl 

standardization and interoperability 
Strategic Air Command 
Supreme Allied Commander, Europe 
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic 
Studies, Analysis, and Gaming Agency 
strategic arms control agreement 
StrategicArms Limitation Talks 
Selected Attack Options 
surface attack unit 
Shah of Iran's secret police 
Special Coordination Committee 
Security Consultative Meeting 
Special Deployment category 
Subcommittee for Defense Cooperation 
Single Integrated Operational Plan 
sea-launched baJ1istic missile 
sea-launched cruise missile 
Service Life ExteDsion Program 
sea lines of communication 
strategic nuclear delivery vehicles 
Special Operations Division 
Special Operations Review Group 
Sound Surveillance System 
short-range attack missile 
Secure Reserve Force 
nuclear bal1istic missile submarine 

taetieaI airlift squadron 
tactical fighter squadron 
third country nationals 
theater nuclear forces 
total obligational authority 
tube-launched, optically-tracked, wire-guided 
Trust TerritDry of the Pacific Islands 

Unified Command Plan 
United NatiOllS Command 
United States Central Command 
US Commander in Chief, Europe 
US Commander in Chief. Southern Command 
US Forces Japan 
US Forces, Korea 
US Southern Command 

Warsaw Pact 
Weighting System for Recovery TargetiDg 
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Principal MiHtary and Civilian Oftieers 

President and Commander in Chief 
Jimmy Carter 

Assistant to the President 
for National Securlty.Ajfairs 

Zbigniew Brzezinski 

Secretary of State 
Cyrus R. Van"" 
Edmund S. Muskie 

Secretory of Dtfrmse 
Harold Brown 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Charles W. Duncan, Jr 
W. Graham Clayton, Jr 

Under Secretary of Deftmse (Policy) 
StanJey R. R.esor 
Robert W. Komer 

Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(International Security .Ajfairs) 

Eugene V. McAulift'e 
David E. McGiffert 

Director, Pltmning and Evaluation 
Edward C. Aldridge 

Assistant Secretary of IJefonse 
(Program Analysis and Evaluation) 

Russell Murray, II 

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
General George S. Brown, USAF 
General David C. Jones, USAF' 

Chief ojSta.f/. USArrny 
General Bernard W. Rodgers 
General Edward C. Meyer 
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21 Jan 77-20 Jan 81 

21 Jan 77-20 Jan 81 

23 Jan 77-28 Apr 80 
8 May 80-18 Jan 81 

21 Jan 77-20 Jan 81 

31 Jan 71-26 Jul19 
24 Aug 19-16 Jan 81 

14 Aug 18-1 Apr 19 
24 Oct 19-20 Jan 81 

6 May 76-1,Apr 11 
4 Apr 71-20 Jan 81 

18 May 76-11 Mar 11 

28 Apr 11-20 Jan 81 

1 Jul14-20 Jun 78 
21 Jon 18-18 Jun82 

1 Oct 16--21 Jun 19 
22 Jun 19-21 Jun 83 
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Principal Military and Civilian 0fIlcers 

Chit{ o/Naval Operations 
Admiral James L. Holloway, III 
Admiral Thomas B. Hayward 

Chief o/Staff, U8Air Force 
General David C. Jones 
General Lew Allen, Jr 

Cammandant, US Marine ColpS 
General Louis H. W:dson 
General Robert H. Barrow 

Director, Joint Staff 
Lieutenant General Ray B. Sitton, USAF 
VtceAdmiral PatrickJ. Hannifan,USN 
Major General John A Wickham, Jr., USA (Acting) 
Lieutenant General John A WJclcbam, Jr., USA 
Vice Admiral Carl Thor Hanson, USN 

Commander in ChieJ,Atlantic 
Admirallsaae C. Wd, USN 
Admiral Harry D. Train II, USN 

Commander in (Jaie/, US European OJmm.and 
General Alexander M. Haig, Jr., USA 
General Bernard W. Rodaers, USA 

Commander in Chief, Pacific 
Admiral Mauri~ F. Weisner, USN 
Admiral Robert L. J. Long, USN 

Commander in Chief, US Readiness Command 
General John J. Hennessey, USA 
General Volney F. Warner, USA 

Commander in Chief, US Southern Command 
Lieutenant General Dennis P. McAuliffe, USA 
Lieutenant General Wallace H. Nutting, USA 

Commander in Chief, StrategicAir Command 
General Russell E. Dougherty. USAF 
General Richard H. Ellis, USAF 
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1 Jul74-30 Jun 18 
1 Jul78-30 Jun 82 

1 JW74-20 Jun ?8 
1 Jul78-30 Jun 82 

1 Jul75-30 Jun 79 
1 Jul79-30 Jun 8S 

1 Jul76-so Jun '17 
1 Jul77-20 Jun ?8 
1 Jul,s-21 Aug 78 

22 Aug ']8-22 Jun 79 
22 Jun 79-30 Jun 81 

1 Jun 75-19 Sep 78 
19 Sep 78-1 Oct 82 

1 Nov74-1Jul79 
1 Jul79-26 Jun 87 

SO Aug 76-31 Oct 79 
31Oct79-1Jul8S 

9 Dec 74-1 Aug 79 
1 Aug 79-1 Aug 81 

1 Aug 75-30 Sep 79 
1 Oct 79-24 May 83 

1 Aug 74-31 Jut 77 
1 Aug 77-1 Aug 81 
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PenoDDel 
EndFY77 BndFY78 

Milftary 2.0'1Dl 2.061D 
Civilians 1.02ID 1.02IIl 

Slrateaie Forees 
B-52 Squadrmas/tJE 21/S16 21/316 
PB-llJA Squadrons/VE 4/66 4/60 
TitanICBlU 54 54 
Minuteman n 450 450 
Minuteman 1n sso sso 
SSBNs 

Polaris 10 10 
Poseidon 31 31 

GeDenl Purpeae Forces 
Army 
DfrisIons WRJ 16/8 16/8 

Heavy' 9 9 
Ughtb 7 7 

Marine Corps 
Divisious WI.) 3/1 S/l 
AirW'UIgS 3 3 

AirForoe 
Tactical Fighter W'mgs 26 26 

A-7 2 2 
A-I0 2 2 
F-4 17 15 
F-15 2 
F-16 
F-ll1 5 5 

Strategic Airlift UE 
C-sA 70 70 
C-J41 234 234 

Navy 
Active Fleet 477 412 
Attack Carriers 12 12 
AirWmgs 12 12 
AttaekSubmarioes 76 14 
Surfaee CoIDha1antr 187 162 

Cruisers 21 28 
Destroym 96 69 
Frigates 64- 6s 
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EndFY?9 EnclFYBo 

2.021D 2.05D1 
·991Dl .CJ9OD1 

21/316 21/316 
4/60 4/60 

54 54 
450 4&0 
550 550 

10 5 
31 31 

16/8 16/8 
10 10 
6 6 

S/1 S/l 
3 3 

26 26 
1 1 
2 3 

15 13 

'" 
5 
I 

4 3 

70 77 
2M 275 

398 415 
12 12 
12 12 

TI 76 
165 178 
:as 26 

72 80 
6S 72 

Sources: Ammal Reports of the Setretary of Defense, FYs 1978-1982: Strategic Air COOUQ8nd 
Anauallleports, CYs 19T1-1C)8o; Air Staff History Braneh. 

Notes 
a Armored and mechanized divisions. 
b Infantry, airborne. and air moble dtv.isions. 
c Includes active cruisers, destroym, and frlptes. 
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(U) This history, like others in the series, relies primarily upon the 
Joint Master Files of the Joint Chiefs of Staff aDd upon the records kept in 
the Office of the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of staff. Although there is some du .. 
plication between the two, the master files comprise the official actions and 
serial numbered papers of the Joint Chiefs aDd are far more voluminous 
and detailed than the Chairman's collection, which is more seJectfve and 
personal. Besides JC8-originated papers, these collections include docu
ments from the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Military Services, the 
National Security C'A:Juncll (NSC), the Department of State, the Central Intel
ligenCe Agency, and other organizations involved in making national policy. 

_ Also extremely useful was the NBC collection maintained by the 
Directorate for Plans and Policy (J-S). This consists of the notebooks and 
backup papers prepared for the ~ the Secmtary of Defense, and 
their deputies for meetings of the NBC, the Special Coordination Committee 
(SCC), the Policy Review Committee (PRC), and their supporting interde
partmental groups. Organized by committee and med chronologically, this 
collection provides a wealth of formal documentation, bacqround corre
spondence, and commentary on how policies emerged. 

(U) Almost as important as the JCS files to this volume were the pa
pers of President Jimmy Carter and his chief aides, housed at the Carter 
Presidential Library in At1a:nt.a, Georgia. Most helpful in tracking national 
securit;y policy were the records kept by the President's Assistant for Na
tional Security Affairs, Zbigniew Brzezinski, and his military assistant, Ce
lonel Wmiam E. Odom, USA; and the records althe Executive Secretariat of 
the National Security Couneil, containiD.s paraphrased minutes of NSC, 
sec, and PRC meetings, correspondence between the President and his 
senior advisers, including the JeS, subject files, and other papers DOt found 
in JCS records. Access to these papers is on a highly restricted basis and re
quires agency approvals and top-level clearanas. At the time the author re
searched the Carter papers (1991) the horaty staff was sHU in the process of 
organizing them, so box and file locations may change. Unfortunately, most . 
of President Carter's private papers, including his personal diary, had not 
yet been transferred to the library's custody and were therefore unavailable 
for the author's review. 
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